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title
Characterising and modeling the co-evolution of transportation networks and
territories
abstract
The identification of structuring effects of transportation infrastructure on territorial dynamics remains an open research problem. This issue is one of the aspects
of approaches on complexity of territorial dynamics, within which territories and
networks would be co-evolving. The aim of this thesis is to challenge this view
on interactions between networks and territories, both at the conceptual and empirical level, by integrating them in simulation models of territorial systems. The
intrinsically multidisciplinary nature of the question requires first to proceed to
a quantitative epistemology analysis, that allow us to draw a map of the scientific landscape and to give a description of common features and specificities of
models studying the co-evolution between network and territories within each
discipline. We propose consequently a definition of co-evolution and an empirical method for its characterization, based on spatio-temporal correlation analysis.
Two complementary modeling approaches, that correspond to different scales
and ontologies, are then explored. At the macroscopic scale, we build a family of
models inheriting from interaction models within system of cities, developed by
the Evolutive Urban Theory (Pumain, 1997). Their exploration shows that they effectively capture co-evolutionary dynamics, and their calibration on demographic
data for the French system of cities (1830-1999) quantifies the evolution of interaction processes such as the tunnel effect or the role of centrality. At the mesoscopic
scale, a morphogenesis model captures the co-evolution of the urban form and
of network topology. It is calibrated on corresponding indicators for local form
and topology, computed for all Europe. Multiple network evolution processes
are shown complementary to reproduce the large variety of observed configurations, at the level of indicators but also interactions between indicators. These
results suggest new research directions for urban models integrating co-evolutive
dynamics in a multi-scale perspective.
keywords
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titre
Caractérisation et modélisation de la co-évolution des réseaux de transport et des
territoires
résumé
L’identification d’effets structurants des infrastructures de transports sur la dynamique des territoires reste un défi scientifique ouvert. Cette question est une
des facettes de recherches sur la complexité des dynamiques territoriales, au sein
desquelles territoires et réseaux de transport seraient en co-évolution. L’objectif
de cette thèse est de mettre à l’épreuve cette vision des interactions entre réseaux
et territoires, autant sur le plan conceptuel que sur le plan empirique, en les intégrant au sein de modèles de simulation des systèmes territoriaux. La nature intrinsèquement pluri-disciplinaire de la question nous conduit à mener un travail
d’épistémologie quantitative, qui permet de dresser une carte du paysage scientifique et une description des éléments communs et des spécificités des modèles
traitant la co-évolution entre réseaux et territoires dans chaque discipline. Nous
proposons ensuite une définition de la co-évolution, ainsi qu’une méthode de caractérisation empirique, basée sur une analyse de corrélations spatio-temporelles.
Deux pistes complémentaires de modélisation, correspondant à des ontologies
et des échelles différentes sont alors explorées. A l’échelle macroscopique, nous
construisons une famille de modèles dans la lignée des modèles d’interaction
au sein des systèmes de villes développés par la Théorie Evolutive des Villes
(Pumain, 1997). Leur exploration montre qu’ils capturent effectivement des dynamiques de co-évolution, et leur calibration sur des données démographiques
pour le système de villes français (1830-1999) quantifie l’évolution des processus d’interaction comme l’effet tunnel ou le rôle de la centralité. A l’échelle mésoscopique, un modèle de morphogenèse capture la co-évolution de la forme
urbaine et de la topologie du réseau. Il est calibré sur les indicateurs correspondants pour la forme et la topologie locales calculés pour l’ensemble de l’Europe.
De multiples processus d’évolution du réseau s’avèrent être complémentaires
pour reproduire la grande variété des configurations observées, au niveau des
indicateurs ainsi que des interactions entre indicateurs. Ces résultats suggèrent
de nouvelles pistes d’exploration des modèles urbains intégrant les dynamiques
co-évolutives dans une perspective multi-échelles.
mots-clefs
Territoires ; Réseaux de Transport ; Co-évolution ; Morphogenèse ; Théorie Évolutive des Villes ; Épistémologie Quantitative ; Systèmes de Villes ; Morphologie
Urbaine ; Grand Paris ; Delta de la Rivière des Perles
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标题
建模交通网络和地域的共同演变
摘要
运输基础设施对领土体系结构效应存在的问题远未得到解决。这是复杂的地域
动态的一个方面，其中领土和交通网络正在共同演变。这篇论文的目的是测试
网络和地域之间的相互作用。它将在概念和经验上做到这一点，目的是将其整合
到地域系统的模拟模型中。我们正在处理的问题本质上是多学科的。出于这个原
因，我们首先进行量化的认识论分析。它可以绘制科学的景观图，并精确地描述
每个学科不同模型的结构。我们制定了一个共同进化的定义，并开发了一个基于
时空相关分析的经验表征方法。探索两个互补的建模轨道。它们对应于不同的本
体和尺度。在宏观层面上，我们根据城市演变理论发展起来的城市体系内的相互
作用模型发展了一个模型家族。他们的探索表明，他们实际上捕捉到共同演化的
动力。他们对法国城市系统（1830-1999）的人口统计数据的校准量化了互动过程
的演变。这些例如是隧道效应或网络中心性的影响。在介观尺度上，形态演化模
型捕捉城市形态和网络拓扑的共同演化。根据整个欧洲计算的局部形态和拓扑结
构的相应指标进行校准。网络演进的多个过程被考虑到：成本效益计划，潜在的
突破，自组织。它们似乎是互补的，可以产生所有的真实配置。校准也是按照第
二顺序进行的，也就是指标之间的相互作用，模型重现了现有情况的多样性。这
些结果一方面表明了把城市演变理论与形式演变相结合的理论建构。另一方面，
他们开辟了新一代城市模式的探索，这些模型将不得不整合多尺度协同进化动力
学。
关键字
地域; 交通网络; 共同演变; 形态; 演变城市理论; 量化认识论; 城市系统; 城市形态;
大巴黎; 珠江三角洲
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READING NOTES

This thesis was initially intended to be written in English. A first
third and most of papers were, to be then adapted and translated into
French, in order to fulfil an administrative constraint from an other
age. The rest was written in French and translated for this English
version. It has also been thought as a “Paper Thesis”, but the strong
recommendations of CNU have rapidly swept this ambition. Therefore, the current version has gone through several transformations
and “smoothing”, in order to give it a “classical” form, background
and identity. We apologize in advance to the reader if translation or articulation issues remain and disturb the fluidity of the reading, since
this English version was moreover fully translated again back from
French.
The layout is designed to be narrow in order to allow the reader to
write notes on the manuscript where he wants, on the digital or paper
version: maybe the dream of all manuscript is to become interactive.
All the figures in main text are produced by the author, at the exception of Fig. 12 (source xkcd https://xkcd.com/) and two illustrations
in the Frame 11. A large majority of figures are directly reproducible,
i.e. can be obtained by executing the scripts. All source code, from
models to the interpretation of results and to this proper writing, is
available openly with all its atomic history (commits) on the repository of the project1 . All the datasets produced in that frame are open,
and all data used are open or made open (in an aggregated way corresponding to the level of use by models in the case of a third-party
closed database).
This memoir in itself has been proofread by the following readers
(in alphabetical order): Arnaud Banos (AB), Clémentine Cottineau
(CC), Florent Le Néchet (FL), Cinzia Losavio (CL), Sébastien Rey
(SR), Hélène Serra (HS) in the spirit of an open review. By following the successive commits at https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/
ThesisMemoire, the use of specific commands for the review remarks
allows to track the full review process.
Names in Mandarin (cities, places, people, etc.) are transcribed using the pinyin system.

1 at https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/CityNetwork
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INTRODUCTION

Would the fog machine on the Saclay plateau be the only atemporal artefact in this metropolitan environment still searching for its own identity?
Let’s project us in 2100, in this southern suburb of what will still be Paris.
Local transformations have indeed happened, but not in the expected way,
the local climate being still fond of this well-known fog. However, the urban environment and the relation to the city are entirely conditioned by
a proximity to structural transportation lines: the disappearance of fossil
fuel transportation modes, then of all light vehicles through the technological failure of electric alternatives, have exacerbated the role of existing train
or metro lines. Densities have progressively increased around stations to
produce impressing tower compounds, whereas the peri-urban space became
progressively empty. Concerning transportation infrastructures, they stayed
quite at the identical after 2030, the few available resources being dedicated
to their maintenance, and their extension became conjointly rapidly out of
the political agendas. This plateau is therefore filled with abandoned buildings, since it still expects this line of the Grand Paris Express which finally
would never have been realized. Nature progressively finds its way again.
This scenario for a low budget anticipation film has the advantage
of revealing the existence of complex processes entangled at different
space and time scales in the production of cities: the historical development of the railway network in the Parisian region conditioned the
future evolutions, the RER B followed the old Ligne de Sceaux; the
masterplan by Delouvrier for regional development and its incomplete realization are elements explaining the structure of the Parisian
public transportation network which strongly condition urban development in our scenario; relocation processes within the metropolitan
space, related to a more or less strong need for proximity or accessibility depending on transportation modes used, play they role in the
urban evolution; in the case of the plateau of Saclay specific planning
processes at different levels play a crucial role in the differentiation of
the territory.
The list could be much further developed, since each approach
brings its mature vision related to a scientific body of knowledge
in different disciplines such as geography, urban economics, transportation. This anticipation scenario is enough to give a glance on the
complexity of territorial systems we will study. Our aim here is to
dive within this complexity, and more particularly to give an original
viewpoint on the study of relations between transportation networks
and territories. The choice of this positioning will be largely discussed
in a thematic part, and we now concentrate on the originality of the
point of view we will take.
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on general positioning
The ambition of this thesis is to have no a priori ambition. Such an introduction, although seeming rash, contains at all levels the implicit logics
behind our research process. At the first degree, we try as much as
possible to take a exploratory and constructive approach, as much
on theoretical and methodological domains than thematic domain,
but also proto-methodological (tools applying the method) : if unidimensional or integrated ambitions should emerge, they would be
conditioned by the arbitrary choice of a time sampling among the
continuity of the dynamic that structures any research project. In the
structural sense, the self-reference that underlines an apparent contradiction points out the central aspect of reflexivity in our constructive
approach, as much in the sense of the recursion of theoretical apparels, than for application of tools and methods developed to the work
itself, or in the sense of the co-construction of the different approaches
and of the different thematic axis. The processus of knowledge production can this way be understood as a metaphor of studied processes. Finally, from a point of view closer to the interpretation, it
suggests the intention of a delicate positioning linking a political positioning which necessity is intrinsic to humanities (for example here
against the technocratic application of models, or for the development
of tools for an Open Science) with a rigor of objectivity coming more
from other fields used, position that impose an increased prudence.
scientific context : paradigms of complexity
To better introduce our subject, it is necessary to develop the scientific context we will be integrated into. This context is crucial both to
understand the general epistemology underlying research questions,
and to be aware of the variety of methods and tools used.
Contemporaneous science is progressively taking the shift of complexity in many fields that we will illustrate in the following, what
implies an epistemological mutation to abandon strict reductionism2
that failed in most of its synthesis attempts [Anderson, 1972]. [Arthur,
2015] recently recalled that a mutation of methods and paradigms
was also at stake, through the increasing role of computational approaches replacing purely analytical techniques generally limited in
their modeling and resolution scope. Capturing emergent properties
in models of complex systems is one of the ways to understand the
essence of these approaches.

2 In a schematic way, reductionism consists in the epistemological positioning that
systems are entirely understandable from the fundamental elements they are constituted of and from the laws driving their evolution. Superior levels have neither an
autonomy nor irreducible causal powers.
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These considerations are well known in Social Sciences and Humanities (both quantitative and qualitative), for which the complexity
of studied agents and systems is one of the justifications of their existence: if humans were indeed particles, we could expect that most
fields studying them would have never emerged, as thermodynamics would have solved most of social issues. 3 . They are however
less known nor accepted in more “hard” sciences such as physics:
[Laughlin, 2006] develops a view of physics at a similar position of
a “frontier of knowledge” compared to other more recent fields that
could appear as being still in their genesis. Most of knowledge concerns classical simple structures, whereas a large number of systems
appear as self-organized, in the sense that the single microscopic laws
are not enough to determine macroscopic properties unless system
evolution is entirely simulated (more precisely this view can be taken
as a definition of emergence on which we will come back later, and
self-organized properties are indeed emergent). This corresponds to
the first nightmare of Laplace’s Deamon developed in [Deffuant et al.,
2015].
At the crossroads of epistemological positions, methods, and fields
of applications, sciences of Complexity focus on the importance of
emergence and self-organization in most of phenomena of the real
world, which make it lie closer to a frontier of knowledge closer than
we can imagine for classical disciplines [Laughlin, 2006]. These concepts are indeed not recent and had already been shown by [Anderson, 1972]. We can also interpret Cybernetics as a precursor of Complexity Sciences, by reading it as a bridge between technology and
cognitive sciences [Wiener, 1948], and moreover by developing the
notions of feedback and control.
Later, Synergetics [Haken, 1980] paved the way for a theoretical approach of collective phenomena in physics. Possible reasons for the
recent growth of works claiming a complexity approach are numerous. The explosion of computing power is surely one of these because
of the central role of numerical simulations [Varenne, 2010b]. They
could also be related to epistemological progresses: introduction of
the notion of perspectivism [Giere, 2010c], finer reflexions around the
nature of models [Varenne, Silberstein, et al., 2013]4 .
The theoretical and empirical potentialities of such approaches play
surely a role in their success5 , as confirmed by the various domains of
3 Even if this affirmation can also be discussed, since classical physics also failed in
their attempts to include irreversibility and evolutions of Complex Adaptive Systems
as [Prigogine and Stengers, 1997] points out.
4 In that frame scientific and epistemological progresses can not be dissociated and
can be seen as co-evolving, in the sense of a strong interdependency and a mutual
adaptation
5 Although the adoption of new scientific practices may be strongly biased by imitation and lack of originality [Dirk, 1999], or in a more ambivalent way, by marketing
strategies independent of knowledge strategies, as the fight for funds is becoming a
huge obstacle for research [Bollen et al., 2014].
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application (see [Newman, 2011] for a general survey), as for example
Network Science [Barabasi, 2002]; Neuroscience [Koch and Laurent,
1999]; Social Sciences including Geography [Manson, 2001; Pumain,
1997]; Finance with econophysics approaches [Stanley et al., 1999];
Ecology [Grimm et al., 2005]. The Complex Systems Roadmap [Bourgine,
Chavalarias, and al., 2009] proposes a double entry to studies on Complex Systems: an horizontal approach connecting fields of study with
transversal questions on theoretical foundations of complexity and
empirical common stylized facts, and a vertical approach to disciplines, with the aim at constructing integrated disciplines and corresponding multi-scale heterogeneous models. Interdisciplinarity is
thus central in our scientific background.
interdisciplinarity
We must further insist on the role of interdisciplinarity in the research
positioning taken here. This is as much a work in Theoretical and
Quantitative Geography than in Complex Systems Modeling, being
finally both depending on the point of view taken by the reader. In
that sense, we claim it to belong to Complex Systems Science that we
aim at positioning as a proper discipline through this precise implementation6 . There are risks of being read with mistrust or even defiance by scholars of various concerned disciplines, as recent examples
of misunderstandings and conflicts have illustrated [Dupuy and Benguigui, 2015]. We need to recall the importance of Banos’ virtuous
circle between disciplinarity and interdisciplinarity [Banos, 2013]. It
must necessarily imply different scientific agents, and it is complicated for an agent to be positioned in the two branches; our scientific
background will have to allow us to not be positioned only within
geographical disciplinarity (even if it will simultaneously be a crucial
component) but as much within Complex Systems (which is interdisciplinary, see 3.3 to go beyond the apparent contradiction), and our
scientific and epistemological sensitivity leads us to do the same.
The scientific evolution of complexity sciences, that some see as a
revolution [Colander, 2003], or even as a new kind of science [Wolfram,
2002], could indeed face intrinsic difficulties due to behaviors and apriori of researchers as human beings. More precisely, the need for
interdisciplinarity which makes the strength of Complexity Science
may be one of its greatest weaknesses, since the highly partitioned
structure of the organization of science may have negative impacts
on works involving different disciplines. We do not tackle the issue
of over-publication, quantification, competition, which is more linked
to a question of Open Science and its ethics, also of high importance
but of an other nature. That barrier haunting us and that we might
6 An abstract level of reading of the work in its entirety will bring informations on
knowledge production itself, as we will develop in 8.3.
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struggle to triumph of, has as the most obvious symptom cultural
disciplinary differences, and resulting opinion conflicts. The drama of
scientific misunderstandings is that they can indeed totally annihilate
progresses by interpreting as a falsification some works that answer
a totally different question.
The recent example in economics of a work on top-income inequalities presented in [Aghion et al., 2015], which conclusions are presented as opposed to the ones obtained by [Piketty, 2013], is typical
of this scheme. The latest focuses on the construction of long-time
clean databases for income data and shows empirically a recent acceleration of income inequalities, his simple model aiming to link this
stylized fact with the accumulation of capital has been criticized as
oversimplified. On the other hand, [Aghion et al., 2015] show with
econometric analyses that there indeed exist a causality link from innovation to top-income inequalities, the innovation however increasing social mobility, being thus also a driver of inequalities reductions.
Therefore do they obtain divergent conclusion on the role of capitals
in an economy, in particular on their ambiguous relation to innovation. But diverging points of view or interpretations do not imply a scientific incompatibility, and one could even imagine to try gathering
both approaches in an unified framework and model, yielding possibly similar or different interpretations. Such an integrated approach
will have chances to contain more information (depending on how
coupling is done) and to be a scientific progress.
This thought experiment illustrates the potentialities and the necessity of interdisciplinarity. In an other but similar vein, [Holmes
et al., 2017] reanalyses biological data from a 1943 experiment that
claimed to rule out Lamarckian over Darwinian evolution processes,
and show that the conclusions do not hold in the current context of
data analysis (enormous advances in theoretical and processing techniques) and scientific context (with numerous other proofs today of
Darwinian processes): this is a good example of a misunderstanding
on the context and how conclusions strongly depend on both technical and thematic frameworks. We shall now briefly develop other
examples to give an overview how conflicts between disciplines can
be damaging.
As already mentioned, Dupuy and Benguigui point out in [Dupuy
and Benguigui, 2015] the fact that in the field of urban studies, have
recently appeared open conflicts between classical heres of dicsciplines and new incomers, in particular physicists, even if their entry
in this domain is not new. The availability of large datasets for new
types of data (social networks, data from new information and communication technologies) have drawn an increased attention towards
the study of objects traditionally studied by human sciences, as analytical and computational methods of statistical physics became applicable. Although these studies are generally presented as the con-
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struction of a scientific approach to cities, discussing the scientific
character of existing approach, the effective novelty of the results obtained and the discredit of “classical” approaches are discussable. To
give a few examples, [Barthelemy et al., 2013] conclude that Paris has
followed a transition during the Haussman period and it global planning operations, which are well-known facts for a long time in urban
history and urban geography. [Chen, 2009] rediscovers that the gravity model can be improved by adding lags in interactions and theoretically derives the expression of the force of interaction between cities,
without any thematic theoretical or themartical background. Similar
examples could be multiplied, confirming the current discomfort between physicists and urban geographers. Significant benefices could
results from a wise integration of disciplines [O’Sullivan and Manson,
2015] but the road seems to be still long.
Similar conflict can be found at the interface of relations between
economics and geography: as [Marchionni, 2004] describes, the discipline of geographical economics, traditionally close to geography,
has heavily criticized at its emergence the relatively recent approach
of the New Economic Geography. This approach comes from economics
and its purpose is to take space into account in classical economic
methods. They have indeed not the same purposes and intentions,
and the conflict appears as a complete misunderstanding when seen
from an external eye. For exemple, the New Economic Geography
will privilege explications that imply universal economic processes
and independent of scales, whereas Geographical Economics will
base its arguments on local particularities and the contingency of
processes. Underlying epistemological assumptions are also very different, such as for exemple the relation to realism, the first being
founded on an abstract realism which is not necessary concretely realistic (use of abstract processes), whereas the second will be more
pragmatic. The extent in which these approaches are complementary
or incompatible remains however an open question according to [Marchionni, 2004]. Similar disciplinary relations will be encountered in
our work, such as between physics and geography. We furthermore
illustrate this question in C.6 by an exploration of links between economics and geography from the point of view of modeling.
Disciplinary conflicts may also emerge under the form of a reject of
novel methods by dominating currents. According to [Farmer and Foley, 2009], the operational failure of most classic economic approaches
could be compensated by a broader use of agent-based modeling and
simulation practices. The lack of analytical resolution which is inevitable for the study of most complex adaptive systems, seen to repel
most of economists. However, [Barthelemy, 2016b] insists on the exacerbated non-connection between numerous economic models and
theories and empirical observation, at least in the field of urban economics. This could be a symptom of the disciplinary non-connection
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evoked above. Still in economics, [Storper and Scott, 2009] also propose paradigms shifts for a return to the agent and an associated
construction of evidence-based theories.
Quantitative finance can be instructive for our purpose and subject,
through the similarities of its interdisciplinary kitchen with our domain (relations with physics and economics, fields more or less “rigorous”, etc.). In this domain coexist various fields of research having
very few interactions between them. We can consider two example.
On the one hand, statistics and econometrics are highly advanced in
theoretical mathematics, using for example stochastic calculus and
probability theory to obtain very refined estimators of parameters for
a given model (see e.g. [Barndorff-Nielsen et al., 2011]). On the other
hand, Econophysics aims at studying empirical stylized facts and infer empirical laws to explain economic phenomena, for example the
ones linked to complexity of financial markets [Stanley et al., 1999].
They include cascades leading to market crashes, fractal properties
of asset signals, complex structure of correlation networks. Both have
their advantages in a particular context and each would benefit from
increased interactions between the fields.
These diverse examples caught in the wind give short illustrations
of how crucial interdisciplinarity is and how it is difficult to achieve.
Without being close to exaggerating, we could imagine all researchers
complaining about bad or difficult experiences in interdisciplinarity,
with a largely positive return in the rare cases of a success. We will
in the following try to follow that narrow path, borrowing ideas, theories and methods from diverse disciplines, in the spirit of the construction of an integrated knowledge.
complexity paradigms in geography
Coming back to our introducing anecdote, we will focus on the study
of a thematic object that will be territorial systems: at the microscopic
scale, agents can indeed be seen as fundamental elements constituting the territory, which will emerge as a complex process at different scales. More generally, we propose to begin with sketching an
overview of the role of complexity in geography. Geographers are naturally familiar with complexity, since the study of spatial interactions
is one of their preferred object. The variety of fields in geography (geomorphology, physical geography, environmental geography, human
geography, health geography, etc. to give a few) has certainly played
a key role in the constitution of a subtle geographical thinking, which
considers heterogeneous and multi-scalar processes.
[Pumain, 2003] gives a subjective history of the emergence of complexity paradigms in geography, that we synthesize here. Cybernetics
yielded system theories such as the one used for first system dynamics models aiming at simulating the evolution of variables character-
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izing a territory, under the form of coupled differential equations, as
[Chamussy et al., 1984] illustrate for a model coupling population,
employments and housing stock. Later, the shift towards concepts
of self-organized criticality and self-organisation in physics lead to
corresponding developments in geography, as [Sanders, 1992] which
witnesses the application of concepts from synergetics to the dynamics of urban systems.
Finally, current paradigms of complex systems have been introduced through several relatively independent entries. We can exhibit
among them concepts from fractals, cellular automatons, Scaling concepts, and the evolutive urban theory. We briefly review these approaches below.
The study of the fractal nature of urban form was introduced by [Batty
and Longley, 1994], has been later syntesized by [Batty and Longley,
1994] and had numerous application including more recent developments such as [Keersmaecker, Frankhauser, and Thomas, 2003] for
analyzing the urban form or [Tannier et al., 2010] for the conception
of sustainable urban planning.
The theory of Scaling has furthermore been imported from physics
and biology (allometric relations) to explain urban scaling laws as
universal properties linked to the type of activity: infrastructure and
economies of scale (infralinear scaling) or resulting from a process of
social interactions (supralinear scaling), and assumes cities as scaled
versions of each other [Bettencourt et al., 2007]. We will not explicitly use these two approaches but they remain underlying in the
paradigms we will use7 .
Cellular automatons, introduced in geography by Tobler [Couclelis, 1985], are an other entry of complex approaches for urban modeling. Batty proposes a joint synthesis of it with agent-based models
and fractals in [Batty, 2007]. This type of model will take a modest
but not negligible place in our work.
An other incursion of complexity in geography was for the case
of urban systems through the evolutive urban theory of Pumain. We
will position more particularly within its heritage and will develop it
with more details. In close relation with modeling from the beginning
(the first Simpop model described in [Sanders et al., 1997] enters the
theoretical framework of [Pumain, 1997]), this theory aims at understanding systems of cities as systems of co-evolving adaptive agents,
interacting in many ways, with particular features emphasized such
as the importance of the diffusion of innovations.
The series of Simpop models [Pumain, 2012a] was conceived to
test various assumptions of the theory, such as the role of innovation
diffusion processes in the organisation of the urban system. Thus,

7 For example, scaling laws have a privileged role in the application of the evolutive
urban theory [Pumain et al., 2006].
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different underlying regimes were revealed for systems of cities in
Europe and in the United States [Bretagnolle and Pumain, 2010a].
At other time scales and in other contexts, the SimpopLocal model [Schmitt,
2014] aims at investigating the conditions for the emergence of hierarchical urban systems from disparate settlements. A minimal model
(in the sense of sufficient and necessary parameters) has been isolated
through to the use of intensive computation with the model exploration software OpenMole [Schmitt et al., 2015], what was a result
impossible to obtain analytically for such a kind of complex model.
The technical progresses of OpenMole [Reuillon, Leclaire, and ReyCoyrehourcq, 2013] were done simultaneously with theoretical and
empirical advancements.
Epistemological advances were also crucial to this framework, as
[Rey-Coyrehourcq, 2015] develops, and new concepts such as incremental modeling [Cottineau, Chapron, and Reuillon, 2015] were discovered, with powerful concrete applications: [Cottineau, 2014] applies it on the soviet system of cities and isolates dominating socioeconomic processes, by systematic testing of thematic assumptions
and implementation functions. Directions for the development of such
modeling and simulation practices in quantitative geography were
recently introduced by [Banos, 2013]. He concludes with nine principles8 , among which we can cite the importance of intensive exploration of computational models and the importance of heterogeneous models coupling, that are among other principles such as reproducibility at the center of the study of complex geographical systems from the point of view described before. We will be positioned
mainly within the legacy of this line of research, working conjointly
in the theoretical, empirical, epistemological and modeling aspects.
cities, systems of cities, territories
We can enter now the heart of the matter to progressively construct
the precise problematic which will enter the global context developed
up to here. Our elementary geographical objects (in the sense of precursors in our theoretical genesis) will be the City, the System of cities,
and the Territory, that we will now define.
A central element of socio-geographical systems is the City object,
on which we position for a proper epistemological consistence. The
question of the definition of the city has fostered numerous contributions. [Robic, 1982] shows for example that Reynaud had already
conceptualized the city as a central place of a geographical space, allowing aggregation and exchanges, theory that will be reformulated
by Christaller as the Central Place Theory. This theoretical definition
8 Must it become the ten commandments ? René Doursat underlined the absence of
the last Banos’ commandment, the intrinsic essence of our enterprise may be linked
to its pursuit.
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is rejoined by the conception of Pumain which considers the city as
a clearly identifiable spatial entity, constituted by social agents (that
may be elementary or not) and of technical artifacts, and which is the
incubator of social change and innovation [Pumain, 2010]. We will
use this definition in our work. We must however keep in mind that
the concrete definition of a city in terms of geographical entities and
spatial extent is problematic: morphological definitions (i.e. based on
the shape and the distribution of the built environment), functional
definitions (based on the use of urban functions by agents, for example through area of dominating daily commuting), administrative
definitions, etc., are partly orthogonal and more or less adapted to the
problem studied [Guérois and Paulus, 2002]. Recently, several studies
have shown the strong sensitivity of urban scaling laws9 to the delineation chosen for the estimation, leading sometimes to an inversion of
expected qualitative properties (see for example [Arcaute et al., 2015]).
Variations of estimated exponents as a function of parameters of the
definition, as done by [Cottineau et al., 2015], can be interpreted as a
more global property and a signature of the urban system.
This confirms the necessity to consider cities within their system,
and the importance of the notion of Urban System10 . An urban system
can be considered as a set of cities in interaction, which dynamics
will be more or less strongly coupled. [Berry, 1964] considers cities as
“systems within systems of cities”, insisting on the multi-scalar nature
(in the sense of intricate scales with a certain level of autonomy)11
and necessarily complex, conception which is adopted and extended
by the evolutive urban theory previously detailed. The term of System of Cities will be used when we will be able to clearly identify
cities as sub-systems, and we will use the term of urban system more
generally (a city being itself an urban system).
Finally, underlying to the understanding of urban systems dynamics intervenes the notion of Territory. Polymorphic and corresponding
to multiple visions, as we will develop deeply in 1.1, it can be simply
defined in a preliminary way. The territory thus designates the spatial distribution of urban activities, of agents practicing or developing
9 Scaling laws consist in a statistical regularity which can be observed within a system
of cities, linking for example a characteristic variable Yi to the population Pi under
the form of a power law Yi = Y0 · (Pi /P0 )α .
10 Concerning the definition of a system, we can take it in all generality as a set of
elements in interaction, presenting a certain structure determined by it, and which
posses a certain level of autonomy in its environment. It can be a mainly ontological
autonomy in the case of an open system, or a real autonomy in the case of a closed
system.
11 The definition of scale is ambiguous in geography, since according to [Hypergeo 2017],
the scale designates simultaneously a spatial and/or temporal extent (scale of the
map) and an abstract representation of “levels which make sense regarding a particular problem”. As [Manson, 2008] indicates, scale is indeed placed within an epistemological continuum, from realistic conceptions to constructivist conceptions, and
the ones making it correspond to intrinsic levels of self-organization of the system
considered. We will position in a privileged way in this latest logic of complexity.
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them, and of technical artifacts, including infrastructure, supporting
them, and also the superstructure12 which is associated to it13 .
networks, interactions and co-evolution
A fundamental characteristic of urban systems and territories is their
simulatneous inscription in space and time, that is contained in spatiotemporal dynamics, at multiple scales. The notion of process in the
sense of [Hypergeo 2017], i.e. a dynamical chain of facts with causal
properties14 , allows to capture relationships between components of
these dynamics, and is thus an interesting approach for a partial understanding of such systems. Any partial understanding will be associated to the choice of scales and an ontology which corresponds to
the specification of real objects studied15 . We will now specify these
abstract concepts, by introducing networks, their interactions with territories and their approach through co-evolution.
A particular ontology will hold our attention: within territories
emerge Physical Networks, which can be understood according to [Dupuy,
1987] as the materialization of a set of potential connections between
agents of the territory. The question of the implication of these networks and their dynamics in territorial dynamics, which we can synthesize as interactions between networks and territories, has been the subject of numerous technical and scientific debates, in particular in the
case of transportation networks. We will come back on their nature
and positioning in Chapter 1, but we can already take some of the
underlying difficulties as a starting point for our questioning. One
recurring aspect is the myth of structuring effects, suggested by [Offner,
1993] when criticizing an exaggerated use by planners and politics of
a scientific concept which empirical basis are still discussed. The fundamental underlying question that we reformulate is the following:
to what extent is it possible to associate territorial dynamics to an evolution
12 We understand the superstructure in its marxist sense, i.e. the organizational structure and the ideas of a society, including political structures.
13 The link between the Territory and the City, or the System of Cities, will be also
developed more deeply further when the concept will be constructed.
14 We will understand causality in the sense of circular causality in complex systems,
which considers fostering cycles between phenomenons, or more complex structures.
Linear causality, i.e. a phenomenon driving an other, is an idealized particular case
of this. We will come back with more details on the notion of causality and on its
different approaches by geographers in section 4.2.
15 More precisely, we use the definition of [Livet et al., 2010] which couples the ontological approach from the point of view of philosophy, i.e. “the study of what can exist”,
and the one from computer science which consists in defining classes, objects and
their relations which constitute the knowledge of a domain. This use of the notion of
ontology naturally biases our research towards modeling paradigms, but we take the
position (developed in more details later) to understand any scientific construction
as a model, making the boundary between theory and models less relevant than for
more classical visions. Any theory has to make choices on described objects, their
relations, and the implicated processes, and contain thus an ontology in that sense.
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of the transportation infrastructure ? We can ask the question reciprocally, and even generalize it: what are the processes capturing the
interactions between these two objects ?
An approach allowing to consider the problem from an other angle is the notion of co-evolution, used in the evolutive urban theory to
designate strongly coupled processes16 of evolution of cities as used
by [Paulus, 2004], and applied to the relations between networks and
cities by [Bretagnolle, 2009]17 . This last work distinguishes a phase of
“mutual adaptation” between networks and cities, corresponding to
a dynamic in which causal effects can clearly be attributed to one on
the development of the other (for example, new transportation lines
answer to a growing demand inducted by urban growth, or inversely
urban growth is favored by a new connectivity to the network), from
the phase of co-evolution, which is defined as a “strong interdependency” (p. 150) in which retroactions play a privileged role and “the
dynamic of the system of cities is not anymore constrained by the development of transportation networks” (p. 170). These feedback loops
and this mutual interdependency, seen in their dynamical perspective,
correspond to circular causal relationships (in the sense given above)
that are difficult to disentangle. We will take as preliminary definition
of co-evolution between two components of a system the existence of a
strong coupling, corresponding generally to circular causal relationships.
problematic
This framework allows to capture a certain degree of complexity, but
however remains fuzzy or too general in its characterization, both
theoretically and empirically. We will try here to challenge and to
deepen this approach, to shed a light on its potential contributions
for the understanding of interactions between networks and territories. The clarification on the one hand of what it means and on the
other hand of its empirical existence will be a Gordian knot of our
16 We will use the term of coupling systems or processes to designate the constitution of
a system including the coupled elements, through the emergence of new interactions
or new elements. The definition of the nature and the strength of a coupling is an
open question, and we will use the notion in an intuitive way, to designate a more
or less high level of interdependency between coupled sub-systems.
17 [Paulus, 2004] directly transfers the biological concept of co-evolution (which consists in a strong interdependency between two species in their evolutionary trajectories, and which in fact corresponds to the existence of an ecological niche constituted
by species as we will further develop in 8.2), and studies cities which “are in concurrence, imitate themselves, and cooperate”. This transfer remains fuzzy (on temporal
scales implied, the status of objects which co-evolve) and finally not explored. Similar trajectories can not be enough to exhibit strong interdependencies as he states
in conclusion, since these can be spurious. Furthermore, the transfer of concepts
between disciplines is an operation on which one must remain cautious (we will
illustrate this through the interdisciplinary study of morphogenesis, concept which
is initially from biology, in Chapter 5).
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approach. Our general problematic is thus decomposed into two complementary axis:
1. How to define and/or characterize co-evolution processes between transportation networks and territories ?
2. How to model these processes, at which scales and through
which ontologies ?
The second aspect is a consequence of our scientific positioning,
which postulates the use of modeling, and more particularly of simulation of models, as a fundamental tool for the knowledge of processes within complex systems.
general organization
We propose to answer to the above problematic through the following
strategy. A first part will build the necessary foundations, by detailing
definitions, studied concepts and objects, by sketching the scientific
landscape gravitating around our question, and by refining the epistemological positioning. This part is composed by three chapters:
1. A first chapter develops the question of interactions between
networks and territories, from a theoretical point of view but
also by illustrating them by case studies and fieldwork elements.
It allows to situate the notion of co-evolution both from a concrete and abstract point of view.
2. A second chapter aims in a similar way at clarifying the positioning regarding the modeling of co-evolution. The state of
the art is completed by a mapping of concerned scientific disciplines and by a modelography, i.e. a classification and systematic decomposition of a corpus of models in order to understand
the ontologies used and possible determinants of these.
3. A third chapter develops our epistemological positioning, which
appears to have a considerable influence on modeling choices
that will be taken in the following. We develop therein issues
linked to modeling practices, to datamining and intensive computation, to reproducibility and open science, and more general
epistemological considerations that are intrinsic to the systems
studied.
From these complementary analyses emerge two thematic positioning that correspond to two modeling scales, that remain poorly explored for our particular question: the evolutive urban theory which
induces a macroscopic modeling at the level of the system of cities,
and urban morphogenesis which allows to consider the links between
form and function at the mesoscopic scale. The second part will aim
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thus at constructing elementary bricks from these approaches, which
will be used in the following to construct models:
4. The fourth chapter deals with different aspects implied by the
evolutive urban theory. The non-stationary character of processes
in space is a crucial element, that we empirically demonstrate
in a first section through the study of spatial correlations between urban form and road network topology for Europe and
China. Then, the notion of circular causality is explored, and
we develop a method allowing to isolate what we call causality regimes, i.e. typical configurations of interaction captured by
lagged correlation patterns. It is tested on synthetic data and
observed data in the case of South Africa, for which we demonstrate an effect of segregation policies on the interactions between networks and territories themselves. This first part of the
chapter complements in an empirical way the characterization
of co-evolution sketched in the first part. Finally, we construct a
model of an urban system based on interactions between cities,
which allows to indirectly demonstrate the existence of network
effects.
5. The fifth chapter will deepen the notion of morphogenesis, by
beginning with proposing a point of view consistent across disciplines using it, in order to exhibit a characterization based on
the emergence of an architecture through causal circular relations between form and function. This precision will be crucial
for the nature of models we will elaborate. A second section
develops a simple model of urban growth taking into account
the distribution of population alone, and capturing the contradictory forces of concentration and dispersion. We demonstrate
its ability to reproduce existing urban forms using urban form
data previously computed. It is then coupled in a sequential
manner to a network generation model, what allows to exhibit
a large spectrum of potentially generated correlations.
At this stage, we build in the third part from the foundations and
with elementary bricks our fundamental construction, which consists
in different models of co-evolution, that we differentiate according
to the two approaches considered. Still within a logic of parallel and
complementary approaches, we elaborate developments of the two
previous chapters, in two chapters modeling co-evolution:
6. The sixth chapter develops a co-evolution model at the macroscopic scale. Firstly, we explore systematically the unique existing analog model. We then develop the model by extending the
interaction model already introduced. Its systematic exploration
reveals its ability to produce different regimes of co-evolution,
some witnessing circular causalities. It is also calibrated on the
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French system of cities on a long time period, on population
and railway network data, which allows to infer indirect informations on implied processes.
7. The seventh chapter deals with urban morphogenesis models
which capture co-evolution processes. The question of network
generation heuristics is first tackled, by comparing the potentialities of diverse methods. In an approach of multi-modeling,
these are then integrated in a family of morphogenesis models, which are calibrated on urban form and network topology
indicators, at the first order (values of indicators) and at the second order (correlations matrices). We then sketch a more complex model, aiming at integrating governance processes in the
growth of the transportation network. It is explored in a preliminary way.
After having demonstrated the potentialities of our two approaches
to capture some aspects of co-evolution and to inform corresponding
processes, we finally proceed with an opening:
8. The eighth and last chapter consists in an theoretical and epistemological opening. We first draw a bilan of our contributions
and put them into perspective. We then sketch a theoretical reconciliation of morphogenesis and the evolutive urban theory, in
which co-evolution is central. This development could be the
basis of a theory and multi-scalar models for co-evolution. We
finally develop in a reflexive manner a knowledge framework
for the study of complex systems, both product and precursor
of all our work.
We summarize this organisation, and also direct or indirect dependencies between the different chapters, in the Frame 1 on the following page.
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frame 1: General organisation of the memoire. Full arrows give a direct dependency (logical
chaining or extensions), dotted arrows an indirect dependency (reuse of data or methods).

Part I
F O U N D AT I O N S
This part builds the foundations of our work, by reconstructing the question in a theoretical way and through
the illustration of case studies, and then by describing the
scientific landscape of its existing approaches in modeling.
We also develop our epistemological position ing with important practical implications.

I N T R O D U C T I O N O F PA R T I

A journey, discovering a city, new encounters, sharing ideas: as much processes which imply a cognitive generativity and a complex interaction between our representations, our actions, and the environment. The construction of a scientific knowledge does not escape these rules. We could then see
in the studied object itself, let take the city and its agents, an allegory of the
knowledge production process on the object. As Romain Duris which lands
in l’Auberge Espagnole, and discovers these unknown streets that later
we will have walked a hundred times, where we will have lived a thousand
things: we land in a world of complementary concepts, approaches, points
of view, on things that are not the same thing. This ontological discrepancy
is indeed as much present in our representations of the urban space: Oven
Street is one center of knowledge for the member of Géocités; it is the center
of Paris, thus of France, thus of the World for the proud native of the 6th
arrondissement ; it is the Saint-Germain market and globalized luxury
shopping for the international tourist ; it is a piece of history for the student
of Ecole des Ponts to which it reminds the era of Saint-Pères. Objects,
concepts, understood and defined by multiple disciplines and agents that
produce knowledge: do we finally designate the same thing ? How to benefit
from this wealth of viewpoints, how to integrate the complexity allowed by
this diversity ? To bring elements of answer requires a constructive, generative, and as much inclusive as possible approach. Choices are always more
enlighten if we have a grasp on a maximum of alternatives. The trader living
in his loft at the top of mid-levels and works in his close building between
two rails, knows well Hong-Kong, but only one among its multiple faces,
and it will be difficult to conceive the existence of a misery in Kwoloon,
which inhabitants do not conceive the ephemeral but sometimes cyclic HongKong of temporary workers from mainland, which them do not conceive the
administrative and financial difficulties of migrants from Thailand or India,
the whole picture being even less conceivable for a lost Parisian student. But
it is indeed the loss, which in appropriate doses, will be source of a broader
knowledge: ants establish their very precise optimizations from a walk that
can be considered as random. Genetic algorithms, and even more biological
evolution processes anchored in the physical, rely on a subtle compromise
between order and disorder, between signal and noise, between stability and
perturbations. To loose oneself to better find oneself makes the essence and
the charm of the journey, let it be physical, conceptual, social. Finally, no
possible comparison between orienteering in Le Caylar or Montagne de
Bange to a rectilinear boredom in the Orléans forest.
This literary interlude raises fundamental issues induced by a demand of interdisciplinarity and the will to construct a complex inte-
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grative knowledge. First, reflexivity and making a relation between a
perspective taken with a certain number of other existing perspectives
is necessary for its relevance. It is thus about constructing concepts
in a solid way and to specify empirical references, in order to precise
the problematic and its objectives endogenously. Secondly, the epistemological frame of the approach must be given. Above is indeed
pictures a perspectivist approach, which is a particular epistemological positioning that we will detail here. Furthermore, the status of
proofs is conditioned by the conception of methods and tools, which
is particular in the case of simulation models.
This part respond to these constraints, by building the foundations
necessary to the following of our work. In a relatively shifting terrain,
these will have in some cases to be particularly deep for the global
stability of the construction: this will for example be the case of the
state of the art which will use techniques in quantitative epistemology.
We recall that it is organized the following way:
1. The first chapter constructs concepts and objects from a theoretical point of view, and unveils a broad spectrum of possible approaches to interactions between transportation networks and
territories.
2. The second chapter develops the different approaches in modeling interactions between networks and territories. It establishes
the state of the art, structured by a typology previously obtained. It then describes the scientific landscape of concerned
disciplines, and suggests the characteristics of models proper to
each discipline and also possible determinants for it in a modelography.
3. The third chapter is relatively independent and precises our
epistemological positioning. It allows in particular to situate the
complexity which we aim at reaching, to specify what can be
expected from a modeling approach, and to give a broader definition of the concept of co-evolution.

?

?
?

1

INTERACTIONS BETWEEN NETWORKS AND
TERRITORIES

Networks and territories seem to be interlaced in complex causal relationships. In order to better understand notions of circular causalities
within complex systems, and why these can lead to apparent paradoxes, the image given by Diderot in [Diderot, 1965] is enlightening:
“If you are embarrassed by the precedence of the chicken by the egg or of the
egg by the chicken, it is because you are assuming that animals have always
be the way they are now”. By trying to naively tackle similar questions
induced by our problematic previously introduced, causalities within
geographical complex systems can be presented as a “chicken-andegg” problem: if one effect seem to cause the other and reciprocally, is
it possible and even relevant to try to isolate corresponding processes,
if they are indeed part of a larger system which evolve at other scales
?
A reducing approach, which would consist in attributing systematic roles to one component or the other, is opposed to the idea suggested by Diderot which rejoins the one of co-evolution. One of the issues is thus to give an overview of interaction processes between networks and territories, in order to precise the definition of co-evolution,
what will be after a similar work for modeling approaches, at the end
of the first part.
This chapter must be read as the construction introducing our objects and positions of study, and will be completed by an exhaustive literature review on the precise subject of modeling interactions,
which will be the object of chapter 2.
In a first section 1.1, we will precise the approach we take of the
territory object, and to what extent it implies to consider transportation networks for the understanding of coupled dynamics. This allows to construct a framework which gives a definition of territorial
systems, and which is particularly suited to our approach through
co-evolution.
These abstract considerations will be illustrated by empirical case
studies in the second section 1.2, chosen as very different to understand the underlying universality issues: the Greater Paris metropolitan area and Pearl River Delta in China.
Finally, in the last section 1.3, fieldwork observation elements obtained in China will precise and make more complex the construction
of this theoretical and empirical framework.
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This chapter is fully unpublished.

1.1 territories and networks

1.1

territories and networks

We begin by constructing more precisely the concepts we will use.
This construction helps to understand how the concepts of territory
and network are rapidly in strong interaction, implying an ontological importance of interactions between corresponding objects. We will
see that territories imply the existence of networks, but that reciprocally they are also influenced by them. A refined focus on properties
of transportation networks allow to progressively a precise vision of
co-evolution, that we will take up to there in its preliminary sense
given before, i.e. the existence of circular causal relationships between
transportation networks and territories.
1.1.1

Territories and networks, closely linked since their definition

Territories: an approach by systems of cities
The concept1 of territory, that we introduced before through cities
and systems of cities, will be central to our reasoning and must be
depthen and enriched. In ecology, a territory corresponds to a spatial
extent occupied by a group of agents or more generally an ecosystem
[Tilman and Kareiva, 1997]. Territories of human societies imply supplementary dimensions, for example through the importance of their
semiotic representations2 . These play a significant role in the emergence of social constructions, which genesis is profoundly linked to
the one of urban systems. According to [Raffestin, 1987], the Human
Territoriality is the “conjonction of a territorial process with an informational process”, what means that the physical occupation and exploitation of space by human societies can not be dissociated from the
representations (cognitive and material) of these territorial processes,
driving in return its further evolutions.
In other words, as soon as social constructions are implied in the
constitution of human settlements, concrete and abstract social structures will play a role in the evolution of territories, and these two
objects will be intimately binded. Examples of such links are for example the propagation of information and representations, political
processes, or the conjunction or disjunction between lived and perceived territory. A territory is thus understood as a social structure
organized in space, which includes its concrete abstract artifacts.
This approach of the territory rejoin the preliminary definition we
took and reinforces it. The approach of Raffestin insists on the role
of cities as places of power (in the sense of a place gathering decision processes and of socio-economic control) and of wealth creation
1 We will use the term concept for constructed knowledge, more than notion, which
following [Raffestin, 1978] is closer to an empirical information.
2 In the sense signs marking the territory and their meaning, but also their representations, as maps for example.
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through social and economical exchanges and interactions3 . The city
has however no existence without its hinterland, that can be interpreted as the territory of a city4 . This correspondence sheds a light on
all territories from the point of view of systems of cities, as developed
by the evolutive urban theory [Pumain, 2010]. This theory interprets
cities as complex self-organized systems, which act as mediators of
social change: for example, innovation cycles initialize within cities
and propagate between them (see C.5 for an empirical entry on the
notion of innovation). It yield a vision of the territory as a space of
flows, what will introduce the notion of network as we will see further. Cities are furthermore seen as competitive agents that co-evolve
[Paulus, 2004], what already suggests the importance of co-evolution
for territorial dynamics.
We have thus two complementary approaches of the territory that
allow us to consider human territories structured by systems of cities5 .
Moreover, a central aspect of human settlements that were studied
in geography for a long time, and that relates directly to the concept of territory, is the one of networks. We will detail their definition
and show how switching from one to the other is intrinsic to the approaches we take on these.
Definition of networks
A network must be understood in the broad sense of the establishment
of relations between entities of a system, that can be seen as abstract
3 An interaction will be taken in its broader meaning, as a reciprocal action of several
entities one on the other. It can be physical, informational, transform the entities, etc.
See [Morin, 1976] for a complete and complex construction of the concept, closely
linked with the concept of organisation.
4 Although an exact correspondance between territories and cities is probably
only a simplification of reality, since territories can be entangled at different
scales, along different dimensions. A reading through central places typical of
Christaller [Banos et al., 2011] gives a conceptual idea of this correspondance.
Functional definitions such as Insee’s urban areas, that defines the area around a
center above a critical size (10000 jobs) by the cities for which a minimal threshold
of actives work in that center (40%) - see https://www.insee.fr/fr/metadonnees/
definition/c2070, is a possible approach. The sensitivity of the properties of the
urban system to these parameters is tested by [Cottineau et al., 2015]. The definition
of the city is therefore intimely linked to the one of territories, and the definition of
the urban system to the set of territories.
5 These complementary views on the territory can also be enriched with an historical
perspective. [Di Meo, 1998] gives an historical analysis of the different conceptions
of space (that lead in particular to the lived space, the social space and the classical
space of geography) and shows how their combination yields what Raffestin describes as territories. [Giraut, 2008] recalls the different recent uses that have been
done of the concept of territory, from cultural geography where it was used more
as a scientific fashion, to geopolitics where it is a very specific term linked to governance structures, to uses where it is more an abstract concept, and highlights therein
the interdisciplinary aspect of an object capturing a certain level of complexity of the
systems studied.

1.1 territories and networks

relations, links, interactions. [Haggett and Chorley, 1970] postulates
that the existence of a network is necessarily linked to the existence of
flows6 , and recalls the topological representation as a graph of any geographical system in which flows circulate between entities or places
that are abstracted as nodes, linked by edges. Edges of the graph
have then a capacity, which translate their ability to transport flows
(that can be defined in a similar way as an impedance). The topological
analysis already unveils a certain number of system properties, but
[Haggett and Chorley, 1970] precises the importance of the network
spatialization, included in the properties of its nodes (localization)
and of its links (localization, impedance), for the understanding of
dynamics within the network (flows) or of the network itself (network
growth). This specificity is recalled by [Barthelemy, 2011] which puts
into perspective empirical domains that relate to spatial networks,
some network growth models, and some models of processes within
networks: for example, topological structures, or diffusion processes
will be strongly constrained by the spatial dimension.
To study more thoroughly the concept of network by focusing
on its strong interdependency with the concept of territory, we follow [Dupuy, 1987] which proposes elements for “a territorial theory
of networks” inspired by the concrete case of an urban transportation network. This theory distinguishes real networks7 and virtual networks, that are themselves induced partly by the territorial configuration. Real networks are the materialization of virtual networks. More
precisely, a territory is characterized by strong spatio-temporal discontinuities induced by the non-uniform distribution of agents and
ressources. These discontinuities naturally induce a network of of
potential interactions between the elements of the territorial system,
namely agents and ressources. [Dupuy, 1987] designates these potential interactions as transactional projects. These induce the notion
of potential of interaction, i.e. a property of space from which the interactions derive8 . For example nowadays people need to access the
ressource of employments, economic exchanges operate between different territories that can be more or less specialized in different types
of production.

6 Flows are defined as a material exchange (people, goods, raw materials) or immaterial (information) between two entities.
7 Real networks include a category that can be described as concrete, material or physical networks - we will use these terms in an interchangeable manner in the following,
to which transportation networks belong; other categories such as social networks
are also real networks that we will not study.
8 Given any vectorial field of class C1 on R3 , the Helmoltz theorem yields a vector
potential and a scalar potential from which this field derives as a rotational and a
gradient. It justifies in the particular case of such a viewpoint the correspondence
between an interaction field between agents and a potential field.
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From networks to real networks
In some cases, a potential network is materialized into a real network.
The underlying question is then to determine if the potential field
of territories is partly at the origin of this materialization, if it is totally independent, or if the dynamic of the two is strongly coupled, in
other terms in co-evolution. The materialization will generally result
of the combination of economic and geographical constraints with demand patterns, in a non-linear way. Such a process is not immediate,
leading to strong non-stationarity and path-dependancy effects9 : the
extension of an existing network will depend on previous configurations, and depending on involved time scales, the logic and even the
nature of operators, i.e. agents participating to its production, may
have evolved.
Examples of concrete trajectories can be quite varied: [Kasraian,
Maat, and Wee, 2015] show for example, in the case of Randstad on
long time, a first period during which the railway network has developed to follow urban development, whereas opposite effects has
been more recently observed. At a urban scale on long time, the pathdependency is shown for Boston by [Block-Schachter, 2012] since the
built environment and the distribution of population appear as highly
dependant of past tramway lines even when they do not exist anymore: the way the transportation line changes the urban space acts
on immediate dynamics but also on a longer time through reinforcement effects or because of the inertia of the built environment for
example.
Therefore, the existence of a human territory necessarily imply the
presence of abstract interaction networks, and concrete networks are
crucial for the transport of people and ressources (including communication networks as information is a crucial ressource [Morin, 1976]),
but the processes through which they are established are difficult
to identify generally. Our ontological choice of positioning within
Dupuy’s theory, gives a privileged place to the relations between networks and territories, since it induces in the construction of the objects themselves a complex entanglement between these.
The status of the network in relation with the territory is moreover highly conditioned by the socio-economical and technological
context. Following [Duranton, 1999], a factor influencing the form
of pre-industrial cities was the performance of transportation networks. Technological progresses, leading to a decrease in transportation costs, have inducted a regime change, what conducted to a preponderance of land markets in shaping cities (and thus a role of transportation network since they influence prices through accessibility),
and more recently to the rising importance of telecommunication
9 Spatial non-stationarity consists in the dependancy of the covariance structure of
processes to space, whereas path-dependency corresponds to the fact that trajectories
taken in the past strongly influence the current trajectories of the system.
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networks what induced a “tyranny of proximity”, since a physical
presence can not be replaced by virtual communications [Duranton,
1999].
This territorial approach to networks seems natural in geography,
since networks are studied conjointly with geographical objects they
connect, in opposition to theoretical works on complex networks which
study them in a relatively disconnected way from their thematic background [Ducruet and Beauguitte, 2014].
Networks shaping territories ?
However networks are not only a material manifestation of territorial
processes, but play their role in these processes since their evolution
may influence the evolution of territories in return. Here comes an intrinsic difficulty: it is far from evident to attribute territorial mutations
to an evolution of the network, and reciprocally the materialization of
a network to precise territorial dynamics. Different exogenous factors
are furthermore important, such as the price of energy or existing
technologies in the case of the effect of the network on territories for
example. In the case of technical networks, an other designation of concrete networks given in [Offner and Pumain, 1996], many examples
of such feedbacks can be found: an increased accessibility may shape
urban growth, or the interconnectivity of different transportation networks allows a significant extension of mobility ranges. At a smaller
scale, changes in accessibility may induce relocalizations of different
urban components. These retroactions of networks on territories does
not necessarily act on concrete components: [Claval, 1987] shows that
transportation and communication networks contribute to the collective representation of a territory by acting on the sentiment to belong
to the territory, that can then play a crucial role in the emergence
of a strongly coherent regional dynamic. We first develop with more
details the possible influences of networks on territories.
The confusion on possible simple causal relationships has fed a
scientific debate that is still active nowadays. The underlying question relies on more or less deterministic attributions of impacts to
transportation infrastructures or to a new transportation mode on
territorial transformations. Precursors of such a reasoning can be
tracked back in the twenties: McKenzie, from the Chicago school,
mentions in [Burgess, McKenzie, and Wirth, 1925] some “modifications of forms of transportation and communication as determining
factors of growth and decline cycles [of territories]” (p. 69). Methodologies to identify what is then called structuring effects of transportation networks has been developed for planning in the seventies: [Bonnafous and Plassard, 1974] situates the concept of structuring effect
in the perspective of using the transportation offer as a planning tool
(the alternatives are the development of an offer to answer to a congestion of the network, and the simultaneous development of asso-
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ciated offer and planning). These authors identify from an empirical
viewpoint direct effects of a novel offer on the behavior of agents, on
transportation flows and possible inflexions on socio-economic trajectories of concerned territories. [Bonnafous, Plassard, and Soum, 1974]
develop a method to identify such effects through the modification of
the class of cities in a typology established a posteriori. More recently,
[Bonnafous, 2014] recalls that the institution of permanent observatories
for territories makes such analyses more robust, allowing a continuous monitoring of the territories that are the most concerned by the
extent of a new infrastructure.
According to [Offner, 1993] which follows ideas already given by [Plassard, 1977] for example, a not reasoned and out-of-context use of
these methods has then been developed by planners and politicians
which generally used them to justify transportation projects in a technocratic manner: through the argument of a direct effect of a new
infrastructure on local development (for example economic), politics
are able to ask for subsidies and to legitimate their action in front
of the people. [Offner, 1993] insists on the necessity of a critical positioning on these issues, recalling that there exists no scientific demonstration of an effect that would be systematic. A special issue of the
journal L’Espace Géographique [Offner et al., 2014] on that debate recalled that on the one hand misconceptions and misuses were still
greatly present in operational and planning communities, which can
be explained for example by the need to justify public actions, and
on the other hand that a scientific understanding of relations between
networks and territories is still in construction. A. Bonnafous (interview on the 09/01/2018, see Appendix D.3) gives the current example
of the project of the Seine-Nord-Europe canal10 as a transportation
project for which traffic previsions were largely overestimated and
that politics of concerned territories have largely instrumentalized.
An other concrete illustration in the actuality gives an idea of this
instrumentalization: debates in July of 2017 concerning the opening
of the LGV Bretagne and the LGV Sud-Ouest have shown the full ambiguity of positions, conceptions, imaginaries both of politics but also
of the public: worries on the speculation on real estate in stations
neighborhoods, questionings on daily mobility but also social mobility11 . The complexity and the reach of these subjects show well the

10 The canal project links the Oise at Compiègne to the Dunkerque-Escault canal in the
north, see https://www.canal-seine-nord-europe.fr/Projet.
11 See
for
example
http://www.liberation.fr/futurs/2017/07/02/
immobilier-plus-de-parisiens-comment-les-bordelais-voient-l-arrivee-de-la-lgv_
1580776,

or
http://www.lemonde.fr/big-browser/article/2017/10/24/
a-bordeaux-une-fronde-anti-parisiens-depuis-l-ouverture-de-la-ligne-a-grande-vitesse_
5205282_4832693.html for an immediate reaction of diverse local actors, witnessing

at least an impact on representations. For example, people in Bordeaux seem to fear
the arrival of Parisians searching for cheaper housing and better living conditions,
what could increase prices in the surroundings of the station.
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difficulty of a systematic understanding of effects of transportation
on territories.
An integrative approach: Territorial Systems
This overview as an introduction, from territories to networks, allows us thus to clarify our approach of territorial systems that will
be underlying all the following. Taking into account diverse potential feedbacks of networks for the understanding of territories is suggested when coming back to the citation by Diderot that introduced
the subject, in the sense that we must consider neither the network
nor territories as independent systems that would influence themselves through one directional causal relations, but as strongly coupled components of a broader system, and thus being in a circular
causal relationship. Depending on components and the scale that are
considered, different manifestations of these will be observable, and
there will exist some cases where there is apparently the influence of
one on the other, other where influences are simultaneous, or moreover others where no relationship can be observed in a significant
way.
Since we have highlighted the role of networks in several aspects
of territorial dynamics, we propose a definition of territorial systems
that explicitly includes them. We consider a Territorial System as a human territory that contains both interactions networks and real networks.
Real networks, and more particularly concrete networks12 , are an entire component of the system, influencing evolution processes, through
multiple feedbacks with other components at many spatial and temporal scales.
The network is not necessarily a component in itself of the territory,
but indeed of the Territorial System in our sense13 . This view rejoins
the positioning of [Dupuy, 1985] which introduces the territory as the
“product of a dialectic” between territorial components and networks.
We remark the semantic shortcut to designate components of the territorial system that are not the network and which interact with it,
through the term of territory. These depend on ontologies and scales
considered, as we will see in the following, and can span from microscopic agents to cities themselves. As we will also see in the following
12 Which are as we previously saw materialized real networks.
13 This ontological choice is not innocent and reinforces the dialectic between networks
and territories. Starting from the distant past where physical networks did not exist, the emergence of a human territory, that we assume equivalent to a network of
interactions, induces the establishment of the complex diachronic dialectic between
physical networks and human territories. We can thus read the genesis of a territorial system as a morinian loop [Morin, 1976], in which we enter by the initial
territory and which then loops from the physical network to territorial components
to produce the territorial system (thus the territory in most cases) in the following
recursive way:
Initial territory → Territory = Territorial configuration → Physical network
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(see 2.1), there exists some paradigms in which this simplification is
not done, such as in the particular case of interactions between transportation and land-use where entities are specific. But it is done if we
stay in a more general framework, as witnesses one of the reference
works on the subject [Offner and Pumain, 1996]14 . We will similarly
postulate this semantic simplification, when designating by interactions between networks and territories or co-evolution between networks
and territories, the interactions or the co-evolution between physical
networks and components they connect, within a territorial system
and thus a territory.
1.1.2

Transportation networks, specific carriers of interactions

We now precise the particular case of transportation networks and
develop associated specific concepts that will play an important role
in the precision of our problematic.
Characteristics and specificities of transportation networks
Central to the already evoked debates on structuring effects of networks, transportation networks play a significant role in the evolution of territories, but it is of course out of question to give them
deterministic causal effects. We will generally use the term of transportation network to designate the functional entity allowing a movement of agents and resources within and between territories15 . Even if
other types of networks are also strongly implicated in the evolution
of territorial systems (see for example the debates on the impact of
communication networks on the localization of economic activities),
transportation networks condition other types of networks (logistic,
commercial exchanges, concrete social interactions to give a few examples) and are a privileged entry regarding patterns of territorial
evolution, in particular in our contemporary societies for which transportation networks play a crucial role [Bavoux et al., 2005]. We will
therefore focus in the following only on transportation networks.
The development of the French high speed rail network is an illustration of the role of transportation networks on policies of territorial development. Presented as a new era of railway transportation,
it consisted in a top-down planning of totally novel lines, relatively
independent through they two times higher speed, as [Zembri, 1997]
puts it. High speed has been defended by political actors among other
14 When [Amar, 1985] proposes a conceptual model of network morphogenesis, he
designates the territorial components as “The World”, what does not solve the semantic issue. The choice to keep the term of territory, within the territory, suggests
a recursivity, and thus a complexity in the generativity of the system [Morin, 1976].
The use of the concept of morphogenesis starting from chapter 5 suggests that this
recursivity would not be spurious, but indeed intrinsic to the problem.
15 We designate thus simultaneously the infrastructure, but also its exploitation conditions, the rolling stock, the exploitation agents.
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things as central for the development. The weak integration of these
new networks with the existing network and with local territories is
now understood as a structural weakness [Zembri, 1997] (i.e. that is a
consequence of network structure such as it was planned in the Scéma
Directeur of 1990), and negative impacts on some territories, such as
the suppression of intermediate stops on classical lines used by the
TGV, what contributes to an increase of the tunnel effect16 have been
shown [Zembri, 2008]. A review done in [Bazin et al., 2011] confirms
that no general conclusions on local effects of a connection to a high
speed line could be drawn, although it keeps a strong place in imaginaries of politics17 . The development of different high speed lines
takes place in very different territorial contexts, and it is in any case
difficult to interpret processes out of context: for example, the LGV
Nord and LGV Est lines are situated within European scales that are
broader than for the LGV Bretagne opened in July 201718 . The effects
of the opening of a line can extend beyond the directly concerned
territories: [L’Hostis, Leysens, and Liu, 2014] show through the use
of indicators from Time Geography19 (measuring an available working
time in the context of a return journey within the day) that the ToursBordeaux line has potential impacts in the North and East of France.
These examples illustrate well the way transportation networks can
have effects both directly and indirectly, positive or negative, at different scales, or no effect at all on territorial dynamics.
Processes depending on scales
The question of concerned temporal and spatial scales has until now
been tackled only on a secondary plan compared to the concepts introduced. We propose now to integrate them to our reasoning in a
structural way, i.e. guiding the developments of new concepts. Therefore, the concepts of Mobility, Accessibility20 , and Structural Dynamics
on long time, correspond each to decreasing scales in time and space:
intra-urban and daily, metropolitan and decennial, regional (in the
16 The tunnel effect designates the process of telescoping the territory traversed by the
infrastructure, when it is not accessible from this territory.
17 But particular conclusions exist in some cases: for example a positive effect of the
LGV Sud-Est on the touristic intensity in intermediate medium-sized cities such as
Montbard or Beaune [Bonnafous, 1987]; or the positioning of Lille as an European
metropolis in which the connexions to the LGV have played a role [Giblin-Delvallet,
2004].
18 The LGV Nord line links Paris to Lille then Calais (entirely opened in 1997), and is
used for the link with London, Brussels, Amsterdam. The LGV Est line links Paris to
Strasbourg (partially opened in 2007, fully in 2016) and allows to serve Luxembourg
and Germany. The LGV Bretagne line, opened in 2017, is the branch of the LGV
Ouest towards Rennes and its service is uniquely to Britanny [Zembri, 2010].
19 The Time Geography, introduced by the Swedish geographer Hägerstrand, focuses
mainly on trajectories of individuals in time and space, and of their implications in
interactions with the environment [Chardonnel, 2007].
20 The accessibility, as we will see, can be defined at different scales, but we will use
this term in a privileged way for accessibility landscapes at the metropolitan scale.
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broad and flexible sense of the range of a system of cities) and centennial. The correspondence we postulate here between time scales
and spatial scales, far from being an evidence, will be shown during
the development of each of these concepts. However, to take into account multiple scales is important, as shows [Rietveld, 1994] with a
review of economic approaches to interactions, which insists on the
difference between intra-urban and intra-regional: at a large scale, different methods (models or qualitative approaches) give very different
results concerning the impact of the infrastructure stock, whereas at
a small scale, the positive impact of the global stock on productivity
can not a priori been discussed.
Transportation and mobility
The notion of mobility and all the associated approaches capture
partly our questionings at a large scale. We will define mobility in a
broad manner as a movement of territorial agents in space and time.
It is related to use patterns of transportation networks. [Hall, 2005]
introduces a theoretical framework that yields a typology of mobility
practices. In particular, he shows a rapid decrease of the frequency
of journeys with spatial range and duration, and thus that “micromicro” patterns (for the daily temporal scale and the intra-urban spatial scale), that we designate as daily mobility, correspond to the most
of journeys. It does not however mean an absence of link with other
scales: on the one hand mobility patterns are very strongly conditioned by the distribution of activities as illustrate [Lee and Holme,
2015], but are on the other hand correlated to the social structure [Camarero and Oliva, 2008], that evolve both at time scales of a different
magnitude (larger than a decade, thus at least one order in magnitude). Therefore, infrastructure and superstructure determine mobility practices, giving an important role to transportation networks in
these.
Reciprocally, use patterns of transportation networks are the product of daily mobility dynamics, and they adapt to it, while inducing
relocations of actives and employments: there exists a co-evolution
between transportation and territorial components at the microscopic
and mesoscopic scales, which are objects of study in themselves. For
example, [Fusco, 2004] unveils an influence21 of mobility on the urban
structure, whereas the offer in infrastructure and its properties have
however simultaneous effects on mobility and on the urban structure.
In the case of freeway networks, [Faivre, 2003] recalls the necessity
to construct a framework going beyond the logic of structuring effects on long times, and exhibits also interactions at a large scale that
are typical of mobility on which more systematic conclusions can be
established, such as an evolution of mobility practices implying a dif21 Which is interpreted as causal in the sense of bayesian networks.
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ferent use of the transportation network. We have thus at a large scale
a first strong interdependency between transportation networks and
territories, a first scale of co-evolution.
It is important to keep in mind the strong contingency of concepts
we use here. The co-construction of the concept of mobility with technical solutions that model it with an operational purpose, has been
illustrated by [Commenges, 2013] for the French context, which reveals among other things an application of frameworks and methods imported from the United States which were not well adapted to
the French context. This contingency means that even the choice of
concepts depends of broader conditions than their direct utility, and
suggests a global systemic insertion within the Territorial System.
Finally, we have to remark that our approach of mobility is necessarily in a way reductionist, and overshadows socio-economic problematics for example: following [Rémy, 2000] mobility is indeed a
“virtual field”, i.e. it increases the potentialities offered to individuals, but in a way strongly dependent to the social class and to the
socio-economic status. Indeed, mobility practices and political measures acting on transportation are closely linked and can lead to high
socio-spatial inequalities in access to urban amenities [Gallez, 2015]
(p. 236). Mobility practices will be indeed indirectly studied in an empirical preliminary study of traffic flows in 3.2, but we will not be
able to treat of their socio-economic aspect: we must stay conscious
that this aspect is not taken into account in our work.
Transportation and accessibility
The concept of accessibility is fundamental to our question, since it is
positioned at the exact crossroad of networks and territories. Based
on the ability to access a place through a transportation network (that
can take into account the speed, the difficulty to travel), it is generally defined as a spatial interaction potential22 [Bavoux et al., 2005].
It was initially introduced in this form by [Hansen, 1959], with the
aim to be applied to planning. Various formulations and formalizations of corresponding indicators have been proposed. It was shown
that these enter the same theoretical frame. Indeed, [Weibull, 1976]
develops an axiomatic approach to accessibility, i.e. proposing to characterize it starting from a minimal number of fundamental hypothesis (axioms). [Miller, 1999] takes the same frame and shows that it
includes three classical ways to view accessibility. These are respectively the one based on Time Geography and constraints, the one on
utility measures for the user, and the one on an average travel time.
Corresponding measures are derived within an unified mathemati-

22 And often generalized as a functional accessibility, for example employments accessible to the actives in one place. Spatial interaction potentials that are expressed in
gravity laws can also be understood in the same way.
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cal framework, what allows both a theoretical and operational link
between approaches of the concept that are a priori different.
We can first see to what extent accessibility patterns induce a evolution of the network. This concept is often used as a planning tool
or as an explicative variable for the localization of agents, since it is
for example a good indicator of the quantity of people concerned by
a transportation project.
Recent debates on the planning of Grand Paris Express [Mangin,
2013], this new metropolitan transportation infrastructure planned
for the next twenty years, has revealed the opposition between a vision of accessibility as necessary to open up disadvantaged territories,
and a vision of accessibility as a driver of economic development for
already dynamic areas, both being not necessarily compatible since
they correspond to different transportation corridors. One was initially defended by the state in the perspective of competitive clusters,
the other by the region in a perspective of territorial equity. These two
logics answer naturally to different objective at various levels, and the
chosen solution must be a compromise. We will come back on this
precise example of the greater Paris in details in the following.
This example allows us to suggest an effect of patterns of potential on network evolution: even if this goes through complex social
structures (we will also come back on this point in details further),
there exists numerous situations where a growth of the transportation network (that can correspond to a topological evolution, i.e. the
addition of a link, but also an evolution of link capacities) is directly
or indirectly induced by a distribution of the accessibility [Zhang and
Levinson, 2007]. This phenomenon can concern fundamental modifications of the networks or minor modifications: [Rouleau, 1985] studies the evolution on long times (from 1800 to 1980) of satellite villages
around Paris that have progressively been integrated to its urban fabric and shows both a persistence of the roads and parcels frame, but
also local evolutions answering to a logic of connectivity for example,
while being part of a more complex evolution context (as in the case
of Haussmann). We will designate this abstract process of an answer
of the network to a connectivity demand as potential breakdown23 .
An other significant process is the impact of an evolution of accessibility through relocations on network use patterns, and more particularly congestion, inducing a modification of capacity (flow that can
be carried by network links): this phenomenon is shown in the case of
Beijing by [Yang, 2006], which unveils modification of the impedance
(effective speed in the transportation network) up to 30%. This can be
put in correspondence with processes linked to mobility, even if we
are more within meso-meso scales here, i.e. an evolution of the net23 In analogy with the phenomenon of dieletric breakdown which corresponds to the
breakthrough of electrical current in a insulator when the difference of electrical
potential is too high.
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work and relocations on time scales of the order of the decade (the
network being slower, of the order of two decades), and on spatial
metropolitan scales24 .
Reciprocally, an evolution of the network implies an immediate reconfiguration of the spatial distribution of accessibilities (in the sense
of all existing approaches, since all take the network into account),
and also potentially of territorial transformations on a longer time:
we finally come back to the debate of structuring effects we already
commented on. We have seen that accessibility co-evolves25 with mobility practices, what suggests an effect at this scale. Concerning relocations and distribution of populations, there exists some cases where
it is indeed possible to attribute some territorial dynamics to network
growth, that we will develop in the following.
[Duranton and Turner, 2012] show thus at a medium time scale
of 20 years for the United States, through the use of instrumental
variables26 , that accessibility growth in a city causes the growth of
employments. On a similar time scale, but at the spatial scale of the
country for Sweden, [Johansson, 1993] show the local accessibility
(“intra-regional”) and global accessibility (“inter-regional”) explains
the growth of production and of the productivity of companies. [Kasraian et al., 2016] proceed to a systematic review of empirical studies
of impacts at a medium term of transportation infrastructures, and
show that an urban densification at the proximity of new infrastructures is highly probable, being residential in the case of a railway infrastructure and for employments and industrial activity in the case
of a road infrastructure27 . Similarly, it is possible to show strong effects of the presence of infrastructures for particular types of landuse: [Nilsson and Smirnov, 2016] show it for example for fast foods
in two cities in the United States, by showing statistically that the access to an important infrastructure induces a spatial aggregation of
commerces.
The latest examples suggest the potential existence of effects of accessibility, and thus of the network, on territorial dynamics. In some
24 Which correspond to spatial extents from 100 to 200km, but to various urban realities.
A metropolis will be a city of importance in a system of cities at a small scale, and
will be seen with its functional territory (for example Paris and a consequent part of
Ile-de-France). The emergence of new metropolitan forms, such as Mega-city-regions
which are composed by metropolis of comparable sizes, on a small spatial extent,
and with strong interactions, makes this question of the scale more complicated. We
will come back on these objects in 1.2.
25 The concept applies a priori at different scales, what will be confirmed by the more
precise definition we will take at the end of this first part.
26 The method of instrumental variables aims at unveiling causal relations between an
explicative and an explicated variable. The choice of a third variable, called the instrumental variable, must be done such that it influences only the explicative variable
but not the explicated variable, in a sense an exogenous shock.
27 The studies reviewed cover mainly the second half of the 20th century and Europe,
the United States and East Asia. It is important to keep in mind that even if they are
relatively general, conclusions must always be contextualized.
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cases, structuring effects are thus present. But these are always links
to the precise context and also to scales. This allows us to make the
transition to concepts linked by dynamics of urban systems on long
times.
Transportation and urban systems
The third conceptual entry on interactions between networks and
territories, and which will be particularly linked to the idea of coevolution, is the one of urban systems, at a small spatial scale and on
long times. We will designate the concept by structural dynamics of the
urban system.
The evolutive urban theory considers systems of cities as systems
of systems at multiple scale, from the intra-urban microscopic level,
to the macroscopic level of the whole system, through the mesoscopic
level of the city [Pumain, 2008]. These systems are complex, dynamical, and adaptive: their components co-evolve and the system answers
to internal or external perturbations by modifying its structure and its
dynamics. We will largely develop the multiple implications of this
approach all along our work, and retain here processes of interactions between cities. These interactions consist in material or informational exchanges, and the diffusion of innovation is therein a crucial
component [Pumain, 2010]. These are necessarily carried by physical networks, and more particularly transportation networks. We expect thus from a theoretical point of view strong interdependencies
between cities and transportation networks at these scales, i.e. a coevolution.
From the empirical point of view, it has already been shown: [Bretagnolle, 2009] reveals an increasing correlation in time between urban hierarchy and the hierarchy of temporal accessibility for the French
railway network (which is a priori clearer for this measure than for integrated measures of accessibility that are prone to auto-correlation as
we will see in 4.2). This correlation is a witness of positive feedbacks
between urban ranks and network centralities. Different regimes in
space and times has been identified: for the evolution of the French
railway network, a first phase of adaptation of the network to the existing urban configuration was followed by a phase of co-evolution, in
the sense that causal relations became difficult to identify. The impact
of the contraction of space-time by networks on patterns of growth
potential had already been shown for Europe with an exploratory
analysis in [Bretagnolle, Pumain, and Rozenblat, 1998].
Modeling results by [Bretagnolle and Pumain, 2010a], and more
particularly the different parametrizations of the Simpop2 model28 ,
show that the evolution of the railway network in the United States
28 The generic structure of the Simpop2 model is the following [Pumain, 2008]: cities
are characterized by their population ad their wealth; they product goods according
to their economic profile; interactions between cities produce exchanges, determined
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has followed a rather different dynamic, without hierarchical diffusion, shaping locally urban growth in some cases. This particular context of conquest of a space empty of infrastructures implies a specific
regime for the territorial system. Other contexts reveal different impacts of the network at short and long term: [Berger and Enflo, 2017]
study the impact of the construction of the Swedish railway network
on the growth of urban populations, from 1800 to 2010, and find an
immediate causal effect of the accessibility increase on population
growth, followed on long times of a strong inertia for population hierarchy. In each case, we indeed observe the existence of structural
dynamics on long times, which correspond to the slow dynamics of
the urban system structure, and witness in that sense of structuring
effects on long times as [Pumain, 2014] puts it.
We must be careful to differentiate the latest from the structuring effects previously mentioned which are subject to debates. At the level
of the urban system, it is relevant to globally follow trajectories that
were possible, and locally the effect has necessarily a probabilistic
aspect. Moreover, we insist on the role of path-dependency for trajectories of urban systems: for example the existence in France of a
previous system of cities and network (postal roads) has strongly influenced the development of the railway network, or as [Berger and
Enflo, 2017] showed for Sweden. The same way, [Chaudhuri, G. and
Clarke, Keith C., 2015] highlight the importance of historical events
in coupled dynamics of the road network and territories, historical
shocks that can be seen as exogenous and inducing bifurcations of
the system that accentuate the effect of path-dependency. Therefore,
for these structural dynamics on long times, forecasting can difficultly
be considered.
This third approach allowed us to unveil a complementary point of
view on co-evolution, at an other scale.
Links between scales suggested by Scaling Laws
Our framework with successive scales, that yield a reasonable correspondence between spatial and temporal scales, and also to associate
the corresponding concepts, does naturally not capture the full range
of possible processes: these that would fundamentally be multi-scalar,
for example by implying the emergence of their own intermediate
level, are not evoked. These are important and we will come back to
them below. First we propose to establish a conceptual link between
scales by the intermediary of scaling laws (that we understand in the
general sense given in introduction). This link aims in particular at going beyond a reductionist reading through the compartmentalization
of scales.
by the offer and demand functions; populations evolve according to wealth after
exchanges.
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Table 1: Synthesis of the approach by scales of interactions between transportation networks and territories.
References give a possible theoretical frame for each scale.

Scale

Spatial scale

Temporal scale

Concept

Reference

Micro

Intra-urban (10km)

daily (1d)

Mobility practices

[Hall, 2005]

Meso

Metropolitan
(100km)

Decade (10y)

Metropolitan
figuration

Macro

Regional (500km)

Century (100y)

Structural dynamic
on long times

recon- [Wegener and
Fürst, 2004]
[Pumain, 1997]

Transportation networks are by essence hierarchical, this property
depending on scales they are embedded in, and leading to the emergence of scaling laws for their properties. For example, [Louf, Roth,
and Barthelemy, 2014] show empirical scaling properties for a consequent number of metropolitan areas across the world. Indeed, scaling
laws reveal the presence of hierarchy within a system, as for size hierarchy for systems of cities expressed by Zipf’s law [Nitsch, 2005]
or other urban scaling laws [Arcaute et al., 2015; Bettencourt and
Lobo, 2016], what suggests a particular structure for these systems.
We can expect to find it again in interaction processes themselves.
Transportation network topology follows such laws for the distribution of its local measures such as centrality [Samaniego and Moses,
2008], these being directly linked to accessibility patterns at different
scales. Furthermore, network topology is among the factors inducing
the hierarchy of use, since it influences congestion negative externalities, in relation with the spatial distribution of land-use [Tsekeris and
Geroliminis, 2013]. Thus, considering scaling laws for transportation
networks, and more generally for territorial systems, is first a signature of the complexity of these systems, and secondly yields an
implicit link between scales.
Scales: a synthesis
To recall our framework by scales, we propose the Table 1. Designations and orders of magnitude of temporal and spatial scales are of
course indicative, such as key concept that are indeed the ones that
allowed us to enter these scales. We also give references that illustrate corresponding conceptual frameworks. This table will however
be useful to keep in mind the typical scales to which we refer.
Processus: a synthesis
At this stage, we can already propose a preliminary of the interaction processes we introduced. A more exhaustive typology will be
possible at the end of this chapter.
Thus, territorial components can act on networks by:
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• Impact of mobility patterns on impedances and capacities
• Potential breakdown, emergence of centralities
• Hierarchical selection of accessibility
• Systemic structural effects and bifurcations
Reciprocally, processes where network properties act on territories
include:
• Relocations induced by mobility constraints
• Land-use changes due to a transportation infrastructure
• Accessibility patterns induced by networks, that can induce relocations
• Interactions between territories carried by network, including
the tunnel effect when these are telescoped
These different processes do not all have the same level of abstraction neither the same scales. We have furthermore hidden some processes already evoked, within which the coupling is stronger and for
which the circularity is already present in the ontology, such as processes linked to planning. We will now detail these, what will allow
us then to refine the list above and to present it as a typology after
having enriched it with empirical studies.
1.1.3

From interactions to co-evolution

At this stage, we have identified processes of interaction between
transportation networks and territories that play a significant role in
the complexity of territorial systems. In the frame of our preliminary
definition of a territorial system, this question can be reformulated
as the study of networked territorial systems with an emphasis on
the role of transportation networks. We have seen that the extent of
spatial and temporal scales spans from daily mobility (micro-micro)
to processes on long time in systems of cities (macro-macro), with the
possibility of intermediate combinations. The precision of scales that
are particularly relevant will be the subject of most of preliminaries
(Part 1) and of foundations (Part 2), until chapter 5 that concludes
foundations. We now extend this list and give concrete examples in
terms of the complexity of interactions.
Importance of the geographical context
The contextualization of our question in a particular frame reveals
the importance of taking into account the geographical context. The
exemple of mountain territories, where constraints on ressources and
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travel are stronger, shows the richness of possible situations when a
generic frame is put in context of a particular case.
For example, on comparable French mountain territories, [Berne,
2008] shows that reactions to a same context of evolution of the transportation network can lead to very different territorial dynamics, some
territories highly benefiting of the increased accessibility, others in the
contrary becoming more closed. In the same frame, these possible opposed processes are scrutinized with more details by [Bernier, 2007],
for which he proposes a typology based on the opening potential
both of territorial dynamics and network dynamics: for example, a
territory can exhibit rich opportunities to be attractive, such as touristic opportunities, but keep a low accessibility. Reciprocally, he gives
the illustration of custom constraints that can impede the opening
potential of a performant infrastructure.
Similarly to approaches considering systems of cities, [Torricelli,
2002] shows how it is possible in that context to establish a link between the nature of transportation flows and the local development
of the urban system: cities in the mountains have first emerged as
waypoints on paths to mountain passes, then have lost their importance when roads came into existence. The construction of railways
gave them a new dynamic, through tourism and industry, and finally freeways has more recently inducted a loss of urban structure
through peri-urbanization for example. Thus, structural dynamics on
long time are particular, as a consequence of the geographical context.
Planification processes
As we already suggested, potential impacts of territorial dynamics on
networks imply processes at different levels. This way, infrastructure
projects are generally planned29 , in order to fulfil some objectives
fixed generally by institutional actors. These objects bring progressively the concept of governance, but let first give some illustrations
of planned projects.
The example of the failure in the planning of the Ciudad Real airport in Spain shows that the answer to a planned infrastructure is far
from systematic. The explanations to it are probably a complex combination of diverse factors, difficult to disentangle. [Otamendi, Pastor,
Garcı, et al., 2008] predicted before the opening of the airport a complex management due to the dimension of expected flows and proposed a suited model, but the order of magnitude of effective flows
where closer to thousands than millions that were planned and the
airport rapidly closed. It is complicated to know the reason of the
29 We will use the term planning in general, territorial or urban, of an infrastructure
project, when a project and its plan is willingly elaborated by a planning stakeholder,
with an aim at transforming space according to some motivations depending on the
stakeholder and on its interactions with other stakeholders.
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failure, if it is an optimism of the regional level of polycentricity (the
airport is halfway between Madrid and Seville), the lack of construction of a train station on the high speed line, or just purely economical
factors.
[Heddebaut and Ernecq, 2016]30 show for the impact of infrastructures on the long term, in the case of the Channel tunnel31 , through
an analysis of investments and political actions in time, that the effect
effectively observed for the Nord-Pas-de-Calais region such as a gain
in centrality and in European visibility, are in strong distorsion with
the initial justifications of the project, and that the renewing of stakeholders implies that the project is not accompanied on the long time
what makes its impact more uncertain. We rejoin the idea advocated
by [Offner et al., 2014] according to which some “structure effects” effectively exist but that these can be observed on the long time in terms
of the dynamic of the system for which a short time local vision does
not make much sense. At the intra-urban scale, [Fritsch, 2007] takes
the example of the tramway in Nantes to show, through a localized
study of urban transformations in the nieghborhood of a new line,
that urban densification dynamics are far from what was expected
from deciders and planners, i.e. a strong correspondence between the
proximity to the line and a densification.
These exemples confirm that the understanding of effects of territories on infrastructures imply to take into the concept of governance.
Governance
The development of a transportation network necessitate actors disposing of both concrete and economic capabilities to proceed to the
construction, and furthermore having the legitimacy to lead this development. This must thus necessarily be actors of the social superstructure, that can be different levels of public governance, sometimes associated with private actors. The concept of governance, that
we understand as the management of an organisation with common
ressources with targets linked to the interest of the concerned community (these can be defined in different ways, for example in a top-down
manner by governance actors or in a bottom-up manner by consulting
the agents concerned with the decision), is then crucial to understand
the evolution of transportation projects and thus of transportation
networks. We will use the term of territorial governance when decision
imply directly or indirectly components of territorial systems.

30 The possible pun with the ambiguous title on the existence of the “Tunnel effect”
recalls the effect through which an infrastructure traversing a territory has no interaction with it.
31 Put into service in 1994 between Calais in France and Folkestone in the United Kingdom, this railway underwater tunnel with a length of 50km establishes a physical
link between the continent and the UK.
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For example, [Offner, 2000] illustrates the difficulties posed by the
deregulation of some networked public services concerning the territorial competences of authorities, and proposes the emergence of a
new local regulation for a new compromise between networks and
territories.
Some aspects of territorial governance can have a significant impact on the development of transportation infrastructures. We can
illustrate some for particular cases of the application of urban models32 . [Deng and Liu, 2007] show in the case of Chinese cities that new
directives in terms of housing can significantly deteriorate the performance of infrastructures, and that specific actions must be taken to
anticipate these negative externalities. These concern in particular the
dispositions in terms of Transit Oriented Development (TOD). TOD is a
particular approach to urban planning that aims at articulating the development of public transportation and urban development. It can be
understood as a voluntary co-evolution by developers (administrative
authorities and/or planning authorities), in which the articulation is
thought and planned. We will come back on TOD during empirical
studies in the following.
These concepts are not new, since they were for example implicit
in the planning of new towns in Ile-de-France, under a different form
since these were strongly zoned (i.e. planned into relatively isolated
mono-functional areas) and dependant on the automotive for some
districts [Ostrowetsky, 2004]. [L’Hostis, Soulas, Wulfhorst, et al., 2012]
give an example of an European project that has explored some implementations of TOD paradigms: planning details such as a quality
of the network for active mobility modes at a short range are crucial
for the concretization of principles. For example, [L’Hostis, Soulas,
and Vulturescu, 2016] use a multi-criteria analysis33 to understand
determining factors in the selection of stations for the planned city, including urban density and access time to stations. [Liu and L’Hostis,
2014] show that even if some planning policies do not directly take a
positioning as such, particularly in France, they exhibit very similar
characteristics as shows the case of Lille.
The articulation between transportation and urban planning must
often be operated in a strongly coupled manner to attain the expected
objectives, even more when the project is specialized: [Larroque, Margairaz, and Zembri, 2002] recall the case of the SK metro in Noisy-leGrand which unveils a case of a complete dependency of the functionality of the transport to local development. In order to serve a project
32 In the sense of planning, i.e. conceptual generic schemas acting as a guide to the
planification.
33 In the frame of decision making for the planning of transportation infrastructures,
multi-criteria analysis is an alternative to cost-benefit analysis (that compare projects
by aggregating a generalized cost) which allows to take into account multiple dimensions, that are often contradictory (for example construction cost and robustness for
a network), and obtain optimal solutions in the Pareto sense.
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of a office complex, a specific line with a lightweight equipment is
constructed to make a link with the RER station of Mont-d’Est. The
real estate project will fail whereas the line is inaugurated in 1993, it
will be first regularly maintained and then abandoned without having never been opened to the public.
Therefore, governance processes, that manifest themselves in different ways, such as planning, or more particularly as TOD, play an
important role in interactions between transportation networks and
territories. These add up to our panorama, being of a particular type
since they imply their own level of emergence and a strong autonomy.
Co-evolution of networks and territories
This progressive construction allowed us to highlight the complexity
of interactions between networks and territories, what suggests the
relevance of the particular ontology of co-evolution as we defined in
introduction. [Levinson, 2011] insists on the difficulty of understanding the co-evolution between transport and land-use in terms of circular causalities, partly because of the different time scales implied,
but also because of the heterogeneity of components. [Offner, 1993]
uses the term of congruence, that can be understood as systemic dynamics implying correlations that can be spurious or not, that would
be a preliminary vision of co-evolution.
The necessity to go past reducing approaches of structuring effects,
together with the capture of the complexity of interactions between
networks and territories through their co-evolution, is confirmed by
the case of economic effects of high speed lines: [Blanquart and Koning, 2017] proceeds to a both empirical and theoretical review, including grey literature, of studies of this specific case, and concludes, beyond the direct effects linked to the construction on which there is a
consensus, that proper effects on a long time seem to be random. This
witnesses in fact complex local situations, a large number of conjunctural aspects playing a role in the production of effects, that can then
not be attributed to transport only. This review confirms moreover the
gap between political and technical narratives preceding transportation projects and the effective posterior analysis, revealed by [Bazin
et al., 2010]. [Bazin, Beckerich, and Delaplace, 2007] conduct also a
targeted study of the real estate market in Reims in anticipation to
the arrival of the TGV Est. Through a diachronic analysis for each
year between 1999 and 2005, for each district, of the real estate prices
and the origin of buyers (locals or from the region of Paris), they conclude that only very localized operations can be directly linked to the
TGV, the whole market following a global independent dynamic.
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?
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Thus, our constructive overview, broad and conceived as circular,
of interactions between transportation networks and territories, confirms the relevance of the concept of co-evolution on the one hand,
but suggests on the other hand a more thorough investigation and
clarification for it.
We have therefore seen in this section that (i) the concept of territory naturally yields the concept of network; (ii) reciprocally, networks can transform territories, following different processes more or
less established depending on scales; (iii) there exists a large number
of cases and of particular processes for which the relation between
networks and territories is imbricated, and for which we can use the
term of co-evolution.
We will aim in the following section at studying more thoroughly
in an empirical way various aspects evoked here, to put into perspective and refine the questions we aim at answering here.

?

?
?
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transportation projects from paris to zhuhai

We develop in this section some geographical case studies at the
metropolitan scale as we previously defined. We choose them to be
very different to maximize the diversity of processes that can potentially be identified (since as we showed the geographical context is
crucial). These are the Greater Paris metropolitan area, and the megacity-region of Pearl River Delta in the South of China.
The objective of this section is to specify, precise, illustrate, enrich,
the overview of co-evolution processes that we established in a general manner. Geography can not draw general conclusions, in the
cases where these are relevant, without very precise and particular
case studies. When applying a generic model to a set of territories,
we will investigate the deviation to the model, that must then be
explained through geographical reasoning, meaning a strong implication with the place in particular. Our approach is similar: if we can
link several developed concepts to a case study, these will be necessarily enriched34 .
1.2.1

Greater Paris: history and issues

The Parisian region is a good illustration of the complexity of interactions between transportation networks and territories. The relevant
time period for our question ranges from the end of the 19th century
to nowadays. We propose, after a bief presentation of the context,
to recall the history of the development of public transportation in
Ile-de-France, which allows to reveals its articulations with urbanism,
in particular the issues linked to transportation network planning.
We will then study the present and future of Grand Paris, first concerning the emergence of a new governance structure at the level
of the metropolitan area, and then the implied recent transportation
projects, putting the example at the core of our problematic. We will
finally make a more detailed incursion within an empirical analysis
of relations between territorial variables and accessibility differentials
for transportation projects, sketching some of the methodological developments we will develop in the following.
Context
The spatial context is the intermediate scale of a globally monocentric
metropolitan area. Let precise this spatial structure. If the metropolis taken up to the moyenne couronne (i.e. the extent corresponding
roughly to the central urban core with continuous built environment)

34 And possibly connected through the transfer of the structure of the particular system
to the structure of knowledge.
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exhibits a certain level of polycentrism35 , in particular through the
effect of new towns, which became important local employment centers [Berroir et al., 2005].
The role of different transportation infrastructures in the different
economical dynamics in Ile-de-France is not trivial, as shows [Padeiro,
2013] which aims at statistically explicating employment growth between 1993 and 2008 in medium-sized and small communes in the
Parisian region as a function of the proximity to an infrastructure:
effects depends both on transportation mode (highway or airport)
but also on the economic sector considered. Reciprocally, successive
developments of transportation projects, generally operate in a discontinuous way in time. As we will detail in the following, they are
linked to planning dynamics and governance processes that must be
understood conjointly to territorial dynamics. The Parisian metropolis thus witnesses of complex relations between territories and networks.
Greater Paris transportation network
The history of the development of the transportation network of Parisian
metropolitan area is recalled in [Larroque, Margairaz, and Zembri,
2002]. The French particularity with centralization lead to a particular
structure for the railway network at the national scale, but also at the
regional scale. The domination of Paris has indeed strongly shaped
the structuration of the transportation network during the different
historical periods during which it underwent significant evolutions.
[Larroque, Margairaz, and Zembri, 2002] decompose the second half
of the twentieth century in three periods.
Before 1975, the distribution of accessibility of actives to employments is clearly centralized and the center of Paris exhibits a strong
congestion. The establishment of the RER network between 1975 and
1988 allows, thanks to the conjoint construction of Villes Nouvelles, an
articulation between transportation and urbanism and a certain degree of polycentrism. [Larroque, Margairaz, and Zembri, 2002] however recall that realizations during this period show an increasing gap
with the real demand for transportation. The period following 1988
until 2000, year of a political alternance, will mostly consist in the renewing of actors and the elaboration of new strategies, as witnesses
the Schéma Directeur in 1994. Network developments during this period do not induce any major change in the spatial distribution of

35 Polycentrism, by opposition to monocentrism, means that it is possible to identify
different centers in an urban system. The way to define a center will depend on the
scale and on the phenomenons considered: it can for example be the existence of
different employment poles of comparable size at the infra-metropolitan scale. The
same way that the concept is polymorphic, the way to measure it quantitatively are
multiple and complementary [Servais et al., 2004].
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accessibility, despite the realization of the central interconnexion for
RER D, of the line 14 and of RER E.
The successive planning schemes lead to the SDRIF of 2013 [SDRIF,
2013]. They present early signs of the future network of the Grand
Paris Express, of which a strong impact is expected in terms of territorial cohesion by favouring links between suburbs which are the most
problematic in the current network. Furthermore, the plan is voluntary integrated, by densification around stations and an articulation
between urban operations and new infrastructures. This aspect of network integration within territories and of territories by networks can
be indeed observed in the public communication of the transportation organisation authority (former STIF, which became Ile-de-France
Mobilités)36 . We therefore find again the importance of governance
processes in the articulation between transportation networks and territories for the example of Ile-de-France in time.
Other processes already mentioned also manifest themselves, under different forms. For example, the role of path-dependency in
trajectories of the territorial system is illustrated by [Larroque, Margairaz, and Zembri, 2002] which shows the inertia due to successive
technical choices when they are successful: the initial choice of a
metropolitan network within Paris’ walls, the realization of the RER
network, the tarification politic by areas for the carte orange at the end
of the nineties, are different decisions in diverse domains but having each their significant part in the possible posterior developments.
These authors also show how decisions concerning the public transportation network can induce, through a bad covering or performance
of the public transportation network, the emergence of interaction
processes where the couple use of the car and periurbanization37 is
favored, in a way similar to the automobile city described by [Newman
and Kenworthy, 1996].
[Padeiro, 2009] recalls that the extension of metro lines to the close
suburbs has always been restricted, reinforcing the role of Paris’ city
in the relation between the metropolitan territory and networks. Furthermore, he shows that urban polarizations (adaptation of the built
environment and of the socio-economical composition) around stations beyond the limits of Paris are for their socio-economical part
anterior dynamics that the arrival of the metro then accompanies: in
that case, there is no structuring effect in the proper sense.
36 See for example the actuality of the 4th October 2017 at https://www.
iledefrance-mobilites.fr/actualites/un-reseau-de-transports-qui-grandit/

which underlines that “With 29km of additional network length and the opening of 28
desserve points, territories are getting closer”, witnessing the importance of accessibility
for territories, notion which is furthermore fuzzy. Similar orientations in discourse
can be found for the different projects of extension or construction of new lines.
37 The periurban belongs to the new forms of urbanization, and consists in intermediate territories between the rural and the urban, benefiting from a good accessibility
but exhibiting low densities and mostly individual dwellings.
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Towards a metropolitan governance
To the metropolitan context previously described corresponds a complexity of the governance structure. In particular, current developments, both of the transportation network and of urban projects, coincide with the emergence of a new level of governance, an intermediary between communes and départements on one side, and the
Region and the State on the other side. We can ask to what extent
this emergence is linked to dynamics of interactions between territories, and how it will influence the interactions between territories and
networks. [Gilli and Offner, 2009] propose in 2009 a diagnostic of the
institutional situation of the Parisian region, and directions for a coupled approach between governance and planning. They highlight the
early signs of the “establishment of a collective metropolitan actor”,
which corresponds to the métropole du Grand Paris which will be inaugurated 7 years later, since the metropolitan council in put into place
in the end of 2016.
The establishment of this new level of governance has been studied
more recently still by [Gilli, 2014], which situates it within a broader
socio-economical context and of other levels of governance (State, Region, intercommunalités). It allows him to sketch a territorial diagnosis
which gives elements explaining its emergence: gaining retard in the
domain of planification compared to its past dynamics, but also in
the social domain given very high local socio-economical inequalities, the metropolis needs to reinvent itself, and this new dynamics
naturally crystallize in the Grand Paris, what means that, as he concludes, “the future of Paris are its suburbs”. This initiative is made
concrete by the convergence on the one hand of initiatives and the
voluntarism of local politics, and on the other hand of a redefinition
of the role of the State, wanted with a centralization until 2012 and
freeing the stage to metropolitan governance with the political alternance in 2012. The projects launched and financing remain roughly
the same: the project of the Grand Paris Express is a compromise between the solution wanted by the State and the one defended by the
Region. Following [Desjardins, 2016], although the metropolitan governance structure has still today relatively no power, and although
the negligence of the social aspect of metropolitan development is
always highly present, these mutations however witness a deep structural change in the organisation of the region. We now detail the
transportation project of the Grand Paris Express.
Project of the Grand Paris Express: towards a rebalancing of accessibilities?
The metropolitan region of Paris is currently undergoing significant
transformations, with the constitution of a metropolitan governance
and new transportation infrastructures. The construction of a ring
metro network allowing suburbs to suburbs links answers to an an-
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Figure 1: Successive transportation network projects for the Grand Paris metropolitan area. We show the two
alternatives for the Arc Express project elaborated by the Region, and the Grand Paris Express (GPE) advocated by the State. The Réseau du Grand Paris, a precursor for GPE, is not shown here for visibility
reasons because of its proximity with it. The source of the map background, given to situate the lines, is
OpenStreetMap.
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Figure 2: Impact of GPE lines on temporal accessibility. The map gives, for the départements de petite couronne and
Paris (75, 92, 93, 94) the temporal accessibility gains, defined for each Iris (elementary infra-communal
statistical unit) as the average travel time with public transport to all centroids of other communes,
weighted by destination population. The gain is computed as the accessibility difference with and without
Grand Paris Express. We show a normalized gain, i.e. centered (with a null average) and reduced (unit
standard deviation). In blue, the lines and new stations of GPE. We observe the strongest gains mostly in
the East, in consistence with the existing literature such as [Beaucire and Drevelle, 2013]. The territorial
imprints of RER lines (A in the West, D and B in North, B in the South) exhibit relatively low gains since
they are already very accessible.
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cient need, and lead to several proposals on which the State and the
Region have been in conflict around 2010 [Desjardins, 2010]. The Arc
Express project [STIF, 2010], advocated by the Region and more focused on territorial equity, can be contrasted with initial proposals
for a Réseau du Grand Paris aimed at linking “excellence clusters” despite a potential tunnel effect. The solution finally adopted (see the
last Schéma Directeur [SDRIF, 2013]) is a compromise and allows a rebalancing of accessibility between the west and the east [Beaucire and
Drevelle, 2013]. The Fig. 1 maps the different projects.
The immediate impacts of a new transportation infrastructure in
terms of accessibility, i.e. of the transformation of the spatial distribution of different accessibilities, generally occur for much larger territories than the areas in which the line and its stations are constructed:
accessibility patterns are a consequence of topological properties of
the network and these are strongly discontinuous as a function of
graph structure. We can illustrate the case of Grand Paris Express lines
and of their direct impact on regional accessibility. We map in Fig. 2
the temporal accessibility gains allowed by the Grand Paris Express
for metropolitan départements (75, 92, 93 and 94). The temporal accessibility is computed for each Iris i the following way: with Pj the
populations of communes, t0 a parameter giving the typical commuting duration (that we fix at one hour [Zahavi and Talvitie, 1980]), tij
the travel time with public transport between the centroid of i and
the one of commune j, we take a weighted average defined by

Zi =

X
j

P
P j
k Pk


· exp −tij /t0



This expression indeed allows to have an accessibility potential,
and the weighting be population should remove some bias due to
potentially negligible trajectories as a proportion of total travels. We
recall that this is a normative accessibility in the sense of [Páez, Scott,
and Morency, 2012] since the gravity parameter is fixed in a stylized
way.
We observe, in accordance with the analysis by [Beaucire and Drevelle, 2013], a rebalancing of accessibility differentials between the East
and the West. At an equal distance of the center, accessibility is lower
for Seine-Saint-Denis and Val-de-Marne that for Hauts-de-Seine, i.e.
that these départements have potentially more difficulties to access the
rest of the metropolis. The map of average time gains also exhibits
the highest gains for this two départements. Some communes that are
socially and economically disadvantaged as Aulnay benefit from the
highest time gains. The line 16 indeed allows a significant opening up
of the North-east of Seine-Saint-Denis [Desjardins, 2016]. The creation
of links from suburbs to suburbs is a crucial aspect of this opening
up and is conceived as a motor of the emergence of new centralities,
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towards an always more polycentric metropolis, in the inheritance of
the planning policy of Villes Nouvelles, in order to obtain not neighboring suburbs anymore but districts that are a full part of Greater
Paris. The effects can remain however mitigated depending on the
areas: [L’horty and Sari, 2013] show that the Grand Paris Express will
induce a direct access to a larger number of employments for a significant number of unemployed within the Petite Couronne, but that
inequalities with Grande Couronne will increase and that there exists
some risks of dropping out for far away communes with a low accessibility.
One of the crucial issues for the construction of Greater Paris is to
stay careful on not obtaining a metropolis with multiple separated
levels, and to exploit the increased connectivity at different scales
(international, national, regional, metropolitan) in order to reduce territorial inequalities instead of increasing them38 . The novel network
seems to contribute to this dynamic, under the condition of a coordinated territorial development, allowing the realization of immediate
accessibility gains in terms of territorial transformations. There exists
no method that can forecast it in a deterministic way as we already
developed. It is however possible to retrospectively analyze from an
empirical point of view the couplings between territorial variables
and network variables, in order to quantitatively unveil co-evolution
phenomena. We propose now to illustrate this approach.
Linking territorial dynamics and construction of the Grand Paris Express
One of the aims of our work in the following will be to empirically
clarify situations in which strongly coupled dynamics linked to our
problematic can be exhibited, and then through models to isolate processes and conditions allowing one or the other situation. We propose
to deepen the illustration of GPE, while introducing a potential approach to link a territorial dynamic with the one of the anticipated
network.
Various aspects of territories are concerned by interactions with
networks. In previous empirical studies, no socio-economic attributes
of populations inhabiting the territory nor economic values for land
and real estate was considered. Both are however crucial elements of
territorial dynamics and are extensively studied in fields such as territorial analysis or urban economics : for example, [Homocianu, 2009]
studies households residential choices to understand land-use transportation interactions. We propose here to use a database of Real Estate transactions for Parisian region on the last 20 years, with 2 years
temporal granularity and exact spatial coordinates. [Guérois and Le

38 We recall that an unequal distribution of agents and resources will generate differences in potential larger than a uniform distribution, these can then be linked to the
evolution of the network.
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Goix, 2009] used it for example to obtain typologies of spatial dynamics of the Parisian real estate market.
This more precise study can be understood as a research of early
warnings of network potential breakdowns: indeed, if intrinsic territorial dynamics anticipate the arrival of a new public transportation
station, the implications will be much different to the case where
it will then drive these variables after its construction. The interpretation in terms of “structuring effects” will indeed be significantly
different. We apply here the method of spatio-temporal causalities
developed in 4.2. We propose to study the relations between the accessibility differential for each project, and variables linked to land
(real estate transactions) and socio-economical, in order to see if it is
possible to capture a link between accessibility differentials and differentials in territorial variables. Indeed, the links between new lines
and real estate value evolution are sometimes dramatic [Damm et al.,
1980].
Data for real estate transactions are provided by the BIENS database
(Chambre des Notaires d’Ile de France, proprietary database). The number of transactions that can be used after cleaning is 862360, distributed across all IRIS areas (basic census units in France), for a
temporal span covering the years 2003 to 2012 included. The data
at the IRIS level for population and income (median income and Gini
index) come from INSEE. Network data have been vectorialized from
projects maps (see figure 1 for the different projects). Travel times
are computed by public transportation only, with standard values for
average speeds of different modes39 .
The travel time matrix is computed from all the centroids of IRIS
to all the centroids of Communes (above aggregation level). These are
linked to the network with abstract connectors to the closest station,
with a speed of 50km.h-1 (travel by car). Analysis are implemented
in R [R Core Team, 2015] and all data, source code and results are
available on an open git repository40 .
We compute for each project, the accessibility differentials ∆Ti in
average travel time from each IRIS, in comparison with the network
without the project. Average travel time accessibility is defined as
P
Ti =
k exp −tik /t0 with k Communes, tik travel time, and t0 a
decay parameter. We do not weight here by the population of destination communes, on the contrary to the accessibility Zi we used
previously, to ensure we do not capture any auto-correlation for population or correlations between population and the territorial vari-

39 That we take as the following: RER 60km.h-1 , Transilien 100km.h-1 , Metro 30km.h-1 ,
Tramway 20km.h-1 .
40 At
https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/CityNetwork/tree/master/Models/SpatioTempCausality/GrandParis.

Data for the BIENS database are given only at the aggregated level of IRIS and for
price and mortgage variables, for contractual reasons closing the database.
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Figure 3: Empirical lagged correlations between accessibility differential and territorial variables. Plots show
the value of the lagged correlation between differentials of accessibility ρ(τ) as a function of the lag
τ, in terms of average travel time ∆Ti , for each project (in colunms: Arc Express, Grand Paris Express
(GPE), Réseau du Grand Paris (RGP)) and the differential of the different socio-economic and real estate
variables ∆Yi (in rows: values of real estate mortgages (Credit), Average price of real estate transactions
(Price), Median income (Income), Gini index for incomes (Gini), Population), for different values of the
decay parameter t0 . Error bars give the 95% confidence interval. Dotted red lines are a reading guide:
they allow horizontally to check if correlations are significant, and vertically to check the value of the
optimal lag. For example, an interpretation of the first row suggests that the older projects have caused a
decrease in granted real estate mortgages in Iris which accessibility had a positive growth, and that these
variables are synchronized for GPE.
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ables we study. To each project is associated a date41 , corresponding
roughly to the mature announcement of the project, what remains a
bit arbitrary as it is difficult on the one hand to determine precisely
as a planning project does not emerge from nothing in one day, and
on the other hand it may correspond to different realities of learning
about the project by economic agents (we do therefore the limiting
but necessary assumption of a diffusion of information for the majority of agents in a time smaller than a year).
The link between accessibility differentials and variations of territorial variables is done through the study of lagged correlations. This
method will be developed in details in 4.2, but we do not need to
enter into technical details here. The idea is the following: if two variables exhibit a strong correlation at a given temporal lag, there is a
weak notion of causality, and the variation of the upstream variable
may be at the origin of the ones of the variable which is not lagged in
time (we use the term weak, since it is of course always possible that
correlations are spurious).
We study the lagged correlations of ∆Ti with the variations ∆Yij of
the following socio-economic variables: population, median income,
Gini index for income, average price of real estate transactions and
average value of real estate mortgages. Correlation is estimated by
lagging accessibility, i.e. by estimating ρ [∆Ti (t − τ), ∆Yi (t)]. A Fisher
test is done for each estimation and the value is set to 0 if it is not
significant (p < 0.05 in a classical manner). The study with generalized accessibility in the sense of Hansen [Hansen, 1959] (weighted
by populations at destination, or with populations at the origin and
employments at destination) has also been conducted but is less interesting as it has a very low sensitivity to the mobility component
(network and decay) compared to the variables themselves. It informs
therefore only on relations between these and is not presented here.
We show in figure 3 the results for all networks and variables. The
interpretation can be done the following way: for a variable and a
given project, the curve ρ(τ) can exhibit maxima for a value τm > 0
or τm < 0. This maximal correlation corresponds to a lag giving a
“maximal synchronization” between the two variables, and the sign
of the lag gives the sense of causality between the two variables.
It is first remarkable to note the presence of significant effects (in
the sens of significant correlations and a 95% confidence interval
which does not contains 0) for all variables. Lower values for the
parameter t0 give correlations higher in absolute value, unveiling a
possible higher importance of local accessibility on territorial dynamics. The behavior of population shows a clearly detached peak corresponding to 2008, what suggests an impact of the older project Arc
Express on population growth. Under this assumption, the effect of
other projects would then be spurious from their proximity in the
41 2006 for Arc Express, 2008 for Réseau du Grand Paris and 2010 for Grand Paris Express
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most important branches. It would imply that areas where they are
fundamentally different such as Plateau de Saclay are less sensitive
to transportation projects, what would confirm the artificial planned
aspect of the development of this territory.
Concerning income, we observe a similar behavior but in a negative
way, what would imply a decrease of wealth linked to the increase
of accessibility, however accompanied by a decrease of inequalities
since the Gini coefficient also presents a negative correlation in positive lags. Finally, real estate prices are as expected driven by the potential arrival of new networks, suggesting a temporal speculation
bubble. We demonstrate thus the existence of complex lagged correlation links, that we call causalities in this sense, between territorial
dynamics and anticipated dynamics of networks. A finer understanding of implied processes is beyond the scope of this preliminary study
and would imply for example qualitative fieldwork or targeted case
studies.
This study suggests potential effects of the modification of accessibility due to Greater Paris projects, since some effects that were
revealed can be linked to planning policing that also anticipate the
new network. We thus suggest an effective existence of processes implying an effect of the network on territories, since most optimal lags
are positive.
1.2.2

Pearl River Delta

We now switch the geographical region, the urban structure, and the
time period, in order to describe an other relevant case study in China.
The extended Parisian region can be read as a consistent entity42 : it
would be a mega-city region, concept that we will now define and
develop for the particular instance of Pearl River Delta.
New urban regimes and mega-city regions
The notion of megalopolis has been introduced by [Gottmann, 1961]
to designate the emergence of urban agglomerates at a scale that did
not exist before. It is at the origin of the concept of Mega-city Region
(MCR) which was consecrated by [Hall and Pain, 2006]. For the European case, they unveil assemblies of metropolis that are strongly
connected regarding mobility flows, connections between companies,
which form what they call polycentric Mega-city Regions (for example Randstad in Netherlands, the Rhine-Rhur region in Germany).
Their characteristics are a certain geographical proximity of centers, a
strong integration through flows, and a certain level of polycentrism.
42 [Gilli, 2005] recalls the importance of the hinterland of Bassin Parisien and the importance of not considerating the hypercenter in an isolated way, and thus considerate
the MCR which includes a certain number of important urban centers at one hour
of Paris: Chartres, Orléans, Rouen, Reims and Lille thanks to High Speed Lines.
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It consists in an urban form that did not exist before, which emergence seems linked to globalization processes.
This concept is even more relevant with the recent emergence of
new types of urbanization, in particular through the accelerated urbanization in countries with a strong economic growth and undergoing a very rapid mutation such as China [Swerts and Denis, 2015].
The second case that we develop here enters this category: Pearl
River Delta (PRD) is one of the classical illustrations of the structure
of a strongly polycentric MCR. Historically initially only composed
by Guangzhou, the development of Hong-Kong and the establishment of Special Economic Zones (SEZ) in the context of opening policies by Deng Xiaoping, lead to an extremly rapid development of
Shenzhen, and in a less proportion of Zhuhai43 . Guangdong province
in which PRD is fully located has currently the highest regional GDP
within China, and the MCR contains a population of around 60 millions (estimations strongly fluctuate depending on the definition of
the MCR which is taken, and the inclusion of the floating population).
The phenomenon of migrations from rural areas is highly present in
the region and a city such as Dongguan has for example based its
economy on factories employing these migrant workers.
Governance of the mega-city region
[Ye, 2014] analyzes the actions of metropolitan governance at the
scale of centers of the MCR, and more particularly how municipalities of Guangzhou and Foshan have progressively increased their
cooperation to form an integrated metropolitan area, what can thus
strongly influence the development of transportation for example
and allowing the construction of a connected network. A strong tension between bottom-up processes, and a state control which is relatively strong in China, which originates from the Central State, to the
province government and local government, has allowed the emergence of such a structure. The competition with other cities in the
MCR remains strong, and the logic of integration (in the sense of articulation between the different centers, of interactions and of flows
between these) of the MCR is only partly guided by the region. The
particular nature of SEZ of Shenzhen and Zhuhai, linked to the privileged relations with the Special Administrative Zones of Hong-Kong
and Macao, which have returned to the Popular Republic only at the
end of the last millenium and keep a certain level of independence in
terms of governance, complicates even more the relations between actors within the region. The issue of a correspondence between some
levels of governance and urban processes is a tricky one: [Liao and
43 Shenzhen and Zhuhai were among the first Special Economic Zones, created in 1979
to attract foreign investments in these areas with flexible economic rules. The development model of Zhuhai was different of Shenzhen, since heavy industry was
forbidden.
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Gaudin, 2017] interprets the progressive transfers of economic initiatives from the central power to local authorities as a form of a multilevel governance.
Transportation Governance
In the frame of transportation within the MCR, there is no specific
authority at this scale for the organization of transportation (but indeed entities at the level of the State, of the province and of municipalities), and each municipality manages independently the local
network, whereas the connections between cities are ensured by the
national train network. This leads to particular situations in which
some areas have a very low accessibility, with a very strong heterogeneity locally. Therefore, the southern part of the city of Guangzhou
which constitutes a direct access to the sea, is geographically closer
to the center of Zhongshan, but a direct link by public transport is
difficult to imagine, whereas the area is well linked to the center of
Guangzhou by the metro line. A similar situation can be observed
at the terminus of line 11 in Shenzhen, for the neighbor district of
Dongguan, the latest having a very low accessibility by public transport44 . This situation could however be transitory, given the infrastructures already being built and the ones planned on a longer term:
the Shenzhen metro, which covers today 285km, is planned to reach
30 lines and a length of around 1100km45 in 2030 as declared by
the official plan of the city [Shenzhen Planning Bureau, 2016]. It is
clear that these developments mostly follow an existing urban development, a crucial issue is the voluntarism and the capacity to contain
urban sprawl and to structure future developments around this new
network, in the spirit of a voluntary integration between urbanism
and transportation of the type Transit Oriented Development that we
introduced before. Different final stations will be connected to the
Dongguan metro, and new intercity lines will structure the longer
range mobility, what will make the Delta a relatively well integrated
in terms of public transport in a close temporal horizon. To have an
idea of the development of the network in the coming years, the Table 2 gives the size of the planed networks in the different cities for
2030.

44 See the map 4 for locations, the map giving also the accessibility with the road
network.
45 For comparison, the Transilien network have a length around 1300km with RER lines
included, what could make them comparable, but one must keep in mind that Ilede-France has a surface of 12000km2 against 2000km2 for Shenzhen. This implies
for Shenzhen a much higher transport density, corresponding to high urban density
areas, such that the plan anticipates 70% of commuting by metro at the horizon 2030.
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Table 2: Public transportation in Pearl River Delta. We give populations in 2010 taken from [Guangdong
Province, 2013]. Network lengths are taken from the different planning documents for the Guangzhou
metro [Guangzhou Metro, 2016], the Shenzhen metro [Shenzhen Planning Bureau, 2016] and the Dongguan metro [Dongguan Metro, 2017], and for the Zhuhai tramway [Zhuhai Tramway, 2016]. Zhongshan is
not included since it exploits a BRT system but no heavy infrastructure.

Ville

Population

Réseau 2016

Réseau 2030

Guangzhou - Foshan

18.9 Mio

390km

800km

Shenzhen

10.4Mio

286km

1124km

Dongguan

8.2Mio

38km

195km

Zhuhai (Tramway)

1.6Mio

10km

173km

Impact of the Zhuhai-Hong-Kong-Macao bridge
A major transportation infrastructure project in the region is the bridgetunnel closing the mouth of the Delta, linking Zhuhai and Macao
to Hong-Kong (HZMB). The length of the crossing is 36.5km, what
makes it an exceptional infrastructure [Hussain et al., 2011]. The opening to traffic was delayed of several years and is finally planned for
201846 . [Zhou, 2016] shows that the expected changes in accessibility
patterns for the West of the Delta are relatively strong, and these can
potentially induce strong bifurcations in the trajectories of cities. The
necessity of the project is advocated by the different stakeholders of
the project (Guangdong province, Hong-Kong Special Administrative
Region, Macao Special Administrative Region) using an argumentation of a strong economic benefit in the frame of opening policies,
and also through a social benefit for the West in particular. For example, Zhuhai is positioned as a new pivot between Hong-Kong and the
West. The balancing of accessibility, in the sense of a diminution of
spatial accessibility inequalities, operates however only for the private
car transportation mode, what conducts to question its potential impacts: on the one hand the access to automotive remains reserved to a
part of the population only, on the other hand the negative impacts of
congestion can rapidly moderate the accessibility gains. These accessibility gains are mapped following the same method as previously,
and shown with accessibility Zi itself in Fig. 4.
The medium and long term impacts of the bridge are difficult to estimate. [Wu et al., 2012] finds patterns similar to the ones we estimate,
i.e. a significant benefit for Zhuhai (and Hong-Kong that we did not
take into account), and also immediate effects of traffic modification
and economic impacts due to the toll or the increase of tourism. They
mostly postulate the position of Zhuhai-Macao as a new pivot in the
region. Even if it can be directly verified in terms of centrality and
accessibility, it is not evident that this new position will influence par46 See the official website at http://www.hzmb.org/cn/default.asp.
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Figure 4: Accessibility gain induced by the HZMB in Pearl River Delta, for the territory of mainland China.
(Left) Accessibility to population Zi ; (Right) Normalized accessibility gains. The population of HongKong is taken into account in destination points. The highway network (2017) is mapped in blue and and
the new link of the bridge in purple.

ticularly the socio-economic trajectory of Zhuhai. An increased particular political accompaniment implying an increased collaboration
between Hong-Kong, Zhuhai and Macao will be important [Zhou,
2016]. Immediate economic effects are expected, as an increase of
Zhuhai residents working in Hong-Kong (Zhuhai inhabitants are the
only ones in the region to benefit of a special card allowing them to
regularly visit the Special Administrative Areas47 ), but cases showing
the contrary, such as investments from Hong-Kong towards the West
of the Delta, have no reason to be systematic: the first case extends
the already existing dynamic with Macao, the second is mostly to
be constructed. Thus, this example is a typical case of our general
problematic.
Perspectives
A direction of exploration through modeling consists in considering
the problem differently and to try to understand the dynamics of the
metropolitan system in an integrated way, i.e. as a territorial system
in our sense, in which the strong coupling between territory and network is operated through a proper ontology for governance entities.
It will be the object of section 7.3.

47 Source: fieldwork on 06/11/2016 with C. Losavio (see A.1).
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This second shorter study has allowed us to emphasis a fundamentally different governance structure, but the same idea of a considerable transportation project which deeply modifies accessibility
patterns. The expectations of actors regarding territorial mutations
potentially induced are comparable in the sense that a high expectation is put in the project.
1.2.3

Comparability of case studies

We have studied here two cases of metropolitan development and
infrastructure projects in their frame. The possibility of transfer of urban models (such as TOD), in the sense of the applicability of generic
frameworks to different geographical contexts, is generally difficult.
The synthesis of empirical conclusions obtained from very diverse
case studies is also difficult.
The East-Asian particularity has already been shown for the economic structure, and how it can not be interpreted in a simple way
by a separation of microscopic and macroscopic processes as some
quick and ideologically oriented readings may have done, such as
the approach of the World Bank [Amsden, 1994]. The comparability
of urban systems is an open question at the core of issues for the
Evolutive Urban Theory. It is linked to the ergodic character of these
systems: the ergodicity assumption postulates that the trajectory of
a city in time captures the set of possible urban states, and also that
different cities are different manifestations of the same stochastic process at different periods. In that case, an ensemble of cities would
allow to understand their temporal trajectories. It is intuitively not
the case, and urban systems would rather be non-ergodic [Pumain,
2012b]. Empirically, this non-correspondence between global statistics and individual dynamics of cities is shown for traffic data by [Depersin and Barthelemy, 2017]. Thus we will have to remain cautious
for the generalization of conclusions, as much as empirical as theoretical, or obtained through modeling.

?

?
?

We have thus seen in this section, from two very different case
studies, but having the common feature to exhibit significant transportation infrastructure projects, that the immediate impacts of these
in terms of accessibility can be consequent, but that it is complicated
to associate these gains to possible future mutations. We begin to
foresee the difficulty to characterize co-evolution.
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We will in the next section even more diversify our examples, from
fieldwork observations, and thus from a more subjective and complementary point of view.

?

?
?
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1.3

fieldwork observations of interactions

This section proposes to illustrate the issue of interactions between
transportation networks and territories, and more particularly their
complexity and the diversity of possible situations already perceptible in a qualitative way (and also subjective in a second time) at
the microscopic scale, through concrete fieldwork examples. The geographical subject is Pearl River Delta, in Guangdong province, that
we already described before, and more particularly mostly the city of
Zhuhai. The objective is to enrich our repertory with concrete situations, to understand if these can be associated to the generic processes
we have already exhibited, or if others can be observed at the scales
of observation.
We assume the term of Geographical Fieldwork, with all knowledge
of epistemological debates its use can raise. Indeed, we extract observations from places that were experimented, in the context of a
given problematic [Retaillé, 2010]. Our approach will also highlight
the role of representations, underlined as a type of fieldwork in itself
by [Lefort, 2012], when we will give a subjective view.
In the frame of the European project Medium48 , aiming at an interdisciplinary approach of sustainability for Chinese cities by concentrating on medium-sized cities49 , this city was chosen as a case study.
When the source is not explicitly precised, observations come from
fieldwork, for which narrative reports are available in AppendixA.1.
The format of narrative reports is “on-the-fly” following the recommendations of [Goffman, 1989] for taking notes in an immersive fieldwork in particular, whereas the voluntary subjective position rejoins
[Ball, 1990] which recalls the importance of reflexivity in order to
draw rigorous conclusions from qualitative fieldwork observations of
which the researcher is a part in itself50 .

48 The Medium project, which establishes a partnership between European and Chinese universities, is entitled “New pathways for sustainable urban development in
China’s medium-sized cities”. It aims at studying sustainability through an interdisciplinary and multidimensional viewpoint, in the case of rapidly growing urban areas. Three medium-sized Chinese cities were chosen as a case study. See
http://mediumcities-china.org/ for more information.
49 The definition of medium-sized cities considered for the project is broader than the
official statistical definition of the Chinese government, and covers cities from 1 to
10 millions of inhabitants.
50 The consideration of the researcher as a subject in relation with its object of study
does not imply in our case a feedback of the researcher on the system because of its
size in the case of a transportation network at the scale of the city, and indeed a conditioning of observations by a subjectivity of which we must detach in the posterior
exploitation of the observation material, but which ignoring can only increase the
biases.
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1.3.1

Development of a transportation network

The objective of fieldwork is thus to observe the multiple facets and
layers of a complex public transport system which is always transforming, its links with observable urban operations, and to what extent these witness of interaction processes between networks and territories. The spatial extent of observations spans on Zhuhai as an
illustration of local transportation but also punctually on other regions in China. These observations have their proper logic in comparison to the modeling of transportation networks or data analysis,
such as accessibility studies or interaction models between land-use
and transportation, that will be done in the following. Indeed, these
fail generally in capturing aspects at a large scale, which are often
directly linked to the user, and which can become crucial regarding
the effective use of the network. For example, multi-modality51 can
be in practice made efficient through the emergence of self-organized
informal transportation modes, or the establishment of new modes
such as bike-sharing, what solves the “last-mile problem” [Liu, Jia,
and Cheng, 2012], which seems to be often neglected in the planning
of newly developed areas in China. On the contrary, practical details
such as tickets reservation or check-in delays at boarding can considerably influence use patterns.
Several trips on the Chinese territory were made to observe the concrete manifestations of the high speed network development. Since
2008, China has established the larger HSR network in the world from
scratch, which has a great success and which lines are currently saturated. It answers primary demand patterns in terms of city size, showing that it was planned such that the network answers to territorial
dynamics. Its high usage shows the impact of network on mobility,
what is a possible precursor of territorial mutations.
To show to what extent territories can influence the development
of network in diverse ways, we can take a particular example, linked
to the development of tourism, which corresponds to a particular
dimension taken into account in planning. Thus, the line between
Guangzhou and Guiyang (North-West axis which is precursor of the
future direct link Guangzhou-Chengdu) have witnessed the opening
of stations specifically for the development of tourism, such as Yangshuo in Guangxi, which number of visits has then strongly increased
(see maps in Appendix A.1). One year after the opening of the station,
the main road link with the city is still under construction, showing
that the different networks react differently to constraints at different
51 Multi-modality consists in the combination of different transportation modes: road,
train, metropolitan, tramway, bus, peaceful modes, etc., in a mobility pattern. A
multimodal transportation system consists in the superposition of modal layers, and
these can be more or less well articulated for the production of optimal routes following multiple objectives (cost, time, generalized cost, comfort, etc.) which themselves
depend on the user, and of the mobility pattern.
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levels. A higher number of trains stops on week-ends - more than
one each hour, are are full more than two weeks in advance. New
mobility patterns can be induced by this new offer, as illustrate the
interview of an inhabitant of Guangzhou done in Yangshuo, which
came for a short week-end with her colleagues, in the context of a
“team-building” trip financed by her startup in information technology. These new mobility practices are shown in a second interview
of an inhabitant of Beijing met at Emeishan, sent by her company in
Industrial Design for a short stay in Chengdu for a training in a local
subsidiary. The company prefers the high speed train, and it recently
increased the mobility practices for its employees.
A similar strategy can be observed concerning the connection of
touristic destinations for the line Chengdu-Emeishan. The principal
objective of this line is for now to serve the highly frequented touristic destinations of Emeishan and Leshan. However, the missing link
between Leshan and Guiyang is already well advanced in its construction and will complete the direct link between Guangzhou and
Chengdu. This reveals diachronic and complementary dynamics of
network development following properties of territories. This line is
a part of the structuring skeleton of the “8+8” recently reformulated
by the central government52 , and the traversed territories expect a lot
from it as shows [LU et al., 2012] for the city of Yibin halfway between
Chengdu and Guiyang.
We also observe join mutations of the railway network and of the
city. We illustrate thus in Fig. 5 the insertion of the HSR in its territories. Direct effects of the network are linked to the development of
totally new districts in the neighborhood of new stations, sometimes
in an approach of type “Transit Oriented Development” (TOD)53 - we
will come back to it with more details. Furthermore, more subtle indirect effects are suggested by clues such as the promotion of operations
through advertisement. It shows the socio-economic expectations regarding the network and the local agents which have to contribute to
its success: advertisements claiming the merits of high speed, and the
selling of appartements in the associated real estate operations. This
dynamic seems to contribute to the construction of a “middle class”
and of the role it has to play in the dynamism of territories [Rocca,
2008]54 . The insertion of lines in territories seems in some case to be
forced, as shows the Yangshuo station which exploits the tourism opportunity offered by the passage of the line in a low populated area
52 It corresponds to the general plan for future high speed lines, recently actualized to
include 8 North-South parallels and 8 East-West others, completing the 4+4 already
realized.
53 As we defined in 1.1, this planning paradigm aims at articulating the development
of an heavy transportation infrastructure with urbanization, typically through a densification around stations.
54 Construction which is, as Jean-Louis Rocca emphasizes, as much concrete since it
depends on objective realities, as imaginary in the academic and political discourse,
which construct the object simultaneously to its study or use.
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but which is very attractive by its landscapes, or the new real estate
operations in Zhuhai which are not very accessible because of their
price.
Finally, it is important to remark the network development answers
simultaneously to different types of territorial contexts. Branches of
the new high speed network with a short range, such as the line
Guangzhou-Zhuhai, can be seen as being at the intermediary between
a long range service and a proximity regional transport, depending on the modularity of serving patterns. This line is thus placed
within long range urban interactions (the service Zhuhai-Guiyang being for example ensured) and within interactions in the mega-city
region, most of the service being trains to Guangzhou. To this can be
added the classical train network which keeps a certain role in territorial interactions: some connections require the use of both networks
and of urban transportation, such as the link between Zhuhai and
Hong-Kong, experimented through terrestrial transportation modes
only55 .
1.3.2

Implementing TOD: contrasted illustrations

The simultaneous development of the transportation network and the
urban environment can be directly observed on the field. The local
urban network and real estate development operations are planned
closely with the new train network: the Zhuhai tramway, for which a
single line is open at the current time and still being tested, is thought
to participate in a TOD approach56 to urban development which aims
at favoring the use of public transportation and a city with less cars,
such as wanted for example by the Planning Committee of the HighTech Zone in charge of the development around Zhuhai North station.
The observation of the surroundings of Tangjia station, also built in
the same spirit, reveals a certain atmosphere of desertion and an unpractical organisation can lead to questioning the efficacy of the approach. This also suggests a certain self-fulfilling nature of the project,
as suggested by advertisements for new real estate for sale, insisting
on the importance of the presence of the railway line. A full narrative
encouraging local actors and individuals to be involved around TOD
seems to be used by different actors of development.
Other fieldwork observations, such as in the New Territories in HongKong, witness of an efficient TOD which fulfils its objective, with a
complementarity between heavy rail and local light tramway, and
also a high urban density around stations. These observations recall
55 Following the Hato Typhoon on 23/08/2017, maritime links with the center of HongKong and the international airport has been interrupted for a significant part of the
delta, and has been reopened for Zhuhai in the beginning of November 2017 only.
56 See preliminary works of planning consulting, such as for example https://wenku.
baidu.com/view/b1526461ff00bed5b8f31d01.html for the context of the new Xiaozhen district, in the West of Xiangzhou.
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Figure 5: Local manifestations of the mutations induced by the new high speed network. (Top Left) High speed
station of Tangjia, in Zhuhai city. The monumental advertisement for a real estate operation praises
the merits of the proximity to the network, which is also used as an argument for higher prices; (Top
Right) High speed line in Zhuhai, deserted bus stop and real estate project being realized in a difficultly
accessible area: this urban fringe is in direct contact with the rural environment on the other side of the
line, and eccentric from the city; (Bottom Left) Yangshuo station on the Guangzhou-Guiyang line, which
principal function is the development of this touristic destination which bases most of its economy on
that field; (Bottom Right) Advertisement for high speed in Sichuan, at the station of the international
Chengdu airport on the line to Leshan and Emeishan. The train departs from the futurist city to fly over
the countryside, recalling the tunnel effect of territories telescoped by high speed.
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the complexity of urban trajectories coupled to the development of
the network, and that we must remain cautious before drawing any
general conclusion from particular cases. We summarize in Fig. 6 the
comparison between the two TOD cases detailed above, as synthetic
schemes of urban structures of each area. In Hong-Kong, urban areas
have been conjointly planned with the MTR line (heavy transport)
and the multiple light tramway lines [Hui and Lam, 2005]. The infrastructure of light rail and the organisation of missions allow to rapidly
connect with the closest station, distributing a highly uniform accessibility for all districts of the territory. On the contrary in Zhuhai,
the village of Tangjia is old, even anterior to the rest of Zhuhai, and
has developed without any particular articulation with transportation
infrastructures. The location of the tramway, which just opened, completes the trajectory of the new railway line, with an objective of reorganizing the North of Zhuhai, and in particular the High-tech Zone
which extends from the North railway station (Zhuhai Bei) to Tangjia.
Currently, the urban organisation is strongly imprinted with this unsynchronized development, since public transportation accessibility
is still relatively low, bus lines being subject to an increasing congestion due to the strong increase in the number of cars. Furthermore,
the exploitation of the tramway has been difficult, since the technology used with a third rail in the ground has been imported from Europe and had never been tested in such humidity conditions57 , what
lead to a questioning of the network plan in its entirety.
This fieldwork example thus shows us that (i) under the same designation very different processes exist, and are extremely dependant
to geographical, political and economical particularities; and that (ii)
the development of a territory which is functional in terms of accessibility necessitates a fine articulation which seems to be the outcome
of an integrated planning approach on the long time.
1.3.3

An experiment in floating observation

We finally propose to sketch a qualitative and subjective entry of a
certain type, to suggest a way to complete our knowledge and better
define the shape processes in a concrete way.
The entry we take follows the method of floating observation, introduced at the interface of anthropology and sociology by [Pétonnet,
1982], with the ambition to lay the basis of an urban anthropology, in
the sense of a study of human behaviors with an urban environment.
This does not correspond exactly to the same idea than Choay’s anthropology of space [Choay, 2009] which explores the opposite direction, i.e. the particular feature of human societies to shape space, and
the ability to construct a built environment at different scales through
architecture and urbanism. Our methodological context is the follow57 Source: personal communication with Yinghao Li, July 2017.
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Figure 6: Comparative analysis of two implementations of TOD in PRD. At a comparable scale, we synthesize the
urban configuration of Yuenlong ( 元朗 ) and Tuenmun ( 屯门 ), Hong-Kong New Territories ( 香港，新
界 ), on the left, and of Xinwan, Xiangzhou, Zhuhai ( 珠海，香洲，新湾 ), on the right, which contains the
Zhuhai High-tech zone in its nothern part in particular. The configurations illustrate different dynamics
of articulation, and shifted construction temporalities, unveiling thus different realities under the notion
of TOD. A first interpretation would be that it is effective if the trajectory of the full territorial system
(urban development and transportation network) is modified early in its genesis, whereas a system with
a higher level of maturity will have more inertia. Trans. : 到香港 - towards Hong-Kong ; 到广州 towards Guangzhou ; 到珠海 - towards Zhuhai.
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ing. Answering to a need of mobility that a sedentary person easily
feels, the researcher is placed at the center of the knowledge production process, we quote, by “remaining in any circonstance vacant and
available, to not focus the attention on a precise object, but to let it float
in order that information penetrate it without any filter, any a priori, until
landmarks, convergences, appear and we then manage to discover underlying rules”. This method can be used as a preliminary study to build
precise protocols and interview questionnaires: it is for example used
furthermore in the case of transportation by [Alba and Aguilar, 2012].
We use it in our case as a method to extract stylized facts, in order
to inform examples of interaction processes that are directly observable.
method The commuting movements at an intra-metropolitan scale
are necessarily lived in a particular way in comparison to other geographical spaces or other scales on the same place. And is one way
to capture particular stylized facts would then be to proceed to the
analog of a perturbation study on the system, but taking as a referential the observer himself ? It would consist in generating a shock
on an “equilibrium” situation, and then to let himself float following the current to apprehend the reaction and some mechanisms that
would have been difficult to consider when following a routine. A natural experiment caused by a perturbation of transportation (which in
Paris region is rather frequent, at least much more than in China)
is an event provoking a natural experiment, in the sense that the researcher can capture particular situations and individual reactions.
Our methodology is relatively simple: strolling within public transportation, with or without an aim and in a random way or not, but
trying on each journey to maximize opportunities of being in a situation or capturing an event, typically by avoiding a routine journey58 . The repetition of the experiment will also aim a maximizing
the spatial, temporal and situational extent. A traceable production
is in theory necessary at each iteration, let it be a factual description,
a perceived description, a semi-synthesis. This allows a posteriori to
see the successive stratifications of what has been lived and observation experiments progressively refined in their context, and thus to
trace the genesis of induced ideas. We make the choice to retranscribe
the subjective aspect, even to maximize it in the general synthesis of
observations, in order to underline this aspect in contrast to the following of our work which will be relatively disconnected from the
subject leading the research, and in echo with recommendations by
[Ball, 1990] for the role of subjectivity in fieldwork ethnographical
research.

58 This constraint will be in our case respected for Guangdong, but not for Ile-deFrance.
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By the choice of the method, results in this subsection deal mainly
with transportation. Interactions with territories will be mostly perceived within observed mobility practices.
The sky is grey and not a single smile on faces, this northern Sun has indeed as a light only its name.
The initiated will not be fooled and will feel deeply within himself this banal routine of a daily return
trip with the RER. He will either curse the successive plans with temporal stratifications have let this
incongruous territorial organization decant, neither surprise himself to dream of an alternative life
trajectory since choosing is a bit dying and he does not have a Phoenix soul today. Perhaps the beauty
of the city is finally in these tensions which shape it at all levels and in all domains, these paradoxes
which become a living environment to the point of daily imposing a truth. This subway corridor
philosophy, the Parisian makes it his workhorse, since after all he lives in the city he must know it.
Again a broken rail on line A, “everything is badly managed, and this network is badly designed”
vociferates a daily user, improvizing himself as an expert in planning; others that are more patient
take their troubles patiently but present themselves with as much knowledge of an illusory global
vision of a territory with multiple faced. These users are however the system, in a concrete way at
their space and time scale, by induction and emergence at higher scales. The ant is assumed not to be
conscient of the collective intelligence of which it is a fundamental component. They similarly have
only limited perception of the self-desorganization of which they are the source, maybe the cause,
and which highly probably undergo the unpleasantness of its dynamics. Let himself float in Parisian
transportation is an timeless experience. Even therapeutic sometimes, when one begins to loose his
optimism regarding the advantages of an urban life, a random excursion in the metro rapidly recalls
the richness and diversity which are one of the greatest success of cities. This apparent variety of
profiles will mainly be retained by the researchers in these perambulations, and he will keep in mind
that there is no scale at which a specific treatment of each geographical object is not necessary: in
a few stations on line 4 the socio-economic profile of districts deeply changes and often without
any transition at least three times, as on the north of line 13 where temporal patterns reveal even
more difficult socio-economic realities which are indeed geographical in this produced space of the
metropolis. When it comes to modeling, taking into account the limits of any attempt to generalize
is even more crucial since each model is a fragile equilibrium between specificity and generality.
frame 2:

A floating observation experiment in the Paris region.

results Our fieldwork observation sequences have taken place on
the one hand in China, mostly in Guangdong, Zhuhai, during dedicated sessions. Observations span between the 10/10/2016 and the
23/01/2017 and also between the 08/06/2017 and the 01/09/2017.
The main transportation mode is urban bus, followed by regional
train, and high-speed train and ferry; the range of journeys corresponds to the range of modes. Detailed reports, written on the fly in
a subjective way and edited a posteriori the less possible, as previously explained, are available in Appendix A.1. Observations for the
Parisian region are at a quasi-daily frequency and are not recorded;
these have mostly taken place on metro line 4 and on RER line A between February 2016 and October 2016, on Transilien line R and RER
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The journey will be long. The chosen perturbation is the simulation of the luckless event, “ 我的
护照丢了，我得去法国的领事馆在广州 ”, i.e. the loss of his passport, which obliges to take the
transportation to go to the consulate. Such an event in China is indeed unfortunate, since the totality
of inter-urban transportation is conditioned to it. Crossing the urban mega-region from the South to
the North to rejoin Guangzhou in this situation is indeed a challenge. From urban bus to urban bus,
terminuses that are more or less well articulated. A fake traditional village has been build for the
happiness of tourists, not far from Zhongshan birthplace, not credible given the accessibility. Striking
contrasts and a highly heterogenous landscape, poverty enclaves within areas in view since recently.
More or less voluntary relocations towards fringes shape a new landscape of geographical inequality
that is already well known in Europe. Similarly to this continuous traffic jam, the reinvention of
the city which is already well advanced here has to make crucial choices to be the example of
a sustainable trajectory. An impressive resilience of users to a major perturbation, a local ability
to self-organize giving functionality to projects which could have been not functional at all: from
Shenzhen, Baoan to Zhuhai, Tangjia or Zhongshan, Xiaolan, the fleet of informal moto-taxis saves
the local accessibility, as confirms to me Jingzi living in the South of Zhongshan and studying in the
North of Zhuhai and for which the train is a mobility solution even not considered. From tramway
to BRT, equivalent choices and compromises ? The first surprises more the new users. Maybe also
a percussive argument to valorize the complex specifically constructed around the terminus. Local
choices make even more differences when it is more difficult to go from one area to the other. Blocked
not far from Guangzhou, the bridge is closed, the metro is on the other side but impossible to rejoin
it. Just the time to go to Xiaolan station and back to the starting point, challenge far from being
realized. Observing adaptability is not enough to develop it ? Mobility practices adapted very fast
by users: high speed trains that are full at any time of the week, it seems for very diverse purposes.
An apparent territorial development, middle term impacts that we can bet to be non discussable. If
the structure is integrated and flexible, discussing of structuring effects become a tautology since
the trajectory of the urban system then becomes the more or less controllable aspect, depending on
time and spatial scales.
frame 3:

A floating observation experiment in Guangdong, Zhuhai.

line A between November 2016 and September 2017 and between
February 2017 and May 2017, and then on metro line 9 and line 4
between September 2017 and October 2017.
The two floating observation synthesis for each region, which are
materials produced from raw reports, are presented in the frames
above. These illustrate in particular through subjective examples some
instances of interactions between networks and territories, mostly at
microscopic and mesoscopic scales, for processes related to mobility.
Subjectivity and interpretation allows also to extrapolate on processes
at smaller scales, in termes of accessibility for example. These can
however not be taken as more than a thematic illustration and introduction. By taking a step back, we propose to list some learnings
which can be drawn from this experiment at a high level of synthesis,
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in contrast with the subjective and specific aspect of the product of
the experiment. They are the following:
1. The complexity of the transportation system and as a consequence its integration with urbanism within the territorial system, can have divergent consequences in terms of final performance, and for example sustainability. In the Chinese case, selforganization and local adaptability are assets of the local performance of new stations, whereas in France the complexity seems
to be a source of constraints and finally of negative externalities59 .
2. The adaptability of territories, of which one component is for
example the speed of mutation of mobility practices and linked
to adaptability, seems also highly sensitive to geographical particularities.
3. The question of observable time and space scales, what will
partly condition the ones that can be modeled, is ambiguous
within the observation, as witnesses the joint observation of mobility and manifestations of accessibility patterns.
4. The comparability of cases and geographical situations is, in our
case, but a priori more generally, a difficult point to which there
does not exist an ideal solution. The compromise between generality and particularity is then determining in the construction of
a geographical theory and models. This conclusion drawn from
empirical studies should also apply on models, but to what extent remains an open question.
These considerations will participate to the orientation of ontological and epistemological positioning we will take in the following.

?

?
?

59 This effect being furthermore necessarily in strong interdependency with cultural
properties, what makes of it a fundamental component of territories.
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Table 3: Interaction processes between networks and territories. We synthesize the processes according to scales
and the precursor typology.

Networks → Territories

Territories → Networks

Networks ↔ Territories

Meso

Relocations ; Local effects of
infrastructures

Potential breakdown

Metropolitan planning ; TOD

Macro

Interactions between cities ;
Tunnel effect

Hierarchical differentiation
of accessibility

Large scale planning ; Structural dynamics ; Bifurcations

Micro

Mobility patterns

Network congestion ; Nega- Mobility and social structure
tive externalities

synthesis of studied processes
We conclude this introducing chapter by a synthesis and a perspective on interaction processes that have been identified in the theoretical and empirical analysis and in the literature. This will allow to
situate the reviews of modeling entreprises to which we will proceed
in chapter 2, and then will be compared to the one we will establish
in the case of models.
A entry by scales
A first entry to synthesize the processes considered consists in considering then by scale. We have seen that a multi-scale reading was
relevant, and that it allowed globally to isolate characteristic spatial
and temporal scales: microscopic, mesoscopic and macroscopic, with
a rather good correspondence between temporal and spatial scales.
This typology remains of course reduced, since it simplifies the class
of processes that could result of these correspondences, for exemple
a mobility at a large scale, or a bifurcation of the urban system which
happens quickly, Similarly, processes that are themselves multi-scalar
(the governance of Greater Paris is a good illustration, since it relates
to governance levels and territorial issues at different scales) are taken
into account in a simplified way. The axis complementary to the one
of scales is based on “effects and causes”: although we still remain
within the frame of a complex causality as presented in introduction,
we have unveiled processes for which it is possible to identify a precursor among the network or the territory (we will then denote them
by A → B), others are intrinsically complex and already contain circular causalities (for example in the case of governance processes), we
will denote them by Networks ↔ Territories. The synthesis table is
then given in Table 3.
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A entry by actors
A second entry privileges the role of actors, i.e. of agents which make
the territory. Indeed, the problematics linked to mobility concern the
microscopic agents, the ones linked to accessibility urban and economic actors, the ones linked to planning governance actors. This
aspect can be summarized by the scheme in Frame 4.

Territorial system
Governance

Networks
Agents

frame 4:

An entry by actors on territorial systems.

In this scheme, we identify the territorial actors within the territorial system, which can be schematically formulated on two scales:
agents at the microscopic scale which will be central for mobility processes, and governance actors at larger scales, which lead the governance processes. They interact between them in a complex way, and
are here conceptually separated by dashed lines from others aspects
of the territory to which thay are also strongly coupled.
This entry can be put in perspective with the conceptual frame
of [Le Nechet, 2010], which studies the links between the urban form
and mobility practices within metropolitan contexts. This framework
understands the urban system as a strong coupling between the location system, the activity system and the transportation system, by recalling the influence of demand agents (micro-economic agents) and
planning agents (governance agents) on each system. The transportation system corresponds to our networks and the two other systems
to an aspect of territorial agents, which also contain agents formulated within this frame. This parallel must be nuanced when changing scales: at the scale of the system of cities, when agents are cities,
the location system has no meaning anymore, since it is adapted to a
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scale at most metropolitan, and specifically to corresponding ontologies.
This double entry to read interaction processes between networks
and territories will on the one hand condition the literature review of
models done in chapter 2, and will on the other hand be completed
and specified after it.

?

?
?
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chapter conclusion
Territories interact in a complex way with networks, in particular
transportation networks, as shown by the numerous empirical examples or the theoretical constructions we reviewed. At different typical
temporal scales (the day, the decade, and the century), correspond
spatial scales (urban, metropolitan and system of cities), and also processes (mobility, accessibility and relocations, systemic structural effects and bifurcations). Concrete situations witness of local realities
expressed with different nuances, and processes carrying these abstract processes with different roles and interactions between them.
We have in a first section clarified this notion of interaction between
transportation networks and territories by constructing a theoretical
frame which allows to consider them as components of the territorial system in it entirety. We have then suggested an approach by
co-evolution to take into account this complexity. In order to better
identify these notions on concrete geographical examples, we have
developed in 1.2 two metropolitan case study which are current issues, and underlined the certainties in terms of accessibility impact
for major infrastructure projects which are systematically accompanied by an uncertainty in terms of the trajectory of the system on a
longer term. Finally, we propose in 1.3 an excursion through fieldwork elements in China, Guangdong.
At this stage, having introduced the thematic object of study, we
propose more particularly to focus on approaches implying modeling,
making the choice of a fundamental role of the model (on which we
will come back with more details) in the production of knowledge.

?

?
?
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MODELING INTERACTIONS BETWEEN NETWORKS
AND TERRITORIES

The empirical and thematic literature, together with the case studies
previously developed, seem to converge towards a consensus on the
complexity of relations between transportation networks and territories. In some configurations and at some scales, it is possible to exhibit
circular causal relationships between territorial dynamics and transportation networks dynamics. We designate their existence through
the concept of co-evolution. It seems to be difficult to introduce simple or systematic explanations for these dynamics, as recall for example the debates around structuring effects of infrastructures [Offner,
1993].
Furthermore, the multiple geographical situations suggest a strong
dependency to the context, giving a relevance to fieldwork and to targeted studies. But geographical explanation and the understanding
of processes remains quickly limited in this approach, and intervenes
a need for a certain level of generality. Its on such a point that the
evolutive urban theory is focused in particular, since it allows to combine schemes and general models to the geographical particularities.
On the contrary, some theories coming from physics applying to the
study of urban systems [West, 2017] can be more difficult to accept
for geographers because of their universality positioning which is on
the opposite of their ordinary epistemologies.
In any case, the medium which allows to gain in generality on processes and structures of systems is always the model. As J.P. Marchand puts it1 , “our generation has understood that there was a co-evolution,
yours aims at understanding it”, what insists on the power of understanding brought by modeling and simulation that we judge to be
today still with a very high potential for development.
Without developing for now the numerous functions that a model
can have, we will rely on the positioning of Banos which states that
“modeling is learning”, and following our positioning within a complex systems science suggested in introduction, we will thus make
modeling interactions between networks and territories our principal subject of study, tool, object2 . This chapter must be taken as a “state-ofthe-art” of approaches modeling interactions between networks and
territories. It aims in particular at capturing different dimensions of
knowledge: therefore, we will uses quantitative epistemology analyses.
1 Personal communication, May 2017.
2 Even if after a rereading of this positioning at the light of 8.3, it has no meaning
since our appproach already contained models as soon as it was scientific.
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In a first section 2.1, we review in an interdispclinary perspective
the models that can be concerned, even remotely, without a priori
of temporal or spatial scale, of ontologies, of structure, or of application context. This overview is possible thanks to the diverse disciplinary entries revealed in the previous chapter: for example geography, transportation geography, planning. This overview suggests relatively independent knowledge structures and disciplines that rarely
communicate.
We proceed in 2.2 to an algorithmic systematic review, which corresponds to a reconstruction by iterative exploration of a scientific
landscape. Its results tend to confirm this compartmentalization. The
study is completed by a multilayer network analysis, combining citation network and semantic network obtained through text-mining,
which allows to better grasp the relations between disciplines, their
lexical field and their interdisciplinarity patterns.
This study allows the construction of a corpus used for the modelography (typology of models) and the meta-analysis (characterization
of this typology) done in the last section 2.3. It dissects the nature of
several models and link it to the disciplinary context, what sets up
the foundations and the precise frame of the modeling efforts that
will be developed in the following.

?

?
?

This chapter is unpublished for its first section; uses in its second section
the text of [Raimbault, 2017d], and then in its second subsection the methodology introduced by [Raimbault, 2016c] and developed in [Raimbault, 2017]
and also the tools of [Bergeaud, Potiron, and Raimbault, 2017a]; it is finally
unpublished for its last part.
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2.1
2.1.1

modeling interactions
Modeling in Quantitative Geography

History
Modeling has in Theoretical and Quantitative Geography (TQG) a
privileged role. [Cuyala, 2014] proposes an analysis of the spatiotemporal development of French speaking TQG scientific movement
and underlines the emergence of the discipline as the combination
between quantitative analysis (e.g. spatial analysis or modeling and
simulation practices) and theoretical constructions. This dynamic can
be tracked back to the end of the seventies, and is closely linked to
the growing use and appropriation of mathematical tools [Pumain
and Robic, 2002]. The integration of these two components allows
to construct theories from empirical stylized facts, which then produce theoretical hypothesis that can be tested on empirical data. This
approach is born under the influence of the New Geography in AngloSaxon countries and in Sweden.
Concerning urban modeling in itself, other fields than geography
have proposed simulation models approximatively at the same period. For example, the Lowry model, developed by [Lowry, 1964]
with the objective to be applied directly to the Pittsburg metropolitan
region, assumes a system of equations for the localization of actives
and employments in different areas. This model has been a cornerstone of urban modeling, since as shows [Goldner, 1971] it already
had less than ten years after a broad heritage of conceptual and operational developments3 . Relatively similar models are still largely used
nowadays.
Simulation of models and intensive computation
A broad history of the genesis of models of simulation in geography
is done by [Rey-Coyrehourcq, 2015] with a particular emphasis on
the notion of validation of models (we will come back on the role of
these aspects in our work in 3). The use of computation ressources
for the simulation of models is anterior to the introduction of current
paradigms of complexity, coming back for exemple to Forrester, a
computer scientist pioneer in spatial economics models inspired by
cybernetics4 . With the increase of computational capabilities, epistemological transformations have also occurred, with the emergence
3 [Goldner, 1971] makes the hypothesis that this success is due to the combination of
three factors: a possibility of an immediate operational application, a causal structure
of the model easy to grasp (actives relocate depending on employments), and a
flexible frame that can be extended or adapted.
4 Which was, together with the systemic trend, precursors of current paradigms of
complexity as we already developed.
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of explicative models as experimental tools. Rey compares the dynamism of seventies when computation centers were opened to geographers to the current democratization of High Performance Computing5 . Today, this ease of use is in particular exemplified by grid
computing with a transparent use, i.e. without the need for advanced
technical skills related to mechanisms of computation distribution.
This way, [Schmitt et al., 2015] givef an exemple of the possibilities
offered in terms of model validation and calibration, reducing the
computational time from 30 years to one week - these techniques
will play a crucial role in the results we will obtain in the following.
This evolution is also accompanied by an evolution of modeling practices [Banos, 2013] and techniques [Chérel, Cottineau, and Reuillon,
2015].
Modeling, and in particular computational models of simulation, is
seen by many as a fundamental building brick of knowledge: [Livet
et al., 2010] recalls the combination of empirical, conceptual (theoretical) and modeling domains, with constructive feedbacks between
each domain. A model can be an exploration tool to test assumptions,
an empirical tool to validate a theory against datasets, an explicative tool to reveal causalities and internal processes of a system, a
constructive tool to iteratively build a theory jointly with associated
models. These are examples among others: [Varenne, 2010b] proposes
a classification of diverse functions of a model. We will consider modeling as a fundamental instrument of knowledge on processes within
systems, and more particularly in our case within complex adaptive
systems. We recall thus that our research question will focus on models
which ontology is mainly composed by interactions between transportation
networks and territories.
2.1.2

Modeling networks and territories

We develop now an overview of different approaches modeling interactions between networks and territories. First of all, we need to
notice a high contingency of scientific constructions underlying these.
Indeed, according to [Bretagnolle, Paulus, and Pumain, 2002], the
“ideas of specialists in planning aimed to give definitions of city systems,
since 1830, are closely linked to the historical transformations of communication networks”. The historical context (and consequently the socioeconomical and technological contexts) conditions strongly the formulated theories. It implies that ontologies and corresponding models addressed by geographers and planners are closely linked to their
current historical preoccupations, thus necessarily limited in scope
5 The development of the first urban simulation models coincides with the opening
of the first computation centers to social sciences and humanities, as recalls also
Pumain (interview on 31/03/2017, see Appendix D.3) for example for the implementation of the Allen entropy model.
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and/or operationnal purpose. In a perspectivist vision of science [Giere,
2010c], such boundaries are the essence of the scientific entreprise,
and as we will argue in chapter 8 their combination and coupling in
the case of models is generally a source of knowledge.
The entry we take here to sketch an overview of models is complementary to the one taken in chapter 1, by declining them through
their main object (i.e. the relations Network → Territory, Territory →
Network and Territory ↔ Network)6 .
The reference frame for scales is also the one introduced in chapter 1, knowling that we do not consider the microscopic scales by
choice to discard daily mobility. We have therefore roughly mesoscopic and macroscopic temporal and spatial scales.
We have seen that the correspondence to temporal and spatial scales
is not systematic (see the provisional double entry typology for processes). On the contrary, the correspondence to fields of study and
types of stakeholders is more systematic. This literature review is
thus done following the latest logic.
Territories
The main current dealing with the modeling of the influence of transportation networks on territories lies in the field of planning, at medium
temporal and spatial scales (the scales of metropolitan accessibility
we developed before). Models in geography at other scales, such as
the Simpop models already described [Pumain, 2012a], do not include a particular ontology for transportation networks, and even if
they include networks between cities as carriers of exchanges, they do
not allow to study in particular the relations between networks and
territories. We will come back later on extensions that are relevant for
our question. First, let recall the context of models closer to planning
studies.
luti models These approaches are generally named as models of
the interaction between land-use and transportation (LUTI, for Land-Use
Transport Interaction). Land-use generally means the spatial distribution of territorial activities, generally classified into more or less precise typologies (for example housing, industry, tertiary, natural space).
These works can be difficult to apprehend as they relate to different
scientific disciplines7 . Their general principle is to model and simulate the evolution of the spatial distribution of activities, taking trans6 We recall the meaning of this notation introduced in chapter 1: a cirect arrow correspond to processes that we can relatively univocally attribute to the origin, whereas
a reciprocal arrow assumes the intrinsic existence of reciprocal interaction, generally
in coincidence with the emergence of entities playing a role in these.
7 We make here the choice to gather numerous approaches having the common characteristic to principally model the evolution of land-use, on medium temporal and
spatial scales. The unity and the relative positioning of these approaches covering
from economics to planning, remain an open question that to the best of our knowl-
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portation networks as a context and significant drivers of localizations. To understand the underlying conceptual frame to most approaches, the Frame 5 sums up the one given by [Wegener and Fürst,
2004]8 .
For example, from the point of view of urban economics, propositions for such models have existed for a relatively long time: [Putman, 1975] recalls the frame of urban economics in which main components are employments, demography and transportation, and reviews economic models of localization that relate to the Lowry model
already mentioned.
[Wegener and Fürst, 2004] give more recently a state of the art of
empirical studies and in modeling on this type of approach of interactions between land-use and transport. The theoretical positioning is
closer of disciplines such as transportation socio-economics and planning (see the disciplinary landscapes described in 2.2). [Wegener and
Fürst, 2004] compare and classify seventeen models, among which
no one includes an endogenous evolution of the transportation network on relatively short time scales for simulations (of the order of
the decade). We find again indeed the correspondance with typically
mesoscopic scales previously established. A complementary review
is done by [Chang, 2006], broadening the context with the inclusion
of more general classes of models, such as spatial interactions models (which contain trafic assignment and four steps models), planing
models based on operational research (optimization of locations of
different activities, generally homes and employments), the microscopic models of random utility, and models of the real estate market.
In order to give a better intuition of the logic underlying some Luti
models, we detail in Frame 6 and in Frame 7 the structures, the ontologies, and assumptions of two models developed in the specific case
of Ile-de-France (allowing on the one hand a comparison between
both and on the other hand echoing the thematic development of 1.2).
Even for very close ontologies (real estate prices, households localizations), we see the variety of possible assumptions and of issues raised
by the models.
very different operational models The variety of existing
models lead to operational comparisons: [Paulley and Webster, 1991]
synthesize a project comparing different model applied to different
cities. Their result allow on the one hand to classify interventions
depending on their impact on the level of interaction between transedge has never been frontally tackled. The work done in 2.2 introduces elements of
answer through an approach in quantitative epistemology.
8 A more general frame that we already developed, that allows to bridge it with our
frame, is the one given by [Le Nechet, 2010], which situates the triad Transportation system/Localization system/Activities system within the relation with agents:
agents creating demand, agents building the city, external factors.
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[Wegener and Fürst, 2004] introduces a general theoretical and empirical frame for land-use transport interaction models. The four concepts included are land-use, localization of activities, the transportation system and the distribution of accessibility. A cycle of circular effects are summed up in
the following loop:
Activities −→ Transportation system −→ Accessibility −→ Land-use
The transportation system is assumed with a fixed infrastructure, i.e. effects of the distribution of
activities are effects on the use of the transportation system (and thus link to mobility in our more
general frame): modal choice, frequency of trips, length of travels.
The theoretically expected effects are classified according to the direction of the relation (Landuse→Transport or Transport→Land-use, and a loop Transport→Transport that is not taken into account
in our case), and according to the acting factor (residential density, of employments, localization,
accessibility, transportation costs) and also by the aspect that is modified (length and frequency of
trips, modal choice, densities, localizations). We can for example take:
• Land-use→Transport: a minimal residential density is necessary for the efficiency of public transportation, a concentration of employments implies longer trips, larger cities have a greater
proportion of the modal part of public transportation.
• Transport→Land-use: a high accessibility implies higher prices and an increased development
of residential housing, companies locate for a better accessibility to transportation at a larger
scale.
• Transport→ Transport: places with a good accessibility will produce more and longer trips,
modal choice and transportation cost are highly correlated.
These theoretical effects are then compared to empirical observations, which for most of them give
the way processes are implemented. Some are not observed in practice, whereas most converge with
theoretical expectations.
Comment 1: An uniscalar framework ? This framework takes schematically into account two main
scales, the scale of daily mobility and the scale of the localization of activities. Knowing that in
practice mobility behaviors are generally taken into account as average flows, it often reduces to a
unique mesoscopic scale. All in all, it does not allow to take into account dynamics on longer time
scales, that would include the evolution of the transportation network infrastructure or structural
dynamics of systems of cities on long time periods.
Comment 2: A systematic view of structuring effects ? Furthermore, critics of the rhetoric of structuring
effects may find in this framework its strong presence, since direct effects of accessibility on landuse and then the localization of activities are assumed here. These critics can be undermined by
observing that these are theoretical expected effects, and that the framework is put into perspective
of empirical effects indeed observed. We will however always take it with caution, by situating it in
terms of context and scales.
frame 5: Conceptual framework of land-use transport interactions according to [Wegener and
Fürst, 2004].
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The Pirandello®modela is presented in [Delons, Coulombel, and Leurent, 2008] as one of the first
attempts to develop an operational Luti model in France. The model is based on four fundamental
economic processes: the real estate market and the dwellings offer, the residential mobility of households, the attribution of travel destinations, the model choice. The model is static, i.e. computes n
equilibrium for spatial distributions of actives and employments, and also for transportation flows.
The fundamental processes taken into account and their implementation are the following:
• Residential choices of households are based on a utility function taking into account (i) a confort term as a Cobb-Douglas of housing surface and income, corrected by a linear preference
for individual dwellings; (ii) an accessibility term based on generalized cost (aggregation of
transportation cost and time, with a value of time); (iii) the dwelling price and the local tax as
a function of the housing surface; (iv) a fixed effect by income and by area; and (v) a random
term assumed to follow a Gumbel law. Location probabilities for an income group are then
given by a discrete choice model given this utility.
• The housing prices are formed following a scaling law of population.
• A local bidding mechanism answers to the demand previously obtained, as a function of an
exogenous dwelling offer.
• Companies locate by maximizing their profit, function of the productivity (Cobb-Douglas in
the salary and the accessibility) and the real estate price, under the constraint of a fixed spatial
distribution of the number of employments, of the office surface, and of the total production of
the region.
• Transportation is taken into account through a four steps model, which distributes model
choices and destination choices with a discrete choice model, and flows are assigned according
to a Wardrop equilibrium (see 3.2), what allows to adjust the values of accessibility given a
spatial distribution of activities.
The mechanism to combine these different processes to obtain a global equilibrium is detailed
by [Kryvobokov et al., 2013], and consists in the establishment of three sub-equilibriums at different scales: transportation flows (giving costs) on a short term, location and real estate prices on
the middle term, land prices and available terrains (fixed in an exogenous way for all the modeled
period).
Commentary: Equilibrium, operational model and calibration. A certain number of remarks can be done
concerning this model, the most important for our approach are: (i) the equilibrium assumption can
be a powerful tool to understand the structure of the attractors of the system, but has no empirical
foundation, and even less for the coupling of equilibriums at different scales; (ii) thus, the operational
nature of the model can be discussed, since the study of the impact of scenarios on the movements
of attractors can difficultly allow to infer on local dynamics of the system; and (iii) sub-models
are calibrated more or less rigorously and relatively separately, but the conditions of a calibration
by decomposition are an open question still not well explored and linked to the nature of model
coupling. In our sense, such a micro-based model would in any case be in better consistence with a
philosophy of dynamical generative modeling and parsimony (see3.1).
a The origin of the name is not given, but strongly suggests the influence of its original creators V. Piron and J. Delons.

frame 6:

The Pirandello model.
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The Nedum2D model, described in details by [Viguié, Hallegatte, and Rozenberg, 2014], is focused
on the localization of actives and their interaction with land rent and real estate promoters: it is a
model inspired by the Fujita-Ogawa model [Fujita and Ogawa, 1982], inheriting from the literature
in Urban Economics.
The processes included in the model are, with each its own time scale fixed by a parameter:
• Households make a compromise between housing surface and available budget without transportation costs and rent, following a Cobb-Douglas function for the corresponding utility. This
process induces a dynamic for housing surface as a function of the distance to the center.
• They relocate in order to have an expected utility larger than the average.
• Rents evolve to maximize the occupation or in response to an external demand.
• New buildings are built by promoters that aim at maximizing their profits.
This model is dynamical and simulates the evolution of these different variables in space (the formulation above is monocentric, a polycentric extension and one taking into account an exogenous
distribution of employments exist) and time. Its spatial scale is metropolitan, and the time scale can
range from a medium scale (decade) to longer time-periods (century), knowing that the latest has a
low credibility since it keeps static numerous other components of the urban system.
Comment: extension of ontologies. The coupling of Nedum with a model for traffic assignment, the
Modus modela , aims at including the feedback of congestion in the transportation system on costs,
and thus on the localization and on the urban structure. Fundamental questions arise from the first
coupling experiments:
• Is the masterplan Schéma Directeur really useful, since is seems to only accompany already
existing dynamics ? In other words, is the governance process endogenous ? Does the Sdrif in fact
capture an intrinsic dynamic on a longer time ?
• The coupling of models raises in itself technical difficulties, for communication between modules already implemented in different languages and for convergence of the coupled model in
a reasonable number of iterations.
• It furthermore raises ontological difficulties: each model includes opposite mechanisms for the
same ontology (aggregation effect against congestion effect for the distribution of population).
The question is then if a specific coupling ontology is necessary (for example with specific
equations integrating these contradictory effects), to allow on the one hand a better convergence,
on the other hand a better ontological consistency.
a In the frame of the current research project ANR VITE! (see http://www.agence-nationale-recherche.fr/
Projet-ANR-14-CE22-0013).

frame 7:

The Nedum model.
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portation and land-use, and on the other hand to show that the effects of interventions strongly depend on the size of the city and on
its socio-economic characteristics.
Ontologies of processes, and more particularly on the question of
equilibrium, are also varied. The respective advantages of a static
approach (computation of a static equilibrium of households localisation for a given specification of their utility functions) and of a dynamical approach (out-of-equilibrium simulation of residential dynamics)
has been studied by [Kryvobokov et al., 2013], within a metropolitan
frame on time scales of the order of the decade. The authors show
that results are roughly comparable and that each model has its utility depending on the question asked.
Different aspects of the same system can be included within diverse
models, as show for example [Wegener, Mackett, and Simmonds, 1991],
and traffic, residential and employments dynamics, the evolution of
land-use as a consequence, also influenced by a static transportation
network, are generally taken into account. [Iacono, Levinson, and ElGeneidy, 2008] covers a similar horizon with an additional development on cellular automata models for the evolution of land-use and
agent-based models. The temporal range of application of these models, around the decade, and their operational nature, make them useful for planning, what is rather far of our focus to obtain explicative
models of geographical processes. Indeed, it is often more relevant
for a model used in planning to be understandable as an anticipation
tool, or even a communication tool, than to be faithful to territorial
processes, at the cost of an abstraction.
perspectives for luti models [Timmermans, 2003] formulates
doubts regarding the possibility of interaction models that would be
really integrated, i.e. producing endogenous transportation patterns
and being detached from artefacts such as accessibility for which the
influence of its artificial nature remains to be established, in particular because of the lack of data and a difficulty to model governance
and planning processes. It is interesting to note that current priorities for the development of LUTI models seem to be centered on a
better integration of new technologies and a better integration with
planning and decision-making processes, for example through visualization interfaces as proposed by [Wee, 2015]. They do not aim at
being extended on problematics of territorial dynamics including the
network on longer time scales for example, what confirms the range
and the logic of use and development of this type of models.
A generalization of this type of approach at a smaller scale, such
as the one proposed by [Russo and Musolino, 2012], consists in the
coupling between a LUTI at the mesoscopic scale to macroeconomic
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models at the macroscopic scale9 . These do not consider the evolution
of the transportation network in an explicit manner but are interested
only to abstract patterns of demand and offer. Urban economics have
developed specific approaches that are similar in their context: [Masson, 2000] for example describes an integrated model coupling urban
development, relocations and equilibrium of transportation flows.
Thus, we can synthesize this type of approach, that we can designate through a semantic shortcut as LUTI approaches, by the fundamental following characteristics: (i) models aiming at understanding
an evolution of the territory, within the context of a given transportation network; (ii) models in a logic of planning and applicability, being themselves often implied in decision-making; and (iii) models at
medium scales, in space (metropolitan scale) and in time (decade).
Network Growth
We can now switch to the “opposite” paradigm, focused on the evolution of the network. It may seem strange to consider a variable
network while neglecting the evolution of the territory, when considering the overview of some potential evolution mechanisms we
previously reviewed (potential breakdown, self-reinforcements, network planning) which occur at mainly longer time scales than territorial evolutions. We will see here that there is no paradox, since (i)
either the modeling focuses on the evolution of network properties, at
a short scale (micro) for congestion, capacity, tarification processes,
mainly from an economic point of view; (ii) or territorial components
playing indeed a role on the network are stable on the long scales
considered.
Network growth is the subject of modeling approaches which aim
at explaining the growth of transportation networks. They generally
take a bottom-up and endogenous point of view, i.e. aiming at unveiling local rules that would allow to reproduce the growth of the
network on long time scales (often the road network). As we will see,
it can be a topological growth (creation of new links) or the growth
of link capacities in relation with their use, depending on scales and
ontologies considered. To simplify, we distinguish broad disciplinary
streams having studied the modeling of the growth of transportation
networks: these are respectively linked to transportation economics,
physics, transportation geography, and biology.
9 [Russo and Musolino, 2012] indeed generalizes the framework of LUTI models to
propose a framework of interaction between spatial economy and transportation
(Spatial Economics and Transport Interactions). This framework includes LUTI models
at the urban scale, and at the national level macroeconomic models simulating production and consumption, competition between activities, production of the stock
of the offer of transportation. Transportation models still assume a fixed network
and establish equilibria within it, what implies a small spatial scale and a short time
scale.
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We thus partly rejoin the classification by [Xie and Levinson, 2009c],
which proposes an extended review of modeling the growth of transportation networks, in a perspective of transportation economics but
broadened to other fields. [Xie and Levinson, 2009c] distinguishes
broad disciplinary streams having studied the growth of transportation networks: transportation geography has developed very early
models based on empirical facts but which have focused on reproducing topology rather than mechanisms10 ; statistical models on case
studies produce very limited conclusions on causal relations between
network growth and demand (growth being in that case conditioned
to demand data); economists have studied the production of infrastructure both from a microscopic and macroscopic point of view, generally not spatialized; network science has produced stylized models
of network growth which are based on topological and structural
rules rather than rules built on processes corresponding to empirical
facts.
economics Economists have proposed models of this type: [Zhang
and Levinson, 2007] reviews transportation economics literature on
network growth, recalling the three main features studied by economists
on that subject, that are road pricing, infrastructure investment and
ownership regime, and finally describes an analytical model combining the three. These three classes of processes are related to an
interaction between microscopic economic agents (users of the network) and governance agents. Models can include a detailed description of planning processes, such as [Levinson, Xie, and Oca, 2012]
which combines qualitative surveys with statistics to parametrize a
network growth model. [Xie and Levinson, 2009b] compares the relative influence of centralized (planning by a governance structure) and
decentralized growth processes (local growth which does not enters
the frame of a global planning). [Yerra and Levinson, 2005] shows
through a reinforcement economic model including investment rule
based on traffic assignment that local rules are enough to make hierarchy of roads emerge for a fixed land-use. [Levinson and Karamalaputi, 2003] proceed to an empirical study of drivers of road network
growth for Twin Cities in the United States (Minneapolis-Saint-Paul),
establishing that basic variables (length, accessibility change) have the
expected behavior, and that there exists a difference between the levels of investment, implying that local growth is not affected by costs,
what could correspond to an equity of territories in terms of accessibility. The same data are used by [Zhang and Levinson, 2017] to calibrate a network growth model which superimposes investment decisions with network use patterns. [Yerra and Levinson, 2005] shows
10 According to [Xie and Levinson, 2009c], the contribution of geography consists in
limited efforts at the period of [Haggett and Chorley, 1970], we will therefore build
on this review and not give a more thorough development.
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with an economic model based on self-reinforcement processes (i.e.
that include a positive feedback of flows on capacity) and which includes an investment rule based on traffic assignment, that local rules
are sufficient to make a hierarchy of the road network emerge with a
fixed land-use. A synthesis of these works gravitating around Levinson is done in [Xie and Levinson, 2011a].
physics Physics has recently introduced infrastructure network
growth models, largely inspired by this economic literature: a model
which is very similar to the last we described is given by [Louf, Jensen,
and Barthelemy, 2013] with simpler cost-benefit functions by obtaining a similar conclusion. Given a distribution of nodes (cities)11 which
population follows a power law, two cities will be connected by a road
link if a cost-benefit utility function, which linearly combines potential gravity flow and construction cost12 , has a positive value. These
simple local assumptions are sufficient to make a complex network
emerge with phase transitions as a function of the relative weight parameter in the cost function, leading to the emergence of hierarchy.
[Zhao et al., 2016] apply this model in an iterative way to connect
intra-urban areas, and shows that taking into account populations in
the cost function significantly changes the topologies obtained.
An other class of models, close to procedural models in their ideas,
are based on local geometric optimization processes, and aim at resembling real networks in their topology. [Bottinelli, Louf, and Gherardi, 2017] thus study a tree growth model applied to ant tracks,
in which maintenance cost and construction cost both influence the
choice of new links. The morphogenesis model by [Courtat, Gloaguen,
and Douady, 2011] which uses a compromise between realization
of interaction potentials and construction cost, and also connectivity
rules, reproduces in a stylized way real patterns of street networks. A
very close model is described in [Rui et al., 2013], but including supplementary rules for local optimization (taking into account degree
for the connection of new links). Optimal network design, belonging
more to the field of engineering, uses similar paradigms: [Vitins and
Axhausen, 2010] explore the influence of different rules of a shape
grammar (in particular connection patterns between links of different hierarchical levels) on performances of networks generated by a
genetic algorithm.
We can detail the mechanisms of one of these geometrical growth
models. [Barthelemy and Flammini, 2008] describe a model based on
11 We are here in a case in which the assumption of non-evolving city populations
whereas the networks is iteratively established finds little empirical or thematic support, since we showed that network and cities had comparable evolution time scales.
This models is thus closer to produce in the proper sense a potential network given a
distribution of cities, and must be interpreted with caution.
12 What gives a cost function of the form C = β/dα
ij − dij , where α and β are parameters.
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a local optimization of energy which generates road networks with
a globally reasonable shape. The model assumes “centers”, which
correspond to nodes of a road network, and road segments in space
linking these centers. The model starts with initial connected centers,
and proceeds by iterations to simulate network growth the following
way:
1. New centers are randomly added following an exogenous probability distribution, at fixed duration time steps.
2. The network grows following a cost minimization rule: centers
are grouped by projection on the network; each group makes
a fixed length segment grow in the average direction towards
the group starting from the projection (except if it vanishes in
length, a segment then grows in the direction of each point).
This model is adjusted in order that areas of parcels delimited by
the network follow a power law with an exponent similar to the one
observed for the city of Dresde. It has the advantage to be simple,
to have few parameters (probability distribution for centers, length
of segments built), to rely on reasonable local rules. This last point
has also a dark side, since we can then expect the model to only
capture few complexity, by neglecting numerous processes unveiled
in chapter 1 such as governance.
biological networks Finally, an interesting and original approach to network growth are biological networks. This approach belongs to the field of morphogenetic engineering, which aims at conceiving artificial complex systems inspired from natural complex systems and on which a control of emerging properties is possible [Doursat, Sayama, and Michel, 2012]. Physarum machines, which are models
of a self-organized mould (slime mould) have been proved to solve
in an efficient way difficult problems (in the sense of their computational complexity, see 3.3) such as routing problems [Tero, Kobayashi,
and Nakagaki, 2006] or NP-complete navigation problems such as
the Traveling Salesman Problem [Zhu et al., 2013a]. These properties
allow these systems to produce networks with Pareto-efficient properties for cost and robustness [Tero et al., 2010] which are typical of empirical properties of real networks, and furthermore relatively close
to these in terms of shape (under certain conditions, see [Adamatzky
and Jones, 2010]).
This type of models can have an interest in our case since selfreinforcement processes based on flows are analogous to link reinforcement mechanisms in transportation economics. This type of heuristic has been tested to generate the French railway network by [Mimeur,
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2016], making an interesting bridge with investment models by Levinson we previously described13 .
procedural modeling Finally, we can mention other tentatives
such as [De Leon, Felsen, and Wilensky, 2007; Yamins, Rasmussen,
and Fogel, 2003], which are closer to procedural modeling [Lechner
et al., 2004; Watson et al., 2008] and therefore have only little interest
in our case since they can difficultly be used as explicative models14 .
Procedural modeling consists in generating structures in a way similar to shape grammars15 , but it also concentrates generally on the
faithful reproduction of local form, without considering macroscopic
emerging properties. Classifying them as morphogenesis models is
incorrects and corresponds to a misunderstanding of mechanisms of
Pattern Oriented Modeling [Grimm et al., 2005]16 on the one hand and
of the epistemology of morphogenesis on the other hand (see 5.1). We
will use this type of models (exponential mixture to produce a population density for example) to generate initial synthetic data uniquely
to parametrize other complex models (see 3.1 and 5.3).
2.1.3

Modeling co-evolution

We can now switch to models that integrate dynamically the paradigm
Territory ↔ Network, which as we recall assumes that the conditioning of one by the other can not be identified. The ontologies used, as
we will see, often couple17 network elements with territorial components, but this positioning is not necessary and some elements may
13 Knowing that for this study, validation criteria that were applied remain however
limited, either at a level inappropriate to the stylized facts studied (number of intersection or of branches) or too general and that can be reproduced by any model
(total length and percentage of population deserved), and belong to criteria of form
that are typical to procedural modeling which can only difficultly account of internal dynamics of a system as previously developed. Furthermore, taking for an
external validation the production of a hierarchical network reveals an incomplete
exploration of the structure and the behavior of the model, since through its preferential attachment mechanisms it must mechanically produce a hierarchy. Thus, a
particular caution will have to be given to the choice of validation criteria.
14 Following [Varenne, 2017], an explicative model allows to produce an explanation to
observed regularities or laws, for example by suggesting processes which can be at
their origin. If model processes are explicitly detached from a reasonable ontology,
they can not be potential explanations. We will give in 3.1 a development of this
notion in the frame of a more global reflexion on the epistemology of modeling.
15 A shape grammar is a formal system (i.e a set of initial symbos, axioms, and a
set of transformation rules) which acts on geometrical objects. Starting from initial
patterns, they allow to generate classes of objects.
16 Pattern Oriented Modeling consists in seeking to explain observed patterns, generally
at multiple scales, in a bottom-up way. Procedural modeling does not correspond to
that, since it aims at reproducing and not at explaining.
17 We recall the definition of model coupling, which corresponds to the one of system
or process coupling given in introduction: it is the construction of a model that is
simultaneously the extension of each initial model.
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be hybrid (for example a governance structure for the transportation
network may simultaneously belong to both aspects). In our reading
of models, these different specifications will naturally arise.
We will broadly designate by model of co-evolution simulation
models that include a coupling of urban growth dynamics and transportation network growth dynamics. These are relatively rare, and for
most of them still at the stage of stylized models. The efforts being relatively sparse and in very different domains, there is not much unity
in these approaches, beside the abstraction of the assumption of an
interdependency between networks and territorial characteristics in
time. We propose to review them still through the prism of scales.
Microscopic and mesoscopic scales
geometrical models [Achibet et al., 2014] describes a co-evolution
model at a very large scale (scale of the building), in which evolution
of both network and buildings are ruled by a same agent, influenced
differently by network topology and population density, and that can
be understood as an agent of urban development. The model allows
to simulate an auto-organized urban extension and to produce district configurations. Even if it strongly couples territorial components
(buildings) and the road network, described results do not imply any
conclusion on the processes of co-evolution themselves.
A generalization of the geometrical local optimization model described before is developed in [Barthelemy and Flammini, 2009]. It
aims at capturing the co-evolution of network topology with the density of its nodes. The localization of new nodes is simultaneously influenced by density and centrality, yielding the looping of the strong
coupling. More precisely, the global behavior of the model is the same,
as the network extension behavior. Centers then localize following a
utility function that is a linear combination of average betweenness
centrality in a neighborhood and of the opposite of density (dispersion due to higher price as a function of density). This utility is used
to compute the probability of localization of new centers following
a discrete choices model. The model allows to show that the influence of centrality reinforces aggregation phenomena (in particular
through an analytical resolution on a one-dimensional version of the
model), and furthermore reproduces exponentially decreasing density profiles (Clarcke’s law) which are observed empirically.
[Ding et al., 2017] introduce a model of co-evolution between different layers of the transportation network, and show the existence of an
optimal coupling parameter in terms of inequalities for the centrality
in network conception: if the road network is assimilated at a fine
granularity to a population distribution, this model can be compared
with the precedent model of co-evolution between the transportation
network and the territory.
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economic models [Levinson, Xie, and Zhu, 2007] take an economic approach, which is richer from the point of view of network
development processes implied, similar to a four step model (i.e. including the generation of origin-destination flows and the assignment
of traffic in the network) including travel cost and congestion, coupled with a road investment module simulating toll revenues for constructing agents, and a land-use evolution module updating actives
and employments through discrete choice modeling. The exploration
experiments show that co-evolving network and land uses lead to
positive feedbacks reinforcing hierarchies. These are however far from
satisfying, since network topology does not evolve as only capacities
and flows change within the network, what implies that more complex mechanisms (such as the planning of new infrastructures) on
longer time scales are not taken into account. [Li et al., 2016] have recently extended this model by adding endogenous real estate prices
and an optimization heuristic with a genetic algorithm for deciding
agents.
From an other point of view, [Levinson and Chen, 2005] is also
presented as a model of co-evolution, but corresponds more to a predictive model based on Markov chains, and thus closer to a statistical
analysis than a simulation model based on these processes. [Rui and
Ban, 2011] describe a model in which the coupling between land-use
and network topology is done with a weak paradigm, land-use and
accessibility having no feedback on network topology, the land-use
model being conditioned to the growth of the autonomous network.
cellular automatons A simple hybrid model explored and
applied to a stylized planning example of the functionnal distribution of a new district in [Raimbault, Banos, and Doursat, 2014], relies
on mechanisms of accessibility to urban activities for the growth of
settlements with a network adapting to the urban shape. The rules
for network growth are too simple to capture more elaborated processes than just a simple systematic connection (such as potential
breakdown for example), but the model produces at a large scale a
broad range of urban shapes reproducing typical patterns of human
settlements. This model is inspired by [Moreno, Badariotti, and Banos,
2012] for its core mechanisms but yield a much broader generation of
forms by taking into account urban functions.
At these relatively large scales, spanning from the urban to the
metropolitan scale, mechanisms of population localization influenced
by accessibility coupled to mechanisms of network growth optimizing some particular functions seem to be the rule for this kind of
models: in the same way, [Wu et al., 2017] couple a cellular automaton for population diffusion to a network optimizing local cost that
depends on the geometry and on population distribution.
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Models answering to more remote questions can furthermore be
linked to our problem: for example, in a conceptual way, a certain
form of strong coupling is also used in [Bigotte et al., 2010] which by
an approach of operational research propose a network design algorithm to optimize the accessibility to amenities, taking into account
both network hierarchy and the hierarchy of connected centers.
This way, co-evolution models at the microscopic and mesoscopic
scales globally have the following structure: (i) processes of localization or relocalization of activities (actives, buildings) influenced by
their own distribution and network characteristics; (ii) network evolution, that can be topological or not, answering to very diverse rules:
local optimization, fixed rules, planning by deciding agents. This diversity suggests the necessity to take into account the superposition
of multiple processes ruling network evolution.
Urban systems modeling
At a macroscopic scale, co-evolution can be taken into account in
models of urban systems. [Baptiste, 1999] propose to couple an urban
growth model based on migrations (introduced by the application
of synergetics to systems of cities by [Sanders, 1992]) with a mechanism of self-reinforcement of capacities for the road network without
topological modification. More precisely, the general principles of the
model are the following.
• Attractivity and repulsion indicators allow for each city to determine emigration and immigration rates and to make populations evolve.
• Network topology is fixed in time, but capacities of links evolve.
The rule is an increase in capacity when the flow becomes greater
given a fixed parameter threshold during a given number of iterations. Flows are affected with a gravity model of interaction
between cities.
The last version of this model is presented by [Baptiste, 2010]. General conclusions that can be obtained from this work are that this coupling yield a hierarchical configuration18 and that the addition of the
network produces a less hierarchical space, allowing medium-sized
cities to benefit from the feedback of the transportation network.
The model proposed by [Blumenfeld-Lieberthal and Portugali, 2010]
can be seen as a bridge between the mesoscopic scale and the approaches of urban systems, since it simulates migrations between
18 But we also know that simpler models, only a preferential for example, allow to reproduce this stylized fact. The model must have as an objective to answer to broader
questions, such as the fine understanding of co-evolution processes, what is not done
here. However, one of its operational objectives is otherwise fulfilled, through the application to France and the study of the impact of a high speed line project, recalling
the multiple possible functions of a model (see 3.1).
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cities and network growth induced by potential breakdown when
detours are too large. In the continuity of Simpop models for systems
of cities, [Schmitt, 2014] describes the SimpopNet model which aims
at precisely integrating co-evolution processes in systems of cities on
long time scales, typically via rules for hierarchical network development as a function of the dynamics of cities, coupled with these
that depends on network topology. Unfortunately the model was not
explored nor further studied, and furthermore stayed at a toy-level.
[Cottineau, 2014] proposes an endogenous transportation network
growth as the last building brick of the Marius modeling framework,
but it stays at a conceptual level since this brick has not been specified
nor implemented yet. To the best of our knowledge, there exists no
model which is empirical or applied to a concrete case based on an
approach of co-evolution by urban systems from the point of view of
the evolutive urban theory.
We can see well the opposition to epistemological principles of economic geography: [Fujita, Krugman, and Mori, 1999] introduce for example an evolutionary model able to reproduce and urban hierarchy
and an organization typical of central place theory [Banos et al., 2011],
but that still relies on the notion of successive equilibriums, and moreover considers a “Krugman-like” model, i.e. a one dimensional and
isotropic space, in which agents are homogeneously distributed19 .
This approach can be instructive on economic processes in themselves
but more difficultly on geographical processes, since these imply the
embedding of economic processes in the geographical space which
spatial particularities not taken into account in this approach are crucial. Our work will focus on demonstrating to what extent this structure of space can be important and also explicative, since networks,
and even more physical networks induce spatio-temporal processes
that are path-dependent and thus sensitive to local singularities and
prone to bifurcations induced by the combination of these with processes at other scales (for example the centrality inducing a flow).
At the macroscopic scale, existing models are based on the evolution of agents (generally cities) as a consequence of their interactions,
carried by the network, whereas the evolution of the network can follow different rules: self-reinforcement, potential breakdown. The general structure is globally the same than at larger scales, but ontologies
stay fundamentally different.
Synthesis
It is crucial at this stage to risk a synthesis and put into perspective all
models that we reviewed, since even if it will necessarily be reducing
19 The absence of a real space is not an issue in this economic approach that aims
at understanding processes out of their context. In our case, the structure of the
geographical space is not separable, and indeed at the core of the issues we are
interested in.
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Table 4: Synthesis of modeling approaches. The type gives the sense of the relation; the class is the scientific field
in which the model is inserted; scales correspond to our simplified scales; functions are given in the sense
of 3.1; we finally give the type of results they provide and the paradigms used.

Type

Class

Temporal
Scale

Spatial scale

Function

Results

Paradigms

Networks →
Territories

LUTI

Medium

Mesoscopic

Planning,
Prediction

Land-use
simulation

Urban economics

Networks
Economics

Medium

Mesoscopic

Explanation

Role
of
economic
processes

Economics,
Governance

Explanation

Reproduction Simulation
of stylized models,
shapes
Local optimization

Territories →
Networks

Territories ↔
Networks

Geometrical Long
growth

Meso
Macro

or

Biological
networks

Long

Mesoscopic

Optimization Production
of optimal
networks

Networks
Economics

Medium

Mesoscopic

Explanation

Reinforcement Economics
effects

Geometrical Long or NA
growth

Micro, Meso
or Macro

Explanation

Reproduction Simulation
of stylized models,
shapes
Local optimization

Urban Sys- Medium,
tems
Long

Macroscopic

Explanation, Stylized
prospection facts

and simplifying, it gives the foundations for the analyses that will
follow.
We will synthesize the broad types of models that we reviewed
in the following table, by classing them by type (relation between
networks and territories), by class (broad classes corresponding to
the stratification of the review), and by giving the temporal and spatial scales concerned, the functions, the type of result obtained, the
paradigms used. It is given in Table 4.
An neglected coevolution ?
The unbalance between the last section accounting for models integrating effectively a strongly coupled dynamic (and possibly a coevolution) and the preceding sections leads to an interrogation: are
models integrating co-evolution marginal? Is it possible then to explain this marginality?

Selforganized
network

Complex
geography

2.1 modeling interactions

The aim of the two following sections will be to propose elements
of answer to these questions through epistemological analyses by increasing the knowledge on concerned fields and of the corresponding
models.

?

?
?

We have thus given in this section a broad overview of models
focusing on interactions between transportation networks and territories, including co-evolution models. We begin thus to foresee a refinement of the definition of the concept of co-evolution in that frame.
We propose in the next section to proceed to a more systematic
mapping of this scientific landscape, in order to reinforce the epistemological viewpoint and better situate the positioning we will take
and the models we will introduce in the following.

?

?
?
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2.2

an epistemological approach

We gave a broad overview of different types of models taking into account interactions between networks and territories, with disciplines
and problematics that are associated. These very different aspects
suggest a strong compartmentalization of disciplines. It is furthermore difficult to distinguish potential models of co-evolution within
this fuzzy environment. We may legitimately ask what are the existing and potential relations between the different approaches ? Which
fields may have been missed although they are complementary ?
Diverse hypotheses can be proposed in order to explain the absence
of investigations on co-evolution models:
• Following [Commenges, 2013], scientific and operational actors
that would be concerned by the practical application of such
models would see themselves replaced by the same models and
have thus no incentive to develop them (sociological explanation).
• The different disciplines which possess the diverse components
that are necessary to such models are compartmentalized and
have divergent motivations (epistemological explanation).
• The construction of such models exhibits intrinsic difficulties
making their development not encouraging and not well currently tackled.
We will not be able in this work to explore the first assumption
(or more precisely, it would require a subject in itself, implying in
particular sociological interviews). The third is either a tautology or
can not be demonstrated, in a Church style as it can be put, and our
whole work will allow us to bring elements of answer. The second is
on the contrary as we will see more within our reach.
A way to explore this hypothesis and to answer to previous questions relies in an epistemological study that we propose to lead in
a quantitative and systematic way. This approach is complementary
to the previous literature review, and allows both to contextualize
it and to systematize it. We must also recall the idea that the study
of reasons for a sparsity of models will necessarily inform on models themselves and on the questions relates to their construction: the
knowledge of knowledge [Morin, 1986] increases the knowledge.
A preliminary study aims at confirming the relevance of a quantitative epistemology approach, by suggesting a strong isolation of
disciplines. This study is done using a algorithm for an algorithmic
systematic review, which reconstructs corpuses of references by exploring semantic neighborhoods, i.e. an iterative collection of neighbor references in their main semantic content. We proceed then to a
network analysis, coupling citation network and semantic network,
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to precise the shape of implied disciplines. We finally suggest possible extensions towards unsupervised learning and full-texts mining
for an automatic extraction of the structure of models for example.
We shall begin by situating the context of quantitative epistemology20
analyses that we propose to achieve.
2.2.1

Quantitative epistemology

The possible methods for quantitative insights into epistemology are
numerous. A good illustration of the variety of approaches is given
by network analysis. Using citation network features, a good predicting power for citation patterns is for example obtained by [Newman,
2014]. Co-authorship networks can also be used for predictive models (Sarigöl et al., 2014). A multilayer network approach is proposed
by [Omodei, De Domenico, and Arenas, 2017], using bipartites networks of papers and authors, in order to produce measures of interdisciplinarity using generalized centrality measures. Disciplines can
be stratified into layers to reveal communities between them and
therein collaboration patterns (Battiston et al., 2016). Keyword networks are used in other fields such as economics of innovation: for
example, [Choi and Hwang, 2014] propose a method to identify technological opportunities by detecting important keywords from the
point of view of topological measures. In a similar way, [Shibata et
al., 2008] use topological analysis of the citation network to detect
emerging research fronts.
Systematic reviews
With new technical means coming of age and the emergence of new
data sources, the classical literature review tends to be coupled with
automatic reviews. Techniques for systematic reviews have been developed, from qualitative reviews to quantitative meta-analysis which
allow to produce new results by combining existing studies [Rucker,
2012]. Ignoring some references can even be considered as a scientific
error in the context of the emergence of information systems which
through an easier access to information makes the omission of key
references difficult to justify [Lissack, 2013]21 .

20 We propose to use this term for works at the crossroad of bibliometrics and scientometrics, of cognitive sciences, of epistemology, and of complex systems, similarly to
the Applied Epistemology developed until 2011 by the CREA laboratory.
21 While remaining conscious that even with a systematic method, it is impossible to be
absolutely exhaustive. The objective is to increase as much as possible the coverage,
in the spirit of an approach inclusive of multiple viewpoints, as our epistemological
positioning of perspectivism given in 3.3 proposes.
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Interdisciplinarity
The development of interdisciplinary approaches is increasingly necessary for most of disciplines, both for further knowledge discovery
but also societal impact of discoveries, as it was recently coined by
the special issue of Nature (Nature, 2015). [Banos, 2013] suggests that
the development of such approaches must occur within a subtle spiral between and inside disciplines. An other way to understand this
phenomenon is to understand it as the emergence of vertically integrated22 fields, conjointly with horizontal questions as detailed in the
complex systems roadmap ([Bourgine, Chavalarias, and al., 2009].
There are naturally multiple views on what is exactly interdisciplinarity (many other terms such as trans-disciplinarity, cross-disciplinarity
also exist) and it actually depends on involved domains: recent hybrid disciplines (see e.g. the ones underlined by [Bais, 2010] such as
astro-biology, or others closer to our field such as geomatics) are a
good illustration of the case in which entanglement is strong, whereas
more loose fields such as “urbanism”, which have multiple definitions and where integration is by essence horizontal, show to what
extent horizontal integration is necessary and how transversal knowledge can be produced. Interactions between disciplines are not always smooth, as shows the misunderstandings when urban issues
were recently introduced to physicists as [Dupuy and Benguigui, 2015]
recalls, misunderstandings which effects can be negative if they lead
to conflicts or a neglect of knowledge already established by an other
domain.
These concerns are part of an understanding of processes of knowledge production, i.e. the knowledge of knowledge as [Morin, 1986] puts
it, in which evidence-based perspectives, involving quantitative approaches, play an important role. These paradigms can be understood as a quantitative epistemology. Quantitative measures of interdisciplinarity would therefore be part of a multidimensional approach of
the study of science that is in a way “beyond bibliometrics” (Cronin
and Sugimoto, 2014). The focus of this section is positioned within
this stream of research. We first review existing approaches to the
measure of interdisciplinarity.
Definitions of interdisciplinarity itself and indicators to measure it
have already been tackled by a large body of literature. [Huutoniemi
et al., 2010] recall the difference between multidisciplinary (an aggregate of works from different disciplines) and interdisciplinary (implying a certain level of integration) approaches. They construct a qualitative framework to classify types of interdisciplinarity, and for example distinguish empirical, theoretical and methodological interdis22 I.e. integrating, generally between scales, different branches of a field: for example
integrative biology [Liu, 2005] aims at building bridges between genomics, physiology, ecology, by exploiting the integration of methods: experiments, modeling,
simulation.
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ciplinarities. The multidimensionnal aspect of interdisciplinarity is
confirmed even within a specific field such as literature (Austin et
al., 1996). A first way to quantify interdisciplinarity of a set of publications is to look at the proportion of disciplines outside a main
discipline in which they are published, as [Rinia, Leeuwen, and Raan,
2002] do for the evaluation of projects in physics, complementary
with judgement of experts. [Porter et al., 2007] designate this measure
as specialization, and compares it with a measure of integration, given
by the spread of citations done by a paper within the different Subject Categories (classification of the Web of Knowledge), which is also
called the Rao-Stirling index. [Larivière and Gingras, 2010] uses it on
a Web of Science corpus to show the existence of an optimal intermediate level of interdisciplinarity for the citation impact within a five
year window. A similar work is done in (Larivière and Gingras, 2014),
focusing on the evolution of measures on a long time range. The influence of missing data on this index is studied by [Moreno, Auzinger,
and Werthner, 2016], providing an extended framework taking into
account uncertainty. The use of networks has also been proposed :
[Porter and Rafols, 2009] combine the integration index with a mapping technique which consists in visualisation of synthetic networks
constructed by co-citations between disciplines. [Leydesdorff, 2007]
shows that the betweenness centrality is a relevant indicator of interdisciplinarity, when considering appropriate citation neighborhood.
2.2.2

Algorithmic systematic review

We propose in a preliminary way to proceed to a systematic and algorithmic literature review. A formal iterative algorithm to construct
corpuses of references starting from initial keywords, based on textmining, is developed and put into practice. We study its convergence
properties and proceed to a sensitivity analysis. We then apply it to
requests representing our specific question, for which results tend to
confirm the hypothesis of a relative isolation between disciplines.
Whereas most studies in bibliometrics rely on citation networks [Newman, 2014] or co-authorship networks [Sarigöl et al., 2014], we propose to use a less studied paradigm, based on text-mining, introduced
by [Chavalarias and Cointet, 2013], which produces a dynamical mapping of scientific disciplines based on their semantic content. We follow the approach of grasping the diversity of domains, introduced
in 2.1, by this supplementary information on the scientific landscape.
Methods we introduce are particularly suited for our study since we
aim at understanding the structure of the content of researches on the
subject.
The algorithm proceeds by iterations to obtain a stabilized corpus
starting from initial keywords, reconstructing the scientific semantic
horizon around a given subject. The formal description of the algo-
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Corpus final

Corpus
Cn = Cn−1 ∪ Rn
Fusion des corpus

Mots-clés initiaux
K0
Analyse
textuelle

Mots-clés Kn
Requête au catalogue

Corpus brut Rn
Figure 7: Global architecture of the algorithm. Starting from an initial set of keywords, we construct a corpus
through a catalog request, from which new keywords are extracted by text-mining. We then iterate in
loop until obtaining a fixed corpus or reaching a fixed maximal number of iterations.

rithm is detailed in Appendix A.2, with details of its implementation
and sensitivity analyses. Its logic is given by the schema in Fig. 7:
given a set of initial keywords that are gathered into a unique request, works using them are gathered, from which new keywords are
extracted to iterate in a loop until eventual convergence.
We start from five different initial requests that were manually extracted from the various domains identified in the bibliography23 , in
order to compare corpuses obtained for each request. After having
constructed the corpuses, we study their lexical consistence as an indicator to answer our initial question. Large distances should confirm
the hypothesis formulated above, i.e. that self-centered disciplines
may be at the origin of a lack of interest for co-evolutive models.
The Table 5 shows the values of the relative lexical proximity, that we
define through a weighted set similarity index given by
P
ki ∈I,kj ∈J 1ki =kj · (s(ki ) + s(kj ))
P
P
d(I, J) =
ki ∈I s(ki ) +
kj ∈J s(kj )
23 Which
are
“cityANDsystemANDnetwork”,
“landuseANDtransportANDinteraction”, “networkANDurbanANDmodeling”, “populationANDdensityANDtransport”, “transportationANDnetworkANDurbanANDgrowth”. This choice includes systems of cities approaches, LUTI approaches,
network growth approaches. It can of course not be exhaustive. This study being
preliminary we admit to potentially work on samples. For example, the use of
“co-evolution” is not satisfying since too few articles use this formulation. Similarly,
the question of language conditions the results: a request in French leads to
linguistic niches finally relatively poor in diversity, and we thus do only requests in
English. The hypernetwork approach developed later will however be multilingual.
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Table 5: Symmetric matrix of lexical proximities between final corpuses. These are defined as the sum of overall
final keywords co-occurrences between corpuses, normalized by the total weight of final keywords. The
size of final corpuses is given by W. The values obtained for proximities are considerably low compared
to the maximal value 1, what confirms that corpus are significantly distant.

for corpuses I, J, and with s strictly positive function giving a measure of the importance of words within corpuses, produced by the
keyword extraction method (see A.2). Its values are significantly low
in comparison to the reference value 1 for equal corpuses (the measure is interpreted as a proportion of co-occurring keywords), what
tends to confirm our hypothesis24 .
The ascertainment of a low number of models which simulate the
co-evolution between transportation networks and urban land-use
could be due to the absence of communication between the scientific
disciplines studying different aspects of the problem. Other possible
explanations which are close can for example be the lack of concrete
application cases of such models given the time scales implied and
thus the absence of proper research funds - what is not so far from
the absence of a discipline which would devote some of its objects to
it. This question of ranges and scales of models will be the subject
of the meta-analysis in the next section 2.3. To conclude, we have
proposed here an algorithmic method to give elements of answer
through corpus extraction based on text-mining, which numerical results seems to confirm a compartmentalization of disciplines (in the
particular sense used here of a semantic distances between niche corpuses). This analyses remained relatively limited in the scope of its
results, in particular because of the low number of requests and a
certain amount of intrinsic uncertainties, but is sufficient to produce a
diagnosis, namely (i) a disciplinary structure strongly characterized
can be extracted from corpus analysis, and (ii) the use of semantic
tools allows the extraction of an endogenous information. Starting
24 To situate these results in a relative way, we would need a null model (i.e. generating
corpuses with similar semantic distributions but without a correlation structure between words) with random corpuses for example, what could be the object of future
developments.
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from this preliminary diagnosis, we propose to deepen the analysis
by a variation and extension of the method used.
2.2.3

Indirect bibliometrics

As described before, semantic analysis of final corpus does not contain all the information on disciplinary compartmentation nor on patterns of propagation of scientific knowledge as the ones contained
in citation networks for example. Furthermore, data collection in the
previous algorithm is subject to convergence towards self-consistent
themes because of the proper structure of the method. It could be
possible to obtain more information on social patterns of ontological
choices in modeling by studying communities in broader networks,
that would more correspond to disciplines (or sub-disciplines depending on granularity level). We propose to reconstruct disciplines
around our thematic, to obtain a more precise view of the scientific
landscape on our subject and of the links between disciplines. A fundamental contribution of this section relies in the construction of ah
hybrid dataset from heterogeneous sources, and the development of
associated tools which can be reused and extended for similar applications. This approach can be understood as indirect bibliometrics25 ,
since we aim at reconstructing an endogenous information and at
extracting relations between different dimensions.
Context
The approach developed here couples citation network exploration
and analysis with text-mining, aiming at mapping the scientific landscape in the neighborhood of a particular corpus. The context is particularly interesting for the methodology developed. First of all, the
subject studied is very broad and by essence interdisciplinary. Secondly, bibliographical data are difficult to obtain, raising the concern
of how the perception of a scientific landscape may be shaped by
actors of the dissemination and thus far from objective, making technical solutions as the ones consequently developed here crucial tools
for an open and neutral science.
Our approach combines semantic communities analysis (as done
in [Palchykov et al., 2016] for papers in physics but without keyword
extraction, or by [Gurciullo et al., 2015] for an analysis of semantic
networks of political debates) with citation network analysis, to extract e.g. interdisciplinarity measures. Our contribution differs from
25 Bibliometrics, or scientometrics when it is applied in particular to science as in
our case, consists in the measure and qualification of knowledge production patterns through the intermediary of their directly observable proxies (scientific productions, mechanisms of institutions, social relations between researchers, etc.) [Cronin
and Sugimoto, 2014]. This book recalls that this field is in complete mutation and
sketches a map of new approaches.
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the previous works quantifying interdisciplinarity as it does not assume predefined domains nor classification of the considered papers,
but reconstructs from the bottom-up the fields with the endogenous
semantic information. [Nichols, 2014] already introduced a close approach, using Latent Dirichlet Allocation topic modeling26 to characterize interdisciplinarity of awards in particular sciences.
Dataset
Our approach imposes some requirements on the dataset used, namely:
(i) cover a certain neighborhood of the studied corpus in the citation
network in order to have a view on the scientific landscape the less
biased as possible; (ii) have at least a textual description for each
node. For these to be met, we need to gather and compile data from
heterogeneous sources, using therefore a specific architecture and implementation, described in Appendix B.6. For the sake of simplicity,
we will denote by reference any standard scientific production27 which
can be cited by another (journal paper, book, book chapter, conference
paper, communication, etc.) and contains basic records (title, abstract,
authors, publication year). We will work in the following on the network of references.
initial corpus Our initial corpus is constructed starting from
the state-of-the-art established in 2.1. Its complete composition is
given in Appendix A.2. It consists in seven “key” references identified for each of the disciplines previously described. The aim here is
not to be exhaustive (it will be in 2.3), but to construct a description
of the neighborhood of domains we deal with. It is taken with a reasonable size (leading to a final network that can be processed without
a specific method regarding the size of data), but the methods used
here have been developed on massive datasets, for patents for example [Bergeaud, Potiron, and Raimbault, 2017a], and as it will be in
Appendix F to our full bibliography.
citation data Citation data is collected from Google Scholar
which is often the only source for incoming citations [Noruzi, 2005]
since in social sciences and humanities articles are not systematically
references by database proposing (paying) services such as the citation network28 . We are aware of the possible biaises using this single

26 The LDA model, introduced by [Blei, Ng, and Jordan, 2003], assumes that documents are produced by underlying themes, with a Dirichlet distribution for their
composition and also for the distribution of words by themes. Its estimation gives
the composition of themes in terms of keywords.
27 What is of course a subject of debate, see our discussions in opening on the evolution
of the modes of scientific communication.
28 For example, the Cybergeo journal is indexed by Web of Science only since May 2016,
after difficult negotiations and not without a counterpart.
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source (see e.g. [Bohannon, 2014])29 , but these critics are more directed towards search results than citation counts. We thus retrieve
citing references at depth two, i.e. the references citing the initial
corpus and the ones citing these ones. The network obtained contains V = 9462 references corresponding to E = 12004 citation links.
Concerning languages, English covers 87% of the corpus, French 6%,
Spanish 3%, German 1%, completed by other languages such as Mandarin that can be undefined (its detection has a low robustness).
text data To proceed to the semantic analysis, a description consequent enough is necessary. We collect therefore abstracts for the
previous network. These are available for around one third of references, giving V = 3510 nodes with a textual description.
Results
citation network Basic statistics for the citation network already give interesting informations. The network has an average degree of d̄ = 2.53 and a density of γ = 0.001330 . The average in-degree
(which can be interpreted as a stationary impact factor) is of 1.26,
what is relatively high for social sciences. It is important to note that
it has a single weak connected component, what means that initial
domains are not in total isolation: initial references are shared at a
minimal degree by the different domains. We work in the following
on the sub-network of nodes having at least two links, to extract the
core of network structure and to remove the “cluster” effect (nodes
with a high number of leaf neighbors). Furthermore, the network is
necessarily complete between these nodes since we went up to the
second level.
We proceed for the citation network to a community detection with
the Louvain algorithm, on the corresponding non-directed network.
The algorithm gives 13 communities, with a directed modularity of
0.6631 , extremely significant in comparison to a bootstrap estimation
of the same measure on the randomly rewired network with gives a
modularity of 0.0005 ± 0.0051 on N = 100 repetitions. Communities
make sense in a thematic way, since we recover for the largest the
domains presented in Table 6.

29 Or http://iscpif.fr/blog/2016/02/the-strange-arithmetic-of-google-scholars.
30 For reference, [Batagelj, 2003] presents the characteristics of 11 scientific networks
from diverse domains and with a size varying from 40 to 8851 nodes, and reports
densities varying from 3.3 · 10−4 to 0.038, with a median at 0.003, close to the one of
our network.
31 Modularity is a measure of the “level of clustering” of a partition of a network into
classes. The Louvain algorithm constructs communities by a greedy optimization of
modularity.
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Table 6: Description and size of citation communities.

Domain

Size (% of nodes)

LUTI

18%

Urban and Transport Geography

16%

Infrastructure planning

12%

Integrated planning - TOD

6%

Spatial Networks

17%

Accessibility stucies

18%

Naming of communities are done a posteriori from expert view, according to the broad fields unveiled in the literature review in 2.132 .
The Fig. 8 shows the citation network and allows to visualize the relations between these domains. It is interesting to observe that works
by economists and physicists in this field fall within the same category of the study of Spatial Networks. Indeed, the literature cited by
physicists contains often a larger number of references in economics
than in geography, whereas economists use network analysis techniques. Moreover, planning, accessibility, LUTI and TOD are very
close but can be distinguished in their specificities: the fact that they
appear as separated communities witnesses of a certain level of compartmentalization. These make the bridge between spatial network
approaches and geographical approaches, which contain an important part of political science for example. Links between physics and
geography remain rather low. This overview naturally depends on
the initial corpus, but allows us to better understand its context in its
disciplinary environment.
semantic communities The extraction of keywords is done following an heuristic inspired by [Chavalarias and Cointet, 2013]. The
complete description of the method and its implementation if given
in Appendix B.6. It is based on second-order relations between semantic entities, which are n-grams, i.e. multiple keywords which can
have a length up to three. These are estimated by the intermediate of
the co-occurence matrix, which statistical properties yield a measure
of deviation from uniform co-occurrences, which is used to evaluate
the relevance of keywords. By selecting a fixed number of relevant
keywords KW = 10000, we can then construct a network weighted by
co-occurrences.
The topology of the raw network does not allow the extraction of
clear communities, in particular because of the presence of hubs that
32 We note that this naming is indeed exogenous and necessarily subjective. As further
developed for the semantic network, there does not exist any simple technique for
an endogenous naming. We must keep this aspect in mind for the positioning of
interpretations and conclusions.
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Figure 8: Citation Network. We visualize references having at least two links, using a force-atlas algorithm. Colors
give communities described in text. In orange, blue, turquoise: urban geography, transport geography,
political sciences; in pink, black, green: planning, accessibility, LUTI; in purple: spatial networks (physics
and economics).

correspond to frequent terms common to many fields (e.g. model,
space). These words are used in a comparable way in all the stud-

ied fields, and do not carry information to separate them33 . We make
the assumption that these highest degree terms do not carry specific
information on particular classes and can be thus filtered given a maximal degree threshold kmax (we are thus interested in what makes
the specificity of each domain). Similarly, edges with small weight
are considered as noise and filtered according to a minimal edge
weight threshold θw . The generic method furthermore allows a preliminary filtration of keywords, according to a document frequency
window [fmin , fmax ], to which results are not sensitive in our case.
The sensitivity analysis of the characteristics of the filtered network,
in particular its size, modularity and community structure, is given in
Fig. A.2. We choose parameter values allowing a multi-objective opti33 But they will carry some if we were comparing a corpus in quantitative geography
and a corpus in musicology for example.
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mization between modularity and network size, θw = 10, kmax = 500,
by the choice of a compromise point on a Pareto front, what gives a
semantic network of size (V = 7063, E = 48952). It is visualized in
Appendix A.2.
We then retrieve communities in the network using a standard Louvain clustering on the optimal filtered network. We obtain 20 communities for a modularity of 0.58. These are examined manually to be
named, the automatic naming techniques [Yang et al., 2000] being not
elaborated enough to make the implicit distinction between thematic
and methodological fields for example (in fact between knowledge
domains, see 8.3) which is a supplementary dimension that we do
not tackle here, but necessary to have meaningful descriptions. The
communities are described in Table 7. We directly see the complementarity with the citation approach, since emerge here together subjects
of study (High Speed Rail, Maritime Networks), domains and methods (Networks, Remote Sensing, Mobility Data Mining), thematic domains (Policy), pure methods (Agent-based Modeling, Measuring).
Thus, a reference may use several of these communities. We furthermore have a finer granularity of information. The effect of language
is strong since French geography is distinguished as a separated category (advanced analyses could be considered to better understand
this phenomenon and benefit from it: sub-communities, reconstruction of a specific network, studies by translation; but these are out
of purpose in this exploratory study). We note the importance of networks, and of problematics in political sciences and socio-economic.
We will use the first category in most models we will develop, but
keeping in mind the importance of problematics linked to governance, we will proceed to a specific study in 7.3.
measures of interdisciplinarity Distribution of keywords
within communities provides an article-level interdisciplinarity. The
combination of citation and semantic layers in the hyper-network provide second-order interdisciplinarity measures (semantic patterns of
citing or cited), that we don’t use here because of the modest size
of the citation network (see B.6 and C.5). More precisely, a reference
i can be viewed as a probability vector on semantic classes j, that
we write in a matrix form P = (pij ). These are simply estimated
by the proportions of keywords classified in each class for the reference. A classical measure of interdiscplinarity [Bergeaud, Potiron,
P
and Raimbault, 2017a] is then Ii = 1 − j p2ij . Let A be the adjacency
matrix of the citation network, and let Ik matrices selecting rows corresponding to class k of the citation classification: Id · 1c(i)=k , such
that Ik · A · Ik 0 gives exactly the citations from k to k 0 . The citation
proximity between citation communities is then defined by ckk 0 =
P
P
Ik · A · Ik 0 / Ik · A. We define the semantic proximity by defining a
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Table 7: Description of semantic communities. We give their size, their proportion in quantity of keywords (under
the form of multi-stems) cumulated on the full corpus, and representative keywords selected by maximal
degree.

Name

Size

Weight

Keywords

Networks

820

13.57%

social network, spatial network, resili

Policy

700

11.8%

actor, decision-mak, societi

Socio-economic

793

11.6%

neighborhood, incom, live

High Speed Rail

476

7.14%

high-spe, corridor, hsr

French Geography

210

6.08%

système, développement, territoire

Education

374

5.43%

school, student, collabor

Climate Change

411

5.42%

mitig, carbon, consumpt

Remote Sensing

405

4.65%

classif, detect, cover

Sustainable Transport

370

4.38%

sustain urban, travel demand, activity-bas

Traffic

368

4.23%

traffic congest, cbd, capit

Maritime Networks

402

4.2%

govern model, seaport, port author

Environment

289

3.79%

ecosystem servic, regul, settlement

Accessibility

260

3.23%

access measur, transport access, urban growth

Agent-based Modeling

192

3.18%

agent-bas, spread, heterogen

Transportation planning

192

3.18%

transport project, option, cba

Mobility Data Mining

168

2.49%

human mobil, movement, mobil phone

Health Geography

196

2.49%

healthcar, inequ, exclus

Freight and Logistics

239

2.06%

freight transport, citi logist, modal

Spanish Geography

106

1.26%

movilidad urbana, criteria, para

Measuring

166

1.0%

score, sampl, metric
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q P
distance matrix between references by D = dii 0 = 12 (pij − pi 0 j)2
P P
and the semantic proximity by skk 0 = Ik · D · Ik 0 / Ik Ik 0 .
We show in Fig. 9 the values of these different measures, and also
the semantic composition of citation communities, for the main semantic classes. The distribution of Ii shows that articles orbiting in
the LUTI field are the most interdisciplinary in the terms used, what
could be due to their applied character. Other disciplines show similar patterns, except geography and infrastructure planning which
exhibit quasi-uniform distributions, witnessing the existence of very
specialized references in these classes. This is not necessarily stunning, given the targeted sub-fields exhibited (political sciences for example, and similarly prospective studies of type cost-benefit are very
narrow). This first crossing of the layers confirms the specificities of
each field. Regarding semantic compositions, most act as an external
validation given the dominant classes. The field which is the less concerned by socio-economical issues is infrastructure planning, what
could give reason to critics of technocracy. Issues on climate change
and sustainability are relatively well dispatched. Finally, geographical
works are mostly related to governance issues.
Proximity matrices confirm the conclusion obtained previously in
terms of citation, the sharing being very low, the highest values being up to one fourth of planning towards geography and of LUTI
towards TOD (but not the contrary, the relations can be in a unique
sense). But semantic proximities show for example that LUTI, TOD,
Accessibility and Networks are close in their terms, what is logical
for the first three, and confirms for the last that physicists mainly
rely on methods of this fields linked to planning to legitimate their
works. Geography is totally isolated, its closest neighbor being infrastructure planning. This study is very useful in our context, since it
shows compartmentalized domains sharing terms, and thus a priori
some common problematics and subjects. Domains do not speak to
each other while speaking languages that are not that far, hence the
increased relevance to aim at harmonizing their music in our work:
our models will have to use elements, ontologies and scales of these
different fields.
We conclude this analysis with a more robust approach to quantify
proximities between the layers of the hypernetwork. It is straightforward to construct a correlation matrix between two classifications,
through the correlations of their columns. We define the probabilities
PC all equal to 1 for the citation classification. The correlation matrix
between it and P extends from -0.17 to 0.54 and has an average with
an absolute value of 0.08, what is significant in comparison to random classifications since a bootstrap with b = 100 repetitions with
shuffled matrices gives a minimum at −0.08 ± 0.012, a maximum at
0.11 ± 0.02 and an absolute average at 0.03 ± 0.002. This shows that
the classifications are complementary and that this complementar-
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Figure 9: Patterns of interdisciplinarity. (Top Left) Statistical distribution of Ii by citation classes, in other words
distribution of interdisciplinarity levels within citation classes; (Top Right) Semantic composition of citation classes: for each citation class (in abscissa), the proportion of each semantic class (in color) is
given; (Bottom Left) Citation proximity matrix for ckk 0 between citation classes; (Bottom Right) Semantic
proximity matrix skk 0 between citation classes.

2.2 an epistemological approach

ity is statistically significant compared to random classifications. The
adequacy of the semantic classification in relation to the citation network can also be quantified by the multi-classes modularity [Nicosia
et al., 2009] (see C.5 for a mathematical definition), which translates
the likelihood that a link is due to the classification studied, taking
into account the simultaneous belonging to multiple classes. Thus,
the multi-class modularity of semantic probabilities for the citation
network s 0.10, what on one side is a significant sign of an adequacy,
a bootstrap still with b = 100 giving a value of 0.073 ± 0.003, which remains limited given the maximal value fixed by citation probabilities
within their own network which give a value of 0.81, what conform
furthermore the complementarity of classifications.
We have thus in this section sketched an overview of disciplines in
relation with our subject, and also their relations. We will aim in the
next section at understanding with more details their “content”, i.e.
the means used to solve the problems encountered.
Discussion
We briefly give directions to extend the analysis we just did and also
implications for the epistemological positioning of our work.
Towards modeling themes and an automatic extraction of context
A possible direction to strengthen our quantitative epistemological
analysis would be to work on full textes related to the modeling of
interaction between networks and territories, with the aim to automatically extract thematics within articles. Methods more suited for
full texts than the one used here for example include Latent Dirichlet
Allocation [Blei, Ng, and Jordan, 2003]. The idea would be to perform some kind of automatized modelography, extending the modelography methodology developed by [Schmitt and Pumain, 2013], to
extract characteristics such as ontologies, model architecture or structures, scales, or even typical parameter values. It is not clear to what
extent the structure of models can be extracted from their description in papers and it surely depends on the discipline considered.
For example in a framed field such as transportation planning, using a pre-defined ontology (in the sense of dictionary) and a fuzzy
grammar could be efficient to extract information as the discipline
has relatively strict conventions. In theoretical and quantitative geography, beyond the barrier of diversity of possible formalizations for
a same ontology, the organisation of information is surely more difficult to grasp through unsupervised data-mining because of the more
literary nature of the discipline: synonyms and figures of speech are
generally the norm in good level human sciences writing, fuzzing a
possible generic structure of knowledge description.
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Reflexivity
The methodology developed here is efficient to offer reflexivity instruments, i.e. it can be used to study our approach itself. One of its
application, beyond the one on the scientific journal Cybergeo in a
perspective of Open Science (see Appendix B.6), will be to our own
corpus of references, with the aim to reveal possible research directions or exotic issues. It is eventually possible to do it in a dynamical
way, thanks to the git history which allows to recover any version
of the bibliography at a given date on the three years elapsed. The
aim will also be to understand our knowledge production patterns
in order to contribute to 8.3. The detailed development is done in
Appendix F.

?

?
?

This section thus allowed us to sketch a landscape of disciplines in
relation with our problematic, and of relations between these disciplines, in terms of citations but also of level of interdisciplinarity.
The next section will positioned with a similar approach, but with
an aim closer to exhaustivity in terms of modeling interactions: We
will thus proceed to a systematic review and a modelography, in order to reinforce the typology of models obtained in section 2.1.

?

?
?
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2.3

systematic review and modelography

Whereas the studies we previously did proposed to construct a global
horizon of the organization of disciplines focusing on our question,
we propose now a more targeted study of characteristics of existing
models. We propose therefore in a first time a systematic review, i.e.
the construction of a refined corpus satisfying certain constraints, followed by a meta-analysis, i.e a tentative of explanation of some characteristics through statistical models.
2.3.1

Systematic review

Classical systematic reviews take mostly place in fields where a very
targeted request, even by article title, will yield a significant number
of studies studying quite the same question: typically in therapeutic evaluation, where standardized studies of a same molecule differ
only by the size of samples and statistical modalities (control group,
placebo, level of blinding). In this case corpus construction is easy
first thanks to the existence of specialized bases allowing very precise requests, and furthermore thanks to the possibility to proceed
to additional statistical analyses to confront the different studies (for
example network meta-analysis, see [Rucker, 2012]). In our case, the
exercise is much more random for the reasons exposed in the two
previous sections: objects are hybrid, problematics are diverse, and
disciplines are numerous. The different points we will raise in the
following will often have as much thematic value as methodological
value, suggesting crucial points for the realization of such an hybrid
systematic review.
We propose an hybrid methodology coupling the two methodologies previously developed with a more classical procedure of systematic review. We aim both at a representativity of all the disciplines we
discovered, but also a limited noise in the references taken into account for the modelography. Therefore, we combine the corpus previously obtained and a corpus constructed through keywords requests,
in a way similar to [Tahamtan and Bornmann, 2018]. The protocol is
thus the following:
1. Starting from the citation corpus isolated in 2.2.3, we isolate a
number of relevant keywords, by selecting the 5% of links having the strongest weight (arbitrary threshold), and among the
corresponding nodes the ones having a degree larger than the
quantile at 0.8 of their respective semantic class. The first filtration allows to focus on the “core” of observed disciplines, and
the second to not introduce size bias without loosing the global
structure, classes being relatively balanced. A manual screening allows to remove keywords that are obviously not relevant
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(teledetection, tourism, social networks, . . . ), what leads to a
corpus of K = 115 keywords (K is endogenous here).
2. For each keyword, we automatically do a catalog request (scholar)
while adding model* to it, of a fixed number n = 20 of references. The supplementary term is necessary to obtain relevant
references, after testing on samples.
3. The potential corpus composed of obtained references, with references composing the citation network, is manually screened
(review of titles) to ensure a relevance regarding the state of the
art of 2.1, yielding the preliminary corpus of size Np = 297.
4. This corpus is then inspected for abstracts and full texts if necessary. We select articles elaborating a modeling approach, ruling
out conceptual models. References are classified and characterized according to criteria described below. We finally obtain a
final corpus of size Nf = 145, on which quantitative analyses
are possible.
The method is summarized in Fig. 10, with parameter values and
the size of the successive corpus. This exercise first of all allows to reveal several methodological points, which knowledge can be an asset
to proceed to similar hybrid systematic reviewes:
• Catalog bias seem to be inevitable. We rely on the assumption
that the use of scholar allows an uniform sampling regarding
catalog errors or bias. The future development of open tools
for cataloging and mapping, allowing contributed efforts for a
more precise knowledge of extended fields and of their interfaces, will be a crucial issue for the reliability of such methods
(see B.6).
• The availability of full texts is an issue, in particular for such a
broad review, given the multiplicity of editors. The existence of
tools to emancipate science such as Sci-hub34 allow to effectively
access full texts. Echoing the recent debate on the negotiations
with publishers regarding the exclusivity of full texts mining,
it appears to be more and more salient that a reflexive open
science is totally orthogonal to the current model of publishing.
We also hope for a rapid evolution of practices on this point.
• Journals, and indeed publishers, seem to differently influence
the referencing, potentially increasing the bias during requests.
Grey literature and preprints are taken into account in different
ways depending on the domains.

34 http://sci-hub.cc/
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• Manual screening of large corpora allows to not miss “crucial
papers” that could have been omitted before [Lissack, 2013]. The
issue of the extent to which we can expect to be informed in
the most exhaustive way possible of recent discoveries linked
to the subject studied is very likely to evolve given the increase
of the total amount of literature produced and the separation
of fields, among which some are always more refined [Bastian,
Glasziou, and Chalmers, 2010]. Following the previous points,
we can propose that tools helping systematic analysis will allow
to keep this objective as reasonable.
• Results of the automatized review are significantly different
from the domains highlighted in the classical review: some conceptual associations, in particular the inclusion of network growth
models, are not natural and do not exist much in the scientific
landscape as we previously showed.
Furthermore, the operation of constructing the corpus already allows to draw thematic observations that are interesting in themselves.

• The articles selected imply a clarification of what is meant by
“model”. We give in 8.3 a very broad definition applying to all
scientific perspectives. Our selection here does not retain conceptual models for example, our choice criteria being that the
model must include a numerical or simulation aspect.
• A certain number of references consist in reviews, what is equivalent to a group of model with similar characteristics. We could
make the method more complicated by transcribing each review
or meta-analysis, or by weighting the records of corresponding characteristics by the corresponding number of articles. We
make the choice to ignore these reviews, what remains consistent in a thematic way still with the assumption of uniform sampling.
• A first clarification of the thematic frame is achieved, since we
do not select studies uniquely linked to traffic and mobility (this
choice being also linked to the results obtained in ??), to pure urban design, to pedestrian flows models, to logistics, to ecology,
to technical aspects of transportation, to give a few examples,
even if these subjects can in an extreme view be considered as
linked to interactions between networks and territories.
• Similarly, neighbor fields such as tourism, social aspects of the
access to transportation, anthropology, were not taken into account.
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• We observe a high frequency of studies linked to High Speed
Rail (HSR), recalling the necessary association of political aspects of planning and of research directions in transportation.

Semantic
Citation
Raw corpus
N1 = 1843

Filter

Keywords
K = 115

Catalog
Raw corpus
N2 = 2001

Title screening
Preliminary corpus
Np = 297
Text Screening
Final corpus
Nf = 145
Figure 10: Methodology of the systematic review. Rectangles correspond to corpuses of references, ellipses to
corpuses of keywords, and dashed lines to initial corpuses. At each stage the size of the corpus is given.

2.3.2

Modelography

We now switch to a mixed analysis based on this corpus, inspired by
results of previous sections in particular for the classification. It aims
at extracting and to precisely decompose ontologies, scales and processes, and then to study possible links between these characteristics
of the models and the context in which they have been introduced.
It is thus in a way the meta-analysis, that we will designate here as
modelography. In order to not offend purists, it is indeed not a metaanalysis strictly speaking since we do not combine similar analysis
to extrapolate potential results from larger samples. Our approach is
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close to the one of [Cottineau, 2017] which gathers references having quantitatively studied Zipf’s law for cities, and then links the
characteristics of studies to the methods used and the assumptions
formulated.
The first part consists in the extraction of the characteristics of models. Automatize this work would consist in a research project in itself,
as we develop in discussion below, but we are convinced of the relevance to refine such techniques (see 8.3.3) in the frame of the development of integrated disciplines. Time being as much the enemy as the
ally of research, we focus here on a manual extraction that will aim at
being more precise that an approximatively convincing data mining
attempt. We extract from models the following characteristics:
• what is the strength of coupling35 between territorial ontologies and the ones of the network, in other words is it a coevolution model. We will therefore classify into categories following the representation of figure 11: {territory ; network
; weak ; coevolution}, which results from the analysis of literature in 2.1;
• maximal time scale;
• maximal spatial scale;
• domain “a priori”, determined by the origin of authors and the
domain of the journal;
• methodology used (statistical models, system of equations, multiagent, cellular automaton, operational research, simulation, etc.);
• case study (city, metropolitan area, region or country) when relevant.
We also collect in an indicative way, but without objective of objectivity or exhaustivity, the “subject” of the study (i.e. the main thematic
question) ans also the “processes” included in the model. An exact extraction of processes remains hypothetical, on the one hand because
it is conditioned to a rigorous definition and taking into account different levels of abstraction, of complexity, or scale, on the other hand
as it depends on technical means out of reach of this modest study.
We will comment these in an indicative way without including them
in systematic studies.

35 To the best of our knowledge there does not exist generic approaches to model coupling that would be not linked to a particular formalism. We will take the approach
given in introduction, by distinguishing here a weak coupling as a sequential coupling (outputs of the first model become inputs of the second) from a dynamical
strong coupling where the evolution is interdependent at each time step (either by a
reciprocal determination of by a common ontology).
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LUTI
Context

Network

Territory (t)

Weak Coupling
Context
Territory
(t = t0 . . . tm )

Network
(t = tm . . . tf )

Network Growth
Context

Territory

Network (t)

Strong Coupling /
Co-evolution
Context
Territory (t)

Context
Network
(t = t0 . . . tm )

Territory
(t = tm . . . tf )

Network (t)

Figure 11: Schematic representation of the distinction between different types of models coupling networks and
territories. This typology is based on the one of Table 4, by distinguishing approaches in which territory
or network are given as a context (Luti and network growth) from a sequential coupling between a
model for each. Ontologies are represented as ellippses, submodels by full boxes, models by dashed
boxes, couplings by arrows. We highlight in red the approach which will be the final objective of our
work.

We also gather scale, range and in a sense resolution to not make
the extraction more complicated. Even if it would be relevant to differentiate when an element does not exist for a model (NA) to when
it is badly defined by the author, this task seem to be sensitive to subjectivity and we merge the two modalities. We add to the previous
characteristics the following variables:
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• citation domain (when available, i.e. for references initially present
in the citation network, what corresponds to 55% of references);
• semantic domain, defined by the domain for which the document has the highest probability;
• index of interdisciplinarity.
Semantic domains and the interdisciplinarity measure have been
recomputed for this corpus through the collection of keywords, and
then extraction following the method described in 2.2, with KW =
1000, θw = 15 and kmax = 500. We obtain more targeted communities which are relatively representative of thematics and methods:
Transit-oriented development (tod), Hedonic models (hedonic), Infrastructure planning (infra planning), High-speed rail (hsr), Networks (networks), Complex networks (complex networks), Bus rapid
transit (brt).
A “good choice” of characteristics to classify models is similar to
the issue of choosing features in machine learning: in the case of supervised learning, i.e. when we aim at obtaining a good prediction
of classes fixed a priori (or a good modularity of the obtained classification relatively to the fixed classification), we can select features
optimizing this prediction. We will therein discriminate models that
are known and judged different. If we want to extract an endogenous
structure without a priori (unsupervised classification), the issue is
different. We will therefore test in a second time a regression technique which allows to avoid overfitting and to select features (random
forests).
Processes and case study
Regarding the existence of a case study and its localization, 26% of
studies do not have any, corresponding to an abstract model or toy
model (close to all studies in physics fall within this category). Then,
they are spread across the world, with however an overrepresentation
of Netherlands with 6.9%. Processes included are too much varied (in
fact as much as ontologies of concerned disciplines) to be the object
of a typology, but we will observe the dominance of the notion of accessibility (65% of studies), and then very different processes ranging
from real estate market processes for hedonic studies, to relocations
of actives and employments in the case of Luti, or to network infrastructure investments. We observe abstract geometric processes of
network growth, corresponding to works in physics. Network maintenance appears in one study, as political history does. Abstract processes of agglomeration and dispersion are also at the core of several studies. Interactions between cities are a minority, the systems of
cities approaches being drown in accessibility studies. Issues of governance and regulation also emerge, more in the case of infrastructure
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planning and of TOD approaches evaluation models, but remain a
minority. We will stay with the fact that each domain and then each
study introduces its own processes with are quasi-specific to each
case.
Corpus characteristics
The domains “a priori” (i.e. judged, or more precisely inferred from
journal or institution to which authors belong), are relatively balanced for the main disciplines already identified: 17.9% Transportation, 20.0% Planning, 30.3% Economics, 19.3% Geography, 8.3% Physics
, the rest in minority being shared between environmental science,
computer science, engineering and biology. Regarding the share of
significant semantic domains, TOD dominates with 27.6% of documents, followed by networks (20.7%), hedonic models (11.0%), infrastructure planning (5.5%) and HSR (2.8%). Contingence tables show
that Planning does almost only TOD, physics only networks, geography is equally shared between networks and TOD (the second corresponding to articles of the type “urban project management”, that
have been classified in geography as published in geography journals) and also a smaller part in HSR, and finally economics is the
most diverse between hedonic models, planning, networks and TOD.
This interdisciplinarity however appears only for classes extracted for
the higher probability, since average interdisciplinarity indices by discipline have comparable values (from 0.62 to 0.65), except physics
which is significantly lower at 0.56 what confirms its status of “newcomer” with a weaker thematic depth.
Models studied
It is interesting for our problematic to answer the question “who
does what ?”, i.e. which type of models are used by the different
disciplines. We give in Table 8 the contingence table of the type of
model as a function of disciplines a priori, of the citation class and
of the semantic class. We observe that strongly coupled approaches,
the closest of what is considered as co-evolution models, are mainly
contained in the vocabulary of networks, what is confirmed by their
positioning in terms of citations, but that the disciplines concerned
are varied. The majority of studies focus on the territory only, the
strongest unbalance being for studies semantically linked to TOD
and hedonic models. Physics is still limited as focusing exclusively
on networks.
Studied scales
To then answer the question of the how, we can have a look at temporal and spatial typical scales of models. Planning and transportation
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Table 8: Types of models studied according to the different classifications. Contingence tables of the discrete
variable giving the type of model (network, territory or strong coupling), for the a priori classification, the
semantic classification and the citation classification.

Discipline

economics

geography

physics

planning

transportation

network

5

3

12

1

4

strong

4

3

0

0

2

territory

35

22

0

28

20

Semantic

hedonic

hsr

infra
ning

plan- networks

tod

network

1

0

0

14

2

strong

0

0

0

5

1

territory

15

4

8

11

37

Citation

accessibility geography

infra plan- LUTI
ning

networks

TOD

network

0

0

0

0

24

0

strong

0

0

0

2

5

0

territory

13

1

6

18

2

3

are concentrated at small spatial scales, metropolitan or local, economics also with a strong representation of the local through hedonic
studies, and a spatial range a bit larger with the existence of studies
at the regional level and a few at the scale of the country (panel studies generally). Again, physics remains limited with all its contributions at a fixed scale, the metropolitan scale (which is not necessarily
clear nor well specified in articles in fact since these are toy models
which thematic boundaries may be very fuzzy). Geography is relatively well balanced, from the metropolitan to the continental scale.
The scheme for temporal scales is globally the same. The methods
used are strongly correlated to the discipline: a χ2 test gives a statistic of 169, highly significant with p = 0.04. Similarly, spatial scale also
is but in a less strong manner (χ2 = 50, p = 0.08).
Classical regressions
We now study the influence of diverse factors on characteristics of
models through simple linear regressions. In a multi-modeling approach, we propose to test all the possible models to explain each of
the variables from the others. The number of observations for which
all the variables have a value is very low, we need to take into account the number of observations used to fit each model. Furthermore, model performances can be characterized by complementary
objectives. Following [Igel, 2005], we apply a multi-objective optimiza-
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tion, to simultaneously maximize the explained variance (adjusted R2
in our case) and the information captured (corrected Akaike information criterion AICc36 ). It is realized conditionally to the fact of having
the number of observations N > 50 (fixed threshold regarding the distribution of N on all models). The optimization procedure is detailed
in Appendix A.2 for each variable. Time scale and interdisciplinarity
exhibit compromises difficult choose from, and we adjust the two candidates. Other variables exhibit dominating solutions and we adjust
only a single model.
Complete regression results are given in Table 9. Temporal and spatial scales, together with year, are the variables the best explained in
the sense of the variance. Time scale is very significantly influenced
by the type of model: territory which decreases it, or strong coupling
which increases it. The fact to be in physics also significantly influences, and broadens the time range of models. On the contrary, engineering approaches (often optimal design of a transportation network) correspond to a short time span.
For the spatial scale, the fact to be in geography has a strong influence on the spatial range of models: indeed, regional studies and
at the scale of the system of cities are indeed the prerogative of geography. The belonging to the field of transportation also increases
slightly the spatial range (see significance in the complete regressions
in Appendix A.2). No other variable has a significant influence.
The level of interdisciplinarity is well explained by the year, which
influences it in a negative way, what confirms an increase in scientific
specializations in time. Econometric studies of hedonic models appears to be very specialized. Finally, publication year is significantly
and positively explained by the territory type and by the fact to be
in transportation, what would correspond to a recent resurgence of
a particular profile of studies. A study of the corpus suggests that
this would be studies on high speed, which would appear as a recent
scientific fashion.
Random Forest regressions
We conclude this study by regressions and classification with random
forests, which are a very flexible method allowing to unveil a structure from a dataset [Liaw, Wiener, et al., 2002]. To complement the
previous analysis, we propose to use it to determine the relative importances of variables for different aspects. We use each time forests
of size 100000, a node size of 1 and a number of sampled variables in
√
p for the classification and p/3 for the regression when p is the total
number of variables. To classify the type of models, we compare the
36 AIC is a measure of the information gain between two models, and allows to avoid
abusive overfitting through a too large number of parameters. AICc is a version
taking into account the size of the sample, the measure varying significantly for the
small samples.
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Table 9: Explanation of models characteristics. Results of the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimation of selected
linear models, for each variable to be explained: temporal scale (TEMPSCALE), spatial scale (SPATSCALE),
interdisciplinarity index (INTERDISC), publication year (YEAR).

Explained variable:
TEMPSCALE
(1)
YEAR

(2)

(3)

0.674

TYPEstrong
TYPEterritory

SPATSCALE

−38.933∗∗∗

INTERDISC
(4)

(5)

−0.004∗

−0.002∗

100.271∗∗∗

−0.026

−14.988

0.044

TEMPSCALE

−5.179

−0.0003

YEAR
(6)

10.898∗∗∗
0.035

FMETHODeq

−6.224

FMETHODmap

4.747

FMETHODro

6.128

FMETHODsem

1.009

FMETHODsim

5.153

FMETHODstat

−0.357

DISCIPLINEengineering

−52.107∗

−9.609

−154.461

0.144

13.486

DISCIPLINEenvironment

17.110

17.886

−5.878

0.092

−3.668

3.640

9.126

1,445.457∗∗∗

0.036

1.121

46.879∗

77.897∗∗∗

292.559

−0.103

3.392

1.304

4.553

−143.554

−0.047

−2.850

−14.718

8.753

568.329

0.062

5.503∗

DISCIPLINEgeography
DISCIPLINEphysics
DISCIPLINEplanning
DISCIPLINEtransportation
INTERDISC

−12.876

2.357

SEMCOMcomplex networks

−0.217

SEMCOMhedonic

−0.179

−0.184∗

−5.769

SEMCOMhsr

−0.100

−0.122

6.135

SEMCOMinfra planning

−0.032

−0.096

−4.123

SEMCOMnetworks

−0.038

−0.107

4.711

−0.105

−0.152

−1.653

5.531∗∗

2,004.945∗∗∗

SEMCOMtod
Constant
Observations
R2
R2

ajusté

Note:

−1,305.126

22.103∗

235.357

8.962∗∗

64

94

94

64

98

64

0.385

0.393

0.100

0.314

0.155

0.510

0.282

0.336

0.027

0.136

0.068

0.281

∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01
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effects of discipline, of the semantic class and of the citation class. The
latest is the most important with a relative measure of 45%, whereas
the discipline accounts for 31% and the semantic of 23%. This way,
the disciplinary compartmentalization is found again, whereas the
semantic and this partly ontologies, is the most open. This encourages us in our aim at getting out of this compartmentalization. When
we apply a forest regression on interdisciplinarity, still with these
three variables, we obtain that they explain 7.6% of the total variance,
what is relatively low, witnessing a semantic disparity on the whole
corpus independently of the different classifications. In this case, the
most important variable is the discipline (39%) followed by the semantic (31%) and citation (29%), what confirms that the journal targeted
strongly conditions the behavior in the language used. This alerts on
the risk of a decrease in semantic wealth when targeting a particular
public. This way, we have unveiled certain structures and regularities
of models related to our question, which implications will be useful
during the construction of our models.
2.3.3

Discussion

Developments
A possible development could consist in the construction of an automatized approach to this meta-analysis, from the point of view of
modular modeling, combined to a classification of the aim and the
scale. Modular modeling consists in the integration of heterogeneous
processes and the implementation of these processes in the aim of
extracting mechanisms giving the highest proximity to empirical stylized facts or to data [Cottineau, Chapron, and Reuillon, 2015]. The
idea would be to be able to automatically extract the modular structure of existing models, starting from full texts as proposed in 2.2, in
order to classify these bricks in an endogeneous way and to identify
potential couplings for new models.
Lessons for modeling
We can summarize the main points obtained from this meta-analysis
that will influence our position and our modeling choice. First of all,
the interdisciplinary presence of approaches realizing a strong coupling confirms our need to build bridges and to couple approaches,
and also retrospectively confirms the conclusions of 2.2 on the consequence of discipline compartmentalization in terms of the models
formulated. Secondly, the importance of the vocabulary of networks
in a large part of models will lead us to confirm this anchorage. The
specificity of TOD and accessibility approaches, relatively close to
the LUTI models, will be of secondary importance for us. The restricted span of works from physics, confirmed by the majority of
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criteria studied, suggests to remain cautious of these works and the
absence of thematic meaning in the models. The wealth of temporal
and spatial scales covered by geographical and economical models
confirms the importance of varying these in our models, ideally to
reach multi-scale models. Finally, the relative importance of classification variables on the type of model also suggest the direction of
interdisciplinary bridges to cross ontologies.

?

?
?
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Table 10: Synthesis of modeled processes. These are classed by scale, type of model and discipline.

Networks → Territories
Micro

Territories → Networks

Economics: real estate mar- NA
ket, relocalization, employment market

Networks ↔ Territories

Computer Science : spontaneous growth

Planning: regulations, development
Economics:
real estate
market, transportation costs,
amenities
Meso

Economics: network growth,
offer and demand

Economics: investments, relocalizations, offer and demand, network planning

Geography: land-use, cen- Transportation: investments, Geography: land-use, nettrality, urban sprawl, net- level of governance
work growth, population difwork effects
fusion
Planning/transportation: ac- Physics: topological correcessibility, land-use, relocal- lations, hierarchy, congestion,
ization, real estate market
local optimization, network
maintenance
Economics:
economic
growth, market, land-use,
agglomeration,
sprawl,
competition

Macro

Economics: interactions be- Economics:
tween cities, investments
mand

offer and de-

Geography: accessibility, in- Geography: interactions be- Transportation:
teraction between cities, relo- tween cities, potential break- coverage
calization, political history
down
Transportation: accessibility, Transportation:
real estate market
planing

network

synthesis of modeled processes
We propose to synthesize processes taken into account by models encountered during the modelography, in order to proceed to a similar
effort than the one concluding the thematic approach of chapter 1. We
can neither have an exhaustive view (as already mentioned in the description of the modelography methodology) nor render with a high
precision each model in the details, since almost each is unique in its
ontology. The exercise of the synthesis allows then to take a step back
from this limits and take a certain height, and have thus an overview
on modeled processes37 .
The table 10 proposes this synthesis from the 145 articles obtained
from the modelography and for which a classification of the type
37 Keeping in mind selection choices, which lead for example to not have mobility
processes within this synthesis.

network
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was possible, i.e. that there existed a model entering the typology
developed in 2.1. Being fully exhaustive would be similar to an interdisciplinary meta-modeling approach which is far out of the reach of
our work38 , and the list given here remain indicative.
We find again the correspondences between disciplines, scales and
types of models obtained in the modelography in 2.3. We keep the
fundamental following teachings, echoing the synthesis table obtained
at the end of Chapter 1 (Table 3):
1. The dichotomy of ontologies and processes taken into account
between scales and between types is even more explicit here
in models than in processes in themselves39 . We postulate that
there indeed exists different processes at the different scales,
and will make the choice to study different scales.
2. The compartmentalization of disciplines shown in 2.2 can be
found in a qualitative way in this synthesis: it is clear that
they originally diverge in their different founding epistemologies. We will aim at integrating paradigms from different disciplines, while taking into account the limits imposed by the
modeling principles that we will expose in 3.1 (for example, the
parsimony of models necessarily limits the integration of heterogenous ontologies).
3. An important gap between this synthesis and the one of processes is the quasi absence here of models integrating governance processes. It will be a direction to be explored.
4. On the contrary, a very good correspondance can be established
between geographical models of urban systems and the theoretical positioning of the evolutive urban theory. This correspondance, more difficult to exhibit for all the other approaches reviewed, also suggests us to follow this direction.

38 It would require to have correspondances between ontologies, without which we
would obtain at least as much processes as models, even within one discipline. To
the best of our knowledge such correspondence between two disciplines only does
not exist. A direction for a formal approach is given in B.5.
39 Since this study was more detailed, it also appears stronger, since a greater precision
allows then to exhibit abstract categories.
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chapter conclusion
The processes that we aim at modeling being multi-scalar, hybrid and
heterogenous, the possible points of view and questionings are necessarily highly varied, complementary and rich. This could be a fundamental characteristic of socio-technical systems, that Pumain formulates in [Pumain, 2005] as “a new measure of complexity”, which
would be linked to the number of viewpoints necessary to grasp a
system at a given level of exhaustivity. This idea rejoins the position of applied perspectivism that B.5 formalizes and which is implicitly present in the investigation of relations between economics and
geography developed in C.6. Thus, the modeling of interactions between networks and territories can be related to a very broad set of
disciplines and approaches reviewed in section 2.1.
In order to better understand the neighboring scientific landscape,
and quantify the roles or relative weights of each, we have lead several analysis in quantitative epistemology in 2.2. A first premiliminary analysis based on an algorithmic systematic review suggests
a certain compartmentalization of domains. This conclusion is confirmed by the hypernetwork analysis coupling citation network and
semantic network, which also allowed to draw the disciplinary boundaries more precisely, both for the direct relations (citations) but also
their scientific proximity for the terms and methods used. We can
then use the constituted corpus and this knowledge of domains to
achieve a semi-automatic systematic review in 2.3, which allows to
constitute a corpus of works directly dealing with the subject, which
is then fully screened, allowing to link characteristics of models to
the different domains. We have thus at this stage a rather clear idea
of what is done, why and how.
The issue remains to determine the relative relevance of some approaches or ontologies, what will be the aim of the two chapters of the
second part. We first conclude this first part with a discussion chapter 3, shedding a light on points which are necessary to be clarified
before entering the core of the subject.

?

?
?

3

POSITIONING

Any research activity would be, according to some actors of it, necessarily political, starting from the choice of its objects. Thus, Ripoll
warns against the illusion of an objective research and the dangers of
technocracy [Ripoll, 2017]. We will not enter debates which are much
too broad to be tackled even in one chapter, since they connect to
themes in political sciences, ethics, philosophy, linked for example to
scientific governance, to the insertion of science in society, to scientific
responsibility.
It is clear that even subjects that are a priori intrinsically objective,
such as particle and high energy physics, have implications regarding
on one hand the choice of their financing and the externalities associated (for example, the existence of CERN has largely contributed
to the development of distributed computing), but on the other hand
also the potential applications of discoveries which can have considerable social impacts. In biology, ethics is at the heart of funding principles of disciplines, as witness the debates raised by the emergence
of synthetic biology [Gutmann, 2011]. The advocates of prudent approches in it overlap with integrative biology, as integrative sciences
defended by Paul Bourgine, put into practice by the intermediate
of the Unesco digital campus CS-DC1 , typically has social responsibility and citizen implication in the center of their virtuous circle.
In social sciences and humanities, since researches interact with the
object studied (to some extent the idea of interactive kind from Hacking [Hacking, 1999]), the political and social implications of research
are naturally never questioned.
We will be here positioned at an epistemological level, i.e. reflexions on the nature and content of scientific knowledge in the broad
sense, i.e. co-constructed and validated within a community imposing certain criteria to be scientific [Morin, 1991], of course evolving
since we will take position for the systematisation of some. But still,
even staying at this level, some positioning is necessary, on several dimensions such as epistemological, methodological, thematic. The last
two have already been sketched in the two previous chapters by the
choice of objects of study, of problematics, and will be reinforced as
long as we make progress.
We thus propose here a relatively original exercise but that we
judge necessary for a more fluent reading of the following. It consists in the precise development of certain positions which have a
particular influence in our research approach.
1 https://www.cs-dc.org/
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In a first section (3.1), we precise our position regarding simulation
models. After having detailed the functions we will give to the models, we argue in an essay form for a cautious use of big data and intensive computation, and illustrate our positioning regarding model
exploration through a methodological case study for the exploration
of the sensitivity of models to spatial initial conditions.
In a second section (3.2), we develop some examples to illustrate
the need and the difficulty of reproducibility, and also links with new
tools that can foster but also endanger it. We illustrate the question of
data opening and interactive exploration through an empirical case
study of traffic flows in Ile-de-France.
Finally, the last section (3.3) modestly explicits epistemological positions, in particular regarding the field in which we are placed, the
complexity of objects in social sciences, and the nature of complexity
in a broad sense.
The reader very familiar with Banos “commandments” [Banos,
2013] will find in the first two sections original practical illustrations
of these, our positioning being mainly in their direction.

?

?
?

This chapter is composed of various works. The first section is novel for its
two first parts, and for its last part describes ideas presented as [Cottineau et
al., 2017]. The second section relates in its first part the theoretical content of
[Raimbault, 2016a], and corresponds to [Raimbault, 2017b] for the empirical
illustration. The third section follows for its first part the epistemological
foundations of [Raimbault, 2017e] which were then deepthen by [Raimbault,
2017c], follows a part of [Raimbault, 2018] for its second part and uses
[Raimbault, 2018] for its last part.
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3.1

modeling, big data and intensive computing

We now develop our positioning regarding issues linked to the use
of modeling, of massive data and of intensive computing, what also
induces by extension some comments on model exploration methods.
It is not evident to what extent these new possibilities are necessarily
accompanied of deep epistemological mutations, and we show on the
contrary that their use necessitates more than ever a dialog with theory. Implicitly, this position foreshadows the epistemological frame
for the study of complex systems of which we give the context in 3.3
and that we formalize in opening 8.3.
The points developed here cover some crucial issues linked to modeling enterprises, and can be of an epistemological, theoretical or practical nature. We will first try to answer the question of why modeling.
We will then give our position on more technical issues linked to the
use of emerging computing resources and new data. Finally, the last
point is methodological, and both illustrates the first two points and
introduces a new method to explore models.
3.1.1

Why modeling ?

We first develop the role of modeling in our process of scientific production. Models have in appearance diverse roles depending on disciplines: a model in physics results of a theory, allows to confront
it with experiments and has to be validated through its predictive
powers with strong requirements, whereas in computational social
science one often settles for the reproduction of general stylized facts.
A statistical model will be composed of assumptions on relations between variables and on the statistical distribution of an error term,
and values of coefficients obtained will be interpreted even if the
goodness-of-fit measure is very low. The aim here is thus to precise in
which spirit our modeling approaches will be placed2 , what are their
mechanisms and objectives.
Functions of models
As we just saw, the term of model has multiple meanings, and implies different realities, practices, uses (we can assume a proper ontology to models which become real objects, at least when they are
implemented). A way to propose a sort of typology for models is
to proceed to a typology of their functions, as does [Varenne, 2017],
based on the study of diverse disciplines (biology, geography, social
sciences). This classification is to the best of our knowledge the most
2 If this work may appear as redundant, laborious and superficial to someone used
to geosimulation models, it is crucial in our logic of disciplinary opening, in order
first to avoid any misunderstanding on the status of results, and secondly to foster
a dialog in the case of very different uses of models.
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exhaustive existing. Varenne thus distinguishes five broad classes of
model functions3 , which are in an increasing order according to their
integration to a social practice :
1. Function of perception and observation: make accessible an object which can not be observed through perception (physical
model of a molecule), allow experiments, a memorization, the
reading and visualization of data.
2. Function of intelligibility: description of patterns, precision of
ontologies, conception through prediction, explanation and comprehension of processes4 .
3. Function of assistance to theorization: formulation, interpretation, illustration of a theory, internal consistence test (do deductive schemes induce model simulation results that are contradictory or consistent ?), applicability, computability (in the case
of numerical schemes allowing to approximate the solutions of
equations), co-computability (coupling of theories and models).
4. Function of social communication: scientific communication, consultation, action with actors (stakeholders5 ).
5. Function of decision-making: informing decision-making, action, self-fulfilling action in an abstract system (pricing models
in finance).
It is clear that each discipline will have its own relation to these
different functions, that some will be privileged, and others not accessible or without relevance for the object studied or the questions
asked. In physics for example, the aspects of theory validation and
of the existence of predictive models with a very high precision are
at the heart of the discipline; whereas entire branches of social science such as urban planning for example are focused on models for
communication and decision-making. Regarding this, we must not
neglect the nature of social science for economics and stay doubtful
of predictive aims of some modeling experiments6 .
3 The broad classes of functions are declined into precise classes which form 21 classes.
We do not detail them here, but give a synthesis describing the broad classes.
4 The comprehension is more general than explanation, since it assumes a reconstruction of the system structure and a deductive use, i.e. a projection and generation of
the system considered in the psychological structure considering it [Morin, 1980].
5 We do not develop this aspect at all, but we recall that stakeholder workshops are
one of the structuring axis of the Medium project we described in 1.3. Even if the
percolation with the axis focusing on the analysis and modeling of urban systems
dynamics in which our work is situated is not explicit, they implicitly operate in
exchanges between perspectives, and the cohabitation within a project foreshadows
more integrated future perspectives.
6 Even in finance at high frequencies, at which signals would be reasonably closer to
physical systems than macro-econometric series for example as witnesses the appropriation of these problems by physicists, the predictability remains questionable and
in any case limited [Campbell and Thompson, 2007].
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This classification of functions can be found implicitly in modeling reasons developed outside any typology by [Epstein, 2008]: he
insists on refuting the preconceived idea that models would only be
used for prediction, and introduces diverse reasons, among which we
can find intelligibility functions (explanation, uncover dynamics, reveal complexity or simplicity), of sustaining a theory (discover new
questions, highlight uncertainties, suggest analogies), of informing
decision-making (real-time crisis solutions, finding optimization compromises), and of communication (educate the public, train practitioners).
Within this frame of functional classification of models, our work
will mainly use the following functions:
• Descriptive models and pattern extraction: these will be the diverse empirical analyses aiming at establishing stylized facts on
co-evolution processes for given case studies.
• Models with an explanation and comprehension goal: models
simulating territorial dynamics that we will construct, with the
objective of integrating co-evolution processes, will have the
principal goal of explaining stylized facts linked to some processes (for example: variations of a given parameter corresponding to a given process explain a given stylized fact), and ideally
the comprehension of systems7 .
• Models to test a theory: internal validation, i.e. consistence of
model behavior regarding stylized facts implied by the theory,
and external, in the sense of a more or less performant reproduction of dynamics for case studies considered in the frame
of a theory; or more generally to answer a precise question or
assumption.
Generative modeling
The type8 of models that we will mainly use in our work is related to
generative modeling, in the sense given by [Epstein, 2006] in its manifest
7 Indeed, the boundary between explanation and comprehension is fuzzy and subjective. It is possible to consider that there already exists a certain level of comprehension when a model with a certain level of internal and ontological consistence, in
relation with reasonable and relatively autonomous theoretical assumptions, allows
to draw conclusions on global dynamics of the system considered.
8 In the functional perspective, structures, contents and processes, i.e. the nature of
models in themselves (what corresponds to the nature and principles of models
evoked but not classified by Varenne), are given as illustrating examples, but a
given function is not restricted to a given model (although reciprocally some models
are not able to fulfill some functions). There does not exist to the best of our knowledge a general typology of models by type, that we could then define in terms of a
typology of relations with other knowledge domains (see 8.3): for example a model
using a given methodology, privileging a given tool, a particular or privileged use of
data, etc. In any case, existing typologies or classifications of models are associated
to literature reviews and synthesis that are proper to each discipline: for example,
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for generative social sciences. The fundamental principle is to propose
to explain macroscopic regularities as emerging from interactions between microscopic entities, by simulating the evolution of the system
in a generative way9 . This paradigm can be linked to the paradigm
of Pattern Oriented Modeling in Ecology [Grimm et al., 2005], which
aims at explaining through the bottom-up production of patterns10 .
Agent-based models, i.e. models implying a certain number of heterogeneous agents that are relatively autonomous and simulating their
interactions, are a way to achieve it.
The use of generative modeling can be strongly linked to the notion
of weak emergence introduced by [Bedau, 2002]11 . A system exhibiting emergent properties in the weak sense assumes that properties
of the upper level (macro) must entirely be derived through simulation, while remaining reducible on the causal and ontological aspects.
In other terms, the macro level does not posses irreducible causal
powers, this being not incompatible with the existence of downward
causation and its autonomy. Some systems12 do not fall within this
category in the current state of our knowledge since we are not able
to exhibit microscopic causal elements. On the contrary, systems that
we do not understand well but which simulate themselves and for
which we are certain that the macro state emerges from microscopic
interactions (as traffic and congestion for example), are perfect illustrations of this notion. The examples given by Bedau to illustrate his
demonstration are two dimensional cellular automatons, for which
the role of computation is obvious and downward causation can be illustrated by the behavior of macroscopic structures of the game of
life which retroactively act on cells. Knowing the dynamics of weakly
emergent systems by definition necessitates to simulate them, and

9

10

11
12

[Harvey, 1969] (p. 157) proposes a general typology which remains however inspired
from and limited to geography. Conditions for interdisciplinary typologies are an
open question, which exploration is largely out of reach of our work.
Keeping in mind that the ability to generate is of course a necessary but not sufficient
component of explanation, as illustrate the debate on this subject around the works
of Epstein synthesized by [Rey-Coyrehourcq, 2015] (p. 154).
Indeed, POM aims at reproducing by the model through simulation, i.e. generates,
patterns expected at several scales, constituting a virtual laboratory in which assumptions can be tested. Furthermore, Epstein’s generativity is based on similar
paradigms for explanation, implying models with a progressive complexity and
which allow the test of assumptions, by isolating mechanisms sufficient to reproduce macroscopic patterns.
We recall that weak emergence corresponds to the emergence of properties at an
upper level that must effectively be computed by the system to be known.
As show conscience in neuroscience and psychology, or debates on the existence and
autonomy of “societal beings” in sociology [Angeletti and Berlan, 2015], for which
we could only know a part of causal microscopic elements, namely individuals.
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thus to model them13 , this approach is thus natural to understand
the structure or processes in a complex system.
The model as a tool for indirect knowledge
Thus, our models will principally be with a comprehension function
(even if they do not reach their objective and remain at the level of
an explanation). We will proceed in some cases to refined calibration
on observed data, but these will never have the objective to predict.
These calibrations will aim at extrapolating parameters and learn indirectly on modeled processed, and the model is thus indeed a tool
of indirect knowledge.
This knowledge of processes is allowed by the use of simulation
as a virtual laboratory allowing the test of assumptions formulated
from a theory or obtained from empirical stylized facts: this is exactly such a paradigm that is constructed by [Pumain and Reuillon,
2017e], which insist on (i) the need for parsimony in models; (ii) the
need for multiple models (multi-modeling); and (iii) the role of extensive model exploration, to achieve it without falling into the trap of
equifinality14 . Thus, the computation of Calibration Profiles of the SimpopLocal model [Reuillon et al., 2015] allow to establish necessary
and sufficient conditions to reproduce a given pattern, and thus for
example to indirectly declare a process necessary or not to produce a
stylized fact.
Thus, we will here follow this approach of using models (of simulation principally), while keeping in mind that it does only partly
answer to the fundamental challenges of urban modeling described
by [Perez, Banos, and Pettit, 2016], in particular the capture of complexity and of multi-dimensionality of urban systems and also the
possibility to generate future feasible scenarios (what is different from
prediction), but not the issue of urban planning models, that could for
example be participative and imply stakeholders15 .
13 On the difference between simulation of a model and model of simulation, [Phan
and Varenne, 2010] explains to what extent these two notions can be distinguished,
but that it does not imply a fundamental difference for the concrete application: the
simulation of a model consists in the operation of computing the successive states of
a model in a given configuration, whereas a simulation model is a model conceived
for the simulation of a system (for example a generative model) or the simulation
of an other model (for example the numerical schemes to approximate equations).
In all cases, the use of the model will imply simulation of a model. These remarks
are verified in particular for the case of generative modeling. We will use the two
without distinction in the following.
14 Equifinality corresponds to the possibility for a system to reach a point in its phase
space through different trajectories, i.e. in our case macroscopic patterns which can
be generated by different microscopic processes. This concept was already formulated in the general systems theory [Von Bertalanffy, 1972]. It challenges the notions
of causality, et invalidates explanations of “direct” causality at the macroscopic level
- we will come back to it more particularly in 4.2.
15 The role of the applicative aim of models is linked first to a disciplinary sensitivity,
such as the field of Luti models [Wegener and Fürst, 2004] which is much more
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How to explore a model of simulation
In order to maximally avoid the “bricolage” regarding all stages of
a model genesis, from its specification, its conception, its use to its
exploration, described by [Kotelnikova-Weiler and Le Néchet, 2017],
we propose to fix a protocol for the parts implying model exploration.
More generally, there exists generic protocols such as the one introduced by [Grimm et al., 2014] to accompany the full modeling approach. We consider the exploration stage and go into it with more details. We are in the context fixed above of a simulation model, mostly
with a comprehension function.
The simplified protocol is directly obtained from the philosophy
and structure of OpenMole. We can refer for example to [Reuillon,
Leclaire, and Rey-Coyrehourcq, 2013] for the fundamental principles,
the online documentation16 for a broad overview of available methods and their articulation within a standard frame, and [Pumain
and Reuillon, 2017b] for a contextualization of the different methods.
These works17 brought a considerable number of innovations simultaneously methodological, technical, thematic and theoretical. The
OpenMole philosophy is articulated around three axes (see interview
with R. Reuillon, Appendix D.3): the model as a “black box” to be explored (i.e. methods are independent of the model), use of advanced
exploration methods, transparent access to high performance computing environments. These different components are in strong interdependency, and allow a paradigm shift in the use of simulation models:
use of multi-modeling, i.e. variable structure of the model [Cottineau
et al., 2015], change in the nature of questions asked to the model (e.g.
complete determination of the feasible space [Chérel, Cottineau, and
Reuillon, 2015]), all this being allowed by the use of high performance
computing [Schmitt et al., 2015].
We consider a simulation model as an algorithm producing outputs
from data and parameters as inputs. In this context, we propose in an
ideal case all the following stages which should be necessary for a
robust use of simulation models.
1. Identification of main mechanisms and associated crucial parameters, possibly meta-parameters (here understood as a parameter generating the initial configuration of the model), and
also their thematic domain; identification of indicators to evaluate the performance or the behavior of the model.
2. Evaluation of stochastic variations: large number of repetitions
of a reasonable number of parameters, establishment of the
applicative than the one of theoretical and quantitative geography, but also to a
“cultural” sensitivity, as illustrates [Batty, 2013b] which shows an anglo-saxon branch
of geography much closer to concrete applications.
16 Available at https://next.openmole.org/Models.html.
17 Most have been realized in the interdisciplinary context of the Geodivercity ERC.
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number of repetitions necessary to reach a certain level of statistical convergence.
3. Evaluation of the sensitivity to meta-parameters, following the
innovative methodology developed in the following18 .
4. Brutal exploration for a first sensitivity analysis, if possible statistical evaluation of the relations between parameters and outputs indicators.
5. Calibration, targeted algorithmic exploration with the use of
specific algorithms (Calibration Profile, Pattern Space Exploration)19 .
6. Feedback on the model, extension and new bricks of multimodeling, feedback on the stylized facts and the theory.
In the corresponding case, some steps have no reason to be, for
example the evaluation of stochasticity in the case of a deterministic
model. Similarly, steps will take more or less importance depending
on the nature of the question asked: calibration will not be relevant in
the vase of fully synthetic models, whereas a systematic exploration
of a large number of parameters will not systematically be necessary
in the case of a model which aims at be calibrating on data.
Link between modeling and open science
Finally, it is important to briefly highlight the links between modeling practices and open science, in parallel of the link between reproductibility and open science that we will do at the end of 3.2. In fact,
open science is composed by several practices declined on different
domains, thus this logical distribution in our positioning. To illustrate
the issues, we propose to describe the example of model exploration
workflows as a method for meta-sensitivity analysis, i.e. an aspect of
the methodology applied below.
The ideas of multi-modeling and extensive model exploration are
nothing from new as Openshaw already advocated for “model-crunching”
in [Openshaw, 1983], but their effective use only begins to emerge
thanks to the apparition of new methods and tools together with an
explosion of computation capabilities: [Cottineau, Rey, and Reuillon,
2016] claims for a renewed approach on multi-modeling. Coupling
models as we do answers to similar questions. In that stream of research, the model exploration platform OpenMole [Reuillon, Leclaire,
and Rey-Coyrehourcq, 2013] allows to embed any model as a blackbox, to write modulable exploration workflow using advanced methodologies such as genetic algorithms and to distribute transparently the
18 An example of this methodology consisting in the generation of synthetic data will
be used in the remainder of this section; a formal description of the method is given
in B.3 and an other example of application in C.3.
19 We will mostly not practice this last point, finding already enough responses to our
questions with the previous points.
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computation on large scale computation infrastructures such as clusters or computation grids. In the case developed below, the workflow tool is a powerful way to embed both the sensitivity analysis
and the meta-sensitivity analysis, and allow to couple any generator with any model in a straightforward way as soon as the model
can be parametrized on its spatial initial configuration, given metaparameters or an entire configuration.
Furthermore, an idea of workflows is to favor open and collaborative constructions, since OpenMole’s “marketplace”, directly integrated to the software20 , allows to directly benefit from examples
which have been shared on the collaborative repository. This is similar to model sharing platforms, which are numerous for agent-based
models for example, but in an even more modular and participative spirit. Thus, some epistemological and methodological choices
regarding modeling imply directly a positioning regarding open science: multi-modeling and model families, which go together with the
coupling of heterogenous and multi-scalar models, can difficultly be
reliable without opening, sharing and collaborative construction of
models practices, as recalls [Banos, 2013].
Finally, one of the faces of the construction of open knowledge is
pedagogy. [Chen and Levinson, 2006] proposes simulation as a tool
to teach engineering students the processes underlying the systems
that they will be brought to design and manage. This aspect is also
to keep in mind for its performative character: models have then a
retroaction on real situations, what complexifies even more the system considered.
Synthesis
We can briefly synthesize the ideas to keep in mind after this quick
overview of crucial issues linked to modeling.
1. Models can have a large number of functions [Varenne, 2017],
among which we will mostly use: information and patterns extraction, explanation and comprehension, verification and construction of theories.
2. We will mostly be positioned within the paradigm of generative modeling, with an aim of parsimony and multiple models
with appropriated extensive exploration protocols [Pumain and
Reuillon, 2017e].
3. This way to model both assumes and participates to an approach of open science [Fecher and Friesike, 2014].
In this context, we propose to now develop some issues particularly
important for our question in a more precise way.
20 otherwise accessible at https://github.com/openmole/openmole-market
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3.1.2

For a cautious use of big data and computation

The so-called big data revolution resides as much in the availability of
large datasets of novel and various types as in the always increasing available computational power. Although the computational shift
([Arthur, 2015]) is central for a science aware of complexity and is
undeniably the basis of future modeling practices in geography as
[Banos, 2013] points out, we argue that both data deluge and computational potentialities are dangerous if not framed into a proper theoretical and formal framework. The first may bias research directions
towards available datasets with the risk to disconnect from a theoretical background, whereas the second may overshadow preliminaries
analytical resolutions essential for a consistent use of simulations. We
argue that the conditions for most of results in this thesis are indeed
the ones endangered by incautious big-data enthusiasm, concluding
that a main challenge for future geocomputation is a wise integration
of novel practices within the existing body of knowledge.
Increase in computing power
The computational power available seems to follow an exponential
trend, as some kind of Moore’s law. Both effective Moore’s law for
hardware, and improvement of softwares and algorithms, combined
with a democratization of access to large scale simulation facilities,
makes always more and more CPU time available for the social scientist (and to the scientist in general but this shift happened quite
before in other fields). About ten years ago, [Gleyze, 2005] concluded
that network analysis, for the case of Parisian public transportation
network, was “limited by computation”. Today most of these analyses would be quickly done on a personal computer with appropriated
software and coding: [Lagesse, 2015] is a witness of such a progress,
introducing new indicators with a higher computational complexity,
computed on larger networks. The same parallel can be done for
the Simpop models: the first Simpop models at the beginning of the
millenium [Sanders et al., 1997] were “calibrated” by hand, whereas
[Cottineau et al., 2015] calibrates the multi-modeling Marius model
and [Schmitt et al., 2015] calibrates very precisely the SimpopLocal
model, both on grid with billions of simulations. A last example, the
field of Space Syntax, witnessed a long path and tremendous progresses from its theoretical origins [Hillier and Hanson, 1989] to recent large-scale applications [Hillier, 2016].
A data deluge?
Concerning the new and “big” data available, it is clear that always
larger dataset are available and always newer type of data are available. Numerous examples of fields of application can be given. For
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example, mobility can now be studied from various entries, such as
new data from smart transportation systems [O’brien, Cheshire, and
Batty, 2014], from social networks [Frank et al., 2014], or other more
exotic data such as mobile phone data [De Nadai et al., 2016]. In
an other spirit, the opening of “classic” datasets (such as city dashboards, open data government initiatives) should allow ever more
meta-analyses. New ways to do research and produce data are also
raising, towards more interactive and crowd-sourced initiatives. For
example, [Cottineau, 2017] describes a web-application aimed at presenting a meta-analysis of Zipf’s law across numerous datasets, but
in particular features an upload option, where the user can upload its
own dataset and add it to the meta-analysis. Other applications allow
interactive exploration of scientific literature for a better knowledge
of a complex scientific landscape, as [Chasset et al., 2016] does.
On induced dangers
As always the picture is naturally not as bright as it seems to be at
first sight, and the green grass that we try to go eating in the neighbor’s field quickly turns into a sad reality. Indeed, the purpose and
motivation are fuzzy and one can get lost. Some examples speak for
themselves.
[Barthelemy et al., 2013] introduces a new dataset and rather new
methods to quantify road network evolution, but the results, on which
the authors seem to be astonished, are that a transition occurred in
Paris at the Haussmann period. Any historian of urbanism would be
puzzled by the exact purpose of the paper, as in the end a vague and
bizarre feeling of reinventing the wheel floats in the air. The use of
computation can also be exaggerated, and in the case of agent-based
modeling it can be illustrated by the example of [Axtell, 2016], for
which the aim at simulating the system at scale 1:1 seems to be far
from initial motivations and justifications for agent-based modeling,
and may even give arguments to mainstream economists who easily
detract ABMS.
Other anecdotes raise worries: there exist online curious examples,
such as a web application21 that uses computational ressources to simulate Gaussian distributions for a Gibrat model in order to compute
their mean and variance, that are input parameters of the model. It
basically checks the Central Limit Theorem. Otherwise, the full distribution given by a Gibrat model is theoretically known as it was fully
solved e.g. by [Gabaix, 1999].
On this point, we must partly disagree with the ninth commandment of Banos, which recalls that “mathematics are not the universal language of models”, or more precisely highlight the dangers of

21 Voir http://shiny.parisgeo.cnrs.fr/gibratsim/.
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a misinterpretation of that principle22 : it postulates that alternative
means to mathematics exist to help understand processes or methods, but insists that these are only an entry point and never pretends
that it is possible to get rid of mathematics, drift that the previous example perfectly illustrates. Furthermore, it is possible to exhibit very
simple mathematic structures, such as a simplex in any dimension,
for which a “simple” visualization is an open problem.
Data also provide their collections of misunderstandings. Recently
on the French speaking diffusion list Geotamtam, a sudden rush around
Pokemon Go data seemed to answer more to an urgent unexplained
need to exploit this new data source before anyone else rather than an
elaborated theoretical construction. Simple existing accurate datasets,
such as historical cities population (for France the Pumain-INED database
for example), are far from being fully exploited and it may be more
important to focus on these already existing classic data. One must
also be aware of the possible misleading applications of some results:
[Louail et al., 2017] makes a very good analysis of potential redistribution of bank card transactions within a city, but pushes the results
as possible basis for social equity policy recommandation by acting
on mobility, forgetting that urban form and function are coupled in
a complex way and that moving transactions from one place to the
other involves far more complex processes than policies, which furthermore never apply the way they were planned and lead to results
different from the ones expected. Such an attitude, often observed for
physicists, is well translated as an allegory by the figure 12 which is
only partly an exaggeration of some situations.
For a cautious use
Our main claim here is that the computational shift and simulation
practices will be central in geography, but may also be dangerous,
for the reasons illustrated above, i.e. that data deluge may impose
research subjects and elude theory, and that computation may elude
model construction and solving. A stronger link is required between
computational practices, computer science, mathematics, statistics and
theoretical geography.
Theoretical and Quantitative Geography is at the center of this dynamic, as it was its initial purpose that seems forgotten in some cases.
It implies the need for elaborated theories integrated with conscious
simulation practices. In other words we can answer complementary
naive questions that however need to be tackled once and for all. If a
theory-free quantitative geography would be possible, the answer if
naturally no as it is close to the trap of black-box data-mining analysis. Whatever is done in that case, the results will have a very poor
22 Generally, the Banos commandments appear simple in their formulation, but are of
a baffling depth and complexity when one tries to extract the implications and the
global underlying philosophy, and must never be taken lightly.
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Figure 12: On naive use of data mining and intensive computation. Source: xkcd

explanatory power, as they can exhibit relations but not reconstruct
processes. On an other hand, the possibility of a purely computational quantitative geography is a dangerous vision: even gaining
three orders of magnitudes in computational power does not solve
the dimensionality curse.
We can take the example of non-stationarity results obtained in 4.1.
The use of relatively massive data, because of the algorithms specifically designed to be able to tackle the processing, is a necessary condition to the results obtained, but both the scale and objects (i.e. the
indicators computed) are co-determined by the theoretical constructs.
Indeed the absence of theory would imply to not know the objects,
measures and properties to study (e.g. the multi-scalar or dynamical
character of processes), and without analytical resolutions, it would
often be difficult to draw conclusions starting only from the empirical
analysis, in particular for the multi-scalar aspect.
Nothing is really new here but this position has to be stated and
stood up, precisely because our work will use this kind of tools, trying to advance on a thin and fragile edge, with the void of the unfunded theoretical charlatanism on one side and the abyss of the technocratic blind drowning in foolish amounts of data. More than ever
we need simple but powerful and funded theories à-la-Occam [Batty,
2016], to allow a wise integration of new techniques into existing
knowledge.
3.1.3

Extend sensitivity analyses

Context
When evaluating data-driven models, or even more simple partially
data-driven models involving simplified parametrization, an unavoidable issue is the lack of control on “underlying system parameters”
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(what is a ill-defined notion but should be seen in our sense as parameters governing system dynamics). Indeed, a statistics extracted
from running the model on enough different datasets can become
strongly biased by the presence of confounding in the underlying
real data, as it is impossible to know if result is due to processes the
model tries to translate or to a hidden structure common to all data.
The fundamental methodological question that we will study in the
following is to be able to isolate effects which are proper to the model
from the ones due to geography.
context Although simulation models of geographical systems in
general and agent-based models in particular represent a fantastic opportunity to explore socio-spatial behaviours and to test a variety of
scenarios for public policy, the validity of generative models is uncertain until their results are proven robust. Sensitivity analysis usually
include the analysis of the effect of stochasticity on the variability of
results, as well as the effects of small parameter changes. However,
initial spatial conditions are usually taken for granted in geographical models, thus leaving completely unexplored the effect of spatial
arrangements on the interaction of agents and of their interactions
with the environment. In this part, we present a method to assess
the effect of initial spatial conditions on simulation models, using a
systematic generator controlled by meta-parameter to create density
grids used in spatial simulation models. We show, with the example
of a very classical agent-based model (Sugarscape model of ressource
allocation) that the effect of space in simulation is significant, and
sometimes even larger than parameters themselves. We do so using
high performance computing in a very simple and straightforward
open-source workflow. The benefits of this approach are various but
include for example the knowledge of model behavior in an extended
frame, the possibility of statistical control when regressing model outputs, or a finer exploration of model derivatives than with a direct
approach.
role of spatio-temporal path dependency Spatio-temporal
path dependancy is one of the main reasons making our approach
relevant. Indeed, a crucial aspect of most spatio-temporal complex
systems is their non-ergodicity [Pumain, 2012b] (the property that
cross-sectional samples in space are not equivalent to samples in
time to compute statistics such as averages), what witnesses generally strong spatio-temporal path-dependencies in their trajectories.
Similar to what Gell-Mann calls frozen accidents in any complex system [Gell-Mann, 1995], a given configuration contains clues on past
bifurcations, that can have had dramatic effects on the state of the
system. Temporal and cumulative effects have been considered in
various geographical subfields and at various geographical scales,
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for example in regional systems [Wilson, 1981] or the intra-urban
scale [Allen and Sanglier, 1979]. Less studied is the impact of the
spatial setting on models dynamics and potential bifurcations.
The example of transportation networks is a good illustration, as
their spatial shape and hierarchy is strongly influenced by past investment decisions, technical choices, or political decisions sometimes not
rational [Zembri, 2010]. Some aggregated indicators will not take into
account positions and trajectories of each agent (such as segregation
in the Schelling model) but others, as in the case of spatial patterns of
accessibility in a system of cities, fully capture the path-dependency
and may therefore be highly dependent of the initial spatial configuration. It is not clear for example what shifted the economical and
political capital of France from Lyon to Paris in the early Middle Age,
some assumptions being the reconfiguration of trade patterns from
South to North of Europe and thus an increased centrality for Paris
due to its spatial position, while keeping in mind that geographical
and political centralities are not equivalent and are in a complex relationship [Guenée, 1968]. The bifurcation induced by socio-economic
and political factors took a deep significance with worldwide repercussions until today when magnified by the spatial configuration.
existing works The effect of the spatial configuration on areabased attributes of human behaviours has been largely discussed in
geostatistics, meanly since the exposure of the Modifiable Areal Unit
Problem (MAUP) [Openshaw, 1984],[Fotheringham and Wong, 1991].
Recently, [Kwan, 2012] claims for a careful examination of what she
coins the uncertain geographic context problem (UGCoP), that is of
the spatial configuration of geographical units even if the size and
delineation of the area are the same. On the contrary, the scarcity
of these considerations in the geographic simulation model literature
questions the generalisation of their results, as it has for instance been
showed in the case of LUTI models [Thomas et al., 2018], or of diffusion processes using ABM [Le Texier and Caruso, 2017].
Methods
We detail now the method developed to analyse the sensitivity of simulation models to initial spatial conditions. In addition to the usual
protocol, which consists of running a model µ with various values
of its parameters and relating these variations of values to the variations in the simulation results, we here introduce a spatial generator,
which itself is determined by parameters and produces sets of spatial
initial conditions. Initial spatial conditions are categorized to represent types of spaces ex-ante (for example: monocentric or polycentric
density grids), and the sensitivity analysis of the model is now run
against µ parameters as well as spatial parameters or spatial types.
It allows the sensitivity analysis to produce qualitative conclusions
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regarding the influence of spatial distribution on the outputs of simulation models, alongside the classic variation of parameter values.
spatial generator Our spatial generator applies an urban morphogenesis model developed and explored in 5.2. To present it in a
nutshell, grids are generated through an iterative process which adds
a quantity NG of population at each time step, allocating it through
preferential attachment characterised by its strength of attraction α.
This first growth process is then smoothed nd times using a diffusion
process of strength β. Grids are thus generated from the combination of the values of these four meta-parameters α, β, nd and NG .
To ease our exploration, only the distribution of density is allowed to
vary rather than the size of the grid, which we fix to a 50x50 square
environment of 100,000 units.
comparing phase diagrams In order to test for the influence
of spatial initial conditions, we need a systematic method to compare phase diagrams. Indeed, we have as many phase diagrams than
we have spatial grids, what makes a qualitative visual comparison
not realistic. A solution is to use systematic quantitative procedures.
Several potential methods could be used: for example in the case of
the Schelling model, an anisotropic spatial segregation index (giving the number of clusters found and in which region in the parameter spaces they are roughly situated) would differentiate strong
meta phase transitions (phase transitions in the space of meta parameters). The use of metrics comparing spatial distributions, such as the
Earth Movers Distance which is used for example in Computer Vision
to compare probability distributions [Rubner, Tomasi, and Guibas,
2000], or the comparison of aggregated transition matrices of the
dynamic associated to the potential described by each distribution,
would also be potential tools. Map comparison methods, popular in
environmental sciences, provide numeral tools to compare two dimensional fields [Visser and De Nijs, 2006]. To compare a spatial field
evolving in time, elaborated methods such as Empirical Orthogonal
Functions that isolates temporal from spatial variations, would be
applicable in our case by taking time as a parameter dimension, but
these have been shown to perform similarly to direct visual inspection
when averaged over a crowdsourcing [Koch and Stisen, 2017]. To keep
it simple and as such methodological considerations are auxiliary to
the main purpose of this paper, we propose an intuitive measure corresponding to the share of between-diagrams variability relative to
their internal variability. More formally, the distance is given by

dr (α1 , α2 ) = 2 ·

d(f , f )2
 α~1 α~2  
Var fα~1 + Var fα~2

(1)
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where α 7→ [~x 7→ fα
x)] is the operator giving phase diagrams with
~ (~
~x parameters and α
~ meta-parameters, and d is a distance between
probability distributions that can be taken for example as basic L2
distance or the Earth’s Mover Distance. For each values α~i , the phase
diagram is seen as a random spatial field, facilitating the definition of
variances and distance.
Results
Sugarscape is a model of resource extraction which simulates the unequal distribution of wealth within a heterogenous population [Epstein and Axtell, 1996]. Agents of different vision scopes and different
metabolisms harvest a self-regenerating resource available heterogeneously in the initial landscape, they settle and collect this resource,
which leads some of them to survive and others to perish. The main
parameters of this model are the number of agents, their minimal and
maximal resource. In addition, we are interested in testing the impact
of the spatial distribution of the resource in this project, using the
spatial generator. The outcome of the model is measured as a phase
diagram of an index of inequality for ressource distribution (Gini index). We extend the implementation with agents wealth distribution,
given by [Li and Wilensky, 2009].
For the exploration, 2.5 · 106 simulations (1000 parameter points x
50 density grids x 50 replications) allow us to show that the model
is more sensitive to space than to its other parameters, both qualitatively and quantitatively: the amplitude of variations across density grids is larger than the amplitude in each phase diagram, and
the behavior of phase diagram is qualitatively different in different
regions of the morphological space. More precisely, we explore a
grid of a basic parameter space of the model, which three dimensions are the population of agents P ∈ [10; 510], the minimal initial
agent ressource s− ∈ [10; 100] and the maximal initial agent ressource
s+ ∈ [110; 200]. Each parameter is binned into 10 values, giving 1000
parameter points. We run 50 repetitions for each configuration, what
yield reasonable convergence properties. The initial spatial configuration varies across 50 different grids, generated by sampling metaparameters for the generator in a LHS. We demonstrate the flexibility
of our framework, by a direct sequential coupling of the generator
and the model. We mesure the distance of all 3-dimensional phase
diagrams to the reference phase diagram computed on the default
model setup (see Fig. ?? for its morphological positioning regarded
generated grids), using equation 1 with the L2 distance to ensure direct interpretability. Indeed, it gives in that case the average squared
distance between corresponding points of the phase diagrams, relative to the average of the variance of each. Therefore, values greater
than 1 will mean that inter-diagram variability is more important
than intra-diagram variability.
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Figure 13: Relative distances of phase diagrams to the reference across grids. (Left) Relative distance as a function of meta-parameters α (strength of preferential attachment) and diffusion (β, strength of diffusion
process). (Right) Relative distance as a function of two first principal components of the morphological space (see text). Red point correspond to the reference spatial configuration. Green frame and blue
frame give respectively the first and second particular phase diagrams shown in Fig. 14.

We obtain a very strong sensitivity to initial conditions, as the distribution of the relative distance to reference across grids ranges from
0.09 to 2.98 with a median of 1.52 and an average of 1.30. It means that
in average, the model is more sensitive to meta-parameters than to parameters, and the relation variation can reach a factor of 3. We plot in
Fig. 13 their distribution in a morphological space. The reduced morphological space is obtained by computing 4 raw indicators of urban
form, namely Moran index, average distance, rank-size slope and entropy (see the section 4.1 for precise definition and contextualization),
and by reducing the dimension with a principal component analysis for which we keep the first two components (92% of cumulated
variance). The first measures a “level of sprawl” and of scattering,
whereas the second measures aggregation.23 We find that grids producing the highest deviations are the ones with a low level of sprawl
and a high aggregation. It is confirmed by the behavior as a function of meta-parameters, as high values of α also yield high distance.
In terms of model processes, it shows that congestion mechanisms
induce rapidly higher levels of inequality.
We now check the sensitivity in terms of qualitative behavior of
phase diagrams. We show in Fig. 13 the phase diagrams for two very
opposite morphologies in term of sprawling, but controlling for aggregation with the same PC2 value. These correspond to the green
and blue frames in Fig. 13. The behaviors are rather stable for vary23 We have PC1 = 0.76 · distance + 0.60 · entropy + 0.03 · moran + 0.24 · slope and
PC2 = −0.26 · distance + 0.18 · entropy + 0.91 · moran + 0.26 · slope.
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Figure 14: Examples of phase diagrams. We show two dimensional phase diagrams on (P, s− ), both at fixed
s+ = 110. (Left) Green frame, obtained with α = 0.79, n = 2, β = 0.14, N = 157; (Right) Blue frame,
obtained with α = 2.56, n = 3, β = 0.13, N = 128.

ing s+ , what means that the poorest agents have a determinant role in
trajectories. The two examples have not only a very distant baseline
inequality (the ceil of the first 0.35 is roughly the floor of the second 0.3), but their qualitative behavior is also radically opposite: the
sprawled configuration gives inequalities decreasing as population
decreases and decreasing as minimal wealth increases, whereas the
concentrated one gives inequalities strongly increasing as population
decreases and also decreasing with minimal wealth but significantly
only for large population values. The process is thus completely inverted, what would have significant impacts if one tried to schematize policies from this model. This second example confirms thus the
importance of sensitivity of simulation models to the initial spatial
conditions.

?

?
?

We saw in this section how to position ourselves regarding the use
of simulation models, and more generally regarding intensive computation. We have seen in a recurrent way in problematics we studied
the question of opening of scientific practices.
We propose in the next section to detail one aspect of it, the one of
reproducibility, which is both a component but also a product: simul-
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taneously product and producer, it allows a broader opening and is
reciprocally encouraged by opening practices.

?

?
?
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3.2

reproducibility and opening

The production of scientific knowledge finds its roots in the cumulative and collective nature of research, since progresses are made
when, as Newton put it, we “stand on shoulder of giants”, in the
sense that the scientific enterprise at a given time relies on all the previous work and that no advance would be possible without building
on it. It includes the development of new theories, but also the extension, the test and the falsification of previous ones: the advance in
the construction of the tower also means the deconstruction of some
obsolete building bricks. This peer validation aspect and of constant
questioning is also what legitimates science for a more robust knowledge and a societal progress based on a knowledge of an objective
universe, compared to dogmatic systems wether they are political or
religious [Bais, 2010].
The effective practice of reproducibility seems to be increasing [Stodden, 2010] and technical means to achieve it are always more developed (as e.g. ways to make data openly available, or to be transparent on the research process such as git [Ram, 2013], or to integrate
document creation and data analysis such as knitr [Xie, 2013]), at
least in the field of modeling and simulation. However, the devil is
indeed in the details and obstacles judged at first sight as minor become rapidly a burden for reproducing and using results obtained in
some previous researches. We describe two cases studies where models of simulation are apparently highly reproducible but unveil as
puzzles on which research-time balance is significantly under zero,
in the sense that trying to exploit their results may cost more time
than developing from scratch similar models.
3.2.1

Explicitation, documentation and implementation of models

On the need to explicit the model
A current myth (to which we ourselves struggle to escape indeed) is
that providing entire source code and data will be a sufficient condition for reproducibility, since complete computational reproducibility implies a similar environment what becomes quickly complicated
to produce as show [Hatton and Warr, 2016]. To solve this problem,
[Hung et al., 2016] propose the use of Docker containers which allow to reproduce even the behavior of softwares with a graphic user
interface independently of the environment. It is indeed one of the
current direction of development of OpenMole, to simplify the packaging of libraries and of binary models (see the interview with R.
Reuillon). In any case, reproducibility has supplementary dimensions, the objective is not only to exactly produce the same plots and
scientific analyses, assuming that code provided is the one which was
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indeed used to produce the given results. First, results must be as
much implementation-independent as possible [Crick, Hall, and Ishtiaq, 2017] (i.e. of language, libraries, of choice of data structure and of
type of programming) for clear robustness purposes. Then, in relation
with the previous point, one of the purposes of reproducibility is the
reuse of methods or results as basis or modules for further research
(what includes implementation in another language or adaptation of
the method), in the sense that reproducibility is not replicability as it
must be adaptable [Drummond, 2009].
Our first case study fits exactly that scheme, as it was undoubtedly aimed to be shared with and used by the community since it
is a model of simulation provided with the Agent-Based simulation
platform NetLogo [Wilensky, 1999]. The model is also available online [De Leon, Felsen, and Wilensky, 2007] and is presented as a tool
to simulate socio-economic dynamics of low-income residents in a
city based on a synthetic urban environment, generated to be close
in stylized facts from the real town of Tijuana, Mexico. Globally, the
model works in the following way: (i) starting from urban centers,
and land-use distribution is generated through a procedural modeling similar to [Lechner et al., 2006], i.e. roads are generated locally
according to geometric rule and of local hierarchy, and a land-use
with also a value are attributed as a function of the characteristics of
the cell (distance to the center, to the road); (ii) in this urban environment are simulated residential dynamics of migrants, which aim
at optimizing a utility function depending on the cost of life and the
configuration of other migrants. Beside providing the source code,
the model appears to be poorly documented in the literature or in
comments and description of the implementation. Comments made
thereafter are based on the study of the urban morphogenesis part of
the model (setup for the “residential dynamics” component) as it is
our global context of study. In the frame of that study, source code
was modified and commented, which last version is available on the
repository of the project24 .
rigorous formalization An obvious part of model construction is its rigorous formalization in a formal framework distinct from
source code. There is of course no universal language to formulate
it [Banos, 2013], and many possibilities are offered by various fields
(e.g. UML, DEVS, pure mathematical formulation), but the stage of
precise formalization, which generally follows a more intuitive description giving the ideas and the main processes, can not be avoided.
No paper nor documentation is provided with the model, apart from
the embedded NetLogo documentation, that only thematically describes in natural language the ideas behind each step without developing more and provides information about role of different elements
24 At https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/CityNetwork/tree/master/Models/Reproduction/UrbanSuite.
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of the interface. As these elements lack here, the model is difficult to
use as is. It could be objected here that the part we study is only an
initialization procedure and not the core of the model: we maintain
that all procedures must be equally documented and implemented
with a similar care, or point towards an external reference in the case
of the use of a third party model, as we indeed do for the coupling
done in 3.1.
This formulation is a key for it to be understood, reproduced and
adapted; but it also avoids implementation biases such as:
• Architecturally dangerous elements: the world context is a sphere,
what is not reasonable for this model at the scale of a city, proximity measures playing an important role in the production processes of the urban form. The agents may go from one side of
the world to the other in the euclidian representation, what is
not acceptable for a two dimensional projection of real world. To
avoid that, many tricky tests and functions were used, including unadvised practices (e.g. death of agents based on position
to avoid them jumping).
• Lack of internal consistence: for example the patch variable
land-value (undocumented but which use can be reconstructed
from code analysis) used to represent different geographical
quantities at different steps of the model (morphogenesis and
residential dynamics), what becomes an internal inconsistence
when both steps are coupled when the option allowing the city
to grow is activated.
• Coding errors: in an untyped language such as NetLogo, mixing types may conduct to unexpected runtime errors, or even
bugs not directly detectable and then more dangerous. This is
the case of the patch variable transport in the model (although
no error occurs in most of run configurations from the interface,
what is more dangerous as the developer thinks implementation is secure). Such problems should be avoided if implementation is done from an exact formal description of the model.
transparent implementation A totally transparent implementation must be expected, including ergonomics in architecture and
coding, but also in the interface and the description of the expected
behavior of the model.
expected model behavior Whatever the definition, a model
can not be reduced to its formulation and/or implementation, as expected model behavior or model usage can be viewed as being part of
the model itself. In the frame of Giere’s perspectivism [Giere, 2010c],
the definition of model includes the purpose of use but also the agent
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Figure 15: Example of simple improvement in visualization that can help understanding mechanisms implied
in the model. (Left) Example of original output; (Center) Visualization of main roads (in red) and
underlying patches attribution, suggesting possible implementation bias in the use of discretized trace of
roads to track their positions; (Right) Visualization of land values using a more readable color gradient.
This step confirms the hypothesis, through the form of value distribution, that the morphogenesis step
is an unnecessary detour to generate a random field for which simple diffusion method should provide
similar results, as detailed in the paragraph on implementation. Initially, the interface of the model
does not allow these visualization options, i.e. is limited to the first image. One can not understand the
processes in play for morphogenesis, linked to the roads patches and to land values diffusing.

who aims to use it. Therefore a minimal explication of model behavior and exploration of the role of parameters is highly advised to
decrease chances of misuses or misinterpretations of it. It includes
simple runtime charts that are immediate on the NetLogo platform,
but also indicators computations to evaluate outputs of the model. It
can also be improved visualizations during runtime and model exploration, such as showed in Fig. 15.
On the need of exactitude in model implementation
Possible divergences between model description in a paper and the effectively implemented processes may have grave consequences on the
final reproducibility. The road network growth model given in [Barthelemy
and Flammini, 2008] is one example of such a discrepancy. A strict
implementation of model mechanisms25 provide slightly different results than the one presented in the paper, and as source code is not
provided we need to test different hypotheses on possible mechanisms added by the programmer (that seems to be a connexion rule to
intersections under a certain distance threshold). Lessons that could
be possibly drawn from this example, which partly rejoin the ones
drawn from the previous case study, are:
• the necessity of providing source code;
• the necessity of providing architecture description along with
code (if model description is in a langage too far from archi-

25 Our

implementation

in

NetLogo

is

available

at

https://github.com/

JusteRaimbault/CityNetwork/tree/master/Models/Reproduction/NWGrowth/
LocalDistanceMin.
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tectural specifications) in order to identify possible implementation biaises;
• the necessity of performing and detailing explicitly model explorations, that would in that case have helped to identify the
implementation bias.
Making the last point mandatory may ensure a limited risk of scientific falsification as it is generally more complicated to fake false
exploration results than to effectively explore the model. One could
imagine an experiment to test the general behavior of a subset of the
scientific community regarding reproducibility, that would consist in
the writing of a false modeling paper in the spirit of [Zilsel, 2015], in
which opposite results to the effective results of a given model are
provided, without providing model implementation. A first bunch of
test would be to test the acceptance of a clearly non-reproducible paper in diverse journals, possibly with a control on textual elements
(using or not “buzz-words” associated to the journal, etc.). Depending on results, a second experiment may be tested with providing
open source code for model implementation but still with false results, to verify if reviewers effectively try to reproduce results when
they ask for the code (in reasonable computational power limits of
course, HPC being not currently broadly available in social sciences).
Our intuition is that results we would obtain would be strongly negative, given the difficulties met through an exigence of independent
reproduction during the numerous reviews, even for journals making reproducibility a sine qua non condition for publication, authors
finding tricks to avoid constraints (postulate that simulation data are
not data, publish only an wasteful aggregated version of the dataset
used, etc.; we will come back later on the role of data).
Interactive exploration and production of results
The use of interactive applications for data mining has non discussable advantages, such as a familiarization with the data structure
through a global view which would be much more difficult to obtain or even impossible otherwise. It is the same underlying idea
which justifies the interactivity for the preliminary exploration of
agent-based models which is integrated to platforms such as NetLogo [Wilensky, 1999] or Gamma [Drogoul et al., 2013]. A similar objective is implicit in [Rey-Coyrehourcq, 2015], i.e. a complete integration of the fine exploration of models and of the production of output
plots and also their interactive exploration. As recalls Romain Reuillon (Interview on the 11/04/2017, see D.3), the OpenMole platform
which had to integrate this additional layer was at its beginning at
this stage, and is still not mature enough today, since the state of the
art of such practices is in full construction and changes significantly
regularly [Holzinger, Dehmer, and Jurisica, 2014].
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Difficulties regarding reproducibility, which are particularly important for us here, are recurrent and far from being solved. Indeed, we
must clearly situate the position of these tools and methods as a preliminary cognitive help26 , but not often as allowing the production
of final results: when parameters or dimensions are multiplied, the
export of a plot is most often disconnected from the complete information that lead to its production. In a similar way, the use of integrated notebooks such as Jupyter, allowing to integrate analyses and
redaction of the reporting, can become dangerous as we indeed can
come back on a script, test different values of a parameter, and loose
the values which produced a given plot. The use of versioning can
partly be a solution but which is often heavy.
Ideally, any interactive software allowing to export results should
simultaneously export a script or an exact and usable description
which allows to exactly arrive at this point starting from raw data.
Most applications for interactive exploration of spatio-temporal data
are from this point of view relatively immature scientifically, since
even in the case where they are totally honest and transparent on the
analyses presented to the user, what is unfortunately not the rule, the
progressive exploration steps are not reproducible and the method to
extract characteristics is thus relatively random. By pushing the reasoning, their use would more reveal the acceptance of a weakness and
a lack of systematic methods accompanying the discovery of patterns
in complex spatio-temporal data in an efficient way.
Through a visionary plea, Banos had already warned against “the
dangers of the jungle” of data in [Banos, 2001], when he very appropriately highlights that interactive exploration must be accompanied of adapted local indicators, but even more of automatized exploration tools and of criteria for evaluating the choices made and
the patterns discovered by the user. We come back again to the idea
of an integrated platform of which OpenMole may be a precursor.
The combination of human cognitive abilities to machine processing,
in particular for computer vision problems, opens opportunities for
novel discoveries, even more through a collective use as witnesses
the Galaxy Zoo [Raddick et al., 2010]27 . Results of a crowdsourcing of
human cognition can enter a competition with most advanced automated techniques [Koch and Stisen, 2017] for the example of comparing spatial maps.
These possibilities must however not be overrated of used in the
wrong context, and the questions of an efficient human-machine integration are indeed totally open. In the domain of geographic infor26 That we do not judge as superficial since we use them at least twice in the following,
see below and also C.1.
27 The principle rejoins the one of citizen science, by making voluntaries from outside
of the scientific community participate to tasks requiring cognition but no scientific
knowledge: image classification, in order to train supervised algorithm, is the initial
example of the Galaxi Zoo for the form of galaxies.
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mation visualization, [Pfaender, 2009] introduces a specific semiology
aiming at helping for the exploration of large heterogenous datasets,
and experiments it on a specific application: it is a considerable advance towards an integrated platform and a sane and reproducible
interactive exploration, the exploration directions answering to models based on cognitive sciences.
Finally, the role of interactivity in scientific communication and vulgarization is explored by the Appendix C.7, which suggests the elaboration of games, including an interactive computer game, to facilitate
the transmission of scientific concepts to the public. This shows that
the development of these innovative practices goes beyond the only
frame of data analysis.
How to put into practice
Again, reproducibility and transparency are central and crucial elements of contemporaneous science, linked to the practices of open
science and open access. Several examples (see a recent in experimental economics in [Camerer et al., 2016]) in different disciplines show
the lack of reproducibility of experiments results, whereas it should
lead to a falsification or to a confirmation of results. Falsification is
a costly practice since it requires a certain investment to the detriment of one’s own research [Chavalarias et al., 2005]. It could thus be
made more efficient through an increased transparency. Tools specifically dedicated to a direct reproducibility, often allowed by opening,
should increase the global performance of science. But open access
has much broader impacts than on science itself: [Teplitskiy, Lu, and
Duede, 2017] show an increased transfer of scientific knowledge towards society in the case of open articles, in particular through intermediaries such as Wikipedia.
The development and systematisation of standards and good practices, in a joint way on the different issues raised, is a necessary condition for a scientific rigor which should be uniform for all the spectrum
of existing disciplines. We construct for example tools facilitating the
flow of scientific production, these being detailed in Appendix E.3.
For example, for computational sciences, we already evoked the potentialities of using git which in fact extend without any constraint
of discipline or of type of research of the good adaptations are introduced. The precise following of all the stages of a project, kept
as a history which offers the possibility to come back to any step at
any time, but also to work in a collaborative way, more or less in
parallel depending on needs by using branches, is an example of service given by this tool. An example of good practices of use is given
by [Perez-Riverol et al., 2016].
More generally, computational sciences necessitate the adoption of
certain standards and practices to ensure a good reproducibility, and
these remain mostly to be developed: [Wilson et al., 2017] give first di-
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rections. Regarding the quality of data, numerous efforts are done to
introduce frameworks to standardize data: for example [Veiga et al.,
2017] describe a conceptual framework aiming at solving recurrent
problems linked to the quality of biodiversity data (such as for example evaluating measures judging the possible use of a dataset for a
given problem). New perspectives are opened for future frameworks
for data processing which would be intrinsically open and reproducible, with the development of new techniques such as blockchain28 ,
as proposed by [Furlanello et al., 2017].
3.2.2

Opening data

The access to data is also a crucial point for reproducibility, and without taking too much time since it would imply developments on the
definition, the philosophy, legal issues etc. which are research subjects in themselves, we give perspectives on opportunities offered by
a systematic opening of research data. In geography, data papers are a
totally inexistent practice, and the rule is more to jealously keep the
hand on a dataset produced, capitalizing on the fact to be the only
one to have access to it29 .
It is evident that the quality and quantity of knowledge produced
will necessarily be greater if a dataset if publicly open, since at least
the same will be obtained, and we can expect a use by other domains,
other methods, and thus a higher richness30 .
Closing data will more induce negative effects, such as for example
lost time to recode a vectorial database given only as a map in a paper.
The argument of the time spent to justify closing is absurd, since on
the contrary, seeing data as a component of knowledge in itself (see
the knowledge framework in 8.3), the time spent should imply more
citations, thus more use, what necessarily goes through the opening
for data. Similarly, what king of logic, even the same absurd logic of
a property of knowledge, leads geographers to insert a copyright on
all their maps but also their figures, up to a copyright for a simple
28 The blockchain consists in the distribution of a transaction graph between users, these
being validated (in the classical historical frame of type proof-of-work) by the resolution of inverse cryptographic problems through brute force, by agents called miners,
essential to the robustness of the ecosystem.
29 To the best of our knowledge there is no work quantifying the proportion of open
data on all the data produced in geography. It could be the object of a work in quantitative epistemology applying similar techniques to the ones developed in chapter 2.
The difficulty to find open data, compared to the frequency of publications in the
domaines concerned, suggests a validity at least qualitative of this fact.
30 It is possible to argue that the system of scientific production is complex, and that
an increased monetization, competition or privatization of research could be part
of a research ecosystem which outputs could be judged of quality depending on
the indicators chosen. These considerations are relevant, but out of our reach since
corresponding to a work in anthropology and sociology of sciences. We postulate
here this principle, and consider it as a subjective scientific positioning.
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histogram, which would have naturally declined the offer if we could
have interrogated it, honest of simplicity ?
Our experience in reviewing papers leads us to truly worry on the
value given to data opening by the authors: after a tenth of articles,
including journals claiming as a priority and requirement the total
opening of data and models, articles among which a single one is
only partly open and all the others imply to believe on word the
results presented (whereas one of the aim of the review is to avoid the
cognitive biases which one or more humans necessarily have, through
a cross-validation which must be done on raw results and not on
interpretations containing these biases), it is difficult to believe that
profound mutations of practices are not necessary.
But following the word of Framasoft31 , “the road is long but the
path is free”, perspectives are numerous for an evolution which slowness is not inevitable. The Cybergeo journal, pioneer in the opening
practices in social sciences (first journal fully online, first journal to
launch a model paper section), launches in 2017 a section data papers32
aiming at fostering the development of data sharing and opening in
geography.
There are still grey areas on which it is impossible today to have
perspectives, in particular legal issues related to data. We have an example in the analyses we develop: bibliographical data are obtained
at the price of a blocking war with Google and a considerable technical effort to win it (see 2.2 and B.6).
The opening implies an engagement which is definitively a part of
our positioning. It is the same idea which underlies the construction
of the application CybergeoNetworks33 , which couples the tools presented in 2.2 with other complementary approaches of corpus analysis, with the aim to foster scientific reflexivity, and to put this open
tool at the disposal of independent editors, to emancipate from the
new total control of big publishers which, searching for a new model
to secure their profits, bet on the selling of meta-content and its analysis. Fortunately, the recent numeric law in France has won the conflict
against their revendication of an exclusive right on full text mining.
3.2.3

Illustration by an empirical study

We propose now to develop a concrete example of an empirical study
illustrating the last points shown above and allowing us a progressive
entry into our problematic. In the case of road traffic in Ile-de-France,
we proceed to a data collection where there is no open source. We
also construct an application allowing its interactive exploration.
31 Network for the promotion of the free software, https://framasoft.org/
32 Which index is available at https://cybergeo.revues.org/28545. The first paper
is [Swerts, 2017], that we indeed use in 7.3.
33 Which approach and context are detailed in Appendix C.4. It is available online at
http://shiny.parisgeo.cnrs.fr/CybergeoNetworks.
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We have developed in 1.1 the concept of daily mobility as playing a
key role in the interaction processes between transportation networks
and territories, at a scale that we designated as microscopic. It is furthermore candidate to the mobilization of co-evolutive dynamics, as
suggest the effect of localizations on congestion and reciprocally.
Here, mobility will be captured by the traffic flow, and the coevolution operates between network properties (congestion) and localization of agents. We study more precisely the hypothetic equilibrium of traffic flows, answering indirectly to issues that we detail
below.
Context
Traffic Modeling has been extensively studied since seminal work
by [Wardrop, 1952] : economical and technical elements at stake justify the need for a fine understanding of mechanisms ruling traffic
flows at different scales. Many approaches with different purposes
coexist today, of which we can cite dynamical micro-simulation models, generally opposed to equilibrium-based techniques.
Whereas the validity of micro-based models has been largely discussed and their application often questioned, the literature is relatively poor on empirical studies assessing the stationary equilibrium
assumption in the Static User Equilibrium (SUE) framework.
Various more realistic developments have been documented in the
literature, such as Dynamic Stochastic User Equilibrium (DSUE) (see
e.g. a description by [Han, 2003]). An intermediate between static and
stochastic frameworks is the Restricted Stochastic User Equilibrium,
for which route choice sets are constrained to be realistic ([Rasmussen
et al., 2015]).
Extensions that incorporate user behavior with choice models have
more recently been proposed, such as [Zhang, Mahmassani, and Lu,
2013] taking into account both the influence of road pricing and congestion on user choice with a Probit model. Relaxations of other restricting assumptions such as pure user utility maximization have
been also introduced, such as the Boundedly Rational User Equilibrium described by [Mahmassani and Chang, 1987]. In this framework,
user have a range of satisfying utilities and equilibrium is achieved
when all users are satisfied. It produces more complex features such
as the existence of multiple equilibria, and allows to account for specific stylized facts such as irreversible network change as developed
by [Guo and Liu, 2011].
Other models for traffic assignment, inspired from other fields have
also recently been proposed : in [Puzis et al., 2013], an extended
definition of betweenness centrality combining linearly free-flow betweenness with travel-time weighted betweenness yield a high correlation with effective traffic flows, acting thus as a traffic assignment
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model. It provides direct practical applications such as the optimization of traffic monitors spatial distribution.
Despite all these developments, some studies and real-world applications still rely on Static User Equilibrium. Parisian region e.g. uses
a static model (MODUS) for traffic management and planning purposes. [Leurent and Boujnah, 2014] introduce a static model of traffic
flow including parking cruising and parking lot choice: it is legitimate
to ask, specifically at such small scales, if the stationary distribution
of flows is a reality. An example of empirical investigation of classical
assumptions is given in [Zhu and Levinson, 2015], in which revealed
route choices are studied. Their conclusions question “Wardrop’s first
principle” implying that users choose among a well-known set of alternatives.
In the same spirit, we investigate the possible existence of the equilibrium in practice. More precisely, SUE assumes a stationary distribution of flows over the whole network. This assumption stays valid
in the case of local stationarity, as soon as time scale for parameter
evolution is considerably greater than typical time scales for travel.
The second case which is more plausible and furthermore compatible with dynamical theoretical frameworks, is here tested empirically.
The objective of this development is thus to study at a large scale the
relations between networks and territories, through the intermediate
of traffic flows which will be carried by the network but generated by
territorial patterns.
In a first time, data collection procedure and dataset are described;
we present then an interactive application for the interactive exploration of the dataset aimed to give intuitive insights into data patterns; we present then results of various quantitative analyses that
give convergent evidence for the non-stationarity of traffic flows.
Dataset
dataset construction We propose to work on the case study
of Parisian Metropolitan Region. An open dataset was constructed
for highway links within the dense urban core34 , collecting public
real-time open data for travel times (available at www.sytadin.fr).
As stated by [Bouteiller and Berjoan, 2013], the availability of open
datasets for transportation is far to be the rule, and we contribute
thus to a data opening by the construction of our dataset. Our data
collection procedure consists in the following simple steps, executed
each two minutes by a python script :
• fetch raw webpage giving traffic information
• parse html code to retrieve traffic links id and their corresponding travel time
34 Mostly Paris and the Petite Couronne départements.
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• insert all links in a sqlite database with the current timestamp.
The automatized data collection script continues to enrich the database
as time passes, allowing future extensions of this work on a larger
dataset and a potential reuse by scientists or planners. The latest version of the dataset is available online as a sqlite format under a Creative Commons License35 .
data description A time granularity of 2 minutes was obtained
for a three months period (February 2016 to April 2016 included)36 .
Spatial granularity is in average 10km, as travel times are provided
for major links. The dataset contains 101 links. Raw data we use is
effective travel time, from which we can construct travel speed and
relative travel speed, defined as the ratio between optimal travel time
(travel time without congestion, taken as minimal travel times on
all time steps) and effective travel time. Congestion is constructed
by inversion of a simple BPR function37 with exponent 1 as done
t
by [Barthelemy, 2016a], i.e. we take ci = 1 − i,min
with ti travel time
ti
in link i and ti,min minimal travel time.
Analysis of traffic patterns
visualization of spatio-temporal congestion patterns
As our approach is fully empirical, a good knowledge of existing patterns for traffic variables, and in particular of their spatio-temporal
variations, is essential to guide any quantitative analysis. Taking inspiration from an empirical model validation literature, more precisely Pattern-oriented Modeling techniques introduced by [Grimm et
al., 2005], we are interested in macroscopic patterns at given temporal
and spatial scales: the same way stylized facts are in that approach
extracted from a system before trying to model it, we need to explore
interactively data in space and time to find relevant patterns and associated scales.
We implemented therefore an interactive web-application for data
exploration using R packages shiny and leaflet38 . It allows dynamical visualization of congestion among the whole network or in a
particular area when zoomed in. The application is accessible online at http://shiny.parisgeo.cnrs.fr/transportation. A screenshot of the interface is presented in Figure 16.
Main conclusion from interactive data exploration is that strong
spatial and temporal heterogeneity is the rule. The temporal pattern
35 On the dataverse at the link http://dx.doi.org/10.7910/DVN/X22ODA.
36 As we will work at the intra-day temporal scale, we do not need a longer dataset in
time to obtain significant conclusions as we will see in the following
37 It is a function linking speed to congestion in the link, largely used in transportation
engineering [Branston, 1976].
38 Source code for the application and analyses is available on project open repository
at https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/TransportationEquilibrium.
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Figure 16: Capture of the web-application. It was developed to explore spatio-temporal traffic data for Parisian
region. It is possible to select date and time (precision of 15min on one month, reduced from initial
dataset for performance purposes). The inserted plot summarizes congestion patterns on the current
day, by giving as a function of time all values (black dots) and their smoothing (blue curve).

recurring most often, peak and off-peak hours is on a non-negligible
proportion of days perturbed. In a first approximation, non-peak hours
may be approximated by a local stationary distribution of flows, whereas
peaks are too narrow to allow the validation of the equilibrium assumption. Spatially we can observe that no spatial pattern is clearly
emerging. It means that in case of a validity of static user equilibrium,
meta-parameters ruling its establishment must vary at time scales
smaller than one day.
We postulate that traffic system must in contrary be far-from-equilibrium,
especially during peak hours when critical phase transitions occur at
the origin of traffic jams.
spatio-temporal variability of travel paths Following
interactive exploration of data, we propose to quantify the spatial
variability of congestion patterns to validate or invalidate the intuition that if equilibrium does exist in time, it is strongly dependent
on space and localized. The variability in time and space of traveltime shortest paths is a first way to investigate flow stationarity from
a game-theoretic point of view. Indeed, the static User Equilibrium is
the stationary distribution of flows under which no user can improve
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Figure 17: Spatial variability of a travel-time shortest path. The trajectory of the shortest path is given in dotted
blue. In an interval of only 10 minutes, between 11/02/2016 00:06 (left) and 11/02/2016 00:16 (right), the
shortest path between Porte d’Auteuil (West) and Porte de Bagnolet (East), increases in effective distance
of ' 37km (with an increase in travel time of only 6min), due to a strong disruption on the ring of Paris.

its travel time by changing its route. A strong spatial variability of
shortest paths at short time scales is thus evidence of non-stationarity,
since a similar user will take a few time after a totally different route
and not contribute to the same flow as a previous user. Such a variability is indeed observed on a non-negligible number of paths on
each day of the dataset. We show in Figure 17 an example of extreme
spatial variation of shortest path for a particular Origin-Destination
pair.
The systematic exploration of travel time variability across the whole
dataset, and associated travel distance, confirms, as described in figure , that travel time absolute variability has often high values of its
maximum across OD pairs, up to 25 minutes with a temporal local
mean around 10min. Corresponding spatial variability produces detours up to 35km.
stability of network measures The variability of potential
trajectories observed in the previous section can be confirmed by
studying the variability of network properties. In particular, network
topological measures capture global patterns of a transportation network. Centrality and node connectivity measures are classical indicators in transportation network description as recalled in [Bavoux et
al., 2005]. The transportation literature has developed elaborated and
operational network measures, such as network robustness measures
to identify critical links and measure overall network resilience to disruptions (an example among many is the Network Trip Robustness
index introduced in [Sullivan et al., 2010]).
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Figure 18: Variability of travel times. Maximal variability of travel time (Top) in minutes and corresponding travel
distance (Bottom) maximal variability on a two weeks sample. We plot the maximal on all OD pairs
of the absolute variability between two consecutive time steps. Peak hours imply a high time travel
variability up to 25 minutes and a path length variability up to 35km.
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More precisely, we study the betweenness centrality of the transportation network, defined for a node as the number of shortest paths
going through the node, i.e. by the equation

bi =

X
1
·
N(N − 1)

1i∈p(o→d)

(2)

o6=d∈V

where V is the set of network vertices of size N, and p(o → d) is
the set of nodes on the shortest path between vertices o and d (the
shortest path being computed with effective travel times). This index
is more relevant to our purpose than other measures of centrality
such as closeness centrality that does not include potential congestion
as betweenness centrality does.
We show in Figure 4 the relative absolute variation of maximal
betweenness centrality for the same time window than previous empirical indicators. More precisely it is defined by:

∆b(t) =

|maxi (bi (t + ∆t)) − maxi (bi (t))|
maxi (bi (t))

(3)

where ∆t is the time step of the dataset (the smallest time window
on which we can capture variability). This absolute relative variation
has a direct meaning : a variation of 20% (which is attained a significant number of times as shown in Figure 19) means that in case of
a negative variation, at least this proportion of potential travels have
changed route and the local potential congestion has decrease of the
same proportion. In the case of a positive variation, a single node has
captured at least 20% of travels.
Under the assumption (that we do not try to verify in this work and
assume to be also not verified as shown by [Zhu and Levinson, 2015],
but that we use as a tool to give an idea of the concrete meaning of
betweenness variability) that users rationally take the shortest path
and assuming that a majority of travels are realized such a variation
in centrality imply a similar variation in effective flows, leading to the
conclusion that they can not be stationary in time (at least at a scale
larger than ∆t) nor in space.
spatial heterogeneity of equilibrium To obtain a different
insight into spatial variability of congestion patterns, we propose to
use an index of spatial autocorrelation, the Moran index (defined e.g.
in [Tsai, 2005]). More generally used in spatial analysis with diverse
applications from the study of urban form to the quantification of
segregation, it can be applied to any spatial variable. It allows to
establish neighborhood relations and unveils spatial local consistence
of an equilibrium if applied on localized traffic variable. At a given
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Figure 19: Temporal stability of maximal betweenness centrality. We plot in time the normalized derivative of
maximal betweenness centrality, that expresses its relative variations at each time step. The maximal
value up to 25% correspond to very strong network disruption on the concerned link, as it means that
at least this proportion of travelers assumed to take this link in previous conditions should take a totally
different path.
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point in space, local autocorrelation for the variable c is computed
by

ρi =

1 X
·
wij · (ci − c̄)(cj − c̄)
K

(4)

i6=j

where K is a normalization constant equal to the sum of spatial
weights times variable variance and c̄ is variable
In our case,
 mean.

−d

we take spatial weights of the form wij = exp d0ij with d0 typical
decay distance and compute the autocorrelation of link congestion localized at link center. We capture therefore spatial correlations within
a radius of same order than decay distance around the point i. The
mean on all points yields spatial autocorrelation index I. A stationarity in flows should yield some temporal stability of the index.
Figure 20 presents temporal evolution of spatial autocorrelation for
congestion. As expected, we have a strong decrease of autocorrelation
with distance decay parameter, for both amplitude and temporal average. The high temporal variability implies short time scales for potential stationarity windows. When comparing with congestion (fitted to
plot scale for readability) for 1km decay, we observe that high correlations coincide with off-peak hours, whereas peaks involve vanishing
correlations.
Our interpretation, combined with the observed variability of spatial patterns, is that peak hours correspond to chaotic behaviour of
the system, as jams can emerge in any link: correlation thus vanishes
as feasible phase space for a chaotic dynamical system is filled by
trajectories in an uniform way what is equivalent to apparently independent random relative speeds.
We have described an empirical study aimed at a simple but from
our point of view necessary investigation of the existence of the static
user equilibrium, more precisely of its stationarity in space and time
on a metropolitan highway network. We constructed by data collection a traffic congestion dataset for the highway network of Greater
Paris on 3 months with two minutes temporal granularity. The interactive exploration of the dataset with a web application allowing
spatio-temporal data visualization helped to guide quantitative studies. Spatio-temporal variability of shortest paths and of network topology, in particular betweenness centrality, revealed that stationarity assumptions do not hold in general, what was confirmed by the study
of spatial autocorrelation of network congestion.
Perspective

We can now propose a perspective on this work regarding our general
problematic of co-evolution. Traffic flows, which are representative of
mechanisms of the transportation network, are generated by the spatial distribution of activities and the behaviors of microscopic agents.
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Figure 20: Spatial auto-correlations for relative travel speed on two weeks. We plot values of auto-correlation
index in time, for varying value of decay parameter (1km, 10km, given in color and title of plots).
Intermediate values of decay parameter yield a rather continuous deformation between the two curves.
Points are smoothed with a 2h span to ease reading. Vertical dotted lines correspond to midnight each
day. Purple curve is relative speed fitted at scale to have a correspondence between auto-correlation
variations and peak hours.
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We just showed that the temporal evolution of these flows is complex,
evoking chaotic dynamics, what can be also understood as a crucial
role of non-linearity in the emergence of congestion.
As we showed in chapter 1, these processes linked to daily mobility are probably linked to a proper level of co-evolution between
networks and territories (for example the congestion inducing a network evolution, but also possibly some relocalizations), that we will
not study in deep in our work. This illustration thus shows (i) an
illustration of interactions between networks and territories at this
microscopic scale, suggesting the existence of complex effects at this
scale; (ii) the possible difficulty of modeling co-evolution at this microscopic scale, given the chaotic trajectories of the system studied.
The empirical exploration allowed us to illustrate on the one hand
the construction of an open dataset to counter the absence of data,
and on the other hand the crucial role of interactive exploration,
which must remain combined to more advanced analyses which are
guided by it.

?

?
?

We have thus detailed in this section some issues linked to reproducibility and open science, completing our specific positioning in
terms of modeling with a more general positioning corresponding to
the scientific practice.
We will finally in the last following section again gain some generality and precise our epistemological positioning, i.e. concerning
disciplines themselves and the production of knowledge. This step
will be crucial, since our positioning regarding social systems and biological systems will allow us to introduce the fundamental elements
for a more complete definition of co-evolution.

?

?
?
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3.3

epistemological positioning

The last section of this chapter aims at clarifying our epistemological
positioning, since it has only been sketched at different points previously. Such a positioning is never harmless, since it strongly conditions the approaches, experiments and the interpretation of results:
as [Morin, 1980] recalls, a positioning that pretends to be objective
by rejecting any subjective component is much more biased than a
conscious subjective approach.
The points we wish to develop can be put into both a vertical
perspective in terms of levels of abstraction and in a perspective of
scientific domains: linearly, we first give the general epistemological
context (typical to history of science, at a medium abstraction level),
then switch at a less generic level to conceptually precise our particular objects (epistemology of the living and of the social), and finally
take a broader perspective at the level of knowledge production itself
(epistemology of complexity).
3.3.1

Cognitive approach and perspectivism

Our epistemological positioning relies on a cognitive approach to science, given by Giere in [Giere, 2010b]. The approach focuses on the
role of cognitive agents as carriers and producers of knowledge. It
has been shown to be operational by [Giere, 2010a] that studies an
agent-based model of science. These ideas converge with Chavalarias’ Nobel Game [Chavalarias, 2016] which tests through a stylized
model the balance between exploration and falsification in the collective scientific enterprise.
This epistemological positioning has been presented by Giere as
scientific perspectivism [Giere, 2010c], which main feature is to consider any scientific entreprise as a perspective in which agents use media (models) to represent something with a certain purpose. To make
it more concrete, we can position it within Hacking’s “check-list” of
constructivism [Hacking, 1999], a practical tool to position an epistemological position within a simplified three dimensional space which
dimensions are different aspects on which realist approaches and
constructivist approach generally diverge: first the contingency (pathdependency of the knowledge construction process) is necessary in
the pluralist perspectivist approach which assumes parallel paths of
knowledge construction. Secondly the “degree of constructivism” is
quite high because agents produce knowledge. Finally, concerning
the endogenous or exogenous explanation of the stability of theories,
this stability depends on the complex interaction between the agents
and their perspectives, and is thus strongly endogenous, close to the
positioning of constructivism. It was presented for these reasons as an
intermediate and alternative way between absolute realism and skep-
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tical constructivism [Brown, 2009]. The concept of perspective will play
thus a central role in the framework developed in 8.3.
Since this approach puts the emphasis on auto-organization, we
consider it to be fully compatible with an anarchist view of science as
advocated by [Feyerabend, 1993]. He formulates doubts on the relevance of political anarchism but introduces scientific anarchism, which
must not be understood as a full refusal of any “objective” method,
but of an artificial authority and legitimacy that some scientific methods or currents would like to impose. He demonstrates through a
precise analysis of Galileo’s work that most of his results were based
on beliefs and that most were not accessible with the current tools and
methods at that time, and postulates that a similar logic should apply
to contemporary works. There is thus no perspective that is objectively
more legitimate than others as soon as they are evidence-based and
peer review validated - and even in this case legitimacy should be
questionable, since questioning is one foundation of knowledge. It
corresponds exactly to the plurality of perspectives we defend.
Assuming an auto-organization and emergence of knowledge can
be interpreted as a priority given to the bottom-up construction of
paradigms, trying to take some distance with preconceptions or dogmas that impose a top-down view. In other words, it is similar to
practicing the scientific anarchism proposed by Feyerabend. Indeed,
anarchist positioning have found a very relevant echo in the different
currents of complexity, from cybernetics to self-organization during
the 20th century [Duda, 2013]. Our knowledge framework developed
in 8.3 illustrates this emergence of knowledge. Moreover, our will
for reflexivity and to give to this work diverse reading paths beyond
linearity (see Appendix F), shows the application of these principles.
Methodological recommendations and positioning given previously
in this chapter could sound as totalitarian if they were given roughly
out of context, but these are indeed exactly the contrary since they
sprout from a recent dynamic of open science which is well bottomup founded, and in part a consequence of opening and plurality.
3.3.2 From life to culture
Biological systems and social systems
The parallel between social and biological systems is not rare, sometimes more from an analogy perspective as for example in West’s
Scaling theory which applies similar growth equations starting from
scaling laws, with however inverse conclusions concerning the relation between size and pace of life [Bettencourt et al., 2007]. Scaling
relations do not hold when we try to apply them to a single ant, and
they must be applied to the whole ant colony which is then the organism studied. When adding the property of cognition, we confirm
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that it is the relevant level, since the colony shows advanced cognitive
properties, such as the resolution of spatial optimization problems, or
the quick answer to an external perturbation. Human social organizations, cities, could be seen as organisms ? [Banos, 2013] extends
the metaphor of the urban anthill but recalls that the parallel stops
quickly. We will however see to what extent some concepts from the
epistemology of biology can be useful to understand social systems
that we propose to study.
We start from the fundamental contribution of Monod in [Monod,
1970], which aims at developing crucial epistemological principles
for the study of life. Thus, living organisms answer to three essential
properties that differentiate them from other systems: (i) the teleonomy , i.e. the property that these are “objects with a project”, project
that is reflected in their structure and the structure of artifacts they
produce39 ; (ii) the importance of morphogenetic processes in their
constitution (see 5.1); (iii) the property of the invariant reproduction
of information defining their structure. Monod furthermore sketches
in conclusion some paths towards a theory of cultural evolution. Teleonomy is crucial in social structures, since any organization aims at satisfying a set of objectives, even if in general it will not succeed and the
objectives will co-evolve with the organization. This notion of multiobjective optimization is typical of complex socio-technical systems,
and will be more crucial than for biological systems.
Moreover, we postulate that the concept of morphogenesis is an
essential tool to understand these systems, with a definition very similar to the one used in biology. A more thorough work to build this
definition is done in 5.1, that we will sum up as the existence of
relatively autonomous processes guiding the growth of the system
and implying causal circular relations between form and function,
that witness an emergent architecture. For social systems, isolating
the system is more difficult and the notion of boundary will be less
struct than for a biological system, but we will indeed find this link
between form and function, such as for example the structure of an
organization that impacts its functionalities.
Finally, the reproduction of information is at the core of cultural
evolution, through the transmission of culture and memetics, the difference being that the ratio of scales between the frequency of transmission and mutation and cross-over processes or other non-memetic
processes of cultural production is relatively low, whereas is many orders of magnitude in biology.
An example shows that the parallel is not always absurd : [Gabora
and Steel, 2017] proposes an auto-catalytic network model for cognition, that would explain the apparition of cultural evolution through
processes that are analogous to the ones that occurred at the appari39 That must not be mistaken with teleology, typical of animist thoughts, that consists
in giving a project or a meaning to the universe.
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tion of life, i.e. a transition allowing the molecules to be self-sustained
and to self-reproduce, mental representations being the analogous of
molecules.
But even if processes are at the origin analogous, the nature of
evolution is then quite different, as show [Leeuw, Lane, and Read,
2009], darwinian criteria for evolution being not sufficient to explain
the evolution of our organized societies. This is a complexity of a
different nature in which the role of information flows is crucial (see
the role of informational complexity in the next subsection).
One point that also must retain our attention is the greater difficulty
to define levels of emergence for social systems: [Roth, 2009] underlines the risk to fall into ontological dead-ends if levels were badly
defined. He argues that more generally we must go past the single
dichotomy micro-macro that is used as a caricature of the concepts of
weak emergence, and that ontologies must often be multi-level and
imply multiple intermediate levels.
This last question must also be put into perspective with the problem of the existence of strong emergence in social structures, that in
sociological terms corresponds to the idea of the existence of “collective beings” [Angeletti and Berlan, 2015]. Morin indeed distinguishes
living systems of the second type (multi-cellular) and of the third type
(social structures), but precises that the subjects of the latest are necessarily unachieved[Morin, 1980] (p. 852). Thus, emergences from the
biological to the social are analogous by stay fundamentally different.
Co-evolution
This positioning on biological and social systems finds a direct echo
for the concept of co-evolution. It indeed comes from biology, where
it was developed following the concept of evolution, to be used more
recently in social sciences and humanities. To what extent the concept
was transfered ? Is there a parallel similar to the one between biological evolution and cultural evolution ? We propose, in order to answer
these questions, to develop a brief multidisciplinary point of view
on co-evolution40 . We will in the following review a broad spectrum
of disciplines, starting from biology where the concept originated to
progressively come to disciplines closer to territorial sciences.
40 The approach here is slightly different from the one lead in 5.1 in the case of morphogenesis, that will be interdisciplinary in the sens that it aims at integrating approaches,
whereas we stay here in an overview of concepts and thus more in a multidisciplinary
approach. The concept of co-evolution being key for our empirical work in the following, we will therefore give an original characterization to it, and make the choice
to not go into an integrative syncretism for this concept, but indeed to approach it
from a geographical point of view, and even more precisely in the frame of territorial
systems. We could postulate a congruence between the empirical and modeling specialization and the one for theory, reading our process of knowledge production in
a particular profile of knowledge domains dynamics (see 8.3).
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Biology
The concept of co-evolution in biology is an extension of the wellknown concept of evolution, that can be tracked back to Darwin.
[Durham, 1991] (p. 22) recalls the components and systemic structures that are necessary to have evolution41 .
1. Process of transmission, implying transmission units and transmission mechanisms.
2. Process of transformation, that necessitates sources of variation.
3. Isolation of sub-systems such that the effects of previous processes are observable in differentiations.
This way, a population submitted to constraints (often conceptually synthesized as a fitness) that condition the transmission of the
genetic heritage of individuals (transmission), and to random genetic
mutations (transformation), will indeed be in evolution in the spatial territories it populates (isolation), and by extension the species to
which it can be associated.
Co-evolution is then defined as an evolutionary change in a characteristic of individuals of a population, in response to a change in a
second population, which in turn responds by evolution to the change
in the first, as synthesized by [Janzen, 1980]. This author furthermore
highlights the subtlety of the concept and warns against its unjustified uses: the presence of a congruence between two characteristics
that seem adapted one to the other does not necessarily imply a coevolution, since one species could have adapted alone to one characteristic already present in the other.
This rough presentation partly hides the real complexity of ecosystems: populations are embedded in trophic networks and environments, and co-evolutionary interactions would imply communities of
populations from diverse species, as presented by [Strauss, Sahli, and
Conner, 2005] under the appellation of diffuse co-evolution. Similarly,
spatio-temporal dynamics are crucial in the realization of these processes: [Dybdahl and Lively, 1996] study for example the influence of
the spatial distribution on patterns of co-evolution for a snail and its
parasite, and show that a higher speed of genetic diffusion in space
for the parasite drive the co-evolutionary dynamics.
The essential concepts to retain from the biological point of view
are thus: (i) existence of evolution processes, in particular transmission and transformation; (ii) in circular schemas between populations
in the case of co-evolution; and (iii) in a complex territorial frame
(spatio-temporal and environmental in the sense of the rest of the
ecosystem).
41 And in that general context, evolution is not restricted to the biology of life and the
presence of genes, but also to physical systems verifying these conditions. We will
come back to that later.
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Cultural evolution
This development on co-evolution was brought by the parallel between biological and social systems. The evolution of culture is theorized within a proper field, and witnesses many co-evolutive dynamics. [Mesoudi, 2017] recalls the state of knowledge on the subject and
future issues, such as the relation with the cumulative nature of culture, the influence of demography in evolution processes, or the construction of phylogenetic methods allowing to reconstruct branches
of past evolutionary trees.
To give an example, [Carrignon, Montanier, and Rubio-Campillo,
2015] introduces a conceptual frame for the co-evolution of culture
and commerce in the case of ancient societies for which there are
archeological data, and proposes its implementation with a multiagent model which dynamics are partly validated by the study of
stylized facts produced by the model. The co-evolution is here indeed
taken in the sense of a mutual adaptation of socio-spatial structures,
at comparable time scales, in this more general frame of cultural evolution.
Cultural evolution would even be indissociable from genetic evolution, since [Durham, 1991] postulates and illustrates a strong link
between the two, that would themselves be in co-evolution. [Bull, Holland, and Blackmore, 2000] explores a stylized model including two
types of replicant populations (genes and memes) and shows the existence of phase transitions for the results of the genetic evolution
process when the interaction with the cultural replicant is strong.
Sociology
The concept was used in sociology and related disciplines such as organisation studies, following the parallel done before the same way as
cultural evolution. In the field of the study of organisations, [Volberda
and Lewin, 2003] develop a conceptual frame of inter-organisational
co-evolution in relation with internal management processes, but deplore the absence of empirical studies aiming at quantifying this coevolution. In the context of production systems management, [Tolio
et al., 2010] conceptualize an intelligent production chain where product, process and the production system must be in co-evolution.
Economic geography
In economic geography, the concept of co-evolution has also largely
been used. The idea of evolutionary entities in economy comes in
opposition to the neo-classical current which remains a majority, but
finds a more and more relevant echo [Nelson and Winter, 2009]. [Schamp,
2010] proceeds to an epistemological analysis of the use of co-evolution,
and opposes the view of a neo-schumpeterian approach to economy
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which considers the emergence of populations that evolve from microeconomic rules (what would correspond to a direct and relatively isolationist reading of biological evolution) to a systemic approach that
would consider the economy as an evolutive system in a global perspective (what would correspond to diffuse co-evolution that we previously developed), to propose a precise characterization that would
correspond to the first case, assuming co-evolving institutions. The
most important for our purpose is that he underlines the crucial aspect of the choice of populations and of considered entities, of the
geographical area, and highlights the importance of the existence of
causal circular relations.
Diverse examples of application can be given. [Wal and Boschma,
2011] introduce a conceptual frame to allow to conciliate the evolutionary nature of companies, the theory of clusters and knowledge
networks, in which the co-evolution between networks and companies is central, and which is defined as a circular causality between
different characteristics of these subsystems. [Colletis, 2010] introduces a framework for the co-evolution of territories and technology
(questioning for example the role of proximity on innovations), that
reveals again the importance of the institutional aspect. The framework proposed by [Ter Wal and Boschma, 2011] couples the evolutionary approach to companies, the literature on industries and innovation in clusters, and the approach through complex networks of
connexions between the latest in the territorial system.
In environmental economics, [Kallis, 2007] show that “broad” approaches (that can consider most of co-dynamics as co-evolutive) are
opposed to stricter approaches (in the spirit of the definition given by
[Schamp, 2010]), and that in any case a precise definition, not necessarily coming from biology, must be given, in particular for the search
of an empirical characterization.
Geography
For geography, as we already presented in introduction, the works
that are the closest to notions of co-evolution empirically and theoretically are closely linked to the evolutive urban theory. It is not easy
to track back in the literature at what time the notion was clearly
formalized, but it is clear that it was present since the foundations
of the theory as recalls Denise Pumain (see D.3): the complex adaptive system is composed of subsystems that are interdependent in a
complex way, often with circular causalities. The first models indeed
include this vision in an implicit way, but co-evolution is not explicitly
highlighted of precisely defined, in terms that would be quantifiable
or structurally identifiable. [Paulus, 2004] brings empirical proofs of
mechanisms of co-evolution through the study of the evolution of economic profiles of French cities. The interpretation used by [Schmitt,
2014] is based on an entry by the evolutive urban theory, and funda-
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mentally consists in a reading of systems of cities as highly interdependent entities.
Physical geography
In the study of landscapes, [Sheeren et al., 2015] evoke the co-evolution
of landscape and agricultural activities, but in fact do not consider
any circular effect of one on the other. Their result show a priori
that the evolution of agricultural practices yield an evolution of the
landscape, and it is not clear to what extent the conceptual frame of
co-evolution, evoked without any more details, is used.
Physics
Finally, we can mention in an anecdotical way that the term of coevolution has also been used by physics. Its use for physical systems
may induce some debates, depending if we suppose or not that the
transmission assumes a transmission of information42 . In the case of a
purely physical ontological transmission (physical beings), then a large
part of physical systems are evolutive. [Hopkins et al., 2008] develop
a cosmological frame for the co-evolution of cosmic heterogenous objects which presence and dynamics are difficultly explained by more
classical theories (some types of galaxies, quasars, supermassive black
holes). [Antonioni and Cardillo, 2017] study the co-evolution between
synchronisation and cooperation properties within a Kuramoto oscillators network43 , showing on the one hand that the concept can be
applied to abstract objects, and on the other hand that a complex network of relations between variables can be at the origin of dynamics
witnessing circular causalities, i.e. a co-evolution in that sense.
Synthesis
Most of these approaches fit in the theory of complex adaptive systems developed by Holland, in particular in [Holland, 2012]: it takes
any system as an imbrication of systems of boundaries, that filter signals or objects. Within a given limit, the corresponding subsystem
is relatively autonomous from the outside, and is called an ecological
niche, in a direct correspondence with highly connected communities
42 Information is defined within the shanonian theory as an occurence probability for
a chain of characters. [Morin, 1976] shows that the concept of information is indeed
far more complex, and that it must be thought conjointly to a given context of the
generation of a self-organizing negentropic system, i.e. realizing local decreases in
entropy in particular thanks to this information. This type of system is necessarily
alive. We will follow here this complex approach to information.
43 The Kuramoto model studies synchronization within complex systems,
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within trophic or ecological networks. This way, interdependent entities within a niche are said to be co-evolving. We will come back
on that approach in our theoretical construction in 8.2 when we will
have developed other concepts that are necessary for it.
We retain from this multidisciplinary view of co-evolution the fundamental following points, that are precursors of a proper definition
of co-evolution that will be given further, concluding the first part.
1. The presence of evolution processes is primary, and their definition is almost always based on the existence of transmission and
transformation processes.
2. Co-evolution assumes entities or systems, belonging to distinct
classes, which evolutive dynamics are coupled in a circular causal
way. Approaches can differ depending on the assumptions of
populations of these entities, singular objects, or components
of a global system then in mutual interdependency without a
direct circularity.
3. The delineation of systems and subsystems, both in the ontological space (definition of studied objects), but also in space
and time, and their distribution in these spaces, is fundamental
for the existence of co-evolutionary dynamics, and it seems in a
large number of cases, of their empirical characterization.
3.3.3

Nature of complexity and knowledge production

The two previous epistemological points that we just developed were
related respectively related first to the positioning in itself, i.e. the
framework to read processes of production of scientific knowledge,
and then to the nature of the concepts considered. We propose to
again gain in generality compared to the first one and to introduce a
development modestly contributing (i.e. in our context) to the knowledge of knowledge. The aim is to interrogate the links between complexity and processes of knowledge production.
One aspect of knowledge production on complex systems, that we
encounter several times here (see chapter 8), and that seems to be
recurrent and even inevitable, is a certain level of reflexivity (and
that would be inherent to complex system in comparison to simple
systems, as we will develop further). We mean by this term both a
practical reflexivity, i.e. a necessity to increase the level of abstraction,
such as the need to reconstruct in an endogenous way the disciplines
in which a reflexion aims at positioning as proposed in 2.2, or to reflect on the epistemological nature of modeling when constructing a
model such as in B.5, but also a theoretical reflexivity in the sense that
theoretical apparels or produced concepts can apply recursively to
themselves. This practical observation can be related to old epistemological debates questioning the possibility of an objective knowledge
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of the universe that would be independent of our cognitive structure,
somehow opposed to the necessity of an “evolutive rationality” implying that our cognitive system, product of the evolution, mirrors the
complex processes that led to its emergence, and that any knowledge
structure will be consequently reflexive44 . We do not pretend here to
bring a response to such a broad and vague question as such, but
we propose a potential link between this reflexivity and the nature of
complexity.
Complexity and complexities
What is meant by complexity of a system often leads to misunderstandings since it can be qualified according to different dimensions
and visions. We distinguish first the complexity in the sense of weak
emergence and autonomy between the different levels of a system,
and on which different positions can be developed as in [Deffuant
et al., 2015]. We will not enter a finer granularity, the vision of social
complexity giving even more nightmares to the Laplace daemon, and
since it can be understood as a stronger emergence (in the sense of
weak and strong emergence as developed before in 3.1). We thus simplify and assume that the nature of systems plays a secondary role
in our reflexion, and therefore consider complexity in the sense of an
emergence.
Moreover, we distinguish two other “types” of complexity, namely
computational complexity and informational complexity, that can be
seen as measures of complexity, but that are not directly equivalent
to emergence, since there exists no systematic link between the three.
We can for example consider the use of a simulation model, for which
interactions between elementary agents translate as a coded message
at the upper level: it is then possible by exploiting the degrees of freedom to minimize the quantity of information contained in the message. The different languages require different cognitive efforts and
compress the information in a different way, having different levels
of measurable complexity [Febres, Jaffé, and Gershenson, 2013]. In a
similar way, architectural artefacts are the result of a process of natural and cultural evolution, and witness more or less this trajectory.
Numerous other conceptual or operational characterizations of complexity exist, and it is clear that the scientific community has not converged on a unique definition [Chu, 2008]45 . We propose to focus on
these three concepts in particular, for which the relations are already
not evident.
44 We thank here D. Pumain to have formulated this alternative view on the problem
that we will develop in the following.
45 In an approach that is in a way reflexive, [Chu, 2008] proposes to continue exploring
the different existing approaches, as proxies of complexity in the case of an essentialism, or as concepts in themselves. The complexity should emerge naturally from
the interaction between these different approaches studying complexity, hence the
reflexivity.
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Indeed, links between these three types of complexity are not systematic, and depend on the type of system. Epistemological links can
however be introduced. We will develop the links between emergence
and the two other complexities, since the link between computational
complexity and informational complexity is relatively well explored,
and corresponds to issues in the compression of information and signal processing, or moreover in cryptography.
Computational complexity and emergence
Different clues suggest a certain necessity of computational complexity to have emergence in complex systems, whereas reciprocally a certain number of adaptive complex systems have high computational
capabilities.
A first link where computational complexity implies emergence is
suggested by an algorithmic study of fundamental problems in quantum physics. Indeed, [Bolotin, 2014] shows that the resolution of the
Schrödinger equation with any Hamiltonian is a NP-hard and NPcomplete problem, and thus that the acceptation of P 6= NP implies
a qualitative separation between the microscopic quantum level and
the macroscopic level of the observation. Therefore, it is indeed the
complexity (here in the sense of their computation) of interactions
in a system and its environment that implies the apparent collapse of
the wave function, what rejoins the approach of Gell-Mann by quantum decoherence [Gell-Mann and Hartle, 1996], which explains that
probabilities can only be associated to decoherent histories (in which
correlations have led the system to follow a trajectory at the macroscopic scale)46 . The paradox of the Schrödinger cat appears then as
a fundamentally reductionist perspective, since it assumes that the
superposition of states can propagate through the successive levels
and that there would be no emergence, in the sense of the constitution of an autonomous upper level. In other terms, the work of
[Bolotin, 2014] suggests that computational complexity is sufficient
for the presence of emergence47 .
46 The Quantum Measurement Problem arises when we consider a microscopic wave function giving the state of a system that can be the superposition of several states, and
consists in a theoretical paradox, on the one hand the measures being always deterministic whereas the system has probabilities for states, and on the other hand the
issue of the non-existence of superposed macroscopic states (collapse of the wave
function). As reviewed by [Schlosshauer, 2005], different epistemological interpretations of quantum physics are linked to different explanations of this paradox, including the “classical” Copenhagen one which attributes to the act of observation
the role of collapsing the wave function. Gell-Mann recalls that this interpretation
is not absurd since it is indeed the correlations between the quantum object and the
world that product the decoherent history, but that it is far more specific, and that
the collapse happens in the emergence itself: the cat is either dead or living, but not
both, before we open the box.
47 This effective separation of scales does not a priori imply that the lower level does
not play a crucial role, since [Vattay et al., 2015] proves that the properties of quan-
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Reciprocally, the link between computational complexity and emergence is revealed by questions linked to the nature of computation [Moore
and Mertens, 2011]. Cellular automatons, that are moreover crucial
for the understanding of several complex systems, have been shown
as Turing-complete48 , such as the Game of Life [Beer, 2004]49 . Some
organisms without a central nervous system are capable of solving
difficult decisional problems [Reid et al., 2016]. An ant-based algorithm is shown by [Pintea, Pop, and Chira, 2017] as solving a Generalized Travelling Salesman Problem (GTSP), problem which is NPdifficult. This fundamental link had already been conceived by Turing, since beyond his fundamental contributions to contemporary
computer science, he studied morphogenesis and tried to produce
chemical models to explain it [Turing, 1952] (that were far from actually explaining it - it is still not well understood today, see 5.1 - but
which conceptual contributions were fundamental, in particular for
the notion of reaction-diffusion). We moreover know that a minimum
of complexity in terms of constituting interactions in a particular case
of agent-based system (models of boolean networks), and thus in
terms of possible emergences, implies a lower bound on computational complexity, which becomes significant as soon as interactions
with the environment are added [Tošić and Ordonez, 2017].
Informational complexity and emergence
Informational complexity, or the quantity of information contained in
a system and the way it is stored, also bears some fundamental links
with emergence. Information is equivalent to the entropy of a system
and thus to its degree of organisation - this what allows to solve
the apparent paradox of the Maxwell Daemon that would be able
to diminish the entropy of an isolated system and thus contradict
the second law of thermodynamics: it indeed uses the information
on positions and velocities of molecules of the system, and its action
balances to loss of entropy through its captation of information50 .
tum criticality are typical of molecules of the living, without a priori any specificity
for life in this complex determination by lower scales: [Verlinde, 2017] has recently
introduced a new approach linking quantum theories and general relativity in which
it is shown that gravity is an emergent phenomenon and that path-dependency in
the deformation of the original space introduces a supplementary term at the macroscopic level, that allows to explain deviations attributed up to now to dark matter.
48 A system is said to be Turing-complete if it is able to compute the same functions
than a Turing machine, commonly accepted as all what is “computable” (Church’s
thesis). We recall that a Turing machine is a finite automaton with an infinite writing
band [Moore and Mertens, 2011].
49 There even exists a programming language allowing to code in the Game of Life,
available at https://github.com/QuestForTetris. Its genesis finds its origin in a
challenge posted on codegolf aiming at the conception of a Tetris, and ended in an
extremely advanced collaborative project.
50 The Maxwell Daemon is more than an intellectual construction: [Cottet et al., 2017]
implements experimentally a daemon at the quantic level.
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This notion of local increase in entropy has been largely studied
by Chua under the form of the Local Activity Principle, which is introduced as a third principle of thermodynamics, allowing to explain
with mathematical arguments the self-organization for a certain class
of complex systems that typically involve reaction-diffusion equations [Mainzer and Chua, 2013].
The way information is stored and compressed is essential for life,
since the ADN is indeed an information storage system, which role
at different levels is far from being fully understood. Cultural complexity also witnesses of an information storage at different levels,
for example within individuals but also within artefacts and institutions, and information flows that necessarily deal with the two
other types of complexities. Information flows are essential for selforganization in a multi-agent system. Collective behaviors of fishes
or birds are typical examples used to illustrate emergence and belong
to the canonic examples of complex systems. We only begin to understand how these flows structure the system, and what are the spatial
patterns of information transfer within a flock for example: [Crosato
et al., 2017] introduce first empirical results with transfer entropy for
fishes and lay the methodological basis of this kind of studies.
Knowledge production
We know have enough material to come to reflexivity. It is possible
to position knowledge production at the intersection of interactions
between types of complexity developed above. First of all, knowledge
as we consider it can not be dissociated from a collective construction,
and implies thus an encoding and a transmission of information: it
is at an other level all problematics linked to scientific communication. The production of knowledge thus necessitates this first interaction between computational complexity and informational complexity. The link between informational complexity and emergence is introduced if we consider the establishment of knowledge as a morphogenetic process. It is shown in 5.1 that the link between form
and function is fundamental in psychology: we can interpret it as a
link between information and meaning, since semantics of a cognitive
object can not be considered without a function. Hofstader recalls
in [Hofstadter, 1980] the importance of symbols at different levels for
the emergence of a thought, that consist in signals at an intermediate level. Finally, the last relation between computational complexity
and emergence is the one allowing us a positioning in particular on
knowledge production on complex systems, the previous links being
applicable to any type of knowledge.
Therefore, any knowledge of the complex embraces not only all complexities and their relations in its content, but also in its nature as
we just showed. The structure of knowledge in terms of complexity
is analog to the structure of systems its studies. We postulate that
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this structural correspondence implies a certain recursivity, and thus
a certain level of reflexivity (in the sens of knowledge of itself and its
own conditions).
We can try to extend to reflexivity in terms of a reflexion on the
disciplinary positioning: following [Pumain, 2005], the complexity of
an approach is also linked to the diversity of viewpoints that are necessary to construct it. To reach this new type of complexity51 , that
would be a supplementary dimension linked to the knowledge of
complex systems, reflexivity must be at the core of the approach.
[Read, Lane, and Leeuw, 2009] recall that innovation has been made
possible when societies reached the ability to produce and diffuse
innovation on their own structure, i.e when they were able to reach
a certain level of reflexivity. The knowledge of the complex would thus
be the product and the support of its own evolution thanks to reflexivity which played a fundamental role in the evolution of the cognitive system: we could thus suggest to gather these considerations,
as proposed by Pumain, as a new epistemological notion of evolutive
rationality.
To conclude, we can remark that given the law of requisite complexity, proposed by [Gershenson, 2015] as an extension of requisite variety [Ashby, 1991]52 , the knowledge of the complex will necessarily have
to be a complex knowledge. This other point of view reinforces the necessity of reflexivity, since following Morin (see for example [Morin,
1991] on the production of knowledge), the knowledge of knowledge is
central in the construction of a complex thinking.
Practical implications
To conclude this epistemological section, we propose to synthesize
all the ideas introduced as concrete manifestations that directly yield
from them, and that strongly condition all the forms and semantics
of knowledge introduced in the following. These directions (that we
will not go up to name principles since they are only at the state of
sketch) can be grouped into three large families: modeling practices,
Open Science practices, and epistemology. On the domain of model51 For which links with the previous types naturally appear: for example, [Gell-Mann,
1995] considers the effective complexity as an Algorithmic Information Content (close
to Kolmogorov complexity) of a Complex Adaptive System which is observing an other
Complex Adaptive System, what gives their importance to informational and computational complexities and suggests the importance of the observational viewpoint,
and by extension of their combination - what furthermore must be related to the
perspectivist approach of complex sciences presented above.
52 One of the crucial principles of cybernetics, the requisite variety, postulates that to
control a system having a certain number of states, the controller must have at least
as much states. Gershenson proposes a conceptual extension of complexity, which
can be justified for example by [Allen, Stacey, and Bar-Yam, 2017] which introduce
the multi-scale requisite variety, showing the compatibility with a theory of complexity based on information theory.
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ing practices, in each section emerge different axis that are more or
less complementary:
• Modeling, which will be in most cases equivalent to simulation,
must be understood as an indirect tool of knowledge on processes within a complex system or on its structure (according
to the section on “why modeling”), and models will necessarily have to be complex (following the reflexion on the different types of complexity) in the sense that they capture a phenomenon of weak emergence, but still respecting constraints of
parsimony.
• The exploration of models is fully contained in the modeling
enterprise (see reproducibility), and intensive computation is a
cornerstone to efficiently explore simulation models (see intensive computation). Sensitivity analysis methods must be questioned and extended if needed (as illustrates the example of the
sensitivity to space).
• As suggested by the perspectivist positioning, the coupling of
models will have to play a crucial role in the capture of complexity.
Concerning open science, we can extract the following points:
• The necessity of all measures linked to open science to allow
the construction always more complex models, towards the coconstruction of models by different disciplines.
• In this frame, the full opening of source code, together with its
readability are crucial. The complete explicitation of the model
in the scientific reporting, and a self-sustaining code documentation, are two aspect of it.
• The question of open data is not negotiable in that frame. The
quasi-totality of our treatments is based on initially open data,
and when it is not the case we work at an aggregated level for
which data can be opened. Constructed open data are open.
• Concerning the methods of interactive exploration, which are
an aspect of opening science, we develop some, but stay limited
compared to the ideal requirement that these should be fully
compatible with a reproducible approach.
Finally, from the epistemological point of view, we can also find
“practical” implications that will naturally be more implicit in our
approach, but not less structuring:
• Our inspiration will essentially be interdisciplinary and will
aim at combining different points of view.

3.3 epistemological positioning

• Different knowledge domains (notion that we will precise in 8.3,
but that we can understand for now in the sense of theoretical, modeling and empirical domains introduced by [Livet et
al., 2010]) can not be dissociated for any approach of scientific
production, and we will use them in a strongly dependent way.
• Our approach will have to imply a certain level of reflexivity.
• The construction of a complex knowledge ([Morin, 1991]) is
neither inductive nor deductive, but constructive in the idea
of a morphogenesis of knowledge: it can be for example difficult to clearly identify precise “scientific deadlocks” since this
metaphor assumes that an already constructed problem has to
be unlocked, and even to constrain notions, concepts, objects or
models in strict analytical frameworks, by categorizing them following a fixed classification, whereas the issue is to understand
if the construction of categories is relevant. Doing it a posteriori is similar to a negation of the circularity and recursivity of
knowledge production. The elaboration of ways to report that
translate the diachronic character and the evolutive properties
of it is an open problem.

?

?
?
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chapter conclusion
Reading an article or a book is always more enlightening when we
personally know the author, first because we can understand the private jokes and extrapolate some developments of narrations which
must be synthetic (even if the art of writing is indeed to try to transmit most of these elements, the ambiance in other words), and secondly because personality has complex implications on the way to
apprehend the nature of knowledge and a certain a priori structure
of the world. Therefore, scientific knowledge would highly probably
be less rich if it was produced by machines with equivalent cognitive
capacities, with equivalent empirical and subjective knowledge and
experience and as diverse as the human ones, but that would have
been programmed to minimize the impact of their personality and
their convictions on writing and communication (still assuming that
they would have a certain form of data and functions more or less
equivalent). In these research laboratories typical from Blade Runner,
we doubt that the production of a knowledge of the complex would
effectively be possible, since these machines would actually miss the
evolutive rationality developed in 3.3, and we strongly doubt that is
could be produced, at least given the current state of knowledge in
artificial intelligence.
The aim of this chapter was thus to “get to know each other” on
the positioning points which are inevitable for all our reflexion. These
are furthermore crucial since they strongly condition some research
directions.
Our positioning on reproducibility developed in 3.2 implies some
modeling choices, in particular the univocal use of open platforms, of
open workflows and open implementations; it also implies a choice of
data which must be accessible at the maximum, or made accessible,
and thus some choices of objects and ontologies, or rather the nonchoice of some: our problematic could be studied on fine company
data while still keeping a consistence with the theoretical and thematic approach (the evolutive urban theory has largely made similar
studies such as for example [Paulus, 2004]), but the relative closing of
this type of data does not make them usable in our approach.
Then, our positioning on the role of intensive computation and the
need of model exploration 3.1 is source of all the numerical experiments and the methodologies used or developed.
Finally, our epistemological positioning 3.3 percolates in all our
work, and allows to build the first bricks for more systematic theoretical formalizations which will be developed in chapter 8.

C O N C L U S I O N O F PA R T I : A D E F I N I T I O N O F
CO-EVOLUTION

This first part allows us to formulate much more precisely our research question. Indeed, the first chapter allowed us to draw a sketch
of the diversity of processes involved and of the temporal and spatial
scales concerned. The second chapter gave us a very general view of
existing modeling approaches and of their precise scientific context.
Finally, the third chapter positions the question in an epistemological way, shed some light on co-evolution through a multi-disciplinary
perspective, and clarifies the complexity with which we are dealing.
It allows us to open on the directions to take in order to lead successfully the project of modeling the co-evolution.
Defining co-evolution
After the literature review given in 2.1, that includes different degrees
of coupling between components of networks and territories, we are
first able to precise what will be meant by modeling co-evolution, by
giving a definition of co-evolution in view of the multidisciplinary
overview given in 3.3.
We propose the following entry for the specific case of transportation networks and territories, which echoes to the three main points
(existence of evolutive processes, definition of entities or populations,
isolation of subsystems in space and time) that we gave in 3.3. It verifies the three following specifications.
First of all, evolutive processes correspond to transformations of
components of the territorial system at the different scales: transformation of cities on the long time, of their networks, transmission between cities of socio-economic characteristics carries by microscopic
agents but also cultural transmission, reproduction and transformation of agents themselves (firms, households, operators)53 .
These evolutive processes may imply a co-evolution. Within a territorial system, can simultaneously co-evolve: (i) given entities (a given
infrastructure and given characteristics of a given territory for example, i.e. individuals), when their mutual influence will be circularly
causal (at the corresponding scale); (ii) populations of entities, what
will be translated for example as such type of infrastructure and given
territorial components co-evolve at a statistical level in a given geo53 This list is based on assumptions of the evolutive urban theory that we already
briefly introduced and that we will develop in itself in Chapter 4. It can not be
exhaustive, since what would be the “ADN of a city” remains an open question as
recalls Denise Pumain in a dedicated interview D.3.
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graphical region; (iii) all the components of a system at a small geographical scale when there exists strong global interdependencies.
Our approach is thus fundamentally multi-scale and articulates different significations at different scales.
Finally, the constraint of an isolation implies, in relation with the
previous point, that co-evolution and the articulation of significations
will have a meaning if there exists spatio-temporal isolations of subsystems in which differente co-evolutions operate, what is directly in
accordance with a vision in Multi-scalar systems of systems.
This extended definition will constitute our reference in the following when we will evoke the co-evolution of transportation networks
and territories.
We can then synthesize the fundamental results of this first part in
the two following significant facts:
1. The hypothesis of co-evolution of transportation networks and
territories is supported from a theoretical and thematic point of
view, et we construct a precise definition for it.
2. Co-evolution remains relatively poorly explored in the literature
of urban modeling, the characteristic of concerned disciplines
and their interactions being a potential cause for it.
We develop now the perspective that open at this stage.
On the need of an empirical characterization
The broadest signification, i.e. generalized interdependency, is rapidly
limited if its patterns are not finely characterized. It allows as an epistemological premise to consider certain ontologies and certain modeling approaches, but allows difficultly to finely understand the structure and processes of a system. The object will be then to decrease in
generality and consider subsystems, in which we can consider the coevolution of entities and of population. An understanding at this level
necessitates a fine empirical characterization, without which our distinction would have no sense. A question that opens, and that we will
tackle in the following, is then which are the possible empirical methods to characterize a co-evolution between entities or populations of
entities.
Two complementary tracks
The state of the art done in 2.1 above witnesses a weakness in the
literature in the domain of strong coupling between the evolution of
territories and network growth, given the restricted range and the
disparity of reviewed works. The gap to fill on this point would thus
be linked to the introduction of models strongly coupled in time more
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or less multi-processes and multi-scale, for which a part of the models
described in 2.1 then in 2.3 are precursors.
The first exploratory research we will lead will have to answer to
different conceptual tensions that result from the conclusions we just
obtained:
• allowing both an empirical approach, and more particularly a
characterization method, and a modeling approach;
• allowing to take into account different scales;
• allowing the inclusion of ontologies for territories and for networks that are not always directly compatible.
The scales will especially be a mesoscopic and a macroscopic scale
since as we suggested in 3.2 with the study of traffic flows, and as
shows [Yasmin, Morency, and Roorda, 2017] for the validation of an
activity model, the microscopic scale witnesses complex trajectories
that are difficult to reproduce.
We will choose to answer simultaneously to these different problematics with an original strategy of a double thematic entry.
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Part II
BUILDING BRICKS
This part provides building blocks for the final objective
of constructing models of co-evolution. These contain both
stylized facts from empirical analyses and toy and hybrid
modeling. They correspond to three distinct components
of our overall construction: first analyses at the microscale confirming the chaotic and non-stationary nature of
interactions between networks and territories, secondly a
morphogenetic vision of these that corresponds roughly
to a meso-scale, and finally an application of the evolutive
urban theory at the macro-scale.

I N T R O D U C T I O N O F PA R T I I

He finally would have realized his trip. No cities, or a very few. Which soul
in these perpendicular streets and avenues, that we necessarily discover by
car. Fill the tank again, maybe it’s on purpose, just for the charm of the fuel
smell. Anyway it would be funny to look at what these stations have to say,
to keep in mind. A running return journey to Mount Elbert, then Longs
Peak. Soon out of Colorado, goodbye my gummy bears. Damn it, so close
to Denver, it could be worth it. Never mind, the mountains are calling and
I must go, as someone used to say. What do we finally know of a territory
as a consequences of our so selective discoveries ? A very narrow band on
the spectrum of scales ? A tiny spatial extent: one supplementary dimension
is not invented so easily. Maybe at least an awakening of conscience for antagonisms, of dualities. And the conscience to necessarily choose one of the
aspects each time. To build bridges one must be prepared. To see the world
with an eye catching multiple views, one must already have understood, i.e.
subjectively integrated, the corresponding processes. Memory of one of the
first serious routes: Meije ridge traverse, 23 hours without interruption to
end with hallucinations on the path to follow whereas the sparkles of crampons on the scree were not anymore enough to light the fallen night. This
concrete feeling of the void on each side which imposes to grope, anchors in
the subconscious even before reaching the stage of hallucinations: we travel
at each moment a fine line, which is as much that of the arbitrariness of road
trips as that of the bridges which difficultly resist the flood. On this ridge,
anchors that are of course strong but also heterogenous are a pledge of life:
diversity overcomes adversity.
A paradox which is intrinsic to numerous knowledge production
approaches is a need of an intrinsic consistence and of a reasonable
reach of explication for concerned phenomena, which is opposed
to an inevitable reduction of explored dimensions, but also to the
fragility of bridges that it aims at creating towards other corpora of
knowledge. The image we took above suggests that groping, i.e. a
step-by-step progression without precipitation, and also the solidity
of anchors, are solid assets to tackle this paradox.
This part directly opens thematic directions of answer for modeling
co-evolution that we mentioned when concluding the first part, and
thus builds these strong anchors. It however constructs basements
without going into the heart of the problem in a spirit of robustness
through progressive entries, and constructs therefore the elementary
bricks of our approach. Two chapters deal thus successively with the
following thematics:
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1. A first chapter focuses on the evolutive urban theory, which is
a privileged entry on urban systems from an evolutive point
of view, and integrates in its core a multi-scalar approach to
these systems. It unveils fundamental properties of territorial
systems implied by the evolutive theory, by introducing a first
empirical analysis of the spatial variability of interactions between urban form and network topology, then by developing a
methodology to statistically characterize co-evolution (in the intermediate sense of population). It introduces then a first model
of interaction between urban system and flows of the transportation network, with a static network.
2. A second chapter explores the concept of morphogenesis, which
allows a conceptual entry to the characteristic of modularity necessary to have co-evolution. After having developed an interdisciplinary definition of morphogenesis, it introduces a model of
urban morphogenesis based on aggregation-diffusion processes
for population density, and is then sequentially coupled to a network generation model.

?

?
?

M AT H E M AT I C A L P R E L I M I N A R I E S

In order to be readable by the largest audience possible, we propose
to precise in the preliminary interlude the definitions of notions or
key methods that will be regularly used in the following, often out
of a mathematical framework. This choice allows to keep a rigorous
frame without making indigestible the reading of this manuscript to
a large part of its legitimate audience. Without noted otherwise, the
specifications given here will be the reference during the use of the
corresponding terms.
Statistics
We will denote by P[·] a probability, E[·] an expectation, Ê [·] an associated estimator, and Cov[·, ·] a covariance.
correlation Unless otherwise stated, we will estimate the covariance between two processes with a Pearson estimator, i.e. if (Xi , Yi )i
is a set of observations of processes X, Y, the correlation is estimated
by
ˆ [X, Y]
Cov
ρ̂ = q
ˆ [X] · Cov
ˆ [Y]
Cov
ˆ
where the covariance is estimated with the unbiased estimator Cov.

~
granger causality A multi-dimensional time-series X(t)
exhibits
a Granger causality if with


~
~ − τ)
X(t)
= A · X(t
+ε
τ>0

there exists τ, i such that aiτ > 0 significantly. We will use a weak
version of Granger causality, i.e. a test on lagged correlations defined
by




ρτ Xi , Xj = ρ̂ Xi (t − τ), Xj (t)
with τ lag or advance. This will allow us to quantify relations between
random variables defined in space and time.
geographically weighted regression The Geographically
Weighted Regression is an estimation technique for statistical models
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that allow to take into account the spatial non-stationarity of processes. If Yi is an explicated variable and Xi a set of explicative variables, measures in the same points in space, we estimate a model
Yi = f(Xi , ~xi ) at each point ~xi , by taking into account the observations
with spatial weighting around the point, where weights are fixed by a
kernel that can take several forms, for example an exponential kernel
is of the form
wi (~x) = exp (−k~x − x~i k/d0 )
The stationarity scale assumed by the model is then of the same order
as d0 . It can be adjusted by cross-validation for example.
machine learning We will designate by Supervised Learning any
method to estimate a relation between variables Y = f(X) where the
value of Y is known on a data sample. This will be a classification
when the variable is discrete. Non-supervised classification consists
in constructing Y when only X is given. In order to classify data, we
will use a basic technique which gives good results on data without an exotic structure: the method of k-means, repeated a sufficient
number of times to take into account its stochastic character. The complexity of k-means is in average polynomial, even if the exact solution
of the partitioning problem is NP-hard.
overfitting The issue of overfitting is particularly important during the estimation of models, since a too large number of parameters
can lead to the capture of the realization noise as a structure. During the estimation of statistical models, information criteria can be
used to quantify the gain in information produced by the addition
of a parameter, and obtain a compromise between performance and
parcimony.
The Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) allows to quantify the gain in
information allowed by the addition of parameters in a model. For
a statistical model which has a Likelihood function, the AIC is then
defined by
AIC = 2k − 2 ln L
if k is the number of parameters in the model and L the maximal
value of the likelihood function. [Akaike, 1998] shows that this expression corresponds to an estimation of the gain in Kullback-Leibler
information. A correction for small samples of size n is given by


k2 + k
AICc = 2 · k +
− ln L
n−k−1
A similar criteria but derived within a bayesian framework is the
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [Burnham and Anderson, 2003],
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which leads to a stronger penalty for the number of parameters: BIC =
ln n · k − 2 ln L.
These criteria are applied to model selection by studying their differences between models (only differences have a meaning, since they
are defined with an arbitrary constant): the “best” model is the one
having the lowest criterion. In the case of models with comparable
performances, it can be more relevant to combine models with the
Akaike weights wi = exp(−∆AIC/2).
This issue of overfitting is also implicit in the case of simulation
models, but to the best of our knowledge there does not exist an
established method allowing to tackle it.
Stochastic processes: stationarity
Stationarity properties inform on the variability of the distribution of
~ i )i∈I a multidimensional stochastic proa stochastic process. Let (X
cess. It will be said hto be
i strongly
h
istationary if its law does not de~i = P X
~ i+1 . Strong stationarity implies the
pends on i, i.e. if P X
equality of all moments for all i.
We will use a wealer notion of stationarity for stochastic processes,
~ i )i∈I is
or Weak Stationarity, which uses the first two moments: (X
weakly stationary if
h i
h i
~i = E X
~ 0 for all i
1. E X
h
i
~ i, X
~ j depends only on i − j
2. Cov X
We can have a weak stationarity at the first order if only the condition
on the expectation is verified, and at the second order if there is also
the condition on autocovariance [Zhang and Zhou, 2014].
Exploration of simulation models
We will designate by simulation model any algorithm that associates
a realisation M [~x, α
~ ] to data ~x given parameters α
~ . The question is
then to understand the behavior of the model in an empirical way, by
simulating it, possibly with several repetitions for the same parameters if it is stochastic. It is then for example possible to calibrate the
model, i.e. find a set of parameters allowing to fulfil given objectives
(that can be distances to observed data).
Experience plan by sampling
The dimensionality curse corresponds to the fact that the size of the
parameter space is exponential in the number of parameters. When it
increases but we want to keep an overview of the behavior of a model
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on a large variety of input parameters, we can sample the space with
a given number of points.
The Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) allows to ensure that for
each dimension, the full range of values is covered when generated
points are projected on the dimension. The Sobol sampling allows to
generate point clouds with a weak discrepancy (see B.4 for a precise
definition of discrepancy, that should be understood as a covering of
space), and is particularly suited for the computation of integrals.
Sampling can become cumbersome is the model is very irregular,
or for a precise calibration objective. Therefore, there exists specific algorithms for exploration and calibration, for which we can give some
examples.
Genetic algorithm calibration
Genetic algorithms are an alternative largely used in optimization,
and are more generally a case of evolutionary computation metaheuristics [Rey-Coyrehourcq, 2015]. We will generally use for the calibration of models the standard algorithm implemented in OpenMole,
described in details by [Pumain and Reuillon, 2017c]. It is a stochastic
extension of the NSGA2 algorithm for multi-objective optimization.
It has the following main characteristics:
• given a population of parameters that are candidates as solutions of the multi-objective problem, the Pareto front is determined as the non-dominated points;
• a set is constructed from this front by taking a constraint of
diversity into account;
• an offspring is generated from this set by crossovers and mutations, and evaluated for its performance;
• the algorithm iterates on the new population.
[Pumain and Reuillon, 2017c] adds the objective of the number of
replications to the objectives of the algorithm, in order to take into
account stochasticity and find a compromise between optimality and
robustness of solutions.
Specific algorithms
Based on genetic algorithms, various algorithms have been proposed
to refine model exploration. We can mention two examples developed
in the frame of OpenMole: the Pattern Space Exploration algorithm
(PSE) [Chérel, Cottineau, and Reuillon, 2015] aims at discovering the
set of outputs of a model, in the idea of a search for all feasible behaviors. The Calibration Profile algorithm [Reuillon et al., 2015] aims on
the other hand at establishing the necessary character of a parameter
to fulfill an objective, independently of other parameters.
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C O - E V O L U T I O N : A N E V O L U T I O N A RY U R B A N
T H E O RY A P P R O A C H

The study of interactions between transportation networks and territories can be studied from the standpoints of urban systems. Did
the opening of the first High Speed Line in France between Paris
and Lyon have an impact on the concerned territorial dynamics ?
[Bonnafous, 1987] shows that it could have had some at the regional
scale, in particular areas, as for example tourism in Burgundy. Did it
have effects on the long time, beyond the decade ? At which scales,
following which processes ? We rejoin the question of structuring effects, that we evoked in chapter 1 through a multi-scalar entry (micro,
meso and macro), and also through the progressive development of
the idea of co-evolution. These characteristics are indeed at the core
of the evolutive urban theory, of which we propose therefore here to
detail implications for our problematic.
After having recalled in preliminary the essential characteristics of
the evolutive urban theory, we study in a first section at the mesoscopic scale the interactions between territories and networks, that
we capture in morphological indicators for each, and for which we
study the spatial correlations.
We then introduce the dynamical aspect by studying the notion
of spatio-temporal causality in section 4.2. The multiple configurations highlighted for a simple urban growth model that strongly couples network growth and density, that we will designate as causality
regimes, witness of circular causalities which are indeed markers of a
co-evolution. The application to the case of rail network growth and
urban populations in South Africa shows that this method empirically allows to reveal different regimes. This method is crucial on the
one hand from a methodological point of view through the introduction of an original method allowing in some cases to better understand the respective influences between territories and networks, but
also from a thematic point of view concerning the empirical presence
of a co-evolution.
We finally explore in a last section 4.3 the possibilities offered by
interaction models coming from the evolutive urban theory, at a small
spatial scale and a long time scale, what suggests the existence of network effects in an indirect way, without even introducing co-evolution
aspects in a first time.
This way, we build the first building bricks for different aspects
of interactions and of co-evolution between networks and territories,
in particular in the empirical domain for the characterization of co-
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evolution, and in the modeling domain by the introduction of a first
model relating territories and networks.

?

?
?

This chapter is composed by various works. The first section includes a
part from [Raimbault, 2018b] for the morphological analysis, and the results
presented by [Raimbault, 2016a] for the analysis of correlations; the second
section corresponds to the majority of [Raimbault, 2017a] for the theoretical
formulation and the illustration on synthetic data, and then presents results
of [Raimbault and Baffi, 2017] for the application. Finally the last section
corresponds entirely to [Raimbault, 2018].

evolutionary urban theory

evolutionary urban theory
We have already evoked various aspects of the evolutionary urban
theory, in relation to complexity in geography, and then to some models of urban systems it produced. A synthesis is here necessary to precisely draw the frame in which our developments will take place. This
theory has initially been introduced in [Pumain, 1997] which argues
for a dynamical vision of systems of cities, in which self-organisation
is crucial.
The core of the evolutionary urban theory is perfectly synthesized
by Denise Pumain herself (interview in D.3): it is “a geographical theory with the ambition to gather most of stylized facts known on cities and
their organisation within territories, in an out-of-equilibrium and non-static
perspective, by following them on long time periods and putting an emphasis
on structuring factors and bifurcations.”
Cities are interdependent evolutive spatial entities whose interrelations lead to the emergence of some macroscopic behavior at the
system of cities scale. The system of cities is also seen as a network of
cities, in correspondance with an approach through complex systems.
Each city is itself a complex system in the spirit of [Berry, 1964], the
multi-scalar aspect, in the sense of autonomous scales but that each
have a specific role in the dynamics of the system, being essential
in this theory, since microscopic agents carry processes of evolution
of the system through complex retroactions between scales. The positioning of this theory within complexity approaches has later been
confirmed [Pumain, 2003].
It has been shown that the evolutionary urban theory yields a
candidate explanation to scaling laws, which are pervasive in urban
systems1 , which would be a consequence of the diffusion of innovation cycles between cities [Pumain et al., 2006]. These have furthermore been exhibited empirically for several urban systems [Pumain,
Paulus, and Vacchiani-Marcuzzo, 2009]. The notion of resilience of
a system of cities, inducted by the adaptive character of these complex systems, implies that cities are drivers and incubators of social
change [Pumain, 2010]. Finally, the path-dependancy is a source of
non-ergodicity within these systems, making the “universal” interpretations of scaling laws developed by physicist not compatible with
the evolutive urban theory [Pumain, 2010].
The evolutionary urban theory has been conjointly elaborated with
models of urban systems. For example the first Simpop model, described by [Sanders et al., 1997], is a multi-agent model which works
with the following rules: (i) settlements are initially villages with
a uniquely agricultural production, and can in time transform into
commercial cities, then administrative, then eventually industrial, the
1 We recall that a scaling laws allows to link the size of cities in terms of population
Pi and an aggregated quantity Zi , under the form Zi = Z0 · (Pi /P0 )α .
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transition rules depending on threshold parameters in terms of population and neighborhood resources for the industrialization; (ii) settlements produce different types of goods depending on their functions
and populations; (iii) these are exchanged through the intermediary
of spatial interactions (depending on distance) in order to satisfy demands; (iv) populations evolve acoording to the size of the city and
the level of demand satisfaction. This first model allows to simulate
the evolution of an urban system in a stylized way.
The Simpop2 model introduced by [Bretagnolle, Daudé, and Pumain,
2006] extends this model, allowing to include for example innovation
cycles and the role of administrative boundaries in exchanges. It is
applied on long time scales to urban growth patterns for Europe and
the United States [Bretagnolle and Pumain, 2010b].
The most recent accomplishments of evolutive urban theory rely on
the production of the ERC project GeoDivercity, presented in [Pumain
and Reuillon, 2017e], which include considerable progresses from the
technical point of view (OpenMole software2 [Reuillon, Leclaire, and
Rey-Coyrehourcq, 2013]), from the thematic point of view (knowledge issued from the SimpopLocal model [Schmitt, 2014] and the
Marius model [Cottineau, 2014]), and from the methodological point
of view (incremental modeling [Cottineau, Chapron, and Reuillon,
2015]). For an epistemological analysis through mixed methods of the
evolutive theory, which allows to reinforce this bibliographical picture by a study of its genesis, in a sense of its form, refer to 8.3 which
uses it as a case study to build a knowledge framework. In particular,
an analysis of interviews with Denise Pumain and Romain Reuillon, reveals the cross-fertilisation between geographical knowledge
and computer science knowledge, allowed by the interdisciplinary
effort of model development and of their exploration methods.
Implications
We can therefore consider the complexity of systems of cities in the
sense of the evolutive urban theory as a morinian macro-concept [Morin,
1976], i.e. the complex combination of multiple concepts each necessary to the construction. The following concepts are thus necessary:
• Out-of-equilibrium aspect of urban systems. The spatial character of systems often leads to complex spatio-temporal dynamics,
and thus properties of non-stationarity for spatio-temporal associated processes.
• Systemic dynamics, i.e. existence of a strong interdependency
between cities that can be interpreted as a co-evolution (in the
last sense in the definition we gave).

2 http://openmole.org/
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• Central role of interactions between cities as drivers of growth
processes, existence of structure effects on the long time.
These concepts will be thus explored following different perspectives in this chapter, in the following sections:
1. From am empirical point of view, we will first study an exemple of non-stationarity properties of characteristics for territories
and networks, and also of their interactions.
2. We introduce then from a methodological point of view an approach allowing to better understand patterns of spatio-temporal
interdependency, and thus co-evolution that we will link to its intermediate statistical sense we gave.
3. Finally, a modeling approach allows to explore interactions between cities on the long time, in particular in relation with the
network in the context of our questionings.

?

?
?
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4.1

correlations between form of territories and network topology

Through relocation processes, sometimes induced by networks, we
can expect the latest to influence the distribution of populations in
space. Reciprocally, network characteristics can be influenced by this
distribution. We propose here to study these potential links by the intermediate of characterizations given by synthetic indicators for these
two subsystems, and by correlations between these indicators.
At the scale of the system of cities, the spatial nature of the urban
system is captured by cities position, associated with aggregated city
variables. We will work here at the mesoscopic scale, at which the
precise spatial distribution of activities is necessary to understand
the spatial structure of the territorial system. We will therefore use
the term of morphological characteristics for population density and
the road network.
The choice of “relevant” boundaries for the territory or the city is
a relatively open problem which will often depend on the question
we are trying to answer [Páez and Scott, 2005]. This way, [Guérois
and Paulus, 2002] show that the entities obtained are different if we
consider an entry by the continuity of the built environment (morphological), by urban functions (employment area for example) or by
administrative boundaries. We choose here the mesoscopic scale of a
metropolitan center, of an order of one hundred kilometers, first for
the relevance of the spatial field computed, and secondly because
smaller scales become less relevant for the notion of urban form,
whereas larger scales induce a too large variability.
At this scale, we can assume that territorial characteristics, for population and network, are locally defined et vary in an approximatively continuous way in space. Thus, the construction of fields of
morphological indicators will allow to endogenously reconstruct territorial entities through the emergent spatial structure of indicators
at larger scales. For examples, cities should be distinguishable within
non-urban spaces. The aim of this section is thus to study properties
of these indicators and their interactions, and thus indirectly interactions between the territory and the network.
4.1.1

Morphological measures

Urban morphology
The approaches to quantify and qualify urban form at the considered
scale, and by extension to any population distribution in space what
we can call territorial form, are numerous.
We need however quantities having a certain level of invariance to
extract typical shapes. For example, two monocentric cities, i.e. con-
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centrated around a given point, should be measured as morphologically close by a monocentricity indicator, whereas a direct comparison
of population distributions can give a very high distance3 between
configurations depending on the position of centers.
We choose here to refer to the literature in urban morphology
which proposes various set of indicators to describe urban form [Tsai,
2005]. [Le Néchet, 2009] recalls the necessity of a multi-dimensional
measure of the urban form. It is possible to obtain a robust description with a small number of independant indicators by a reduction of
the dimension [Schwarz, 2010].
Other solutions exist to quantify urban form4 . [Guérois and Pumain,
2008] study the form of European cities using a simple measure of
density slopes from the center to the periphery. It is also possible to
use indexes from fractal analysis, such as for example systematically
applied by [Chen, 2016] to classify urban forms. The link between urban morphology and topology of the underlying relational network
has been suggested in a theoretical approach by [Badariotti, Banos,
and Moreno, 2007]. Other more original indexes can be proposed,
such as by [Lee et al., 2017] which use the variations of trajectories
for routes going through a city to establish a classification and show
that it is strongly correlated with socio-economic variables.
Note that we consider here indicators on the spatial distribution
of population density only, and that more elaborated considerations
on urban form can include for example the distribution of economic
opportunities and the combination of these two fields through accessibility measures. For the choice of indicators, we follow the analysis
done in [Le Néchet, 2015] where a morphological typology of large
European cities is obtained. Its consistence suggests the ability of the
indicator set used to capture urban form at this scale. We work at a
comparable scale and must capture diverse aspects such as hierarchy,
concentration, level of acentrism of the population distribution, hence
the use of similar indicators.
Indicators
We give now the formal definition of morphological indicators. We
consider gridded population data (Pi )16i6N2 , write M = N2 the
P
number of cells, dij the distance between cells i, j, and P = M
i=1 Pi
total population. We measure urban form using:

3 Spatial distributions can be compared by an euclidian distance between corresponding matrices, or by more elaborated distances such as the Monge distance which
solves a minimal transport problem and gives the quantity of displacements necessary to go from one distribution to the other.
4 In operational urbanism, urban morphology is defined as “the characteristics of the
material form of cities and fabrics” [Paquot, 2010]. We use this term here for fabrics
at a mesoscopic scale, seen through the spatial distribution of populations.
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1. Rank-size slope γ, expressing the degree of hierarchy in the distribution, computed by fitting with Ordinary Least Squares
a

power law distribution by ln (Pĩ /P0 ) ∼ k + γ · ln ĩ/i0 where
ĩ are the indexes of the distribution sorted in decreasing order
(the constant k of the adjustment does not play a role in hierarchy). It is always negative, and values close to zero mean a flat
distribution.
2. Entropy of the distribution [Le Néchet, 2015], which expresses
how uniform the distribution is, what is a way to capture a level
of concentration:
E=

M
X
Pi
i=1

P

· ln

Pi
P

(5)

E = 0 means that all the population is in one cell whereas E = 1
means that the population is uniformly distributed.
3. Spatial-autocorrelation given by Moran index [Tsai, 2005], with
simple spatial weights given by wij = 1/dij


P
i6=j wij Pi − P̄ · Pj − P̄
I = M· P
2
P
i6=j wij
i Pi − P̄
Its theoretical bounds are -1 and 1, and positive values will imply aggregation spots (“density centers”), negative values strong
local variations, whereas I = 0 corresponds to totally random
population values.
4. Average distance between individuals [Le Néchet, 2009], which
captures a spatial dispersion of population and quantifies a
level of acentrism (distance to a monocentric model):
d̄ =

1 X Pi Pj
·
· dij
dM
P2
i<j

where dM is a normalisation constant taken as the diagonal of
the area on which the indicator is computed in our case.
The first two indexes are not spatial, and are completed by the
last two that take space into account. Following [Schwarz, 2010], the
effective dimension of the urban form justifies the use of all.
results We compute the morphological measures given above on
real urban density data, using the population density grid of the European Union at 100m resolution provided openly by Eurostat [EUROSTAT, 2014]5 . The choice of the resolution, the spatial range, and
5 This database has some precision issues that have been recognized [Bretagnolle et
al., 2016] but the aggregation at a larger resolution should allow to remove possible
bias.
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Figure 21: Empirical values of morphological indicators. (Top four maps) Spatial distribution of the morphological
indicators for France. Scale color discretization is done using quantiles to ease map readability. (Bottom
Left) Projection of morphological values on the two first components on a Principal Component analysis.
Color gives cluster in an unsupervised classification (see text). (Bottom right) Spatial distribution of
clusters. See text for details on the process to estimate spatial indicators and for the classification.
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the shape of the window on which indicators are computed, is made
according to the thematic specifications given before. We consider
50km wide square windows. As it also does not make sense to have a
too detailed resolution because of data quality6 , we take N = 100 and
aggregate the initial raster data at a 500m resolution to meet this size
on real windows of size 50km. To have a rather continuous distribution of indicators in space, we overlap windows by setting an offset of
10km between each, what induces a smoothing of values and allows
to limit bord effects due to the shape. We have furthermore tested
the sensitivity to window size by computing samples with 30km and
100km window sizes and obtained rather similar spatial distributions,
and also strong correlations between the fields and their smoothing
at a finer resolution, as detailed in Appendix A.4.
The implementation of indicators must be done carefully, since
computational complexities can reach O(N4 ) for the Moran index for
example: we use convolution through Fast Fourier Transform, which
is a technique allowing the computation of the Moran index with a
complexity in O(log2 N · N2 )7 .
We show in Fig. 21 maps giving values of indicators, for France
only to ease maps readability. The first striking feature is the diversity of morphological patterns across the full territory. The autocorrelation is naturally high in Metropolitan areas (Paris, Lyon, Marseille for example), with the Parisian surroundings clearly detached.
When looking at other indicators, it is interesting, regarding possible areas in which a co-evolution could happen, to denote regional
regimes: rural areas have much less hierarchy in the South than in the
North, whereas the average distance is rather uniformly distributed
except for mountain areas. Regions of very high entropy are observed
in the Center and South-West.
To have a better insight into existing morphological classes, we use
unsupervised classification8 with a simple k-means algorithm9 . The
number of clusters k = 5 witnesses a transition in inter-cluster variance, what means that a variation of structure occurs at this number,
that we then choose as the number of clusters. The split between
classes is plotted in Fig. 21, bottom-left panel, where we show mea6 According to [Silva, Gallego, and Lavalle, 2013] which details the construction of the
dataset, good results were obtained after validation for seven countries on samples
with a grid of resolution 1km. We are thus closer of this resolution with a resolution
of 500m.
7 I.e. having an execution time bounded by log2 N · N2 if N is the data size, what is
a considerable gain compared to N4 : to process a grid of width 100, the asymptotic
gain factor will be approximatively 10000.
8 Which consists in partitioning the data space according to their endogenous structure.
9 Given the distribution of points which have a relatively homogenous density, alternative methods such as the DBScan algorithm are relatively equivalent. We take
here a number of repetitions b = 100 of the algorithm to have a result robust to
stochasticity.
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sures projected on the two first components of a Principal Component
Analysis (explaining 71% of variance, what is relatively large). The
map of morphological classes confirms a North-South opposition in
a background rural regime (clear green against blue), the existence
of mountainous (red) and metropolitan (dark green) regimes. Such a
variety of settlements forms will be the target for the model in 5.2. A
similar computation of morphological indicators was done for China
using the gridded population data from [Fu, Jiang, and Huang, 2014].
Maps are available in Appendix A.4.
4.1.2

Network Measures

We consider network aggregated indicators as a way to characterize
transportation network properties on a given territory, the same way
morphological indicators yielded information on urban structure. We
propose to compute some simple indicators on same extents as for
morphology, to be able to explore relations between these static measures.
Static network analysis has been extensively documented in the
literature, such as for example [Louf and Barthelemy, 2014a] for a
cross-sectional study of cities or [Lagesse, 2015] for the exploration of
new measures for the road network. [Moosavi, 2017] uses techniques
from deep learning to establish a typology of urban road networks
for a large number of cities across the world.
The questions behind such approaches are multiple: they can aim
at finding typologies or at characterizing spatial networks, at understanding underlying dynamical processes in order to model morphogenesis, or even at being applied in urban planning such as Space Syntax approaches [Hillier and Hanson, 1989]. We are positioned here
more within the two first logics since we aim at characterizing the
shape of networks in a first step, and then to include their dynamics
in models in a second step. Our significant contribution is the characterization of the road network on large spatial extents, covering
Europe and China.
Indicators
We introduce indicators to have a broad idea of the form of the network, using a certain number of indicators to capture the maximum
of dimensions of properties of networks, more or less linked to their
use. These indicators summarize the mesoscopic structure of the network and are computed on topological networks obtained through
simplification steps that will be detailed later. If we denote the network with N = (V, E), nodes have spatial positions ~x(V) and populations p(v) obtained through an aggregation of population in the
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corresponding Voronoï polygon10 , and edges E have effective distances
l(E) taking into account impedances and real distances (to include
the primary network hierarchy). We then use:
• Characteristics of the graph, obtained from graph theory, as defined by [Haggett and Chorley, 1970]: number of nodes |V|, number of links |E|, density d, average length of links d¯l , average
clustering coefficient c̄, number of components c0 .
• Measures linked to shortest paths: diameter r, euclidian performance v0 (defined by [Banos and Genre-Grandpierre, 2012]),
average length of shortest paths l̄.
• Centrality measures: these are aggregated at the level of the network by taking their average and their level of hierarchy, computed by an ordinary least squares of a rank-size law, for the
following centrality measures:
– Betweenness centrality [Crucitti, Latora, and Porta, 2006],
¯ and hierarchy αbw : given the distribution of
average bw
centrality on all nodes, we take the slope of a rank-size
adjustment and the average of the distribution.
– Closeness centrality [Crucitti, Latora, and Porta, 2006], av¯ and hierarchy αcl .
erage cl
– Accessibility [Hansen, 1959], which is in our case computed as a closeness centrality weighted by populations:
average ā and hierarchy αa .
The concept of accessibility is measured here by a network indicator, since its computation implies to attribute weights to the nodes
with a corresponding population, and can be interpreted than as a
potential of access to the rest of the population (as we did in chapter 1). This indicator is interesting a priori since it lies at the interface
between the urban form and network topology, since the distribution
of population on nodes is taken into account.
Network performance is close to the rectilinearity measure (straightness) proposed by [Josselin, Labatut, and Mitsche, 2016], which show
that it efficiently differentiate rectilinear networks and radio-concentric
networks, that are both recurring urban networks.
Our indicators are conceived around network topology but not its
use: developments with suited data could extend these analyses to
the functional aspect of networks, such as for example performance
measures computed by [Trépanier, Morency, and Agard, 2009] using
massive data for a public transportation network.
10 A Voronoï diagram is a partition of the plan, constructed from a point cloud. The
cell associated to each point is composed by the set of points closer to it than other
points of the cloud. The graph of a Voronoï diagram is the dual of the associated
Delaunay triangulation.
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Data preprocessing
We work here with the road network, which structure is finely conditioned to territorial configuration of population densities. Furthermore, data for the current road network is openly available through
the OpenStreetMap (OSM) project [OpenStreetMap, 2012]. Its quality was investigated for different countries such as England [Haklay,
2010] and France [Girres and Touya, 2010]. It was found to be of a
quality equivalent to official surveys for the primary road network.
Concerning China, although [Zheng and Zheng, 2014] underlined a
quick acceleration of OSM road data completeness and accuracy, its
use for computation of network indicators may be questioned at a
very fine scale. [Zhang et al., 2015] highlights different regimes of
data quality, partitioning China into regions among which qualitative behavior of OSM data varies. We will have to keep in mind this
variability, and to ensure the robustness of results, we will simplify
the network at a sufficient level of aggregation.
The network constituted by primary road segments is aggregated
at the fixed granularity of the density grid to create a graph. It is then
simplified to keep only the topological structure of the network, normalized indicators being relatively robust to this operation. This step
is necessary for a simple computation of indicators and a thematic
consistence with the density layer. We keep only the nodes with a
degree strictly greater or smaller than two, and corresponding links,
by taking care to aggregate the real geographical distance when constructing the corresponding topological link. Given the order of magnitude of data size (for Europe, the initial database has ' 44.7 · 106
links, and the final simplified database ' 20.4 · 106 ), a specific parallel
algorithm is used, with a split-merge structure. It separates the space
into areas that can be independently processed and then merged. It
is detailed in Appendix A.4.
Results
Network indicators have been computed on the same areas than urban form indicators, in order to put them in direct correspondance
and later compute the correlations. We show in Fig. 22 a sample for
France.
The spatial behavior of indicators unveils local regimes as for the
urban form (urban, rural, metropolitan), but also strong regional regimes.
They can be due to the different agricultural practices depending on
the region for the rural for example, implying a different partition
of parcels and also a particular organization of their serving. For network size, Brittany is a clear outlier and rejoins urban regions, witnessing very fragmented parcels (and a fortiori also of a land property fragmentation in the simplifying assumption of corresponding
parcels and properties). This is partly correlated to a low hierarchy of
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accessibility. The South and the East of the extended Bassin Parisien
are distinguishable by a strong average betweenness centrality, in accordance with a strong hierarchy of the network.
The same way as for urban form, this spatial variability suggests
the search of variables regimes of interactions between indicators, as
we will do for later through their correlations.
For China, for which a selection of indicators is also given in A.4,
we observe even stronger local and regional variations. Highly populated urban areas detach themselves, corresponding to a particular
regime.
The accessibility indicator is finally strongly correlated with the
same unweighted indicator, i.e. closeness centrality: we obtain a correlation of ρ = 0.86 estimated on all measure points for China.
4.1.3

Effective static correlations and non-stationarity

Spatial correlations
Local spatial correlations are computed on windows gathering a certain number of observations, and thus of windows on which indicators have been computed. We denote by l0 (which is equal to 10km in
preceding results) the resolution of the distribution of indicators. The
estimation of correlations in then done on squares of size δ · l0 (with
δ which can vary typically from 4 to 100). δ gives simultaneously the
number of observations used for the local estimation of correlation,
and the spatial range of the corresponding window. Its value thus
directly influences the confidence of the estimation.
We show in Fig. 23 examples of correlations estimated with δ = 12
in the case of France. With 20 indicators, the correlation matrix is
significantly large in size, but the effective dimension (the number
of components required to reach the majority of variance) is reduced:
principal components analysis shows that 10 components already capture 62% of variance, and the first component already captures 17%,
what is considerable in a space where the dimension is 19011 .
It is possible to examine the bloc for urban form, for the network, or
for crossed correlations, which directly express a link between properties of the urban form and of the network. For example, the relation
between average betweenness centrality and morphological hierarchy
that we visualize allows to understand the process corresponding to
the correspondance of hierarchies: a hierarchical population can induce a hierarchical network or the opposite direction, but it can also
induce a distributed network or such a network create a population
hierarchy - this must be well understood in terms of correspondence
11 This corresponds to the dimension of the correlation matrix between 20 indicators,
i.e. the number of elements of its half without the diagonal. If correlations were
randomly distributed, the first component would capture 1/190 = 0.5% only, and the
10 first 5%, since the variance is equally shared between independent dimensions.
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Figure 22: Spatial distribution of network indicators. We show indicators for France, in correspondance with
¯ the
morphological indicators described previously. We give here the average betweenness centrality bw,
hierarchy of closeness centrality αc l, the average clustering coefficient c̄ and the number of nodes |V|.
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and not causality, but this correspondance informs on different urban
regimes. Metropolitan areas seem to exhibit a positive correlation for
these two indicators, as shows the Fig. 23, and rural spaces a negative
correlation.
In order to give a picture of global relations between indicators,
we can refer to the full correlation matrix in Fig. 78 (Appendix A.4):
for example, a strong population hierarchy is linked to a high and
hierarchical betweenness centrality, but is negatively correlated to the
number of edges (a diffuse population requires a more spread network to serve all the population). However, it is not possible this way
to systematically link indicators, since they especially strongly vary
in space. We give also in Appendix A.4, Fig. 79, maps for different
correlation coefficients for all Europe.
This suggests a very high variety of interaction regimes. The spatial variation of the first component of the reduced matrix confirms
it, what clearly reveals the spatial non-stationarity of interaction processes between forms, since the first and second moments vary in
space. The statistical significance of stationarity can be verified in different ways12 . We use here the method of [Leung, Mei, and Zhang,
2000] which consists in estimating through bootstrap the robustness
of Geographically Weighted Regression models. These will be developed below, but we obtain for all tested models a significant nonstationarity without doubt (p < 10−3 ).
Furthermore, the statistical distribution of correlations given in Fig. 80
in Appendix A.4 follows an asymmetric law for the morphology
alone, and rather symmetric for the network and the cross-correlations,
what would mean that some areas have rather strong morphological
constraints whereas the shape of the network is rather free. Finally,
we observe on the point clouds of the same figure, relating the values
of correlations in the different blocs, that configurations for which
cross-correlations are the strongest correspond to the ones for which
morphological and network correlations are also strong, confirming
the intrication of processes in that case.
Variations of the estimated correlations
We show in Fig. 24 the variation of the estimation of correlation as
a function of window size. More precisely, we observe a strong variation of correlations as a function of δ, what is reflected in the average value of the matrix given here (which extends for example from
ρ(4) = 0.22 to ρ(80) = 0.12 for average absolute cross-correlations).
An increase of δ leads for all measures a shift towards positive values,
but also a narrowing of the distribution, these two effects resulting
in a decrease of average absolute correlations, which approximatively
12 There does not exist to the best of our knowledge a generic test for spatial nonstationarity. [Zhang and Zhou, 2014] develops for example a test for rectangular
regions of any dimension, but in the specific case of point processes.
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¯ γ , correlation between the average
Figure 23: Examples of spatial correlations. For France, the maps give ρ bw,
betweenness centrality and the hierarchy of population (Left) and the first component of the reduced
matrix (Right).

stabilize for large values of δ. Such a variation could be a clue of
a multi-scalar behavior: a change in window size should not influence the estimation if a single process would be implied, it should
only change the robustness of the estimation. The development in
Appendix A.4 illustrates this link in the case of processes superposed
at two scales, and demonstrates that this structure of process implies
a variation of the estimated correlation as a function of δ, at least in
low values, which is what we observe here in Fig. 24.
Furthermore, the variation of the normalized size of the confidence
interval for correlations, which in theory under an assumption of normality should lead δ √
· |ρ+ − ρ−|
√ to remain constant, since bounds vary
asymptotically as 1/ N ∼ 1/ δ2 (the demonstration is given in Appendix A.4), follows the direction of this hypothesis of processes superposed at different scales as proposed previously.
Thus, processes are both non-stationary, and clues suggest that they
result of the superposition of processes at different scales13 .
Typical scales
We also propose to explore the possible property of multi-scalar processes by the extraction of endogenous scales which are present in
the data. A Geographically Weighted Principal Component Analysis (GWRPCA) [Harris, Brunsdon, and Charlton, 2011] in exploration
suggests weights and importances that vary in space, what is in con13 The notion of multi-scalar process is otherwise very broad, and can manifest itself in
scaling laws for example [West, 2017]. An approach closer to the one we took is given
by [Chodrow, 2017] which measures intrinsic scales to segregation phenomenons by
using measures from Information Theory.
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Figure 24: Variation of correlations with scale, for correlations computed on Europe. (Top) Average absolute
correlations and their standard deviations, for the different blocs, as a function of δ; (Bottom) Normalized
size of the confidence interval δ · |ρ+ − ρ− | (confidence interval [ρ− , ρ+ ] estimated by the Fisher method)
as a function of δ.
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sistence with the non-stationarity of correlation structures obtained
above. There is no reason a priori that the scales of variation of the
different indicators are strictly the same. We propose thus to extract
typical scales for crossed relations between the urban form and network topology.
We implement therefore the following method: we consider a typical sample of indicators (four for each aspect, see the list in Table 11),
and for each indicator we formulate all the possible linear models as
a function of opposite indicators (network for a morphological indicator, morphological for a network indicator), aiming at directly capturing the interaction without controlling on the type of form or of network. These models are then adjusted by a Geographically Weighted
Regression (GWR) with an optimal range determined by a corrected
information criteria (AICc)14 . For each indicator, we keep the model
with the best value of the information criteria. We adjust the models
on data for France, with a bisquare kernel and an adaptative bandwidth in number of neighbors.
Results are presented in Table 11. It is first interesting to note that
all models have only one variable, suggesting relatively direct correspondances between topology and morphology. All morphological
indicators are explained by network performance, i.e. the quantity of
detours it includes. On the contrary, network topology is explained
by Moran index for centralities, and by entropy for performance and
the number of vertices. There is thus a dissymmetry in relations, the
network being conditioned in a more complex way to the morphology than the morphology to the network. The adjustments are rather
good (R2 > 0.5) for most indicators, and p-values obtained for all
models (for the constant and the coefficient) are lower than 10−3 . Concerning the scales corresponding to the optimal model, they are very
localized, of the order of magnitude of ten kilometers, i.e a larger
variation than the one obtained the correlations. This analysis confirms thus statistically on the one hand the non-stationarity, and on
the other hand give a complementary point of view on the question
of endogenous scales.
Developments
We have thus shown empirically the non-stationarity of interactions
between the morphology of the distribution of populations and the
topology of the road network. Various developments of this analysis
are possible.
Population density grids exist for all regions of the workd, such as
for example the ones provided by [Stevens et al., 2015]15 . The analysis may be repeated with other regions of the world, to compare the
14 By using the R package GWModel [Gollini et al., 2013].
15 Available at http://www.worldpop.org.uk/. The potential variability of data quality
depending on the areas should however lead to stay cautious on their use.
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Table 11: Interrelations between network indicators and morphological indicators. Each relation is adjusted by a
Geographically Weighted Regression, for the optimal range adjusted by AICc.

Indicator

Model

Range (km)

Adjustment (R2 )

Average distance d̄

d̄ ∼ v0

11.6

0.31

Entropy E

E ∼ v0

8.8

0.75

Moran I

I ∼ v0

8.8

0.49

Hierarchy γ

γ ∼ v0
¯ ∼I
bw

8.8

0.68

12.3

0.58

¯ ∼I
cl

13.9

0.26

Performance v0

v0 ∼ E

8.6

0.86

Number of nodes |V|

|V| ∼ E

8.6

0.88

¯
Average betweenness bw
¯
Average closeness cl

correlation regimes and test if urban system properties stay the same,
keeping in mind the difficulties linked to the differences in data quality.
The research of local scales, i.e. with an adaptative estimation window in terms of size and shape for correlations, would allow to better
understand the way processes locally influence their neighborhood.
The validation criteria for window size would still be to determine:
it can be as above an optimal range for explicative models that are
locally adjusted.
The question of ergodicity should also be explored from a dynamical point of view, by comparing time and spatial scales of the evolution of processes, or more precisely the correlations between variations in time and variations in space, but the issue of the existence
of databases precise enough in time appears to be problematic. The
study of a link between the derivative of the correlation as a function of window size and of the derivatives of the processes is also
a direction to obtain indirect informations on dynamics from static
data.
Finally, the search of classes of processes on which it is possible to
directly establish the relation between spatial correlations and temporal correlations, is a possible research direction. It stays out of the
scope of this present work, but would open relevant perspectives on
co-evolution, since it implies evolution in time and an isolation in
space, and therefore a complex relation between spatial and temporal covariances.

?

?
?
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This section allowed us thus to study non-stationarity properties
of morphological characteristics of territories and networks, and of
their interactions in terms of static correlations. The indicators we
computed will also be useful in the following.
We propose in the next section to tackle a statistical approach to coevolution, corresponding to the preliminary definition we gave. On
the contrary to the previous approach, it will be based on dynamics.

?

?
?
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4.2

spatio-temporal causalities

This section contributes to the understanding of strongly coupled
spatio-temporal processes by describing a generic method based on
Granger causality, which is a method introduced in economics to
characterize possible causal relationships from correlation relations
between variables lagged in time. We indeed introduce here a method
allowing to characterize co-evolution at the statistical level.
The method is validated by the robust identification of causality
regimes and of their phase diagram for an urban morphogenesis
model that couples network growth with density. The application to
the real case of South Africa unveils interactions that change in time,
witnessing historical events between territorial demographic dynamics and network growth.
The exists in literature a small number of examples using statistical
relationships on dynamical relations between network and territories,
i.e. trying to establish a causal relationship between the two. For example, [Levinson, 2008] explains for the case of London population
and connectivity to network variables by these same variables lagged
in time, unveiling circular causal effects. [Chaudhuri, G. and Clarke,
Keith C., 2015] use similar techniques for a region in Italy with historical data on long time, but stays moderate on possible conclusions of
systematic effects by recalling the importance of historical events on
the estimated relations. [Cuthbert, Anderson, and Hall, 2005] proceed
to econometric estimations of reciprocal influence, and concludes that
in their case study (in Canada at a sub-regional scale), the development of the network induces the development of land-use but not
the opposite. Space and time scales influence thus significantly the results of such analysis. [Koning, Blanquart, and Delaplace, 2013] propose an estimation of relations between the existence of a High Speed
Rail connection and economic variables on French Urban Units, and
shows a negative effect of the connection itself, after controlling on
the endogenous nature of the connection by a selection model, and
a significant effect of the characteristics of Urban Units: for example,
for urban units benefiting from a TGV connection without LGV, the
effect is of -1% on employments between 1982 and 2006. This study
remains however limited as it takes neither a time lag larger than
one time step nor spatial relations between entities. [Canning and
Pedroni, 2008] show on long time a causality link between infrastructure stock and economic growth on a global panel, but that these
effects are moderated locally by under or over-investments: in that
case, macro-economic effects are revealed.

4.2 spatio-temporal causalities

4.2.1

Spatio-temporal causalities

The study of strongly coupled spatio-temporal processes implies to
understand tangled intrications generally highly difficult to isolate.
These interactions are the essence of complexity approaches, and are
indeed at the origin of the emergent behavior of the system. They
make sense as an object of study in itself and a separation of processes appears then contradictory with an integrated view of the system. In the case of territorial systems, the example of interactions
between transportation networks and territories is a good illustration
of this phenomenon, as shows the debate on structuring effects developed in chapter 1. We recall that we have suggested that the reality
of territorial processes in in fact much more complicated that a simple causal relationship between the construction of an infrastructure
and spillovers on local development, but indeed corresponds to a coevolution.
At an other scale, still for relations between networks and territories, we can point at the relations between mobility practices, urban
sprawl et ressource localisation in a metropolitan framework that are
as much complex: [Cerqueira, 2017] shows for example a strong correspondence between conditioning of mobility practices by the accessibility and socio-professional category.
This kind of issue is naturally present in other fields: in Economic
Geography, the example of links between innovation, local spillovers
of knowledge and aggregation of economic agents is a typical illustration of spatio-temporal economic processes exhibiting circular causalities difficult to disentangle [Audretsch and Feldman, 1996]. Specific
methods are introduced, as the use of statistical instruments: [Aghion
et al., 2015] shows that the geographical origin of US Congress members that attribute local subsidies is a powerful instrumental variable
to link innovation and income inequalities for higher incomes, what
confirms that the significant correlation between the two is indeed a
causality of innovation on inequalities16 .
Causality in geography
Strong coupling in space and time generally implies a notion of causality, that geography has always studied: [Loi, 1985] shows that fundamental issues tackled by contemporary theoretical geography (isolation of objects, link between space and causal structures, etc.) were
already implicit in Vidal’s classical geography.
Beside, [Claval, 1985] criticizes the new determinisms having emerged,
in particular the one advocated by some scholars of systemic analy-

16 This example is important from the methodological point of view, but not only since
it implicitly links to the thematic of the diffusion of innovation which is crucial in
the evolutive urban theory.
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sis17 : in its beginning, this approach inherited from cybernetics and
thus of a reductionist vision implying a determinism even for a probabilistic formulation. Claval observes that works contemporary to his
writings could allow to capture the complexity that characterizes human decisions: the Prigogine School and the Theory of Catastrophes
by René Thom.
This viewpoint has anticipated posterior developments, since as
Pumain recalls in [Pumain, 2003], the shift from system analysis to
self-organisation and complexity has been long and progressive, and
these works have played a fundamental role for it. François DurandDastès sums up this picture more recently in [Durand-Dastès, 2003],
by focusing on the importance of bifurcations and path-dependency
in the initial moments of the constitution of a system that he defines
as systemogenesis18 . This type of complex dynamics generally implies
a co-evolution of system components, that can be understood as circular causalities between processes: the issue of identifying them is thus
crucial regarding the notion of causality for contemporary complex
geography.
This view of a complex causality [Morin, 1976] can also be put into
perspective with the concept of cumulative causality in economics [Skott
and Auerbach, 1995], which insists on the role of path-dependency
and the possibility for small perturbations to cause significant effects
by negative feedback: it is then impossible to separate the effects from
their causes in infinitesimal perturbations.
Identification of causalities
The operational character of the identification of causalities can take
diverse forms, in different domains. It will depend on the definitions
used, the same way than available methods for which we can give
a few illustrations, by trying to cover diverse fields to highlight the
different methodological issues and possibilities. [Goudet et al., 2017]
use neural networks to infer causality relations between variables in
the sense of conditional probabilities. [Liu et al., 2011] propose to detect spatio-temporal relations between perturbations of trafic flows,
introducing a particular definition of causality based on correspondance of extreme points. Associated algorithms are however specific
and difficult to apply to other kind of systems. The use of spatiotemporal correlations has been shown to have in some cases a strong
predictive power for trafic flows [Min and Wynter, 2011]. Also in the
field of transportation and land-use, [Xie and Levinson, 2009a] applies a Granger causality analysis, that can be interpreted as a lagged
correlation, to show for a case study that network growth inducts ur17 See [Chamussy et al., 1984] for an example of model with a planning purpose positioned within that research stream.
18 This notion can be put closer to the one of morphogenesis that we study more deeply
in chapter 5.
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ban development and is itself driven by externalities such as mobility
habits.
Neuroscience has developed numerous methods answering similar issues. [Luo et al., 2013] define a generalized Granger causality
that takes into account non-stationarity and applies to abstracts regions produced by functional imaging. This kind of method is also
developed in Computer Vision, as illustrated by [Ke, Sukthankar, and
Hebert, 2007] which exploit spatio-temporal correlations of forms and
flows between successive images to classify and recognize actions.
Applications can be quite concrete such as compression of video files
by extrapolation of motion vectors [Chalidabhongse and Kuo, 1997].
In all these cases, the study of spatio-temporal correlations meets the
weak notions of causality described above, in the sense of a relation
of correlation between variables in sace and time. These measures
of causality are closer of “predictive causality” in opposition to the
“stimulus-response” causality as recalled by [Bonnafous, 1989] (p. 90),
but allow a large flexibility to be put into practice.
We aim here at exploring the possibility of an analog method for
spatio-temporal data exhibiting a priori complex circular causalities,
and thus to realize the difficult exercise to couple a certain level of
simplicity with a grasping of complexity. We introduce therefore a
method to analyse spatio-temporal correlations, similar to a Granger
causality estimated in space and time. The robustness of the method
is demonstrated in a systematic way by the application to a complex
model of simulation of urban morphogenesis, what leads to the unveiling of distinct causality regimes in the phase space of the model.
We also include the application to an empirical case study, what
positions this work at the interface between knowledge domains of
methodology, modeling and empirical.
The rest of this section is organized as follows: the generic framework of the method is described in the next section. We then apply it
to a synthetic dataset to partially validate it and test its potentialities,
what allows us to apply it then on the South African urban system
on long time. We finally discuss to proximity with existing methods
and possible developments.
Method
We formalize here the method in a generic way, based in a test similar
to Granger causality19 , to try to identify causal relations in spatial systems. Let Xj (~x, t) spatio-temporal unidimensional random processes,
which realizations occur in space and time. We give a set of fundamental spatial units (ui ) that can be for example raster cells or any

19 We recall that Granger causality corresponds to the existence of a significant relation
between components of a vector lagged in time and itself.
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paving of the geographical space20 . We assume the existence of functions Φi,j allowing to make the correspondance between the realization of each components and spatial units, possibly through a first
spatial aggregation. A realization of a system is given by a set of tra(k)
jectories for each process xi,j,t , and we write a set of realizations xi,j,t
(accessible by stochastic repetitions in the case of a model of simulation for example, or by assumption of comparability of territorial
sub-systems in real cases). We assume to have a correlation estimator ρ̂ applying in time, space and repetitions, i.e. that covariance is
estimated21 by
ˆ [X, Y] = Êi,t,k [XY] − Êi,t,k [X] Êi,t,k [Y]
Cov
It is important to note here the hypothesis of spatial and temporal
stationarity, that can however easily be relaxed in the case of local stationarity: we will have in such a case to estimate on sliding temporal
or spatial windows.
Furthermore, spatial auto-correlation is not explicitly included, but
is taken into account either by the initial spatial aggregation is the
characteristic scale of units is larger than the one of neighborhood
effects, or by an adequate spatial estimator (weighted spatial statistics of type GWR22 [Brunsdon, Fotheringham, and Charlton, 1998]
for example). It allows us to define the lagged correlation between
components Xj1 and Xj2 for a delay τ by
i
h


(k)
(k)
ρτ Xj1 , Xj2 = ρ̂ xi,j1 ,t−τ , xi,j2 ,t

(6)

The lagged
is not directly
symmetric, but we have ev correlation


idently ρτ Xj1 , Xj2 = ρ−τ Xj2, Xj1 . This
 measure is then applied

in a simple way: if argmaxτ ρτ Xj1 , Xj2 or argminτ ρτ Xj1 , Xj2 are
“clearly defined” (both could be simultaneously), their sign will give
the direction of causality between components j1 and j2 and their
absolute value the propagation lag.
For example, Xj1 can be a property linked to the network such as
closeness centrality, and Xj2 a property linked to territories, such as
population density. This measure will allow then to define a direction
of causality (possibly reciprocal) between these properties. The lag τ
will typically be a number of years, in association with the spatial
scale of estimation units which can vary from the scale of the district
20 But which choice must be done with caution, in relation with the thematic studied,
since our method does not escape a priori from the MAUP problem [Páez and Scott,
2005].
21 The estimator Ê spans here on time t, on spatial units i and on repetitions k.
22 We recall that Geographically Weighted Regression consists in estimating statistical
models at different points in space, by weighting informations by distance, i.e. in
other terms to take into account spatial non-stationarity.
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to urban areas, as we will see in the different cases of application in
the following.
The criteria for significance will depend on the case of application
and of the estimator used. They can take into account different aspects of the robustness of the estimation. For example, a filtering on
the significance of the statistical test (Fisher test in the case of a Pearson estimator) allows to ensure to isolate relations that are statistically
significant. We could also want to ensure the significance of a minimal correlation, ans study the position of boundaries of a confidence
interval of a given level. Finally, we can also fix an exogenous threshold θ on |ρτ | to ensure a certain level of correlation.
To summarize the structure of the method and the articulation of
the operations processed, we propose the scheme in Frame 8 below.
The method we propose is not new in the elements used, but the
combination of the different stages is original.

Spatio-temporal
stochastic field
X1 (~x, t)

Trajectories of
spatial units
(k)
xi,1,t

Realizations
and
Aggregation
(k)
XN (~x, t)
xi,N,t
b

b

b

b

b

b

Lagged
Correlations
ρj1 ,j2 (τ )

Datamining :
Causality Patterns

frame 8: Structure of the methodology. We start from a stochastic field in time and space Xj (~x, t).
A certain number of its realizations are captured, and measured on spatial units. We obtain trajecto(k)
ries k for each unit i in time t, denoted by xi,j,t , on which the lagged correlation matrix ρj1 ,j2 (τ) is
estimated. The datamining on these allows to establish different regimes of causality.

Before diving into the empirical exploration of the method, we can
give of it an intuitive vision to better understand its link with coevolution. The Frame 9 synthesizes stylized situations that can occur
in the case of two variables. In a caricatural way, with two variables
X, Y, the profile of ρτ [X, Y] is summarized by the following characteristics: existence or not of an extremum for τ < 0 and existence or not
of an extremum for τ > 0, i.e. possibilities of causality from X to Y
and/or of causality from Y to X. We illustrate four examples of profiles and represent the interactions between variables in a graphical
way, in time and in a synthetic manner.
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frame 9: Illustration of possible situations in the case of two variables. To simplify, we only differentiate situations through the existence or not of an extremum pour positive and negative values
of the lag τ (and do not take into account the sign of the corresponding correlation). Dashed lines
illustrate a significance threshold, for example a confidence interval on the correlation estimated.
We have thus four situations: no significant extremum, existence of τ− , existence of τ+ , existence
of τ− and of τ+ . In the first case, there is no diachronic link between the variables (but possibly
simultaneous correlations, specified by the double vertical arrows). In the two following cases, one
variable “causes” the other (we will sometimes use this semantic shortcut to comment the results of
analyses). Finally in the last case, we have circular causalities: such patterns will correspond to what
we conceptually described as co-evolution.

Emergence and measuring co-evolution ?
Let also take a brief instant to clarify the epistemological and ontological status expected through the application of this method, and
to what extent we can expect to use it as an indirect measure of co-
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evolution. The Granger causality is estimated both in time, in space
and between repetitions. In the case where an historical phenomenon is
observed, we have an unique trajectory and the estimation is done in
time and space uniquely, but in any case we go from characteristics at
the microscopic scale to a macroscopic measure23 . Thus, we can have
circular microscopic interactions, but emergence of a direction of the
causality at the macroscopic level, or the opposite. Rejoining the question of populations and individuals for the definition of co-evolution
in biology (see 3.3), for which mutual adaptations emerge at the level
of species, we postulate that the characterization of causality patterns
is a way to characterize co-evolutive dynamics for territorial systems,
corresponding then to our intermediate definition of co-evolution at
the population level.
Is it then possible to answer in an univocal way to the question “Is
there co-evolution in a particular case”24 ? It would be known if we could
reinvent the wheel but which is self-propelled. We mean here, and
we will see it in the multiple developments, that numerous problems
that are intrinsic to the study of geographical systems (the question
of scales, of the definition of the system, of variables taken into account, the issue of observing unique trajectories, of sparse and noisy
data, the MAUP, etc.) will still be present, and that the question above
which is naturally subject to these issues appears to be naive. But we
will see that it will be indeed possible to isolate clear signals, and will
exhibit cases in which there exists a causal direction and others in
which there is causality at the macroscopic level.
4.2.2

Synthetic data

In a first time, we explore and validate the method on synthetic data,
i.e. generated by the intermediary of a model with a certain level of
control.
Auto-regressive time series
Let illustrate the patterns that can be expected, in particular the stylized ones given previously in Frame 9, on synthetic data with a simple structure. The idea is to generate time series on which the lag and
the level of correlation are controlled, and also on which theoretical
results are known.
~
Let X(t)
a stochastic process verifying the auto-regression equation
P
~
~ − τ) + ~(t). In the case where A(τ) = 0 for
X(t) = τ>0 A(τ) · X(t

23 We use here these terms to simplify, it corresponds indeed to a given scale at an
above scale which depends on the total temporal and spatial extent.
24 To which we add: for these components, on this spatial and temporal extent and on
these temporal and spatial scales.
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τ 6= τ0 and A(τ0 ) =

0 a

!

for −1 < a < 1, the computation of
a 0
theoretical correlations is possible (see Appendix A.5), and we obtain,
by writing X = (X, Y), for τ > 0

a2k+1 if τ = (2k + 1)τ for all k ∈ Z
0
ρ [X(t), Y(t − τ)] =

0 otherwise
The expression is the same for τ < 0 by exchanging X and Y. Thus,
we control the lagged correlation at a fixed lag and at lags which are
multiple of it with an odd factor. By changing one of the coefficients
in 0 or in its opposite, we obtain for the first three maximums the
three stylized profiles given in Frame 9.
Let use this example to numerically explore the possibility to classify lagged correlations profiles.
! We consider the same process for
τ0 = 2 and A(τ0 ) =

0

a1

, with −1 < a1 , a2 < 1. We simulate
a2 0
with this model time series of length tf = 10000 by drawing b = 10000
random values for parameters (a1 , a2 ). On each sample lagged correlations are estimated, and we proceed to a non-supervised classification25 on time-series [ρ(τ)]a1 ,a2 . We show in Fig. 25 typical profiles we
obtain in correspondance with their position in the parameter space
(a1 , a2 )> We exactly obtain the nine possible stylized profiles, in correspondance with the relative values of parameters as expected. Starting from very different profiles of lagged correlations, we are thus
able to extract typical profiles of interaction between the variables.
This conforts us with the idea to apply this method on more complex
data in the following.
Urban growth model
This method must first be tested and partially validated, what we propose to do again on synthetic data. Echoing the example of relations
between transportation networks and territories that introduced the
research question before, we propose to generate stylized urban configurations in which network and density mutually interact, and for
which causalities are not obvious a priori knowing the parameters of
the generative model.
[Raimbault, Banos, and Doursat, 2014] describes and explores a
simple model of urban morphogenesis26 (the RBD model) which fulfils these constraints. This modèle is described in details for the configuration in which we use it in Frame 10. Explicative variables of
25 Using the k-means algorithm with k = 9 and bc = 1000 repetitions.
26 We do not explore here the concept of morphogenesis, which will be the object of
chapter 5, but use this model as a provider of synthetic data.
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Figure 25: Estimation of correlation regimes in the case of auto-regressive time series. Results of the regimes
classification method for simple AR processes. We simulate b = 10000 time-series of length tf = 10000,
with random coefficients (a1 , a2 ) ∈ [−0.1, 0.1] and a lag τ0 = 2. (Left) Values of coefficients (a1 , a2 ), the
color giving the cluster obtained; (Right) Trajectories of corresponding centroids. We obtain the expected
stylized profiles, which correspond to the relative values of parameters: for example, cluster 1 is for a
low a1 and a high a2 , and indeed corresponds to a situation where ρ+ exists i.e. a configuration X → Y,
and the sign of ρ+ corresponds to a2 > 0.

urban growth, processes of network extension and the coupling between urban density and the network are relatively simple. However,
except for extreme cases (for example when distance to the center
solely determines land value, the network will depend on density in a
causal way; when only the distance to the network counts, the causality will be inverted), mixed regimes do not exhibit obvious causalities.
It is for this reason an ideal case to test if the method is able to detect
some. Synthetic data allow us to control the consistence in the cases
where the relation is expected.
We use an adapted implementation27 of the original model, allowing to capture the values of studied variables for each cell of the cellular automaton and for each time step, and to calculate the lagged
correlations in the sense described before, between variables of the
model. We explore a grid of the parameter space of the RBD model,
making the weight parameters for density wd , distance to center wc
and distance to network wr vary (see Frame 10 of model description),
in [0; 1] with a step of 0.1. Other parameters are fixed to their default
values given by [Raimbault, Banos, and Doursat, 2014]. For each parameter value, we proceed to N = 100 repetitions, what is enough
for a good convergence of indicators. Explorations are done with the
27 The model is available on the open repository of the project at
https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/CityNetwork/tree/master/Models/Simple/ModelCA.
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The RBD model assumes a grid of size N, which cells have a binary state (occupied or not). In
the version we use, there exists a unique urban center (particular node of the network) and the
transportation network is initially empty. Each cell i is characterized by variables xd (i) (population
density within a fixed radius r = 5), xr (i) (euclidian distance to the closest road) and xc (i) (distance to the center via the network). These variables allow to compute a value of potential for each
P
cell Ui =
wk x̃k (i), where the wk are model parameters allowing to influence the urban forms
maxi xk (i)−xk (i)
produced and x̃k (i) the variables normalized on all cells by x̃k (i) = max
.
i xk (i)−mini xk (i)
The potential can be interpreted as a utility aggregating preferences of agents which have to localize.
A repulsion to density will for example yield very dispersed urban forms.
The model evolves sequentially by progressively populating the grid. At each time step:
• the NG cells with the largest Ui value are simulatneously occupied;
• if a newly populated cell is at a distance to the network which is larger than a threshold θd
(that we will fix here at θd = 5), it is connected to the network by a new road taking the shortest
path.
The growth stops at a fixed final time tf .

Examples of various final configurations, obtained with weight parameters (wd , wc , wr ) respectively being
equal to (0, 1, 1),(1, 0, 1), and (1, 1, 1).
frame 10:

Description of the RBD model.

OpenMole software [Reuillon, Leclaire, and Rey-Coyrehourcq, 2013],
the large number of simulations (1,330,000) implying the use of a
computation grid28 .
We compute for all cells the lagged correlations with the unbiased
Pearson estimator between the variations of the following variables29 :
local density, distance to center and distance to network. These are
the explicative variables for model dynamics, and this the ones on
which we can identify dynamical relations between local territorial
characteristics.
28 Simulation results are available at http://dx.doi.org/10.7910/DVN/KGHZZB.
29 Computing the correlations directly on the variables makes no sense since their value
has no absolute meaning.
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Figure 26: Correlations in the RBD model. Lagged correlations, for each combination of extreme values for all
parameters wr , wc , wd . Each graph gives the correlation ρτ as a function of the lag τ. The different
colors correspond to each couple of variables: distance to the center (ctr), density (dens) and distance
to the network (rd). The dots correspond to individual correlations for each repetition of the model
(estimators on i and t), whereas the curves give the full estimator on all repetitions also. For each graph,
we give in direct correspondance a final configuration, and the interpretation in terms of causality
patterns as a graph between variables. The color of directed links gives the sign of the relation (red for
a negative correlation, green for a positive correlation).
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The figure 26 shows the behavior of ρτ for each couple of variable
(undirected, τ taking negative and positive values), for the combination of extreme values of parameters. We also give the interpretation
in terms of a graph of relations between variables and an illustration of urban configuration generated for corresponding parameter
values.
We witness that a certain number of regimes emerge, and can draw
the following synthetic interpretations:
• The negative link D → R results of the simple mechanism of network extension: an increase in density leads to a diminution of
network distance through the construction of a new road. Some
configurations inhibit this link, through the complex interaction
with other variables (for example (0, 1, 0)).
• Elaborated graphs of relation can emerge: (1, 0, 1) leads for example to a circular relation between distance to the network and
density, and a causality of these two variables on the distance
to the center.
• Unexpected a priori behaviors emerge, such as for example the
circular relation between distance to the network and distance
to the center for (0, 0, 1) where only density plays a role; on the
contrary the model leads to the emergence of a relation which
corresponds to the microscopic mechanism only when wr = 1.
The relevance of the method is clearer here, since it allows to unveil
“macroscopic” causality patterns (i.e. that can effectively be measured
at a statistical level), starting from “microscopic” patterns (for example the road connection rule), and in a non-linear manner. Links that
can intuitively be expected such as D → R are in some cases inhibited. This confirms the relevance of the distinction between the first
two levels of co-evolution, the “processual” co-evolution (at the level
of entities or processes) and the statistical co-evolution at a population level.
Causality regimes
We now demonstrate that it is possible to establish an endogenous
typology of lagged correlations behaviors. To study these behaviors
in a systematic way, we propose to identify regimes endogenously, by
using non-supervised classification. We apply as previously a k-means
clustering, robust to stochasticity (5000 repetitions), with the following features: for each couple of variables, argmaxτ ρτ and argminτ ρτ
if the corresponding value is such that ρτ|ρ̄−τρ̄| τ > θ with θ threshold
parameter, 0 otherwise. The inclusion of supplementary features of
values of ρτ does not significantly changes the results, these are therefore not taken into account to reduce the dimension. The choice of the
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number of clusters k is generally a difficult problem in this kind of approach [Hamerly, Elkan, et al., 2003]. In our case the system exhibits
a structure which removes any ambiguity: the curves of inter-cluster
variance proportion and its derivative (see Fig. 81 in Appendix A.5),
as a function of k for different values of θ, show a transition for θ = 2,
what gives for the corresponding curve a break around k = 5. A visual screening of clusters in a principal plan confirms the good quality of the classification for these values. A class corresponds then to
a causality regime, for which we can represent the phase diagram as a
function of model parameters, and also cluster centers profiles (computed as the barycenter in the full initial space) in figure 27.
Interpretation
We finally propose to interpret the regimes obtained, represented in
Fig. 27. The behavior obtained is particularly interesting: regions in
the phase diagram depending on parameters corresponding to the
different regimes are clearly delimited and connected. For example,
we observe the emergence of regime (number 1) in which density
strongly causes the distance to network in a negative way (in the
sense of the existence of a negative ρ+ ), but distance to the center
causes the distance to the network, regime which maximal extent
on (wd , wr ) is for an intermediate value wr = 0.7. Thus, to maximize the impact of network on density, the corresponding weight
must not be maximized but take an intermediate value, what can be
counter-intuitive at first sight: this illustrates the utility of the method
in the case of circular causal relations difficult to entangle a priori.
The regime 2, in which distance to network influences the density in
the same way, but the relation between distance to center and to the
network is inverted, predominates for low wr values: thus, the attenuation of the role of distance to the road leads the center to invert its relation with the distance to the road. The regime 6, extreme regarding
its position within the parameter space since it is in a neighborhood
of wc = 0, corresponds to an isolated situation in which distance to
the center does not play a role as an explicative variable, and we observe a causality of density on distance to the center (ρ+ for D → R)
and of distance to the road on distance to the center (ρ− for C → R),
i.e. that this aspect is totally dominated by the others.
This application on synthetic data demonstrate thus on the one
hand the robustness of the method given the consistence of obtained
regimes, and realizes this way a much more finer qualification of
model behavior than the one done in the original paper. In this precise case, it can be taken as an instrument of knowledge for relations
between networks and territories in itself, allowing the test of assumption or the comparison of processes in the stylized model.
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Figure 27: Causality regimes identified by a non-supervised classification. (Top) Phase diagram of regimes (clusters) in the space (wd , wc , wr ), wr varying between the different sub-diagrams of (wd , wc . (Bottom)
Corresponding profiles of centroids, in terms of lagged correlations profiles ρτ , for all variables couples
(color) and for each cluster.
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4.2.3

Network-territory relations in South Africa

We demonstrate now the potentialities of our method to establish
links between variables on geo-historical data on the long time, for
the case of the railway network in South Africa during the 20th century. By making the assumption that territories and networks react
differently to historical events, causality patterns should inform on
their relation on the long time.
Context
Transportation Networks can be leveraged as a powerful tool to control populations, with even more significant outcomes when it percolates to their interaction with territories. The case of South Africa is
an accurate illustration, as [Baffi, 2016] shows that during apartheid
railway network planning was used as a racial segregation tool by
shaping strongly constrained mobility and accessibility patterns30 . In
particular, it is shown qualitatively that dynamics between territories
and networks profoundly changed at the end of the apartheid, transforming a tool of planed segregation (network shaped was optimized
to minimize unwanted accessibility) into an integration tool thanks to
recent changes in network topology patterns. We investigate here the
potential structural properties of this historical process, by focusing
on dynamical patterns of interactions between the railway network
and city growth. More precisely, we try to establish if the segregative
planning policies did actually modify the trajectory of the coupled
system, what would correspond to deeper and wider impacts.
Data
We use a comprehensive database covering the full South African
railway network from 1880 to 2000 with opening and closing dates
for each station and link, together with a city database spanning from
1911 to 1991 for which consistent ontologies for urban areas have been
ensured. These database are described by [Baffi, 2016], but they are
not open. To ensure our opening constraint, we make available only
the aggregated data we used in the analysis.
Network measures
A preliminary analysis consists in studying the dynamical evolution
of network measures, since these can witness of breaks in the structural properties of the network and thus of deep historical mutations.
30 The segregation policy is interpreted by [Baffi, 2016] (p. 189) as an intent of “connecting without connectivity”, jointly with forced migrations of the segregated population in specific zones far from urban functions, called bantoustans. The network
has then been specifically developed to link these to the production areas without
connecting them efficiently to urban centers.
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The evolution of some network properties, such as the distributions
of centrality or of accessibility, can witness the existence of a planning having influenced them. We show in Fig. 28 the evolution of
network measures in time31 , corresponding to some of the measures
defined in 4.1. The closeness centrality, that we define as the average travel time towards the other nodes, has an interesting behavior.
Indeed, network size and average values of centralities have a behavior in correspondence, which corresponds to the initial expansion of
the network. On the contrary, the trend of the hierarchy of closeness
centrality to decrease is suddenly broken at the date corresponding
to the officialisation of segregation policies in 1951, whereas the size
and the global geometrical shape of the network, translated by the efficiency, remain constant. Thus, in the best case the planning after this
date is a coincidence with the variation of this property. It is highly
probable that it is indeed responsible for this trend breaking, i.e. has
had the expected effects on accessibility, with the aim to prevent the
decrease of segregation, since the lowest the hierarchy is the highest
the network equalitarian is.
Causality patterns
We then turn to dynamical interactions between the railway network
and city growth. Therefore, we apply the method developed in the
first part, which consists in the study of Granger causalities, in the
broad sense of correlations between lagged variables, estimated between city population differentials and accessibility differentials due
to network growth, for all cities or urban areas having a connection
to the network. We test both the accessibility in terms of distance and
weighted by population at the origin and at both extremities. If Pi are
populations, dij the distance matrix within the network,
 the accessiP
bility of i will be given by Zi = wi j wj exp −dij /d0 where d0 is
P
a decay parameter and weights are 1/N or Pi / j Pj depending on
the modality. We vary the values of d0 to take into account relations
at different spatial scales. Furthermore lagged correlations are estimated on time windows with a variable size TW , to test for different
potential temporal stationarity scales.
Results of estimations are shown in Figure 29. We obtain results
which are significant with travel-time accessibility only, that we show
here32 . The best compromise for the time window appears to be
around thirty years, if we seek to have both an important number
of significant correlations (defined by p < 0.1 for a Fisher test) and
31 Globally, [Baffi, 2016] (p. 154) shows that the South African railway network has developed with a tree-like structure and that segregation policies have fixed its structure, preventing it from meshing the territory.
32 We give in Appendix A.5, Fig. 82 the lagged correlations profiles estimated for accessibilities weighted at the origin and at the destination. The auto-correlation a priori
dominates the weighted accessibility: indeed, we have for the two weighted variables
positive values for low values of d0 only, the others being not significant.
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Figure 28: Evolution of measures for the South African railway network. We compute for all dates the basic network measures: size, centralities summarized by their hierarchy and their average, efficiency. Centralities
¯ = 0.07, max cl
¯ = 1.5e − 4).
are normalized to comparison of their respective variation (max bw

a high average level of absolute correlation for all lags and decay
parameters. We interpret this value as approximatively the temporal
stationarity scale of the system. It would be the duration on which
a regime of the urban system is relatively stable, and is of the same
order than the duration of the apartheid.
Furthermore, the number of significant correlations clearly exhibits
a phase transition in its intermediate values as a function of d0 (Fig. 82),
what should correspond to the transition between the spatial scale of
urban areas and the one of the country, and thus gives the local spatial stationarity scale, around d0 = 500km. The cities of Cap Town
and Johannesburg are at a distance of 1400km and correspond to two
regions at the extremities of the country: this scale is thus a regional
scale, smaller than the one of the urban system of the country.
The study of the behavior of lagged correlations in Fig. 29 leads to
the observation of relatively clear causality patterns, since the direction of Granger causality is inverted around 1950, this corresponding
at each time to correlations up to 0.5 for some values of the decay
parameter. We thus switch from an accessibility causing population
growth with a delay between 10 and 20 years before the apartheid
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Figure 29: Lagged correlations. Lagged correlations as a function of lag τ, for the window TW = 3, on the different successive periods (columns), and for a variable d0 (color). For the interpretation, we observe a
maximum of lagged correlation which shifts in time going from a negative lag to a positive lag, what
according to our definition corresponds to an inversion of the direction of causality.

(1948), to the opposite, i.e. a population inducing the accessibility
changes after the apartheid (with a lag of 20 years).
This result is consistent with population relocations and the conception of the network following these. We interpret this phenomenon
as a structural segregation, i.e. a significant impact of planning policies on the dynamics of interactions between networks and territories. Indeed, the first regime can be interpreted as a direct effect of
transportation on migration patterns within a context of liberty, in
opposition to the second regime which would correspond to a control of the population and an adaptation of the network following.
Therefore, the historical event had an effect at the second order on
dynamical relations. These patterns rejoin the empirical conclusions
obtained by [Baffi, 2016] on the subject of the apartheid, which for
example shows a strong effect of measures on forced displacements
of population, and also a decrease of accessibility for the target areas
of segregation.
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Possible developments
A first extension can consist in similar study with more precise socioeconomic variables, for example quantifying directly segregation patterns. Furthermore, qualitative variables linked to historical events
could be used as instrumental variables. The method of instrumental
variables [Angrist, Imbens, and Rubin, 1996] is used to identify causal
relationships between variables, in a complementary way to the one
we introduced. We could try to render more robust conclusions, in
particular check if the correlations are not spurious, by the application of this approach, that would however be difficult to be put into
practice given the sparsity of data in our case.

?

?
?

We have up to here in this chapter explored two ingredients of
the evolutive urban theory, that will be crucial to understand coevolution between transportation networks and territories, namely
non-stationarity properties of correlations, that will guide the construction of models at a similar scale (chapter 5 and then chapter 7)
and the possibility to unveil causality regimes, that will be used as a
tool to characterize co-evolution.
We propose now to introduce a last crucial element of the evolutive urban theory, which is the grasping of urban systems by the intermediate of interaction models between cities. These will not be
co-evolutive in a first time but their ontology will aim at integrating
the role of networks in the urban system.

?

?
?
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4.3

a macroscopic growth model

The last aspect of the evolutive urban theory that we propose to explore is positioned within the thematic and modeling perspectives:
the study of cities themselves and of their interactions, through the
intermediary of simulation models. As we will see, most models for
systems of cities given by the evolutive urban theory are based on
interactions between cities: this allows us to take a direct entry in
our problematic since these operate through the intermediary of networks, that we will then be able to explicit in our models.
We describe thus a simple spatial model of urban growth for systems of cities at the macroscopic scale, which combines direct interaction between cities and an indirect effect of physical network flows as
population growth drivers. The model is parametrized on population
data for the French system of cities between 1831 and 1999.
The aim of this section is to explore further the assumption, central
to Pumain’s evolutive urban theory, according to which spatial interactions between cities are significant drivers of their growth. More
precisely, we consider both abstract interactions and flow interactions
mediated through the physical networks, mainly transportation network. We extend existing models accordingly.
Our contribution is twofold: (i) we show that very basic interaction models based on population only can be fitted to empirical data
and that fitted parameter values are directly interpretable; and (ii)
we introduce a novel methodology to quantify overfitting in models
of simulation33 , as an extension of information criteria for statistical
models, which applied to our calibrated models confirms that the improvement in fit is not only due to additional parameters, but that
the extended model effectively capture more information on system
processes. This will unveil network effects in an indirect way. We first
precise the thematic context in which the model will be situated and
review modeling approaches to urban growth based on spatial interactions.
4.3.1

Modeling urban growth through spatial interaction

Models for urban growth
We replace the current approach within a more global context of modeling urban growth34 , notion which is more general than our precise
problematic. It however allows us here to construct a first model from
the point of view of evolutive urban theory. A good knowledge of
33 Which as we already precised in ii is a crucial issue for a correct adjustment of
models.
34 That we understand here as the evolution in time of cities, typically seen through
the evolution of their population or of economic activities, and of their spatial distribution.
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how cities differentiate, interact and grow is thus a relevant topic both
for policy application and from a theoretical perspective. [Pumain,
Paulus, and Vacchiani-Marcuzzo, 2009] suggests that cities are incubators of social change, their fate being closely linked to the one of
societies, and thus as we developed in chapter 1, of their territories
and their networks.
Various disciplines have studied models of urban growth with different objectives and taking diverse aspects into account. For example,
Economics are still cautious to include spatial interactions in their
models (Krugman, 1998), taking them into account in a very simplified way even in Economic Geograĥy, but producing models that
are extremely detailed on market processes. On the contrary, Geography focuses more on territorial specificities and interactions in space
but will produce general conclusion with more difficulty [Marchionni,
2004]. The example of this two disciplines shows how it is difficult to
build bridges, as it needed exceptional efforts to translate from one
to the other (as P. Hall did for Von Thunen work (Taylor, 2016)), and
therefore how it is far from evident to grasp the complexity of Urban
Systems in an integrated way.
The simplest model to explain35 urban growth, the Gibrat model,
assumes random independent growth rates. It has been shown by [Gabaix,
1999] to asymptotically produce the expected rank-size law for system of cities. Explaining urban scaling laws is closely related to the
understanding of urban growth, as [Bettencourt, Lobo, and West,
2008] suggests that these reflect underlying universal processes and
that individual properties of cities can be explained by a change of
scale. This approach however does not reflect the complex relation
between economic agents for which [Storper and Scott, 2009] is positioned, advocating for a new economic theory focusing on circular
relations between the geography of production and the movement of
jobs.
Using a bottom-up reconstruction of urban areas using dynamical microscopic population data, [Rozenfeld et al., 2008] shows indeed that positive deviations to the rank-size law systematically exist,
these being systematically underestimated, and that these must be
an effect of spatial interaction between urban areas. Complexity approaches are good candidates to integrate these into models. [Andersson, Frenken, and Hellervik, 2006] introduce for example a model of
urban economy as a growing complex network of relations. The evolutive urban theory, introduced by [Pumain, 1997], focuses on cities

35 I.e. trying to translate and include its fundamental processes and to reproduce its
stylized facts. A fundamental stylized fact is the hierachical distribution of the size
of cities, following a scaling law, often close to a Zipf’s law (rank-size law). It is
considered as one of the most regular facts, at least in its generalized form as a
scaling law [Nitsch, 2005]. It will give the population Pi of cities as a function of
their rank i in the hierarchy, under the form Pi = P0 /iα .
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as co-evolving entities and produces explanations for growth at the
level of the system of cities.
[Pumain et al., 2006] show that scaling laws could be due to functional differentiation and diffusion of innovation between cities. The
positioning regarding universality of laws is more moderate than Scaling theories such as the one by [West, 2017], as [Pumain, 2012b] emphasizes that ergodicity can difficultly be assumed in the frame of
complex territorial systems. One crucial feature of this paradigm is
the importance of interactions between agents, generally the cities, to
produce the emergent patterns at the scale of the system. [Pumain
and Sanders, 2013] has investigated the advantages of Agent-based
models compared to more classical equation systems, and this methodological aspect is in accordance with the theoretical positioning, as it
allows to take into account the heterogeneity of possible interactions,
the geographical particularities, and to naturally translate emergence
between levels and render multi-scale patterns.
Urban growth and spatial interactions
We must recall that we consider in this section only models at the
macroscopic scale, ruling out the numerous and rich approaches at
the mesoscopic scale, that include for exemple cellular automatons
models, models of urban morphogenesis that we will study in chapter 5 or land-use change models. We also rule out economics models
that do not include explicitly spatial interactions. Several models for
urban growth at the macroscopic scale have insisted on the role of
space and spatial interactions, that we will illustrate in the following. [Bretagnolle et al., 2000] propose a spatial extension of the Gibrat
model. The gravity-based interaction model that [Sanders, 1992] use
to apply concept of synergetics to cities is also close to this idea of interdependent urban growth, contained physically in the phenomenon
of migration between cities. A more refined extension with economic
cycles and innovation waves was developed by [Favaro and Pumain,
2011], yielding a system dynamics version of the ontology of Simpop models (Pumain, 2012a) (that we already presented previously
in chapter 2 and in introduction of this chapter).
The family of Simpop models has been developed in symbiosis
with the evolutive urban theory, with the main characteristic of models based on agents taking into account spatial interaction. Models
have been progressively refined, and specified for diverse case studies.
We can give a chronological glimpse of a sample of these. This family
of models have started with a toy-model based on economic interactions between cities as agents, that yield hierarchical patterns at the
scale of the system (Sanders et al., 1997). Later, the Simpop2 model,
still based on distance interaction for commercial exchanges, including successive innovation waves, unveiled structural differences between the European and the US Urban Systems (Bretagnolle and
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Pumain, 2010a). The SimpopLocal model (Pumain and Reuillon, 2017d)
is used to show the emergence of initial settlement patterns. Finally,
the most recent similar model, the Marius model (Cottineau, 2014)
couples population and economic growth with cities interaction, allowing to accurately reproduce real trajectories (in the sense of the
mean square error in time on all populations) on the former Soviet
Union after calibration with multi-modeling of processes.
Urban growth and transportation networks
We situate here the overview that we just give regarding models
studying interactions between territories and networks that we largely
reviewed in chapter 2.
Under similar assumptions of previously reviewed models, the inclusion of transportation networks has been rarely pursued, contrary
to the mesoscopic scale at which relations between networks and
territories have been widely studied by Luti models (see for example [Chang, 2006]). Network growth models [Xie and Levinson, 2009c],
prolific in Economics and Physics, can not be used to explain urban
growth.
[Bigotte et al., 2010] studies an optimization model for network design combining the effects of urban hierarchy and of transportation
network hierarchy. [Baptiste, 1999] has modeled dynamical interplay
between network links capacity and city growth on a subset of French
city system. The SimpopNet model (Schmitt, 2014) goes a step further in modeling the co-evolution between cities and transportation
networks, as it allows new network links to be created in time. These
examples shows the difficulty of coupling these two aspects of urban
systems in models of growth, and we will for this reason take into
account network effects in a simplified way as detailed further.
The rest of this section is organized as follows: our model is introduced and formally described; we then describe results obtained
through exploration and calibration of the model on data for French
cities, in particular the unveiling of network effects significantly influencing growth processes thanks to a novel methodology specifically
introduced. We finally discuss the implications of these results.
The growth model at the macroscopic scale introduced and studied
in details here will then be an elementary building brick for the construction of co-evolution models that we will propose in the following
in chapter 6.
4.3.2

Model and results

Model description
rationale A first fundamental issue to be clarified is the stochastic or deterministic character of the urban growth model. To what ex-
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tent is a proposed model “complex” and is the simulation of stochasticity necessary ? Concerning the Gibrat model and most of its extensions, independence assumptions and linearity produce a totally
predictable behavior and thus not complex in the sense of exhibiting
emergence, in the sense of weak emergence (Bedau, 2002). In particular, the full distribution of random growth models can be analytically
determined at any time (Gabaix, 1999), and in the case of studying
only first moment, a simple recurrence relation avoids to proceed to
any Monte-Carlo simulation. Under these assumptions, it is reasonable to work with a deterministic model, as it is done for example
for the Marius model (Cottineau, 2014)36 . We will work under that
hypothesis, capturing complexity through non-linearity.
We work on simple territorial systems assumed as regional city systems, in which cities are basic entities. We have thus around a hundred of cities, and intermediate territories are not taken into account.
The time scale corresponds to the characteristic scale associated to
this spatial scale, i.e. around one or two centuries. Spatial interactions
are captured through gravity-type interactions, this formulation having the advantage of being simple and of capturing the “first law of
geography” proposed by Tobler [Tobler, 2004]37 This choice does not
have a priori a fundamental influence on the behavior of the model,
since other different approaches of the gravity paradigm such as the
radiation model, more recently introduced, have a similar behavior in
terms of flows prediction at this scale (Masucci et al., 2013), and we
will precisely base our approach on potential at their origin.
description Let ~P(t) = (Pi (t))16i6n be the population of cities
in time. We consider on a deterministic extension of the Gibrat model.
We recall that the Gibrat model assumes independent growth
rates:


Pi (t + 1) = r · Pi (t) with r random variable, such that Cov Pi (t), Pj (t) =
0, i.e. that cities do not influence themselves mutually in their growth
process.
A linear extended version of the Gibrat model, taking into account
interactions between cities would then write
~P(t + 1) = R · ~P(t)
where R is a random matrix independent of growth rates (proportional to identity in the original case).
h
i
This directly leads thanks to the independence assumption to E ~P(t + 1) =
h
i
E[R] · E ~P(t) , what reduces to a deterministic formulation of the
36 The Marius model introduced by [Cottineau, 2014] for the evolution of cities in former Soviet Union, links the economic and population variables at the scale of cities
by taking their interactions into account. The model has been conceived in a perspective of incremental modeling and diverse processes can be considered.
37 “Everything interacts with everything, but two closer things have more chance to interact”,
i.e. that interaction strength fades with distance.
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Gibrat model which is equivalent to consider only expectancies of
population in time and not simulate random trajectories anymore.
We generalize this linear relation to a non-linear relation that allows to be
i consistent in the interaction functions. Denoting
h more
~
~µ(t) = E P(t) , we write this relation with a given function f and
an arbitrary time step ∆t, under the form
~µ(t + ∆t) = ∆t · f(~µ(t))
Note that in that case, stochastic and deterministic versions are not
equivalent anymore, precisely because of the non-linearity, but we
stick to a deterministic version for the sake of simplicity. The specification of the interdependent growth rate is given by
~ (~µ)
f(~µ) = (1 + r0 ) · Id · ~µ + G (~µ) · ~1 + N

(7)

where ~1 is the column vector full of ones, and G = Gij = wG ·
is the direct interaction term, such that the interaction potential Vij follows a gravity-type expression given by, with dij distance
between i and j (euclidian or network distance),
Vij
<Vij >

Vij =

µi µj
P
( k µk )2

!γG
· exp −dij /dG



(8)

where γG is a hierarchy exponent of interactions regarding populations, dG a decay parameter giving the typical interaction distance,
and wG is the weight relative to direct interactions.
~ is given by Ni = wN ·
The last term captures a network effect: N
Wi
<Wi > where the network flow potential Wi reads


Wi =

γN

X  µk µl 
 P
2 
k<l
µ
j j

· exp (−dkl,i /dN )

(9)

where dkl,i is the distance of city i to the shortest path between k, l
computed in the geographical space, which can be through a transportation network or in an impedance field of the euclidian space.
Parameters γN , dN and wN are analogous to the parameters for direct interaction. The seven model parameters are detailed below and
summarized in Table 12. We first precise the rationale of this formulation.
The first term of the equation is the pure Gibrat model, that we
obtain by setting the weights wG = wN = 0. The second component
captures direct interdependencies between cities, under the form of
a separable gravity potential such as the one used in [Sanders, 1992].
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The rationale for the third term, aimed at capturing network effects
by expressing a feedback of network flow between cities k, l on the
city i. Intuitively, a demographic and economic flow physically transiting through a city or in its surroundings is expected to influence
its development (through intermediate stops e.g.), this effect being of
course dependent on the transportation mode since a high speed line
with few stops will skip most of the traversed territories. Note that we
don’t use exactly gravity flows in the network term, since there is no
decay of interactions generating flows with distance, but a decay of
the effect of the flow as a distance to the network. This is equivalent
to assuming long-range use of the network on average in time, since
the attenuation term goes to 1 if the decay parameter goes to infinity,
and is this way complementary to the first gravity term.
parameter space We give in Table 12 the description of model
parameters, detailing the associated processes and parameter ranges.
Both direct interaction and second order network flows effect have
the same structure, namely separability between effect of distance
and population influence, an exponential decay parameter and a hierarchy parameter expressing the inequality of contribution depending
on cities relative sizes: the highest the exponent, the more contribution of smaller cities will be negligible regarding larger cities. The
distance decay parameter can be interpreted as a characteristic attenuation distance for interactions38 . Finally, we will consider only positive weights wG and wN , to follow empirical observations as detailed
below. Numerical values for the weights will be given normalized
by number of cities implied in the process, i.e. w 0 G = wG /n and
w 0 N = wN /(n(n − 1)/2).
Data
Our model is constructed to be hybrid, as we propose to study it on a
semi-parametrization on empirical data. It could be possible to study
it as a full toy-model, initial configuration and physical environment
being constructed as synthetic data. We however aim at unveiling
stylized facts on real data rather than on model behavior in itself,
and setup therefore the model from the data we now describe.
population data We work with the Pumain-INED historical
database for French Cities (Pumain and Riandey, 1986), which give
populations of Aires Urbaines (INSEE definition) at time intervals of
38 It is possible to formally obtain its exact expression. Let fix an arbitrary fraction α
and typical spatial ranges for a local urban system dL and for a long range urban
system dR , consider a city i and two neighbors j, j 0 with same population µj =
µj0 , at distances dL and dR of i respectively. If we want to answer the question to
what distance difference is equivalent an attenuation of α of the interaction potential
with i, we obtain dL − dR = −dG · ln α. Therefore, dG is exactly the proportionality
coefficient answering this intuitive request.
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Table 12: Parameter space of the interaction model. We give the parameters names, notations, associated processes,
possible interpretations, and typical variation ranges.

Parameter

Notation

Process

Interpretation

Range

Growth rate

r0

Endogenous growth

Urban growth

[0, 1]

Gravity weight

wG

Direct interaction

Maximal growth

[0, 1]

Gravity gamma

γG

Direct interaction

Level of hierarchy

[0, +∞]

Gravity decay

dG

Direct interaction

Interaction range

[0, +∞]

Feedback weight

wN

Effect of flows

Maximal growth

[0, 1]

Feedback gamma

γN

Effect of flows

Hierarchy level

[0, +∞]

Feedback decay

dN

Effect of flows

Range of the effect

[0, +∞]

5 years, from 1831 to 1999 (31 observations in time). The latest version of the database integrates Urban Areas, allowing to follow them
on long time-period, according to Bretagnolle’s long time cities ontology [Bretagnolle, 2009], which constructs a functional definition of
cities as entities with boundaries evolving in time. To simplify, we
work on the 50 bigger cities in 199939 . We furthermore isolate periods
of similar length excluding wars, obtaining 9 periods40 of 20 years on
which semi-stationary in time fit of the model will be done.
physical flows As stated before, this modeling exercise focuses
on exploring the role of physical flows, whatever the effective shape
of the network. We choose for this reason not to use real network
data which is furthermore not easily available at different time periods, and physical flows are assumed to take the geographical shortest
path taking into account terrain slope. It avoids geographical absurdities such as cities with a difficult access having an overestimated
growth rate. Using the IGN 1km resolution Digital Elevation Model,
we compute shortest paths in a standard way [Collischonn and Pilar,
2000], by the construction of an impedance field of the form


α n0
Z = 1+
α0
where Z is the impedance of links of the 1km grid network in which
each cell is connected to its eight neighbors. α is the terrain slope
computed with elevation difference between the two cells. We take
fixed parameter values α0 = 3 (corresponding to approximatively
39 This choice has only a low influence on most of trajectories of cities since small
cities do not have much influence in interaction process. It can have some on the
adjustment for the cities added, but our objective is not to reproduce exactly all
trajectories but to understand the role of the network, we fix that threshold.
40 Which are pprecisely : 1831-1851, 1841-1861, 1851-1872, 1881-1901, 1891-1911, 19211936, 1946-1968, 1962-1982, 1975-1999.
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the real world value of a 5% slope) and n0 = 3 which yielded more
realistic paths than smaller or larger values41 .
Performance indicators
We work on an explanatory rather than an exploratory model. For this
reason, indicators to evaluate model outputs are not directly linked to
intrinsic properties of trajectories or obtained final states, but rather to
a distance to the phenomenon we want to explain, i.e. the data. Given
real population pi (t) (historical realizations of Pi (t)) and simulated
expected populations µi (t) obtained with ~µ(t0 ) = ~p(t0 ) on a period
of length T , we can evaluate two complementary aspects of model
performance:
• Overall model performance, given by logarithm of the meansquare error in space and time
!
1X1X
2
(pi (t) − µi (t))
εG = ln
T t n
i

• Average local model performance, given by the mean-square error on logarithms, as proposed by [Pumain and Reuillon, 2017a]
εL =

1X1X
(ln pi (t) − ln µi (t))2
T t n
i

Both are actually complementary, as using only εG will focus only
on larger cities and give mitigate results on medium-sized and small
cities (for France only Paris will have reasonable fit as it strongly
dominates other urban areas and cities). εL allows therefore to take
into account model performance in all cities simulated by the model.
Results
stylized facts Basic stylized facts can be extracted from such a
database, as it has already been widely explored in the literature [GuérinPace and Pumain, 1990]. We retrieve better fits of log-normal distributions of growth rates at all dates compared to normal fits, at the
exception of growth rates for the interval 1886-1891. We also retrieve
the fact that growth rates are mainly positive, on the cities we consider and when removing wars: when removing years 1872, 1921 and
41 More precisely, we “eyeball” validated, by inspecting visually the paths between
typical destinations (including Paris-Lyon, Lyon-Marseille, Lyon-Bordeaux for example), for α0 . = 2, 3, 4. For α0 = 4, the path is generally too much rectilinear and goes
through mountains avoided by main links; for α0 = 2 the path makes on the contrary too much detours. We tested n0 = 2, 3, the second being also more reasonable.
A precise calibration of these parameters would necessitate the adjustment with the
freeway network for example, but is out of the scope of this exercise here.
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1946, the quantile corresponding to a relative growth rate of zero as a
median on all dates corresponding to the 13th quantile.
An interesting feature to look at in relation with our considerations on spatial interactions are correlations between time-series, and
more particularly their variation as a function of distance. We consider 50 years overlapping time-windows to have enough temporal
observation, finishing respectively in (1881,1906,1931,1962,1999), and
estimate on each, for each couple of cities (i, j), the correlation between log-returns,

that we define by ∆Xi = Xi (t) − Xi (t − 1) and
Pi (t)
Xi (t) = ln Pi (t0 ) , is given by ρ̂ij = ρ ∆Xi , ∆Xj with a classical
Pearson estimator. This method allows to reveals dynamical interactions without being biased by sizes [Mantegna and Stanley, 1999].
We show in Figure 30 the smoothed correlations curves as a function of distance, for each time period. These allow to establish the relation between the distance between cities and the effective interactions
between these: two time-series strongly correlated will be interpreted
as a strong interaction between the two cities.
First of all, the strong differences between each confirms the nonstationarity of growth rates over the whole time period, and justifies
the use of local fit in time for the model. We can also interpret these
patterns in terms of historical events for the system of city and the
transportation network. System dynamic begins with a flat correlation in 1881, around 0.2, that could be spurious due to simultaneous
similar growth for all cities. It then stays flat but goes to zero, witnessing strong differentiations in growth patterns between 1856 and 1906.
After 1931, the effect of the distance is clear with decreasing curves,
starting between 0.4 and 0.5. We postulate that this evolution must be
partly linked to transportation network evolution: considering railway network for example (Thévenin, Schwartz, and Sapet, 2013), the
initial overall development may have fostered long range interactions
flattening thus the correlation curves, whereas its maturation over
time has conducted to the return of more classical interactions decreasing quickly with distance.
model exploration Data preprocessing, result processing and
models profiling are implemented in R. For performances reasons
and an easier integration into the OpenMole software for model exploration (Reuillon, Leclaire, and Rey-Coyrehourcq, 2013), a scala
version was also developed. The question of trade-off between implementation performance and interoperability is a typical issue in this
kind of model, as a fully blind exploration and calibration can be
misleading for further research directions or thematic interpretations.
A NetLogo implementation, allowing interactive exploration and dynamical visualization, was also developed for this reason. Source
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Figure 30: Time-series correlations as a function of distance. Solid line correspond to smoothed correlations,
computed between each pairs ∆Xi , ∆Xj for i 6= j, on successive periods given by the color of the curve.
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code for models, cleaned raw data, simulation data, and results used
here are available on the open repository of the project42 .
We show in Figure 31 an example of model output. Cities color give
city-level fit error and their size the population. Outliers can therefore
easily be spotted (as Saint-Nazaire having the worst fit in the example shown) and possible regional effects identified. We illustrate in
pink an example of geographical shortest path, from Rouen to Marseille, which reasonably corresponds to the actual current shortest
path by highway. Top right plot shows trajectory in time for a given
city, whereas the bottom right plot gives overall fit quality in time,
by plotting simulated data against real data. The closest the curve is
from the diagonal, the better the fit.
First model explorations, by simply sweeping fixed grids of the parameter space, already suggest the presence of network effects, in the
sense that physical flow effectively have an influence on growth rates.
We show in Figure 32 a configuration of such a case. At fixed gravity
parameters and growth rate, we study variations of the parameters
wN , dN and γN and the corresponding response of εG and εL . At
fixed values of γN , we observe similar behaviors of the indicators
when wN and dN change. The existence of a minimum of both as a
function of dN , that becomes stronger when wN increases, shows that
introducing the network feedback terms improves local and global
fits compared to the gravity model alone, i.e. that the associated process have potential explanatory power for growth patterns.
calibrating the gravity model We now use the model to
indirectly extract information on processes in time. Indeed under assumption of non-stationarity, temporal evolution of locally fitted parameters show the evolution of the corresponding aspect of the processes. In a first experiment, we set wN = 0 and calibrate the model
with four parameters on the 9 successive 20 years time windows.
The optimization problem associated to model calibration does not
present features allowing an easy solving (closed-form of a likelihood
function, convexity or sparsity of the optimization problem), we must
rely on alternative techniques to solve it. “Brute force” grid search43 is
rapidly limited by the dimensionality curse. Classical methods (Batty
and Mackie, 1972) such as gradient descent fail because of the rather
complicated shape of the optimisation landscape.
Calibration using Genetic Algorithms (GA) are an efficient solution to find approximate solutions in a reasonable time. OpenMole
42 At

https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/CityNetwork/tree/master/Models/

InteractionGibrat. The three versions of the model are aimed at being fetch,

reused and extended, and each implementation has its own utility: the R version
allow a direct integration with data analysis scripts, the scala version can be used
as an OpenMole plugin, and the NetLogo version allows an interactive exploration
and the direct visualization of trajectories.
43 We mean by that a systematic exploration of a grid of the parameter space.
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Figure 31: Example of output of the model. The graphical interface allows to explore interactively on which cities
changes operate after a parameter change, what is necessary to interpret raw calibration results. The map
gives adjustment errors by city (color) and their population (size). We illustrate in pink the geographical
shortest path between Rouen and Marseille. The plot in top right panel gives in time the trajectory of
a selected city, comparing simulated population with real population. The bottom right plot gives for
each date the simulated data against real data: the closest the curve is to the diagonal, the better is the
fit.
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Figure 32: Evidence of network effects revealed by model exploration. Left plot gives εG as a function of dN
for varying r0 /wN , at fixed gravity effect and γN = 3. Right plot is similar for εL . Starting from a
pure gravity model (horizontal curve for wN ), progressively taking into account the network increases
performances regarding the two objectives, in a restricted range for dN . Values of dN giving the minima
correspond to the typical distance of the network effect.

embeds a collection of such meta-heuristics for different purposes:
[Schmitt et al., 2015] demonstrates the capabilities of these methods
to calibrate models of simulation. In our case, it furthermore allow to
do a bi-objective calibration on (εG , εL ). We use the standard steady
state GA provided by OpenMole, distributed on 25 islands, with population of 200 and 100 generations44 .
We show in Figure 33 the calibration results on successive periods, by plotting final population in the indicator space. As expected,
Pareto fronts that corresponds to compromises between the two opposite objectives are the rule. It means that the model cannot be accurate both globally and locally, and an intermediate solution has to
be found. This may due to the fact that interaction range changes
with city size (i.e. that terms in the potential are no longer separable), that we keep as a possible model development. The shape of the
Pareto front are revealing the chaotic optimisation landscape, as for
some periods such as 1921-1936 or 1962-1982 fronts are not regular
and sparse. The change in shapes also translates different dynamical
regimes across the periods: for 1881-1901, the quasi-vertical shape followed by an isolated front at high εG values reveals a quasi-binary
model behavior in the optimal regimes, in the sense that improving
εL under the limit is only possible through a qualitative jump at a
high price for εG .
44 See [Pumain and Reuillon, 2017e] for the presentation of the most recent calibration
method for urban models with Genetic Algorithms provided by OpenMole, as we
also described with more details in ii. The island distribution scheme make evolve
independent instances of the algorithm on computation nodes, and regularly merges
the results obtained on each.
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Figure 33: Calibrating the gravity model. Pareto-front on successive periods. Color level gives the value of distance
decay parameter.
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Figure 34: Values of calibrated parameters for the gravity model only. Each plot gives fitted values in time for
each parameter. Red and Green curves correspond to best points for εG (respectively εL ), whereas the
blue curves give the average value over the Pareto front with standard deviation. Depending if we are
interested in the performance on small cities (εL ), larges cities (εG ), or compromises (Pareto), we will
obtain an evolution of parameters that can differ. Large trends can be exhibited, such as the double peak
of the endogenous growth rate (r0 ) which is found also in the weight of interactions, and a decreasing
hierarchy of interactions (γG ).
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The values taken by dG for periods 1892-1911 and 1921-1936 show
that larger cities have longer interaction range, as high value give
better values of εG . We show in Figure 34 the values of fitted parameters in time, averaged over the Pareto front and for best singleobjective solutions. First, the two peaks patterns for r0 corresponds
roughly to the patterns observed in average growth rates. The evolution of wG has a similar shape but lagged by 20 years: it can be
interpreted as a repercussion of endogenous growth on interaction
patterns in the following years, which is consistent with an interpretation of the interaction process in terms of migration. The values of
dG , with an increase until 1900 followed by a progressive decrease,
is consistent with the behavior of empirical correlations commented
above: the first 50 years windows have higher interaction range what
corresponds to flat correlation curves. Finally, the level of hierarchy
γG has regularly decreased, corresponding to an attenuation of the
power of large cities that can be understood in terms of progressive
decentralization in France that has been fostered by the administration45 .
network effects We now turn to the calibration of the full model
on successive periods, in order to interpret parameters linked to network flows and gain insight into network effects. The full calibration
is done in a similar way with seven parameters being free. We plot in
Figure 35 the fitted values in time for some of these parameters. The
behavior of growth rate and of the gravity weight relative to growth
rate, that is similar to the gravity model only, confirms that network
effects are well at the second order and that endogenous growth and
direct interactions are main driver. Network effects are however not
negligible, as they improve the fit as shown before in model exploration, capturing therein second order processes. The evolution of
dN , corresponding to the range on which network influences the territories it goes through, shows a minimum in 1921-1936 to stabilize
again later, but at a value lower that past values. This could correspond to the “tunnel effect”, when high-speed transportation do not
stop much. Indeed, the evolution of railway has witnessed a high decrease in local lines at a date similar to the minimum, and later the
emergence of specific High Speed lines, explaining this lower final
value. Hierarchy of flows have slightly decreased as for gravity, but
are extremely high. This means that only flows between larger cities
have a significant effect. This way, the model gives indirect information on the processes linked to network effects.
We retain from the calibration of the full model the following stylized facts.
45 Keeping in mind that reality is naturally much more complex and that such a trend
could also be lead by a more global integration within a change in nature of urban
structures, witnessed for example by the emergence of mega-city regions that we
introduced in 1.2.
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Figure 35: Calibrated parameters for the full model. We plot values of r0 , wG /r0 , dN and γN in time, for singleobjective optimal points (Red and Green curves) and averaged over the Pareto front (Blue).

• Network effects are captured at the second order by the model.
• Variations in the range of the network effect suggest the emergence of the tunnel effect.
• Main flows largely dominate in the network effect.

estimating the compromise between fitting power and
number of parameters We focus in this last experiment on
quantifying the “performance” of the model, taking into account its
predictive abilities, but also its structure. More precisely, we want to
tackle the issue of overfitting, which has been for long recognized in
Machine Learning for example [Dietterich, 1995], but for which there
is a lack of methods for models of simulation46 . We need to introduce
46 This question is indeed at the heart of the understanding of complexity: the issue
is to find a dimension capturing the main part of system dynamics at a given level,
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a tool to confirm that the improvement in model fit is not only artificially due to additional parameters. This stage is important at this
stage of introduction of preliminary models: the question is indeed
to construct relevant bricks but also simple.
The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) provides for statistical models for which a likelihood function is available the gain in information between two models (Akaike, 1998), correcting fit improvement
for number of parameters. Similar methods include the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), which relies on slightly different assumptions and corrects differently. [Biernacki, Celeux, and Govaert, 2000]
proposes an integrated likelihood as a generalization of these criteria in unsupervised classification. [Pohle et al., 2017] shows that in
the case of selecting the number of states in Hidden Markov Models,
real cases induces too much pitfalls for standard methods to work
robustly, and suggest pragmatic selection based on their results and
expert judgement. In our case, the problem is that it is not even possible to define these.
The method we propose is based on the intuitive idea of approaching models of simulation by statistical models and using the corresponding AIC under certain validity conditions. [Bastani, Kim, and
Bastani, 2017] uses a similar trick of considering the models as black
boxes and approaching them to gain insights, in their case to extract
interpretable structure as decision trees.
Let (X, Y) be the data and observations. We consider computational
(k)
models as functions (X, αk ) 7→ Mαk (X) mapping data values to a
random variable. What is seen as data and parameters is somehow
arbitrary but is separated in the formulation as corresponding dimensions will have different roles.
We assume that the models have been fitted to data in the sense that
an heuristic has been used to find an approximate optimal solution
(k)
(k)
α∗k = argminαk kMαk (X) − Yk, and we write εk = kMαk (X) − Yk2
the corresponding mean-square error.
For each optimized computational model, a statistical model S(k)
with the same degree of freedom can be fitted on a set of realizations:
(k)
(k)
Mα∗ (X) = S(k) (X), with an error sk = kMα∗ (X) − S(k) (X)k2 . We
k
k
make the assumption that if the fit of statistical models is good, then
the gain of information between the two should capture the gain of
information between simulation models.
We define therefore an Empirical AIC measure between two simulation models by


h
i
I M(1) , M(2) = ∆AIC S(1) , S(2)

(10)

what is similar to determine a level of simplification which captures the aggregated
dynamics, and thus emergence. There could furthermore exist a link between this
question and the problem of determining the embedding dimension for time series,
which is equivalent to finding an effective dimension of the phase space of a system.
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In practice we calibrate the gravity only model and the full model
on the full time span, and choose two intermediate solutions giving M(1) at r0 = 0.0133, dG = 4.02e12, wG = 1.28e − 4, γG = 3.82
with εG = 31.2375, εL = 302.89 and the full model M(2) at r0 =
0.0128, dG = 8.43e14, wG = 1.230e − 4, γG = 3.81, wN = 0.60, dN =
7.47e14, γN = 1.15 with εG = 31.2366, εL = 302.93. It is not clear how
the empirical method is sensitive to the type of statistical model used,
we use therefore severals for robustness, each time with the corresponding number of parameters (4 for the first and 7 for the second
P
model): a polynomial model of the form a0 + i>0 ai Xi , a mixture of
P
logarithm and polynomial as a0 + a1 ln X + i>1 ai Xi and a generalized polynomial with real power coefficients that are optimized for
P
model fit using a genetic algorithm a0 + i>0 ai Xαi . We fit the statistical models using successive years as different realizations. Results
for each are shown in Table 13. We give the value of sk /εk and the
∆AIC. We also provide the ∆BIC to check the robustness regarding
the information criterion used.
We find a positive value for 5 criteria out of 6, what means that
information gain is indeed positive. The gain decreases when statistical model fit improves, and only the BIC for the optimized model
fails to show an improvement. The assumption of negligible errors
is always verified as the rate is always around 1%. This approach is
of course preliminary and further work should be done for a more
systematic testing and more robust justification of the method. It suggests however that fit improvement in the model of simulation are
effective, and that the model reveals therefore network effects.
Table 13: Values of empirical fit criteria. We give the relative adjustments of models, and the empirical criteria for
AIC and for BIC, for each type of statistical model.

Statistical Model

Fit for M(1)

Fit for M(2)

∆AIC

∆BIC

Polynomial

0.01438

0.01415

19.59

3.65

Log-polynomial

0.01565

0.01435

125.37

109.43

Generalized Polynomial

0.01415

0.01399

11.70

-4.23

4.3.3

Towards co-evolutive models

Let recall the positioning of the study we just lead within our global
objective. Our focus on network effects remains quite limited since
(i) we do not consider an effective infrastructure but abstract flows
only, and (ii) we do not take into account the possible network evolution, due to technical progresses (Bretagnolle et al., 2000) and infrastructure growth in time. An interesting development would be first
the application of our model with real network data, using effective
distance matrices in time, computed e.g. with the train network used
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by [Thévenin, Schwartz, and Sapet, 2013]. Then, allowing the network
to dynamically evolve in time, as a function of flows, would yield a
model of co-evolution between cities and transportation networks for
a system of cities, which has been suggested by the empirical analyses by [Bretagnolle, 2009] (in a different sense that the one we are
constructing).
This kind of model is very rare, and [Schmitt, 2014] provides with
SimpopNet one of the few examples. It is shown in section 2.2 that
disciplinary compartmentalization may be at the origin of the relative
absence of such type of models in the literature. Indeed, it would imply to include heterogenous processes such as economic rules to drive
network growth, that are quite far from the approach taken. It would
however allow to investigate to what extent the refinement of network
spatial structure and network dynamics can improve the explanation
of urban system dynamics. The relevance of such as development is
confirmed by empirical approaches, as [Dupuy and Stransky, 1996]
which shows the role of the position of cities in the European freeway
network for their respective relations and their competitivity.
We have introduced a spatial model of growth for a system of
cities at the macroscopic scale, including second order network effects
among endogenous growth and direct interaction growth drivers. The
model is parametrized on real data for the French city system between 1831 and 1999. The calibration of the model in time provides
interpretations for the evolution of processes of interaction within the
system of cities. We furthermore show that the model effectively unveils network effects by controlling for overfitting. This work paves
the way for more complicated models with dynamical networks, that
would capture the co-evolution between transportation network and
territories, which will be developed in chapter 6.

?

?
?
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chapter conclusion
The notion of co-evolution, which was until here in our work relatively conceptual, appears under multiple new complementary angles. This chapter allows to clarify its role within the evolutive urban
theory. It will also be central for the theoretical construction that we
will elaborate in 8.2.
Indeed, strong interdependencies can translate as variable local correlations, i.e. a spatial non-stationarity, induced on the one hand by
the local patterns corresponding to a given interaction regime, of
which we managed to capture the static manifestations in section 4.1,
on the other hand by the multi-scalar nature of implied processes that
we also showed, and thus by interaction at a small scale and long
range between the different territorial entities, that we illustrated on
a simple case with the interaction model studied in 4.3, which already
allowed to indirectly reveal network effects in systems of cities.
We also shed light on a dynamical approach of co-evolution, by
showing the potential complexity of the structure of causal relationships in the cas of a simple model of urban morphogenesis. The
methodology developed was also shown efficient on real data for
South Africa on long time, allowing to show an effect of segregation
policies at the second order on the co-evolution itself. This method
will be used as an empirical characterization of co-evolution in the
following.

?

?
?
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Geography gives a great importance to spatial relations and to the establishment of networks, as shows for example the first law of Tobler
combined to the fact that networks are the support of interactions.
We unveiled it for the relations between networks and territories for
example in section 4.3. However, our results on non-stationarity, together with the evidence of endogenous spatial scales, suggest a certain relevance of the idea of relatively independent sub-systems. It
would be then possible to isolate some local rules ruling a sub-system,
after some exogenous parameters have been fixed which in particular
capture the relations with other sub-systems. This question is related
simultaneously to the spatial scale, the temporal scale, but also the
elements concerned.
We can go back to a concrete fieldwork example already evoked
in chapter 1: the difficult launch of Zhuhai tramway. The impact of
the delay in the operationalization and the questioning of future lines
(due to an unexpected technical problem linked to an electrical current transfer technology with a third rail, imported from Europe but
which had never been tested in the local climatic conditions which are
rather exceptional in terms of humidity), will have a very different nature depending on the scale and the urban actors considered. The lack
of general coordination between transportation and urbanism leads
to assume that urban dynamics in terms of population and employment are relatively insensitive to it for the moment. The Transportation Bureau of Zhuhai Municipality and also the European technical
company having conceived the failing technology may have been the
subject of much more significant political and economical impacts,
whereas otherwise, let it be in Zhongshan, Macao or Hong-Kong, we
can assume that the issue has a nearly inexistant consequence, since
the project has a fully local role. There therefore exist some complex
interplays of relative independencies and interdependencies in territorial systems.
Generalizing to the local transport system, it can be relatively well
isolated from neighbor systems, and thus its relations with the city
considered in a local context. It is possible to assume both a certain
form of local stationarity but also a certain independency with the
exterior. The type of reasoning we just sketched implies the crucial
elements which are proper to the idea of urban morphogenesis.
We will in this chapter clarify its definition and show the potentialities it gives to shed light on the relations between networks and territories. First of all, an epistemological effort through complementary
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viewpoints from different disciplines allow to shed light on the nature
of morphogenesis in section 5.1. This allows to clarify the concept
by giving it a very precise definition, distinct from self-organisation,
which insists on the causal circular relations between form and function.
We then explore a simple model of urban morphogenesis, based on
population density only, at the mesoscopic scale, in section 5.2. The
demonstration that abstract processes of aggregation and diffusion
are sufficient to reproduce a large diversity of forms of human settlements in Europe, by using the results of section 4.1, confirms the
relevance of the idea of morphogenesis for modeling at certain scales
and for the morphological dimensions.
This model is then coupled in a sequential way to a network morphogenesis model in section 5.3, in order to establish a possible space
of static correlations between indicators of urban form and network
indicators, which are as we previously saw a witness of local relations
between networks and territories.
We thus introduce other building bricks for modeling co-evolution,
at the mesoscopic scale through the entry of urban morphogenesis.

?

?
?

This chapter is composed by various works. The first section is adapted
from a work in collaboration with C. Antelope (University of California),
L. Hubatsch (Francis Crick Institute) and J.M. Serna (Université Paris
VII) following the Santa Fe Institute 2016 summer school [Antelope et al.,
2016]; the second section corresponds to [Raimbault, 2018b]; and finally the
third section has been written for Actes des Journées de Rochebrune
2016 [Raimbault, 2016b].
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5.1

an interdisciplinary approach to morphogenesis

A first crucial step is a clarification of what is meant by the term of
morphogenesis. Central brick in our constructions, it is indeed crucial to give it a rigorous and clear structure. The approach taken here
is aimed at being interdisciplinary, in the sense that it takes as an objective to construct a synthetic knowledge implying the different disciplines included1 , and is therefore aimed as being broad (covered
disciplines), deep (depth in each discipline2 ) and synthetic (integration resulting from it).
The notion of morphogenesis seems to play an important role in
the study of a broad range of complex systems. If the concept was
introduced in embryology to design growth of organisms, it was
rapidly used in various fields, e.g. urbanism, geomorphology and
even psychology. However, the use of the concept seems generally
fuzzy and to have a field-specific definition for each use. We propose
in this section an epistemological study, starting with a broad interdisciplinary review and extracting essential notions linked to morphogenesis across fields. We propose a broad overview, within the
spirit of an applied perspectivism such as described in section 3.3,
to produce concepts as much generic and broad as possible. This allows to build a consistent general meta-framework for morphogenesis. Further work may include concrete application of the framework
on particular cases to operate interdisciplinary transfers of concepts,
and quantitative text analysis to strengthen qualitative results.
context During every historical period, people use the main technological advance as a metaphor to explain other phenomena in nature. First, nature was mechanical, then electrical, and now computational. Here, we suggest that taking an alternative metaphor might
allow us to better study some properties of a system, and study how
the concept of morphogenesis that originated in the study of developmental biology, can be used across systems. Morphogenesis is a
very powerful metaphor that is distinct from the previous three that
have been very popular in history. Unlike the mechanical, electrical
or computational explanations of nature, morphogenesis is not a human designed process. Morphogenesis emphasizes the role of change
and growth, rather than a static state. As [Thompson, 1942] already
pointed out, “natural history deals with ephemeral and accidental, not eternal nor universal things”. The goal of our exercixse is to study three
1 The approach is slightly different from the effort regarding co-evolution done in 3.3,
which proposed a multidisciplinary review but constructed a definition tailored for
territorial systems. The work here is the consequence of an interdisciplinary collaboration and is aimed at being more integrative.
2 Naturally not in the sense of the current knowledge fronts, but in the sense of a
non-vulgarized description. The issue is to capture the depth of the discipline while
remaining accessible to an interdisciplinary audience.
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questions: (i) how is morphogenesis defined in different fields?; (ii)
are there fields that use approaches and concepts that embody the
notion of morphogenesis but do not use the word ?; (iii) to what
extent an approache studying morphogenesis can be applied across
different fields? A similar effort is described in [Bourgine and Lesne,
2010], but it consists more of a collection of viewpoints from subjects
that can be related to morphogenesis rather than an epistemological
reconstruction of the notion as we propose to do. Furthermore, examples are far from exhausted and our review is thus complementary.
In the context of our global problematic, this work will allow us
first to consider consistent territorial systems through the assumption of existing morphogenetic subsystems, and secondly to link territories and networks by the intermediary of the crucial link between
form and function that we will develop below.
The rest of this section is organized as follows: we first provide am
autonomous review of the notion of morphogenesis across various
fields, ranging from biology to social sciences, psychology and territorial sciences. A synthesis is then made and a framework as general
as possible proposed. We finally discuss further developments and
potential application of this epistemological analysis.
5.1.1

Reviews

We propose a broad overview of the way the notion of morphogenesis if used in field that are a priori rather far from each other. Our
review does not pretend to be exhaustive and we do not use any systematic method, the idea being to invoke and cross various relevant
conceptions of the notion.
Developmental Biology
In developmental biology, morphogenesis refers to the mechanisms
of how an organism acquires its shape and different functional units,
starting from only one cell. Generally, these mechanisms need to work
reliably in order to guarantee similar outcomes for every individual.
This often requires cells to know their position relative to some reference frame, in order to differentiate, i.e, take a specific function, or to
decide whether or not to divide3 , what is a crucial stage in growth.
The following part describes models that have been applied in developmental biology.
reaction-diffusion mechanisms Alan Turing used the term
reaction-diffusion system in his seminal 1952 paper ’The Chemical
3 The growth of an organism is entirely done through cellular divisions, starting from
an initial egg cell. A mature organism is continuously renewed through this uninterrupted division.
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Basis of Morphogenesis’ to describe simple patterning in a theoretical ring of cells [Turing, 1952]. Even though this work is now considered one of the most fundamental contributions to the field of pattern
formation, it took many years until his work started getting recognition as an actual model for biological systems. [Gierer and Meinhardt,
1972] has later suggested to use similar models also for intracellular
polarity, a ubiquitous phenomenon in biology in which a cell establishes and maintains two different regions within itself. These reaction diffusion networks are one example of the emergence of patterns
from a homogeneous state. Using this framework we can recapitulate
many pattern formation mechanisms in development, such as coloration or segmentation. These larger scale patterns are generated by
the interaction of a few species of chemicals, each chemical species
also undergoing a diffusion, production and degradation. Thus it is
possible to represent this model using a system of partial differential
equations, and certain parameters will generate stable patterns from
homogeneous initial condition, where random perturbations are amplified by the system. With only a few molecular species, very complex patterns can be formed [Kondo and Miura, 2010]. One of the
most studied reaction-diffusion model capable of producing stable
patterns comprises of two types of molecules, one activator and one
repressor. The difference in diffusion rate between the two molecules
is what amplifies random noise in the system [Gierer and Meinhardt,
1972]. The system the most studied at the origin of a coloration corresponds to the reactions responsible from the yellow-black stripes in
the Zebrafish [Nakamasu et al., 2009]. The emergence of cell polarity is explained in some yeasts by a similar mechanism [Goryachev
and Pokhilko, 2008]. Examples implying function such as body segmentation in Drosophila melanogaster usually involves a more complex
system than the two previously discussed examples to ensure the robustness of the emergence of these functions.
the french flag model In a similar way, the French Flag model
was initially conceived to explain differentiation of cells in a regular
fashion [Wolpert, 1969]. The model assumes a graded concentration
of a protein, generally called the morphogen, to which tissue cells
will react differently depending on its level (thus the flag stripes).
Such a gradient must be produced through a diffusion, originating
from a source, completed by a stabilisation mechanism implying a
sink or a local degradation within the tissue (mechanisms reviewed
by [Rogers and Schier, 2011]). The gradient can then be used locally
in a linear way (for example by increasing the expression of a gene linearly with morphogen concentration) or switch-like by local feedback
mechanisms. According to [Wolpert, 2011], none of these systems is
actually well understood, but empirical evidences of their existence
are clear at a large enough granularity, since gradients are indeed ob-
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served within a certain number of species. The experiments which
are necessary for their exact confirmation are indeed very difficult
and within the reach of the current state-of-the-art for most (as they
require precise in vivo measures of the mobility and decline of given
molecules).
intra-cellular forces Cellular rearrangements are often driven
by intracellular forces [Heisenberg and Bellaïche, 2013], which are
then mediated between cells via modulable cell-cell junctions. This
phenomenon can lead to a seemingly fluid behavior when an external stress is applied for a given period. On shorter timescales, however, cells exhibit an elastic response, assuming their previous shape
if an intermittent external force is no longer present. For the tissue to
change in form, occur dome divisions, cell deaths, cell extrusion, or intercalations [Guillot and Lencuit, 2013]. An example of a well-studied
tissue shape change can be also found in Drosophila melanogaster. In
this case cells that initially form a flat layer become a long furrow by
constricting their cell membrane area on one side [Lecuit and Lenne,
2007].
These considerations are both far and close to our general problematic: there exists for example bio-mimetic models applied to urban
systems, such as for the generation of a transportation network [Tero
et al., 2010]4 .
Artificial Life
The notion of Programmable Self-assembly seems in Artificial Life5 to
be very close from the biological concept of morphogenesis: [Crosato,
2014] notices in a broad review that “the best example of Programmable
Self-Assembly in nature is probably the cell organisation in multicellular organisms, which is encoded by the DNA”. An important approach
in this field is the concept of Morphogenetic Engineering introduced
by Doursat, which focuses on designing complex systems from the
bottom-up. A review of the field is done in [Doursat, Sayama, and
Michel, 2013].
An essential distinction between self-organization and morphogenesis which is introduced in that review is the presence of an architecture, in the sense of a macroscopic structure that can be easily isolated and with functional properties [Varenne et al., 2015] (but that we
firstly do not consider as teleonomic [Monod, 1970] to keep a certain
level of generality).
4 See also a recent initiative by biologists constructing an interdisciplinary project aiming at applying the complex principles of the complex spatial organisation of proteins to the urban space, which has been made concrete through the conference
“Optimized management of space: from cities to natural systems” in December 2017:
: https://gopro2017.sciencesconf.org/.
5 In the sense of the proper scientific field, leaded for example by the International
Society for Artificial Life (see http://alife.org/).
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An example of a heterogeneous swarm of particles, yielding complex architectures is described in [Doursat, 2008]. Processes of local
interactions (corresponding in biology to local physical forces) and
positional information through gradient propagation are both integrated in the swarm model and allow bottom-up assembly of complex patterns. [Sayama, 2009] develops similar models by adding to
it the possibility of an evolution of particle species, directed in real
time by the modeler, what allows to effectively orientate the emergent architecture. To what extent these artificial systems are actually
close to living systems remains an open question: [Schmickl, Stefanec, and Crailsheim, 2016] exhibit similar swarming rules which
lead to the emergence of structures with reproduction properties,
and with different functions within a proper ecosystem, which they
qualify as “imitating life”6 . The addition of an environment with its
proper properties strongly influences the morphogenetic dynamics,
as shown by [Cussat-Blanc et al., 2012] which combines a chemical
reaction layer with an hydrodynamic layer in which the former takes
place.
The application of these methods to concrete engineering issue begins to be developed with promising results: [Aage et al., 2017] use
a morphogenesis model for the design of the internal structure of a
plane wing and obtains gains in mass up to 5%, and a final structure
very close to forms with similar functions in nature such as a bird
wing. In this latest case, bio-mimetism is emergent since it is not assumed within microscopic morphogenesis processes, but is observed
at the scale of the whole system.
Territorial sciences
The concept is used in various disciplines dealing with territories and
the built environment: geography, urban planning and design, urbanism, architecture. There does not seem to be a unified view nor theory
within these fields, not even within each field itself.
built environment Architecture and urbanism are disciplines
studying human settlements and the built environment at relatively
large scale7 . The theory of Urban Metabolism by [Olsen, 1982] links
city morphogenesis with urban metabolism and urban ecology. The
city is seen as a living organism with different time scales of evolution (the life cycles). The study of urban morphology [Moudon, 1997],
which focuses on morphogenetic processes, is presented as an emerging field in itself, at the interface of geography, architecture and urban
planning: this view emphasizes the crucial role of the form in these
6 We will develop further with more details the necessary concepts to dig further into
that affirmation.
7 We do not include territorial planning, but indeed consider the context of urban
projects not broader than the metropolitan scale.
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kind of processes. [Burke, 1972] studies the growth of a particular
city (Dublin) during a given period of time, and attributes the evolution of urban morphology to morphogenetic agents, i.e. people and
developers.
At another scale, in architecture, a building can be seen as the results of microscopic processes having their own meaning, and a particular architectural style interpreted through the use of a generative
shape grammar [Ceccarini, 2001]. This methodology is not far from
the work of C. Alexander, an architect who produced a theory of
design process [Mehaffy, 2007], inspired from computer science and
biology and linked in some aspects to complexity. The notion of morphogenesis is in that case however quite loose, as referring to the process of form generation in general, in the same way as [Whitehand,
Morton, and Carr, 1999] which studies concrete changes in house
forms as witnesses of urban morphogenesis, showing for example
that higher density districts are more subject to contagion by minor
adaptations by inhabitants.
Dollens refers to autopoiesis [Dollens, 2014]8 , implying a particular case of morphogenesis, to advocate Turing’s influence on contemporary design thinking, and to propose a more organic approach to
architecture. [Desmarais, 1992] sustains the thesis that human structures carry an abstract morphology, and that it is generated by processes carrying meaning, rejoining the conception by [Ceccarini, 2001].
This echoes with the use of morphogenesis in psychology as we will
see further: the elaboration of the concrete form of the artefact is then
converging with the cognitive process of agents generating it, and
this cognitive process can in itself be understood as a morphogenesis. [Lévy, 2005] highlights the difficulty to give a proper definition
of the term of urban form, and proposes to revisit it by linking the
production of the form to the production of meaning within the full
dynamic of the system. This positioning partly rejoins the one we will
take later to define morphogenesis.
urban modeling The literature in modeling urban growth often
refers to the growth process as morphogenesis when the scale implied allows to exhibit shape patterns. An example of the emergence
of qualitatively different urban functions, based on the Alonso-MillsMuth model is proposed in [Bonin, Hubert, et al., 2012]. [Bonin and
Hubert, 2014] also extends this standard model of urban economics
and directly refers to morphogens, the substance which diffuse and react in the initial formulation of morphogenesis by Turing. This model
takes into account population, real estate prices, housing surfaces, em-

8 The concept of autopoiesis on which we will come back with more details in the
following, mainly consists in the ability of a system to be self-sustained as an autonomous network of processes.
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ployments and endogenous amenities, and simulates the evolution of
their spatial distribution and of the resulting urban form.
[Makse et al., 1998] studies a model of urban growth involving
the local urban form. In this case the local spatial correlations induce urban structure when the cities gain new inhabitants. More heterogeneous models imply a coupling between city components and
transportation networks. [Achibet et al., 2014] describe a model of
co-evolution between road network and urban blocks structure. At
a smaller scale and involving more abstract functions, [Raimbault,
Banos, and Doursat, 2014] couple city growth with network growth,
including a local feedback of the form through a density constraint
and a global feedback of position through network centrality and accessibility to amenities. These two mechanisms are analogous to local
interactions and the diffusion of a global information flow in biology.
archeology The morphogenesis of past human settlements viewed
from Thom’s Catastrophe Theory point of view, is introduced by [Renfrew, 1978]. Sudden changes (qualitative changes, or regime shifts)
have occurred at any time and can be viewed as bifurcations during
the morphogenesis process. Another simplified way to see this is to
interpret the transition as a change of meta-parameters of a stationary
dynamic.
Social science and psychology
Morphogenesis has been occasionally used as a suitable metaphor to
understand different processes in social science and various psychological fields (we will in the following designate the corresponding
systems as psychological systems). In developmental psychology for
example, the influence of cultural learning processes on behavior are
a suitable example [Hart, 2013]. Regarding clinical psychology, analogies are used for the self-organization of relations with the Self and
the Other, and also for dynamics implying creative emergence, which
must be fostered for a “successful” psychotherapy [Piers, Muller, and
Brent, 2007]. Moreover, in the field of neuroscience, the structure of
brain in itself and the development of neural networks is typically
the product of morphogenetic processes [INRA, 2013]. In social psychology, the co-evolution between the individual and society can also
be understood through. that approach [Archer, 2010]. The theory by
René Thom which we will detail later has certainly played a role
in the use of this concept in psychology [Picione and Freda, 2016].
Nonetheless, more than a systematic and widespread unity throughout these different fields, we encounter multiple uses that are sometimes discontinuous, and one could argue that the utility of morphogenesis could be more tangible on an epistemological level. This
would consist of a shared perception of morphogenesis’s descriptive
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power to further understand the emergence and structure of various
phenomena.
Epistemology
Morphogenesis is also used to study science itself: for example [Gilbert,
2003] studies the evolution of evolutionary developmental biology
through the metaphor of morphogenesis. He sees scientific ideas as
interacting agents from which emerge new phenotype through differentiation processes, what is designed as the morphogenesis of the
field.
History of the notion
The study of morphogenesis started with embryology between just
before 1930’s. This is about the same period at which cellular moves
of bacteria have been discovered [Abercrombie, 1977]. Statistics obtained from Google Books9 give the first use of the word morphogenesis in a book is in 1871. The use then saw a large peak in usage
between 1907 and1909, and continued to increase in usage until the
1990’s before slowing decreasing in usage.
Putting into perspective
These journeys through diverse disciplines have already allowed us to
unveil key ideas and concepts similar to morphogenesis. We conclude
this review with a broader perspective to be more general.
a mathematical approach René Thom developed in Structural stability and Morphogenesis [Thom, 1974] a theory of system dynamics, the catastrophe theory, which can be specified as understanding the impact of the topological structure of the phase space on system dynamics. We detail the synthesis done by [Petitot, 2011], in particular in the case of the specification for dynamical systems. Let M
be a differentiable manifold, in which the system state (~x, ~x˙ )w is embedded, parametrized by an external control w ∈ W. There exists
than a closed set K ⊂ W called catastrophe set. The topological type of
K is indeed endogenously determined by system dynamics (in simple cases, it refers to the “classical” type of attractors and fixed points
usually known: points and limit cycles). When w encounters K, the
system undergoes a qualitative change in its form, what constitutes
the basis of morphogenesis.
This abstract theory of morphogenesis is independent of the nature of the system studied, its main contribution being to classify
9 See the Google Books ngram viewer which allows to visualize the evolution of terms
use in time in the full Google Books corpus, available at https://books.google.com/
ngrams/graph?content=morphogenesis.
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local catastrophes that occur during morphogenesis. Differentiation
and richness of patterns have thus a geometrical explanation through
the topological types of catastrophes. Thom notes that at the time of
his writing, the study of form has mainly be the focus of biology, but
that many applications could be done in physics and geomorphology
for example. He formulates the hypothesis that because this implies
discontinuities and self-organisation, to which mathematicians were
repulsive, this was not applied easily to various fields. We can link
this to the rise of complexity approaches, with complexity paradigms
that slowly spread in various disciplines, and which the study of morphogenesis seem to have followed.
Mathematics, not mentioned that much in our review, are however
concerned both as a tool but also as a discipline in itself, since mathematical constructions obtained from questions linked to morphogenesis are research subjects in themselves. As recently recalled Cedric
Villani in [Villani, 2017], “morphogenesis is a discipline which is not yet
clearly identified and still with many mysteries, at the intersection of mathematics, chemistry and biology, where mathematical models play a role to
make the structures emerge”.
autopoiesis The concept of autopoiesis, which initially originates
from biology, is intimately linked to morphogenesis. In the case of
psychological systems, it provides an interpretation of cognition and
conscience which depends on the observer. This had impacts in psychology and sociology, such as some theories of systems [Gershenson, 2015]. Social and phychological systems are then understood as
strongly coupled systems, as witnesses language which is a social
phenomenon deeply anchored within cognitive manifestations [Seidl,
2004]. These approaches also rejoin the views of the self as dynamical and recursive [Pichon Rivière, 2004]. The interpenetration of the
social and the psychological have an echo in the psychanalytical anthropology of Freud which highlights the relations between nevrotic
symptoms and socio-cultural phenomena [Freud, Strachey, and Freud,
1989].
In its biological sense, it expresses the ability for a system to reproduce itself. A basic characterization is the existence of a semipermeable boundary produced within the system and the ability to
reproduce its components. A more general definition is proposed
by [Bourgine and Stewart, 2004]10 . The notion of dynamical processes
is key, and could be linked to Thom’s theory of morphogenesis. They
furthermore introduce a definition of cognition (trigger actions as
function of sensory inputs to ensure viability), and of living organisms as autopoietic and cognitive, both notions being however dis10 “An autopoietic system is a network of processes that produces the components that reproduce the network, and that also regulates the boundary conditions necessary for its ongoing
existence as a network”.
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tinct [Bitbol and Luisi, 2004]. In that frame for example, the arbotron [Jun
and Hübler, 2005] is cognitive but not autopoietic. An example of link
between autopoiesis and morphogenesis is shown in [Niizato, Shirakawa, and Gunji, 2010], where a type of Physarum organism has
to play both on cell mobility and form evolution to be able to collect
the food necessary for its survival. At this stage, we can postulate a
strict inclusion from autopoietic systems, morphogenetic systems to
self-organizing systems.
co-evolution Since morphogenesis can be transposed to ecosystem or societies, and the components of the system are co-evolving
in those cases, the existence of co-evolution may be linked with morphogenesis, as an other way of understanding the system. Symbiosis
in biology can lead to very strong causalities in organism evolution
(co-evolution): this phenomenon has been described as symbiogenesis.
The symbiosis induces an change in morphogenetic patterns of symbiotic organisms as exemplified for different species in [Chapman
and Margulis, 1998]. Thus a strong link between morphogenesis and
co-evolution: in this case morphogenesis refers more to evolutionary
paths of morphogenetic patterns, i.e. at a different time scale.
system definition and boundaries The morphogenesis of a
system must be considered conjointly with the definition of system
boundaries, and the ability of boundaries to jointly open and close it11 .
The theory of complex adaptive systems by [Holland, 2012] is based
on a representation of these as systems of boundaries which can filter the signals exchanged between systems. This converges with the
approach of an autopoietic system, and in the morphogenetic case,
it is possible to assume fuzzy limits (the difficulty in modeling such
systems being then the definition of the system and its boundaries).
Such systems are however capable to maintain a complexity through
the complex combination of opening and closing [Morin, 1976]. In
the case of urban systems, morphogenesis seems to be more relevant than a strict autopoiesis, since their properties change depending
on the definition of boundaries [Cottineau et al., 2015] (see also Appendix B.2 which shows in a theoretical way the sensitivity of scaling
laws to the definition of the system).

11 In chapter 4, the definition of these boundaries has been fixed in an exogenous way.
Their role for morphogenetic systems suggests the possibility of an endogenous
approach, as we finally did when unveiling endogenous territorial regimes in 4.1.
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5.1.2

Synthesis

Key notions
We list now important concepts that come out from this review to
describe morphogenesis. Each may be domain-dependent, and underlying conceptions may vary from one field to the other.
• Self-organisation : Morphogenesis implies self-organisation but
the contrary is not necessarily true (the two concepts being
sometimes used similarly in geomorphology [Cholley, 1950]),
some aspects are specific of morphogenesis, such as the presence of functions resulting from the form.
• Patterns and shape : The “formation of shapes” seems to be
common to all approaches to morphogenesis.
• Embryogenesis / tissue modeling In biology, typical processes
of morphogenesis are generally observed at early stages of life,
during empryogenesis, including the initial formation of tissues.
• Apoptosis Morphogenesis is often related to life (see section
on autopoiesis), but also to death: the programmed death of
cells, apostosis, can in some cases be a part of morphogenetic
processes.
• Qualitative vs Quantitative Qualitative bifurcations are a fundamental concept in morphogenesis : e.g. differentiation of organs in biology ; emergence of differentiated urban functions
• Symmetry Symmetry breaking occurs, mostly at early stages,
but also at all stages of morphogenesis.
• Unit and Scale Are systems top-down or bottom-up designed,
self-organized or exhibiting architecture ? Both are not necessarily incompatible, fundamental units and scales playing a crucial
role in defining morphogenesis. Fractal-like systems, such as
corals (collaborating tissues) or cities, but also the self and the
society, can be studied from the point of view of morphogenetic
processes at different levels.
• Boundaries Boundaries are a major aspect in Complex Adaptive systems (see e.g. Holland’s approach as Signals and Boundaries [Holland, 2012]). Morphogenesis can imply clear boundaries (of an embryo e.g.) but not necessarily (social organisms,
cities for which the definition of boundaries is still an open question [Cottineau et al., 2015]).
• Relation between Form and Function: causal relations between
form and function are at the center of emerging architecture.
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Common processes and differences
from local interactions to global information flow
The interplay between agent-to-agent interactions, either through neighborhood effects such as mechanistic interactions and diffusion, or
through network interactions such as signaling, and the feedback of a
global information flow (i.e. a downward causation of the upper level)
appears to be common to most use of morphogenesis. It highlights
the fundamental multi-level nature of morphogenetic processes and
the central role of emergence.
from self-organization to morphogenesis: the notion
of architecture Most system studied seem to have the particularity to exhibit an architecture, what would make the distinction between self-organization and morphogenesis. This idea comes
from the field of morphogenetic engineering, which can be seen as a
subfield of artificial intelligence [Doursat, Sayama, and Michel, 2012].
This point may be a divergence point on some fields, as for example
in physical science, where the “morphogenesis” of terrain patterns
is a self-organization in our sense. The notion of architecture may
be tricky to define. A way to do it is to consider the functions of
macro-levels in the system: the emergence of function at an upper
level implies an architecture, which is the link between the form and the
function. Here this last concept takes all its sense and importance in
regard to morphogenesis.
Proposition of a meta-epistemological framework
framework We propose a hierarchical organisation of concepts,
that can be seen as a meta-epistemological framework, since definitions are built from synthesis of the many disciplines evoked here,
and that their application in each particular discipline yields an epistemological frame. The concepts are organized the following way :

Self-organization ) Morphogenesis ) Autopoiesis ) Life

(11)

each having a generic definition, elaborated from the synthesis of
disciplines. The strict inclusion denoted by ) means that a concept
implies the other but that they remain different. All concepts are necessary to be able to situate morphogenesis well.
Definition : Self-organization. A system is self-organized if it exhibits weak emergence [Bedau, 2002].
Definition : Morphogenesis. A self-organized system is the result
of morphogenetic processes if it exhibits an emergent architecture, in
the sens of causal relations between form and function at different
levels.
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The form is understood as topological or geometrical properties of a
system or one of its parts, whereas the function is its role within the
chains of processes, in a teleonomic perspective12 .
Definition : Autopoiesis and Life. We take the definition of Bourgine
[Bourgine and Stewart, 2004] for autopoiesis, that extends Bitbol’s [Bitbol and Luisi, 2004], who also define life as autopoiesis with cognition.
The boundary between self-organization and morphogenesis is the
existence of causal links between form and function, which can be
defined as architecture [Doursat, Sayama, and Michel, 2013], generally
emergent from the bottom-up. We observe that the complexity of systems increase with notion depth, what can be loosely translated in
the fact that :
• Emergence strength [Bedau, 2002] diminishes with depth, in the
sense that the number of autonomous scales increases.
• Number of bifurcations increases [Thom, 1974], i.e. path-dependancy
increases.
These two properties can be interpreted as one of caracterisations
of complexity (see 3.3).
application An ontological specification [Livet et al., 2010], i.e.
the definition of entities to which the notion apply, yields an application to a particular field, each one developing its own properties
and level of inclusion between concepts. There is a priori no reason
for a direct correspondence or equivalence of projected concepts, thus
transfer of knowledge between fields may be subject to caution.
We illustrate in Frame 11 diverse examples of systems which can
be qualified as morphogenetic or not, depending on the functional
12 In the sense given by Monod in [Monod, 1970], i.e. aiming at answering a project,
or a given purpose. Living organisms are teleonomic in the sense that all their functions in the end aim at reproducing their ADN. A non-teological vision of the universe postulate that it does not have any project, and that most of physical objects
do not enter this category. All the other case studies we reviewed in our construction are teleonomic at different levels: territorial systems are planned following the
logic of actors which answer to some projects; robotic systems in morphogenetic engineering answering to a purpose; ideas or thought are part of the ecosystem of the
mind. We therefore postulate this teleonomic necessity of the function to have a morphogenesis, position which can be discussed, such as in geomorphology the river
network will be supposed to have the function of draining rainfall. In any case a
clear dichotomy between morphogenesis in our sense and self-organization can not
be established, and a continuum surely corresponds more to reality (the same way
that Bedau imagines a continuum between weak emergence and strong emergence).
Indeed, in a perspectivist vision (voir 3.3), the observer plays an essential role in the
definition of a function: the Game of Life used as a computer (through its properties
of being Turing-complete) will be morphogenetic, whereas it will be self-organized
if it is simulated without reason, rejoining the absurdity of defining an object without
subject highlighted by Morin in [Morin, 1976].
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perspective which is taken. These are presented by disciplines. We see
therein the generic character of the framework and also its flexibility.

Biological

Enginereed

Functional

Non Functional

Physical

We give illustrations in three typical disciplines, and propose an interpretation of the functional or
not functional character of systems (making the systems in the first row non-morphogenetic in our
sense). In the order from left to right and top to bottom: erosion model (NetLogo library); Game of
Life (see 3.3, NetLogo library); Swarm chemistry (abstract particles with movement and interaction
rules), implemented from [Sayama, 2007]; arbotron (metal balls under the influence of an electric
potential) [Jun and Hübler, 2005]; ant model (NetLogo library); industrial conception [Aage et al.,
2017]. The Game of Life, if used as a computer, can have functional aspects. Similarly the arbotron
or the particle cloud of Swarm chemistry can be used as instruments. Everything must be seen within
the perspective in which the system is placed.
frame 11: Examples of morphogenetic systems.

5.1.3

Discussion

Before positioning the utility of constructing this concept regarding
our general problematic, we can detail some potential developments
which are proper to this interdisciplinary effort.
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Towards a more systematic construction
Our work relies for now on a broad but not systematic review, in the
sense of the methodology used for example in therapeutic evaluation,
and where they play a role as important as primary studies, new
knowledge being created through systematic comparison of results
and meta-analysis. It would imply in our case an iterative approach,
by using in a coupled way the different tools and methods developed
in 2.2, with the following scheme.
• Blind systematic review, without any a priori on the fields concerned and on the way to express the notion.
• Extraction of main fields; extraction of synonyms and close notions (such as we did here with autopoiesis and self-assembly
for example ; if needed iteration of the first general review.
• Systematic reviews specific to each field, as each one has its own
bibliographical databases, specific ways of communication, etc.
• Confrontation of each notion from one field to other fields.
The objective in our case would be to enrich, as we already did in
a preliminary way, but systematically, the concept of urban morphogenesis.
Quantitative Epistemology
Our position may be also strengthen by quantitative approaches to
literature analysis. With text-mining, keywords and concept extraction from abstracts (or even full texts) is possible, and would allow
to confront our qualitative analysis to empirical data, by answering
questions such as: is a concept indeed central, or what concept is used
the same way in most disciplines. [Chavalarias and Cointet, 2013]
for example reconstructs scientific fields from the bottom-up through
text-mining, and studies their lineage and dynamics in time.
Transfer of knowledge
Concrete applications of our framework include potential transfer of
knowledge between fields. As biological systems inspire system architecture in morphogenetic engineering, or as the use of gravity models
inspired from physics have flourishing applications in geography, we
think that trying to decline the general framework in specific disciplines may bring analogies or new models that would have been
difficult to formulate otherwise.

?

?
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The exploration of the concept of morphogenesis realized in the
previous section allows to guide the conception of urban growth models. Models bqsed on this concept will have to present the following
properties:
1. Crucial role of the form, and thus inclusion both of a definition
and a measure of the form, but also role of it in ontologies.
2. Strong coupling between form and function. In a first time, the
function will not be explicit in the ontology but indeed present
in abstract processes.
3. Autonomy of sub-systems, i.e. existence of a certain level of
modularity in the global system. This property guides us both
in the modeling scale, that we will take as “intermediate”, or
mesoscopic, and also in the search for simple models, i.e. that
are parcimonious in processes taken into account and in the
number of parameters.
The strategy we follow to integrate these properties in morphogenesis models which will lead us to co-evolution models between
transportation networks and territories, is progressive: progression
in the span of ontologies (in terms of number of aspects taken into account) and progression in complexity, that we will interpret here as a
coupling strength. The two following sections present thus first a morphogenesis model aimed at being minimalist for population density
only, secondly the weak (sequential) coupling of it with a road network generation model. The strong coupling and the explicitation of
functions through the network, producing the basis of a co-evolution
model, will be the object of chapter 7.

?

?
?
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5.2

urban morphogenesis by aggregation-diffusion

We study a stochastic model of urban growth generating spatial distributions of population densities at an intermediate mesoscopic scale.
The model is based on the antagonist interplay between the two opposite abstract processes of aggregation (preferential attachment) and
diffusion (urban sprawl). Introducing indicators to quantify precisely
urban form, the model is first statistically validated and intensively
explored to understand its complex behavior across the parameter
space. We then compute real morphological measures on local areas
of size 50km covering all European Union, and show that the model
can reproduce most of existing urban morphologies in Europe. It implies that the morphological dimension of urban growth processes at
this scale are sufficiently captured by the two abstract processes of
aggregation and diffusion.
5.2.1

Context

Urban Growth
The study of urban growth, and more particularly its quantification,
is more than ever a crucial issue in a context where most of the world
population live in cities which expansion has significant environmental impacts [Seto, Güneralp, and Hutyra, 2012] and that have therefore to ensure an increased sustainability and resilience to climate
change. The understanding of drivers for urban growth can lead to
better integrated policies.
It is however a question far from being solved in the diverse related
disciplines: Urban Systems are complex socio-technical systems that
can be studied from a large variety of viewpoints. Batty has advocated in that sense for the construction of a dedicated science defined
by its objects of study more than the methods used [Batty, 2013b],
what would allow easier coupling of approaches and therefore urban
growth models taking into account heterogeneous processes. The processes that a model can grasp are also linked to the choice of the scale
of study.
At a macroscopic scale, models of growth in system of cities are
mainly the concern of economics and geography. We reviewed them
in 4.3, and recall here that these can be more or less spatialized, and
include interaction models to which belong for example Simpop models and their offspring.
Cellular automatons
At larger scales, agents of models fundamentally differ. Space is generally taken into account in a finer way, through neighborhood effects for example. For example, [Andersson et al., 2002] propose a
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micro-based model of urban growth, with the purpose to replace noninterpretable physical mechanisms with agent mechanisms, including
interactions forces and mobility choices. Local correlations are used in
[Makse et al., 1998], which develops the model introduced in [Makse,
Havlin, and Stanley, 1995], to modulate growth patterns to ressemble
real configurations. The world of Cellular Automata (CA) models of
Urban Growth [Batty and Xie, 1994] also offers numerous examples.
[Xie, 1996] introduced a generic framework for CA with multiple land
use, based on local evolution rules. A model with simpler states (occupied or not) but taking into account global constraints is studied
by [Ward, Murray, and Phinn, 2000]. The Sleuth model, initially introduced by [Clarke and Gaydos, 1998] for the San Francisco Bay area,
and for which an overview of diverse applications is given in [Clarke
et al., 2007], was calibrated on areas all over the world, yielding comparative measures through the calibrated parameters.
Urban morphogenesis
Closely related to CA models but not exactly similar are Urban Morphogenesis models, which aim to simulate the growth of urban form
from autonomous rules. We already described several in 5.1, and propose now to situate them regarding the models above. The link is
clear, since for example [Frankhauser, 1998] suggests that the fractal
nature of cities is closely linked to the emergence of the form from
the microscopic socio-economic interactions, namely urban morphogenesis. [Courtat, Gloaguen, and Douady, 2011] develops a morphogenesis model for urban roads alone, with growth rules based on
geometrical considerations. These are shown sufficient to produce a
broad range of patterns analog to existing ones. Similarly, [Raimbault,
Banos, and Doursat, 2014] couples a CA with an evolving network to
reproduce stylized urban form, from concentrated monocentric cities
to sprawled suburbs. The Diffusion-Limited-Aggregation model, originating from physics, and which was first studied for cities by [Batty,
1991], can also be seen as a morphogenesis model. These typpe of
models, that sometimes can be classified as CA, have generally the
particularity of being parsimonious in their structure. Similar models
have also been studied in biology for the diffusion of population as
for example [Bosch, Metz, and Diekmann, 1990].
The particularity of these models, compared to cellular automatons,
is the crucial role of the form in their evolution rules, and for some of
the function, such as for [Bonin, Hubert, et al., 2012]. We will follow
here a similar logic of rules based on form (in a first time) and function (in chapter 7) to construct interaction models between territories
and networks.
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Objective
We study in this section a morphogenesis model, at the mesoscopic
scale, aimed at being simplistic in its rules and variables, but trying
to be accurate in the reproduction of existing patterns for the urban
form (in the sense of 4.1). The underlying question is to explore the
performance of simple mechanisms in reproducing complex urban
patterns. We consider abstract processes, namely aggregation and diffusion, candidates as partially explanatory drivers of urban growth,
based on population only, that will be detailed in model rationale below. An important aspect we introduce is the quantitative measure of
urban form, based on a combination of morphological indicators, to
quantify and compare model outputs and real urban patterns. Our
contribution is significant on several points: (i) we compute local
morphological characteristics on a large spatial extent (full European
Union); (ii) we give significant insights into model behavior through
extensive exploration of the parameter space; (iii) we show through
calibration that the model is able to reproduce most of existing urban
forms across Europe, and that these abstract processes are sufficient
to explain urban form alone. The rest of this paper is organized as
follows: we first describe formally the model and the morphological indicators. We then detail values of morphological measures on
real data, study the behavior of the model by exploring its parameter
space and through a semi-analytical approach to a simplified case,
and we describe results of model calibration.
5.2.2

Model and results

Urban growth model
rationale Our model is based on widely accepted ideas of diffusionaggregation processes for Urban Processes. The combination of attraction forces with repulsion, due for example to congestion, already yield a complex outcome that has been shown under some
simplifying assumptions to be representative of urban growth processes. A model capturing these processes was introduced by [Batty,
2006], as a cell-based variation of the Diffusion-Limited-Aggregation
(DLA) model [Batty, 1991]. Indeed, the tension between antagonist
aggregation and sprawl mechanisms may be an important process
in urban morphogenesis. For example [Fujita and Thisse, 1996] opposes centrifugal forces with centripetal forces in the equilibrium
view of urban spatial systems, what is easily transferable to nonequilibrium systems in the framework of self-organized complexity: a
urban structure is a far-from-equilibrium system that has been driven
to this point by these opposite forces. For example, concrete dispersion forces are congestion or the search for low density by residents,
whereas aggregation forces can be the presence of amenities, of places
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of interest, of increased possibilities of social interactions [Krugman,
1992].
The two contradictory processes of urban concentration and urban
sprawl are captured by the model, what allows to reproduce with
a good precision a large number of existing morphologies. We can
expect aggregation mechanisms such as preferential attachment to
be good candidates in urban growth explanation, as it was shown
that the Simon model based on them generates power-laws typical
of urban systems (scaling laws for example) [Dodds et al., 2017]. The
question at which scale is it possible and relevant to define and try
to simulate urban form is rather open, and will in fact depend on
which issues are being tackled. Working in a typical setting of morphogenesis, the processes considered are local and our model must
have a resolution at the micro-level. We however want to quantify
urban form on consistent urban entities, and will work therefore on
spatial extents of order 50∼100km. We sum up these two aspects by
stating that the model is at the mesoscopic scale.
formalization We formalize now the model and its parameters.
The world is a square grid of width N, in which each cell is characterized by its population (Pi (t))16i6N2 . We consider the grid initially empty, i.e. Pi (0) = 0, but the model can be easily generalized
to any initial population distribution. The population distribution is
updated in an iterative way. At each time step,
1. Total population is increased by a fixed number NG (growth
rate). Each population unit is attributed independently to a cell
following a preferential attachment such that
(Pi (t)/P(t))α
P[Pi (t + 1) = Pi (t) + 1|P(t + 1) = P(t) + 1] = P
(Pi (t)/P(t))α
(12)
The attribution being uniformly drawn if all population are
equal to 0.
2. A fraction β of population is diffused to cell neighborhood (8
closest neighbors receiving each the same fraction of the diffused population). This operation is repeated nd times.
The model stops when total population reaches a fixed parameter
Pm . To avoid bord effects such as reflecting diffusion waves, border
cells diffuse their due proportion outside of the world, implying that
the total population at time t is strictly smaller than NG · t.
We summarize model parameters in Table 14, giving the associated
processes and values ranges we use in the simulations. The total population of the area Pm is exogenous, in the sense that it is supposed to
depend on macro-scale growth patterns on long times. Growth rate
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NG captures both endogenous growth rate and migration balance
within the area. The aggregation rate α sets the differences in attraction between cells, what can be understood as an abstract attraction
coefficient following a scaling law of population. Finally, the two diffusion parameters are complementary since diffusing with strength
nd · β is different of diffusing nd times with strength β, the later
giving flatter configurations.
Table 14: Summary of parameters of the morphogenesis model. We give the corresponding processes and the
typical variation range within the configuration we use.

Parameter

Notation

Processus

Range

Total population

Pm

Macroscopic growth

[1e4, 1e6]

Growth rate

NG

Mesoscopic growth

[500, 30000]

Aggregation force

α

Aggregation

[0.1, 4]

Diffusion force

β

Diffusion

[0, 0.5]

Number of diffusions

nd

Diffusion

{1, . . . , 5}

measuring urban form As our model is only density-based,
we propose to quantify its outputs through spatial morphology, i.e.
properties of the spatial distribution of density. At the scale chosen,
these will be expected to translate various functional properties of the
urban landscape. The context and definition of indicators has already
been given in section 4.1.
Real data
We work with values of indicators computed in section 4.1 for Europe,
on windows of size 50km with a resolution of 100 cells. We set thus
in the following N = 100 for model simulations.
Generation of urban patterns
implementation The model is implemented both in NetLogo [Wilensky, 1999] for exploration and visualization purposes, and in Scala for
performance reasons and easy integration into OpenMole [Reuillon,
Leclaire, and Rey-Coyrehourcq, 2013], which allows a transparent access to High Performance Computing environments. Computation of
indicator values on geographical data is done in R using the raster
package [Hijmans, 2015]. Source code and results are available on
the open repository of the project13 . Raw datasets for real indicator
values and simulation results are available on Dataverse14 . We have

13 At https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/Density.
14 At http://dx.doi.org/10.7910/DVN/WSUSBA.
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in the context of the scala implementation implemented the convolution of distributions in two dimensions through fast Fourier tranform,
allowing to capture a complexity of O(N4 ) in O(N2 log2 N)15 , and
implemented indicators which have been integrated to a dedicated
NetLogo extension (it is detailed in E.1.3).
generated shapes The model has a relatively small number of
parameters but is able to generate a large variety of shapes, extending
beyond existing forms. We run the model for parameters varying in
ranges given in Table ??, for a world size N = 100.
Fig. ?? shows examples of the variety of generated shapes for different parameter values, with corresponding interpretations. The four
very different shapes can be obtained with variation of a single parameter sometimes: going from a peri-urban area from a rural area
implies an increased aggregation at the same level of diffusion. Note
that the model is density driven, and that the parameter Pm /NG is
what really influences the dynamics: the values of Pm are in some
cases not directly corresponding to the interpretations we made (for
the rural in particular) that are done on densities. A rescaling keeps
the settlement form and solves this issue.
It appears that the dynamical nature of the model allows through
the combination of parameters Pm and NG to choose between configurations that can be non-stationary or semi-stationary, whereas the
interaction between α and β modulates the sprawl and the compact
character of forms.
These examples show the potentiality of the model to produce diverse forms. We have then to systematically study its stochasticity
and explore its parameter space.
Model behavior
In the study of such a computational model of simulation, the lack
of analytical tractability must be compensated by an extensive knowledge of model behavior in the parameter space [Banos, 2013]. This
type of approach is typical of what Arthur calls the Computational shift
in modern science [Arthur, 2015]: knowledge is less extracted through
analytical exact resolution than through intensive computational experiments, even for “simple” models such as the one we study.

15 We recall that a measure of complexity of an algorithm corresponds to the evaluation of time necessary to solve a problem as a function of data size, denoted N. An
asymptotic order of magnitude is written O(f(N)). Therefore, a switch from a fourth
order of magnitude to an order very close to a square is significant for computation
time, making quasi-instantaneous a computation that would take around 10 seconds
for the grid size we have. The fast Fourier transform uses a sparse decomposition
to compute the discrete Fourier transform in O(N log N) instead of O(N2 ). The morphism of the transform of product to convolution, i.e. F [f ∗ g] = F [f] · F [f], allows to
transfer this gain to the computation of a convolution.
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Figure 36: Example of the variety of generated urban shapes. (Top left) Very diffuse urban configuration, α =
0.4, β = 0.05, nd = 2, NG = 76, Pm = 75620; (Top Right) Semi-stationary polycentric urban configuration,
α = 1.4, β = 0.047, nd = 2, NG = 274, Pm = 53977; (Bottom Left) Intermediate settlements (peri-urban
or densely populated rural area), α = 0.4, β = 0.006, nd = 1, NG = 25, Pm = 4400; (Bottom Right) Rural
area, α = 1.6, β = 0.006, nd = 1, NG = 268, Pm = 76376.
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convergence First of all we need to assess the convergence of
the model and its behavior regarding stochasticity. We run for a sparse
grid of the parameter space consisting of 81 points, with 100 repetitions for each point. Corresponding histograms are shown in ??. Indicators show good convergence properties: most of indicators are
easily statistically discernable across parameter points: for example
the Moran index, which is among the most dispersed, has a spread
between 0 and 0.1 between parameters but a maximal variability of
0.01 between replications.
We use this experiment to find a reasonable number of repetitions
needed in larger experiments. For each point, we estimate the Sharpe
ratios for each indicators, i.e. mean normalized by standard deviation.
The more variable indicator is Moran with a minimal Sharpe ratio of
0.93, but for which the first quartile is at 6.89. Other indicators have
very high minimal values, all above 2. Its means than confidence intervals large as 1.5 · σ are enough to differentiate between two different configurations. In the case of gaussian distribution, we know
that the size of the 95% confidence around the average is given by
√
2 · σ · 1.96/ n, what gives 1.26Â · σ for n = 10. We run therefore this
number of repetitions for each parameter point in the following, what
is highly enough to have statistically significant differences between
average as shown above. In the following, when referring to indicator
values for the simulated model, we consider the ensemble averages
on these stochastic runs.
exploration of parameter space We sample the Parameter
space using a Latin Hypercube Sampling, with parameter as α ∈
[0.1, 4], β ∈ [0, 0.5], nd ∈ {1, . . . , 5}, NG ∈ [500, 30000], Pm ∈ [1e4, 1e6].
As we already explained, relative values of Pm and NG have a stronger
influence on the forms obtained than their values in absolute, and we
thus set Pm to obtain territories containing at most 1 million inhabitants, what is a strong but not extreme density (for comparison, the
Parisian region concentrates around 8 millions inhabitants on an area
of a similar size). Values of NG vary considerably to cover a large
number of possible dynamical regimes. Values of α and β have been
obtained through successive experimentations.
This type of cribbing is a good compromise to have a reasonable
sampling without being subject to the dimensionality curse within
normal computation capabilities. We sample around 80000 parameters points, with 10 repetitions each (as established in the previous
experiment). We recall the protocol followed here to obtain the behavior of a simulation model, which can be put into perspective into
the more general one presented in 3.1:
• sampling of parameter points;
• simulation of the models for each parameter point, repeated 10
times;
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• computation for each model execution of urban form indicators;
• aggregation for each parameter point by computing averages
on repetitions16 .
Full plots of model behavior as a function of parameters are given
in Appendix A.6. We show in 37 some particularly interesting behavior for slope γ and average distance d̄. First of all, the overall
qualitative behavior depending on aggregation strength, namely that
lower alpha giver less hierarchical and more spread configurations,
confirms the expected intuitive behavior.
The effect of diffusion strength β is more difficult to grasp: the effect is inverted for slope between high and low growth rates but not
for distance, that shows an inversion when α varies. In the low NG
case, low diffusion creates more sprawled configuration when aggregation is low, but less sprawled when aggregation is high. Furthermore, all indicators show a more or less smooth transition around
α ' 1.5. Slope stabilize over certain values, meaning that the hierarchy cannot be forced more and indeed depends of the diffusion
value, at least for low NG (right column). In general, higher valued
for Pm /NG increase the effect of diffusion what could have been expected.
The existence of a minimum for slope at nd = 1, Pm /NG ∈ [13, 26]
and lowest β is unexpected and witnesses a complex interplay between aggregation and diffusion. The emergence of this “optimal”
regime is associated with shifts of the transition points in other cases:
for example, lowest diffusion imply a transition beginning at lower
values of α for average distance. This exploration confirms that complex behavior, in the sense of unpredictable emerging forms, occurs
in the model: one cannot predict in advance the final form given some
parameters, without referring to the full exploration of which we give
an overview here.
Semi-analytical analysis
Our model can be understood as a type of reaction-diffusion model,
that have been widely used in other fields such as biology as we synthesized in 5.1. An other way to formulate the model typical to these
approaches is by using Partial Differential Equations (PDE). In the
case of a firm growth model, which is a generalization of the Simon
model with an arbitrary form of the attachment function, [Rushing
Dewhurst, Danforth, and Sheridan Dodds, 2017] show that a PDE
and its general solution can be derived. We propose to gain insights
into long-time dynamics by studying them on a simplified case. We
consider the system in one dimension, such that x ∈ [0; 1] with 1/δx
16 Given the shape of distributions obtained for 100 repetitions, presented in A.6, the
use of the average or the median given equivalent results.
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Figure 37: Behavior of indicators. Slope γ (top row) and average distance d̄ (bottom row) as a function of α, for
different bins for β given by curve color, for particular values nd = 1, Pm /NG ∈ [13, 26] (left column)
and nd = 4, Pm /NG ∈ [41, 78] (right column). We observe in each case a transition as a function of α,
which properties are influenced by other parameters. For low values of Pm /NG and of β emerges a
counter-intuitive non-monotony.
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cells of size δx. A time step is given by δt. Each cell is characterized
by its population as a random variable P(x, t). We work on their expected values p(x, t) = E[P(x, t)], and assume that nd = 1. As developed in Appendix A.6, we show that this simplified process verifies
the following PDE:
 2


∂p
NG · pα αβ(α − 1)δx2 NG · pα−2
∂p
βδx2 ∂2 p
NG pα−1
δt ·
=
+
·
·
+
· 2 · 1+α
∂t
Pα (t)
2
Pα (t)
∂x
2
∂x
Pα(t)
(13)
R
where Pα (t) = x p(x, t)α dx. This non-linear equation can not be
solved analytically, the presence of integral terms putting it out of
standard methods, and numerical resolution must be used [Tadmor,
2012].
It is important to note that the simplified model can be expressed
by a PDE analog to reaction-diffusion equations, as the one partially
solved for a simpler model in [Bosch, Metz, and Diekmann, 1990].
We show in A.6 that because of the boundaries conditions, density
(proportion of population) converges towards a stationary solution at
long times, going through intermediate states in which the solution
is partially stabilized, in the sense that its evolution speed becomes
rather slow. These “semi-stationary” states are the ones used in two
dimensions along with the dynamical ones. This study confirms that
the variety of shapes obtained through the model is permitted both
by the interplay of aggregation and diffusion as the equation couples
them, but also by the values of Pm /NG that allow to set the convergence level. Indeed, the sensitivity of the stationary solution to parameters is very low compared to the shape of the world, and using
the model in stationary mode would make no sense in our case.
Finally, we use this toy case to demonstrate the importance of bifurcations in model dynamics. More precisely, we show that pathdependence is crucial for the final form. As illustrated in Fig. 38, using an initial condition making the choice ambiguous, corresponding
to five equidistant equally populated cells, produces very different
trajectories, as generally one of the spots will end dominating the
others, but is totally random, witnessing dramatic bifurcations in the
system at initial times. This aspect is typically expected in urban systems, since very precise characteristics will be included in the determinants of localization at the initial moments of system genesis:
the existence of a very local resource, or the strategic advantage of
the site (defensive or crossing site for example [Hypergeo 2017]), will
determine on very long times the local territorial form. This aspect
confirms the importance of robust indicators described before.
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Figure 38: Randomness and frozen accidents. We show nine random realizations of the one dimensional system
with similar initial conditions, namely five equidistant equally populated initial cells. Parameters are
α = 1.4, β = 0.1, NG = 10. Each plot shows time against space, color level giving the proportion of
population in each cell.

Model calibration
We finally turn to the the calibration of the model, that is done on the
morphological objectives. As a single calibration for each real cell is
computationally out of reach, we use the previous model exploration
and superpose the point clouds with real indicator values. Full scatterplots of all indicators against each other, for simulated and real
configurations, are given in A.6. We find that the real point cloud is
mostly contained within the simulated, that extend in significantly
larger areas. It means that for a large majority of real configuration,
there exist model parameters producing in average exactly the same
morphological configuration. The highest discrepancy is for the distance indicator, the model failing to reproduce configuration with
high distance, low Moran and intermediate hierarchy. These could
for example correspond to polycentric configurations with many consequent centers.
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We consider a more loose calibration constraint, by doing a Principal Component Analysis on synthetic and real morphological values, and consider the two first components only. These represent
85% of cumulated variance. The rotated point clouds along these
dimensions are shown in Fig. 39. Most of the real point cloud falls
in the simulated one in this simplified setting. We illustrate particular points with real configurations and their simulated counterparts:
for example Bucharest, Romania, corresponds to a monocentric semistationary configuration, with very high aggregation but also diffusion and a rather low growth rate. Other examples show less populated areas in Spain and Finland. From the plots giving parameter
influence, we can show that most real situation fall in the region with
intermediate α but quite varying β. It is consistent with real scaling urban exponents having a variation range rather small (between
0.8 and 1.3 generally [Pumain et al., 2006]) compared to the one we
allowed in the simulations, whereas the diffusion processes may be
much more diverse.
This way, we have shown that the model is able to reproduce most
of existing urban density configuration in Europe, despite its rather
simplicity. It confirms that in terms of urban form, most of drivers
at this scale can be translated into these abstract processes of aggregation and diffusion. It also implies that urban functions, which can
be quantified by similar indicators on their spatial distribution, play a
reduced role in the location of populations, or that they must be quite
correlated to the distribution of population (and are indeed taken into
account in an abstract way in the aggregation function).
5.2.3

Discussion

calibration and model refinement Further work on this
simple model may consist in extracting the exact parameter space
covering all real situations and provide interpretation of its shape, in
particular through correlations between parameters and expressions
of boundaries functions. Its volume in different directions should furthermore give the relative importance of parameters.
Concerning the feasible space for the model of simulation itself,
we tested a targeted exploration algorithm, giving promising results.
More precisely, the Parameter Space Exploration (PSE) algorithm [Chérel,
Cottineau, and Reuillon, 2015] which is implemented in OpenMole, is
aimed at determining all the possible outputs of a simulation model,
i.e. samples its output space rather than input space. We obtain promising results as shown in Fig. ??: we find that the lower bound in
Moran-entropy plan, confirmed by the algorithm, unexpectedly exhibit a scaling relationship. It would mean that at a given level of
auto-correlation, that one could want to attain for sustainability rea-
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Figure 39: Model calibration. (Top) Simulated configurations in the two first principal components plan, color
level giving the influence of α (left) and of β (right); (Bottom) Simulated points in the same space (in
black) with real configurations (in red). We show around the plot typical examples of real configurations and their simulated counterparts in different regions of the space, the first being the real and
the second the simulated in each case: Top left geographical coordinates 25.7361,44.69989 - Romania,
Bucharest - simulation parameters α = 3.87, β = 0.432, NG = 1273, nd = 4, Pm = 63024 ; Top right
geographical coordinates -2.561874,41.30203 - Spain, Castilla et Leon, Soria - simulation parameters
α = 1, β = 0.166, NG = 100, nd = 1, Pm = 10017; Bottom left geographical coordinates 27.16068,65.889 Finland, Lapland - simulation parameters α = 0.4, β = 0.006, NG = 25, nd = 1, Pm = 849; Bottom right
geographical coordinates -2.607152,39.74274 - Spain, Castilla-La Mancha, Cuenca - simulation parameters α = 1.14, β = 0.108, NG = 637, nd = 1, Pm = 13235.
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Figure 40: PSE exploration. Scatterplot of Moran against Entropy, with blue points obtained with LHS and red
with PSE exploration. Green dashed line gives feasible lower bound.

sons for example (optimality through co-location), imposes a minimal
disorder in the configuration of activities.
Other relations between indicators and as a function of parameters
can be the object of similar future developments. The question of
doing a dynamical calibration of the model, i.e. trying to reproduce
configurations at successive times, is conditioned to the availability
of population data at this resolution in time.
We aimed at using abstract processes rather than having a highly
realistic model. Tuning some mechanisms is possible to have a model
closer to reality in microscopic processes: for example thresholding
the local population density, or stopping the diffusion at a given distance from the center if it is well defined. It is however far from clear if
these would produce such a variety of forms and could be calibrated
in a similar way, as being accurate locally does not mean being accurate at the mesoscopic level for morphological indicators. Allowing
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the parameters to locally vary, i.e. being non stationary in space, or
adding randomness to the diffusion process, are also potential model
refinements.
In conclusion, we have provided a calibrated spatial urban morphogenesis model at the mesoscopic scale that can reproduce a significant
proportion of European urban pattern in terms of morphology. We
demonstrate that the abstract processes of aggregation and diffusion
are sufficient to capture urban growth processes at this scale. It is
meaningful in terms of policies based on urban form such as energy
efficiency, but also means that issues out of this scope must be tackled
at other scales or through other dimensions of urban systems.

?

?
?

The first section of this chapter allowed to deepen the definition of
morphogenesis, whereas the second lead to the construction of a simple model of urban morphogenesis, allowing to generate population
distributions, that can be understood as territorial configurations.
We will now use this framework to introduce the morphogenesis of
networks conditioned to a territorial morphogenesis, to progressively
shift towards co-evolution models.

?

?
?
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5.3

generation of correlated territorial configurations

This section aims to explore the sequential coupling (or simple coupling) between previous model of density generation and an heuristic
of network growth. We explore therein the feasible space of correlations between network measures and morphological measures. We
first recall the issues linked to the notion of synthetic data and the
role of correlation structures in these.
5.3.1

Correlated geographical data of density and network

One of the inspirations and applications of the current approach is
the generation of synthetic data, for example to feed sensitivity analysis to the spatial configuration presented in section 3.1. The use of
synthetic data in geography is generally directed towards the generation of synthetic populations within agent-based models (mobility, LUTI models) [Pritchard and Miller, 2009]. We can make a link
with some spatial analysis techniques. The extrapolation of a continuous spatial field from a discrete spatial sample through a kernel
density estimation for example can be understood as the creation of
a synthetic dataset (even if it is not generally the initial view, as in
Geographically Weighted Regression [Brunsdon, Fotheringham, and
Charlton, 1998] in which variable size kernels do not interpolate data
stricto sensu but extrapolate abstract variables representing interaction
between explicit variables).
In the field of modeling in quantitative geography, toy-models or
hybrid models require a consistent initial spatial configuration. A
set of possible initial configurations becomes a synthetic dataset on
which the model is tested. The first Simpop model [Sanders et al.,
1997], precursor of a large family of models later parametrized with
real data, could enter that frame but was studied on an unique synthetic spatialization. Similarly underlined was the difficulty to generate an initial transportation infrastructure in the case of the SimpopNet model [Schmitt, 2014] although it was admitted as a cornerstone
of knowledge on the behavior of the model.
A systematic control of spatial configuration effects on the behavior of simulation models was only recently proposed [Cottineau et
al., 2015], and as we developed in 3.1, this approach that can be interpreted as a statistical control on spatial data. The aim is to be able
to distinguish proper effects due to intrinsic model dynamics from
particular effects due to the geographical structure of the case study.
Such results are essential for the validation of conclusions obtained
with modeling and simulation practices in quantitative geography.
Indeed, as we reviewed in 3.1, most modeling experiments systematically explore the influence of parameters, but not of spatial initial
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configurations, although they may have a stronger influence than parameters.
5.3.2

Model and results

Formalization
We propose in our case to generate territorial systems summarized in
a simplified way as a spatial population density d(~x) and a transportation network n(~x). Correlations we aim to control are correlations
between urban morphological measures and network measures. The
question of interactions between territories and networks is already
well-studied [Offner and Pumain, 1996] but stays highly complex and
difficult to quantify [Offner, 1993]. A dynamical modeling of implied
processes should shed light on these interactions [Bretagnolle, 2009]
(p. 162). We develop in that frame a simple coupling (i.e. without any
feedback loop) between a density distribution model and a network
morphogenesis model.
density model The density model is the model described and
explored in the previous section 5.2. We use it for the conditional
generation of network.
network model On the other hand, we are able to generate a
planar transportation network by a model N, at a similar scale and
given a density distribution. Because of the conditional nature to the
density of the generation process, we will first have conditional estimators for network indicators, and secondly natural correlations between network and urban shapes should appear as processes are not
independent. The nature and modularity of these correlations as a
function of model parameters are still to determine by exploration of
the coupled model.
Concerning the choice of the heuristic to generate an infrastructure
network, we have reviewed in 2.1 several models allowing it. Furthermore, we will compare different models in an operational manner
in 7.1. The aim here being to demonstrate the feasibility of the coupling within a morphogenesis model and also to explore the feasible
space of correlation, we propose a unique heuristic, which is inspired
by the model of [Schmitt, 2014], and simplifies it by removing the
stochastic character. This heuristic is detailed below.
The heuristic network generation procedure is the following :
1. A fixed number Nc of centers that will be first nodes of the
network si distributed given density distribution, following a
similar law to the aggregation process, i.e. the probability to be
α
distributed in a given patch is P(P(Pi /P)
α . Population is then ati /P)
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tributed according to Voronoi areas of centers, such that a center
cumulates population of patches within its extent.
2. Centers are connected deterministically by percolation [Callaway
et al., 2000] between closest clusters : as soon as network is not
connected, two closest connected components in the sense of
minimal distance between each vertices are connected by the
link realizing this distance. It yields a tree-shaped network.
3. Network is modulated by potential breaking in order to be
closer from real network shapes. More precisely, a generalized
gravity potential between two centers i and j is defined by


 


Pi Pj γG
d
Vij (d) = (1 − kh ) + kh ·
· exp −
P2
rg (1 + d/d0 )
where d can be euclidian distance dij = d(i, j) or network distance dN (i, j), kh ∈ [0, 1] a weight to modulate role of populations in the potential, γ giving shape of the hierarchy across
population values, rg characteristic interaction distance and d0
distance shape parameter (allowing to flatten the distribution
in low values). This form of potential assumes on the one hand
that the attenuation of interaction to distance is independent
from the strength of interaction due to weights (standard assumption of gravity models); on the other hand that a constant
term due to distance can wight more or less (weighting by kh );
and finally that the distance function take as parameter a characteristic distance, but also a shape parameter, allowing for example to control the decrease on low distances.
4. A fixed number K · NL of potential new links is taken among
couples having greatest euclidian distance potential (K = 5 is
fixed, this value producing experimentally reasonable length
links): this stage allows to eliminate very short links with a
small population and very long links.
5. Among potential links, NL are effectively realized, that are the
one with smallest rate Ṽij = Vij (dN )/Vij (dij ). At this stage only
the gap between euclidian and network distance is taken into
account : Ṽij does indeed not depend on populations and is
increasing with dN at constant dij .
6. Planarity of the network is forced by creation of nodes at possible intersections created by new links (with the former network
or between new links)17 .
We insist on the fact that the network generation procedure is entirely heuristic and result of thematic assumptions (connected initial
17 Our model is different from [Schmitt, 2014] on that point, as we simplify and do not
assume levels of hierarchy between links.
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network, gravity-based link creation) combined with trial-and-error
during first explorations. Other model types could be used as well,
such biological self-generated networks [Tero et al., 2010], local network growth based on geometrical constraints optimization [Barthelemy
and Flammini, 2008], or a more complex percolation model than the
initial one that would allow the creation of loops for example. We
could thus in the frame of a modular architecture, in which the choice
between different implementations of a functional brick can be seen
as a meta-parameter [Cottineau, Chapron, and Reuillon, 2015], choose
network generation function adapted to a specific need (as e.g. proximity to real data, constraints on output indicators, variety if generated forms).
parameter space Parameter space for the coupled model18 is
constituted by density generation parameters α
~ D = (Pm /NG , α, β, nd )
(see section 5.2; we study for the sake of simplicity the rate between
population and growth rate instead of both varying, i.e. the number
of steps needed to generate the distribution) and network generation
parameters α
~ N = (NC , kh , γ, rg , d0 ). We denote α
~ = (~
αD , α
~ N ).
indicators Urban form and network structure are quantified by
numerical indicators in order to modulate correlations between these.
~ = (r, d̄, ε, a) giving spatial
Morphology is defined as a vector M
auto-correlation (Moran index), mean distance, entropy and hierarchy (see 4.1 for a precise definition of these indicators). Network mea~ = (c̄, l̄, s̄, δ) are with network denoted (V, E)
sures G
• Mean centrality c̄ defined as average betweeness-centrality (normalized in [0, 1]) on all links.
• Mean path length l̄ given by
X
1
2
dN (i, j)
dm |V| · (|V| − 1)
i<j

• with d√
m normalization distance taken here as world diagonal
dm = 2N.
• Mean network speed [Banos and Genre-Grandpierre, 2012] which
corresponds to network performance compared to direct travel,
P
dij
2
defined as s̄ = |V|·(|V|−1)
i<j dN (i,j) .
• Network diameter δ = maxij dN (i, j).
18 Weak coupling allows to limit the total number of parameters as a strong coupling
would involve retroaction loops and consequently associated parameters to determine their structure and intensity. In order to diminish it, an integrated model would
be preferable to a strong coupling, what is slightly different in the sense where it is
not possible in the integrated model to freeze one of the subsystems to obtain a
model of the other subsystem that would correspond to the non-coupled model.
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We do not have at this stage any “performance” indicator for the
network generation process, i.e. aiming at reproducing typical patterns or optimizing some criteria. These will come later in 7.1 when
we will calibrate similar models on real data. We consider the examples shown in 42 as elements of the feasible space, the question being
if network shapes corresponding to realities or given stylized facts
will be also the object of this calibration.
covariance
h and
i correlation We study the cross-correlation
~
~
matrix Cov M, G between morphology and network. We estimate it
~ [D(~
~ [N(~
on a set of n realizations at fixed parameter values (M
α)] , G
α)])16i6n
with standard unbiased estimator. We will study the Pearson correlation associated to it, estimated in the same way.
Implementation
Coupling of generative models is done both at formal and operational levels. We interface therefore independent implementations.
The OpenMole software [Reuillon, Leclaire, and Rey-Coyrehourcq,
2013] for intensive model exploration offers for that the ideal frame
thanks to its modular language allowing to construct workflows by
task composition and interfacing with diverse experience plans and
outputs. For operational reasons, density model is implemented in
scala language as an OpenMole plugin, whereas network generation
is implemented in agent-oriented language NetLogo [Wilensky, 1999]
because of its possibilities for interactive exploration and heuristic
model construction. Source code is available for reproducibility on
project repository19 .
Results
The study of density model alone is developed in the previous section. We recall that it is calibrated on European density grid data, on
50km width square areas with 500m resolution for which real indicator values have been computed on whole Europe. Furthermore, a grid
exploration of model behavior yields feasible output space in reasonable parameters bounds (roughly α ∈ [0.5, 2], NG ∈ [500, 3000], Pm ∈
[104 , 105 ], β ∈ [0, 0.2], nd ∈ {1, . . . , 4}). The reduction of indicators
space to a two dimensional plan through a Principal Component
Analysis (variance explained with two components ' 80%) allows
to isolate a set of output points that covers reasonably precisely real
point cloud. It confirms the ability of the model to reproduce morphologically the set of real configurations.
Given the large relative dimension of parameter space, an exhaustive grid exploration is not possible. We use a Latin Hypercube sam19 at https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/CityNetwork/tree/master/Models/Synthetic
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Figure 41: Exploration of feasible space for correlations between urban morphology and network structure.
~ of morphological indicators (in numbering
(a) Distribution of crossed-correlations between vectors M
~ of network measures (centrality, mean
order Moran index, mean distance, entropy, hierarchy) and N
path length, speed, diameter). (d) Representation in the principal plan, scale color giving proximity to
~ −M
~ r k where M
~ r is the set of real morphological measures, point size
real data defined as 1 − minr kM
giving mean absolute correlation.
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Figure 42: Configurations obtained for parameters giving the four emphasized points in (d), in order from left to
right and top to bottom. We recognize polycentric city configurations (2 and 4), diffuse rural settlements
(3) and aggregated weak density area (1). See appendice for exhaustive parameter values, indicators
and corresponding correlations. For example d̄ is highly correlated with l̄, s̄ ('0.8) in (1) but not for (3)
although both correspond to rural environments; in the urban case we observe also a broad variability:
ρ[d̄, c̄] ' 0.34 for (4) but ' −0.41 for (2), what is explained by a stronger role of gravitation hierarchy in
(2) γ = 3.9, kh = 0.7 (for (4), γ = 1.07, kh = 0.25), whereas density parameters are similar.

5.3 generation of correlated territorial configurations

pling procedure with bounds given above for α
~ D and for α
~ N , we take
NC ∈ [50, 120], rg ∈ [1, 100], d0 ∈ [0.1, 10], kh ∈ [0, 1], γ ∈ [0.1, 4], NL ∈
[4, 20]. For number of model replications for each parameter point,
less than 50 are enough to obtain confidence intervals at 95% on indicators of width less than standard deviations. For correlations a
hundred give confidence intervals (obtained with Fisher method) of
size around 0.4, we take thus n = 80 for experiments.
Figure 41 gives details of experiment results. Regarding the subject
of correlated synthetic data generation, we can sum up the main lines
as following :
• Empirical distributions of correlation coefficients between morphology and network indicators are not simple and some are
bimodal (for example ρ[I, l̄] between Moran index and mean
path length which corresponds to cor46 on Fig. 41).
• it is possible to modulate up to a relatively high level of correlation for all indicators, maximal absolute correlation varying
between 0.6 and 0.9. Amplitude of correlations varies between
0.9 and 1.6, allowing a broad spectrum of values. Point cloud
in principal plan has a large extent but is not uniform : it is not
possible to modulate at will any coefficient as they stay themselves correlated because of underlying generation processes. A
more refined study at higher orders (correlation of correlations)
would be necessary to precisely understand degrees of freedom
in correlation generation.
• Most correlated points are also the closest to real data, what confirms the intuition and stylized fact of a strong interdependence
in reality.
• Concrete examples taken on particular points in the principal
plan show that similar density profiles can yield very different
correlation profiles.
5.3.3

Discussion

Developments
This case study could be refined by extending correlation control
method. A precise knowledge of N behavior (statistical distributions
on an exhaustive grid of parameter space) conditional to D would allow to determine N<−1> |D and have more latitude in correlation generation. We could also apply specific exploration algorithms to reach
exceptional configurations realizing an expected correlation level, or
at least to obtain a better knowledge of the feasible space of correlations [Chérel, Cottineau, and Reuillon, 2015].
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Direct applications
Starting from the second example which was limited to data generation, we propose examples of direct applications that should give an
overview of the range of possibilities.
Calibration of network generation component at given density, on
real data for transportation network20 should theoretically allow to
unveil parameter sets reproducing accurately existing configurations
both for urban morphology and network shape. It could be then possible to derive a “theoretical correlation” for these, as an empirical
correlation is according to some theories of urban systems not computable as a unique realization of stochastic processes is observed. Because of non-ergodicity of urban systems [Pumain, 2012b], there are
strong chances that involved processes are different across different
geographical areas (or from an other point of view that they are in an
other state of meta-parameters, i.e. in an other regime) and that their
interpretation as different realizations of the same stochastic process
makes no sense, the impossibility of covariation estimation following,
except under simplified assumptions as we did in4.1. By attributing
a synthetic dataset similar to a given real configuration, we would
be able to compute a sort of intrinsic correlation proper to this configuration. As territorial configurations emerge from spatio-temporal
interdependences between components of territorial systems, this intrinsic correlation emerges the same way, and its knowledge gives information on these interdependences and thus on relations between
territories and networks.
As already mentioned, most of models of simulation need an initial
state generated artificially as soon as model parametrization is not
done completely on real data. An advanced model sensitivity analysis
implies a control on parameters for synthetic dataset generation, seen
as model meta-parameters [Cottineau et al., 2015]. In the case of a
statistical analysis of model outputs it provides a way to operate a
second order statistical control.
We study stochastic processes for the study of synthetic data in C.3,
in the sense of random time-series, whereas time did not have a role
in the second case. We can suggest a strong coupling between the
two model components (or the construction of an integrated model)
and to observe indicators and correlations at different time steps during the generation. In a dynamical spatial models we have because
of feedbacks necessarily propagation effects and therefore the existence of lagged interdependences in space and time [Pigozzi, 1980].
20 Typically road network given the shape of generated networks ; it should be straightforward to use OpenStreetMap open data that have a reasonable quality for Europe,
at least for France [Girres and Touya, 2010], with however adjustments on generation procedure in order to avoid edge effects due its restrictive frame, for example by
generating on an extended surface to keep only a central area on which calibration
would be done.
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It would drive our field of study towards a better understanding of
dynamical correlations. A co-evolution model in that spirit will be
proposed in chapter 7.
Generalization
We were limited to the control of first and second moments of generated data, but we could imagine a theoretical generalization allowing
the control of moments at any order. However, as shown by the geographical example, the difficulty of generation in a concrete complex
case questions the possibility of higher orders control when keeping a consistent structure model and a reasonable number of parameters. The study of non-linear dependence structures as proposed
in [Chicheportiche and Bouchaud, 2013] is in an other perspective
an interesting possible development.
We described a model allowing to generate synthetic datasets in
which correlation structure is controlled, for which a generic formulation is given in Appendix B.3. Its partial implementation in two
very different domains, in Apppendix C.3 and here, shows its flexibility and the broad range of possible applications. More generally,
it is crucial to favorise such practices of systematic validation of computational models by statistical analysis, in particular for agent-based
models for which the question of validation stays an open issue.
Regarding our general problematic, we have introduced a first coupling between transportation networks and territories at the mesoscopic scale, through a sequential coupling of morphogenesis models.
The development of this model into a co-evolution model will be the
object of chapter 7.

?

?
?
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chapter conclusion
A general question relatively open regarding urban systems is the one
of the link between form and function. Even if it is in some cases and at
certain scales easily extricable, there does not seem to exist any general rule nor theory answering this fundamental problem. Will future
smart cities be able to totally disconnect the form from the function as
hypothesizes [Batty, 2017] ?
By situating oneself at the scale of a system of cities or a megaurban region, for which the form will manifest in relative positions
both geographically, but also according to multi-layer networks, of
cities according to their specializations, or in the fine localization of
the different types of activities within the region and the links formed
by the transportation network, we can assume on the contrary that
the new urban forms will be linked in ever more intricate and complex ways with their functions, at different scales and according to
different dimensions.
The notion of morphogenesis, that we defined and partly explored,
seems to be a good candidate to link form and function as we showed
in 5.1. A simple model such as the one studied in 5.2 integrates this
paradigm without providing any possible interpretation since functions are implicit in the processes considered. By coupling the model
to the transportation network as done in 5.3, we explicitly introduce
notions of functions since for example accessibility has now a role,
but also because the network is a function in itself.
These paradigms will be used in the following to model co-evolution
within a corresponding perspective in 7.2, i.e. at the mesoscopic scale
with the same assumptions of autonomous processes and well defined sub-systems. We will deepen the reflexion on the role of functions with a multi-dimensional urban form in the study of the Lutecia
model in 7.3, which will integrate the governance of the transportation system and relations between actives and employments within a
metropolitan region.

?

?
?

C O N C L U S I O N O F PA R T I I : C O - E V O L U T I O N , A
C O M P L E X C O N C E P T W I T H M U LT I P L E FA C E S

This part allowed us to bring diverse first elements of answer to our
problematic of modeling co-evolution, by both constructing tools and
opening particular perspectives.
The first chapter, with an heterogenous composition, digs into fundamental concepts spanning from the evolutive urban theory, which
is thus confirmed as a consequent part of our conceptual skeleton.
The study of static correlations confirms the non-stationarity and suggests the multi-scalarity of interactions between networks and territories, and allows us on the one hand to confirm the relevance of our
approach at two distinct scales, and on the other hand provides an
empirical analysis constructing observed data which will allow to
calibrate models. Then, the construction of an operational characterization of co-evolution, in terms of causality regimes, is essential both
from the empirical viewpoint and for the characterization of the behavior of models which will be introduced in the following. Finally,
we explore the potentialities of interaction models in systems of cities,
what allows us to confirm the existence of network effects.
The second chapter explores the concept of morphogenesis, starting by constructing for it an interdisciplinary definition which suggests the modeling paradigms through form and function and introduces an implicit link with co-evolution. We then develop a simple
model based on form only, through aggregation-diffusion principles,
and show that it reproduces a large spectrum of territorial forms existing in Europe. We finally construct the first building brick of a
coupling with a network growth model and explore the space of potential static correlations.
We can at this stage make a conceptual summary of our progressive
construction.
Conceptual definition
We recall the conceptual definition of co-evolution constructed in particular through multi-disciplinary transfer in the first part: evolutive
territorial systems can exhibit co-evolution properties at three distinct
levels: (i) local entities in reciprocal interactions; (ii) regional population of entities exhibiting circular causalities from a statistical viewpoint; (iii) global systemic interdependencies.
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An operational characterization
This part will also have been crucial since it allowed us to introduce
an operational measure of complex causal relationships, that we propose to consider as a method to characterize co-evolution, i.e. a proxy
for it. This characterization, introduced and explored in 4.2, is based
on the idea of causality regimes, which correspond to causality patterns in the Granger sense between an ensemble of variables. In the
case of reciprocal causalities between two populations of entities, we
will speak indeed of a co-evolution in the second sense given above.
We therefore have an empirical and operational characterization of
co-evolution.
The morphogenetic approach
Morphogenesis highlights the question of autonomy and interdependency, of boundaries and the environment, the question of scales. We
can precise to what extent it reinforces the construction of the concept
of co-evolution. The idea of independent subsystem rejoins the one
of ecological niche which is equivalent to a system of boundaries in
the theory of Holland [Holland, 2012]. This theory indeed consider
the entities of a given niche as co-evolving: we can see implicitly that
this concept allows on the one hand a relevant entry for models at
the mesoscopic scale, but on the other hand that it creates inevitable
yet unexpected deep links with the conceptual context that we are
progressively building.
Towards a modeling approach of co-evolution
By recalling the three knowledge domains conceptual-empirical-models [Livet
et al., 2010], we can consider to be equiped for the still missing component and which is our final objective: the one of models, since we
extensively developed co-evolution from a conceptual and empirical
point of view.
The aim of the next part will thus be to produce a synthesis of
the bricks we introduced, and progressively construct co-evolution
models at the two scales (macroscopic and mesoscopic), mostly by
extending the models already studied.

Part III
SYNTHESIS
The buildings bricks, methods and tools are mainly set up
for the culminating part of our work, which consists in the
construction of models of co-evolution at different scales.

I N T R O D U C T I O N O F PA R T I I I

The contradictions felt within a constraining academic context can
rapidly limit the possibilities to dig deeper but also of synthesis. The
saturation threshold is easily reached and the resignation to bury idealist illusions of the past is rapidly the rule. But the receptivity of
the public may provide an invisible way out of these constraints, and
some media play a determining role in it. The most important has
been the experimental modeling experience. The model as a communication tool. The model as a game for teaching. The model as
a pretext to develop a personal thinking. The model to dig deeper
into notions evoked. The model at the crossroad of viewpoints and
sensitivities. The model at the convergence of concepts understood.
The model as a complex synthesis. Pessimism should finally not be
the rule, the most original ways to get out would also be the most
efficient.
At the heart of our subject, we must both do the synthesis of conceptual and empirical entries on co-evolution, and to go deeper into
thematic entries. Model will be together both products and producers of this synthesis and this deepening, and allow to extract us from
the restrictive disciplinary framework previously highlighted, by exploring fuzzy boundaries of domains and of knowledge, at the image
of the experiment in collective modeling for teaching which was described above21 in which the model both allowed to get out of the
frame and to operate a synthesis and a deepening.
This part thus aims at formulating and exploring co-evolution models, answering our second axis of the problematic, i.e. how to integrate co-evolution processes within models. The question of scales
has been implicitly dealt with in the complementary thematic entries
of the previous part: at a mesoscopic scale, it will be more relevant
to focus on the precise form, whereas at a macroscopic scale the interaction between agents are fundamental. This complementarity of
scales furthermore echoes two seminal models of urban growth, the
Gibrat and the Simon models. We demonstrate in Appendix B.1 that
these are two specifications of a more global framework of stochastic
models of urban growth, what suggests that our two approaches are
not only complementary but also can be synthesized.
We thus construct the models in two chapters, which order has
been fixed to have a progressive degree of complexity of models. The
chapter 6 develops the models at the macroscopic scale. We first introduce the necessary indicators to qualify the behavior of such a type
21 Which lead to a concrete realization, see https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/
ExperimentalModeling.
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of models, which are tested by applying them to a model from the
literature. A direct extension of the interaction model of 4.3 is then
proposed as a co-evolution model at the macroscopic scale.
The chapter 7 begins with developing a string coupling of the morphogenesis model of 5.2 and of network growth models, in a multimodeling approach. It is calibrated on static data computed in 4.1.
We then introduce a model at the metropolitan scale that takes into
account governance processes for the extension of the transportation
network.

?

?
?

6

C O - E V O L U T I O N AT T H E M A C R O S C O P I C S C A L E

Coupled dynamics between territories and networks can be grasped
at the macroscopic scale through an approach by interactions, as we
showed in chapter 4. The explicative power is then different to the one
of classical economic models and concerns other types of processes,
based on interactions at smaller spatial scales and longer time scales.
In this frame, transportation networks and systems of cities co-evolve
on long time.
To what extent the construction of the railway link through the
Channel tunnel could have consolidated the economic power of London or reinforce its interactions with its close European neighbours,
and to what extent the recent political events could lead to a modification of economic trajectories and then as a consequence to a modification of transportation patterns through a feedback of demand ? In
a similar way, to what extent the projects of high speed lines on the
East coast of the United States and in the California corridor are coordinated with regional dynamics, and if they are effectively realized,
to what extent can they influence trajectories of the system of cities
?
We have already studied similar issues in the case of South Africa
and with an empirical approach in 4.2, and we propose in this chapter
to reflect it from the point of view of modeling, by introducing coevolution processes in interaction models already developed.
To give an idea of the nature of conclusions we can expect to draw
from such an approach, we begin in 6.1 by a systematic exploration of
the SimpopNet model, approach which is the most advanced in terms
of modeling the co-evolution of cities and transportation networks at
this scale, as established in chapter 2. It also allows us to introduce
the suited indicators for the evaluation of trajectories of systems of
cities.
We then describe in 6.2 the generic model of co-evolution, which is
tested on synthetic data at two levels of detail for network representation, and then on the French system of cities.

?

?
?

This chapter will be published as a book chapter [Raimbault, 2018b] for its
first section. The second section describes the results of [Raimbault, 2017b]
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for synthetic data, and will be published also as a book chapter [Raimbault,
2018a].

6.1 exploring macroscopic models of co-evolution

6.1

exploring macroscopic models of co-evolution

We first propose to introduce co-evolution models at the macroscopic
scale by exploring the results produced by an existing model, what
will also allow to introduce methods and indicators that are necessary
to the exploration, and to grasp the typical questions linked to this
type of models. In particular, we proceed to a systematic exploration
of the SimpopNet model [Schmitt, 2014], which is to the best of our
knowledge one of the rare initiatives to model co-evolution within a
system of cities.
6.1.1

Context

A considerable gain in knowledge can be observed, from the conceptual or thematic description of a model, to its mathematical formalisation, its implementation, its systematic exploration, up to its exploration in deep with the help of specific meta-heuristics. Our postulate,
that is a consequence of both our positioning (see Chapter 3 on simulation) and experiments of which previously developed models are
part, is that it is important, but furthermore of a qualitative nature,
in the sense that the nature of knowledge follows abrupt transitions
during the advance of the investigation in this continuum.
The SimpopNet model introduced by [Schmitt, 2014], which is to
our knowledge the only co-evolution model in the perspective of the
evolutive urban theory. Its behavior was however not systematically
explored, what makes it a good candidate for our approach.
Studied model
We briefly reformulate the model, following the notations for the formalization of the interaction model in 4.3, since a certain number of
parameters and processes are similar. Cities grow following a specification that rejoins equation 7, i.e. in this specific case
µi (t + 1) − µi (t) = µi (t) ·

λβ X Vij
N
< Vij >
j

where the potential is of the form Vij = µj /dβ
ij and Vii = 0, and
β is a parameter for the distance decay and λ shape parameter for
the decay function. We thus find our formulation, with r0 = 0 and
wG = λβ · N. Since λ gives the typical distance of interaction, it will
be noted dG in the following, and β will be noted γG (it is indeed a
level of hierarchy as a function of distance).
The network growths at each time step through a process that can
be seen as a potential breakdown (as described in chapter 1): a couple of cities is chosen, the first according to populations with a hierarchy γN (i.e. with a probability proportional to µi γN ) and the sec-
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ond following interaction forces µi µj /dβ
ij with the same hierarchy
γN . A link is then created if the network is not efficient enough, i.e. if
(N)
dij /dij > θN . The links created at a date t have a speed v(t), which
will depend on current transportation technologies. The creation of
new intersections to yield a planar graph is only done for links with
a similar speed.
In order to study a stylized version of the model, we consider a configuration such that v(t > 0) = v0 and v(0) = 1 (the initial model considers three values for speed that correspond to the reality of transportation technologies between 1830 and 2000).
Perspectives
We can put the structure of this model into perspective. Some modeling choices are not in direct consistency with the application it is used
for: for example, such a precision in the parametrization of dates and
speeds (historical dates from 1800 to 2000 and speed that approximatively corresponds to transportation technologies) makes it a hybrid
model, and should correspond to an application on a real spatial configuration. In a synthetic configuration as used in the model, these
parameters have a sense only if we know the behavior of simulated
dynamics, and in particular the role of the spatial configuration, i.e. if
we are able to differentiate effects linked to the dynamics from effects
linked to the initial spatial configuration.
Furthermore, the use of the interaction model without the endogenous Gibrat term would be difficultly adaptable to an application of
the model on real data since the values we obtained in the precedent
studies of interaction models, but stays relevant in a stylized model,
in order to understand the interaction processes in an isolated way, as
we will do later (keeping in mind that this knowledge does not necessarily describes the coupled behavior, since the interaction between
processes can lead to the emergence of new behaviors).
The formulation of the potential, given above, as (λ/dij )β , implies
that λ captures both the weight of the potential and the shape of the
decreasing function, but imposes a dependence between these two
effects, on the contrary to the specification we use previously. It furthermore does not allow an interpretation in terms of limit flows1 .
Finally, rules allowing variable values for v(t) and the non-planarity
mechanism2 , allows the introduction of a tunnel effect, which is as
we recall is the absence of interaction of an infrastructure traversing
a territory with it. The effect is however exogenous since explicitly
specified in model rules, on the contrary to the interaction model
with feedback of flows, in which the variations of wN and dN should
1 The weight parameter in our model in 4.3 gives indeed the value of the flow when
the distance attenuation goes to infinity and for all the population.
2 When a new link is constructed, it does create intersections only with links of similar
speed.
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capture an endogenous tunnel effect. The introduction of specific indicators to measure it would be an interesting development direction,
but we stay here at considering the hierarchy of centralities which is
already a good indicator for it3 .
6.1.2

Methodology

Spatial configuration
An important aspect for understanding co-evolution processes implied in this model is the role of the initial spatial configuration in
emerging patterns observed. We therefore apply the methodology
developed in 3.1, which allows to extend the sensitivity analysis of
a model to spatial meta-parameters4 .
generation of synthetic configurations A synthetic system of cities is constructed the following way (see Appendix B.3 for
the notion of synthetic data, calibrated at the first and the second order). A fixed number N of cities is uniformly distributed in space,
under the constraint of a minimal distance between each, and their
population is attributed following a rank-size law which parameters
Pm and α can be adjusted (the distribution of city sizes in the initial
model corresponds to α ' 0.68 with R2 = 0.98).
A skeleton of network is created by progressive connection: the
algorithm connects cities two by two by closest neighbour in terms of
euclidian distance, and then iteratively selects randomly a cluster and
connects it perpendicularly to the closest link outside the cluster. The
network is then extended by the creation of local shortcuts, through
a repetition ns times of the random selection of a city according to
populations, and its connection to a neighbour in a radius rs under
conditions of a maximal degree ds . The final network is then made
planar.
This process creates networks that visually correspond (in terms
of the order of magnitude of the number of loops, and their spatial
range) to the initialization of the model, knowing that a single instance of the network does not allow to determine distributions of
topological parameters for which a more precise calibration could be
done.

3 Indeed, a highly hierarchical distribution of accessibilities means that there exists
a small number of cities very accessible and a large number with a low accessibility. If main cities reasonably cover the space, then their links necessarily ignore
the overflown cities with low accessibility, otherwise the distribution would be less
hierarchical.
4 We recall that in our case a meta-parameter is a parameter allowing to generate an
initial configuration upstream of the model.
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Indicators
A crucial aspect of the study of simulation models is the definition of
relevant indicators, particularly in the case of synthetic models where
it is not possible to produce outputs that are directly linked to data
for example. Very general stylized facts, as aiming at producing an urban hierarchy or a network hierarchy, are relatively limited. Moreover,
the hierarchy is mechanically produced by most models including aggregation processes. We therefore need more elaborated indicators to
understand the dynamics of the system. These indicators must in particular give elements of answer to the following questions:
• types of systems of cities produced by the model;
• change in time of the organization of the system of cities;
• typical profiles of trajectories;
• ability to “produce some co-evolution”.
In order to concentrate on the ability of the model to produce trajectories that are both diverse and complex, and for example its ability to
produce bifurcations that would manifest as inversions in ranks, and
also its ability to capture different aspects of co-evolutive dynamics,
we propose a set of indicators, including for example lagged correlation measures in the spirit of causality regimes exhibited in 4.2, or a
correlation measure as a function of distance, to understand the role
of spatial interactions in the coupling of trajectories. Given a variable
Xi (t) defined for each city and in time (that will be the population
or centrality measures for example), we define the following indicators.
• Indicators characterizing the distribution of Xi in time: hierarchy (slope of the least squares adjustment of Xi as a function of
rank) α(t), entropy of the distribution ε(t), descriptive statistics
ˆ
(average E[X](t)
and standard deviation σ̂(t)).
• Rank correlation between the initial time and the final time,
which translates the quantity of change in the hierarchy during
the evolution of the system, and is defined by ρr = ρ̂ [rg(Xi (t = 0)), rg(Xi (t = tf ))],
where rg(Xi ) is the rank of Xi among all values.
• Diversity of trajectories D [Xi ], which captures a diversity of
time series profiles for the considered variable. With X̃i (t) ∈
[0; 1] the trajectories that have been individually rescaled, it is
defined by
X
2
D [Xi ] =
N · (N − 1)
i<j

 Z
1
2 2
1
X̃i (t) − X̃j (t)
T t
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• Changes in direction of trajectories C [Xi ], that we take as the
number of inflexion points. In the context of such a type of
model, which mainly produces monotonous trajectories, this indicator witnesses in a certain way of a “complexity” of trajectories.
• Correlations as a function of distance, to understand the way
the effect of distance is translated at the macroscopic scale. The
profile of this function, regarding interaction distance parameters included in the model, will translate the tendency of the
model to lead to the emergence of one level of interaction or the
other. It is computed as
ρd = ρ̂ [(X(~xk , Y(~xk 0 ))]
where Xi , Yi are the two variables considered and (k, k 0 ) the set
of couples such that k~xk −~xk 0 k − d 6 ε with ε a tolerance threshold (in practice taken to regroup couples by distance deciles).
• Lagged correlations between the variations of variables, to identify causality patterns between variables X and Y. The patterns
ρ̂τ for all variables, and for τ lag or anticipation, must be understood in the sense of potential regimes, explored in 4.2.
ρτ = ρ̂ [∆X(t − τ), ∆Y(t)]
These indicators are used on the following variables:
• populations µi (t),
• closeness centralities
ci (t) =

1 X 1
N−1
dij (t)
i6=j

which capture the position within the urban system,
• accessibilities
Xi = P

1

X

k µk i6=j

Pj exp −dij (t)/dG



which capture the insertion within the urban system.
We furthermore introduce diverse indicators for network topology,
to understand the final forms produced by the heuristic: diameter,
average path length, average betweenness centrality and its level of
hierarchy, average performance, total length, as they have been defined in 4.1.
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6.1.3

Results

Experience plan
Given an initial spatial configuration (i.e. a value of meta-parameters),
we establish the behavior of indicators by exploring a grid of the parameter space. The number of parameters being low and the objective
being a first grasp of the model behavior, in particular if it is able to
produce co-evolution dynamics, we do not use more elaborated exploration methods. The parameters are (dG , γG , γN , θN , v0 ) and metaparameters (NS , αS , dS , nS ). We take also the meta-parameters into
account in order to understand the sensitivity of the model to space.
We explore a grid of 16 configurations of meta-parameters, 324 configurations of parameters, and 30 random replications, what corresponds to 155520 simulations. They are executed on a computation
grid with the intermediary of OpenMole5 .
Convergence
Since the model is stochastic, it is important to control the convergence of indicators, that will be more or less easy depending on
their variability. To quantify the variability of an indicator X regarding stochasticity, we use a measure similar to the one used in 5.2,
given by v [X] = Ê [X] /σ̂ [X] with basic estimators for the expectance
and the standard deviation. On the full set of replications, we obtain
for all indicators given previously, a median for the ratio v [X] estimated within replications, estimated on all parameter values, which
takes a minimal value of 3.94, for the average accessibility at final
time, what witnesses a low stochastic variability. We can furthermore
use this value to estimate the level of convergence: it corresponds to a
95% confidence interval around the mean of relative size 0.18 (under
the assumption of a normal distribution of the average), i.e. a good
convergence. This aspect is crucial for the robustness of results.
Sensitivity to space
The Table 15 give values of d̃ for 16 configurations of meta-parameters6 ,
in comparison to an arbitrary reference configuration (first column).
The hierarchy within the initial system of cities appears as the stronger
determinant of variability, since all configurations with αS = 1.5 give
values larger than 1.7, what witnesses a very strong sensitivity relative to this hierarchy.
Then, the number of cities plays a non negligible secondary role
, giving the stronger effects of space. Thus, it is crucial to keep in
5 Simulation results are available at http://dx.doi.org/10.7910/DVN/RW8S36.
6 The definition of the relative measure of sensitivity, given in 3.1, is for two phase
diagrams f1 , f2 and d euclidian distance, d̃ = 2d(f1 , f2 )/(Var[f1 ] + Var[f2 ]).
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mind this role of the initial configuration during the analysis of phase
diagrams. To stay within the same spirit than the model that was
initially proposed, we will however comment a phase diagram for a
given spatial configuration. The study of the extended model with
integration of meta-parameters to which it is sensitive at their full
extent is beyond the reach of this auxiliary analysis.
Table 15: Sensitivity to space of the SimpopNet model. Each column corresponds to an instance of the phase diagram, for which meta-parameters are given, with the relative distance to an arbitrary reference diagram.
As inputs we have the meta-parameters NS , αS , dS , nS and as outputs of simulations the distance d̃.

NS

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

80

80

80

80

80

80

80

80

αS

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

dS

5

5

10

10

5

5

10

10

5

5

10

10

5

5

10

10

nS

10

30

10

30

10

30

10

30

10

30

10

30

10

30

10

30

d̃

0

0.05

0.26

0.21

1.79

1.80

1.79

1.72

0.44

0.36

0.42

0.42

2.25

2.23

2.24

2.21

Model behavior
The Fig. 43 reports the behavior of the model according to a selection
among the diverse indicators given above. We comment a particular
spatial configuration which corresponds to a low hierarchical system
with a network having only local shortcuts, given by meta-parameters
NS = 80, αS = 0.5, dS = 10, nS = 30, which are the values giving
configurations that are the most similar to the one of the initial model.
Complete plots are available in Appendix A.8.
The values taken by the entropy for centralities (first panel of Fig. 43),
as a function of time, for γN = 2.5 and v0 = 110, exhibit different
regimes depending on dG and γG . A low hierarchy leads to an entropy stabilizing in time, what corresponds to a certain uniformization of distances. On the contrary, a strong hierarchy produces a
regime with a minimum, and then an increase of disparities in time.
This variety of behaviors can be found again with the rank correlation ρR , that we show here for the population variable, as a function
of dG . It has a low sensitivity to θN and γN (see Appendix A.8), but
strongly varies as a function of dG and γG : interactions at a higher
distance induce systematically a larger number of changes in the hierarchy of populations. These can occur when the hierarchy of distance
is low. To summarize, the increase of the range of interactions will
diminish the inertia of trajectories of the system of cities, whereas the
increase of their hierarchy will increase it. This is relatively credible
from a thematic point of view: longer and uniform interactions have
more chances to make individual trajectories change.
The behavior of correlation indicators is shown in Fig. 44. Concerning the effect of distance on correlations between variables, i.e. the
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Figure 43: Model behavior for the spatial configuration NS = 80, αS = 0.5, dS = 10, nS = 30. (Top) Temporal
trajectories of the entropy for closeness centralities, for γN = 2.5, v0 = 110, dG = 0.016, θN = 11, as a
function of γG (color); (Bottom) Rank correlation for population, as a function of dG and of γG (color),
for θN = 11, γN = 2.5.

6.1 exploring macroscopic models of co-evolution

evolution of ρd , it is interesting to note that an increase of dG systematically diminishes the levels of correlation, what corresponds to
the complexification that we previously showed. As expected, ρd [d]
decreases as a function of distance, and exhibits non zero values for
the correlation between population and centrality for a high hierarchy γG , what shows that simultaneous adaptation regimes are rare
in this model.
Causality regimes
Finally, by studying ρτ (Fig. 44, bottom panel), we observe that causality regimes in the sense of 4.2 are not very varied (as the Fig. 95 in
Appendix A.8 confirms it for a broader range of parameters). The
population is systematically caused by the centrality, but there exists
no regime in which we observe the contrary. This is a logic of an
effect of reinforcement of hierarchy by centrality, but not a configuration with circular causalities, and thus not a co-evolution properly
speaking as we defined in the statistical sense.
This brief exploration allows us to say that this model captures
urban trajectories of a certain complexity, but that it does apparently
not reproduces co-evolution regimes.

?

?
?

We have thus in this section introduced the tools to understand
trajectories produced by a co-evolution model, and tested these on
the SimpopNet model.
In the following, we will explore in the same spirit a co-evolutive
extension of the interaction model developed in 4.3, and will aim at
establishing to what extent it is able to capture co-evolutive dynamics.

?

?
?
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Figure 44: Correlations in the model for the spatial configuration NS = 80, αS = 0.5, dS = 10, nS = 30. (Top)
Correlations as a function of distance, for couples of variables (color), for γN = 2.5, θN = 21, v0 = 10,
and for dG (columns) and γG (rows) variables; (Bottom) Lagged correlations for the same parameters.

6.2 dynamical extension of the interaction model

6.2

dynamical extension of the interaction model

This section extends the logic of integrating a system of cities with a
transportation network, which has been pursued in a static way for
network behavior in the interaction model developed and explored
in section 4.3, to propose a macroscopic model of co-evolution for systems
of cities.
6.2.1

Macroscopic Model of Co-evolution

Rationale
This first approach relies in a direct extension of the interaction model
within a system of cities described in chapter 4, at a macroscopic
scale with an ontology typical to systems of cities. For the sake of
simplicity, we still stick to an unidimensional description of cities by
their population.
Concerning network growth, we propose also to stay at a relatively
aggregated and simplified level, allowing to test growth heuristics at
different levels of abstraction. In order to be flexible on model mechanisms, diverse processes can be taken into account, such as direct
interactions between cities, intermediate interactions through the network, the feedback of network flows and a demand-induced network
growth.
Empirical characteristics emphasized by [Thévenin, Schwartz, and
Sapet, 2013] for the French railway network suggest the existence of
feedbacks of network use, or of flows traversing it, on its persistence
and its development, whose properties have evolved in time: a first
phase of strong development would correspond to an answer to a
high need of coverage, followed by a reinforcement of main link and
the disappearance of weakest links.
The coupling between cities and the network will be achieved by
the intermediate of flows between cities in the network: these capture
the interactions between cities and have simultaneously an influence
on the network in which they flow.
General Formulation
The urban system is characterized by populations µi (t) and the network G(t), to which can be associated a distance matrix dG
ij (t). Flows
between cities φij follow the expression given in 4.3 with network distance. The same way, the evolution of populations follows the specifications of the base model. The Fig. 45 shows the structure of the
model.
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Initial Configuration: Synthetic or Real City System

Cities
- Position
- Population (t)
Hierarchy

Gibrat
growth

Network
- Link speed (t)
→Effective
distances
Distance
Decay

Flows

- Max rate
- Hierarchy
- Threshold

- Mean rate

Indicators: Hierarchy, Entropy, Correlations, Trajectories
diversity and complexity, Real Data fit
Figure 45: Abstract representation of the model. Ellipses correspond to main ontological elements (cities, network,
flows), whereas arrows translate processes for which associated parameters are given. The model is
described in its broader ecosystem of initialisation and output indicators.

6.2 dynamical extension of the interaction model

network growth Concerning the network, we assume that it
evolves following the equation
(14)

G(t + 1) = F(G(t), φij (t))

such that the assignment of flows within the network and a local
variation of its elements is possible. We propose in a first time to
consider patterns linked to distance only, and to specify a relation on
an abstract network as
G
dG
ij (t + 1) = F(dij (t), φij (t))

(15)

i.e. an evolution of the distance matrix only. In this spirit, we keep
an interaction model strictly at a macroscopic scale, since a precise
spatialization of the network would imply to take into account a finer
scale that includes the local shape of the network which determines
shortest paths.
Following a thresholded feedback heuristic, given a flow φ in a
link, we assume its effective distance to be updated by:




d(t + 1) = d(t) · 1 + gmax · 

1−



φ
φ0

1+



φ
φ0

γs 
γs 

(16)

with γs a hierarchy parameter, φ0 the threshold parameter and
gmax the maximal growth rate at each step. This auto-reinforcement
function can be interpreted the following way: above a limit flow φ0 ,
the travel conditions improve, whereas they deteriorate
below. The

γs

hierarchy of gain is given by γs , and since

1− φφ
 0 γs
1+ φφ
0

→φ→∞ −1, gmax

is the maximal distance gain. This function is similar to the one used
by [Tero, Kobayashi, and Nakagaki, 2007]7 .
Implementation
The coupling of the interaction model to a finer representation of the
network (for example an encoding of the whole network structure)
makes the full integration into an OpenMole plugin more difficult,
as it was done for the model studied in 4.3. We need here an ad hoc
implementation. The use of a workflow as a mediator for coupling
is an interesting solution but which is realistic only for a weak coupling as in 5.3. One of the issues that the meta-modeling library for
OpenMole that is currently being developed around OpenMole will
have to tackle is the possibility to allow strong coupling (for example
i
− d . This function yield similarly a threshold effect,

1/γ
d
since the derivative vanishes at φ∗ = 1−d
, but it can not be adjusted.

7 Which uses ∆d = ∆t

h

φγ
1+φγ
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in the sense of a dynamical coupling during the evolution of the simulation) of heterogeneous components in a transparent way, in order
to benefit from the advantages of different languages or of already
existing implementations.
We choose here a full implementation with NetLogo, for the simplicity of coupling between components. A particular care is taken for
the duality of network representation, both as a distance matrix and
as a physical network, in order to facilitate the extension to physical
network heuristics.
6.2.2

Application to Synthetic Data

The model is first tested and explored on synthetic city systems, in
order to understand some of its intrinsic properties. In this case, we
consider the model with an abstract network as specified above, i.e.
without spatial description of the network and with evolution rules
acting directly on dG
ij given the previous specifications.
Synthetic data
A synthetic city system is generated following the heuristic used in
the previous section: (i) NS cities are randomly distributed in the
euclidian plan; (ii) populations are attributed to cities following an
inverse power law, with a hierarchy parameter αS and such that the
largest city has a population equal to Pmax , i.e. following Pi = Pmax ·
i−αS .
To simplify, several meta-parameters are fixed: the number of cities
is fixed at NS = 30, the maximal population at Pmax = 100000 and
the maximal network growth to gmax = 0.005. Final time is fixed at
tf = 30, what corresponds to distances divided approximatively by
58 , in order to comply to an empirical constraint: this corresponds to
the evolution of the travel time between Paris and Lyon from around
ten hours at the beginning of the century to two hours today, showed
for example by [Thévenin, Schwartz, and Sapet, 2013]. We also neglect
network effects at the second order by taking wN = 0.
We explore a grid in the parameter space αS , φ0 , γs , wG , dG , γG .
We use the indicators introduced in 6.1 to quantify model behavior
in the parameter space. We describe the results for αS = 1, what is
the closest to existing city systems (in comparison to 0.5 and 1.5, see
the systematic review of the rank-size law estimations done by [Cottineau, 2017]).

8 Indeed, we can compute that the minimal multiplicative factor for distance is (1 −
gmax )tf , what gives for these values (1 − 0.05)30 ' 0.214, i.e. a division by 5 of the
travel time.
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Trajectories
The evolution of the average closeness centrality in time is shown
in Fig. 46 (top) for wG = 0.001, and with variables (γG , φ0 ). The
behavior is not sensitive to dG (see the complete plots in A.9). This
evolution witnesses a transition as a function of the level of hierarchy: when it decreases, we observe the emergence of trajectories for
which the average centrality increases in time, what corresponds to
configurations in which all cities profit in average from accessibility
gains.
Concerning the entropy of populations, for which the temporal trajectory is shown in Fig. 46 (bottom), all parameters give a decreasing
entropy, i.e. a behavior of convergence of cities trajectories in time9 .
Looking at the complexity of accessibility trajectories, we observe
for values of φ0 > 1.5 a maximum of complexity as a function of
interaction distance dG , stable when wG and γG vary (see also the
exhaustive plots in Fig. 97, Appendix A.9). This intermediate scale
can be interpreted as producing regional subsystems, large enough
for each to develop a certain level of complexity, et isolated enough
to avoid the convergence of trajectories over the whole system. We
reconstruct therein a spatial non-stationarity, typically observed in 4.1,
and rejoin the concept of the ecological niche10 localized in space:
the emergent subsystems that are relatively independent, are good
candidates to contain processes of co-evolution. The emergence of this
intermediate scale can be compared to the modularity of the French
urban system showed by [Berroir et al., 2017].
Finally, the behavior of rank correlations for accessibility reveals
that the interaction distance systematically increases the number of
hierarchy inversions, what corresponds in a sense to an increase in
overall system complexity. The hierarchy parameter diminishes this
correlation, what means that a more hierarchical organization will
impact a larger number of cities in the qualitative aspects of their trajectories. This effect is similar to the “first mover advantage” showed
by [Levinson and Xie, 2011], which unveils a path dependency and
an advantage to be rapidly connected to the network: in our case, the
modifications in the hierarchy correspond to cities that benefit from
their positioning in the network.
Correlations
We can in a first time focus on the variations of correlations between
variables as a function of distance. Profiles of ρd for the three couples
9 Indeed, the entropy for the population variable gives the dispersion of the distribution of populations, and thus its decrease translate a trend to concentrate in time.
10 As it was already described in 5.1, an ecological niche in the sense of [Holland, 2012]
corresponds to the relatively independent ecosystem in which there is co-evolution
between the species.
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Figure 46: Temporal behavior of the co-evolution model with abstract network on a synthetic system of cities.
(Top) Average closeness centralities, as a function of time, for γG (rows) and φ0 (color) variable, at fixed
wG = 0.001 and dG = 10; (Bottom) Entropy of populations, as a function of time, for dG (columns) and
φ0 (color) variable, at fixed wG = 0.001 and γG = 0.5. See main text for interpretation. Trajectories on
the explored subspace of the parameter space are given in Fig. 96, Appendix A.9.
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Figure 47: Agregated behavior of the co-evolution model. (Top) Complexity of accessibilities, as a function of dG ,
for φ0 (columns) and γG (color) variable, at fixed wG = 0.001; (Bottom) Rank correlations of accessibilities as a function of dG , for the same parameters. The behavior on the explored subspace of the
parameter space are given in Fig. 97, Appendix A.9.
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of variables show that intermediate and large values of the interaction distance (dG > 50) induce populations totally uncorrelated with
centralities and accessibilities (Fig. 98, Appendix A.9). For small values of dG , a decreasing then vanishing profile confirms the existence
of strong local effects, where very close cities will have a strong reciprocal influence. The behavior of the correlation between accessibility
and centrality is more difficult to interpret, and may be due to autocorrelation phenomenons11 . Its level does not depend on distance but
on dG , and decreases to end at a negative correlation.
Causality regimes
We can now study lagged correlation patterns produced by the model,
i.e. its ability to effectively produce co-evolution in the sense we defined.
The exploration of profiles for ρτ for varying parameter values is
illustrated in Appendix A.9, and suggests the existence of multiple
causality regimes. The Fig. 48 give examples of such profiles. We however observe (i) the systematic existence of a constant correlation at
τ = 0 and (ii) the small variations of correlations that impose the need
for a statistical test to ensure that we isolate a significant effect.
We add here for this reason an additional criteria based on a statistical test: for τ+ = argmaxτ>0 |ρτ − ρ0 | and τ− = argmaxτ<0 |ρτ − ρ0 |,
a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is used to compare the distributions of
ρτ± and of ρ0 . If they are declared different with a p-value smaller
than 0.01, and if ρτ± > |ρ0 |, we accept the causality link between
variables in the corresponding direction.
A configuration is then coded by a representation of its graph between variables, given by the six discrete variables equal to 0 if there
is no link between the variables (within all directed couples between
population, accessibility and centrality) and 1 or -1 depending on the
sign of the correlation if there exists a statistically significant link (in
practice we observe only positive correlations).
We obtain overall 33 different configurations of links between variables, out of the 64 possible configurations (26 possible choices for
positive correlations only). In comparison, the application of this method
on the results of 6.1 give only 8 distinct configurations12 .

11 These
can
not
be
computed,
as
it
implies
to
decompose
hP
i
1 P
ρ
i6=j Pj exp −dij /dG . It is for example possible to approxii6=j dij ;
mate ρ [X + Y; Z] under the condition
that ε = σY /σX  1 at the first order by

2
ρ [X + Y; Z] ' (ρ [X; Z] + ερ [Y; Z]) · 1 − 12 ρ [X; Y] ε − ε2 ) , by this assumption is too
restrictive to be used for all terms in the sum.
12 In which two configurations correspond to a negative circular causality between accessibility and centrality, what suggests that the SimpopNet model can produce a
co-evolution between variables, but in a restricted number compared to the configurations obtained here and only between two network variables.
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The type of relations we obtain are particularly interesting regarding co-evolution. We indeed observe:
• a configuration without any link between variables;
• 13 configurations of type “structuring effect”, i.e. for which the
graph does not have any loop;
• a configuration of type “indirect co-evolution”, for which the
graph has a loop of length three (ci → Xi → µi → ci ) ;
• 18 configurations of type “co-evolution”, in which there exists
at least a loop of length two (direct circular relation between
two variables).
Among all these regimes, 8 correspond to a graph with at least 4
links (which are then necessarily co-evolutive): we show these profiles
in Fig. 48. Two regimes witness a positive deviation of the correlation
between population and accessibility for positive delays, increasing
up to the maximal delay, what could be a clue of a reinforcement of
population dynamics through centrality, stylized fact shown for the
French system of cities by [Bretagnolle, 2009].
The regimes in which the centrality is co-evolving with population
correspond to the ones where the co-evolution between the network
and the territory is the strongest (since the accessibility depends on
both), and are observed for large values of dG (average dG = 183 on
62 parameter points). This way, this co-evolution is favored by long
interaction ranges.
Finally, the regime with the largest number of links13 , is obtained
for a long interaction range dG = 160, a strong interaction hierarchy
γG = 1.5, but a low hierarchy of the initial system of cities αS : farreaching but hierarchical interactions in an uniform system of cities
lead to a maximum of entanglement between variables.
We finally confirm these results of variety in causality regimes produced by the model by applying the Pattern Space Exploration algorithm [Chérel, Cottineau, and Reuillon, 2015] to the model, with objectives the six correlations studied above (evaluated as zero in the case
of a non-significance). A graphical presentation of results is given in
Appendix A.9. We mainly obtain a number of regimes produced by
the model larger than the ones obtained before (with negative correlations, 260 realized regimes out of 36 = 729 possible). This short
complementary study confirms the ability of the model to produce a
large number of co-evolution regimes.

13 That corresponds to the regime coded by “10/11/11”, with co-evolution of population and centrality and of population and accessibility, and a causality of centrality
on accessibility.
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Figure 48: Lagged correlations. We give here for the 8 configurations showing at least 4 links between variables
(coded in the order of couples, by the existence or not of a link for τ+ and for τ− ), the lagged correlation
profiles ρτ as a function of τ, for all couples of variables (color).

6.2 dynamical extension of the interaction model

Synthesis
The important stylized facts that can be drawn from the exploration
of the model on synthetic data are the following.
1. We observe the existence of an intermediate spatial scale allowing the evolution of relatively independent niches, corresponding to a maximal level of complexity for cities trajectories.
2. Lagged correlations unveil at least three different types of interaction regimes, that we interpret as an adaptation regime, a
direct co-evolution regime, and an indirect co-evolution regime.
6.2.3

Applications to French City System

The model is then applied to the French system of cities on long
time dynamical data: the Pumain-INED database for populations,
spanning from 1831 to 1999 [Pumain and Riandey, 1986], with the
evolving railway network from 1840 to 2000 [Thévenin, Schwartz, and
Sapet, 2013]. Such a time span can be associated with structural effect
on long time, as developed in 1.1. This application aims on the one
hand at testing the ability of the model to reproduce a real dynamic
of co-evolution, and on the other hand at extracting thematic information on processes through calibrated parameter values.
Network Data
We work on railway network data constructed by [Thévenin, Schwartz,
and Sapet, 2013]. The French railway network is particularly interesting jointly with population data already presented, since the covered
time span is relatively close, and as [Thévenin, Schwartz, and Sapet,
2013] recalls, this transportation mode has at any times materialized
the implication of public and private actors. It corresponds to different processes depending on the period, from a more decentralized
management to a more centralized recently, and different technological materializations with for example the recent emergence of high
speed trains [Zembri, 1997]. For each date in the population database,
we extract the simplified abstract network in which all stations and
intersections with a degree larger than two are linked with abstract
links which speed and length attributes correspond to real values, at a
granularity of 1km14 . This yields the time-distance matrices between
the cities included in the model.

14 This processing is achieved thanks to the R package for transportation network analysis specifically developed for this thesis, see E.1.
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Stylized facts
Before calibrating the model, we can observe the lagged correlation
patterns in the dataset, by applying the causality regimes method.
This empirical study should on the one hand allow us to verify well
known stylized facts, and on the other hand to produce a preliminary knowledge of empirical system behavior. We compute as detailed above the closeness centrality through the network, given by
P
Ti = j exp −dij /d0 , and we study the lagged correlation between
its derivative ∆Ti and the derivative of the population ∆Pi , given by
ρ̂τ = ρ̂ [∆Pi (t), ∆Ti (t − τ)] estimated on a moving window containing
Tw successive dates. We show in Fig. 49 the results obtained.
These results are important for at least two reasons. First, the behavior of the number of significant correlations as a function of Tw
and d0 allows us to find stationarity scales in the system. We observe
on the one hand a specific spatial scale that gives a maximum for all
temporal windows, at d0 = 100km, what suggests the existence of
consistent regional subsystems, which existence is stable in time: indeed, this value corresponds to the interaction distance. It remarkably
coincides with the intermediate scale isolated in the synthetic model.
On the other hand, long spatial ranges induce an optimal temporal
scale, for Tw = 4 what corresponds to around twenty years: we identify it as the overall temporal stationarity scale of the system and
study the lagged correlations for this value.
Secondly, the behavior of lagged correlations does not seem to comply to the existing literature. At the intermediate spatial scale, the
values of ρ+ , ρ− exhibit no regularity. On the whole system, there
is until 1946 close to no significant effect, then no causality between
1946 and 1975 (maximum at τ = 0, non-significant minimum), and a
5 years shift of accessibility causing population after 1968 (the effect
staying however doubtful). We do not reproduce the correlation effect
between network centrality and place in the urban hierarchy advocated by [Bretagnolle, 2003]15 , what lead us to question the existence
of the “structural co-evolution” on long time described by Bretagnolle in [Offner et al., 2014]. What [Bretagnolle, 2003] obtains is a
simultaneous correspondence between growth rate and level of connectivity to the network (and not with network dynamic), but not in
our sense a co-evolution, since no statistical relation is furthermore
exhibited.
15 As [Lemoy and Caruso, 2017] is not able to reproduce, for density profiles as a
function of the distance to the center of European metropolis, the transition that
allows [Guérois and Pumain, 2008] to define the peri-urban. These more or less
recent works are not reproducible, producing neither code nor data, and giving only
a superficial description of the methods, and it is thus impossible to know the origin
of the qualitative divergence obtained. A good reproducibility together with the
construction of systematic comparisons (benchmarks) of models, empirical analysis,
that are recent but also to validate old studies, seems to be a reasonable solution to
this kind of issue.
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We rejoin the recent results of [Mimeur et al., 2017] that show the
statistical non-significance of the correlation between growth rate and
evolution of network coverage and accessibility, at a zero delay. Our
results are less precise on the class of cities studied (they differentiate
large and small cities, and work on a larger panel), but more general
as they study variable delays and accessibility ranges, and are thus
complementary.
Calibration of the abstract model
Expected results of the calibration on real data concern both the more
or less accurate reproduction of real city population growth dynamics, i.e. to what extent the inclusion of a dynamical network can increase the explanatory power for trajectories, and also how realistic
the evolution of network distance is. We still work with the abstract
model.
model evaluation We can add to the indicators used before a
calibration indicator for distance. The particular property of adjustment for populations, that resides in the existence of a power law for
the sizes of cities that made negligible the performance on medium
and small cities in the case of a cumulated error, and suggested the
addition of the indicator on the error on logarithms, is not present for
distances that follow a distribution concentrated on a single order of
magnitude. We use therefore a standard measure of fit, given by


XX
2
εD = log 
dij (t) − d̃ij (t) 
t

i,j

where dij (t) are observed distances and d̃ij (t) the simulated distances. It is simply a cumulated squared-error, as used for the comparison of origin-destination matrices in a similar case of simulation of a
transportation network in [Jacobs-Crisioni and Koopmans, 2016].
results We proceed to a non-stationary calibration, on the (εP , εD )
objectives, i.e. the squared-error on populations and on distances. The
estimation is done with a moving window with the periods already
used in 4.3. In order to have a limited dimension to explore, we take a
fixed wN = 0 to study the interactions only at the first order, knowing
that the abstract network parameters (gmax , γS , ϕ0 ) are taken into
account in the calibration. The calibration is done with a genetic algorithm in a way similar as in 4.3. The Fig. 50 shows the obtained Pareto
fronts, and the Fig. 51 the evolution in time of parameter values for
the optimal solutions.
We observe a large variability of the shape of Pareto fronts for
the bi-objective calibration on population and distance, what witnesses more or less difficulty to simultaneously adjust population
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Figure 49: Empirical lagged correlations for the French system of cities. Correlations are estimated on a window
of duration 5 · Tw , between population growth rates and the variations of closeness centrality with a
decay parameter d0 (see text). (Top left) Number of significant correlations (taken such that p < 0.1 at
95%) as a function of Tw for d0 variable; (Top right) Number of significant correlations as a function of
d0 for Tw variable; (Bottom) For the “optimal” window Tw = 4, value of ρτ as a function of τ, for all
successive periods.

6.2 dynamical extension of the interaction model

and distance. Some periods, such as 1891-1911 and 1921-1936, are
close to have a simultaneous objective point for the two objectives,
what would correspond to a good correspondence of the model to
both trajectories of cities and trajectory of the network on these periods.
In comparison with calibration results of the model with static network of 4.3, when comparing the performances for the objective εG ,
we find periods where the static is clearly better (1831 and 1841 for
example) and others where the co-evolutive model is better (1946 and
1962): thus, taking into account the co-evolution helps in some cases
to have a better reproduction of population trajectories.
The values of optimal parameters in time, shown in Fig. 51, seem
to contain some signal. The evolution of wG and γG are coherent
with the evolutions observed for the static model. For dG , the model
principally saturates on the maximal distance and the evolution is
difficult to interpret.
However, the evolution of φ0 could be a sign of a “TGV effect” in
recent periods, through the secondary peak for population after 1960.
Indeed, the construction of high speed lines has shortened distances
between cities on top of the hierarchy, and an increase of the threshold φ0 corresponds to an increase of the selectivity for a potential
diminution of distances.
The calibrated gmax can finally be interpreted according to the history of the railway network (at least of all points in the Pareto front): a
significant secondary peak in the first years, a minimum in the years
corresponding to the stabilization of the network (1900), and an increase until today linked to the increase of train speeds and the opening of high speed lines.
We have this way in a certain extent indirectly quantify interaction
processes through the network and the processes of network adaptation to flows, in the case of a real system.
Model with a physical network
We now sketch the outline of a specification of the model with a
physical network, what would in a sense correspond to an hybrid
model combining different scales. The objective of such a specification would be on the one hand to study the difference in trajectories
compared to the abstract network, i.e. to quantify the importance of
economies of scale (due to common links), of congestion and also
the possible compromises to take in order to spatialize the network.
On the other hand, it would help to understand to what extent it is
possible to produce realistic networks in comparison to autonomous
network growth models for example. These issues are tackled at an
other scale and for other ontological specifications in chapter 7.
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Figure 50: Pareto fronts for the bi-objective calibration between population and distance. Fronts are given for
each calibration period and are colored according to gmax .
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Figure 51: Temporal evolution of optimal parameters. From left to right and top to bottom, values of parameters
(r0 , wG , dG , γG , φ0 , gmax ), respectively for the full Pareto front (blue), for the optimal point in the sense
of the distance (red) and the optimal point in the sense of the population (green).

Such a specification follows the frame of [Li, Lu, and Tian, 2014],
which model the co-evolution between transportation corridors and
the growth of main poles at a regional scale.
The physical network we implement aims at satisfying a greedy criteria of local time gain. More precisely, we assume a self-reinforcement
similar to [Tero et al., 2010] A specification analog to the one used
before assumes a growth for each link, given also in a logic of selfreinforcement by:


d(t + 1) = d(t) · 1 + gmax ·

φ
max φ

γ s 

if φ is the flow in the link and d(t) its effective distance. The threshold specification used before does indeed not allow a good convergence in time, in particular with the emergence of local oscillation
phenomena.
We generate a random initial network, by perturbing the position
of vertices of a grid for which a fixed proportion of links has been
removed (40%) and by linking cities to the network through the shortest path. Links have all the same impedance, which then evolves according to the equation above. An example of a configuration obtained with this specification is given in Fig. 52. The good convergence properties (visual stabilization of network structure during re-
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Figure 52: Example of configuration obtained with a self-reinforcing network. (Left) Inital random configuration,
with uniform impedances; (Right) Final configuration obtained after 100 iterations.

stricted experiments) suggest the potentialities offered by this specification, which systematic exploration is out of the scope of this work.
Perspectives
particular trajectories The study of particular trajectories
within a system of cities can allow to answer to specific thematic questions: for example, the influence of medium-sized cities on the global
trajectory of the system, or the drivers of a more or less “successful” trajectory for this type of profile. In the case of the application
to a real system, the mapping of deviation to the model in time can
suggest regional particularities.
comparison of urban systems We also finally expect to be
able through the model to compare urban systems in different geographical and political contexts, and at different scales. This should
foster the understanding the implications of planning actions on the
interactions between networks and territories. For example, French
railway network has emerged through multiple operators, on the contrary to the Chinese high speed railway network, for which a more
precise development could be considered.

?

?
?
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chapter conclusion
This macroscopic entry into co-evolution processes aimed at understanding them (i) within a system of cities, i.e. in an aggregated way
and at an abstract level; and (ii) on a long time scale, of the order
of a century. The processes we considered are: growth of city as a
consequence of interactions which depend on the network; effect of
flows at the second order on these growths (that we did not explore
here); effect of feedback of flows on distances in the network in a
thresholded way (the latest being refined with an effect of network
topology in the case of SimpopNet).
We first show, through a systematic exploration of the SimpopNet
model, that it is highly sensitive to the spatial configuration, suggesting that potential conclusions on processes will always have to be contextualized. We also show that it difficultly produces a co-evolution
in the sense of circular causalities between network and cities, and
that the dominating process is more an adaptation of cities to the
network.
Our model we then explore allows on the other hand, at the price
of an abstraction of the network, to reveal in a synthetic way first
an intermediate scale of maximal complexity suggesting the emergence of regional subsystems, allowed by intermediate values of the
interaction distance and high values of the feedback threshold for the
network; secondly the existence of at least three regimes of causality,
among which at least two can be qualified as co-evolutive. The study
of real data for the French system of cities indeed confirms the existence of the regional scale, and also a short stationarity time scale
of around twenty years, but very few significant interactions at this
scale, in contradiction with the existing literature. The calibration of
the model on real data reproduces well the known patterns of railway
network growth, and suggest more recently a “TGV effect”.
We introduce a development with physical network, which allows
to make the link with ontologies we will explore in the following in
chapter 7: the co-evolution at a mesoscopic scale, by insisting on the
role of form and function, and thus of precise mechanisms of network
development.

?

?
?
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Processes underlying co-evolution are not exactly similar when switching from the macroscopic scale to the mesoscopic scale, as suggest our
different empirical analysis: for exemple, causality regimes obtained
at a small scale for South Africa in 4.2 are clearer than the ones for
real estate transactions and the Grand Paris in 1.2. At the metropolitan scale, relocation processes are crucial to explain the evolution of
the urban form, and these can partly be attributed to accessibility
differentials, knowing that the evolution of networks answers on the
other hand to complex logics conditioned by territorial distributions.
Centrality, density, accessibility, as much properties potentially implied in co-evolutive processes, and that are proper to the concept of
urban form.
We make the choice to insist on the role of the urban form at
the mesoscopic scale, and use urban morphogenesis as a modeling
paradigm for co-evolution: the strong coupling of the urban form
with the network through co-evolution allows to consider urban functions more explicitely. This chapter follows the chapter 5, and extends
the model that have been developed in it.
Different network generation heuristics are compared in a first section 7.1, still in a weak coupling paradigm, in order to establish the
topologies produced by different rules.
This step allows to introduce a co-evolution model through morphogenesis in 7.2, which is calibrated on coupled objectives of urban
morphology and network topology.
Finally, we describe in 7.3 a model allowing the exploration of complex processes for network growth, in particular endogenous governance processes implying deciding agents at the metropolitan scale.
?

?
?

The results of the two first sections of this chapter have been presented
at CCS 2017 as [Raimbault, 2017c], and will be published in a synthetic
way as a book chapter [Raimbault, 2018a]; the structure of the model and
preliminary results for the third section have been presented at ECTQG 2015
as [Le Néchet and Raimbault, 2015].
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7.1

network growth models

We propose first to study with more details processes of network
growth for the mesoscopic sclae. The idea is to understand intrinsic properties of different network growth heuristics. This exercise is
interesting in itself since there is to the best of our knowledge no systematic comparison of spatial networks morphogenesis models: [Xie
and Levinson, 2009c] propose for example a review from the point of
view of network economics, it does not include on the one hand some
disciplines (see chapter 2), and on the other hand does not compare
performances of models on dedicated comparable implementations.
7.1.1

Benchmarking network growth heuristics

Considering network growth in itself, several heuristics exist in order to generate a network under some constraints. As already developed especially in 2.1, from economic network growth approaches
to local optimization heuristics, geographical mechanisms or biological network growth, each has its own advantages and particularities.
We already tested in 5.3 an heuristic based on interaction potential
breakdown. In order to be able to compare different network growth
heuristics “everything else being equal”, it is necessary to explore
them at fixed density, although the thematic meaning of results will
not have any value, neither on long times nor for co-evolution.
The importance of heuristics capturing a topological structure allowing a certain compromise between performance, congestion and
cost, is shown by empirical analyses such as [Whitney, 2012] for metropolitan networks, which shows that patterns of evolution for correlations
between degrees witness an evolution of networks towards such a
topology.
We precise in the following the core of the network growth model
together with several heuristics from diverse origins, compared in
similar conditions through their integration within the common basis.
Core of the network growth model
A common process to the different heuristics constitutes the core of
the network growth model, and bridges population density distribution with the network. In concrete terms, the aim is to attribute new
centers according to this density, and we make the choice of specifying this process exogenously to network growth itself1 .
1 This intermediate stage is close in our case to the idea of procedural modeling, since
the implemented rule aims at reproducing a shape without needing the actual processes. This raises the issue of equifinality and of the potential existence of equivalent
models for this submodel or for the full model capturing a real process corresponding to it. The use of multi-modeling also at this stage could be a solution, but frame-
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We recall the context used in 5.3, i.e. a grid of cells characterized
by their population Pi , on which a network composed of nodes and
links develops. The population distribution will here be fixed in time
Pi (t) = Pi (0), and the network evolves sequentially starting from an
initial network.
A step of network growth is realized at fixed time intervals tN
(parameter which allows to adjust the respective evolution speeds
for population and for the network). It corresponds to the following
stages, of which the firt two refine the logic of [Raimbault, Banos,
and Doursat, 2014] (which stipulates that population centers must be
connected to the existing network in a basic way).
1. A fixed number nN of new nodes is added. Sequentially, the
probability to receive a new node is given by
pi =

Pi
Pmax

·

δM − δi
δM

what means that an elementary node corresponds to the conjunction of events: (i) high density Pi of population in cell compared to the maximal population for each cell Pmax , (ii) density
of nodes δi in a radius rn low compared to a maximal density
δM . Population of nodes is reattributed at each stage through
triangulation the same way as in 5.3.
2. New nodes are then connected by a new link, following the
shortest path to the network (perpendicular connexion or towards the closest node).
3. New links are added, until they reach a maximal number of
added links lm , following an heuristic that varies among: no
heuristic (no supplementary links added), random, deterministic potential breakdown (see 5.3), random potential breakdown
[Schmitt, 2014], cost-benefits [Louf, Jensen, and Barthelemy, 2013],
biological network generation (heuristic based on [Tero et al.,
2010]).
We fix to simplify the parameters rn = 5, δM = 10 and nN = 20,
and the parameters tN and lm will be variable.
Baseline heuristics
We consider two baseline heuristics to better situate the ones we will
explore in the following: the one composed uniquely by the base described previously, which produces tree networks; and random network generation, which consists in creating a fixed number lm of new
works allowing to tackle an arbitrary number of stationarity levels or even allowing
the model to be autonomous on these choices do not exist yet.
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links between randomly chosen nodes, and to make the final network
planar2 .
Euclidian heuristic
This heuristic, which rationale relies on ideas of gravity potential
breakdown, corresponds to the method developed in 5.3. It is a method
close to the one introduced by [Schmitt, 2014], without the stochastic
aspect and prone to miss path-dependency phenomena, but more refined in the mechanisms of gravity potentials.
Random potential breakdown
Random potential breakdown is the heuristic used in the SimpopNet
model [Schmitt, 2014], which is inspired by the model introduced by
[Blumenfeld-Lieberthal and Portugali, 2010]. At each step, two cities
are randomly drawn, the first following a probability proportional to
PiγR and the second following Viγ0Rj such that i0 is the first city drawn
and Vij are euclidian gravity potentials. If
dN (i0 , j0 )/d(i0 , j0 ) > θR
i.e if the relative detour through the network is larger than a threshold
parameter, a link is created between the two cities3 . At each time step,
lm new links are created following this process. The final network is
made planar.
Biological heuristic
[Raimbault and Gonzalez, May 2015] explores applications of biological network growth models (slime mould), in particular their ability to
produce from the bottom-up optimal solutions in the Pareto sense for
contradictory objectives, such as cost and robustness. The considered
model comes from [Tero et al., 2010].
The advantage of such an heuristic is confirmed in some cases by
the reality of multi-objective optimizations: [Padeiro, 2009] (p. 72) illustrates in particular the extension of the Parisian metro in Bobigny
in the seventies, and the consideration of indicators for cost, served
population, expected rush hour traffic, and average travel time.
The slime mould model works the following way. Given an initial
network with links of uniform capacities, a fluid is distributed in the
network from a source to a sink, establishing a flow in each link. An
equilibrium of fluid pressures at network nodes can be found, which
corresponds to the stationary state for flows4 . Given an equilibrium
2 The algorithm to obtain a planar network consists in the creation of nodes at the
possible intersections of new links (“flattening” of the network).
3 To remain comparable to the other heuristics that do not include speeds in links,
newly created links are of speed 1 and not v0 as in the implementation of 6.1.
4 More precisely, the problem is equivalent to an electrostatic linear equations system
that we just have to solve.
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for pressures, capacities of links evolve according to the traversing
flow. An iteration of equilibria and of tubes evolution allows then a
convergence towards a stable hierarchical distribution of capacities.
The detail of the procedure is described in Appendix A.10, following
the mathematical details developed by [Tero, Kobayashi, and Nakagaki, 2007].
Our logic if to use this mechanism to determine at a given time a
given number of realized links. Advantages of the heuristic we are
going to detail are especially that (i) it can be used in an iterative
way to represent a sequential topological evolution of the network, in
comparison to most investment models that evolve only capacities in
time; and (ii) it translates processes of network self-organization, and
moreover produces optimal networks in the Pareto sense for cost and
robustness.
The application of the slime-mould model to network generation
is done according to the following steps, within the global frame described previously.
1. Starting from the existing network to which we add a grid network (with diameters two times smaller to take into account the
preponderance of the existing network) with diagonal connexions, and in which 20% of links are randomly deleted to simulate perturbations linked to topology, we constitute the initial
support in which slime-mould flows will be simulated.
2. We proceed by iteration of successive generations, which consist
in the following steps, for an increasing value of k (k ∈ {1, 2, 4}
in practice):
• given the distribution of population, the slime-mould model
is iterated k · nb times to obtain the emergent network
through convergence of capacities;
• links with a capacity inferior to a threshold parameter θb
are removed;
• the largest connected component is kept.
3. The final network is simplified5 and made planar.
We illustrate in Fig. 53 two stages of this generation process, showing the basis structure on which the self-reinforcement model is launched,
and the convergence of link capacities after a certain number of steps.

5 The simplification algorithm consists in the replacement of link sequences which
extremities have all a degree of two, excepted the start and end nodes, by a unique
link.
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Figure 53: Biological heuristic for network generation. This visualization example illustrates the intermediate
stages for the addition of links. (Left) The initial semi-random network in which the slime-mould is
launched; (Right) same network after 80 iterations of the slime-mould, the thickness of links giving the
capacity.

Cost-benefits evaluation
The notion of cost is not explicitly included in all the growth heuristics presented up to here - it is implicitly in gravity potentials through
the distance decay parameter, and also in the slime-mould since it
generates networks exhibiting a compromise between cost and robustness. We therefore add a simple heuristic which is focused on the
cost of network links during their extension. It is the heuristic studied
by [Louf, Jensen, and Barthelemy, 2013], which relies on a rationale in
transportation economics. Following a logic of cost-benefits analysis
by network developments actors, links are sequentially realized for
the couple of non-connected cities with a minimal cost, with a cost
of the form dij − λ/Vij , where the parameter λ is the compromise
between construction cost and gain in connected potential.
Parameters
We summarize the parameters that will vary in the following in Table 16. An additional “parameter”, or more precisely a meta-parameter,
is the choice of the heuristic to add links.
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Table 16: Summary of network growth parameters for all heuristics. We also give the corresponding processes,
typical variation ranges and their default values.

Heuristic

Parameter

Name

Process

Domain

Default

lm

added links

growth

[0; 100]

10

dG

gravity distance

potential

]0; 5000]

500

d0

gravity shape

potential

]0; 10]

2

kh

gravity weight

potential

[0; 1]

0.5

γG

gravity hierarchy

potential

[0.1; 4]

1.5

γR

random selection hierarchy

hierarchy

[0.1; 4]

1.5

θR

random threshold

breakdown

[1; 5]

2

λ

compromise

compromise

[0; 0.1]

0.05

nb

iterations

convergence

[40; 100]

50

θb

biological threshold

threshold

[0.1; 1.0]

0.5

Base

Random breakdown
Cost-benefits
Biological

7.1.2

Results

Model setup
The model is initialized on synthetic or semi-synthetic configurations,
with a grid of size N = 50, with the following steps.
1. Population density is initialized either with an exponential mixture, which centers (network nodes) follow the configuration of
a synthetic city system as done in 6.1; or from a real configuration extracted from the density raster for France. We will use
the second option here in systematic explorations.
2. In the second case, a fixed number of network nodes are generated and located following a preferential attachment to density
(see 5.3)6 . We do not initialize on real networks, since these will
be the calibration target, but impose an initial synthetic skeleton
that can be interpreted as an archaic network.
3. An initial network is generated by connecting the nodes as detailed in 5.3.
Generated networks
A visual illustration of the different generated topologies is given in
Fig. 54 for a synthetic density configuration. This allows us to compare the particularities of each heuristic. For example, links formed
through random breakdown compared to deterministic breakdown
6 To avoid bord effects of a network with no connection to the exterior, we add a fixed
number ne of nodes (that we take as ne = 6) at random locations on the border of
the world.
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Figure 54: Examples of networks obtained with the different heuristics. Networks are obtained for the same
density configuration composed of 7 centers, and for the same initial network connecting them. We
take lm = 10 and fix the final size to 200 nodes. Gravity parameters are dG = 2000, d0 = 3, γG = 0.3,
kh = 0.6. In the order from left to right and top to bottom: network with connexion only; random
network; random potential breakdown with γR = 2 and θR = 1.6; deterministic potential breakdown;
cost-benefits with λ = 0.009; biological with nb = 50 and θb = 0.6.

witness the path-dependency and produce a less redundant network,
whereas deterministic breakdown reinforces the strongest link between the two large cities that are close. The cost-based heuristic gives
network that are dense in a very localized way, but avoids too long
links. Finally, the biological heuristic produces a dense mesh in the
sub-region where interactions are the strongest.
Experience plan
We detail now an experience plan to explore the space of networks
generated by the different heuristics. Network generation is done
with constant population densities, on real configurations that have
been morphologically classified in 4.1. We consider 50 real density
grids, corresponding to areas in France, classified into 5 morphological classes. Their description is given in Appendix A.10, and show
that they cover a set of morphologies spanning to very localized and
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sparse settlements to polycentric structures, and intermediate configurations.
Given the parameter ranges previously given for each heuristic, we
compare the feasible space for a basic exploration with a Latin Hypercube Sampling of parameter space, for all density grids, with 5
repetitions for each parameter point7 .
Obtained topologies
Networks are characterized here with the following indicators: av¯ and average closeness centrality cl,
¯
erage betweenness centrality bw
diameter r, average path length l̄, relative speed v0 . To visualize feasible spaces and then compare them to real networks, we reduce the
space in a principal hyperplan, from points obtained in simulations.
The first two components can be interpreted the following way8 : the
first will characterize networks in which paths are shorter, whereas
the second corresponds to networks with a higher average distance,
thus more spread in space, but more efficient.
The point cloud of the topological feasible space, obtained with the
experience plan described above, is given in Fig. 55. The coverage is
allowed by the complementarity of different clouds for each heuristic. For example, the random heuristic is at the total opposite of the
reference heuristic along the first component: the reference tree network logically induces a larger number of detours, and thus longer
paths. Random breakdown allows to cover a large span of PC1 and
corresponds more to low values of PC2.
To better understand the complementarity of approaches, we can
quantify the intersection of point clouds in Fig. 55 with a simple
method: by dividing the plan into a grid (that we take of size 20x20),
the proportions pij of points for each heuristic j for each cell i can
P
be aggregated into a concentration index hi = j p2ij (Herfindhal index) which distribution describes the balance between heuristics in
the different regions of space. We obtain for cells a first quartile at
0.54, a median at 0.76 and a third quartile at 1. For comparison, in the
case of two types of points only, a repartition 65-35% gives an index
of 0.55 and a repartition 85-15% an index of 0.75, what means that at
least half of cells have more than three quarters of points in a unique
category. This confirms the conclusion of a strong complementarity
of heuristics.
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Figure 55: Feasible topological space for the different generation heuristics. Point clouds cover complementary regions of the topological space, the color giving the heuristic: biological (biological), reference
(connexion), cost-benefits (cost), deterministic breakdown (det-brkdn), random (random) and random
breakdown (rnd-brkdn). The same figure conditioned to the morphological class for density is given in
Appendix A.10.
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Figure 56: Comparison to real networks. (Top Left) Point clouds for simulated configurations (color in the legend)
¯ − 0.09cl
¯ + 0.98l̄ and
and for real configurations (in red), in a principal plan such that PC1 = 0.12bw
¯
¯
PC2 = −0.20bw − 0.97cl − 0.06l̄. (Top right) Distribution of distances dmin for all simulated points,
for each heuristic (color). Dashed vertical lines give the average and solid lines the minimum for each
distribution. (Bottom) Same histograms, conditioned by morphological class for density distribution.
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Comparison to real networks
We use the measures on real road networks obtained in 4.1 to compute a distance of generated configurations to observed configurations, by considering real networks corresponding to density configurations used for initialization. We take for a given parameter point
the minimum of the euclidian distance on vectors of indicators for
all real points9 . This comparison is made possible since indicators
are normalized, and indicators on real networks are comparable to
indicators on synthetic networks.
Comparison results to real points are given in Fig. 56. We give a
representation as a point cloud and histograms for distributions of
distances, on all grids and by morphological class. We observe that
around ten real configuration (one fifth) fall far outside the point
cloud. Once again, heuristics are complementary to approach a larger
number of points. Concerning distances, the random heuristic is the
worse in terms of mode and average, followed by the biological, the
reference (connexion only), the deterministic breakdown and finally
teh random-breakdown and the cost which are approximatively equivalent. All realize very low minimal distances.
When conditioning by morphological classes, we see that classes 3,
4 and 5 give the most difficulties for all heuristics in terms of minima
- they are indeed the configurations with very localized settlements
or a diffuse population (see A.10): it is therefore easier to reproduce
real network configurations in the case of polycentric structures. In all
cases, the biological heuristic is not very efficient, but it is not directly
possible to know if this is a consequence of its under-exploitation and
its fixed parameters, or of its intrinsic dynamics.
7.1.3

Discussion

If the slime-mould model is able to generate robust networks in a
simplified way, its use for planning has been questioned, in particular because it does not take into account external factors and the
urban environment [Adamatzky and Jones, 2010]. Our results seem
to confirm these analyses, since this heuristic is the least performing
in terms of distance to real networks.
We have thus explored and compared different network generation
heuristics, at a fixed density. We note the following points.

7 What corresponds to around 240000 repetitions of the model. The simulation data is
available at http://dx.doi.org/10.7910/DVN/OBQ4CS.
¯ − 0.45l̄ + 0.57v0 − 0.43r + 0.05cl
¯ and
8 Their composition is given by: PC1 = −0.51bw
¯
¯
PC2 = −0.45bw + 0.17l̄ + 0.33v0p
+ 0.8r + 0.1cl.
¯ 1 − bw
¯ 2 )2 + (cl
¯ 1 − cl
¯ 2 )2 + (l̄1 − l̄2 )2 , we con9 What means that if d(1, 2) =
(bw
sider dmin = minj d(S, Rj ) if S is the simulated point and Rj the set of real points.
¯ cl
¯ and l̄, for normalization reasons.
We keep here only the indicators bw,
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• Different models produce networks that appear as complementary in an indicator space.
• Similarly, they are complementary to resemble configurations
of real networks, while showing different performances. Very
localized or diffuse density configurations correspond to networks that are more difficult to reproduce, in comparison to
polycentric structures.

?

?
?

Armed with these network growth models, we will be able to couple them to a density model, in order to develop a co-evolution model
at the mesoscopic scale, which will be the subject of the following section.

?

?
?
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7.2

co-evolution at the mesoscopic scale

Urban settlements and transportation networks have been shown to
be co-evolving, in the different thematic, empirical and modeling
studies of territorial systems developed up to here. As we saw, modeling approaches of such dynamical interactions between networks
and territories are poorly developed. We propose in this section to realize a first entry at an intermediate scale, focusing on morphological
and functional properties of the territorial system in a stylized way.
We introduce a stochastic dynamical model of urban morphogenesis
which couples the evolution of population density within grid cells
with a growing road network.
7.2.1

Model description

General structure
The general principles of the model are the following. With an overall
fixed growth rate, new population aggregate preferentially to a local
potential, for which parameters control the dependance to various explicative variables. These are in particular local density, distance to
the network, centrality measures within the network and generalized
accessibility. [Rui and Ban, 2014] shows in the case of Stockholm the
very strong correlation between centrality measures in the network
and the type of land-use, what confirms the inportance to consider
centralities as explicative variables for the model at this scale. We
generalize thus the morphogenesis model studied in 5.2, with aggregation mechanisms similar to the ones used by [Raimbault, Banos,
and Doursat, 2014]. A continuous diffusion of population completes
the aggregation to translate repulsion processes generally due to congestion. Because of the different time scales of evolution for the urban environment and for networks, the network grows at fixed time
steps, following the submodel developed in 7.1: a first fixed rule ensures connectivity of newly populated patches to the existing network. The different network generation heuristics are then included
in the model. We expect the different heuristics to be complementary since for example the gravity model would be more typical of
planned top-down network evolution, whereas the biological model
will translate bottom-up processes of network growth. The Fig. 57
summarizes the general structure of the morphogenesis model.
Formalization
The model is based on a squared population grid of size N, which
cells are defined by populations (Pi ). A road network is included in a
way similar as in 7.1. We assume at the initial state a given population
distribution and a network.
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Figure 57: Structure of the co-evolution model at the mesoscopic scale.

The evolution of densities is based on a utility function, influenced
by local characteristics of the urban form and function, that we call explicative variables. Let xk (i) a local explicative variable for cell i, which
will be among the following variables:
• population Pi ;
• proximity to roads10 ;
• betweenness centrality;
• closeness centrality;
• accessibility.
For the last three, they are defined as previously for network nodes,
and then associated to cells by taking the value of the closest node,
weighted by a decreasing function of the distance to it11 . We consider then normalized explicative variables defined by x̃k (i) = xk (i) −
minj xk (j)/(maxj xk (j) − minj xk (j)).
10 Taken as exp(−d/dn ) where d is the distance by projection on the closest road, and
dn = 10 is fixed.

(n)
(n)
11 I.e. of the form xk = xk (argminj d(i, j)) · exp − minj d(i, j)/d0 , with xk the
corresponding variable for nodes, the index j being taken on all nodes, and the
decay parameter d0 is in our case fixed at d0 = 1 to keep the property that network
variables are essentially significant at close distances from the network.
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The utility of a cell is then given by a linear aggregation12
X
Ui =
wk · x̃k (i)

(17)

k

where x̃k are the normalized local explicative variables, and wk are
weight parameters, which allow to weight between the different influences.
A time step of model evolution includes then the following stages.
1. Evolution of the population following rules similar to the morphogenesis model developed in 5.2. Given an exogenous growth
rate NG , individuals are added independently following an agP α
gregation done with a probability Uα
k Uk , followed by a
i/
diffusion of strength β to neighbor cells, done nd times.
2. Network growth following the rules described in 7.1, knowing
that this takes place is the time step is a multiple of a parameter
tN , which allows to integrate a differential between temporal
scales for population growth and for network growth.
The aggregation following a power of the utility yields a flexibility
in the underlying optimization problem, since as [Josselin and CiligotTravain, 2013] recall, the use of different norms in spatial optimal
location problems corresponds to different logics of optimization.
The parameters of the model that we will make vary are then:
• aggregation-diffusion parameters α, β, Ng , nd , summarized in
Table 14;
• the four weight parameters wk for the explicative variables,
which vary in [0; 1];
• network growth parameters for the different heuristics, summarized in Table 16.
Output model indicators are the urban morphology indicators, topological network indicators, and lagged correlations between the different explicative variables.
7.2.2

Results

Implementation
The model is implemented in NetLogo, given the heterogeneity of
aspects that have to be taken into account, and this language being
particularly suitable to couple a grid of cells with a network. Urban
morphology indicators are computed thanks to a NetLogo extension
specially developed (see Appendix E).
12 An alternative could be for example a Cobb-Douglas function, which is equivalent
to a linear aggregation on the logarithms of variables.
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Experience plan
We propose to focus on the ability of the model to capture relations between networks and territories, and more particularly the coevolution. Therefore, we will try to establish if (i) the model is able to
reproduce, beyond the form indicators, the static correlation matrices
computed in 4.1; and (ii) the model produces a variety of dynamical
relations in the sense of causality regimes developed in 4.2.
The model is initialized on fully synthetic configurations, with a
grid of size 50. Configurations are generated through an exponential
mixture in a way similar to [Anas, Arnott, and Small, 1998]: Nc = 8
centers are randomly located, to which a population is attributed following a scaling law Pi = P0 · (i + 1)−αS with αS = 0.8 and P0 = 200.
The population of each center is distributed to all cells with an exponential kernel of shape d(r) = Pmax exp (−r/r0 ) where the parameter
r0 is determined to fix the population at Pi , with Pmax = 20 (density
at the center)13 . The initial network skeleton is generated as detailed
in 7.1.
We explore a Latin Hypercube Sampling of the parameter space,
with 10 repetitions for around 7000 parameter points, corresponding
to a total of around 70000 model repetitions14 , realized on a computation grid by using OpenMole.
Static and dynamical calibration
The model is calibrated at the first order, on indicators for the urban
form and network measures, and at the second order on correlations
between these. Real data used are still the same as introduced in 4.1,
which as we recall it are based on Eurostat population grid and the
road network from OpenStreetMap. We use here the full set of points
from Europe.
We introduce an ad hoc calibration procedure in order to take into
account the first two moments, that we detail below. More elaborated
procedures are used for example in economics, such as [Watson, 1993]
which uses the noise of the difference between two variables to obtain
the same covariance structure for the two corresponding models, or in
finance, such as [Frey, McNeil, and Nyfeler, 2001] which define a notion on equivalence between latent variables models which incorporates the equality of the interdependence structure between variables.
We avoid here to add supplementary models, and consider simply a
distance on correlation matrices. The procedure is the following.
• Simulated points are the ones obtained through the sampling,
with average values on repetitions.
R2π R∞
R
d(r) = θ=0 r=0 d(r)rdrdθ = 2πPmax r r · exp (−r/r0 ) =
q
i
2πPmax r20 , and therefore r0 = 2πPPmax
.
14 For which simulation results are also available at http://dx.doi.org/10.7910/DVN/
OBQ4CS.

13 We have indeed Pi =

RR
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Figure 58: Calibration of the morphogenesis model at the first and second order. (Top Left) Simulated and observed point clouds in a principal plan for urban morphology indicators. (Top Right) Simulated and
observed could points in a principal plan for network indicators. (Bottom Left) Simulated and observed
point clouds in a principal plan for all indicators. (Bottom Right) Distributions of distances on correlations dρ , for the different heuristics.
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• In order to be able to estimate correlation matrices between indicators for simulated data, we make the assumption that second
moments are continuous as a function of model parameters, and
split for each heuristic the parameter space into areas to group
parameter points15 , what allows to estimate for each group indicators and the correlation matrix.
• For each estimation done this way, that we write S̄ (indicators)
and ρ[S] (correlations), we can then compute the distance to real
points on indicators dI (Rj ) = d(S̄, Rj ) and on correlation matrices dρ (Rj ) = d(ρ[S], ρ[Rj ]) where Rj are the real points with
their corresponding correlations16 , and d an euclidian distance
normalized by the number of components.
• We consider then the aggregated distance defined as d2A (Rj ) =
d2I (Rj ) + d2ρ (Rj ). Indeed, as developed empirically and analytically in Appendix A.11, the shape of Pareto fronts for the two
distances considered suggests the relevance of this aggregation.
The real point closest to a simulated point is then the one in the
sense of this distance.
The Fig. 58 summarizes calibration results. Morphological indicators are easier to approach than network indicators, for which a part
of the simulated clouds does not superpose with observed points.
We find again a certain complementarity between network heuristics.
When considering the full set of indicators, few simulated points are
situated far from the observed points, but a significant proportion
of these is beyond the reach of simulation. Thus, the simultaneous
capture of morphology and topology is obtained at the price of less
precision.
We however obtain a good reproduction of correlation matrices as
shown in Fig. 58 (histogram for dρ , bottom right). The worse heuristic
for correlations is the biological one in terms of maximum, whereas
the random produces rather good results: this could be due for example to the reproduction of very low correlations, which accompany
a structure effect due to the initial addition of nodes which imposes
already a certain correlation. On the contrary, the biological heuristic
introduces supplementary processes which can possibly be beneficial
to the network in terms of independence (or following the opposed
viewpoint be detrimental in terms of correlations). In any case, this
application shows that our model is able to resemble real configurations both for indicators and their correlations.

15 Each parameter being binned into 15/k equal segments, where k is the number of
parameters: we empirically observed that this allowed to always have a minimal
number of points in each area.
16 That are estimated in 4.1 as we recall, with a square window centered around the
point, that we take here for δ = 4.
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Causality regimes
We furthermore study dynamical lagged correlations between the
variations of the different explicative variables for cells (population,
distance to the network, closeness centrality, betweenness centrality,
accessibility). We apply the method of causality regimes introduced
in 4.2. The Fig. 59 summarizes the results obtained with the application of this method on simulation results of the co-evolution model.
The number of classes inducing a transition is smaller than for the
RDB model, translating a smaller degree of freedom, and we fix in
that case k = 4. Centroid profiles allow to understand to ability of the
model to more or less capture a co-evolution.
The regimes obtained appear to be less diverse than the ones obtained in 4.2 or for the macroscopic co-evolution in 6.2. Some variables have naturally a strong simultaneous correlation, spurious from
their definitions, such as closeness centrality and accessibility, or the
distance to the road and the closeness centrality. For all regimes, population significantly determines the accessibility. The regime 1 corresponds to a full determination of the network by the population. The
second is partly circular, through the effect of roads on populations.
The regime 3 is more interesting, since closeness centrality negatively
causes the accessibility: this means that in this configuration, the coupled evolution of the network and the population follow the direction
of a diminution of congestion. Furthermore, as population causes the
closeness centrality, there is also circularity and thus co-evolution in
that case. When we locate it in the phase diagram, this regime is
rather sparse and rare, contrary for example to the regime 1 which
occupies a large portion of space for a low importance of the road
(wroad 6 0.3). This confirms that the co-evolution produced by the
model is localized and not a characteristic always verified, but that it
is however able to generate some in particular regimes.
7.2.3

Discussion

We have thus proposed a co-evolution model at the mesoscopic scale,
based on a multi-modeling paradigm for the evolution of the network. The model is able to reproduce a certain number of observed
situations at the first and second order, capturing thus a static representation of interactions between networks and territories. It also
yields different dynamical causality regimes, being however less diverse than the simple model studied before: therefore, a more elaborated structure in terms of processes must be paid in flexibility of
interaction between these. This suggests a tension between a “static
performance” and a “dynamical performance” of models.
An open question is to what extent a pure network model with
preferential attachment for nodes would reproduce results close to
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Figure 59: Causality regimes for the co-evolution model. (Top) Trajectories of classes centers in terms of ρ[τ]
between the different explicative variables. (Bottom) Phase diagram of regimes in the parameter space
for wk , represented here as the variation of diagrams for (wbw , wcl ), along the variations of wroad (in
rows) and of wpop (in columns).
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what we obtained. The complex coupling between aggregation and
diffusion (shown in 5.2) could not be easily included, and the model
could in any case not answer to questions on the coupling of the
dynamics.

?

?
?

We have thus explored a co-evolution model based on morphogenesis that takes into account multiple processes for the evolution of the
network. We studied its calibration on observed data at the first and
the second order, and explored the causality regimes it produces.
We propose now a last entry into co-evolution at the mesoscopic
scale, by developing a model that considerably complexifies the influence of the territory on the network, by taking into account governance processes.

?

?
?

7.3

co-evolution and governance

This section aims at giving directions for a more complex modeling
of co-evolution, still at the mesoscopic scale. We have seen in 1.1 that
governance processes correspond to a level that intrinsically couples
networks and territories: collective decisions concern jointly transportation, territories, and their articulation. We have moreover studied the particular case of a Mega-city Region (MCR) in 1.2, and saw
to what extent this context favoured a complexity of interactions.
The emergence of MCR raises the question of the emergence of new
modes of governance, more or less easy to implement as show the examples of Stuttgart and the Rhin-Rhur metropolitan areas according
to [Le Néchet, 2017].
We develop therefore here a co-evolution model at the scale of a
MCR, which aims in particular at endogenizing some processes of
governance of the transportation network. This model extends in particular the one introduced by [Le Nechet, 2010] which was then developed by [Le Néchet, 2011b].

7.3 co-evolution and governance

7.3.1

Context

Mega-city regions and Gouvernance
We recall that a mega-city region is a network of highly connected
cities in terms of economic and population flows, forming a polycentric region [Hall and Pain, 2006]. It is the last “urban regime” which
emerged within systems of cities, and it could be a more plausible trajectory for large urban agglomerates than always larger monocentric
cities. [Neuman and Hull, 2009] point out that the future sustainability of these MCR will be closely linked to their ability to learn new
governance schemes, in the sense of an increased adaptability and
flexibility of governance processes. [Innes, Booher, and Di Vittorio,
2010] suggest also that strategies implying self-organisation through
the dialogue between stakeholders is a path to tackle the complexity
of governing a MCR. We propose in the following to partly answer
this question of the link between governance structure and evolution
of the MCR, through the model we will develop.
Modeling co-evolution with governance processes
The role of governance processes in models coupling the evolution
of transportation network with the evolution of land-use has already
been investigated from different points of view in modeling approaches.

network growth [Li et al., 2016] couples a network investment
model with a traffic and localization model, and show that the obtained steady state configurations outperform an operational research
approach to network design in terms of overall accessibility.
Concerning network growth only, [Jacobs-Crisioni and Koopmans,
2016] proposes a simulation model in which alternatives between
plausible investments (by different investors) are evaluated with a discrete choice model which utility function takes into account returns
on investment but also variables to optimize such as accessibility. It
is applied to the growth of the Dutch railway in the 19th century, and
shown to reproduce quite accurately the historical network.
modeling gouvernance [Xie and Levinson, 2011b] introduces
a theoretical economic model of infrastructure investment. Two levels
of governance, local and centralized are considered in the model. For
the provision of new infrastructure that has to be split between two
contiguous districts (space being one-dimensional), a game between
governance agents determines both the level of decision and the attribution of the stock proportion to each district. Governments either
want to maximize the aggregated utility (Pigovian government), or
include explicit political strategies to satisfy a median voter. Numeri-
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cal exploration of the model show that these processes are equivalent
to compromises between cost and benefits, and that the level of governance depends on the state of the network.
[Xie and Levinson, 2011c] proposes a simpler version of this model
on the governance side but coupled with a more realistic travel side
: it couples on a synthetic growing network a traffic model with a
pricing model and an investment model, and show that under the
assumption of centralization, an equilibrium between demand and
network performance can be reached, but that investments are not
efficient on the long run, with a higher loss for decentralized investments.
We will be positioned in a logic close to the first model for the role
of the governance structure, and close to the second for the precision
of the inclusion of space.
game theory Some of these models, in particular [Xie and Levinson, 2011b], are based on game theory to model the behavior of stakeholders. It has already been widely applied for modeling in social
and political sciences to questions dealing with cognitive interacting
agents with individual interests [Ordeshook, 1986]. [Abler, Adams,
and Gould, 1977] (p. 487) formulate a location decision problem for
coffee farms on Kilimanjaro as a game combining a production strategy and a location strategy (fixing then the environmental conditions).
This framework has furthermore already been used in transportation
investment studies, such as e.g. in [Roumboutsos and Kapros, 2008]
which use the notion of Nash equilibrium to understand choices of
public or private operators concerning the integration of their system
in the broader mobility system. We will use game theory paradigms
to integrate governance in a simple way in our model.
The aim of this section is thus to follow these different models,
and to propose a co-evolution model in which network growth is
integrated in an endogenous way, through the modeling of implied
governance processes.
7.3.2

The Lutecia Model

We now describe the Lutecia model17 , in its general structure, and
then in the specification we will later develop.

17 The name comes from an acronym linked to its structure which is detailed in the
following. Naming models is a delicate operation since it induces a kind of reification or even personification, in any case can be seen as a kind of fetichism. It can
potentially perturb the role of the model within the knowledge production process
and make the model an end in itself. We are convinced that an endogenous naming
through the uses of the model by the community is more appropriate. We make here
an exception given the particular story of its genesis.
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Global model structure
The model couples in a complex way a module for land-use evolution with a module for transportation network growth. Submodels (or
submodules), detailed in the following, include in particular a governance module that rules processes of network evolution. The most
important feature of the Lutecia model is the inclusion of an endogenous infrastructure provision submodel, based on iterative increases
in accessibility, within a Luti model.
The accessibility, that we will take here as a potential of access of
actives to employments, is a cornerstone of the model. Indeed, microeconomic agents will relocate in order to maximize their accessibility,
whereas new transportation infrastructure decisions will be taken by
governance agents based on a criteria of maximization of accessibility
increase in their area.
In its more general structure, the Lutecia model is composed by five
sub-models, of which only three will be studied here for simplicity
reasons. The sub-models are the following :
• LU stands for Land Use module : it proceeds to the re-localization
of actives and employments given current conditions of accessibility.
• T stands for Transport module : it computes the transportation
conditions such as flows and congestion in the urban region.
• EC stands for Evaluation of Cooperation module : it evaluates
the agent or agents that will proceed to build a new infrastructure.
• I stands for Infrastructure provision module : it determines the
localization of the new transportation infrastructure, based on
a criteria of accessibility maximization.
• A stands for Agglomeration economies module : it evaluates
the productivity of firms, depending on the accessibility to employments.
We will in the following study the coupling between the LU-EC-I submodels: we assume at the first order no significant effect of congestion, and thus no role of transport modeling; and furthermore consider simple assumptions for economics and neglect agglomeration
economies.
Different time scales are included in the model: a short scale, corresponding to daily mobility that yields flows in the transportation
network and to firms productivity (modules T and A); an intermediate scale for residential and firms dynamics (module LU) ; and a long
time scale for the evolution of the network (modules EC and I). Levels
of stochasticity are considered accordingly: the smallest scales have
deterministic dynamics whereas the longer exhibits randomness.
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Detailed description of the model
description of the environment The mega-city region is
modeled with a two level spatial zoning. The world is composed by
a lattice of patches, that are the basic units to quantify land use. We
assume that each patch k is characterized at time t by its resident
actives Ak (t) and number of employments Ek (t). At a higher level,
the MCR is decomposed into administrative areas that correspond to
the city governance levels, to which we attribute M abstract agents
called mayors: Mk gives thus the administrative area to which each
patch belongs. We assume furthermore the existence of a global governance agent that correspond to a regional authority at the level of
the MCR.
On top of this patch-level land-use and governance setup, we introduce a transportation network G = (V, E) localized in space by its
nodes coordinates (xv , yv ), and characterized by a speed vG relative
to movements in the euclidian space. Assuming that the network can
be taken anywhere on each link, it unequivocally induces a geographical travel-time distance that we describe by the shortest path distance
matrix between each patch D = (dk,k 0 (t)). The accessibility of actives
to employments is then defined for each patch as a Hansen accessibility with a decay of distance λ capturing typical commuting range,
by
(A)

Xk

= Ak ·

X
k0

Ek 0 exp (−λ · dk,k 0 )

(18)

The accessibility of employments to actives is defined in a similar
manner. Dynamics are taken in a discrete way: t ∈ {t0 = 0, . . . , tf },
with time ticks corresponding to a time scale at which land use typically evolves, i.e. 5 to 10 years. We take thus a slower speed for the
evolution of the network which will be constructed by segments at
each time step, whereas land-use will be considered as being in equilibrium at the scale of the decade, in consistence with the frame developed in chapter 1.
evolution of land-use For the land-use module, the model is
based on the Lowry model [Lowry, 1964]. We assume that residential/employments relocations are at equilibrium at the time scale of a
tick. In comparison, the evolution of transportation infrastructure is
much slower (Wegener and Fürst, 2004)18 . Actives and Employments
relocate given some utilities that take into account both accessibility
and the urban form. Indeed, one of the drivers of Urban Sprawl may
be interpreted as a repulsion of residents by density. To aggregate
18 We do not consider land values, rents or transportation costs, that are the core of
models in Urban Economics such as the Alonso and Fujita models for example (see
[Lemoy, Raux, and Jensen, 2017] for a recent agent-based approach to these).
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both effects in a simple way, we take a Cobb-douglas function for
utilities of actives and employments
(A)

Uk

(A) γA

= Xk

(A) 1−γA

· Fk

(19)

what is equivalent to have a linear aggregation of the logarithm
of explicative variables. Employments follow an analog expression
with a dedicated weight parameter γE . Here the utility is simply influenced only by accessibility and by an indicator of local urban form
(A)
called form factor, given in the case of actives by Fk = Ak1·Ek , meaning that population is repulsed by density. The combination of the
positive effect of accessibility to the negative effect of density produces a tension between contradictory objectives allowing a certain
level of complexity already in the land-use sub-model alone. The
(E)
form factor for jobs is taken as Fk = 1 for the sake of simplicity and
following the fact that jobs can aggregate far more than dwellings.
Relocations are then done deterministically following a discrete
choice model, which yields the value of actives at the next step as


X
exp (βŨi (A))
Ai (t + 1) = (1 − α)Ai (t) + α · 
Aj (t) · P
(20)
j exp (βŨj (A))
j
where β is the Discrete Choice parameter that can be interpreted
as a “level of randomness”19 and Ũi are the utilities normalized by
the maximal utility. α is the fixed fraction of actives relocating. Employments follow again a similar expression.
Network evolution : governance process
assumptions
rationale :

The governance part of the model has the following

• Three levels of governance are included, namely a central actor (the region, or regional government), local actors (municipalities) acting individually, and local actors cooperating what
constitutes an intermediate level.
• Assuming a new infrastructure is to be built, the planning can
be either from top-down decision (region) or from the bottomup (local actors). We make the assumption that the processes behind the determination of the level of decision are far too complex (since they are generally political processes) to be taken
into account in the model. This step is thus determined exogenously following an uniform law given a parameter.
19 When β → 0, all destination patches have an equal probability from any origin patch,
whereas β → ∞ gives fully deterministic behavior towards the patch with the best
utility.
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• If the decision is taken at the local level, negotiations between
actors occur. We assume that
– the initiator of the new infrastructure can be any of the
local actors, but richer cities will have more chance to built;
– negotiations for possible collaboration are only done between neighbor cities, what is related to the medium range
of infrastructure segments considered;
– for this reason, and as n-players games have been shown
to exhibit a chaotic behavior [Sanders, Doyne Farmer, and
Galla, 2016] when n increases, we consider negotiations between two actors only. The probability of cooperation that
are endogenously determined can be furthermore directly
interpreted.
• For the sake of simplicity, the total stock of infrastructure built
at one governance time step is constant, and decision times are
also fixed20 .
network evolution The workflow for transportation network
development is the following :
1. At each time step, 2 new road segments of length lr are built.
The choice between local and global is done by a uniform draw
with probability ξ. In the case of local building, roads are attributed successively to mayors (one road maximum per mayor)
with probabilities ξi which are proportional to the number of
employments of each, what means that richer areas will get
more roads.
2. Areas building a road will enter negotiations. Possible strategies for players (negotiating areas, i = 0, 1, the strategies being
written Si ) are to not collaborate (NC), i.e. develop his road segment alone, and to collaborate (C), i.e. wanting to develop conjointly. Strategies are chosen simultaneously (non-cooperative
game), in a random way according probabilities determined as
detailed below. For (C, NC) and (NC, C) combinations, roads
are built separately. For (NC, NC) both act as alone, and for
(C, C) a common development is done.
3. Depending on the level of governance and the strategies chosen,
the corresponding optimal infrastructures are build.
evaluation of cooperation We detail now the way the cooperation probabilities are established. We denote Z∗i (S0 , S1 ) the optimal infrastructure for area i with (S0 , S1 ) ∈ {(NC, C), (C, NC), (NC, NC)}
which are determined by an heuristic in each zone separately (see
20 See the discussion for the implications of that hypothesis and possible relaxations.
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implementation details), and Z∗C the optimal common infrastructure
computed with a 2 segments infrastructure on the union of both areas. It corresponds to the case where both strategies are C. Marginal
accessibilities for area i and infrastructure Z is defined as ∆Xi (Z) =
XZ
i − Xi . We introduce construction costs, noted I for a road segment,
assumed spatially uniform. We furthermore introduce a cost of collaboration J that corresponds to a shared cost for building a larger
infrastructure.
The determination of probabilities defining mixed strategies is based
on the payoff matrix, which gives is the value of utility gains for each
players and each possible decision configuration. The payoff matrix
of the game is the following, with κ a normalization constant (“price
of accessibility”), and the players being written i ∈ {0; 1} (such that
1 − i denotes the player opposed to i)
0|1
C

NC

C
Ui = κ · ∆Xi (Z∗C ) − I −


U = κ · ∆X (Z∗ ) − I −
0
0
0

∗
U1 = κ · ∆X1 (Z1 ) − I

J
2
J
2

NC

U = κ · ∆X (Z∗ ) − I
0
0
0

U1 = κ · ∆X1 (Z∗1 ) − I −

J
2

Ui = κ · ∆Xi (Z∗i ) − I

To simplify, we assume the cost parameters dimensioned as an accessibility what is equivalent to have κ = 1. We will furthermore
see that since only accessibility differentials are determining, the construction cost I does finally not play any role. This payoff matrix is
used in two games corresponding to complementary processes:
• the coordination game in which players have a mixed strategy,
and for which we consider the Nash equilibrium21 for corresponding probabilities, which implies a competition between
players;
• an heuristic according to which players take their decision following a discrete choice model. It implies only a maximization
of the utility gain and an indirect competition only.
We write pi = P[Si = C] the probability of each player to collaborate.
nash equilibrium We can solve the mixed strategy Nash Equilibrium for this coordination game in all generality. We detail the
computation in Appendix A.12. By writing Ui (Si , S1−i ) the full payoff matrix, we have the expression of probabilities
21 A Nash equilibrium is a strategy point in a discrete non-collaborative game for which
no player can improve his gain by changing his strategy [Ordeshook, 1986].
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p1−i = −

Ui (C, NC) − Ui (NC, NC)
(Ui (C, C) − Ui (NC, C)) − (Ui (C, NC) − Ui (NC, NC))

What gives with the expression of utilities previously given,
pi =

∆X1−i Z?C

J
− ∆X1−i Z?1−i

(21)

This expression can be interpreted the following way: in this competitive game, the likelihood of a player to cooperate will decrease as
the other player gain increases, and somehow counterintuitively, will
increase as collaboration cost increases. The realism of this assumption must thus be moderated, and we can assume that in practice the
equilibrium is never reached.
It also forces feasibility conditions on J and accessibility gains to
keep a probability. These are
• J 6 ∆X1−i (Z?C ) − ∆X1−i (Z?1−i ), what can be interpreted as a
cost-benefits condition, i.e. that the gain induced by the common infrastructure must be larger than the collaboration cost;
• ∆X1−i (Z?C ) 6 ∆X1−i (Z?1−i ), i.e. that the gain induced by the
common infrastructure must be positive.
discrete choice decisions Using the same utility functions, a
random utility model for a discrete choice allows also to obtain expressions for probabilities. We have for player i the utility differential
between the choice C and the choice NC given by
Ui (C) − Ui (NC) = p1−i (∆Xi Z?C − ∆Xi Z?i ) − J
Under the classical assumption of a model with a random utility
distributed following a Gumbel law [Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985],
we have P[Si = C] = 1+exp [−βDC (U1i (C)−Ui (NC))] , where βDC is the
discrete choice parameter (that we will fix at a large value βDC = 400,
by supposing a certain determinism at this level, since there is then a
second random level).
We substitute the expression of pi−1 in the expression of pi , what
leads pi to verify the following equation

pi =

1


1 + exp −βDC · 1+exp

∆Xi Z?C −∆Xi Z?i
(−βDC (pi ·(∆X1−i (Z?C )−∆Xī (Z?1−i ))−J))


−J
(22)

We demonstrate (see Appendix A.12) that there always exists a solution pi ∈ [0, 1], and we solve it numerically in the model to determine the probability to cooperate.
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Table 17: Summary of Lutecia model parameters. We also give the corresponding processes, typical bounds of the
variation range and their default values.

Sub-model

Land-use

Transport
Governance

Parameter

Name

Process

Domain

Default

λ

Accessibility range

Accessibility

]0; 1]

0.001

γA

Cobb-Douglas exponents actives

[0; 1]

0.85

γE

Cobb-Douglas exponents employments

[0; 1]

0.85

β

Discrete choices exponent

[0; +∞]

1

α

Relocation rate

[0; 1]

0.05

vG

Network speed

Hierarchy

[1; +∞[

5

J

Collaboration cost
Infrastructure length

[0; 0.005]
√
]0; 2 · K[

0.001

lr

Planning

Utility
Relocalization

random decision We also consider a baseline mechanism, which
does not assume negotiations, but which in the case of a local decision
draws randomly a mayor, following an uniform law with probabilities proportional to the number of employments of each.
Model implementation
All model parameters are recalled in Table 17. We give here only the
parameters which have not been explicitly fixed previously, and these
will be the privileged parameters on which the exploration
and the
√
application of the model will be done. The bound 2 · K corresponds
to the diagonal of the world, and the one for J has been empirically
fixed according to the values of the bound given previously.
The model is implemented in Netlogo, for ergonomics reasons given
its level of complexity, and also the possibilities of interactive exploration. A particular care has been given to the following points.
• Computation of distance matrices are necessary for each potential infrastructure segment, what makes the governance module very costly from the computational point of view. We use
therefore a computation of shortest paths based on dynamic
programming, inspired by [Tretyakov et al., 2011], updating directly the distance matrix instead of recomputing shortest paths
each time.
• The network is for this reason represented in a dual way, under
vector and raster forms. The correspondence between the two
and their consistence is ensured.
• For the determination of the optimal infrastructure, the order
of magnitude of the total number of infrastructures to explore
is in O(lr · N), if N is the number of patches and assuming
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that all potential infrastructures have their extremities in the
center of a patch22 . This considerably increases the operational
computational cost, and we use an heuristic exploring a fixed
number NI of randomly chosen infrastructures.
More implementation details are given in Appendix A.12.
Model validation
Different experiments allow us to validate the model to a certain extent. We follow a modular strategy, i.e. by relatively independent tests
of sub-models to begin with. The idea is to proceed to elementary experiments by making either land-use, or network, or both, evolve, and
studying the consequences on the different aspects.
We work on synthetic systems. Population and employment configurations follow exponential mixtures. We give in Appendix A.12
details of initialization parameters.
land-use Land-use dynamics always converge towards an asymptotic state when network does not evolve. We demonstrate the existence of the equilibrium in A.12. Furthermore, numerical experiments
show that the model converge relatively quickly. Experiments targeting land-use only and which are detailed in A.12 give the following
results.
• A large diversity of morphological trajectories in time, i.e. the
evolution of morphological indicators for the distribution of
population and employments, is obtained by playing on parameters γA , γE , λ, β, and also on the structure of a static network.
• Similarly, these trajectories do not converge towards the same
forms and we have thus a diversity of final forms obtained.
• It is possible to minimize, at fixed α = 1, the total quantity of
relocalization. We will however use this parameter to control the
speed of urban sprawl, and will typically take values around 0.1,
what corresponds to 10% of actives relocating at each time step,
i.e. on a period of the order of the decade.
governance In order to understand the influence of governance
parameters on forms produced by the model, we proceed to a simple
experiment in the case of a bicentric system, without an initial network. Parameters for the land-use model are fixed at standard values
γA = γE = 0.8, β = 2; λ = 0.001, α = 0.16 and the length of infrastructure segments is fixed to lr = 2. We consider uniquely the discrete
22 For each patch, we will have an infrastructure for each other patch in a radius lr ,
what asymptotically corresponds to the perimeter of the circle 2πlr . Furthermore, as
detailed in A.12, we assume a snapping heuristic to existing infrastructures to keep
a consistant network.
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choice game. The reference situation is given by a fully regional decision level, corresponding to ξ = 1. We compare it to two situations in
which the level of decision is fully local (ξ = 0) but for which we force
the possibility of collaboration to extreme values by the intermediate
of the cooperation cost, taken respectively as J = 0 and J = 0.005.
The initial configuration together with three examples of network
shapes obtained for each configuration are shown in Fig. 60. Network
shapes are visually23 different and witness particular structural characteristics. In the case of the regional decision, a structuring arc links
the two centers, from which extensions branch, first perpendicularly
and then in parallel. The structure obtained in the case of a collaborative local is also tree-like but has less branches, the extensions being
in majority following the existing branches. Finally, as we could have
expected, the non-collaborative network seems to be less optimal in
terms of covering than the first two, and shows redundancies. Concerning the urban structure, we obtain that the local levels better conserve the bicentric structure compared to the regional level (see the
position of final centers compared to their initial position): through
the network, the decision at a regional level has more potential to
create new centralities.
co-evolution In a last stylized experiment, we propose to study
more directly the effect of co-evolution, in particular on land-use variables. Therefore, we consider again the previous bi-centric configuration, with a disequilibrium of population and employments between
the two centers (in practice with a rate of 2), and different proximities
(close, at a distance of 0.4 · K, and far, at a distance of K). We fix a
random local governance (choice of only one constructor with a probability proportional to employments) and the land-use and network
parameters24 , and we study the influence of the decision level ξ on (i)
the total accessibility gain between the initial and the final state, exX(tf )
pressed as a rate X(t
; and (ii) the evolution of relative accessibility
0)
X0 (tf ) X1 (tf )
between the two centers, given by X
/
. The first indicators
0 (t0 ) X1 (t0 )
allows to understand the global benefit, whereas the second expresses
the inequality between the centers (for example, is the weakest center
drained by the more important, or does it benefit from it).
Results of the experiment are given in Fig. 61. The behavior of the
accessibility gain unveil a direct effect of co-evolution processes: in
the case of distant centers, the effect of ξ on it is inverted when we
add the evolution of land-use. In the case of a network evolving alone,
a local decision is optimal for total accessibility, whereas in the case
of a co-evolution of processes, the optimal is at a fully regional de-

23 This preliminary experiment does not imply an intensive exploration, and it is thus
impossible to translate these conclusions in a robust way in terms of indicators statistics.
24 We take here γA = 0.9, γE = 0.65, λ = 0.005, β = 1.8, α = 0.1, lr = 1, v0 = 6.
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Figure 60: Network topologies obtained for different levels of governance. The model is initialized on a symmetric synthetic configuration with two centers (Top Left). Parameters for the evolution of land-use are
γA = γE = 0.8; β = 2; λ = 0.001; α = 0.16, and for network evolution lr = 2 and a discrete choices
game. The evolution is stopped at fixed stock S = 50 and the heuristic exploration done for NI = 200.
(Top Right) Regional decision level (ξ = 1); (Bottom Left) Local decision level (ξ = 0) and low level of
collaboration, obtained with a high cost of cooperation J = 0.005; (Bottom Right) Local level and high
level of collaboration, with J = 0.
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cision. We interpret this stylized fact as the existence of a need for
coordination for the success of a coupled evolution of the transportation network and land-use, what can be put in correspondence with
the concept of TOD seen in chapter 1. In the case of close centers, the
regional decision is always optimal, corresponding then to a more integrated metropolitan area. The variation of the relative accessibility
are to low to conclude on the evolution of inequalities between the
centers in the case of a coupled evolution.
Thus, this last experiment reveals indeed the existence of “co-evolution
effects”, in the emergence of a need for regional coordination in the
case of a coupled evolution.
7.3.3

Application to Pearl River Delta

It was suggested by [Liao and Gaudin, 2017] that a sort of multi-level
governance recently emerged in China, in the context of economic activities. We try with our model to test the relevance of this paradigm
regarding the urban structure of the MCR.
Model setup
We work on a simplified raster configuration (5km cells) for population in Pearl River Delta, and on the stylized freeway network. We
choose to consider only the road network since, following [Hou and
Li, 2011], it has been the main driver of changes in accessibility patterns compared to railway network which accelerated development
is recent. Networks are stylized from the plan given by [Hou and Li,
2011] which reproduces official documents of Guangdong province
in 2010. We thus consider the freeway network in 2010 and the one
planned at this time. Employment data are given for 2010 by [Swerts,
2017] at the level of cities. They are here uniformly distributed for
each city in the simplified raster. The Fig. 62 illustrates the stylized
configuration for Pearl River Delta.
Calibration procedure
To apply such a complex model to a semi-real situation, one must be
particularly careful. It is important to choose the adequate processes
and level of granularity to reproduce. In particular, our model is not
aimed at producing particularly accurate land-use patterns, but uses
their approximation as the basis of network growth, which qualitative
evolution and the corresponding qualitative patterns in governance
processes. We propose therefore to “calibrate” on the shape of a given
infrastructure, in the sense of determining parameter configurations
for which in probability the successive built pieces of infrastructure
are the closest to pieces of the target infrastructure.
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Figure 61: Impact of co-evolution on accessibility in the Lutecia model. We proceed to 10 repetitions with fixed
parameters γA = 0.9, γE = 0.65, λ = 0.005, β = 1.8, α = 0.1, lr = 1, v0 = 6, for a random local governance,
and an evolution with constant stock S = 20. We compare the evolution with network only (without
land-use) and with co-evolution, for the close and distant configurations. (Top) Evolution of the relative
accessibility between centers, with and without land-use (columns) for the two configurations (colours);
(Bottom) Total accessibilty gain.
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Figure 62: Example of application to Pearl River Delta. (Left) Initialization with the 2010 population raster, aggregated at the 5km resolution, and the simplified freeway network; (Right) State after 6 time steps
(α = 1).

To calibrate on the network produced by the simulation, it must
be compared to a reference network. This is however a difficult problem, as different proximity measures with different significations can
be used. Geometrical measures focus on the spatial proximity of networks. For a network (E, V) = ((ej ), (vi )), a node-based distance is
P
given by i6=i 0 d2 (vi , vi 0 ). A more accurate measure which is not biased by intermediate nodes is given
 by the cumulated area between
P
each pair of edges j6=j 0 A ej , ej 0 (not a distance in the proper sense)
where A(e, e 0 ) is the area of the closed polygon formed by joining link
extremities. We consider the latest for the calibration.
Calibration
The experiments we do are with a fixed land-use, since the required
level of detail for more ancient or recent data, or even projections,
for population and employments, is not allowed by the data we had
access to.
We make governance parameters vary, including the type of game,
with a fixed lr = 2, and explore a Latin Hypercube Sampling of 4000
points in this parameter space, with 10 repetitions of the model for
each point. The two experiments we performed correspond to different target configurations:
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• no initial network and the 2010 network as a target, in the spirit
of extrapolating the most probable governance configuration
which led to the current configuration;
• initial network as the 2010 network, and planned network as target: extrapolation of the governance configuration for the planning.
We obtain qualitatively similar results for the two experiments, suggesting that there was no transition in the type of governance between
the past network and the future network. Results are illustrated in
Fig. 63. We obtain, by studying the graph of dA as a function of
ξ, that the regional level is the most realistic to reproduce network
shape. However, discrete choices and competition games have a different behavior, and the competitive game is the closest to reality
when ξ decreases: the relations between local actors would a priori
be of a more competitive than an egoistic nature. When we study the
variation of distance as a function of the observed collaboration level,
we obtain an interesting inverted U-shape, i.e. that the most likely
configurations are the ones where there is only collaboration, or the
ones where there is no collaboration at all, but no intermediate situations. Finally, the comparison of statistical distributions of distances
between target configurations and the types of games shows that the
difference between the games is significant only for the real network
but not for the planned network (what remains a conclusion difficult
to interpret).
We thus draw from this experiment the following conclusions, to
be naturally taken with caution.
• A competition between actors is less probables than an egoistic
behavior in the case of local decisions, since the discrete choices
game give better performances than the Nash for low values of
ξ.
• Collaboration compromises correspond to less probable networks
than situations with full collaboration or with no collaboration.
These conclusions can be put into perspective with the increased
competition within the Delta revealed by [Xu and Yeh, 2005]. Thus,
this application of the model allows to indirectly infer governance
processes.
Discussion
Although the model must still be more deeply explored and for all
its modules, some possible developments are worth of interest.
endogenous level of decision One relevant extension would
be the study of the emergence of larger administrative zones by aggregation, i.e. the emergence of new levels of governance in polycentric
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Figure 63: Model calibration with fixed land use. We take α = 0 to make only network evolve, and sample the
governance parameters space. (Top Left) Distance dA to the target network (targetDistance), in the case
of the real network, as a function of the regional decision probability ξ (regionalproba), for the two
types of games (colour). (Top Right) Distance dA as a function of the observed collaboration probability
(realcollab); the red curve gives the averages with standard errors. (Bottom Left) Statistical distribution
of distance as a function of the type of game, in the case of the real network; (Top Right) in the case of
the planned network. The difference between the types of games is larger in the case of the real network
in comparison to the planned network.
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metropolitan areas. The example of the Métropole du Grand Paris is a
good illustration for it when considering it in a simplified way, since
it is positioned between local collectivities and the Region but also the
State [Gilli and Offner, 2009]. An extension of the model with rules
to merge entities is a potential direction to study this question.
competition for an external ressource The influence of
external territories or of externalities on the evolution of a MCR is an
open question. In the case of a common resource, localized within the
spatial extent of the MCR, competition or collaboration dynamics can
emerge between actors for its exploitation. This model is a solution
to study this situation in a stylized way, and thus realize a controlled
experiment on co-evolution dynamics, which would allow to answer
more general questions concerning the role of territorial isolation in
co-evolution processes.

?

?
?

We have thus build the first bricks of models aiming at a more complex integration of co-evolution processes, by developing the Lutecia
model which was then validated in a preliminary way and which
potentialities have been demonstrated by the application to the case
study of Pearl River Delta.

?

?
?
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chapter conclusion
This second entry on co-evolution models, at the mesoscopic scale,
has been the occasion to explore the coupling between urban form
and functions through the coupling between territory and network. In
comparison with macroscopic models, processes that are taken here
into account are much more varied and complementary.
A first morphogenesis model includes different heuristics for network growth, which are necessary and complementary to capture
all the possible range of generated network configurations. We show
that the model is able to resemble observed situations, for the territorial form, network topology, and also for static correlations between
these indicators, while requiring a compromise between these different objectives. In terms of causality regimes, and thus of capturing
co-evolutive dynamics, the model is able to capture some in some
precise situations, but we learn from that experiment a fundamental
lesson for co-evolutive models: a fidelity to processes or static configurations is obtained at the price of less flexibility in produced dynamical regimes. This could be a structural effect of models, or more
interesting, a restriction of existing regimes in real situations.
We have then made the bet to introduce a more complex model,
including an ontology for governance processes for the evolution of
the transportation network. We carry out first experiments for model
validation on synthetic data, and propose an application to the case
of Pearl River Delta, renewing the view we gave in 1.2. We show
for example that it is possible to extrapolate parameters linked to
the level of collaboration between actors. This section allows thus to
introduce a new approach to consider co-evolution, that takes into
account the full conceptual frame developed in 1, and also opens
numerous research directions.

?

?
?
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This part thus gave the first elements of the exploration of different
entries on the modeling of co-evolution. We explored in chapter 6
a co-evolution model at the macroscopic scale, which allows to isolate numerous causality regimes, which we can thus designate as
co-evolution regimes for the ones exhibiting circular causalities, and
which is calibrated on the French system of cities. We therein show
that a simple representation and mechanisms already allow to synthetically and empirically capture co-evolution at this scale.
We then explored models at a larger scale, implying an increasing
complexity. A morphogenesis co-evolution model allows to couple urban form (distribution of population and network topology) with an
abstraction of urban functions (centrality and accessibility measures
within the network). The different heuristics for network evolution
which have been tested appear to be complementary to approach real
configurations. Finally, we introduced elements to take into account
governance processes in the evolution of transportation networks.
Processes in models
The models we developed have been so in a logic of parsimony, while
seeking to effectively capture co-evolution processes at different scales
and by being anchored into various disciplines: these constraints are
payed by a price on the refinement of integrated mechanisms. We will
come back on this compromise in 8.1.
A full view of co-evolution
At this stage we brought elements of answer to the two axis of our
general problematic (how to define and characterize co-evolution,
and how to model it). It is remarkable to note that these are articulated within the three knowledge domains of the conceptual (definition), of the empirical (characterization) and of modeling (models). These three aspect reciprocally auto-generate the others, and our
viewpoint consists in a true trinity, i.e. a concept which is together
unique and triple, in which none of the approaches can be ignored
(the same way that [Morin, 2001] does for complex anthropology).
Thus, models contain the individual aspect of co-evolution (reciprocal interactions between entities), and in some cases the statistical
aspect at the scale of a population. This conclusion is made possible
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through the operational characterization tool, which in its turn allows
to reinforce the relevance of the definition.
Perspectives
Our point of view on co-evolution has naturally been reducing and
limited, since the current state of our modes of knowledge production is still far from a paradigmatic integration of complexity [Morin,
1991], and that any tentative to apprehend a complex system combines with elegance analysis and synthesis, reductionism and holism,
modularity and interdependency. In order to enrich our viewpoint,
we finally propose an opening chapter.

Part IV
CONCLUSION AND OPENING
A building is never used exactly the way it was designed:
the integration of this reality sublimates the essence of the
art of the architect. The effective functional use give sense
to the form, while depending on it. It is the same for a
knowledge construction. We know take a step back and
open both theoretical and empirical perspectives.

Introduction

An opening has the main feature of situating. Stating the present, future
and past situations. While taking this step back, we imagine that this trajectory was not random, and that in the end this hell may be relieving, as did
the shadow of this revisited Euridice fleeing to the pleasure of writing in the
basement. There is this strange requirement of stating the desired career in
the forms at the beginning of each school year: maybe their most useful function is retrospective as they help understanding the path-dependency of a
trajectory. From train driver to cartographer, this ends up with a good tradeoff. Computer science and the way and architectural detours also played their
role. It is impossible to know if urban systems were there from the beginning,
or if history is reinterpreted from the currently accepted dogma. But introspection sheds light on the current position and the future trajectory: it is
indeed Hell here, but this is rather pleasant.
An opening indeed feeds the construction of a meta viewpoint, and
allows therein to considerably enrich the produced knowledge. The
content of suggested elements conditions the underlying structure
which one has to extract, allowing in turn some reflexivity. We can’t
reach personnal reflexivity levels as illustrated above, but aim at a
certain level from the disciplinary and methdological viewpoints.
The last chapter (8) thus brings some opening elements which act
as a meta-synthesis when articulated within the global framework
of this research. It includes both a thematic conclusion and a theoretical opening. It first puts into perspective our contributions and
synthesises them. It then elaborates a theoretical link between the
approaches we took, and finally by introducing a knowledge framework it allows putting into a global perspective all the work done
until here.

?

?
?
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One of the underlying implications of the work developed until here
is the introduction of directions towards integrated theories, i.e. being
based on an horizontal and vertical integration in the sense of the
complex system roadmap [Bourgine, Chavalarias, and al., 2009], but
also allowing an integration of knowledge domains and a reflexivity.
We develop in this chapter a theoretical opening at different levels.
The corresponding framework emerges from the interaction of the
different knowledge components developed until here.
We first propose to put into perspective our contributions on the
subject of co-evolution of transportation network and territories, and
thus to open in a thematic way potential developments.
We then elaborate in a second section 8.2 a theoretical synthesis of
the different approaches taken until here, allowing to make the link
between the evolutive urban theory and morphogenesis, what yields
a synthetic viewpoint on co-evolution.
Staying at a thematic level appears however to be not enough to
obtain general guidelines on the type of methodologies and the approaches to use. More precisely, even if some theories imply a more
natural use of some tools1 , at the subtler level of contextualization in
the sense of the approach taken to implement the theory (as models or
empirical analysis), the freedom of choice for objects and approaches
in social sciences may mislead into unappropriated techniques or
questionings (see the section 3.1 for the example of incautious use
of big data and computation).
Therefore, we construct in a last section 8.3 an applied knowledge
framework aiming at making explicit knowledge production processes
on complex systems. It is illustrated by a fine analysis of the genesis
of the evolutive urban theory, and is then applied in a reflexive way
on all our work. A possible formalization of this framework as an
algebraic structure is suggested in B.5.
This chapter must be read with caution since the theoretical constructions introduced are at a progressive abstraction level: in some
sense, each theoretical level is a meta framework for the previous one.
We therein link to the question of reflexivity, and to what extent the-

1 To give a basic example, a theory emphasizing the complexity of relations between
agents in a system will conduct generally to use agent-based modeling and simulation tools, whereas a theory based on a macroscopic equilibrium will favorise the
use of exact mathematical derivations.
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ories can be applied to themselves2 . Therefore, this synthesis allows
us to simultaneously proceed to a synthesis and an opening.

?

?
?

The first section of this chapter is fully novel. The second uses elements
from [Raimbault, 2018]. The third has been proposed by [Raimbault, 2017e]
and then developed and applied in [Raimbault, 2017c], and its reflexive application has been presented by [Raimbault, 2017d].

2 While keeping in mind that the separation between levels is not directly evident: for
example the formal framework for socio-technical systems of B.5 could be applied
as a formalization of the knowledge framework.
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contributions and perspectives

We now propose to review our contributions in relation to the different existing contexts reviewed in the first part, and to suggest some
perspectives they open. We do so in the logic of our general problematic, with in a first step our contributions on the definition and
characterization of co-evolution, and in a second step the different
modeling approaches of it.
8.1.1

Definition and characterisation of co-evolution

The stage of defining and characterizing co-evolution relies on empirical, theoretical and methodological results.
Conceptual definition
One of our main contributions is the construction of a definition of coevolution within territorial systems. As developed in 3.3, geography
uses this concept in a mostly fuzzy way, whereas some disciplines in
which its usage may seem to be more mature, such as in the evolutionary current of economic geography (see 3.3), do not agree on a
precise use [Schamp, 2010].
We therefore precise the definition which is taken in the evolutive
urban theory (see for example [Paulus, 2004]), while conserving a
compatibility. Our definition indeed relies on three axis:
1. existence of transformation processes of components of the territorial system (evolution3 );
2. modalities of co-evolution at different levels: local, population,
system4 ;
3. modularity in territorial subsystems: territorial entities are both
the support and the object of co-evolution.
Our contribution regarding the literature in geography which uses
the concept is a clarification, which furthermore allows in some cases
to proceed to an empirical characterization. [Paulus, 2004] or [Bretagnolle, Pumain, and Rozenblat, 1998] start with the assumption that
co-evolution necessarily exists within systems of cities, between the
cities or between cities and transportation networks. Our approach
3 While knowing that a weak correspondence can be established with reproduction
and mutation, in particular in the case of “simple” socio-economic components for
which the principles of cultural evolution apply, but that the correspondance becomes conceptual when the entities considered are more complex, as indeed in our
case of cities and transportation networks.
4 Which are hierarchically necessary: a relation at the level of the population implies
one at the level of individuals, and the systemic view implies a co-evolution at the
level of populations.
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leaves some place for some empirical verification and also extends
the application to territories in a more general way.
As a positioning regarding the literature in economic geography
(see [Schamp, 2010]), our approach provides a fundamentally multiscale perspective, and thus more easily compatible with geographical
positioning such as the one of the evolutive urban theory.
Finally, we have in particular studied the concept in the context
of interactions between transportation networks and territories: we
show that these are a type of territorial system for which it is particularly relevant and operational. We can even therein revisit the debate
on structuring effects: the congruence of [Offner, 1993] can either be
a spurious correlation, or a true co-evolution effect at the level of the
population. A local manifestation (“expected” local link between two
entities) can but has no particular reason to manifest as a co-evolution
at the level of the population of entities (and thus there is naturally
no “systematic effect”). But to qualify the approach to this question
as a “scientific mystification” [Offner, 1993] corresponds to scientific
reductionism, which our approach contributes to go beyond.
Spatial scales and non-stationarity
An empirical contribution, allowing to bring evidences for the characterization of co-evolution, is obtained from the work done in 4.1.
The existence of different observable spatial scales in static correlations between properties of the network and of the territory, and also
the spatial non-stationarity of these, suggests the verification of the
last point of our definition, in particular the existence of territorial
subsystems within which co-evolution could manifest itself.
Co-evolution regimes
Our fundamental contribution regarding the characterization of coevolution is the method of causality regimes developed in 4.2. We suggest that depending on the observable regimes, some are indeed coevolution regimes, since they exhibit circular causal relationships statistically observed at the scale of a population. It corresponds thus to
an empirical characterization of the intermediate level of co-evolution,
which is furthermore particularly interesting since it coincides with
the territorial subsystems5 .
We postulate that our measure is a relatively good proxy of a coevolution, since its application is oriented towards the study of causal
networks [Seth, 2005], i.e. a set of directed relations between variables.
[Castellacci and Natera, 2013] for example applies a method similar

5 Giving then all its usefulness to the approach through morphogenesis, by making
the link as we already suggested and will develop in the following, with the notion
of ecological niche [Holland, 2012].
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to the one we use, but extended to a network of variables, to quantify the co-evolution between innovation and absorption capacity of
territories.
Our approach can be put into perspective with the view of Diderot
presented in chapter 1: if there exists a niche in which we isolate relations which are indeed circular, then on the long time the evolutionary drift in comparison with other niches will lead them to very different trajectories6 . Hence the importance of our general multi-scale
framework, which also allows to consider the system more globally,
and within which the connection between subsystems will then complexify the co-evolution relations7 .
Empirical applicability
The different case studies we introduced however witness of the difficulty to put into practice the methods tested on synthetic data or
only theoretical. The application of the method of causality regimes
gives very diverse results. On the Ile-de-France data in 1.2, at a short
temporal scale and a restricted spatial range, its application suggests
the existence of diverse regimes. On South Africa data in 4.2, we are
not able to classify the relations between different variables, in particular because of the autocorrelation of accessibility, but the method
allows to study a sense of causality between population growth and
average travel time decrease, what however gives concluding results.
Finally, in the case of France in 6.2, the signal obtained is very weak,
with mostly no significant correlation for most of the dates from 1836
to 1946. We however obtain the interesting results of the intermediate
scale of spatial stationarity, and also a temporal stationarity scale for
the long range relations. Therefore in practice, the application of the
method must be considered case by case, and results can come from
auxiliary or preliminary analyses.
In the case of analyses of static correlations, which could open the
door to a finer analysis and to significant correlations, we already saw
that the absence of temporal data forbids any perspective of analysis
in that direction. The development of methods allowing a characterization of co-evolution (according to one level of our definition or to
an other definition) from static data remains an open question.
To summarize, co-evolution remains difficult to identify empirically, because (i) either there is effectively no apparent dynamic, i.e.
that observable variables can be assimilated to noise (this case rejoins
6 We furthermore have considered this case in an indirect way in models, when they
are calibrated on long time on successive periods: the evolution of parameters corresponds to evolutionary dynamics on long time.
7 There would be on that point a larger complexity of territorial systems in comparison to “simple” biological systems, i.e. the ones in which ecological niches are clearly
identifiable and can be isolated, in the case where the connections between subsystems is limited.
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a large part of literature which concludes to dynamics based on single cases); (ii) data are very poor and despite evidences suggesting
the existence of co-evolution regimes, these are difficult to characterize.
Perspectives
The application of our approach must be lead carefully regarding
the choice of scales, processes and objects of study. Typically, it will
be not adapted to the quantification of spatio-temporal processes for
which the temporal scale of diffusion if of the same order than the estimation window, as our stationarity assumption here stays basic. We
could propose to proceed to estimations on moving windows but it
would then require the elaboration of a spatial correspondence technique to follow the propagation of phenomena.
An example of concrete application with a strong thematic potential impact would be a characterization of a fundamental component
of the evolutive urban theory which is the hierarchical diffusion of innovation between cities [Pumain, 2010], by analyzing potential spatiotemporal dynamics of patents classifications such as the one introduced by [Bergeaud, Potiron, and Raimbault, 2017b], to revisit analyses such as [Co, 2002] which studies the diffusion of innovations
between States in the US, with a more refined viewpoint both on the
geographical aspect and to characterize innovation. We also underline
that these are rather open methodological questions, for which a concretisation is the potential link between the non-ergodic properties of
urban systems [Pumain, 2012b] and a wave-based characterization of
these processes.
An other direction for developments and potential applications can
be found when going to a more local scale, by exploring an hybridation with Geographically Weighted Regression techniques [Brunsdon, Fotheringham, and Charlton, 1998]. The determination by crossvalidation of Akaike criterion of an optimal spatial scale for the performance of these models, as done in 4.1 and in C.1, could be adapted
in our case to determine a local optimal scale on which lagged correlations would be the most significant, what would allow to tackle the
question of non-stationarity by a mostly spatial approach.
8.1.2

Modeling co-evolution

Our second fundamental contribution consists in the construction of
co-evolution models. We now detail our contributions obtained by
the intermediate of modeling, following the two complementary axis
followed.
Processes included in models are, as we already highlighted, aimed
at being relatively simple to allow for a certain generality and flexibility, and for example do not include elaborated economic processes
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Table 18: List of different processes taken into account in co-evolution models.

Process

Scales

Concept

Proposed models

Preferential attachmen- Meso/Macro
t/Gibrat

Urban growth

Diffusion/Sprawl

Urban Form

Morphogenesis

Closeness
centrali- Meso/Macro
ty/Accessibility

Accessibility

Morphogenesis/Interactions

Direct flows

Interactions

Interactions

Meso

Macro

Indirect flows/Tunnel
effect/Betweenness
centrality

Meso/Macro

Network effects

Morphogenesis/Interactions

Morphogenesis/Interactions

Network proximity

Meso

Accessibility

Actives/employments
relocations

Meso

Residential mobility

Lutecia

Transportation
nance

Meso

Governance

Lutecia

gover-

Morphogenesis

such as in the model of [Levinson, Xie, and Zhu, 2007]. They however fulfil their objectives and cover a rather broad range of processes.
These are synthesized in Table 18.
Systems of Cities and the macroscopic scale
We first consider in particular co-evolution of territories and transportation networks within systems of cities, at the macroscopic scale.

network effects Our results of section 4.3 support the hypothesis that physical transportation networks are necessary to explain the
morphogenesis of territorial systems, in the sense that some dimensions of urban growth are contained within networks. We showed
indeed on a relatively simple case that the integration of physical networks into some models effectively increase their explanative power
even when controlling for overfitting. This can be understood as a direction to expand the evolutive urban theory, that consider networks
as carriers of interactions in systems of cities but do not put particular emphasis on their physical aspect and the possible spatial patterns
resulting from it such as bifurcations or network induced differentiations. The development of a sub-theory focusing on these aspect is
an interesting direction suggested by these empirical and modeling
results. We will explore this path in section 8.2.
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co-evolution at the macroscopic scale Regarding co-evolution
in itself, at the scale of the system of cities, our main contribution is a
global understanding of possible trajectories and regimes in a simple
co-evolution model, i.e. based on an abstract ontology for the network and taking into account with parsimony mechanisms of cities
and network evolution based on flows between cities.
We obtain the typical stylized facts such as the reinforcement of
hierarchy for some parameters of self-reinforcement such as obtained
by [Baptiste, 2010]. It is to the best of our knowledge the first time
a co-evolution model between transportation and cities in a system
of cities is systematically explored, and that its potential co-evolution
regimes are established and interpreted. Our model is put in perspective with the one of [Schmitt, 2014]: the latest is closer to reality in terms of microscopic processes and network representation,
what however allows less flexibility in the production of co-evolution
regimes.
For the application to the real case of the French system of cities, it
is also to the best of our knowledge the first time that such a model
is calibrated on observed data. It is difficult to know if co-evolution
processes are indeed observable, since on the contrary to [Bretagnolle,
2003] we do not find a significant relation between city growth and
accessibility. The calibration allows however to extrapolate the evolution of co-evolution parameters values in time.
perspectives Our macroscopic models have not yet been tested
on other urban systems and other temporalities, and further work
should investigate which conclusions we obtained here are specific to
the French Urban System on this periods, and which are more general
and could be more generic in system of cities. Applying the model to
other system of cities also recalls the difficulty of defining urban systems. In our case, a strong bias should arise from considering France
only, as the insertion of its urban system into an European system is
a reality that we had to neglect. The extent and scale of such models
is always a delicate subject. We rely here on the administrative coherence and the consistence of the database, but sensitivity to system
definition and extent should also be further tested.
Furthermore, the calibration used the rail network only for distances between cities. Considering one single transportation model
is naturally reducing, and an immediate possibility of development
is to test the model with real distance matrices for other types of
networks, such as the freeway network which followed a considerable growth in France in the second half of the 20th century. This
application requires to construct a dynamical database for the freeway network growth covering 1950 to 2015, since classical bases (IGN
or OpenStreetMap) do not integrate the opening date. A natural extension of the modeling would then consist in integrating a multilayer
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network, which is a typical approach to represent multi-modal transportation networks [Gallotti and Barthelemy, 2014]. Each layer of the
transportation network should have co-evolutive dynamics with populations, with possibly the existence of inter-layer dynamics.
Finally, one of our potential developments, taking into account the
physical network in a finer way, is the object of [Mimeur, 2016], which
produces interesting results regarding the influence of the centralization of network investment decisions on final forms, but keeps static
populations and does not produce co-evolution models. Similarly, the
choice of indicators to quantify the distance of the simulated network
to a real network is a delicate issue in this context: indicators such as
the number of intersections taken by [Mimeur, 2016] corresponds to
procedural modeling and not structural indicators. This is probably
for the same reason that [Schmitt, 2014] only focuses on population
trajectories and not on network indicators: the conjunction and adjustment of population and network dynamics at different scales seems
to be a difficult problem.
Territories and mesoscopic scale
We propose now to develop our contributions for the modeling of coevolution of territories and transportation networks at the mesoscopic
scale.
urban morphogenesis First of all, the conceptual framework
of morphogenesis developed in 5.1 is a proper thematic contribution
for urban modeling: we insist on the crucial role of urban form, and
its strong link with urban functions. This framework allows furthermore to better situate some morphogenesis models such as the one
by [Bonin and Hubert, 2014] (which is to the best of our knowledge
one of the only presented as morphogenetic having the required theoretical fundations) in an interdisciplinary context.
It also allows to consider in a consistent way territorial subsystems,
since the search for morphogenetic rules is common to the definition
of more or less precise boundaries for the considered subsystem. This
point remarkably rejoins the geographical isolation required for coevolution, and we will do a theoretical link in the following in 8.2.
modeling co-evolution with morphogenesis The contributions of our morphogenesis co-evolution model are multiple, and
at least the following points can be mentioned:
• comparison of multiple network generation heuristics within a
co-evolution model;
• calibration on morphological indicators for population distribution and topological for the road network;
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• calibration at the first and second order;
• study of co-evolution regimes produced by such a model.
The coupled ontology between population distribution and network brings the strong coupling between form and function, and precisely to consider co-evolution processes. In comparison to [Barthelemy
and Flammini, 2009] which only consider the network, our model allows for more flexibility in the processes taken into account, since it
is then possible for example to add mechanisms proper to the evolution of population without artificially acting on network topology,
and reciprocally.
towards governance modeling Finally, the Lutecia model is
also a fundamental contribution towards the inclusion of more complex processes implied in co-evolution, such as transportation system
governance. As we already mentioned, [Xie and Levinson, 2011b] introduces an theoretical economic model focusing on similar issues,
and [Xie and Levinson, 2011c] develops a simplified application on
synthetic networks. We go further by considering an integration into
a fully dunamical land-use transport interaction model, and implement a stylized application to the real case of Pearl River Delta. This
models yield avenues to a new generation of models, that can potentially be operational in the case of regional systems with a very high
evolution speed such as in the Chinese case.
perspectives The question of the generic character of the morphogenesis model is also open, i.e. if it would work similarly when
trying to reproduce Urban Forms on very different systems such as
the United States or China. A first interesting development would be
to test it on these systems and at slightly different scales (1km cell for
example).
Finally, we postulate that a significant insight into the non-stationarity
of urban systems would be allowed by its integration into a multiscale growth model. Urban growth patterns have been empirically
shown to exhibit multi-scale behavior [Zhang et al., 2013]. Here at
the meso-scale, total population and growth rates are fixed by exogenous conditions of processes occurring at the macro-scale. It is
particularly the aim of spatial growth models such as the Favaropumain model [Favaro and Pumain, 2011] to determine such parameters through relations between cities as agents. One would condition
the morphological development in each area to the values of the parameters determined at the level above. In that setting, one must be
careful of the role of the bottom-up feedback: would the emerging urban form influence the macroscopic behavior in its turn? Such multiscale complex model are promising but must be considered carefully
for the required level of complexity and the way to couple scales.
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Table 19: Behavior of models regarding co-evolution. For all the models we used or introduced, we give the positioning regarding different degrees of co-evolution: production of “structuring effects” (direct causality
relationships between variables or exogenous aspect of a variable), existence of a co-evolution at the individual level (ontological specification of the model), existence of a co-evolution at the population level
(existence of circular causalities) and existence of a coevolution at the systemic level (that we can not test).
We also list the empirical studies. Modalities are the following: “NA” means that the effect has no reason
to exist (for example systemic co-evolution for a mesoscopic model, or co-evolution for a static model);
“n.t.” means that it was not tested (for practical reasons or as no test exist); “x” means that the model
seems to be producing the effect but in a marginal way (or observed in a qualitative way for empirical
studies); “X” means that the model produces the effect without doubt; “o” means that the effect is not
produced or that the analysis is not conclusive.

Model

Structuring ef- Individual co- Population co- Systemic
fects
evolution
evolution
co-evolution

RBD 4.2

X

X

X

NA

Interactions 4.3

x

NA

NA

NA

Weak coupling 5.3

x

NA

NA

NA

SimpopNet 6.1

X

X

x

n.t.

Macro co-evolution 6.2

X

X

X

n.t.

Meso co-evolution 7.2

X

X

x

NA

Lutecia 7.3

n.t.

X

n.t.

NA

Empirical: Grand Paris
1.2

X

x

o

NA

Empirical: South Africa
4.2

X

x

o

n.t.

Empirical: France 6.2

o

x

o

n.t.

Position of models
We do a synthesis of the position of different models regarding coevolution in Table 19. We describe the models which have been a
novelty in this work and also the external models which have been
used, and the empirical studies. We thus see that it is immediate to
introduce a co-evolution at the individual level within models, but
that the co-evolution at the level of populations, i.e. the existence of
circular causalities between network variables and territory variables,
is more difficult to obtain in a direct manner. The structuring effects
(existence of causal relationships in a sense or the other) are for themselves existing in most models. We recall that it is difficult to measure
a co-evolution on empirical data.
8.1.3

Approaches of coevolution

Finally, we propose to open broader perspectives on co-evolution approaches different from the one we took.
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Alternative approaches
We made the choice of elementary characteristics of territories and
networks to model their co-evolution: most of our models only consider population variables for territories, and several other possible
dimensions (economic, political, institutional, social) are occulted. Dimensions where there potentially exists co-evolutive effects and where
a modeling would be relevant can be summarized the following way:

• questions linked to the transportation system:
– role of transportation tolling and investments, already largely
taken into account into economic models by Levinson as [Levinson, Xie, and Zhu, 2007];
– more generally role of governance actors in the evolution
of the transportation system, as we suggested with the
Lutecia model in 7.3, and as [Xie and Levinson, 2011b]
does in a more theoretical way;
– role of technological change in the relation between urban
form and mobility [Brotchie, 1984];
• questions linked to actors making the city:
– role of the different actors producing the city (real estate
managers8 and local administrations for example [Le Goix,
2010]) and of their strategies;
– in link with approaches of type Luti, be more precise on
the role of location choices of actors (residential mobility
or economic actors [Tannier, 2003]) in the production of the
territory, in relation with networks (“scale of accessibility”)
identified in chapter 1;
• finally, at the scale of daily mobility, mobility practices following socio-economic characteristics, is also a relevant territorial
dimension to follow for the study of co-evolution ([Cerqueira,
2017] show for example the socio-economic differentiations in
the link between accessibility and mobility), for which modeling
directions has been for example proposed by [Morency, 2005]
which construct through desegregation an integrated database
coupling socio-economic characteristics of households and mobility data.
This list if naturally far from being exhaustive, but allows to grasp
complementary dimensions which would also bring an entry on our
general problematic.
8 We briefly evoked in 1.2 some variables linked to real estate transactions, and showed
the potentialities to unveil strategies of anticipation of accessibility patterns by the
new network, which confirms here the relevance of this viewpoint.
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We are thus far from having exhausted the question of co-evolution,
since it would require then to understand: (i) to what extent is our
definition general and can be applied to other dimensions which
were not initially conceived; (ii) to what extent our characterization
method can be applied to the different dimensions and which alternative methods can be considered; (iii) if our model structures, which
are relatively generic, can be extended to this connected issues.
Towards operational co-evolution models?
Among the future challenges which open as a consequence of our
work, we can mention the perspective of operational models. Is it
possible to construct prospective or planning models similar to the
ones we developed?
First of all, we make the assumption that such models would effectively be efficient within particular contexts, in particular regarding
the timescales considered: an application to the case of China where
potentialities are relatively rapidly realized can be more relevant than
an application of the Grand Paris metropolitan area which as we saw
exhibits a strong complexity and thus longer time scales in the infrastructure evolution processes.
Furthermore, we must keep in mind the difficulty of prospecting
on long times: to the best of our knowledge it is impossible to integrate in an endogenous way in a model some structural changes of
territorial systems9 . Therefore, the transition of the industrial revolution is exogenous in the Simpop2 model [Bretagnolle and Pumain,
2010b]. In our case of interactions between networks and territories, it
is possible than currently non-existing practices (for example shared
mobility within fleets of on-demand autonomous electric vehicles) totally change processes and drastically change the landscape of public
transportation accessibility.
Finally, as mentioned in chapter 2, it is possible that such a type
of model would indeed be undesirable from the viewpoint of actors
producing or managing territories, since their role of territorial scenarizing and prospecting would strongly be reduced by hypothetical
operational models10 .

?

?
?

9 In the sense of a transition of settlement systems as elaborated by [Tannier et al.,
2017].
10 Knowing that we also did not mention the aspect of the role of models in public
decision making, and the way that models can take a place in the dialogue between
science and society: the nature and relevance of operational models is also tightly
linked to this question.
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We could thus in this section take a step back on our contributions
and put them into broader perspectives regarding the question of the
co-evolution of transportation networks and territories.
The next section proposes an articulation of our different contributions from a theoretical viewpoint, as s synthesis making explicit
some connexions which were implicit until here.

?

?
?

8.2 a geographical theory

8.2

a geographical theory

Raffestin highlights in his preface of [Offner and Pumain, 1996] that
a geographical theory that articulates spaces, networks and territories
has never been formulated in a consistent way, since each approach
has a vision reduced to some components only and does not aim at
constructing an integrative theory. A research direction we propose
to introduce here is the conjunction of approaches of the evolutive
urban theory and of morphogenesis, to produce a theory that is both
multi-scalar and fully integrates networks and territories.
8.2.1

Foundations

Our theoretical construction relies on four pillars that we will detail
below11 .
Networked human territories
Our first pillar corresponds to the theoretical construction elaborated
in 1.1. We rely on the notion of Human Territory elaborated by Raffestin
as the basis for a definition of a territorial system. It allows to capture
complex human geographical systems in all the extent of their concrete and abstract characteristics, and also their representations. For
example, a metropolitan territory can be apprehended simply by the
functional extent of daily commuting flows, or by the perceived or
lived space for different populations, the choice depending on the
precise question that is considered.
The territory of Raffestin indeed corresponds to a consistent system of synergetic inter-representation networks, which are both a theory
and a model for spatial cognition of individual and societies, constructed by Portugali and Haken (see [Portugali, 2011] for a synthetic presentation). It postulates that representations are the product
of a strong coupling between individuals of cognitions and their individual and collective behaviors. This approach to the territory is of
course a particular choice and other entries, possibly compatible, can
be taken [Murphy, 2012].
The concrete of this pillar in reinforced by the territorial theory of
networks of Dupuy, yielding the notion of networked human territory, as a human territory in which a set of potential transactional
networks have been realized, which is in accordance with visions of
the territory as networked places [Champollion, 2006]. We will not
use the implications of the development of the notion of place, these
being too sparse (see the definition of [Hypergeo 2017]), and because
of the redundancy with the territory in the vision of a complex link
11 Or more precisely a funding horizontal pillar which gives fundamental objects, i.e.
foundations introduced in Chapter 1, two vertical pillars for the structure, and an
horizontal synthesis pillar allowing to link these two.
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between representations and the physical reality. We will assume for
this first pillar the fundamental assumption, already introduced in
Chapter 1, that real networks are necessary ele;ents of territorial systems.
Evolutive urban theory
The second pillar of our theoretical construction is Pumain’s evolutive urban theory, in close relation with the complex approach that
we generally take. It has already been presented with details and its
implications have been explored in Chapter 4. Here, this theory allows us to interpret territorial systems as complex adaptive systems
and to introduce the co-evolution.
Urban morphogenesis
The notion of morphogenesis has been deeply explored and with an
interdisciplinary point of view in 5.1. We recall here important axis
and to what extent these contribute to the construction of our theory. Morphogenesis has been formalized especially by [Turing, 1952]
which proposes to isolate elementary chemical rules that could lead
to the emergence of the embryo and its form.
The morphogenesis of a system consists in evolution rules that produce the emergence of its successives states, i.e. the precise definition
of self-organization, with the additional property that an emergent
architecture exists, in the sense of causal circular relations between
the form and the function. Progresses towards the understanding of
embryo morphogenesis (in particular the isolation of particular processes producing the differentiation of cells from an unique cell) have
been made only recently with the use of complexity approaches in
integrative biology [Delile, Doursat, and Peyriéras, 2016].
In the case of urban systems, the idea of urban morphogenesis, i.e.
of self-consistent mechanisms that would produce the urban form, is
more used in the field of architecture and urban design (as for example the generative grammar of “Pattern Language” of [Alexander,
1977]), in relation with theories of urban form [Moudon, 1997]. This
idea can be pushed into very large scales such as the one of the building [Whitehand, Morton, and Carr, 1999] but we will use it more at
a mesoscopic scale, in terms of land-use changes within an intermediate scale of territorial systems, with similar ontologies as the urban
morphogenesis modeling literature (for example [Bonin, Hubert, et
al., 2012] describes a model of urban morphogenesis with qualitative
differentiation, whereas [Makse et al., 1998] give a model of urban
growth based on a mono-centric population distribution perturbed
with correlated noises).
The concept of morphogenesis is important in our theory in link
with modularity and scale. Modularity of a complex system consists
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in its decomposition into relatively independent sub-modules, and
the modular decomposition of a system can be seen as a way to disentangle non-intrinsic correlations [Kolchinsky, Gates, and Rocha, 2015]
(to have an idea, think of a block diagonalisation of a first order dynamical system). In the context of large-scale cyber-physical systems
design and control, similar issues naturally raise and specific techniques are needed to scale up simple control methods [Wang, Matni,
and Doyle, 2017]. The isolation of a subsystem yields a corresponding characteristic scale. Isolating possible morphogenesis processes
implies a controlled extraction (controlled boundary conditions e.g.)
of the considered system, corresponding to a modularity level and
thus a scale.
When local processes are not enough to explain the evolution of
a system (with reasonable variations of initial conditions), a change
of scale is necessary, caused by an underlying phase transition in
modularity. The example of metropolitan growth is a good example:
complexity of interactions within the metropolitan region will grow
with size and the diversity of functions, leading to a change in the
scale necessary to understand processes. The characteristic scales and
the nature of processes for which these change occur can be precise
questions investigated through modeling.
Finally, it is important to remark as we did in 5.1 that a territorial
subsystem for which morphogenesis makes sense, which boundaries
are well defined and which processes allow it to maintain itself as a
network of processes, is close to an auto-poietic system in the extended
sense of Bourgine in [Bourgine and Stewart, 2004]12 . These systems
regulate then their boundary conditions, what underlines the importance of boundaries that we will finally develop.
Co-evolution
Our last pillar consists in an approach to the concept of co-evolution
complementary to the definition we already introduced. It is brought
by Holland which sheds a relevant light through an approach of
complex adaptive systems (CAS) by a theory of CAS as agents which
fundamental property is to process signals thanks to their boundaries [Holland, 2012].
In this theory, complex adaptive systems form aggregates at diverse hierarchical levels, which correspond to different level of selforganization, and boundaries are vertically and horizontally intricated in a complex way. That approach introduces the notion of niche
as a relatively independent subsystem in which ressources circulate
12 Which are however not cognitive, making these morphogenetic systems not alive in
the sense of auto-poietic and cognitive. Given the difficulty to define the delineation
of cities for example, we will leave open the issue of the existence of auto-poietic
territorial systems, and will consider in the following a less restrictive point of view
on boundaries.
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(the same way as communities in a network as used in chapter 2): numerous illustrations such as economical niches or ecological niches
can be given. Agents within a niche are then said to be co-evolving.
Empirically, results obtained witness a co-evolution at the mesoscopic scale such as in 4.2, confirming the existence of niches for some
aspects of territorial systems. The co-evolution in that sense implies
then strong interdependencies with circular causal processes (rejoining the definition we took) and a certain independence regarding the
exterior of the niche.
The notion is naturally flexible as it will depend on ontologies, on
the resolution, on thresholds, etc. that we consider to define the system. We postulate given the clues of existence obtained in empirical
results, but also models reproducing processes in a credible manner
under a reasonable independence assumption, that this concept can
easily be transmitted to the evolutive urban theory and corresponds
to the notion of co-evolution we took (and in particular at the level
of a population of entities): co-evolving agents in a system of cities
consist in a niche with their own flows, signals and boundaries and
thus co-evolving entities in the sense of Holland.
8.2.2

A theory of co-evolutive networked territorial systems

We synthesize the different pillars as a geographical theory of territorial systems in which networks play a central role in the co-evolution
of system components.
Définition 1 - Territorial System. A territorial system is a set of networked human territories, i.e. human territories in and between which real
networks are materialized.
The territory is indeed an element of the territorial system, which
more generally connects different territories with networks. At this
stage complexity and the evolutive and dynamical character of territorial systems are implied by the positions taken but not an explicit
part of the theory. We will assume to simplify a discrete definition of
temporal, spatial and ontological dimensions, under modularity and
local stationarity assumptions. This aspect, both for the discrete and
the stationarity, corresponds to an ontological simplification of the
assumption of a “minimal scale” at which subsystems give a simple
modular decomposition of the global system.
Hypothèse 1 - Discrete scales. Assuming a discrete modular decomposition of a territorial system, the existence of a discrete set of temporal and
functional scales for the territorial system is equivalent to the local temporal
stationarity of a random dynamical system specification of the system.
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This proposition postulates a representation of system dynamics in
time. Note that even in the absence of a modular representation, the
system as a whole will verify the property. We will assume the case
in which scales always exist, i.e. verifying one of the specifications of
this assumption.
This definition of scales allows to explicitly introduce feedback
loops, since we can for example condition the evolution of a scale
to the evolution of an other containing it, and thus emergence and
complexity, making the theory compatible with the evolutive urban
theory.
Hypothèse 2 - Intrication of scales and subsystems. Complex networks of feedbacks exist both between and within scales [Bedau, 2002]. Furthermore, a horizontal and vertical imbrication of boundaries will not always
be hierarchical.
Within these complex subsystems intrications we can isolate coevolving components using morphogenesis. The following proposition is a consequence of the equivalence between the independence
of a niche and its morphogenesis. Morphogenesis provides the modular decomposition (under the assumption of local stationarity) necessary for the existence of scales, giving minimal vertically (scale) and
horizontally (space) independent subsystems.
Hypothèse 3 - Co-evolution of components. Morphogenesis processes
of a territorial system are an equivalent formulation of the existence of coevolutive subsystems.
Finally we make a key assumption putting real networks at the center of co-evolutive dynamics, introducing their necessity to explain
dynamical processes of territorial systems.
Hypothèse 4 - Necessity of networks. The evolution of networks can
not be explained only by the dynamics of other territorial components and reciprocally, i.e. co-evolving territorial subsystems include real networks. They
can thus be at the origin of regime changes (transition between stationarity
regimes) or more dramatic bifurcations in dynamics of the whole territorial
system.
8.2.3

Contextualization

Co-evolution is more or less easy to show empirically (see for example the debate on structuring effects) but we assume the existence
of co-evolution processes at all scales of the system. Regional examples for the French system of cities may illustrate that aspect: Lyon
has not the same interactions with Clermont-Ferrand than with SaintEtienne, and network connectivity has probably a role in that (among
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intrinsic interaction dynamics, and distance for example). At a even
larger scale, we speculate that effects are even less observable, but
precisely because of the fact that co-evolution is stronger and local bifurcations will occur with stronger amplitude and greater frequency
than in macroscopic systems where attractors are more stable and stationarity scales smaller. It is for this reason that we tried to identify
bifurcations and phase transitions in toy models, hybrid models, and
empirical analyses, at different scales, on different case studies and
with different ontologies.
One difficulty in our construction is the local stationarity assumption, which is essential to formulate models at the corresponding
scale. Even if it seems a reasonable assumption on several scales and
has already been observed in empirical data [Sanders, 1992], we were
able to verify it more or less in our empirical studies.
Indeed, this question is at the center of current research efforts to
apply deep learning techniques to geographical systems: Paul Bourgine13
has recently proposed a framework to extract patterns from complex
adaptive systems. Using a representation theorem [Knight, 1975], any
discrete stationary process is a Hidden Markov Model. Given the definition of a causal state as as the set of states allowing an equivalent
prediction of the future, the partition of system states induced by the
corresponding equivalence relations allows to derive a Recurrent Network that is sufficient to determine the next state of the system, as it
is a deterministic function of previous states and hidden states [Shalizi
and Crutchfield, 2001]: (xt+1 , st+1 ) = F [(xt , st )] if xt is the state of
the system and st the hidden states. The estimation of hidden states
and of the recurrent function thus captures entirely through deep
learning dynamical patterns of the system, i.e. full information on its
dynamics and internal processes.
The issues that raise then are if the stationarity assumptions can be
tackled through augmentation of system states, and if heterogeneous
and asynchronous data can be used to bootstrap long enough timeseries necessary for a correct estimation of the neural network or any
other estimator. These issue are related to the stationarity assumption
for the first and to non-ergodicity for the second.

?

?
?

This section has thus given a theoretical opening, by proposing
as hypothesis an articulation between the different complementary

13 Personal communication, January 2016.
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approaches that we developed. This articulation allows a global perspective and reinforces our definition of co-evolution.
The next section concludes this opening from an epistemological
point of view, by placing our work in the perspective of a knowledge
framework, and opening thus reflexive approaches on it.

?

?
?
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8.3

an applied knowledge framework

We propose to increase again the level of generality and to work at an
epistemological level, by introducing a theoretical frame for the study
of knowledge production processes.
The complexity of knowledge production on complex systems is
well-known, but there still lacks knowledge framework that would
both account for a certain structure of knowledge production at an
epistemological level and be directly applicable to the study and
management of complex systems. We set a basis for such a framework, by first analyzing in detail a case study of the construction of
a geographical theory of complex territorial systems, through mixed
methods, namely qualitative interview analysis and quantitative citation network analysis. We can therethrough inductively build a framework that considers knowledge entreprises as perspectives, with coevolving components within complementary knowledge domains. We
finally discuss potential applications and developments.
The understanding of processes and conditions of scientific knowledge production are still mainly open questions, to which monuments of epistemology such as Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason, and
more recently Kuhn’s study of “the structure of scientific revolutions” [Kuhn,
1970] or Feyerabend’s advocacy for a diversity of viewpoints [Feyerabend, 1993], have brought elements of answer from a philosophical
approach. A more empirical point of view was brought also recently
with quantitative studies of science, in a way a quantitative epistemology that goes far beyond rough bibliometric indicators [Cronin and
Sugimoto, 2014]. Contributions harnessing complexity, i.e. studying
complex systems in a very broad sense, can be shown to have produced very diverse frameworks that can be counted as building bricks
contributing to answers to the above high-level question.
We will in the following use the term Knowledge Framework, for
any such framework having an epistemological component tackling
the question of nature of knowledge or knowledge production. To illustrate this, we can mention such frameworks in different domains,
at different levels and with different purposes. For example, [Durantin et al., 2017] explores the potentialities of coupling engineering with design paradigms to enhance disruptive innovation. Also
in Knowledge Management, using the constraint of innovation as an
advantage to understand to complex nature of knowledge, [Carlile,
2004] introduces knowledge domains boundaries and production processes. Also introducing a meta-framework, but in the field of system
engineering, [Gemino and Wand, 2004] recommends to use grammars
to compare Conceptual Modeling Techniques. Meta-modeling frameworks can also be understood as Knowledge Frameworks. [Cottineau
et al., 2015] describes a multi-modeling framework to test hypotheses
in simulation of socio-technical complex systems. [Golden, Aiguier,
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and Krob, 2012] postulates a unified formulation of systems, including necessarily different types of knowledge on a system on its different description components.
A possible explanation for this richness is the fundamental reflexive nature of the study of Complex Systems: because of the higher
choice in methodology and what aspects of the system to put emphasis on, a significant part of a modeling or design entreprise is
an investigation at a meta-level. Furthermore, studies of knowledge
production are mainly rooted in complexity, implying a reflexive nature of theories accounting knowledge on complexity, as Hofstadter
had well highlighted in [Hofstadter, 1980] by noticing the importance
of “strange loops”, i.e. feedback loops allowing reflexivity such as
a theory applying to itself, in what constitutes intelligence and the
mind. Artificial intelligence is indeed a crucial field regarding our issues, as its progresses imply a finer understanding of the nature of
knowledge. [Moulin-Frier et al., 2017] introduces a meta-framework
for a general typology of approaches in Artificial Intelligence, what
is a Knowledge Framework not in the proper sense but in a specific
applied case.
The level of frameworks described above may be very general but is
conditioned to a certain field or discipline, and to a certain approach
or methodology. There exists to our knowledge no framework realizing a difficult exercise, that is to capture a certain structure of knowledge production at an epistemological knowledge, but conjointly is
thought in a very applied perspective, with direct consequence in the
design and management of complex systems. The contribution of this
paper attempts to set a basis for a Knowledge Framework realizing
this in the case of Complex Systems.
To achieve that, we postulate that the tension between these two
contradictory objective is an asset to avoid on one side an impossible
overarching generality and on the other side a too restraining domainspecific specificity. Based on the idea of complementary Knowledge
Domains introduced by [Livet et al., 2010], its central aspect is a cognitive approach to science inducing co-evolutive processes of knowledge domains and their carriers. A first sketch of this framework was
presented by [Raimbault, 2017e], in the specific case of complex territorial systems as studied by theoretical and quantitative geography.
We choose to introduce it here with an inductive approach, i.e. starting from a concrete case study that has mainly inspired the construction of the framework to end with its generic description.
The rest of the section is organized as follows: we first develop
case studies, more precisely a detailed study of a geographical theory
of complex urban systems: the evolutive urban theory, and a short
example from engineering to illustrate the transferability of concepts.
We then specify the definitions and formulate the epistemological
framework. We finally discuss issues on applicability, and potential
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developments such as a mathematical version of the framework, and
a reflexive application of the framework to our subject of study.
8.3.1

Case studies

Genesis of the evolutive urban theory
The first case study relates the construction of the evolutive urban theory14 , a geographical theory considering territorial systems from a
complexity perspective, that have been developed for around 20 years.
We analyse its genesis using mixed methods, namely semi-directed interviews with main contributors, and quantitative bibliometric analysis of main publications.
Interviews were done following methodological standards [Legavre,
1996] to ensure a limited interference of the interviewer’s experiences
but not make it fully disappear to ensure a precise context enhancing the fluency of the interviewed. We use here interviews15 with
Pr. D. Pumain who introduced and developed mainly the theory,
and Dr. R. Reuillon, whose research on intensive and distributed
computation and model exploration has been a cornerstone of latest
developments.
To begin it is important to recall a brief overview of the content
of the evolutive theory. Therefore, refer to the presentation done in
introduction of chapter 4, which describes its main structure.
The striking feature in the construction of all this is the balance
between the different types of knowledge, of which a typology will
be the starting point of our construction. The relation between theoretical considerations and empirical cases studies is fundamental.
Indeed, the seminal article [Pumain, 1997] is already positioned as an
“advocacy for a less ambitious theory, but that does not neglects the
back-and-forth with observation”16 .
We shall now turn to interviews to better understand the implications of the intrication of types of knowledge. D. Pumain traces
back germinal ideas back to her graduate student work in 1968, when
“everything started with a question of data”. The interest for cities, and
change in cities, was driven by the availability of a refined migration
flow dataset at different dates. Also rapidly, “[they] were frustrated that
14 The ambiguity of the adjective evolutive brings subtlety to the theory, since it applied
as much in the first sense i.e. to the urban entities studied, but also in a meta sense
to the theory itself, what confirms a certain level of reflexivity of the theory which
is essential as developed in 3.3. To translate the term into English, [Pumain et al.,
2006] chose the term “Evolutionary Urban Theory”, but “Evolutive Urban Theory”
is also suitable, but in any case it seems difficult to transfer the ambiguity during
the translation.
15 Both have a length of around 1h. Sound and transcript text are available under a
CC Licence at https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/Interviews [Raimbault, 2017e].
Interviews are in French and translations here are done by the author.
16 page 2, trad. author
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methods were missing”, but the access to the computation center (technical tool) allowed the test of newly introduced methods and models,
linked to the Prigogine approach to complexity. Methods were however still limited to grasp the heterogeneity of spatial interactions.
A progressively specified need and a chance encounter, with “a lady
working on neural networks and agent-based modeling at the Sorbonne”,
led to a bifurcation and a new level of interaction between modeling, theory and empirical knowledge: in 1997, two seminal articles,
one stating the theoretical basis and the other introducing the first
Simpop model, were published.
From this point, it was clear that all modeling entreprise was conditioned to empirical knowledge of geographical case studies and theoretical assumptions to test. Methods and technical tools took also a
necessary role, when specific model exploration methods were developed together with the Software OpenMole. R. Reuillon relates that
a qualitative shift of knowledge was rapidly made possible when systematic model exploration methods were introduced to understand
the behavior of the SimpopLocal model. Initially, geographers were
not sure if the model worked at all, in the sense that it produced expected stylized facts such as the emergence of hierarchy in a system
of cities. Satisfying trajectories were found for some parameter values
through genetic algorithm calibration, with distributed computation
on grid [Schmitt et al., 2015]. The existence of multiple candidate solutions for parameter values is a barrier for concrete questions of necessity or sufficiency of a given mechanism of the agent-based model.
This need, coming from the domain of empirical and theoretical geographical knowledge, led to the design of a specific algorithm: the
calibration profile, which is a methodological advance in model exploration [Reuillon et al., 2015].
This virtuous circle was continued with the Marius model family [Cottineau, 2014] and the Parameter Space Exploration algorithm [Chérel,
Cottineau, and Reuillon, 2015]. R. Reuillon evaluates its impact from
a Computer Scientist point of view: “I’m not sure if [geographers] were
immediately conscious of the amplitude of the result, that was really heavy,
people working with us directly saw it.” This positive vision is confirmed
by D. Pumain, who highlights the benefits of these new methods for
geographical knowledge, and that it was the first time that research
led to publications at the edge of knowledge both in geography and
computer science.
Taking a step back, emerges a typology of domains in which knowledge was created but also necessary for the other domains in the
genesis of the Evolutive Urban Theory. The collection of data and
construction of datasets is a first requirement for any further knowledge. From data are extracted empirical stylized facts, from which are
induced theoretical hypotheses. Theory can then be tested for falsification, in the empirical domain but also through models, for example
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by doing targeted experiments in models of simulation. New methods are developed to better explore them. Tools are crucial at each
step, to implement model, do data mining for example or collect and
format data for example. The previous analysis reveals how these
domains are interdependent, are in a sense co-evolutive.
We back up now this qualitative analysis with a modest quantitative bibliometric analysis. The idea is to investigate the structure of
the core citation network of main publications constructing the Evolutive Urban Theory. We construct the citation network as described
in Fig. 64, by using the data collection tool provided by [Raimbault,
2016c] and already used in 2.217 . Starting from the two seminal publications [Pumain, 1997] and [Sanders et al., 1997], the backward citation network is obtained at depth 2 (references citing these initial
references, and the ones citing the citing), with filtering for the first
step on authors to have at least one main contributor of the Theory
(that we take as Pumain, Sanders and Bretagnolle, according to the full
Pumain’s interview). We remove nodes of degree 1, to have the core
structure only of the ego network. Note that we do not have missing
links between nodes at the first level, because all citing links were
retrieved.
Network has a density of 0.019, what is rather high for a citation
network, and the signature of a high level of dependency between
publications. Starting from two separate nodes, we could have in theory distinct connected components, but as expected the network has
only one because both aspects are strongly interconnected. To analyse
the structure in a finer way, we detect communities using Louvain
clustering algorithm, and evaluate the directed modularity of the partition as described by [Nicosia et al., 2009].
We show in Fig. 64 a visualization of the network. We obtain 7 communities with a modularity value of 0.39. To ensure the significance
of modularity, we proceed to Monte Carlo simulations and randomize citation links 100 times, computing each time the modularity of
communities within the randomized network. We obtain an average
directed modularity of m̄ = 0.002 ± 0.015, making the modularity of
the real network highly significant (more than 200 standard deviations).
We analyse the content of communities by looking at publications
of the first level. We find that communities are roughly consistent
with the typology of domains: one on methods, three on spatio-temporal
modeling of urban systems that mixes empirical and modeling, one
conceptual, one on Simpop models, and a last on scaling laws that
is fully empirical. Data papers are not yet current practice in geography and specific papers tackling the Data domain cant be found in
the network. An increased citation rate between papers of the same
domain could be expected because of the scientific standard to al-

17 all code and data are available at https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/CityNetwork/tree/master/Models/Q
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ways situate a contribution regarding similar works. The significant
value of modularity confirms that domains are consistent regarding
an certain endogenous structure of knowledge production.

City size distributions a...
La cuestión de las ciudad...

Villes, agents et acteurs...

Space-time contraction a...
Alternative explanations ...
Systèmes de villes et niv...

Pour une Théorie..

Les modèles d'auto-organi...

Time and space scales fo...

Les modèles agent en géog...

Les villes dans l'espace-...

La ville et la croissanc...
Multi-agent system modell...

Urban research and comple...
La mesure de l'urbanisat...
Intelligence artificielle...
The organization of urban...

A modular modelling fram...

The future of urban syste...

Theoretical principles in...

SIMPOP: a multiagent syst...

Villes et systèmes de vil...

Long-term dynamics of Eu...

Knowledge-based simulatio...
From theory to modelling...

Une théorie géographique...

Modélographie multi-agen...

Half a billion simulation...

The socio-spatial dynamic...

Agonistic pluralism and s...

Une approche de la compl...
Cognition and decision in...

Figure 64: Citation Network of main publications of Evolutive Urban Theory. The network is constructed the
following way: starting from the two seminal publications [Pumain, 1997] and [Sanders et al., 1997], we
get citing publications, filter conditionally to one of the main contributors, get again citing publications
and filter. Nodes are publications (|V| = 155), the size corresponding to eigenvector centrality, and
edges are directed citation links (|E| = 449). Colors are communities obtained with Louvain clustering
algorithm (7 communities, modularity 0.39).

Engineering
After the glance on domains of knowledge extracted in the previous
case study, we propose to take the corresponding point of view on a
rather different example more related to technology and engineering.
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We interpret thus issues of engineering related to Parisian metropolitan system through this prism of Knowledge Domains.
Taking the example of the progressive automatization of line 1,
considered widely as a technical achievement, several integrated empirical and modeling studies were preliminary conducted [Belmonte
et al., 2008]. The use and adaptation of particular methods such as
agent-based modeling is crucial for the development of innovative
autonomous transportation [Balbo, Adam, and Mandiau, 2016]. In
this engineering problem, some technical solutions such as platform
doors18 may be seen as tools that also evolve, and are necessary
for a new conceptual approach (automatic transportation) to be implemented [Foot, 2005]. But they may also have interactions with other
aspects of conceptual knowledge, such as management and organisation within the operator [Foot, 1994]. The complex multi-dimensional
aspect of innovation for such systems was already highlighted for a
while as [Hatchuel, Pallez, and Pény, 1988] shows. Other technical
aspects, such as civil engineering issues [Moreno Regan, 2016], are
also put in line when developing such a new approach, and they
necessitate at least empirical and modeling, if not more, Knowledge
Domains. This rather short example is an illustration of how the interpretation of knowledge domains can be applied to the engineering
and management of a complex industrial systems.
Specific details would be needed for a more in-depth application,
but we claim to have a proof-of-concept here. We summarize in Table ?? the engineering issues identified above, the corresponding knowledge domains, and the processes through which transferability may
be achieved.
Table 20: Illustration of Knowledge Framework Application.

Engineering
lem

prob- Knowledge domains

transferability

References

Autonomous
port

trans- Empirical, Modeling

Integrated modeling

[Belmonte et al., 2008]

Method development

[Balbo, Adam, and Mandiau, 2016]

Ergonomic tools

[Foot, 2005]

Innovative modeling

Modeling, Methods

Functional specifica- Empirical, Tools
tions
Social adaptation

Theoretical,
cal

Empiri- Stakeholders involv- [Foot, 1994], [Hatchuel,
ment
Pallez, and Pény, 1988]

Technical constraints

Empirical, Modeling

Integrated modeling

[Moreno Regan, 2016]

18 Automatic doors separating the platform from the track, in particular necessary for
the introduction of an automatic service.
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8.3.2

Knowledge Framework

We can formulate now inductively the knowledge framework. As
mentioned, it takes the idea of interacting domains of knowledge
from the framework introduced by [Livet et al., 2010], but extends
these domains and takes a novel epistemological position, focusing
on co-evolutive dynamics of agents and knowledge.
constraints To be particularly fitted for the study and management of complexity, we postulate that the framework must meet certain requirements, especially to take into account and even favor the
integrative nature of knowledge, as illustrated by the importance of interdisciplinarity and diversity in the case studies. The framework must
thus be favorable to the following:
• Integration of disciplines, as Complex Systems are by essence
at the crossing of multiple fields
• Integration of knowledge domains, i.e. that no particular type
of knowledge must be privileged in the production process19
• Integration of methodology types, in particular breaking the
artificial boundaries between “quantitative” and ”qualitative”
methods, which are particularly strong in classical social sciences and humanities.
epistemological foundations The epistemological positioning of the framework is the one developed in the first section of 3.3.
We recall the importance of the perspective [Giere, 2010c], composed
by agents, the objects represented, the purpose and the medium (the
model). The approach by agents is fundamental for the relevance of
the framework.
knowledge domains We postulate the following knowledge domains, with their definitions:
• Empirical. Empirical knowledge of real world objects.
• Theoretical. More general conceptual knowledge, implying cognitive constructions.
• Modeling. The model is the formalized medium of the scientific perspective, as diverse as Varenne’s classifications of models functions [Varenne, 2017].
• Data. Raw information that has been collected.
• Methods. Generic structures of knowledge production.
19 this is not incompatible with very strict system specifications, as multiple paths are
possible to obtain the same fixed final state
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• Tools. Proto-methods (implementation of methods) and supports of others domains.
We choose to keep separate Methods and Tools, to insist on the
support role of tools, and because development of both are related but
not identical. The same way, Data domain and Empirical Domain are
distinct, as new datasets do not systematically imply new knowledge
of empirical facts, even if the construction of data collection tools
often requires an empirical knowledge. The Modeling Domain has
a central role as we postulate that any knowledge on a complex system
requires a model.
co-evolution of knowledges We can now formulate the central hypothesis of our framework, that is partially contained in the positioning within Perspectivism. We postulate that any scientific knowledge construction on a complex system20 is a perspective in the sense of
Giere. It is composed of knowledge contents within each domain, that
co-evolve between themselves and with the other elements of the perspective, in particular the cognitive agents. The notion of co-evolution
is taken in the sense of [Holland, 2012], i.e. of co-evolving entities
being within strongly interdependent niches with circular causal relations and that have a certain independence with the exterior within
their boundaries. We note the importance of weak emergence in the
sense of Bedau [Bedau, 2002] in the construction of the perspective
from the co-evolution of its components, as it corresponds to an autonomous upper level that can be understood alone, as the scientific
knowledge can be. Note that a perspective does not necessarily have
components in all domains, but should generally have in most.
The social aspect of knowledge production is not included in knowledge domains, but within agents and their relations. [Roth and Cointet, 2010] shows a co-evolution of social networks with semantic networks through the example of a scientific community in development
biology and an environment of political blogs, what confirms in our
case the co-evolution between agents and domains.
application The types of models to which our framework applies are supposed to be all possible models in a very loose sense, as
Giere calls a model any medium of a perspective. A functional view
20 We believe that this intricate aspect of knowledge production is necessary present for
Complex Systems, in echo of the remark on reflexivity in introduction. Even simple
models of complex systems do imply a conceptual complexity that requires complexity of knowledge to be grasped. This last assumption may be related to the nature of
complexity and to the relation between computational complexity and complexity in
the sense of weak emergence, that is suggested for example by [Bolotin, 2014] that explains emergence and decoherence from the quantum level by the NP-completude of
fundamental equations resolution. These considerations are far beyond the reach of
this section (see 3.3 for a deepening of the question), and we take as an assumption
that complex systems necessitate complex knowledge, whereas simple knowledge
(in the sense of non co-evolving domains and agents) can exist for simple systems.
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of models as Varenne introduces [Varenne, 2010b] (introducing a typology of models through functions, e.g. explicative models, simulation models, predictive models, comprehensive models, interactive
models, etc.) is a way to grasp the variety. We can also see it in terms
of more classical classifications, and apply it to mathematical, statistical, simulation, data or conceptuel models for example. Concerning
the constraints given before, as all knowledge are co-evolving no domain is particularly privileged. No discipline either as these will have
their different aspects be contained within the domains, and finally
qualitative and quantitative methods are present and necessary in
most. We show in Fig. 65 a projection of knowledge domains as a
complete network, to illustrate what relations between domains can
be composed of.
8.3.3

Discussion

Application Range
We insist that our framework does not pretend to introduce a general
epistemology of scientific knowledge, but far from that is rather targeted towards reflexivity in the understanding of complex systems.
The level of generality is at a very different level, but the aim to practical implication in the handling of complexity contributes to a certain
generic character in applications. It is furthermore particularly suited
to study Complex Systems, since more reductionist approaches can
handle more compartmented production of knowledge, whereas integration of disciplines and scales and therefore domains of knowledge
has been emphasized as crucial to study complexity.
Towards a formalisation
The knowledge framework stays at an epistemological level, and its
application could be formalized in a more systematic way. Therefore,
the framework developed in Appendix B.5 could be partly integrated.
Let recall its main elements and how these can be articulated. The
main aspect is the coupling of a formalization of the system model
with the perspective. A perspective would be defined as a dataflow
machine M in the sense of [Golden, Aiguier, and Krob, 2012] that
gives a convenient way to represent it and to introduce timescales
and data, to which is associated an ontology O in the sense of [Livet
et al., 2010], i.e. a set of elements each corresponds to an entity (which
can be an object, an agent, a process, etc.) of the real world. Purpose
and carrier of the perspective are contained in the ontology if they
make sense for studying the system. Decomposing the ontology into
atomic elements O = (Oj )j and introducing an order relation between
ontology elements based on weak emergence (Oj < Oi if and only if
Oj weakly emerges of 0i ) should yield a canonical decomposition
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Figure 65: Projection of a perspective into a full network of knowledge domains. To illustrate the domains
and the interaction processes between them, we do the exercise of trying to qualify all possible binary
relations between two given domains. This does not reflect the real structure of the framework, but is
an aid to consider what interactions can be. Note that the nature of relations is not always the same
here, some being constraints, other knowledge transfer, other processes within other domains such as
synthetic data which is a methodology. This shows that some domains act as catalyzers for relations
between others, in this network setting, what corresponds indeed to a situation of co-evolution.

of the perspective containing the structure of the system. The challenge would be then to link this decomposition with the canonical
decomposition of the dataflow machine postulated by [Golden, Aiguier, and Krob, 2012], and then define knowledge domains within this
coupling: data is in flows of the machine, modeling in the machine,
empirical and theoretical in ontologies, methods in the structure of
the tree. Such an enterprise with consistent operations is however
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totally beyond the scope of this paper, but would be a powerful development.
We have studied with mixed methods the construction of a scientific theory in theoretical and quantitative geography, and from
that inductively introduced a knowledge framework aiming at understanding the production of knowledge on complex system as a complex system itself, namely a perspective with co-evolving components
within interdependent knowledge domains. Note that the approach
is fully reflexive as several components were necessary. We postulate
that our framework is a useful tool to study complexity and manage complex systems, since it explicits some choices and directions of
developments that may otherwise be unconscious.
Co-construction of theories and models in quantitative geography: an synthesis of our contributions
We conclude this opening chapter by putting into a consistent perspective the different contributions of the thesis, from the viewpoint
of illustrating the co-evolution of knowledge within different domains,
and to complete the loop by coming back on the construction of the
geographical theory. As detailed in preamble, a linear reading mode
would be too reducing, since most of the works mutually enrich themselves whatever their domain and their reach, and a linear synthesis,
beside being intrinsically poor, is in a sense a lie by omission of all
the complex interactions between the produced knowledge ensembles. Naturally the synthesis exercise and the ability to enter an imposed formatted template are important, or even desirable given the
current state of scientific knowledge production.
But a fundamental position that we take and advocate all along
this work is the one of an anarchist science proposed by Feyerabend,
which without being taken totally literally and put into context, is
extremely useful to propose paradigms shifts and emancipate from
mainstream approaches which basis and legitimacy seem to increase
despite the increasing critics. The writing of a strongly formatted
monograph loose some interest through the strongly constraint aspect of the exercise, and seem to be relatively vain given the foreseeable destiny of underuse for most of works currently produced, without being saved by online availability given the imposed language21 .
We can wonder on the possibilities of an entirely digital thesis, in
which the path of the reader elaborated within the numerical environment would be at the origin of a multitude of possible visions, effec21 The initial manuscript has been written in French. This however relates to much
more complex issues than the sole audience [Tardy, 2004] and the richness of scientific thoughts allowed by the use of different languages should not be discussed as
the legitimacy of organisations such as ASRDLF. But it is indeed this audience which
is an issue here and in that case it is as much old-fashioned for a graduate school
to impose French as a writing language than the choice of a diplomat to impose a
speech in French to a non-French-speaking assembly.
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tively rendering the complexity of the construction process, and numerous enriching perspectives through a feedback and an interaction
with readers, i.e. going beyond the linear presentation mode, as already sustained in introduction. The invention of new scientific communication modes22 is an urgent challenge in itself, and our sketch
of reflexivity developed in Appendix F aims at contributing to it.
The construction of geographical theories, in the context of a theoretical and quantitative geography, is achieved by iterations within a
co-evolution dynamic with empirical and modeling efforts [Livet et
al., 2010]. Among the numerous examples, we can mention the evolutive urban theory (co-constructed through a spectrum of works ranging for example from the first propositions by [Pumain, 1997] until the
mature results presented in [Pumain, 2012a]), the study of the fractal
properties of urban structures (for example from [Frankhauser, 1998]
to [Frankhauser, 2008]) or more recently the Transmondyn project
[Sanders, 2017] aiming at enriching the notion of settlement system
transition. We propose here a synthesis of different empirical and
modeling works jointly made in this work with the elaboration of
theoretical constructions aiming at better understanding relations between territories and transportation networks.
why a theory and models of coevolution Our first entry
takes a quantitative epistemology viewpoint to attempt to explain the
fact that, if the co-evolution between networks and territories has for
example been shown by [Bretagnolle, 2009], the literature is rather
poor in simulation models endogeneizing this co-evolution. An algorithmic exploration of the literature has been done in [Raimbault,
2017d], suggesting a partitioning of scientific domains interested in
that subject. More elaborated methods and the corresponding tools
(collection and analysis of data), coupling a semantic analysis to the
citation network, have been developed to further investigate these
preliminary conclusions [Raimbault, 2016c], and first results at the
second order seem to confirm the hypothesis of an understudied domain since at the intersection of fields which do not necessarily easily
communicate. These first results in quantitative epistemology confirm
the relevance of a modeling coupling processes related to different
scales and fields of study, and moreover the relevance of elaborating
a proper theory.
empirical studies The first axis for the developments in themselves consists in empirical analysis. A study of static spatial correlations between urban form measures (morphological indicators computed on the Eurostat population grid) and network form measures
22 Internal and external scientific communication is a challenge in itself, as recalls
[Martinez-Conde and Macknik, 2017] by proposing a guenuine storytelling of scientific research results.
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(topology of the road network obtained from OpenStreetMap), on the
full Europe at different scales, allowed to suggest the non-stationarity
and spatial multi-scalarity of their interactions [Raimbault, 2016a].
This aspect has also been highlighted in space and time at a microscopic scale through the study of dynamics of a transportation system [Raimbault, 2017b], jointly with the heterogeneity of processes
for an other type of system [Raimbault, 2015]. These stylized facts
validate the use of complex simulation models, for which first modeling efforts paved the road towards more elaborated models.
modeling At the mesoscopic scale, aggregation-diffusion processes
have been shown sufficient to reproduce a large number of urban
forms with a small number of parameters, calibrated on the whole
spectrum of real values of urban form indicators for Europe. This
simple model could, in the context of a methodological exercise exploring the possibility to control the structure of synthetic data at
the second order [Raimbault, 2016b], be weakly coupled to a network
generation model, showing a broad latitude of potentially generated
configurations. The exploration of different autonomous heuristics
for network generation has furthermore been explored, to compare
for example road network growth models based on local optimization to models inspired by biological networks: each exhibits a large
variety of generated topologies. At the macroscopic scale, a simple
model of urban growth dynamically calibrated on French cities from
1830 to 2000 (Pumain-Ined database) allowed to demonstrate the existence of a network effect through the increase of the model explicative
power when adding an effect of flows going through a physical network, while correcting for the gain due to additional parameters by
the construction of an empirical Akaike information criteria [Raimbault, 2016d]. This ensemble of models is positioned within a logic
of parsimony and a perspective to be applied within multi-modeling.
In a more descriptive multi-agent approach and thus an more complex model, [Le Néchet and Raimbault, 2015] describe a co-evolution
model at the metropolitan scale (Lutecia model) which includes in
particular governance processes for the development of transportation infrastructures. For this last model, the first studies of the dynamics suggest the importance of the multi-level aspect of the transportation network development to obtain complex patterns of network and
collaboration between agents. All these modeling efforts support the
theoretical foundations which were proposed as a consequence.
construction of a geographical theory We revisit finally
the theory constructed in 8.2 from the viewpoint of co-evolution of
domains. We insist here on its integrative aspect which allows to link
urban evolutive theory and morphogenesis. Based on the previous
works, we propose to gather two entries for the construction of a ge-
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ographical theory having a privileged focus on interactions between
territories and networks. The first is through the notion of morphogenesis, which has been explored from an interdisciplinary viewpoint
in [Antelope et al., 2016]. In our context, morphogenesis consists in
the emergence of the form and the function, through autonomous
local processes within a system which then exhibits a self-organized
architecture. The presence of a function and thus of an architecture
distinguishes morphogenetic systems from simply self-organized systems (see [Doursat, Sayama, and Michel, 2012]). Furthermore, the
concepts of autonomy and locality can well be applied to territorial systems, for which we try to isolate the subsystems and relevant
scales. The works on generation of calibrated urban form through autonomous processes, the first results on network generation through
multiple processes also autonomous, and older works studying a simple model of urban morphogenesis which was sufficient to reproduce
stylized patterns of forms [Raimbault, Banos, and Doursat, 2014], suggest the possible existence of such processes within territorial systems.
Moreover, the framework of the evolutive urban theory is favoured
by our empirical results, which show the non-stationary, heterogenous, multi-scalar aspects of urban systems. To remain as more general as possible, and as both our empirical and modeling results (generation of arbitrary forms by the aggregation-diffusion model for example) apply in general to territorial systems, we situate within the
framework of human territories by [Raffestin, 1987], i.e. “the conjunction of a territorial process with an informational process”, which can be
interpreted in our case as the complex socio-technical-enviromental
system which is constituted by a territory and the agents and artefacts
which interact within. The importance of networks is underlined by
our results on the necessity of networks in the macroscopic growth
model: we suggest then to consider networked complex territorial systems, by adding to the insertion of the territory within the evolutive
theory the particularity that there exists crucial components which
are networks (transportation networks in particular), which origin
can be explained by the territorial theory of networks by [Dupuy,
1987].
We then propose the following hypothesis to link our two approaches:
the existence of morphogenetic processes within which networks play a crucial role is equivalent to the existence of subsystems within networked complex territorial systems, which are then defined as co-evolving.
This proposal has multiple implications, but typically guided in
particular the modeling choices towards a modular methodology and
towards multi-modeling in order to attempt to exhibit morphogenetic
processes, and also the empirical analysis towards a more focused
study of correlations, causalities (in the case of time series) and search
for modular decompositions of systems.

8.3 an applied knowledge framework
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chapter conclusion
This chapter thus allowed us to take a step back on our contributions
and to put these into perspective. It indeed opens several doors, and
recall the fact that the coverage of knowledge remain very low.
The questions raised by each of the levels are fundamental for the
study of complex territorial systems but also of complex systems in
general. The theory proposed in 8.2 again highlights the issue of
spatio-temporal non-stationarity within a multi-scale context, that we
postulate as crucial but under-explored in the case of territorial systems.We also distinguish the difficulty to integrate existing theories
what implies an understanding of model coupling processes.
This issue is at the heart of the formal framework developed in the
following B.5, which also raises scale imbrication issues. The problem to obtain a consistent algebraic structure with a monoid action
on data implies an integration of Krob’s theory, what more generally
questions the integration of system engineering approaches (“industrial” complex systems) with the ones of natural complex systems.
The possibility of integrative theories is raised by the introduction
of the knowledge framework 8.3, which also introduces more general
questions of knowledge production and of the nature of complexity
which was briefly evoked from an epistemological viewpoint in 3.3.
We propose to synthesize a part of these diverse open questions
in a consistent research project on the long term, but which includes
first immediate directions, and that we present in opening.

?

?
?

GENERAL OPENING

As we suggested before, the opening in fact allows to take a step back
and in our case a clarification of the global frame. We therefore propose here the exercise to summarize already invoked opening works,
questions opened by our work, and their synthesis within a long term
research project.
thematic and general perspectives
Into a global perspective
A second reading of the thesis enlightened by the theoretical articulation proposed in 8.2 confirms us that (i) the morphogenetic approach
was naturally induced by the constraint of ecological niche in the definition of co-evolution; (ii) the evolutive urban theory is thus refined
for the precise cas of co-evolution; (iii) territorial systems must intrinsically induce such processes, since they are both support and objects
of these. The question of network necessity to represent territorial
systems remains open, and we have postulated it in our theoretical
construction. Our results suggest the relevance to take them into account, and open the question of a demonstration of this postulate.
Then, a third reading through knowledge domains allows to better
understand the articulation between the different components: conceptual and empirical constructions of the first part yield a definition
of co-evolution, and the elaboration of methods and models in a second part, which in turn feed back these other domains in the third
part. We propose a brief quantitative analysis of these dynamics in F.
Therefore, the interdependancy within the path taken, given by the
diagram in introduction (Frame 1), is indeed much more complex
and not necessarily linear. Renewed readings of this monograph will
thus be richer, through the emergence of implicit links. We propose
in Frame 12 a possible new reading of the organisation of our work,
in relation to the general problematic and knowledge domains.
Our work can also be inserted within a broader perspective. Let
precise the “meta-articulation” of our work, i.e. the implicit structure
of the diverse developments and openings and therefore the global
frame in which the core is integrated (first three parts). The Frame 13
gives a schematic representation of this articulation. The core, which
consists in the answer to the problematic, is constituted by three axis
in strong interaction: the definition, the characterization and the modeling of co-evolution of transportation networks and territories. Each
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Knowledge framework (8.3)
Modeling

Theoretical

Density (5.2)

Objects (1.1)

Weak coupling (5.3)

Modelography (2.3)

Meso co-evolution (7.1, 7.2)
State of the art (2.1)

Morphogenesis (5.1)

Interactions (4.3)

Macro co-evolution (6)

Epistemology (3.3)
Modeling

Definition

Lutecia (7.3)

Mise en perspective (8.1)
Théorie (8.2)
Caracterising
Case studies (1.2, 1.3)
Traffic flows (3.2)

Modeling (3.1)
Causalities (4.2)
Quantitative epistemology (2.2)

Static correlations (4.1)
Empirical

Methodological

frame 12: Rereading of the organisation at the light of knowledge domains. We put at the
core the three axis coming from the general problematic, of defining, characterizing and modeling
co-evolution. Different components irrigate its elements which can not be dissociated, and finally
blended together by the conclusion and opening. Sections are located in an indicative way within the
knowledge domain which corresponds the most (knowing that they are all across different domains).
The domains of data and tools are here let aside to facilitate reading (and would necessitate a more
precise description of the work). The relations between components are also given in an indicative
way and are not exhaustive, but allow to grasp the complexity of the global articulation.
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call in its way to developments in different fields23 : contributions in
epistemology and quantitative epistemology, mainly linked to the aspect of definition; development of systemic frameworks, induced by
issues linked to modeling; and thematic developments linked to the
characterization.
We can detail the content of each of these developments, by linking
them to the corresponding content mainly in Appendices:
1. Quantitative epistemology: mostly in relation with methods and
tools for systematic review and exploration of a scientific landscape in 2, we include the original case study which initiated
the method, the corpus of the Cybergeo journal, in B.6, and also
an application to a massice patent corpus in C.5.
2. Epistemology: contextualizing the study of Cybergeo with other
complementary approaches yields epistemological considerations
in C.4; we also start a reflexion on the links between economics
and geography in C.6.
3. Systemic frameworks: a knowledge framework, contributing to
organize a complex knowledge, has already been proposed in 8.3;
a framework formalizing the coupling of models of socio-technical
systems, suggesting directions to formalize the knowledge framework, is developed in B.5; a framework to study the robustness
of multi-attribute evaluations is developed in B.4.
4. Thematical: the case studies of transportation systems achieved
in 3.2 and in C.1 provide indeed a confirmation of relevant
scales; the study of the generation of synthetic data, in relation
with the methodology developed in 3.1, is done in B.3 for the
method and in C.3 for an example of application; the modeling
of migration dynamics within Pearl River Delta sketched in C.2,
introduces elements for multi-scale models and refines interactions between cities at the level of individual flows.
These different fields have naturally non-empty intersections (the
knowledge framework of 8.3 corresponds for example both to a systemic framework and to epistemology, or the study of patents is an
important thematic aspect in link with the evolutive urban theory)
and are interacting: studies in quantitative epistemology inform epistemology, what guides thematic studies, which can be put into perspective in the systemic frameworks, which in their turn also depend
on the epistemological positioning.
Thus, we highlight a more global structure for our work, which
partly sketches the structure of a research project that we will detail
in the following.
23 We do not use the term of domain here to avoid a confusion with knowledge domains, these being used in a different way as we will see in Appendix F.
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Epistemology
Eco/Geo (C.6)
Cybergeo Networks (C.4)
Quantitative
Epistemology
Cybergeo
(B.6)
Method
Patents (C.5)

Co-evolution
Definition

Modeling

Characterization

Systemic
Frameworks
Robustness (B.4)
Knowledge (9.3)
Socio-technial
systems (B.5)

Thematical
Gaz price (C.1)
Synthetic data (B.3, C.3)
Migration dynamics (C.2)
frame 13: Perspective on the global frame. The core of the problematic, co-evolution, is composed by three components which call for extensions within diverse fields (their intersections being
not represented to ease reading). We list here within each the different openings, mainly done in
Appendices.
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Open questions
We now develop fundamental questions which have been evoked or
opened all along our work, which we classify into three axis: scientific
practice (applied epistemology), modeling, and foundations of spatial
complex systems.
Applied epistemology
for a completely open science A first crucial axis of development for all the ecosystem of knowledge production within which
we are integrated (see chapter 3) is the contribution to a maximal
opening of the scientific practice, i.e. the combination of all the approaches summarized by [Fecher and Friesike, 2014], in particular
the democratic and public aspects which foster the access of all to the
production of knowledge and its results24 , and the pragmatic and infrastructure aspects which focuses on the increased efficiency within
an open framework.
Transparency and availability of raw data or at least preprocessed
data, and of the computer code producing simulation outputs or figures, seems to be more an exception than the rule in geography. As
recalls [Banos, 2013] which consecrates one of its principles to it, “the
modeler is not the guardian of the proofed truth”, and as recalled in 3.2,
a perfect reproducibility of results is necessary for any value to be
acknowledged by the scientific community, as a theory which does
not provide falsification possibilities can not be considered as scientific in the sense of Popper. Reviewing experiences for Cybergeo have
confirmed with unanimity this fundamental issue. We can recall that
the journal PNAS imposes to provide raw data and tables producing
any figure, to prevent any visualization bias let it be voluntary (what
is crippling and leads to a signalling) or not.
Furthermore, scientific communication is an important aspect of
open science. The current mode of scientific publishing is far from
being ideal. An article is not an understandable format nor really reproducible, and leads to bias. The writing of a paper while answering
to the norms in order to be accepted can be assimilated to “a game”
which rules are subtle and must be mastered to follow a carrier. According to our positioning, such a communication mode is contrary
to the honesty and intellectual integrity which are necessary for an
ethical and open science. Initiatives multiply to propose alternative
models: post-publication review is one, the use of version control systems and public repositories is an other, or the flash publication of

24 Knowing that the opening of knowledge products is intrinsic in a complex perspective, since as [Morin, 1991] puts it, our ideas find a certain independence in the
noosphere and do not belong to us.
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research directions25 . For example, [Michaël, Michael, and McDowell, 2017] describes an experiment of dynamical articles evaluated in
an open way by the community, with associated metrics allowing to
make the works judged as interesting emerge.
Similarly, we claim that a linear presentation of a research project
is too much reducing, and that the invention of alternative communication modes is a future issue for open science. We can for example imagine interactive networks, translating the structure of the underlying knowledge, and in which the reader can navigate between
concepts and analyses, being directly redirected to data, models and
analyses. The main interpretation schemes corresponding to the narration that would follow a linear explanation can then be superposed
to the network to come back to a more classical reading mode. A
communication through gaming is also a relevant alternative, particularly in the case of a communication for the public, and we give an
illustration for an ecology problem in Appendix C.7.
for an evidence-based science We postulate that a fully evidencebased science, whatever its subject, is possible and desirable in articulation with open science. The idea is to aim at disconnecting scientific knowledge from any dogmatism, any political a priori and any
judgement about values26 . In the case of the study of subject linked
to individuals or societies (i.e. social sciences and humanities), such
a positioning is possible according to [Morin, 1991] only by going
through the construction of a “meta-viewpoint”, i.e. through a certain reflexivity which allows the subject building knowledge to understand its position and its own approach. We give directions for
the construction of such viewpoints, under the form of what we call
applied perspectivism, in Appendix C.4 and also in Appendix B.5 for a
sketch of formalization.
This issue is directly linked to the recurrent question of the “qualitativequantitative” dichotomy, which we consider of low relevance in the
context of integrative sciences. Indeed, if the dichotomy is based on a
difference between objective and subjective, we recall that any knowledge is subjective, and that the ones where the role of the subject is
25 See for example the Journal of Brief Ideas at http://beta.briefideas.org/about.
Short descriptions of research directions are often delegated to the discussion of
the conclusion of papers, which are written in a conventional way, often with a bias
to justify a posteriori the interest of our new method which unfortunately must be sold.
We therefore build gigantic plans, propose developments with few connections, or
application domains which will have an impact (read which are fashionable or receive
the most financing at the period of writing). This manuscript naturally falls under
these critics, as do the associated papers.
26 Knowing that these must moreover developed more than ever and thought to articulate science with society, but should interfere the least possible with the knowledge
production process in itself. Following [Morin, 2004], an ethic of knowledge and
a complex thinking naturally induces a broader ethic, inducing the autonomy of
scientific knowledge without making it inhuman.
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particularly determining can be “made objective” by taking the metaviewpoint, for example through the coupling with other approaches,
i.e. precisely by taking an integrative position. If it is based on an issue of the nature of data, it is only partly relevant since the boundary
is fuzzy: an interview text can well be used for textual analysis while
a regression must be interpreted qualitatively. Indeed, we postulate
that there exists different methods more or less appropriated depending on the knowledge to produce (see for example [Gros, 2017] which
criticizes the use of inferential statistics for an ethnographic corpus),
but that there is no “reserved area” of some disciplines on a given
method, and that couplings and transfers will be always more necessary in the future.
quantitative epistemology The previous points must be treated
in coordination with the use of quantitative epistemology methods
allowing for an increased reflexivity, such as for example the hypernetwork method used in 2.2, applied to the Cybergeo corpus in B.6,
to a patent corpus in C.5 and to our own work in F. The CybergeoNetworks platform27 is a collaboration in that direction, presented with
details in C.4. It allows in particular an increased autonomy for authors but also for open journals which can then compete with the
predator publishing companies which use corpus analyses for their
own profit.
Modeling
On the domain of modeling methodology, we give precise axis which
are complementary to the ones implemented by [Pumain and Reuillon, 2017e] (multi-modeling, model exploration).
model couplinng The definition of models or approaches coupling, and in particular of the degree of coupling (strong or weak
coupling) depends on the frameworks used and does not necessarily
have theoretical foundations. The construction of theories providing
such a definition which would furthermore be operational remains an
open question. A possible approach for example uses the difference
between Kolmogorov complexities of the different concerned models.
A formal approach is given in B.5 for the coupling of perspectives.
This approach is deeply linked to epistemological questions, since it
could be a way to formalize the logic of the knowledge framework.
The question of coupling heterogenous models is naturally linked:
to what extent is it relevant to choose such or such type of model and
how to couple them? [Banos et al., 2015] illustrate it for an epidemiological model, coupling a classical differential equations model to
a microsimulation model. The link between agent-based models and
27 Available athttp://shiny.parisgeo.cnrs.fr/cybergeonetworks/.
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dynamical systems can be established in certain configurations, as we
have done for the Simon model and the Gibrat model in B.1, but the
question of classes of problems for which links would be systematic
or not remains an open question.
Finally, the necessity to benchmark comparable models has been
highlighted for quite a long time [Axtell et al., 1996], but remains
not much applied: the development of tools and methods facilitating
such comparisons is also an important point.
constructing validation tools for simulation models
Most of the enterprise around OpenMOLE is oriented towards this
aim of constructing tools and methods for the validation of models.
We contribute to this effort in our work, for example in 4.3 through
the construction of an overfitting criteria, or in B.4 through the elaboration of a measure of robustness to missing data. The study of model
behavior regarding overfitting, in particular in the context of multimodeling, is a fundamental issue for the future development of these
approaches.
Foundations of spatial complex systems
Some fundamental questions have been suggested regarding complex
systems with a spatial structure.
non-stationarity, non-ergodicity and path-dependancy
The link between spatial and/or temporal non-stationarity and nonergodicity, which can shed light on path-dependency properties, has
to the best of our knowledge not been studied systematically, at least
in the context of territorial systems. We suggest that increased relationships between geosimulation, spatial statistics and economic geography would contribute to the understanding of such questions.
multi-scale models As we already largely recalled, there are
very few models of territorial systems which are effectively multiscale, and their development at relevant scales and with a reasonable
degree of complexity is also an important future challenge.
methodological standards Finally, a considerable effort should
be made, particularly in geography, to respect minimal methodological standards: for example use of suited time-series clustering methods [Liao, 2005], adjustment of power laws on empirical data following the standard method of [Clauset, Shalizi, and Newman, 2009]
and not a simple least-square regression, use of non-linear models if
needed.
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towards a research program
For an integrated geography
As already highlighted in 3.3, the technical and methodological evolutions that a discipline can undergo are often followed by profound
epistemological mutations, even of the nature of the discipline itself.
It is impossible to judge if the current state of knowledge is transitory, and if it is what would be the stable regime which would end
the transition is there exists one.
Speculating is the only way to have minimal insights, knowing that
it furthermore will be necessarily self-fulfilling: introduce directions
or research programs conditions means and interrogations. The theoretical gaps in physics, in the case for example of linking general
relativity and quantum physics, i.e. the stochastic microscopic to the
deterministic macroscopic, directs the propositions for the future of
the discipline which in its turn condition the concrete actions which
in this field are crucial (funding of the CERN or of the spatial gravitational waves interferometer LISA).
In geography, even if the technical investments can not be compared, these exist (access to computation facilities, funding of integrated laboratories, etc.) and are also determined by the perspectives
for the discipline. We propose here directions and a manifest for a
new geography, which is already emerging and which basis are progressively constructed in a solid way. The adventure of the Geodivercity ERC project [Pumain and Reuillon, 2017e] is an allegory of it,
since it furthermore confirmed most of directions proposed by [Banos,
2017]. The integration of theory, of the empirical, of modeling, but
also of technics and of methodology, has never been so much investigated and reinforced than in the diverse developments of the project.
Without the access to the computation grid and the new explorarion
algorithms allowed by OpenMOLE, knowledge extracted from the
SimpopLocal model would have been significantly less, but technical
developments have also been conducted by thematic questions.
We insist on the fact that the knowledge framework introduced
in 8.3 is particularly suitable to be applied as a contemporary continuity of theoretical and quantitative geography. This framework indeed fulfils the following constraints: (i) reach beyond the artificial
boundaries between quantitative and qualitative; (ii) do not favor any
particular component among the knowledge production means (as
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diverse as all the classical quantitative and qualitative methods, modeling methods, theoretical approaches, data, tools), but indeed the
joint development of each component.
We recall that this framework extends the one proposed by [Livet
et al., 2010], which describes the three domains as empirical, conceptual, and modeling, but we add the self-consistent domains which
are methods, tools (which can be understood as proto-methods) and
data. Any knowledge production approach, seen as a perspective in
the sense of [Giere, 2010c], is then a complex combination of the six
domains, the knowledge fronts being within each co-evolving.
We postulate that the application of our knowledge framework coincides with the emergence of an integrated geography, that we call so
to highlight both the integration of the different domains but also of
the quantitative and qualitative knowledge, since both are grounded
within all of the domains.
Research project
We finally detail a long term research project which (i) comes as a
continuity of this monograph; (ii) enters within the frame of an integrated geography, and more generally of a vertical and horizontal
integration, but also of domains and types of knowledge; (iii) aims
at tackling a broad range of open question previously described; and
(iv) is intrinsically reflexive and complex.
The multi-scale coupling of urban models suggested in 8.1 can indeed be projected within a more global problematic. The idea would
be to tackle a multi-scale geographical problem, that is to understand how and when interdependencies between cities have built regional systems of cities and to identify the most probable scenario
of their potential coalescence as a consequence of globalisation processes. These abstract questions have direct practical implications for
measuring global and local inequalities and managing urban growth.
This question finds roots in the multi-scalar nature of territorial
systems. Converging evidence suggest the relative independent historical development of regional urban systems across the world, and
an increased interdependency between these in the processes of globalisation. Can we already quantify these at different scales ? How
does the coupling and the opening of subsystems operate, and what
are its most plausible consequences, from convergence of dynamics
to an increase of inter- and intra-subsystems inequalities ?
We postulate that a powerful entry to this research question is the
construction of bridges between geographical theories of territorial
systems in the spirit of the Evolutive Urban Theory [Pumain, 1997]
and Scaling Theories of Cities [West, 2017]. The first emphasize particularities of territorial entities whereas the second focuses on univer-
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sal laws, and both provide credible explanations for scaling laws. A
strategy to answer the question and combining both would consist in:
(i) finding empirical modular decompositions of territorial systems
and corresponding scales, and quantifying their universality through
inter and intra scaling; (ii) modeling this multi-scalar system by coupling models of urban growth, that would be validated through scaling properties. The models developed here are good candidates as
sub-models, since co-evolution inside and between scales is a characteristic feature of complex urban systems, as we showed.
Two underlying research axis appear then as necessary for the
global consistence of the project. The first consists in the exploration
of potential relations between territorial systems and artificial intelligence. It comes as a corollary and is informative for the main question, for at least two very different reasons. The first is rather practical
and linked to the emergence of ubiquitous information and computing in cities, that can be understood as taking part in the emergence
of “smart cities” [Batty, 2018]: the new large datasets available have
been proven to be a powerful analysis tool as witness the numerous
recent works by physicists on cities for example, and these new urban
behavior may probably induce some regime changes partly because
of of their self-fulfilling nature. The second is more difficult to grasp:
the importance we gave to morphogenesis and the possible application of this concept at different levels such as knowledge production.
Morphogenesis can be used to conceptualize both the evolution of territories and of ideas: to what extent the emergence of territories contains an endogenous intelligence? The use of slime mould network
generation in 7.1, which have been shown otherwise to be powerful
computation tools, is an other clue of a possible connexion. We also
refer to the contribution by White synthesized in C.6 which suggests
the construction of intelligent and autonomous models as the future
of territorial systems modeling.
A second auxiliary subject is the theoretical and applied study
of knowledge production on complex systems. This axis is necessary, first to continue to enhance the reflexivity and interdisciplinarity
through the further development of quantitative epistemology methods and tools such as more elaborated text-mining and meta-analysis
tools, and secondly precisely because of reflexivity as concrete case
studies such as cultural evolution (which can be studied through the
intermediate of technological innovation in the continuity of C.5, or
of language evolution on which a collaboration is currently ongoing)
apply to territorial systems which main components are cognitive
agents.
The strongly coupled elaboration of these three different components, i.e. their co-evolution, in the exact spirit of what has been
achieved until now, is necessary for the integrated nature of the project
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and achieve its objective to produce integrative theories of territorial
systems.

?

?
?

?

?
?

Cet hiver a des airs de printemps
Des peuples ou de l’esprit, au diable l’âme.
Le vent se lève, ça faisait longtemps
Triste de s’enfermer pour quelques grammes.
Cet avenir des airs de passé
S’il fallait juste trouver le régime,
Assassinée la complexité
Maintes perspectives se cachent en les crimes.
Pour une morphogenèse politique
Adieu le coron, ses tristes briques
Murs qui s’érigent tuent votre espérance.
Perle de la mer, sirène hante la crique
Du haut des tours s’amuser du cirque
L’hiver d’idées qui peuple la France.

?

?
?

CONCLUSION

Keeping on exploring geographi- cal systems. . .
- Arnaud Banos
Our thesis is a complex system which exhibits an auxiliary deterministic finality: this conclusion by a citation of Banos. Principles of
its context, simple but efficient and deep, indeed flow through this
work: the “9 principles of Banos” are implicitly present in most of
the work done and of the perspectives opened. Even if an ideal application of these principles would be achieved by a “Banos Deamon”,
similar to the Laplace or Maxwell Deamon, which would be able to
articulate interdisciplinary and disciplinary without being lost while
respecting all the principles, their understanding as a scientific utopia,
naturally reflexive and thus evolutive and adaptive, seems a powerful
entry for new integrative approaches of territorial systems.
Our epistemological and methodological contribution in relation
with these points is essential, even if it remains difficult to explicit
and will necessitate a certain step back to be effectively understood.
In a way, we brought an additional brick as a proof-of-concept of the
banosian system of principles, but also as an implementation and a
deepening of it on some points. We have shown that their application
is far from being simple, and that the risk of fall into reductionist
is never far around the corner despite these fundamentally complex
principles. The tenth commandment would it then be: aiming at applying these principles while always keeping in sight complexity and the role of
reflexivity?
Our thematical contribution is not necessarily easy to situate and
will necessitate a considerable step back to highlight its implications.
Did we solve the gordian knot of co-evolution? Did we cut it? The
most honest answer would be that we cut a part of it, the naive one
including the definition from which we started in introduction or positioning of type “chicken-and-egg” typical of debates on structuring
effects, but that we tied an other much more considerable, by unveiling the complexity of this concept and its manifestations.
Coming back to our funding problematic, we recall that (i) we gave
a definition of co-evolution proper to territorial systems and also an
operational method of caracterization; (ii) we explored modeling directions at different scales, which articulate with a more global theoretical frame. Answer to this problematic furthermore allowed us to
progressively build a broader frame and vast research perspectives.
Our modest mission is accomplished, and a fantastic journey only
begins. The provisory accomplishment becomes the foundations of
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the ones to come. Cumulativity of knowledge is not improvised, and
we suggest that the complex fabric of which we sew the first stitches
will be robust enough to be inserted within. The road is long but the
path is free.

?

?
?

Conclusion
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Part V
APPENDICES
Appendices are organized in the logic of knowledge domains: after a linear presentation of diverse supplementary materials for each section of main text, we introduce
methodological developments (domain of methods), thematical developments (empirical domain), a synthesis of
developed softwares (domain of tools), a synthesis of constructed datasets (domain of data). We conclude with a
short reflexive analysis of the content of this memoire.

A

I N F O R M AT I O N S S U P P L É M E N TA I R E S

This appendix gathers various supplementary materials, necessary
for the robustness but not necessary to the main argument. It includes for example in the case of simulation models more precise
explorations and sensitivity analyses.
It includes in particular the following points:
• Fieldwork observations in China in A.1, for the qualitative results presented in Chapter 1.
• Precisions for the quantitative epistemology of 2.2 in A.2.
• Complete results for the modelography of 2.3 in A.3.
• For the static correlations of 4.1: results for China, sensitivity
analyses, network simplification algorithm, analytical derivations for the multi-scale aspect in A.4.
• Derivations for the expression of lagged correlations on synthetic data of 4.2 in A.5.
• Behavior of the model and semi-analytical study of the aggregationdiffusion model of 5.2 in A.6.
• Feasible correlations for the weak coupling of 5.3 in A.7.
• Extended figures for the exploration of the SimpopNet model
of 6.1 in A.8.
• Extended figures for the exploration of the macroscopic co-evolution
model of 6.2 in A.8.
• Details of the slime mould model used in 7.1, and extended figures in A.10.
• Second order calibration process for the mesoscopic co-evolution
model of 7.2 in A.11.
• For the Lutecia model of 7.3, study of the land-use model, derivation of cooperation probabilities, implementation and initialization details in A.12.

?

?
?
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a.1

fieldwork elements

a.1.1

Localization of fieldworks in China

We precise the geographical localization of territories and places evoked
in 1.2 and in 1.3 in the following maps. We give:
• A map in Fig. 66 at the scale of South China, which allows to locate Pearl River Delta (which includes Guangzhou and Zhuhai),
Chengdu and Leshan, and also Yangshuo.
• A map in Fig. 67 at the scale of Pearl River Delta, which allows to locate the main cities: Guangzhou/Foshan, Dongguan,
Zhongshan, Zhuhai and Shenzhen (SEZ), and also Hong-Kong
and Macao (SAR).
• A map in Fig. 68 at the scale of Zhuhai, which allows to locate
the different districts of Zhuhai: Gongbei, Xiangzhou, Tangjia,
and also Zhuhai Bei railway station, the HZMB bridge and the
New Territories in Hong-Kong (we designate by district here not
administrative districts, since for example Tangjia is included in
Xinwan district, but perceived districts).

a.1.2

Fieldwork Notebook

We summarize here in a synthetic way the different fieldwork journeys that feed section 1.3. If it is not a priori a standard practice
to give in a raw and open form the content of fieldwork notebooks,
[Goffman, 1989] highlights that this content can be a research material in itself. Raw reports and photographs are openly available
at https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/CityNetwork/tree/master/
Data/Fieldwork.
Below are summarized the contexts and main observations of fieldworks. Places are localized in maps from Fig. 66 to Fig 68. Fieldworks
were achieved alone, except when it is detailed otherwise for some.
29/10/2016 Trip in Zhuhai (Xiangzhou et Gongbei), with C. Losavio
as a guide and interpreter. Nature in the city and use of the parks by
inhabitants.
06/11/2016 Trip in Macao through Gongbei, with C. Losavio. Daily
flows through the boundary of the SAR.
07/11/2016 Return trip Zhuhai-Hong-Kong. Observable relation
of Zhuhai inhabitants to the SAR.
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Localization of fieldwork places, at the scale of South China. Source: OpenStreetMap.
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figure 67:
StreetMap.
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Localization of fieldwork places,

at the scale of Pearl River Delta. Source: Open-
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figure 68:
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Localization of fieldwork places, at the scale of Zhuhai. Source: OpenStreetMap.
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16/01/2017 Tentative to reach Guangzhou from Tangjia using
city buses, full day. Final itinerary was Tangjia-Zhongshan-XiaolanZhuahaibei. Local transport and urban fringes.
11/12/2016 From Beijing to Shenzhen through Guangzhou and
Dongguan. Transportation, accessibility difficulties.
8/06/2017
tion.

From Hong-Kong to Tangjia trough Zhuhai. Transporta-

19/06/2017 Official fieldwork visit in the frame of the Medium
Conference, Guangzhou, supervized by guides and interprets engaged
by the SYSU. Urban renewal, urban projects, heritage.
09/07/2017 Visit of the New Territories in Hong-Kong: heavy rail
transport from Kwoloon, then different tramway lines locally. Back
with Shenzhen metro then by ferry until Zhuhai.
11/07/2017 Return trip Tangjia-Guangzhou. Transportation congestion (road and sharing bikes).
24/07/2017
ities.

Outing in Tangjia. Local socio-economic discontinu-

31/07/2017

Outing in Xiangzhou. Test of the tramway, Line 2.

09/08/2017 Outing in Xiangzhou then Tangjia. TOD operation:
west end of the tram line; bus to Tangjia station following the high
speed line.
13/08/2017 From Yangshuo (Guangxi) to GuangzhouNan with
the high speed rail.
17/08/2017 Bureau of the planning committee of Zhuhai High
Tech zone. Administration and bureaucracy.
20/08/2017 Round-trip through Leshan (Sichuan) in bus. Transportation and tourism.
21/08/2017 From Guangzhou Baiyun to Zhongshan Daxue (South
campus of SYSU) then Tangjia. Transportation, urban village.
a.1.3

Interviews

The “interviews” done correspond to unstructured active interviews [Holstein and Gubrium, 2004] in a jointly lived situation. Linguistic diffi-

A Informations supplémentaires

culties on both sides may have complicated the dialogues and we give
here a synthesis of the information acquired. Names have been modified when the explicit agreement of the interviewed has not been
obtained. In this narrative and subjective synthesis, the first person
designate the author.
12/08/2018 Lin is an inhabitant of Guangzhou, coming from Guangxi.
We met in the back of the last bus coming back to Yangshuo after a visit
in Pingxi. The inebriety state facilitates the contact and the reciprocal understanding of my very bad mandarin and of her bad english. They came
for a team-building week-end with her working team in a new technologies
startup. A colleague helps for the interpretation whereas two others are absolutely absorbed in a Dota2 game on their cellphone. This city is the new
trending destination since it is less than two hours in time from Guangzhou
with the high speed line, it is apparently less frequented than Guilin.
We meet again later in the center, after they got rid of their colleagues
who were desperately seeking for a fixed internet access for a new game. We
discuss on the touristic aspect of the city center. A crowd of consumers is
filling pseudo-authentic alleys. Even the illuminated karstic peaks seem to
be fake at this stage. Communist scouts sell some lentil ice-creams, they tell
me to be cautious about these and that ice-creams would surely give me a
stomach pain. We later discuss sceptically on occidental bars which flourish
in this kind of town, they tell me that they are frequented by “a certain kind
of person” (sociological prejudice that I did not manage to interpret).
16/08/2016 I meet Zexian at the restaurant near the Rencai Gongyu
residence in Tangjia, where live in particular the teachers of Zhongshan University. Shops associated to this complex are not only used by local inhabitants, and people (often new rich given the price) specially come for the brand
new KTV (karaoke). She suggest me we should go there later. She tells me
that she studies in a linguistic institute near the South gate of the campus.
She studies in particular English, and would like that we stay in contact so
that she can practice, we then exchange the Weixin contacts (Wechat).
She tells me that her family lives in the South of Zhongshan, nearby then,
but that it is very complicated to come back. The bus indeed makes the connection but several changes are necessary. The train connects Zhongshan to
Zhuhai Bei or Tangjia but stations have a low accessibility, stops are not that
frequent at these intermediate stops, and the reservation of a ticket is complicated. She most often takes a taxi on demand via the Didi application.
19-20/08/2018 Xing is a young inhabitant of Beijing having nearly 30
years, that I met at the entrance of Emeishan National Park. Leaving behind
the unbelievable crowd of the area accessible by car, not so many people want
to fully accomplish the mythic climb, and we naturally speak on the way.
She explains to me the significance of this mountain and symbolic aspect of
the climb. After visiting one or two temples, we are lost.
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She works in Beijing in an Industrial Design company, it is her first job
that she began a few months ago. The company sent her spend a month
in Chengdu for a formation. She studied at Beijing Ligong Daxue (Beijing
University of Technology) and would have liked to go to Europe to study, but
the field was too selective. She speaks German and did a summer school there
a few years ago. She is a marathonian but confirms the difficulties to train in
Beijing, because of the pollution. Having her hometown in Hebei, she does
not like to live in Beijing but her work obliges her to. Living conditions are
not particularly nice and traffic issues are tiring.
She confirms to me the cultural aspect of Jingye, one of the Core Values
of Socialism promoted by the Party propaganda, which can be translated as
dedication to work, but she is not satisfied about a lack of open-mindedness
and creativity.

?

?
?

a.2
a.2.1

quantitative epistemology
Algorithmic systematic review

algorithm description Let A be an alphabet (an arbitrary set
of symbols), A∗ corresponding words (strings of finite length on it).
Texts of finite length on it are then T = ∪k∈N A∗ k . What we call a
reference is for the algorithm a record with text fields representing
title, abstract and keywords. Set of references at iteration n will be
denoted Cn ⊂ T 3 : it is a subset of text triplets. We assume the existence of a set of keywords Kn , initial keywords being K0 , specified
by the user1 . An iteration proceeds the following way:
1. A raw intermediate corpus Rn is obtained through a catalog
request2 to which we provide the previous keywords Kn−1 .
2. Overall corpus is actualized by Cn = Cn−1 ∪ Rn .
1 We could also start from a corpus C0 , but it is more the spirit of the methodology
presented in the next sub-section. We remain here for this preliminary exploration
by assuming the necessarily arbitrary biased aspect of this specification. The choice
of the initial corpus must thus be done with a good knowledge of existing domains,
and necessarily done after the literature review of 2.1.
2 The catalog is a function providing references as an answer to a request composed by
regular expressions of keywords. In practice, we use the online bibliographic catalog
Mendeley. Catalog dependency should surely introduce a bias which can not be
controlled, since a sensitivity analysis or a cross-search through diverse catalogs
being out of the scope of this exploratory analysis.
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3. The new keywords Kn are extracted from corpus through Natural Language Processing (NLP) treatment, given a parameter
Nk fixing the number of keywords extracted at this stage.
The algorithm stops when corpus size becomes stable (experiments
on tested requests shows that for these, the corpus does not contain
new references after a certain number of iterations) or when a maximal number of iterations defined by the user is reached. Fig. 7 synthesizes the global workflow.
implementation Because of the heterogeneity of operations required by the algorithm (references organisation, catalog requests,
text processing), it was found a reasonable choice to implement it in
Java. Source code is available on the open repository of the project3 .
Catalog requests, consisting in retrieving a set of references from a set
of keywords, are done using the Mendeley software API [Mendeley,
2015] as it allows an open access to a large database. Keyword extraction is done by Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques, following the workflow given in [Chavalarias and Cointet, 2013], through
a Python script that uses [Bird, 2006].
convergence and sensitivity analysis A formal proof of
algorithm convergence is not possible as it will depend on the empirical unknown structure of request results and keywords extraction.
We need thus to study empirically its behavior. Good convergence
properties but various sensitivities to Nk were found as presented in
Fig. 69. We also study the internal lexical consistence of final corpuses
as a function of keywords number. As expected, small number yields
more consistent corpuses, but the variability when increasing stays
reasonable.
We take the weakest assumption for the parameter Nk = 100. Indeed, the larger Nk is, the less constrained the explored domain will
be, what increases the chances of overlap between two corpuses originating from different initial requests. In this case, a small final distance between corpuses will be more significant for larger Nk values.
a.2.2

Indirect bibliometrics

initial corpus The Table 21 gives the composition of the initial
corpus for the construction of the citation network.
sensitivity analysis The sensitivity analysis allowing to fix the
optimal parameters for the semantic network is shown in Fig. 70.

3 at the adress https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/CityNetwork/tree/master/Models/QuantEpsitemo/AlgoSR
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figure 69: Convergence and sensitivity analysis of the algorithmic systematic review. (Top) Plots
of number of references as a function of iteration, for various queries linked to our theme (see further),
for various values of Nk (from 2 to 30). We obtain a rapid convergence for most cases, around 10 iterations needed. Final number of references appears to be very sensitive to keyword number depending
on queries, what confirms a strong variability of the encountered landscape depending on terms. (Bottom) Mean lexical consistence and standard error bars for various queries, as a function of nk . Lexical
consistence is defined though co-occurrences of keywords by, with N final number of keywords, f final
P
2
step, and c(i) co-occurrences in references, k = N(N−1)
· i,j∈Kf |c(i) − c(j)|. The stability confirms the
consistence of final corpuses.
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figure 70: Sensitivity analysis of modular properties of the semantic network as a function of filtering parameters. (Top Left) Pareto front of the number of communities and the number of vertices (two
objectives to be maximized), the color giving the value of θw ; (Top Right) Pareto front of the modularity
as a function of number of vertices, for varying θw ; (Bottom) Values of possible objectives (modularity,
number of communities, number of connnected components, number of vertices, density, size balance
between communities), each objective being normalized in [0; 1], as a function of parameters θw and
kmax .
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table 21:
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Composition of the initial corpus for the construction of the citation network.

Discipline

Title

Political science

Les effets structurants du transport: [Offner, 1993]
mythe politique, mystification scientifique

Interdisciplinary

Réseaux et territoires-significations
croisées

[Offner and Pumain, 1996]

Geography

Villes et réseaux de transport: des
interactions dans la longue durée
(France, Europe, Etats-Unis)

[Bretagnolle, 2009]

Transportation

Land-use transport
state of the art

[Wegener and Fürst, 2004]

Economics

The co-evolution of land use and
road networks

Economics

Modeling the growth of transporta- [Xie and Levinson, 2009c]
tion networks: a comprehensive review

Physics

Co-evolution of density and topol- [Barthelemy and Flammini, 2009]
ogy in a simple model of city formation

semantic network
given in Fig 71.

Reference

interaction:

[Levinson, Xie, and Zhu, 2007]

A visualization of the semantic network is

?

?
?
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figure 71: Semantic network of domains. The color of links gives the community and the size of
keywords is fixed by their degree.
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a.3

modelography

a.3.1

Systematic review methodology

For the choice of initial keywords for the indirect construction (through
semantic request), a possible alternative is to extract the relevant keywords for each sub-community of the citation network, and then select the most relevant for each domain. We make the choice of extracting them on the complete corpus, and then to collect them by
sub-community thereafter. For a small corpus, the second option is
more suitable, since the notion of relevance is less importance than for
very large corpuses, in which some relevant words may be drowned
and less relevant to emerge in a spurious way. In other words, the
keyword selection method appears to be more robust on smaller corpuses, as suggest the comparison of this application with the one
done on the Cybergeo journal and the one done on the patent corpus
(see C.5).
First corpus review
The methods used do not allow to be cleared from a “noise”, i.e. of
articles that are not relevant to the subject, even with a very low tolerance threshold. We obtained for example articles as absurd as gender
and car use, colorectal cancer in Texas, vibration mechanics at the
passage of a high speed train, protein transport within the cell, public space in Beyrouth, spatial patterns of street gangs in Los Angeles,
urban geology in Brussels. This confirms that the manual filtering
stage is essential.
This noise can for example be due to:
• Effective citations for diverse reasons, but having only a low
relevance in the citing article.
• Noise intrinsic to the keyword search.
• Catalog classification errors.
Remarks on manual screening
During the manual classification achieved when screening abstracts,
the following points appear:
• The “a priori” disciplines are judged based on the journal in
which the article was published. In particular, we operate the
following particular choices (for other journals such as physics
journals there is no ambiguity): Journal of Transport Geography,
Environment and Planning B: Geography; Journal of Transport
and Land-use, Transportation Research: Transportation.
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• Geography in our sense includes urbanism and urban studies is
these are not too close from planning (urban sustainability for
example).
a.3.2

Meta-analysis

We give here the full numerical results of statistical analysis linking
model characteristics and explicative variables.
Modalities of variables
We recall here the variables used in the meta-analysis and their modalities. These are:
• Type of model (TYPE): strong, territory, network.
• Publication year (YEAR), integer number.
• Citation community (CITCOM), defined within the citation network: Accessibility, Geography, Infra Planning, LUTI, Networks,
TOD.
• A priori discipline (DISCIPLINE): biology, computer science, economics, engineering, environment, geography, physics, planning,
transportation.
• Semantic community (SEMCOM): brt, complex networks, hedonic,
hsr, infra planning, networks, tod.
• Methodology used: ca (Cellular Automaton), eq (analytical equations), map (cartography), mas (Multi-agent simulation), ro (operations research), sem (Structural Equation Modeling), sim (simulation), stat (statistics).
• Interdisciplinarity index (INTERDISC): real number in [0, 1].
• Temporal scale (TEMPSCALE): given in years, is set to 0 for static
analyses.
• Spatial scale (SPATSCALE): continent (10000), country (1000), region (100), metro (10). These modalities are numerically transformed in km by the values given in parenthesis (stylized scales).
Model selection
Regarding model selection, it is not achieved following a unique criteria, because of the low number of observations for some models, but
by the optimization in the Pareto sense of contradictory objectives of
adjustment (adjusted R2 , to be maximized) and of the overfitting (corrected Akaike criterion AICc, to be minimized), while controlling the
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number of observation points. The Fig. 72 gives for each variable to
be explained the localization of the set of potential models within the
objective space, and also the corresponding number of observations.
For interdisciplinarity, two point clouds correspond to different compromises, and we select the two optimal models (one for each cloud).
For the spatial scale, we postulate a positive R2 , and a single optimal
model then emerges. For the temporal scale, we have as for interdisciplinarity two compromise models. Finally for the year, the AICc gain
between the two potential optima is negligible in comparison to the
R2 loss, and we thus select the optimal model such that R2 > 0.25 and
AICc< 600. The results of models are given in the following.
Model fitting
interdisciplinarity Interdisciplinarity is adjusted according to
the linear models presented in Table 22.
spatial scale The spatial scale is adjusted following the linear
model which adjustment is given in Table 23.
time scale The temporal scale is adjusted according to the linear
models presented in Table 24.
year The publications year is adjusted following the linear model
which adjustement is given in Table 25.

?

?
?
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figure 72: Multi-objective selection of linear models. For each variable to be explained, we represent the position of all linear models in the objective space (corrected Akaike criterion AICc and adjusted
R2 ). The color of points gives the number of observations.
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table 22:
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Linear models for interdisciplinarity

INTERDISC

YEAR
TEMPSCALE

(1)

(2)

−0.004 (−0.008, −0.00002), p = 0.055∗

−0.002 (−0.005, 0.0001), p = 0.061∗

−0.0003 (−0.001, 0.001), p = 0.615

DISCIPLINEengineering

0.144 (−0.082, 0.371), p = 0.218

DISCIPLINEenvironment

0.092 (−0.132, 0.316), p = 0.425

DISCIPLINEgeography

0.036 (−0.043, 0.114), p = 0.378

DISCIPLINEphysics

−0.103 (−0.287, 0.080), p = 0.275

DISCIPLINEplanning

−0.047 (−0.135, 0.041), p = 0.30

DISCIPLINEtransportation

0.062 (−0.025, 0.149), p = 0.169

TYPEstrong

−0.026 (−0.134, 0.081), p = 0.633

TYPEterritory

0.044 (−0.026, 0.114), p = 0.222

SEMCOMcomplex networks

−0.217 (−0.522, 0.087), p = 0.166

SEMCOMhedonic

−0.179 (−0.407, 0.049), p = 0.130

−0.184 (−0.400, 0.032), p = 0.100∗

SEMCOMhsr

−0.100 (−0.361, 0.162), p = 0.459

−0.122 (−0.357, 0.112), p = 0.309

SEMCOMinfra planning

−0.032 (−0.273, 0.209), p = 0.797

−0.096 (−0.321, 0.128), p = 0.404

SEMCOMnetworks

−0.038 (−0.272, 0.195), p = 0.750

−0.107 (−0.324, 0.109), p = 0.335

SEMCOMtod

−0.105 (−0.332, 0.121), p = 0.366

−0.152 (−0.364, 0.060), p = 0.165

0.037∗∗

5.531 (0.575, 10.487), p = 0.032∗∗

Constant

8.962 (0.776, 17.147), p =

Observations

64

98

0.314

0.155

0.136

0.068

0.109 (df = 50)

0.107 (df = 88)

R2
Adjusted

R2

Residual Std. Error
F Statistic
Note:

1.761∗

(df = 13; 50)

1.789∗ (df = 9; 88)
∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01
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table 23:

Linear model for the spatial scale.

SPATSCALE
TEMPSCALE

−5.179 (−16.259, 5.901)
p = 0.363

DISCIPLINEengineering

−154.461 (−3,003.326, 2,694.405)
p = 0.916

DISCIPLINEenvironment

−5.878 (−3,977.974, 3,966.219)
p = 0.998

DISCIPLINEgeography

1,445.457 (389.349, 2,501.565)
p = 0.009∗∗∗

DISCIPLINEphysics

292.559 (−2,717.659, 3,302.777)
p = 0.850

DISCIPLINEplanning

−143.554 (−1,361.357, 1,074.249)
p = 0.818

DISCIPLINEtransportation

568.329 (−606.167, 1,742.826)
p = 0.346

Constant

235.357 (−458.201, 928.914)
p = 0.508

Observations
R2
Adjusted

0.100
R2

Residual Std. Error
F Statistic
Note:

94

0.027
1,995.272 (df = 86)
1.369 (df = 7; 86)
∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01
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table 24:
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Linear models for the temporal scale.

TEMPSCALE
(1)
YEAR

(2)

0.674 (−0.294, 1.643)
p = 0.179

TYPEstrong

100.271 (58.312, 142.230)
p = 0.00002∗∗∗

TYPEterritory

−38.933 (−64.249, −13.617)
p=

DISCIPLINEengineering

DISCIPLINEgeography
DISCIPLINEphysics

DISCIPLINEtransportation
INTERDISC

−9.609 (−55.841, 36.624)

0.089∗

p = 0.685

17.110 (−37.350, 71.569)

17.886 (−45.319, 81.090)

p = 0.541

p = 0.581

3.640 (−15.364, 22.644)

9.126 (−7.590, 25.843)

p = 0.709

p = 0.288

46.879 (0.638, 93.120)

77.897 (28.225, 127.570)

p=
DISCIPLINEplanning

p = 0.194

−52.107 (−110.950, 6.735)
p=

DISCIPLINEenvironment

−14.988 (−37.411, 7.435)

0.004∗∗∗

0.053∗

p = 0.003∗∗∗

1.304 (−19.336, 21.945)

4.553 (−14.865, 23.971)

p = 0.902

p = 0.648

−14.718 (−34.978, 5.543)

8.753 (−9.864, 27.371)

p = 0.161

p = 0.360

2.357 (−59.200, 63.915)
p = 0.941

Constant

−1,305.126 (−3,252.499, 642.247)

22.103 (−0.951, 45.156)

p = 0.195

p = 0.064∗

64

94

0.385

0.393

0.282

0.336

26.984 (df = 54)

31.747 (df = 85)

Observations
R2
Adjusted

R2

Residual Std. Error
F Statistic
Note:

3.755∗∗∗

(df = 9; 54)

6.871∗∗∗ (df = 8; 85)
∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01
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table 25:
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Linear model for the publication year.

YEAR
TYPEterritory

10.898 (3.045, 18.750), p = 0.010∗∗∗

TEMPSCALE

0.035 (−0.033, 0.103), p = 0.320

FMETHODeq

−6.224 (−20.162, 7.714), p = 0.387

FMETHODmap

4.747 (−7.595, 17.089), p = 0.456

FMETHODro

6.128 (−11.694, 23.950), p = 0.504

FMETHODsem

1.009 (−16.659, 18.676), p = 0.912

FMETHODsim

5.153 (−6.809, 17.114), p = 0.404

FMETHODstat

−0.357 (−10.925, 10.211), p = 0.948

DISCIPLINEengineering

13.486 (−7.238, 34.210), p = 0.210

DISCIPLINEenvironment

−3.668 (−21.605, 14.269), p = 0.691

DISCIPLINEgeography

1.121 (−4.528, 6.769), p = 0.700

DISCIPLINEphysics

3.392 (−8.461, 15.245), p = 0.578

DISCIPLINEplanning

−2.850 (−8.873, 3.173), p = 0.359

DISCIPLINEtransportation

5.503 (0.006, 11.000), p = 0.057∗

INTERDISC

−12.876 (−29.567, 3.815), p = 0.138

SEMCOMhedonic

−5.769 (−19.931, 8.393), p = 0.430

SEMCOMhsr
SEMCOMinfra planning
SEMCOMnetworks
SEMCOMtod

Observations
R2

Note:

4.711 (−9.736, 19.158), p = 0.527
−1.653 (−15.837, 12.532), p = 0.821

64
0.510

R2

Residual Std. Error
F Statistic

−4.123 (−18.910, 10.663), p = 0.588

2,004.945 (1,981.531, 2,028.359), p = 0.000∗∗∗

Constant

Adjusted

6.135 (−9.889, 22.159), p = 0.458

0.281
6.617 (df = 43)
2.234∗∗ (df = 20; 43)
∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01
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figure 73: Morphological indicators for China. We give for areas where a population and the network are simultaneously defined, the Moran index I (moran), the average distance d̄ (averageDistance),
the entropy E (entropy) and the hierarchy γ (rankSizeAlpha).

a.4
a.4.1

static correlations
Morphological Measures

We compute for China, from the population grid with a 1km resolution [Fu, Jiang, and Huang, 2014], the morphological indicators. We
consider areas of width 100km, in order to have a reasonable number
of points for the estimation, with an offset of 50km. Corresponding
maps are given in Fig. 73. The distribution of some indicators such as
the entropy E seems to be conditioned to province boundaries as in
Sichuan, the uniformity of the dataset must possibly be questioned.
a.4.2

Road network

Network Simplification Algorithm
We detail here the road network simplification algorithm from OpenStreetMap data. The general workflow is the following: (i) data import by selection and spatial aggregation at the raster resolution; (ii)
simplification to keep only the topological network, processed in parallel through split/merge.
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OSM data are imported into a pgsql database (Postgis extension
for the management of geometries and to have spatial indexes). The
import is done using the software osmosis [Osmosis, 2016], from an
image in compressed pbf format of the OpenStreetMap database4 . We
filter at this stage the links (ways) which posses the tag highway, and
keep the corresponding nodes.
The network is first aggregated at a 100m granularity in order to
be consistently used with population grids. It furthermore allows to
be robust to local coding imperfections or to very local missing data.
For this step, roads are filtered on a relevant subset of tags5 . For the
set of segments of corresponding lines, a link is created between the
origin and the destination cell, with a real length computed between
the center of cells and a speed taken as the speed of the line if it is
available.
The simplification is then operated the following way:
1. The whole geographical coverage is cut into areas on which
computations will be partly done through parallel computation
(split paradigm). Areas have a fixed size in number of cells of
the base raster (200 cells).
2. On each sub-area, a simplification algorithm is applied the following way: as long as there still are vertices of degree 2, successive sequences of such vertices are determined, and corresponding links are replaced by a unique link with real length
and speed computed by cumulation on the deleted links.
3. As the simplification algorithm keeps the links having an intersection with the border of areas, a fusion followed by a simplification of resulting graphs is necessary. To keep a reasonable
computational cost, the size of merged areas has to stay low: we
take merge areas composed by two contiguous areas. A paving
by four sequences of independent merging allows then to cover
the full set of joints between areas6 , these sequences being executed sequentially. The Frame 14 shows the covering of joints
by merging areas.
We have then at our disposition a topological graph given by the
links between cells of the base raster, having distance and speed attributes corresponding to the underlying real links.
Graphs for Europe and China are available as open databases (see
Appendix D).

4 Dumps were retrieved from http://download.geofabrik.de, in July 2016 for Europe, and July 2017 for China.
5 That we take within motorway,trunk,primary,secondary,tertiary,unclassified,residential.
6 In the very rare cases of a link between two non-contiguous areas, the remaining
link is not simplified. This case was not observed in practice in our data.
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Séquences de fusion
Verticale 1
Verticale 2
Horizontale 1
Horizontale 2

frame 14: Illustration of merging sequences. The four independent sequences (horizontally and
vertically) allow the coverage of all joints between areas.

Network Indicators
We give in Fig. 74 a sample of network indicators for China.
a.4.3

Sensitivity to resolution

We evaluate here the sensitivity of indicators to grid size. We show in
Fig. 75 morphological indicators and in Fig. 76 some network indicators, mapped for France, for different grid sizes. The sizes taken here,
in correspondance to the 50km scale used in main results, are at similar magnitudes: we test windows of size 30km and 100km. The offsets
are in each case half of the window (15km and 50km respectively). It
is possible to see with eyeball validation that some indicators have
a low sensitivity, the change in scale resembling a smoothing of the
finer field: for example for morphology in the case of Moran, entropy
and hierarchy. Average distance, which is indeed rather noisy at the
smaller scale, is necessarily sensitive to aggregation, what is consistent with a sensitivity expected at smoothing. Network indicators are
relatively robust to window size.
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figure 74: Network indicators for China. We show a selection of network indicators: number of nodes |V| (vcount), closeness hierarchy αcl (alphaCloseness.x), accessibility hierarchy αZ
(alphaAccessibility), euclidian performance v0 (euclPerf).
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figure 75: Morphological indicators for different grid sizes. The first four maps show the indicators
computed on a window of size 30km, the last four maps with a window of size 100km.
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figure 76: Sample of network indicators for different grid sizes. The first four maps give the
indicators computed with a window of size 30km, the last four maps with a window of size 100km.
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This comparison, on the one hand is to be taken cautiously because
of the difficulty to directly compare scales for indicators, and on the
other hand stays limited. We propose then a method to quantify the
variability of indicators to window size. Let XD and Xd two spatial
fields corresponding to two spatial scales D > d (that we take as
characteristic distances).
 Thefields are assumed

discrete at points re(D)

spectively denoted by ~xi

(d)

16i6ND

and ~xj

16i6Nd

. The idea is

to compare a smoothing of the finer field to the field with the larger
scale: if the correlation between these two values is high, it is possible to deduce one field from the other by aggregation and the scale
of computation does not influence final results in an other way than
the final resolution. Let Wij = exp −dij /d0 ij a matrix of spatial
weights computed with euclidian distances dij between the points
P
(D)
(d)
0 = W /
~xi
and ~xj . Then with Wij
ij
j Wij , we can compute the
(D)

spatial smoothing of Xd at the points ~xi
(D)

X̃d (~xi

, with the matrix product

(d)

) = W 0 ∗ ~xj



(D)
The correlation is then given by ρ X̃d , XD estimated on all ~xi
points.
The Fig. 77 gives the variation of this correlation for all (D, d) couples, with a variable d0 for smoothing. We generally observe the existence of a maximum, which corresponds to the optimal smoothing
level to deduce the larger scale from the finer. The largest correlations
on all indicators are obtained for D = 50km and d = 30km, what
means that indicators are not very sensitive to small variations in
small window sizes. As expected, the lowest correlations are obtained
for the largest scale difference (100/30km). Morphological indicators
have the same qualitative behavior across combinations, and we find
the behavior suggested by the previous maps (entropy and hierarchy
being the less sensitive, Moran index and average distance a bit more
sensitive). For the network, some indicators such as αbw show a significant transition depending on D − d: there exists for this indicator
a large sensitivity in small sizes. For all indicators, the sensitivity remains however reasonable. Finally, a smoothing of both fields yields
asymptotic maximal correlations with very high values: the computation window size does not matter if we consider smoothed fields.
a.4.4 Spatial Correlations
The Fig. 78 gives the correlation matrix estimated for δ = ∞. To have
an idea of the robustness of the estimation, we investigate the relative
size of confidence intervals at the 95% level (Fisher method) given
−ρ− |
by |ρ+|ρ|
, for correlations such that |ρ| > 0.05. The median of this
rate is at 0.04, the ninth decile at 0.12 and the maximum at 0.19, what
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figure 77: Correlations between indicators computed at different scales. From top to bottom (left
column giving morphological indicators and right column network indicators), (d = 30, D = 50), (d =
30, D = 100), (d = 50, D = 100), and the last row gives the correlation between the two fields d1 = 30
and d2 = 50 both smoothed at the characteristic distance of d0 .
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means that the estimation is always relatively good compared to the
value of correlations.
The Fig. 79 gives the spatial distribution for all Europe,
of

 a sample
¯
of correlations
between indicators: ρ[αcl , I], ρ[γ, α], ρ bw, γ , ρ[αbw , αcl ],

ρ |V| , l̄ , ρ[γ, rγ ] (with rγ adjustment coefficient for γ). We see interesting structures emerging, such as the hierarchy and its adjustment
which present an area of strong correlation in the center of Europe
and negative correlation areas, or the number of nodes and the path
length which correlate in mountains and along the coasts (what is
expected since roads then do several detours) and have a negative
correlation otherwise.
The Fig. 80 gives the statistical distributions of estimated correlations on all the areas, for different values of δ. We distinguish there
the different blocks in the correlation matrix, i.e. correlations between
morphological indicators, the ones between network indicators, and
also cross-correlations. The latest have rather symmetrical distributions, whereas network and morphological correlations are dissymmetrical. We also give point clouds allowing to make a link between
these different components.
a.4.5 Multiscalarity
Estimation of correlations for a multi-scalar process
We propose here to link the multi-scalar character of a spatio-temporal
stochastic process with the estimation of its correlation matrix. To simplify and in the framework in which this result is used in main text,
we consider static correlations estimated in space. To also simplify,
we consider processes with two characteristic scales which linearly
superpose, i.e. which can be written as
(0)

Xi = Xi
(0)

+ X̃i

with Xi trend at the small scales with a characteristic evolution
distance d0 , and X̃i signal evolving at a characteristic distance d 
d0 .
We can then compute the decomposition of the correlation between
two processes, in a manner similar to what is done in C.3. Assuming
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figure 78: Correlation matrix. The matrix is estimated here on all indicator values for Europe, what
is equivalent to take δ = ∞.
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figure 79:
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Spatial correlations for Europe. The estimation is done here with δ = 12.
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figure 80: Distribution of correlations. (Top) Statistical distribution of correlations, for the different
morphological, network and cross-correlations blocks (color), for different values of δ (line type); (Bas)
Average absolute correlations for the network as a function of correlations for morphology, the color
level giving the cross-correlation, for different values of δ (columns).
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h
i
(0)
that Cov Xi , X̃j = 0 for all i, j, and denoting εi =

i
h
(0)
σ Xi
σ[X̃i ]

the rate

between standard deviations of trend and signal, we have
h
i
(0)
(0)
ρ [X1 , X2 ] = ρ X1 + X̃1 , X2 + X̃2
h
i


(0)
(0)
Cov X̃1 , X̃2 + Cov X1 , X2
= r
h
i
h
i
  
 
(0)
(0)
Var X1 + Var X̃1
Var X2 + Var X̃2
h
i


(0)
(0)
ε1 ε2 ρ X1 , X2 + ρ X̃1 , X̃2
q
=


1 + ε21 1 + ε22
By supposing εi  1, we can develop this expression at the first
order and obtain



h
i


1 2
(0)
(0)
2
ρ [X1 , X2 ] = ε1 ε2 ρ X1 , X2 + ρ X̃1 , X̃2 · 1 − (ε1 + ε2 ) (23)
2
The addition of the trend to the signal thus introduces a correction
on the correlation, on the one hand by the direct accounting of the
attenuated correlation between trends, and on the other hand by the
interference term as a multiplicative factor.
To apply this result to our problematic, we assume that d ' l0 , l0
being the minimal distance to estimate correlations. We furthermore
have the stationarity scale ds which corresponds to the scale of variation of correlations, and according to the empirical results verifies
ds > l0 , significantly at least for some indicators (for example hierarchy and Moran, for which it is of the order of magnitude of the
country). Finally, we denote by δ0 = d0 /d the scale of the trend in
terms of δ. We therefore assume
d < ds < d0


ˆ δ X̃1 , X̃2 '
For δ values such that δ · d < ds , we should have Cov
ˆ δ=1 X̃1 , X̃2 if Cov
ˆ δ is the estimator on the area of size δ.
Cov
i
h
ˆ δ=d
ˆ δ=1 X(0)  Var
Furthermore, we can reasonably assume that Var
i

i.e. that the trend is constant at the largest scale in comparison to variation at the intermediate scales.
Under these assumptions, the estimator of ρ should vary as a function of δ according to the variations of εi as a function of δ. Finally,
under the assumption that trends have a very low correlation (independent structural effects), we keep the correction by interferences in
the expression of ρ, and thus that ρ(δ) decreases for low values of δ.
We have thus demonstrated that a simple multi-scalar structure of
the process implies a variation of the estimated correlation as a function of δ, under a certain number of assumptions. The reciprocal has

h
i
(0)
,
X
s /d
i
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no reason a priori to be true. The link we establish here is thus an
illustration to reinforce an hypothesis, which is furthermore also sustained by results on the variation of the confidence interval described
in the following.
Confidence interval for the correlation
We derive here the behavior of the correlation estimator as a function
of the size of the sample. Under the assumption of a normal distribution of two random variables X, Y, then the Fisher transform of the
Pearson estimator ρ̂ such that ρ̂ = tanh(ẑ) has a normal distribution.
If z is the transform of the real correlation ρ, then a confidence interval for ρ is of size
√
√
ρ+ − ρ− = tanh(z + k/ N) − tanh(z − k/ N)
where k is a constant. As tanh z =
expression and reduce it, to obtain

exp(2z)−1
exp(2z)+1 ,

we can develop this

√
√
exp(2k/ N) − exp(−2k/ N)
√
√
ρ+ − ρ− = 2 ·
exp(2z) − exp(−2z) + exp(2k/ N) + exp(−2k/ N)
√
sinh (2k/ N)
√
= 2·
cosh (2z) + cosh (2k/ N)
2 /2 and that sinh u ∼ u, we
Using the fact that cosh u ∼0 1 + u
0
√
indeed obtain that ρ+ − ρ− ∼N0 k 0 / N.

?

?
?
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a.5
a.5.1

causality regimes
Synthetic data

Time series
We calculate here the theoretical values of lagged correlations for a
~
simple auto-regressive process. We recall the framework, namely X(t)
which is a stochastic process following the auto-regression equation
~
X(t)
=

X
τ>0

~ − τ) + ~ε(t)
A(τ) · X(t

and we situate in the case where A(τ) = 0 for τ 6= τ0 and
!
0 a
A(τ0 ) =
a 0
with −1 < a < 1. We furthermore assume ~ε white noise and write
~ε = (εX , εY ) and assume Var[εX ] = Var[εY ] = σ2 .
~ = (X, Y), the process is specified by
By writing X

X(t) = a · Y(t − τ ) + ε
0
X

y(t) = a · X(t − τ0 ) + εY
By considering the variance in the two equations and taking the
difference, we obtain that necessarily Var[X] = Var[Y] since α2 6= 1.
σ2
The sum then gives Var[X] = Var[Y] = 1−a
2.
We then compute
ρ[X(t), Y(t − τ0 )] = ρ[aY(t − τ0 ) + εX , Y(t − τ0 )]
Cov[aY(t − τ0 ) + εX , Y(t − τ0 )]
p
(a2 Var[Y] + σ2 ) Var[Y]
a Var[Y]
a
q
q
=
=
σ2
|a| Var[Y] 1 + a2 Var[Y]
|a| 1 +
=

1−a2
a2

=a
It is in fact possible to compute the lagged correlation for an arbitrary τ. By stationarity of the process, we have for τ > 0, ρ[X(t), Y(t − τ)] =
ρ[X(τ), Y(0)].
In a similar way than previously, we develop for τ > 0
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ρ[X(τ), Y(0)] = ρ[aY(τ − τ0 ) + εX , Y(0)]


= ρ a2 X(τ − 2τ0 ) + aεY + εX , Y(0)
a2 Cov[X(τ − 2τ0 ), Y(0)]
=p
(a4 Var[X] + (1 + a2 )σ2 ) Var[Y]
ρ[X(τ − 2τ0 ), Y(0)]
=p
1 + (1 + a2 )(1 − a2 )/a4

= a2 · ρ[X(τ − 2τ0 ), Y(0)]

and thus by recurrence, for k ∈ N,
ρ[X(τ), Y(0)] = a2k · ρ[X(τ − 2kτ0 ), Y(0)]
If τ ∈
/ (2N + 1)τ0 , we go down to ρ[X(τ 0 ), Y(0)] such that τ 0 < τ0
and the correlation therefore vanishes.
If τ ∈ (2N + 1)τ0 , we have then
ρ[X((2k + 1)τ0 ), Y(0)] = a2k+1
For τ < 0, the computation is similar with an exchange of variables.
This simple auto-regressive model allows thus simply controlling
the lagged correlations at given orders.
Urban morphogenesis
The Fig. 81 gives, for the unsupervised analysis done of features issued from lagged correlations, the behavior of clustering results as a
function of number of cluster k, which allows reading a transition as
a function of k. We also give the repartition of clusters in a principal
plan for k = 6.
a.5.2 South Africa
The Fig. 82 gives the behavior of estimated correlations, in terms of
average absolute correlation, and of proportion of significant correlations, as a function of d0 and of TW . It also gives the lagged correlation profiles for the weighted accessibilities, at the origin and at the
destination.

?

?
?
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figure 81: Identification of endogenous interaction regimes through unsupervised classification.
(Top Left) Inter-cluster variance as a function of number of clusters. (Top Right) Derivative of the intercluster variance. (Bottom) Features in a principal plan (81% of explained variance by the two first components).
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figure 82: Behavior of empirical correlations in the case of South Africa. (Top left) Average absolute
correlations for all delays, as a function of time window duration TW (in number of temporal observations), for different values of the decay parameter d0 ; (Top Right) Proportion of significant correlations,
as a function of TW for varying d0 ; (Bottom) Lagged correlations as a function of delay τ, for the optimal
size TW = 3, on the different successive periods (columns), for different levels of weighting (first row
P
P
P
wi = 1, second row wi = 1, wj = Pj / k Pk , third row wi = Pi / k Pk , wj = Pj / k Pk ), and for varying
d0 (color).
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a.6
a.6.1

aggregation-diffusion morphogenesis
Extended figures for model exploration

Convergence
Histograms for the 81 parameters points for which we did 100 repetitions are given in Fig. 83, for Moran index and slope indicators.
Other indicators showed similar convergence patterns. The visual exploration of histograms confirms the numerical analysis done in main
text for statistical convergence.
Indicators
We show in Fig. 84 to Fig. 87 the full behavior of all indicators, with
all parameters varying, obtained through the extensive exploration,
from which the plots in main text have been extracted. Because of the
complex nature of emergent urban form, one can not predict output
values without referring to this “exhaustive” parameter sweep.
Indicators scatterplots
We show finally the full scatterplots of indicators, with real data
points, in Fig. 88. These are preliminary step of the calibration on
principal components, and we can see on these on which dimensions
the model fails relatively to fit real data (in particular average distance).
a.6.2

Semi-analytical analysis of the simplified model

Partial differential equation
We propose to derive the PDE in a simplified setting. To recall the
configuration given in main text, the system has one dimension, such
that x ∈ R with 1/δx cells of size δx, and we use the expected values
of cell population p(x, t) = E[P(x, t)]. We furthermore take nd = 1.
Larger values would imply derivatives at an order higher than 2 but
the following results on the existence of a stationary solution should
still hold.
Denoting p̃(x, t) the intermediate populations obtained after the
aggregation stage, we have
p(x, t)α
p̃(x, t) = p(x, t) + Ng · P
α
x p(x, t)
since all populations units are added independently. If δx  1 then
P α R
α
x p ' x p(x, t) dx and we write this quantity Pα (t). We further-
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figure 83: Histograms for Moran index (top) and slope (bottom), for varying α (columns), β (rows),
NG and nd (colors).
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figure 84: Moran index as a function of α (Top) and β (Bottom) for varying β (resp. α) given by
color, and varying nd (rows) and NG (columns).
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figure 85: Slope as a function of α (Top) and β (Bottom) for varying β (resp. α) given by color, and
varying nd (rows) and NG (columns).
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figure 86: Average distance index as a function of α (Top) and β (Bottom) for varying β (resp. α)
given by color, and varying nd (rows) and NG (columns).
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figure 87: Entropy as a function of α (Top) and β (Bottom) for varying β (resp. α) given by color,
and varying nd (rows) and NG (columns).
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figure 88: Scatterplots of indicators distribution in the sampled hypercube of the parameter space.
Red points correspond to real data.
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more write p = p(x, t) and p̃ = p̃(x, t) in the following for readability.
The diffusion step is then deterministic, and for any cell not on the
border (0 < x < 1), if δt is the interval between two time steps, we
have

p(x, t + δt) = (1 − β) · p̃ +
= p̃ +

β
[p̃(x − δx, t) + p̃(x + δx, t)]
2

β
[(p̃(x + δx, t) − p̃) − (p̃ − p̃(x − δx, t))]
2

Assuming the partial derivatives exist, and as δx  1, we make the
p̃
approximation p̃(x + δx, t) − p̃ ' δx · ∂∂x
(x, t), what gives


∂p̃
∂p̃
(p̃(x + δx, t) − p̃) − (p̃ − p̃(x − δx, t)) = δx ·
(x, t) −
(x − δx, t)
∂x
∂x



and therefore at the second order

p(x, t + δt) = p̃ +

βδx2 ∂2 p̃
· 2
2
∂x

Substituting p̃ gives


∂2 p̃
∂2 p NG ∂
∂p α−1
=
+
·
α p
∂x2
∂x2
Pα ∂x
∂x
#
"
 2
∂p
NG ∂2 p α−1
∂2 p
α−2
+α
p
+ (α − 1)
p
=
∂x2
Pα ∂x2
∂x
By supposing that ∂p
∂t exists and that δt is small, we have p(x, t +
∂p
δt) − p(x, t) ' δt ∂t , what finally yields, by combining the results
above, the partial differential equation

 2

∂p
NG · pα αβ(α − 1)δx2 NG · pα−2
∂p
βδx2 ∂2 p
NG pα−1
+
δt ·
=
+
·
·
· 2 · 1+α
∂t
Pα (t)
2
Pα (t)
∂x
2
∂x
Pα(t)
(24)
Initial conditions should be specified as p0 (x) = p(x, t0 ). To have a
well-posed problem similar to more classical PDE problems, we need
to assume a domain and boundary conditions. A finite support is
expressed by p(x, t) = 0 for all t and x such that |x| > xm .
Stationary solution for density
The non-linearity and the integral terms making the equation above
out of the scope for analytical resolution, we study its behavior numerically in some cases. Taking a simple initial condition p0 (0) = 1
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and p0 (x) = 0 for x 6= 0, we show that on a finite domain, density
d(x, t) always converge to a stationary solution for large t, for a large
set of values of (α, β) with fixed NG = 10 (α ∈ [0.4, 1.5] varying with
step 0.025 and log β ∈ [−1, −0.5] with step 0.1). We show in Fig. 89
the corresponding trajectories on a typical subset. The variation of
the asymptotic distribution as a function of α and β are not directly
visible, as they depend on very low values of the outward flows at
boundaries. We give in Fig. 90 their behavior, by showing the value of
the maximum of the distribution. Low values of β give an inversion
in the effect of α, whereas high values of β give comparable values
for all α.

figure 89: Trajectories of densities as a function of the spatial dimension, for varying β (columns)
and α (rows). Color level gives time.
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figure 90:

a.7

Dependency of max d(t → ∞) to α and β.
correlated synthetic data

For the simulation of the weak coupling between a density configuration and a network generation model, the Fig. 91 gives the errors
on feasible correlations shown in Fig. 41, and also the amplitude of
correlation for the full matrix, i.e. both the maximal absolute corre(k)
lation cij = maxk ρk
ij and the total amplitude aij = maxk ρij −
(k)

mink ρij .
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figure 91: Space of feasible correlations. (Left) Projection of correlation matrices in a principal
plan obtained by Principal Component Analysis on matrix population (cumulated variances: PC1=38%,
PC2=68%). Error bars are initially computed as 95% confidence intervals on each matrix element (by
standard Fisher asymptotic method), and upper bounds after transformation are taken in principal plan;
(k)
(k)
(Right) Heatmaps for amplitude of correlations, defined as aij = maxk ρij − mink ρij and maximal
absolute correlation, defined as cij = maxk ρk
ij . Scale color gives mean absolute correlation on full
matrices.
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figure 92: Entropy of closeness centralities. We give ε [µi ] as a function of time t, for θN variable
(color), dG variable (columns) and γG variable.

a.8

exploration of the simpopnet model

We give here supplementary figures that allow rendering the sensitivity of results to parameters not presented in main text.
The Fig 92 allows visualizing the sensitivity of the entropy of centralities ε [µi ] as a function of dG , θN and γG . The shape of temporal
curves is mainly sensitive to γG .
The Fig. 93 gives the variations of ρr as a function of dG and γG , for
variable values of θN and of γN . We see that the regularity observed
as a function of dG and of γG appears not to be sensitive to the
variations of θN and of γN .
The Fig. 94 gives correlations ρd as a function of distance for all
couples of variables, for varying dG and γG . We obtain qualitatively
the same behaviors than with dG = 0.016, at the exception of a very
low growth for the largest distances, for the correlation between population and accessibility, at dG = 0.001 and γG = 0.5, which remains
difficult to interpret.
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figure 93: Population rank correlations. We give ρr [µi ] as a function of dG , for γG variable (color),
θN variable (columns) and γN variable (rows).
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figure 94: Correlations as a function of distance. We give correlations ρd as a function of distance
decile, for all couples of variables (color), for dG variable (columns) and γG variable (rows), at fixed
γN = 2.5, θN = 21 and v0 = 10.
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figure 95: Lagged correlations. We give the lagged correlations ρτ as a function of the delay τ, for
all couples of variables (color), for dG variable (columns) and γG variable (rows), at fixed γN = 2.5,
θN = 21 and v0 = 10.
Finally, we give in Fig. 95 the lagged correlations ρτ between all
couples of variables, for varying dG and γG . Similarly, qualitative
behaviors are globally stable for other parameters than γG .
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a.9
a.9.1

macroscopic co-evolution model
Synthetic data

Exploration
we give in Fig. 96 the sensitivity of temporal indicators for the coevolution model on synthetic data, in particular c¯i (t) and ε [µi ] (t),
for variations of dG , γG and φ0 . The behavior of c¯i is sensitive to
γG et φ0 but not much to dG . The one of ε [µi ] does depend only on
γG for its average behavior, and on dG for its dispersion in low dG
values.
We give in Fig. 97 the behavior of aggregated indicators, namely
C [Zi ] and ρr [Zi ]. The complexity of accessibility trajectories mostly
varies according to dG , γG and φ0 for the low values. The rank correlation of accessibilities is in its turn only sensitive to dG and γG ,
what means that differences in network evolution do not perturb the
dynamics of the hierarchy of accessibilities.
The Fig. 98 gives the correlations ρd as a function of distance deciles
for all couples of variables. The strong values of dG give zero correlations for all values of distance, while dG = 10 exhibits local regimes.
A constant correlation between centrality and accessibility emerges
for an intermediate value dG = 60, what could possibly be put in
correspondence with the maximum of complexity for accessibilities
which was obtained before.
Finally, the Fig. 99 gives the lagged correlations ρτ for all variable
couples. The variations of γG do not influence much the regimes obtained, on the contrary to dG , for which we observe a continuous
variation of the qualitative shape of profiles.
More precisely, we observe that the correlation between population
and accessibility is globally constant, possibly because of the autocorrelation, and does not play a role in the definition of regimes. For
large values of dG , we observe a positive deviation of correlations for
positive and negative delays for accessibility and centrality. There is
in that case circular causality and the model captures a co-evolution
in that sense. Accessibility strongly causes centrality for dG = 10, and
the trend is inverted for large dG . For dG = 10, we observe a single
direction relation of population towards the network. For intermediate regimes, there is directly circularity between population and centrality. Finally, for dG .110 there is “indirect circularity” between population and accessibility, since accessibility causes centrality which
causes population.
This visual exploration is preliminary and is continued by the statistical validation of the different regimes in main text.
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figure 96: Behavior of temporal indicators for the co-evolution model at the macroscopic scale.
(Top) Average of closeness centralities, as a function of time, for varying dG (columns), γG (rows) and
φ0 (color), at fixed wG = 0.001; (Bottom) Entropy of populations, as a function of time, for varying dG
(columns), γG (rows) and φ0 (color), at fixed wG = 0.001.
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figure 97: Behavior of aggregated indicators behavior for the model of coevolution at the macroscopic scale. (Top) Complexxity of accessibilities, as a function of dG , for varying φ0 (columns), wG
(rows) and γG (color); (Bottom) Rank correlations of accessibilities, for the same parameters.
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figure 98: Correlations as a function of distance. Correlation ρd between couples of variables (given
by color), as a function of distance d (discretized into deciles), for varying dG (columns) and varying γG
(rows), at wG = 5e − 4 et φ0 = 4.5.
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figure 99: Lagged correlations. Lagged correlations ρτ as a function of the delay τ, in a similar way
for varying dG (columns) and γG (rows), at wG = 5e − 4 et φ0 = 4.5.
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Application of the PSE algorithm


The algorithm has been precisely applied with the objectives ρτ± xi , xj −
ρ0 with xi the 3 variables we considered and i < j, the estimated correlation being zero if it is non-significant or lower than ρ0 in absolute
value. Objectives vary in [−0.2, 0.2] with a step of 0.01 (in practice, the
quasi-totality of obtained values are lower in absolute value to 0.1,
since the first and last centiles are lower, except two cases at 0.12 and
0.16).
The algorithm is launched on the grid with 300 parallel islands,
each island having a lifetime of 2 hours, for a total of 616 generations.
Results of the population obtained are shown as a point cloud in
Fig. 100. We observe that the correlation for which the distribution is
the most dispersed is ρτ+ [µi , ci ]. Furthermore, each couple of correlations has non-reachable quadrants, suggesting impossible behaviors
in the model: for example, there is close to no point with a negative
causality between population and centrality and a negative causality
between centrality and accessibility, these two links being thus not
compatible. The couple with which it seems the hardest to extend direct circularities is accessibility and centrality, what suggests a domination of centrality in comparison to population in the expression
of accessibility since the link with population has a higher range of
freedom.
Basically, the algorithm unveils a richness of behaviors, extending
again the one obtained with the simple exploration.
a.9.2

Real data

We give in Fig. 101 the Pareto fronts for the model calibration on
real data with the objectives (εG , εL ), which are similar to the ones
given in 50, but here with color giving the value of the dG parameter.
We observe a dichotomy between large values of dG and low values,
for example within the 1946 period, the decrease corresponding to
a significant gain for the fit on population. In this case, long-range
interactions better correspond to an adjustment of the distance, while
population rather follows local processes.
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figure 100: Application of the PSE algorithm to the macroscopic model. We give point clouds
of optimal lagged correlations, for each couple of variables and the sign of the delay. The color of
points gives the value of the dG parameter, numerical inserts the stratified values of correlations between
correlations, and histograms the statistical distribution of each correlation.
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figure 101: Pareto fronts for the bi-objective calibration with population and distance. The fronts
are given for each calibration period, and colored as a function of dG .
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a.10

573

network generation heuristics
Slime mould model

a.10.1

We recall here the procedure of type slime mould to evolve the biological network, based on [Tero, Kobayashi, and Nakagaki, 2007]. The
network is composed by nodes characterized by their pressure pi
and by links characterized by their length Lij , their diameter Dij , an
impedance Zij and the flow traversing them φij . The relation analogous to Ohm’s law for links writes

φij =


Dij
pi − pj
Zij · Lij

Furthermore, the conservation of flows at each node (Kirchoff’s
law) imposes
X

φij = 0

i

for all j except the source and the sink, that we assume at indices
P
P
j+ and j− , such that i φij+ = I0 and i φij− = −I0 with I0 initial
flow parameter.
The combination of above constraints gives for all j
X
i

Dij
(pi − pj ) = 1j=j+ I0 − 1j=j− I0
Zij · Lij

what simplifies into a matrix equation, by denoting Z =

Dij
Zij ·Lij
P Dij
i Zij ·Lij

!

1 + I0 −1j=j− I0
and also ~k = j=jP
and ~p = pi , what simplifies into
Dij
i Zij ·Lij

(Id − Z) ~p = ~k
The system admits a solution when (Id − Z) is invertible. The space
of invertible matrices being dense in Mn (R), by multilinearity of the
determinant, an infinitesimal perturbation of the position of nodes
allows to invert the matrix if it is indeed singular. We obtain thus the
pressures pi and as a consequence the flows φij .
The evolution of the diameter Dij between two equilibrium stages
is a function of the flow at equilibrium, through the equation
φij (t)γ
− Dij (t)
Dij (t + 1) − Dij = δt
1 + φij (t)γ




,
ij
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table 26:

Morphological indicators for centers of classes for initial density grids.
Class

Moran I

Distance d̄

Entropy E

Hierarchy γ

1

0.23

0.66

0.76

0.62

2

0.47

0.50

0.75

0.53

3

0.21

0.42

0.57

0.65

4

0.24

0.75

0.90

0.87

5

0.15

0.76

0.84

0.72

We take to simplify γ = 1.8, following the configuration used
by [Tero et al., 2010] for the generation of a network in a real configuration. We furthermore take δt = 0.05 and I0 = 10.
The generation of a network can be achieved from an initial netP
work, until a convergence criteria is reached, for example ij ∆Dij (t) <
ε with ε fixed threshold parameter. We will use this model with a criteria of a number of iterations, and proceed to an iteration to obtain
final networks with a reasonable number of links.
a.10.2

Results

In the experiment exploring the distance to real networks, the initialization of the density is done according to 50 density grids classified
into 5 morphological classes (10 grids per class). The Table 26 gives
the composition of centers of classes in terms of morphological indicators. Classes can be interpreted the following way:
• Class 5: lowest Moran, high distance, hierarchy and entropy;
numerous population centers that are localized and dispersed.
• Class 4: highest entropy and hierarchy; a small number of localized centers.
• Class 3: lowest distance and entropy; diffuse population.
• Class 2: highest Moran; one or a few centers with consequent
size.
• Class 1: intermediate values for all indicators; a certain number
of centers of intermediate size.
Topological spaces of networks generated in 7.1 can be conditioned
to morphological classes for initial density distribution. This conditioning is shown in Fig. 102. We also give feasible spaces with real
points. Classes 1 and 5 seem to be the ones for which being close to
real points is the easiest, in terms of extreme points.
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figure 102: Conditioning of results to morphological classes for density. (Top) Topological feasible
space for the different generation heuristics, conditioned to the morphological density class. (Bottom)
Same plots with real points in red.
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a.11

co-evolution at the mesoscopic scale

a.11.1 Calibration
In order to justofy the aggregation of distances for indicators and for
correlations, we have visually controlled the shape of Pareto fronts for
these two objectives for around twenty simulated points. An example
for two points is given in Fig. 103. It appears that these fronts are close
to be not existing, i.e. that there almost exist a global optimum.
Let illustrate to what extent a linear aggregation with equal coefficients can be relevant in the case of a Pareto front which is close to
being vertical/horizontal. The function
fα : x 7→

1
(x + 1)α

takes this form in a neighborhood of 0 when α becomes large. We
then consider the two objectives o1 (x) = x and o2 (x) = fα (x), which
can either be considered for a bi-objective minimization, or in the
frame of a linear aggregation through the minimization of o(x) =
1

 α+1
β
1
βx + (1 − β) (x+1)
− 1,
.
That
latest
is
minimal
in
x
=
α
α(1−β)
term which can be developed into
x=

ln (β(1 − β))
ln α
1
+
+ o( )
α+1
α+1
α

Furthermore, let consider that in the frame of a bi-objective optimization, we take the compromise at which the variations of o1 equal−1
∂f
= ∂f
ize the ones of o2 , what is equivalent to take x such that ∂x
∂x .
1

This equation leads to

xα
x+1

=

1
2

. We can then develop at the sec-

α α+1

ond order on each side to obtain


ln α
1
ln α
1
ln x
= x 1−2
+ o( ) − 2
+ o( )
α
α+1
α
α+1
α
We indeed necessarily have x →α→∞ 0, since if x → K 6= 0, we have a
contradiction in the previous equation since 1/(1 + K) 6= 0. It implies
1
that lnαx = o( α
), and thus that
x=2

ln α
1
+ o( )
α+1
α

In order thus to have the same order of magnitude for the solutions
to the two approaches, we need to eliminate the term in 1/(α + 1) in
the first, what is equivalent to take ln (β(1 − β)) = 0 and therefore
β = 1/2.
Thus, there is equivalence of orders of magnitude in α for the two
approaches if an only if β = 1/2. Given the shape of our Pareto fronts,
we consider that the solution is analogous and consider thus the sum
of the two distances.
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figure 103: Example of Pareto fronts for the calibration at the first and second order. We give for
two particular simulation points, the distances to indicators d2I and the distances to correlations d2C for
all the real points.
a.12

transportation system governance modeling

a.12.1

Land-use model

Convergence
We study here the issue of the convergence in time of the distribution
of activities, with a fixed infrastructure.
Let consider a very simple case: by taking λ = 0 the problem is
made not spatial and by taking γA = 1 we achieve the decoupling
P
between population and employments. By denoting β 0 =
j Ej · β
P
and P0 = α · i Pi , the existence of a fixed point for populations is
equivalent to the resolution of
exp (β 0 · Pi )
Pi = P0 · P
exp (β 0 · Pi )
The function is indeed continuous in Pi and variation ranges for
P
population are [0, i Pi ], it therefore admits a fixed point through
the Brouwer fixed point theorem.
Indeed, in all generality, if we write
(~P(t + 1), ~E(t + 1)) = f(~P(t), ~E(t))
for arbitrary parameter values, the function f is also continuous in
each component, and takes its values with a bounded closed interval
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(employments being also limited) therefore a compact. The same way
that [Leurent and Boujnah, 2014] establishes it for a model of traffic
flows, we also have a fixed point in our case, what corresponds to an
equilibrium point. The unicity is however not trivial and there is no
reason for it to be a priori verified. We empirically verify the systematic convergence at fixed infrastructure (see below the exploration of
the parameter space).
Exploration
We proceed to an exploration of the behavior of the land-use model
alone, i.e. at fixed infrastructure, in order to understand the influence
of parameters on the urban form. We fix α = 1 here to study the
model in an extreme case.
We follow the urban form indicators defined in 4.1, for the distribution of population and employments, in time and until the model has
converged. We reduce the morphological space of the spatial distribution of actives in a principal plan, such that PC1 = −0.98 · I − 0.13 ·
E + 0.05d̄ − 0.13 · γ and PC2 = −0.19 · I + 0.57 · E − 0.16d̄ + 0.77 · γ.
The first component expresses a level of dispersion and the second a
hierarchical aggregation.
The Fig. 104 gives temporal trajectories in the plan (PC1 , PC2 ) for
γA = 0.9, γE = 0.6, v0 = 6, for different values of λ and β and also
for different initial networks. We observe that increasing β has the
tendency to make trajectories uniform. For β = 1, the shape of the
network strongly conditions trajectories conjointly to λ: we switch for
example from a decreasing dispersion and a u-shaped hierarchy to
a stable dispersion and an increasing hierarchy for low values of λ,
between no network and a spider network.
The Fig. 105 gives the value of PC1 for the final configuration on all
the space of explored parameters. We thus observe the variability of
forms (here in terms of dispersion) as a function of all parameters: for
example, for large β values, complex diagrams emerge. For low β values, we have a diagonal privileged for dispersion within concentrated
configurations.
Finally, in order to understand the influence of parameters on total
mobility within a complete trajectory, we study in Fig. 106 the cumuP P
lated variation of actives given by ∆˜ = t k |∆Ak (t)|. We see that
high values of γA , for a high β, allow to minimize the total quantity
of relocalization, which have a very low dependence in γE . It is therefore possible to optimize, even at fixed α, the total quantity of urban
sprawl.
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figure 104: Morphological trajectories for the distribution of population. We fix here γA = 0.9
and γE = 0.6. (Top) Trajectories in the space (PC1 , PC2 ) for β = 1, with variable λ (color), and for three
different network configurations (columns): cross network, no network, cross network with branches
(spider). (Bottom) Same plots, for β = 2.
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figure 105: Sensitivity of the urban form. For the distribution of populations, without initial network, value of PC1 as a function of (γA , γE ), with variable λ (columns) and variable β (rows).
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˜ without initial network,
figure 106: Cumulated variability of urban configurations. Value of ln ∆,
as a function of (γA , γE ), with variable λ (columns) and variable β (rows).
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a.12.2 Transportation model
We did not take into account transportation flows in our implementation of the model, assuming that the constructed infrastructures have
a sufficient capacity to be significantly not sensitive to congestion.
For the computation of flows between cells, the operation is the
following: flows φij are computed by a solving on pi , qj through
a fixed point method (Furness algorithm), of the system of gravity
flows:




φij = pi qj Ai Ej exp −λtr dij




P


φ = Ej


 k kj
P
k φik = Ai




1

pi = P qk Ek exp

(−λtr dik )

k



1
q = P
j
pk Ak exp (−λtr dkj )
k

where λtr is a parameter giving the spatial reach of daily flows.
The iteration of the last two equations rapidly converges starting from
equal weights, by maintaining at each stage normalized weights.
In order to implement the stage of flows distribution within the
network, when flows between cells are known, we should for example
determine flows of the Static User Equilibrium with an appropriated
algorithm. An assignment by shortest paths is implemented with the
computation of flows in the model, but we deactivate this process in
order to simplify the study of the model.
Congestion can be computed as a ratio to capacity, as c/cmax if c
is the flow and cmax the capacity.
 The speed
 is obtained with a BPR
γc

function of the form v(c) = v0 1 − cmcax
. Our configuration os
equivalent to assuming an infinite capacity cmax = ∞.

a.12.3 Probabilities to cooperate
Nash equilibrium
The equilibrium assumption implies that conditional expectancies of
each player are equal given their two choices, i.e. that
E[Ui |Si = C] = E[Ui |Si = NC]
It is indeed equivalent in that case to maximize E[Ui ] as a function
of pi , since by conditioning we haveE[Ui ] = pi E[Ui |Si = C] + (1 −
E[Ui ]
pi ) E[Ui |Si = NC], and thus ∂ ∂p
= E[Ui |Si = C] − E[Ui |Si = NC].
i
We have then
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E[Ui |Si = C] = p1−i Ui (Si = C, S1−i = C) + (1 − p1−i )Ui (Si = C, S1−i = NC)
and thus
p1−i Ui (Si = C, S1−i = C) + (1 − p1−i )Ui (Si = C, S1−i = NC)
= p1−i Ui (Si = NC, S1−i = C) + (1 − p1−i )Ui (Si = NC, S1−i = NC)
what gives

p1−i = −

Ui (C, NC) − Ui (NC, NC)
(Ui (C, C) − Ui (NC, C)) − (Ui (C, NC) − Ui (NC, NC))

By substituting the expressions of utilities from the payoff matrix,
we obtain the expression of pi as a function of collaboration cost J
and of the difference of accessibility differentials.
Discrete choice coordination
To determine the probability to cooperate in the discrete choice case,
we have to solve f(pi ) = 0 with
f(x) =

1
i −x
h
∆i
−
J
1 + exp −βDC 1+exp(−βDC
(x∆1−i −J))

where we wrote ∆i = ∆Xi (Z?C ) − ∆Xī (Z?i ).
We immediately have f(0) > 0 and f(1) < 0 and f is continuous,
there therefore always exists a solution x ∈ [0, 1] by the theorem of
intermediate values.
Regarding uniqueness, it can be shown under some assumptions.
∂f
A computation of ∂x
gives
exp(−βDC (x∆1−i − J))
∂f
= 2(cosh u(x) − 1) + β2 ∆i ∆1−i
∂x
(1 + exp(−βDC (x∆1−i − J)))2
∆i
where u(x) = −βDC ( 1+exp(−βDC
(x∆1−i −J)) − J).
∂f
As cosh u > 1, we have ∂x
> 0 if ∆i ∆1−i > 0. The function is in
this case strictly increasing and we have a unique solution.
In practice, the solution is determined with the Brent algorithm,
with boundaries [0, 1] and a tolerance of 0.01.

a.12.4 Implementation details
Distance matrix
The distance matrix is updated in a dynamical way because of execution time issues (given the number of network updates), and the
following way:
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1. The euclidian distance matrix d(i, j) is computed analytically
2. The shortest paths between intersections of links (between cells
of the corresponding raster network) are updated in a dynamical way (step of complexity O(N3inters ):
• For each new intersection, shortest paths towards all other
intersections are computed using the old matrix and the
new link.
• For all former shortest paths, they are updated if needed
after checking potential shortcuts using the new link.
• The correspondence between basic network cells and intersections is updated.
3. Connected components and the distances between them are updated (complexity in O(N2nw ))
4. Distances within the network between network cells are updated, with the heuristic of minimal connections only (a unique
shortest link between each cluster) (complexity in O(N2nw ))
5. Effective distances between all cells (taking speed into account
and congestion if it is implemented) are computed as the minimum between euclidian distance and
0
min0 d(i, C) + dnw (pC (i), pC
(j)) + d(C 0 , j)
C,C

that we approximate by taking minC only in the implementation, what is consistent with relatively interaction ranges that
we consider. The complexity is in O(N2clusters · N2 ).
Network growth
The potential infrastructures, with a count of NI during the heuristic
search of an optimal infrastructure, are randomly drawn among all
possible infrastructures having an extremity at the center of a cell. If
the extremity is at a distance lower than a threshold of an already
existing link of the network, it is replaced by its projection on the
corresponding link. This is a snapping step which allows to obtain
a network with a reasonable form locally. In correspondance with
the raster representation of the network, we take θI = 1, what corresponds to the size of a cell.
a.12.5

Setup

Synthetic setup
We describe here the details of the synthetic setup.
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figure 107: Setup on real data used for model application. Because of computational performance
issues, the number of cells is here lower in comparison to the illustration in main text. (Left) Initial
networks, in red the initial network corresponding to the network in 2010, in purple and tight the target
network for calibration, corresponding to the planned network. (Right) Result obtained with α = 0 at
tf = 11 after a setup without network; in blue the target network, which corresponds to the network in
2010.
Initial distributions of actives and employments in the synthetic
setup are taken around governance centers (mayors) at positions ~xi
using exponential kernels by

A(~x) = Amax · exp




k~x − ~xi k
k~x − ~xi k
; E(~x) = Emax · exp
rA
rE

Setup on a real configuration
We show in Fig. 107 the population and networks on which experiments on real data are done: with a fixed land-use,
• an experiment without initial network, and with target calibration network the network in 2010;
• an experiment with the initial network of 2010, and with target
network the planned network.

B

METHODOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS

This appendix gathers different methodological developments which
are indirectly used, or allows deepening connected issues but which
are not crucial for our main argumentation.
The first three sections relate to questions raising in the study of
urban or territorial systems.
1. A formal link between different stochastic models of urban growth
allows introducing a general frame for this kind of approach,
and illustrate the implicit link between our mesoscopic approach
and our macroscopic approach.
2. The sensitivity of scaling laws to the definition of the city is
analytically studied for a simple model of urban system. This
perspective reinforces the methodology of sensitivity analysis
of models to the spatial configuration introduced in 3.1.
3. The literature and formal context of the notion of synthetic data
also allows to situate it.
We then develop general methodological frameworks linked to the
study of systems.
5. In the context of systems including multi-attribute optimizations, a method for the sensitivity analysis to the structure of
data is introduced. It is not directly applied in our work but
suggests directions for the application of mesoscopic morphogenesis models, since these are based on a similar optimization
by agents.
6. a general framework for the modeling of socio-technical complex systems, sets the first bricks on the one hand of a formalization of the applied perspectivism but also of the formalization
of the knowledge framework suggested in 8.3.
Finally, the last development is focused on quantitative epistemology methods.
5. The technical details of the method used in 2.2 are developed in
the context of an application to the corpus of the journal Cybergeo. The considerations are fundamentally methodological, and
must also be put in perspective with the companion thematical
paper that we adapt in C.4.
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b.1

stochastic models of urban growth

The different stochastic models of urban growth that we have developed follow the same logic of autonomous rules to reproduce the
dynamics of urban systems. We propose here from a methodological
viewpoint to highlight the links between the different frameworks, in
order to formulate a unified framework.
b.1.1

Introduction

Diverse stochastic models of urban growth aiming at reproducing
population trajectories, or stylized facts on these, often on long time
scales or large spatial spans (systems of cities) have been proposed
by the literature in various fields, from economics or physics to geography (see for example 4.3 and 5.2 for reviews at different scales).
We propose here a general approach which allows making a link between different existing models, more particularly the Gibrat model,
the Simon model, and the preferential attachment model.
Seminal models of urban growth are the Gibrat model (see 4.3) and
the Simon model [Simon, 1955] (which has more recently been generalized, see e.g. [Haran and Vining, 1973]). Many extensions have been
given across disciplines. [Benguigui and Blumenfeld-Lieberthal, 2007]
give an equation-based dynamical model, whereas [Gabaix, 1999]
shows that the Gibrat model produces Zipf’s law in a stationary
state. [Gabaix and Ioannides, 2004] reviews urban growth approaches
in economics. A model adapted from evolutive urban theory is described in [Favaro and Pumain, 2011] and extends the Gibrat model
by adding propagation of innovation between cities. The question of
empirical scales at which it is consistent to study urban growth was
also tackled in the particular case of France [Bretagnolle, Paulus, and
Pumain, 2002], which shows that long time scales (more than a few
decade) are appropriate to study dynamics of urban systems at a
small spatial scale.
b.1.2

Framework

The framework we introduce can be understood as a meta-model, in
the sense that eaach model can be understood as an extension or a
limit case of an other model.
b.1.3

Derivations

Generalization of Preferential Attachment
[Yamasaki et al., 2006] give a generalization of the classical preferential attachment model for network growth, as a birth and death model
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with evolving entities. More precisely, network nodes gain and lose
population units at fixed probabilities, and new nodes can be created
at an also fixed rate.
Link between Gibrat and Preferential Attachment Models
Let consider a strictly positive growth Gibrat model given byPi (t) =
Ri (t) · Pi (t − 1) with Ri (t) > 1, µi (t) = E[Ri (t)] and σi (t) = E Ri (t)2 .
The Pi are the populations of cities while Ri are random growth rates.
On the other hand, we take a simple preferential attachment, with
fixed attachment probability λ ∈ [0, 1] and new arrivants number
m > 0, what gives in expectancy µi (t + 1) − µi (t) = m · λ. We derive that Gibrat model can be statistically equivalent to a limit of the
preferential attachment model, assuming that the moment-generating
functions of Ri (t) exist. Classical distributions that could be used in
that case, e.g. log-normal distribution, are entirely defined by two
first moments, making this assumption reasonable.
Lemme 1 The limit of a Preferential Attachment model when λ  1 is a
λ
.
linear-growth Gibrat model, with limit parameters µi (t) = 1 + m·(t−1)
Preuve Starting with first moment, we denote P̄i (t) = E[Pi (t)]. Independence of Gibrat growth rates yields directly P̄i (t) = E[Ri (t)] ·
P̄i (t − 1). Starting for the preferential attachment model, we have
P
P̄i (t) = E[Pi (t)] = +∞
k=0 k P[Pi (t) = k]. But on the other hand,
{Pi (t) = k} =

∞
[
δ=0

{Pi (t − 1) = k − δ} ∩ {Pi ← Pi + 1}δ



where the second event corresponds to city i being increased δ times
between t − 1 and t (note that events are empty for δ > k). Thus,
being careful on the conditional nature of preferential attachment forp
(total
mulation, stating that P[{Pi ← Pi + 1}|Pi (t − 1) = p] = λ · P(t−1)
population P(t) assumed deterministic), we obtain
X
P[{Pi ← Pi + 1}] =
P[{Pi ← Pi + 1}|Pi (t − 1) = p] · P[Pi (t − 1) = p]
p

=

X
p

λ·

p
P̄i (t − 1)
P[Pi (t − 1) = p] = λ ·
P(t − 1)
P(t − 1)

It gives therefore, knowing that P(t − 1) = P0 + m · (t − 1) and denoti (t−1)
ing q = λ · P0P̄+m·(t−1)
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P̄i (t) =
=

∞ X
∞
X


k· λ·

k=0 δ=0
∞ X
∞
X

δ0 =0 k0 =0
∞
X
δ0

P̄i (t − 1)
P0 + m · (t − 1)

δ

· P[Pi (t − 1) = k − δ]




0
k0 + δ0 · qδ · P Pi (t − 1) = k0

P̄i (t − 1)
q
+
2
(1
−
q)
(1 − q)
δ0 =0


1
q
P̄i (t − 1)
1+
=
1−q
P̄i (t − 1) (1 − q)

=


q · δ0 + P̄i (t − 1) =

As it is not expected to have P̄i (t)  P(t) (fat tail distributions),
a limit can be taken only through λ. Taking λ  1 yields, since 0 <
i (t−1)
 1 and thus we can
P̄i (t)/P(t) < 1, we obtain q = λ · P0P̄+m·(t−1)
expand in first order of q. It finally yields



P̄i (t) = P̄i (t − 1) · 1 + 1 +

1
P̄i (t − 1)




q + o(q))

and therefore

λ
· P̄i (t − 1)
P̄i (t) ' 1 +
P0 + m · (t − 1)


This means that this limit is equivalent in expectancy to a Gibrat
λ
model with µi (t) = µ(t) = 1 + P0 +m·(t−1)
.
For the second moment, we can do a similar computation. We have
still



 

E Pi (t)2 = E Ri (t)2 · E Pi (t − 1)2
and
+∞

 X
E Pi (t)2 =
k2 P[Pi (t) = k]
k=0

We obtain the same way
∞ X
∞

 X
2


0
E Pi (t)2 =
k0 + δ0 · qδ · P Pi (t − 1) = k0

=

δ0 =0 k0 =0
∞

X
δ0

δ0 =0




2
q · E Pi (t − 1)2 + 2δ0 P̄i (t − 1) + δ0



E Pi (t − 1)2
2qP̄i (t − 1) q(q + 1)
=
+
+
1−q
(1 − q)2
(1 − q)3





E Pi (t − 1)2
q
2P̄i (t − 1)
(1 + q)
1+
=
+
1−q
E[Pi (t − 1)2 ]
1−q
(1 − q)2
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We have therefore an equivalence between the Gibrat model as
a continuous formulation of a Preferential Attachment (or Simon
model) in the limit given before.
Link between Simon and Preferential Attachment
A rewriting of Simon model yields a particular case of the generalized preferential attachment, in particular by vanishing death probability.
Link between Favaro-Pumain and Gibrat
[Favaro and Pumain, 2011] generalizes Gibrat models with innovation propagation dynamics. Theoretically, a microsocpic equivalent
should be formulated if we consider all models in a typology by ontology and by paradigm. The MMaruis models [Cottineau, 2014] correspond to a Gibrat paradigm, and should also have their counterpart
in terms of microscopic formulation.

?

?
?
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b.2

sensitivity of urban scaling laws

At the center of evolutive urban theory are hierarchy and associated
scaling laws. We develop here a brief methodological development
on the sensitivity of scaling laws to the definition of cities.
Scaling laws have been shown to be universal of urban systems
at many scales and for many socio-economic or technical indicators
(GDP, education, employment, crime, infrastructure stock, housing
stock). Recent studies question however the consistence of scaling exponents determination, as their value can vary significantly depending on thresholds used to define urban entities on which quantities
are integrated, even crossing the qualitative border of linear scaling,
from infra-linear to supra-linear scaling. We use a simple theoretical
model of spatial distribution of densities and urban functions to show
analytically that such behavior can be derived as a consequence of the
type of spatial distribution and the method used.
Scaling laws for urban systems, starting from the well-known ranksize Zipf’s law for city size distribution [Gabaix, 1999], have been
shown to be a recurrent feature of urban systems, at many scales and
for many types of indicators. They reside in the empirical constatation
that indicators computed on elements of an urban system, that can be
cities for system of cities, but also smaller entities at a smaller scale,
do fit relatively well a power-law distribution as a function of entity
size, i.e. that for entity i with population
  Pi , we have for an integrated
α

quantity Ai , the relation Ai ' A0 · PP0i . Scaling exponent α can be
smaller or greater than 1, leading to infra or supralinear effects. Various thematic interpretation of this phenomena have been proposed,
typically under the form of processes analysis. The economic literature has produced abundant work on the subject (see [Gabaix and
Ioannides, 2004] for a review), but that are generally weakly spatial,
thus of poor interest to our approach that deals precisely with spatial
organization. Simple economic rules such as energetic equilibria can
lead to simple power-laws [Bettencourt, Lobo, and West, 2008] but
are difficult to fit empirically. A interesting proposition by Pumain
is that they are intrinsically due to the evolutionary character of city
systems, and that these laws correspond to different maturity levels
in innovation cycles with hierarchically propagate within systems of
cities [Pumain et al., 2006]. Although a tempting parallel can be done
with self-organizing biological or physical systems, [Pumain, 2012b]
insists on the fact that the ergodicity assumption (see 4.1) for such
systems is not reasonable in the case of geographical systems and
that the analogy can difficultly be exploited in the case of physical
systems. Other explanations have been proposed at other scales, such
as the urban growth model at the mesoscopic scale (city scale) given
in [Louf and Barthelemy, 2014b] which shows that the congestion
within transportation networks may be one reason for city shapes
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and corresponding scaling laws. We can note that “classical” urban
growth models such as Gibrat model [Favaro and Pumain, 2011] do
provide first order approximation of scaling systems, but that interactions between agents have to be incorporated into the model to
obtain better fit on real data, such as the Favaro-Pumain model for innovation cycles propagation proposed in [Favaro and Pumain, 2011],
which generalize a Gibrat model for French cities with an ontology
similar to Simpop models.
However, the incautious application of scaling exponents computations was recently pointed as misleading in most cases, as [Arcaute
et al., 2015] shows the variability of computed exponents to the parameters defining urban areas, such as density thresholds. [Cottineau,
2015] studies empirically for France the influence of 3 parameters
playing a role in city definition, that are a density threshold θ to delimitate boundaries of an urban area, a number of commuters threshold θc that is the proportion of commuters going to core area over
which the unity is considered belonging to the area, and a cut-off parameter Pc below which entities are not taken into account for the
linear regression providing the scaling exponent. Significant results
are that exponents can move from infra-linear to supra-linear when
threshold varies. A systematic exploration of parameter space produces phase diagrams of exponents for various quantities. One question raising immediately is how these variations can be explained by
the features of spatial distribution of variables. Do they result from
intrinsic mechanisms present in the system or can they be explained
more simply by the fact that the system is spatialized in a particular
way? We prove on a toy analytical model that even simple distributions can lead to such significant variations in the exponents, along
one dimension of parameters (density threshold), directing the response towards the second explanation.
We derive in the following the expression of the variation of scaling
exponents in the simple case of an exponential mixture distribution.
We formalize the simple theoretical context in which we will derive the sensitivity of scaling to city definition. Let consider a polycentric city system, which spatial density distributions can be reasonably constructed as the superposition of monocentric fast-decreasing
spatial kernels, such as an exponential mixture model [Anas, Arnott,
and Small, 1998]. Taking a geographical space as R2 , we take for any
~x ∈ R2 the density of population as

d(~x) =

N
X
i=1

di (~x) =

N
X
i=1

d0i


· exp

−k~x − ~xi k
ri



where ri are span parameters of kernels, d0i densities at origin
points, ~xi positions of centers. We furthermore assume the following
constraints:
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1. To simplify, cities are monocentric, in the sense that for all i 6= j,
we have k~xi − ~xj k  ri .
2. It allows to impose “structural” scaling in the urban system by
the simple constraint on city populations Pi . One can compute
by integration that Pi = 2πd0i r2i , what gives by injection into
the scaling hypothesis ln Pi = ln Pmax
 − α ln i, the following
relation between parameters: ln d0i r2i = K 0 − α ln i.
To study scaling relations, we consider a random scalar spatial variable a(~x) representing one aspect of the city, that can be everything
but has the
RRdimension of a spatial density, such that the indicator
A(D) = E D a(~x)d~x represents the expected quantity of a in area
D. We make the assumption that a ∈ {0; 1} (“counting” indicator) and
that its law is given by P[a(~x) = 1] = f(d(~x)). Following the empirical
work done in [Cottineau, 2015], the integrated indicator on city i as a
function of θ is given by
Ai (θ) = A(D(~xi , θ))
where D(~xi , θ) is the area centered in ~xi where d(~x) > θ. Assumption 1 above ensures that the area are roughly disjoint circles. We
take furthermore a simple amenity such that it follows a local scaling
law in the sense that f(d) = λ · dβ . It seems a reasonable assumption
since it was shown that many urban variables follow a fractal behavior at the intra-urban scale [Keersmaecker, Frankhauser, and Thomas,
2003] what implies a power-law distribution [Chen, 2010]. We make
the additional assumption that ri = r0 does not depend on i, what is
reasonable if the urban system is considered at a small scale. The esti1
mated scaling exponent α(θ) is then the result
RR of the log-regression
of (Ai (θ))i against (Pi (θ))i where Pi (θ) = D(~xi ,θ) d.
b.2.1

Analytical derivation of sensitivity

With above notations, let derive the expression of estimated exponent for quantity a as a function of density threshold parameter θ.
The quantity computed for a given city i is, thanks to the monocentric assumption and in a spatial range and a range for θ such that
P
θ  j6=i dj (~x), allowing to approximate d(~x) ' di (~x) on D(~xi , θ), is
computed by
ZZ

Z r0 ln d0i



rβ
Ai (θ) = λ ·
d =
r exp −
dr
r0
D(~
xi ,θ)
r=0
"
 β  β #
β
2πd0i r20
θ
θ
θ
=
1 + β ln 0
−
0
2
β
di di
d0i
β

β
2πλd0i

θ

1 We do not situate within the context of a refined estimation of scaling laws, which
assumes a cut-off [Newman, 2005].
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We obtain in a similar way the expression of Pi (θ)

Pi (θ) =

2πd0i r20







θ θ
θ
1 + ln 0 0 − 0
di d i
di

The Ordinary-Least-Square estimation, solving the problem infα,C k(ln Ai (θ) −
Ai (θ))i ,(ln Pi (θ))i ]
C − α ln Pi (θ))i k2 , gives the value α(θ) = Cov[(lnVar[(ln
. As
Pi (θ))i ]
we work on city boundaries, the threshold is expected to be significantly smaller than center density, i.e. θ/d0i  1. We can develop the
expression in the first order of θ/d0i and use the global scaling law
for city sizes, what gives
ln Ai (θ) '

KA − α ln i + (β − 1) ln d0i

θ
+ β ln 0
di



θ
d0i

β

and



θ θ
ln Pi (θ) = KP − α ln i + ln 0 0
di di
Developing the covariance and variance gives finally an expression
of the scaling exponent as a function of θ, where kj , kj 0 are constants
obtained in the development :

α(θ) =

k0 + k1 θ + k2 θβ + k3 θβ+1 + k4 θ ln θ + k5 θβ ln θ + k6 θβ (ln θ)2 + k7 θβ+1 (ln θ)2 + k8 θβ+1 ln θ
k00 + k10 ln θ + k20 θ ln θ + k30 θ2 + k40 θ2 ln θ + k50 θ2 (ln θ)2
This rational fraction in θ and ln θ gives the theoretical expression
of the scaling exponent when the threshold varies.
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b.3

generation of correlated synthetic data

This section corresponds to the introduction and the formalization of [Raimbault, 2016b].

?

?
?

Generation of hybrid synthetic data resembling real data to some
criteria is an important methodological and thematic issue in most
disciplines which study complex systems. Interdependencies between
constituting elements, materialized within respective relations, lead
to the emergence of macroscopic patterns. Being able to control the
dependance structure and level within a synthetic dataset is thus a
source of knowledge on system mechanisms. We propose a methodology consisting in the generation of synthetic datasets on which correlation structure is controlled. The method is illustrated on financial
time-series in C.3 and allows to understand the role of interferences
between components at different scales on performances of a predictive model. The section 5.3 furthermore proposes an application to
a geographical system, in which the weak coupling between a population density model and a network morphogenesis model allows
simulating territorial configurations. The intensive exploration of the
model unveils a large spectrum of feasible correlations between morphological and network measures. We demonstrate therein the various application possibilities and the potentialities of the method.
b.3.1

Context

The use of synthetic data, in the sense of statistical populations generated randomly under constraints of patterns proximity to the studied system, is a widely used methodology, and more particularly in
disciplines related to complex systems such as therapeutic evaluation [Abadie, Diamond, and Hainmueller, 2010], territorial science [Moeckel,
Spiekermann, and Wegener, 2003; Pritchard and Miller, 2009], machine learning [Bolón-Canedo, Sánchez-Maroño, and Alonso-Betanzos,
2013] or bio-informatics [Bulcke et al., 2006]. It can consist in data desegregation by creation of a microscopic population with fixed macroscopic properties, or in the creation of new populations at the same
scale than a given sample, with criteria of proximity to the real sample. The level of this criteria will depend on expected applications
and can for example vary from a restrictive statistical fit on given
indicators, to weaker assumptions of similarity in aggregated pat-
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terns, i.e. the existence of similar macroscopic patterns. In the case
of chaotic systems, or systems where emergence plays a strong role,
a microscopic property does not directly imply given macroscopic
patterns, which reproduction is indeed one aim of modeling and simulation practices in complexity science. With the rise of new computational paradigms [Arthur, 2015], data (simulated, measured or
hybrid) shape our understanding of complex systems. Methodological tools for data-mining and modeling and simulation (including the
generation of synthetic data) are therefore crucial to be developed.
Whereas first order (in the sense of distribution moments) is generally well used, it is not systematic nor simple to control generated data structure at the second order, i.e. the covariance structure
between generated variables. Some specific examples can be found,
such as in [Ye, 2011] where the sensitivity of discrete choices models to the distributions of inputs and to their dependance structure
is examined. It is also possible to interpret complex networks generative models [Newman, 2003] as the production of an interdependence
structure for a system, contained within link topology. We introduce
here a generic method taking into account interdependence structure
for the generation of synthetic datasets, under the form of correlations.
Domain-specific methods aforementioned are too broad to be summarized into a same formalism. We propose here a generic formulation which does not depend on the application domain, centered on
the control of correlations structure in synthetic data.
b.3.2

Formalization

~ I a multidimensional stochastic process (that can be indexed e.g.
Let X
with time in the case of time-series, but also space, or discrete set
abstract indexation). We assume given a real dataset X = (Xi,j ), interpreted as a set of realizations of the stochastic process. We propose to
generate a statistical population X̃ = X̃i,j such that
1. a given criteria of proximity to data is verified, i.e. given a precision ε and an indicator f, we have kf(X) − f(X̃)k < ε
2. level of correlation is controlled,

 i.e. given a matrix R fixing the
covariance structure, Var (X̃i ) = R, where the variance/covariance matrix is estimated on the synthetic population.
The second requirement will generally be conditional to parameter values determining generation procedure, either generation models being simple or complex. Formally, synthetic processes are parametric families X̃i [~
α]. We propose to apply the methodology on very
different examples, both typical of complex systems: financial highfrequency time-series and territorial systems. We illustrate the flexibility of the method, and claim to help building interdisciplinary
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bridges by methodology transposition and reasoning analogy. In the
first case, proximity to data is the equality of signals at a fundamental frequency, to which higher frequency synthetic components with
controlled correlations are superposed. It follows a logic of hybrid
data for which hypothesis or model testing is done on a more realistic context than on purely synthetic data. This example is presented
in Appendix C.3. In the second case, morphological calibration of
a population density distribution model allows to respect real data
proximity. Correlations of urban form with transportation network
measures are empirically obtained by exploration of coupling with a
network morphogenesis model. The control is in this case indirect as
feasible space is empirically determined.

?

?
?
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b.4

robustness of a multi-attribute evaluation

Multidimensionality is a fundamental aspect of the behavior of complex systems, in particular in their optimization processes. Most of
explorations and calibrations we achieved are multi-objective, but
model ontologies often imply agents with multiple objectives. Furthermore, the issue of the sensitivity of models to data has already
been evoked in 3.1. We do here the junction between these two problems by studying the robustness of multi-objective evaluations to data
structure, in the particular case of multi-attribute evaluations. This
work opens application perspectives to the models we developed,
such as for example for the mesoscopic morphogenesis models for
which the agents use a multi-attribute utility function for the attribution of new locations.

?

?
?

This section has been published in English as [Raimbault, 2017a]. It is
here adapted.

?

?
?

Multi-objective evaluation is a necessary aspect when managing
complex systems, as the intrinsic complexity of a system is generally closely linked to the potential number of optimization objectives.
However, an evaluation makes no sense without its robustness being
given (in the sense of its reliability). Statistical robustness computation methods are highly dependent of underlying statistical models.
We propose a formulation of a model-independent framework in the
case of integrated aggregated indicators (multi-attribute evaluation),
that allows to define a relative measure of robustness taking into account data structure and indicator values. We implement and apply
it to a synthetic case of urban systems based on Paris districts geography, and to real data for evaluation of income segregation for Greater
Paris metropolitan area. First numerical results show the potentialities of this new method. Furthermore, its relative independence to
system type and model may position it as an alternative to classical
statistical robustness methods.
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b.4.1

Introduction

General context
Multi-objective problems are organically linked to the complexity of
underlying systems. Indeed, either in the field of Complex Industrial
Systems, in the sense of engineered systems, where construction of
Systems of Systems (SoS) by coupling and integration often leads to
contradictory objectives [Marler and Arora, 2004], or in the field of
Natural Complex Systems, in the sense of non engineered physical, biological or social systems that exhibit emergence and self-organization
properties, where objectives can e.g. be the result of heterogeneous
interacting agents (see [Newman, 2011] for a large survey of systems concerned by this approach), multi-objective optimization can
be explicitly introduced to study or design the system but is often
already implicitly ruling the internal mechanisms of the system. The
case of socio-technical Complex Systems is particularly interesting
as, following [Haken and Portugali, 2003], they can be seen as hybrid systems embedding social agents into “technical artifacts” (sometimes to an unexpected degree creating what Picon describes as cyborgs [Picon, 2013]), and thus cumulate propensity to be at the origin of multi-objective issues2 . The new notion of eco-districts [Souami,
2012] is a typical example where sustainability implies contradictory
objectives. The example of transportation systems, which conception
shifted during the second half of the 20th century from cost-benefit
analysis to multi-criteria decision-making, is also typical of such systems [Bavoux et al., 2005]. Geographical system are now well studied from such a point of view in particular thanks to the integration
of multi-objective frameworks within Geographical Information Systems [Carver, 1991]. As for the micro-case of eco-districts, meso and
macro urban planning and design may be made sustainable through
indicators evaluation [Jégou et al., 2012].
A crucial aspect of an evaluation is a certain notion of its reliability, that we call here robustness. Statistics naturally include this notion
since the construction and estimation of statistical models give diverse indicators of the consistence of results [Launer and Wilkinson,
2014]. The first example that comes to mind is the application of the
law of large numbers to obtain the p-value of a model fit, that can be
interpreted as a confidence measure of estimates. Besides, confidence
intervals and beta-power are other important indicators of statistical
robustness. Bayesian inference provide also measures of robustness
when distribution of parameters are sequentially estimated. Concerning multi-objective optimization, in particular through heuristic al2 We design by Multi-Objective Evaluation all practices including the computation of
multiple indicators of a system (it can be multi-objective optimization for system
design, multi-objective evaluation of an existing system, multi-attribute evaluation ;
our particular framework corresponds to the last case).
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gorithms (for example genetic algorithms, or operational research
solvers), the notion of robustness of a solution concerns more the
stability of the solution on the phase space of the corresponding dynamical system. Recent progresses have been done towards unified
formulation of robustness for a multi-objective optimization problem,
such as [Deb and Gupta, 2006] where robust Pareto-front as defined
as solutions that are insensitive to small perturbations. In [Barrico
and Antunes, 2006], the notion of degree of robustness is introduced,
formalized as a sort of continuity of other solutions in successive
neighborhood of a solution.
However, there still lack generic methods to estimate robustness of
an evaluation that would be model-independent, i.e. that would be
extracted from data structure and indicators but that would not depend on the method used. Some advantages could be for example an
a priori estimation of potential robustness of an evaluation and thus to
decide if the evaluation is worth doing. We propose here a framework
answering this issue in the particular case of Multi-attribute evaluations, i.e. when the problem is made unidimensional by objectives
aggregation. It is data-driven and not model-driven in the sense that
robustness estimation does not depend on how indicators are computed, as soon as they respect some assumptions that will be detailed
in the following.
Proposed approach
objectives as spatial integrals We assume that objectives
can be expressed as spatial integrals, so it should apply to any territorial system and our application cases are urban systems. It is not that
restrictive in terms of possible indicators if one uses suitable variables
and integrated kernels : in a way analog to the method of geographically weighted regression [Brunsdon, Fotheringham, and Charlton,
1998], any spatial variable can be integrated against regular kernels
of variable size and the result will be a spatial aggregation which
sense depends on kernel size. The example we use in the following
such as conditional means or sums suit well the assumption. Even an
already spatially aggregated indicator can be interpreted as a spatial
indicator by using a Dirac distribution on the centroid of the corresponding area.
linearly aggregated objectives A second assumption we
make is that the multi-objective evaluation is done through linear
aggregation of objectives, i.e. that we are tackling a multi-attribute optimization problem. If (qi (~x))i are values of objectives functions, then
weights (wi )i are defined in order to build the aggregated decisionP
making function q(~x) =
x), which value determines then
i wi qi (~
the performance of the solution. It is analog to aggregated utility techniques in economics and is used in many fields. The subtlety lies in
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the choice of weights, i.e. the shape of the projection function, and
various approaches have been developed to find weights depending
on the nature of the problem. Recent work [Dobbie and Dail, 2013]
proposed to compare robustness of different aggregation techniques
through sensitivity analysis, performed by Monte-Carlo simulations
on synthetic data. Distribution of biases where obtained for various
techniques and some showed to perform significantly better than others. Robustness assessment still depended on models used in that
work.
The rest of this section is organized as follows: subsection 2 describes intuitively and mathematically the proposed framework; subsection 3 then details implementation, data collection for case studies
and numerical results for an artificial intra-urban case and a metropolitan real case ; subsection 4 finally discuss limitations and potentialities of the method.
b.4.2

Framework description

Intuitive description
We describe now the abstract framework allowing theoretically to
compare robustnesses of evaluations of two different urban systems.Intuitively,
it relies on empirical base resulting from the following axioms:
• Urban systems can be seen from the information available, i.e.
raw data describing the system. As a data-driven approach, this
raw data is the basis of our framework and robustness will be
determined by its structure.
• From data are computed indicators (objective functions). We assume that a choice of indicators is an intention to translate particular aspects of the system, i.e. to capture a realization of an
“urban fact” (fait urbain) in the sense of Mangin [Mangin and
Panerai, 1999] - a sort of stylized fact in terms of processes and
mechanisms, having various realizations on spatially distinct
systems, depending on each precise context.
• Given many systems and associated indicators, a common space
can be built to compare them. In that space, data represents
more or less well real systems, depending e.g. on initial scale,
precision of data, missing data. We precisely propose to capture
that through the notion of point cloud discrepancy, which is
a mathematical tool coming from sampling theory expressing
how a dataset is distributed in the space it is embedded in [Dick
and Pillichshammer, 2010].
Synthesizing these requirements, we propose a notion of Robustness
of an evaluation that captures both, by combining data reliability with
relative importance,
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1. Missing Data : an evaluation based on more refined datasets will
naturally be more robust.
2. Indicator importance : indicators with more relative influence will
weight more on the total robustness.
Formal description
indicators Let (Si )16i6N be a finite number of geographically
disjoints territorial systems, that we assume described through raw
data and intermediate indicators, yielding Si = (Xi , Yi ) ∈ Xi × Yi
Q
with Xi =
k Xi,k such that each subspace contain real matrices :
X
nX
p
Xi,k = R i,k i,k (the same holding for Yi ). We also define an ontological index function IX (i, k) (resp. IY (i, k)) taking integer values which
coincide if and only if the two variables have the same ontology in
the sense of [Livet et al., 2010], i.e. they are supposed to represent the
same real object. We distinguish “raw data” Xi from which indicators
are computed via explicit deterministic functions, from “intermediate
indicators” Yi that are already integrated and can be e.g. outputs of
elaborated models simulating some aspects of the urban system. We
define the partial characteristic space of the “urban fact” by

(X, Y) =

def

Y



X̃c ×

Y




Ỹc = 

Y


pX
i,k

R

Xi,k ∈DX



×

Y


R

pY
i,k



Yi,k ∈DY

(25)
with DX = {Xi,k |I(i, k) distincts, nX
i,k maximal} (the same holding
for Yi ). It is indeed the abstract space on which indicators are integrated. The indices c introduced as a definition here correspond to
different indicators across all systems. This space is the minimal space
common to all systems allowing a common definition for indicators
on each.
Let Xi,c be the data canonically projected in the corresponding subspace, well defined for all i and all c. We make the key assumption
that all indicators are computed by integration against a certain kernel, i.e. that for all c, there exists Hc space of real-valued functions on
(X̃c , Ỹc ), such that for all h ∈ Hc :
1. h is “enough” regular (tempered distributions e.g.)
R
2. qc = (X̃c ,Ỹc ) h is a function describing the “urban fact” (the
indicator in itself)
Typical concrete example of kernels can be:
• A mean of rows of Xi,c is computed with h(x) = x · fi,c (x) where
fi,c is the density of the distribution of the assumed underlying
variable.
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• A rate of elements respecting a given condition C, h(x) = fi,c (x)χC(x)
• For already aggregated variables Y, a Dirac distribution allows
to express them also as a kernel integral.
aggregation Weighting objectives in multi-attribute decision-making
is indeed the crucial point of the processes, and numerous methods are available (see [Wang et al., 2009] for a review for the particular case of sustainable energy management). Let define weights
for the linear aggregation. We assume the indicators normalized, i.e.
hc ∈ [0, 1], for a more simple construction of relative weights. For
i, c and hc ∈ Hc given, the weight wi,c is simply constituted by the
Pq̂i,c where q̂i,c is an esrelative importance of the indicator wL
i,c =
c q̂i,c
timator of qc for data Xi,c (i.e. the effectively calculated value). Note
that this step can be extended to any sets of weight attributions, by
0 if w 0 are the weights attributed
taking for example w̃i,c = wi,c · wi,c
by the decision-maker. We focus here on the relative influence of attributes and thus choose this simple form for weights.
robustness estimation The scene is now set up to be able
to estimate the robustness of the evaluation done through the aggregated function. Therefore, we apply an integral approximation
method similar to methods introduced in [Varet, 2010], since the integrated form of indicators indeed brings the benefits of such powerful
~ i,c,l )16l6n and Di,c = Disc
theoretical results. Let Xi,c = (X
i,c
X̃c ,L2 (Xi,c )
the discrepancy of data points cloud3 [Niederreiter, 1972]. With h ∈
Hc , we have the upper bound on the integral approximation error
Z
hc −

1 X
~ i,c,l ) 6 K · |||hc ||| · Di,c
hc (X
ni,c
l

where K is a constant independent of data points and objective
function. It directly yields
ZX

wi,c hc −

X
1 X
~ i,c,l ) 6 K
|wi,c | |||hc ||| · Di,c
wi,c hc (X
ni,c
c
l

Assuming the error reasonably realized (“worst case” scenario for
knowledge of the theoretical value of aggregated function), we take
this upper bound as an approximation of its magnitude. Furthermore,
taking normalized indicators implies |||hc ||| = 1. We propose then to
3 The discrepancy is defined as the L2-norm of local discrepancy which is for normalized data points X = (xij ) ∈ [0, 1]d , a function of t ∈ [0, 1]d comparing
the number of points falling in the corresponding hypercube with its volume, by
Q
1 P
Q
disc(t) = n
i 1 j xij <tj −
j tj . It is a measure of how the point cloud covers the
space.
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compare error bounds between two evaluations. They depend only
on data distribution (equivalent to statistical robustness) and on indicators chosen (sort of ontological robustness, i.e. do the indicators have
a real sense in the chosen context and do their values make sense),
and are a way to combine these two type of robustnesses into a single
value.
We thus define a robustness ratio to compare the robustness of two
evaluations by

R

i,i 0

P
c wi,c · Di,c
P
=
c wi 0 ,c · Di 0 ,c

(26)

The intuitive sense of this definition is that one compares robustness of evaluations by comparing the highest error done in each based
on data structure and relative importance.
By taking then an order relation on evaluations by comparing the
position of the ratio to one, it is obvious that we obtain a complete
order on all possible evaluations. This ratio should theoretically allow
to compare any evaluation of an urban system. To keep an ontological
sense to it, it should be used to compare disjoints sub-systems with
a reasonable proportion of indicators in common, or the same subsystem with varying indicators. Note that it provides a way to test the
influence of indicators on an evaluation by analyzing the sensitivity
if the ratio to their removal. On the contrary, finding a “minimal”
number of indicators each making the ratio strongly vary should be
a way to isolate essential parameters ruling the sub-system.
b.4.3

Results

implementation Preprocessing of geographical data is made through
QGIS [QGis, 2011] for ergonomy reasons. Core implementation of the
framework is done in R [R Core Team, 2015] for the flexibility of data
management and statistical computations. Furthermore, the package
DiceDesign [Franco et al., 2009] written for numerical experiments
and sampling purposes, allows an efficient and direct computation of
discrepancies. Last but not least, all source code is openly available
on the git repository of the project4 for reproducibility and reuse
purposes [Ram, 2013].
Implementation on synthetic data
We propose in a first time to illustrate the implementation with an
application to synthetic data and indicators, for intra-urban quality
indicators in the city of Paris.

4 at https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/RobustnessDiscrepancy
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data collection We base our virtual case on real geographical data, in particular for arrondissements of Paris. We use open data
available through the OpenStreetMap project [Bennett, 2010] that provides accurate high definition data for many urban features. We use
the street network and position of buildings within the city of Paris.
Limits of arrondissements, used to overlay and extract features when
working on single districts, are also extracted from the same source.
We use centroids of buildings polygons, and segments of street network. Dataset overall consists of around 200k building features and
100k road segments.
virtual case We work on each district of Paris (from the 1st
to the 20th) as an evaluated urban system. We construct random synthetic data associated to spatial features, so each district has to be evaluated many time to obtain mean statistical behavior of toy indicators
and robustness ratios. The indicators chosen need to be computed on
residential and street network spatial data. We implement two mean
kernels and a conditional mean to show different examples, linked
to environmental sustainability and quality of life, that are required
to be maximized. Note that these indicators have a real meaning but
no particular reason to be aggregated, they are chosen here for the
convenience of the toy model and the generation of synthetic data.
With a ∈ {1 . . . 20} the number of the district, A(a) corresponding spatial extent, b ∈ B building coordinates and s ∈ S street segments, we
take
• Complementary of the average daily distance to work with car
per individual, approximated by, with ncars (b) number of cars
in the building (randomly generated by associated of cars to a
number of building proportional to motorization rate αm 0.4
in Paris), dw distance to work of individuals (generated from
the building to a uniformly generated random point in spatial extent of the dataset), and dmax the diameter of Paris area,
P
1
w
d̄w = 1 − |b∈A(a)|
· b∈A(a) ncars (b) · ddmax
• Complementary of average car flows within the streets in the
district, approximated by, with ϕ(s) relative flow in street segment s, generated through the minimum of 1 and a log-normal
distribution adjusted to have 95% of mass smaller than 1 what
mimics the hierarchical distribution of street use (corresponding to betweenness centrality), and l(s) segment length, ϕ̄ =
P
1
1 − |s∈A(a)|
· s∈A(a) ϕ(s) · maxl(s)
(l(s))
• Relative length of pedestrian streets p̄, computed through a randomly uniformly generated dummy variable adjusted to have a
fixed global proportion of segments that are pedestrian.
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table 27: Numerical results of simulations for each district with N = 50 repetitions. Each toy indicator value is given by mean on repetitions and associated standard deviation. Robustness ratio is
computed relative to first district (arbitrary choice). A ratio smaller than 1 means that integral bound is
smaller for upper district, i.e. that evaluation is more robust for this district.
Arrdt

< d̄w > ±σ(d̄w )

< ϕ̄ > ±σ(ϕ̄)

< p̄ > ±σ(p̄)

Ri,1

1 th

0.731655 ± 0.041099

0.917462 ± 0.026637

0.191615 ± 0.052142

1.000000 ± 0.000000

2 th

0.723225 ± 0.032539

0.844350 ± 0.036085

0.209467 ± 0.058675

1.002098 ± 0.039972

3 th

0.713716 ± 0.044789

0.797313 ± 0.057480

0.185541 ± 0.065089

0.999341 ± 0.048825

4 th

0.712394 ± 0.042897

0.861635 ± 0.030859

0.201236 ± 0.044395

0.973045 ± 0.036993

5 th

0.715557 ± 0.026328

0.894675 ± 0.020730

0.209965 ± 0.050093

0.963466 ± 0.040722

6 th

0.733249 ± 0.026890

0.875613 ± 0.029169

0.206690 ± 0.054850

0.990676 ± 0.031666

7 th

0.719775 ± 0.029072

0.891861 ± 0.026695

0.209265 ± 0.041337

0.966103 ± 0.037132

8 th

0.713602 ± 0.034423

0.931776 ± 0.015356

0.208923 ± 0.036814

0.973975 ± 0.033809

9 th

0.712441 ± 0.027587

0.910817 ± 0.015915

0.202283 ± 0.049044

0.971889 ± 0.035381

10 th

0.713072 ± 0.028918

0.881710 ± 0.021668

0.210118 ± 0.040435

0.991036 ± 0.038942

11 th

0.682905 ± 0.034225

0.875217 ± 0.019678

0.203195 ± 0.047049

0.949828 ± 0.035122

12 th

0.646328 ± 0.039668

0.920086 ± 0.019238

0.198986 ± 0.023012

0.960192 ± 0.034854

13 th

0.697512 ± 0.025461

0.890253 ± 0.022778

0.201406 ± 0.030348

0.960534 ± 0.033730

14 th

0.703224 ± 0.019900

0.902898 ± 0.019830

0.205575 ± 0.038635

0.932755 ± 0.033616

15 th

0.692050 ± 0.027536

0.891654 ± 0.018239

0.200860 ± 0.024085

0.929006 ± 0.031675

16 th

0.654609 ± 0.028141

0.928181 ± 0.013477

0.202355 ± 0.017180

0.963143 ± 0.033232

17 th

0.683020 ± 0.025644

0.890392 ± 0.023586

0.198464 ± 0.033714

0.941025 ± 0.034951

18 th

0.699170 ± 0.025487

0.911382 ± 0.027290

0.188802 ± 0.036537

0.950874 ± 0.028669

19 th

0.655108 ± 0.031857

0.884214 ± 0.027816

0.209234 ± 0.032466

0.962966 ± 0.034187

20 th

0.637446 ± 0.032562

0.873755 ± 0.036792

0.196807 ± 0.026001

0.952410 ± 0.038702

As synthetic data are stochastic, we run the computation for each
district N = 50 times, what was a reasonable compromise between
statistical convergence and time required for computation. Table 27
shows results (mean and standard deviations) of indicator values and
robustness ratio computation. Obtained standard deviation confirm
that this number of repetitions give consistent results. Indicators obtained through a fixed ratio show small variability what may a limit
of this toy approach. However, we obtain the interesting result that
a majority of districts give more robust evaluations than 1st district,
what was expected because of the size and content of this district : it is
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indeed a small one with large administrative buildings, what means
less spatial elements and thus a less robust evaluation following our
definition of the robustness.
Application to a real case: metropolitan segregation
The first example was aimed to show potentialities of the method
but was purely synthetic, hence yielding no concrete conclusion nor
implications for policy. We propose now to apply it to real data for
the example of metropolitan segregation.
data We work on income data available for France at an intraurban level (basic statistical units IRIS) for the year 2011 under the
form of summary statistics (deciles if the area is populated enough to
ensure anonymity), provided by INSEE5 . Data are associated with geographical extent of statistical units, allowing computation of spatial
analysis indicators.
indicators We use here three indicators of segregation integrated
on a geographical area. Let assume the area divided into covering
units Si for 1 6 i 6 N with centroids (xi , yi ). Each unit has characteristics of population Pi and median income Xi . We define spatial weights used to quantify strength of geographical interactions
between units i, j, with dij euclidian distance between centroids :
P P
wij = P i j 2 · d1ij if i 6= j and wii = 0. The normalized indicators
(

k

Pk )

are the following

• Spatial autocorrelation Moran index, defined as weighted norP
wij (Xi −X̄)(Xj −X̄)
malized covariance of median income by ρ = P Nwij · ij P
2
ij
i (Xi −X̄)
• Dissimilarity index (close to Moran but integrating local dissimiP
larities rather than correlations), given by d = P 1wij ij wij X̃i − X̃j
ij

with X̃i =

Xi −min(Xk )
max(Xk )−min(Xk )

• Complementary of the entropy of income distribution that is
P Xi
1
P
a way to capture global inequalities ε = 1 + log(N)
i k Xk ·


log PXiXk
k

Numerous measures of segregation with various meanings and at
different scales are available, as for example at the level of the unit
by comparison of empirical wage distribution with a theoretical null
model [Louf and Barthelemy, 2016]. The choice here is arbitrary in
order to illustrate our method with a reasonable number of dimensions.
5 http://www.insee.fr
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figure 108: Maps of Metropolitan Segregation. Maps show yearly median income on basic statistical units (IRIS) for the three departments constituting mainly the Great Paris metropolitan area, and
P
the corresponding local Moran spatial autocorrelation index, defined for unit i as ρi = N/ j wij ·
P

j

wij (Xj −X̄)(Xi −X̄)
P
.
2
i (Xi −X̄)

The most segregated areas coincide with the richest and the poorest, suggesting an
increase of segregation in extreme situations.
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results We apply our method with these indicators on the Greater
Paris area, constituted of four départements that are intermediate administrative units. The recent creation of a new metropolitan governance system [Gilli and Offner, 2009] underlines interrogations on its
consistence, and in particular on its relation to intermediate spatial inequalities. We show in Fig. 108 maps of spatial distribution of median
income and corresponding local index of autocorrelation. We observe
the well-known West-East opposition and district disparities inside
Paris as they were formulated in various studies, such as [Guérois
and Le Goix, 2009] through the analysis of real estate transactions
dynamics. We then apply our framework to answer a concrete question that has implications for urban policy: how are the evaluation of
segregation within different territories sensitive to missing data ? To do
so, we proceed to Monte Carlo simulations (75 repetitions) during
which a fixed proportion of data is randomly removed, and the corresponding robustness index is evaluated with renormalized indicators.
Simulations are done on each department separately, each time relatively to the robustness of the evaluation of full Greater Paris. Results
are shown in Fig. 109. All areas present a slightly better robustness
than the reference, what could be explained by local homogeneity
and thus more fiable segregation values. Implications for policy that
can be drawn are for example direct comparisons between areas : a
loss of 30% of information on 93 area corresponds to a loss of only
25% in 92 area. The first being a deprived area, the inequality is increased by this relative lower quality of statistical information. The
study of standard deviations suggest further investigations as different response regimes to data removal seem to exist.
b.4.4

Discussion

Applicability to real situations
implications for decision-making The application of our
method to concrete decision-making can be thought in different ways.
First in the case of a comparative multi-attribute decision process,
such as the determination of a transportation corridor, the identification of territories on which the evaluation may be flawed (i.e. has a
poor relative robustness) could allow a more refined focus on these
and a corresponding revision of datasets or an adapted revision of
weights. In any case the overall decision-making process should be
made more reliable. A second direction lays in the spirit of the real
application we have proposed, i.e. the sensitivity of evaluation to various parameters such as missing data. If a decision appears as reliable
because data have few missing points, but the evaluation is very sensitive to it, one will be more careful in the interpretation of results
and taking the final decision. Further work and testing will however
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figure 109: Sensitivity of robustness to missing data. (Left) For each department, Monte Carlo simulations (N=75 repetitions) are used to determine the impact of missing data on robustness of segregation
evaluation. Robustness ratios are all computed relatively to full metropolitan area with all available data.
Quasi-linear behavior translates an approximative linear decrease of discrepancy as a function of data
size. The similar trajectory of poorest departments (93,94) suggest the correction to linear behavior being
driven be segregation patterns. (Right) Corresponding standard deviations of robustness ratios. Different regimes (in particular 93 against others) unveil phase transitions at different levels of missing data,
meaning that the evaluation in 94 is from this point of view more sensitive to missing data.
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be needed to understand framework behavior in different contexts
and be able to pilot its application in various real situations.
integration within existing frameworks The applicability of the method on real cases will directly depend on its potential
integration within existing framework. Beyond technical difficulties
that will surely appear when trying to couple or integrate implementations, more theoretical obstacles could occur, such as fuzzy formulations of functions or data types, consistency issues in databases,
etc. Such multi-criteria framework are numerous. Further interesting
work would be to attempt integration into an open one, such as e.g.
the one described in [Tivadar et al., 2014] which calculates various
indices of urban segregation, as we have already illustrated the application on metropolitan segregation indexes.
availability of raw data In general, sensitive data such as
transportation questionnaires, or very fine granularity census data
are not openly available but provided already aggregated at a certain
level (for instance French Insee Data are publicly available at basic statistical unit level or larger areas depending on variables and minimal
population constraints, more precise data is under restricted access).
It means that applying the framework may imply complicated data
research procedure, its advantage to be flexible being thus reduced
through additional constraints.
Validity of theoretical assumptions
A possible limitation of our approach is the validity of the assumption formulating indicators as spatial integrals. Indeed, many socioeconomic indicators are not necessarily depending explicitly on space,
and trying to associate them with spatial coordinates may become a
slippery slope (e.g. associate individual economic variables with individual residential coordinates will have a sense only if the use of the
variable has a relation with space, otherwise it is a non-legitimate artifact). Even indicators which have a spatial value may derive from nonspatial variables, as [Kwan, 1998] points out concerning accessibility, when opposing integrated accessibility measures with individualbased non necessarily spatial-based (e.g. individual decisions) measures. Constraining a theoretical representation of a system to fit a
framework by changing some of its ontological properties (always in
the sense of real meaning of objects) can be understood as a violation
of a fundamental rule of modeling and simulation in social science
given in [Banos, 2013], that is that there can be an universal “language” for modeling and some can not express some systems, having
for consequence misleading conclusion due to ontology breaking in
the case of an over-constrained formulation.
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Framework generality
We argue that the fundamental advantage of the proposed framework
is its generality and flexibility, since robustness of the evaluations are
obtained only through data structure if ones relaxes constraints on
the value of weight. Further work should go towards a more general formulation, suppressing for example the linear aggregation assumption. Non-linear aggregation functions would require however
to present particular properties regarding integral inequalities. For
example, similar results could search in the direction of integral inequalities for Lipschitzian functions such as the one-dimensional results of [Dragomir, 1999].
b.4.5

Conclusion

We have proposed a model-independent framework to compare the
robustness of multi-attribute evaluations between different urban systems. Based on data discrepancy, it provide a general definition of
relative robustness without any assumption on model for the system,
but with limiting assumptions that are the need of linear aggregation
and of indicators being expressed through spatial kernel integrals.
We propose a toy implementation based on real data for the city of
Paris, numerical results confirming general expected behavior, and an
implementation on real data for income segregation on Greater Paris
metropolitan areas, giving possible insights into concrete policy questions. Further work should be oriented towards sensitivity analysis
of the method, application to other real cases and theoretical assumptions relaxation, i.e. the relaxation of linear aggregation and spatial
integration.
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b.5

a framework for socio-technical systems

We develop here a formal framework for the modeling of socio-technical
systems. More precisely, it implements the idea of applied perspectivism to unveil a possible structure of perspective coupling operations. It can furthermore also be understood as a preliminary work
for the formalization of the knowledge framework suggested in 8.3
(still without including the algebraic structure for the operation on
data).
b.5.1

Context

Scientific Context
The structural misunderstandings between Social Sciences and Humanities on one side, and so-called Exact Sciences on the other side,
far from being a generality, seems to have however a significant impact on the structure of scientific knowledge: [Hidalgo, 2015] show
how sociology and physics have developed very similar network analysis methods with a very low inter-fertilization. These can be due to
the epistemological divergences which themselves are consequences
of fundamental differences in the objects studied: humans are naturally not particles. In particular, as we develop here different theoretical frameworks, it is important to focus on the role of theory. Theory,
and in fact the signification of the term itself, has a totally different
role in the construction of knowledge, partly because of different perceived complexities6 of studied objects. For example, mathematical constructions and by extent theoretical physics are simple in the sense that
they are generally analytically solvable (or at least semi-analytically)7 ,
whereas Social Science subjects such as humans or society (to give
a cliché exemple) are complex in the sense of complex systems. This
implies a stronger need of a constructed theoretical (generally empirically based) framework to identify and define the objects of research
that are necessarily more arbitrary in the framing of their boundaries,
relations and processes, because of the multitude of possible viewpoints: Pumain suggests indeed in [Pumain, 2005] a new approach
to complexity deeply rooted in social sciences that “would be measured by the diversity of disciplines needed to elaborate a notion”.
These differences in backgrounds are naturally desirable in the spectrum of science, but things can get difficult when playing on overlapping terrains, typically complex systems problematics as already
detailed, as the exemple of geographical urban systems has recently
6 We used the term perceived as most of systems studied by physics might be described as simple whereas they are intrinsically complex and indeed not well understood [Laughlin, 2006].
7 We take the position here that analytically solvable implies simplicity, since the system then does not exhibit weak emergence (see 3.3).
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shown [Dupuy and Benguigui, 2015]. Complex System Science8 is
presented by some as a “new kind of Science” [Wolfram, 2002], and
would at least be a symptom of a shift in scientific practices, from analytical and “exact” approaches to computational and evidence-based
approaches [Arthur, 2015], but what is sure is that it brings, together
with new methodologies, new scientific fields in the sense of converging interests of various disciplines on transversal questions or of integrated approaches on a particular field [Bourgine, Chavalarias, and
al., 2009]. Our work particularly enters that context and would have
no sense if it would be disconnected from these aspects, precisely the
computational ones (see 3.1).
Objectives
Within that scientific context, the study of what we will call Sociotechnical Systems, which we define in a rather broad way as hybrid
complex systems including social agents or objects that interact with
technical artifacts and/or a natural environment9 , lies precisely between social sciences and hard sciences. The example of urban systems is the best example, as already before the arrival of approaches
claiming to be “more exact” than soft approaches (typically by physicists, see e.g. the positioning of [Louf and Barthelemy, 2014c], but also
by scientists coming from social sciences such as Batty [Batty, 2013b]),
many diverse aspects of urban systems were already in the field of
exact sciences, among which we can cite without any particular hierarchy, urban hydrology, urban climatology or technical aspects of
transportation systems, whereas the core of their study relied in social
sciences such as geography, urbanism, sociology, economy. Therefore
a necessary place of theory in their study, given its role as knowledge
domain for the knowledge of complex systems (see the framework
introduced in 8.3).
We propose in this section to construct a theory, or rather a theoretical framework, that would ease some aspects of the study of such
systems. Many theories already exist in all fields related to this kind
of problems, and also at higher levels of abstraction concerning methods such as agent-based modeling e.g., but there is to our knowledge
no theoretical framework including all of the following aspects that
we consider as being crucial (and that can be understood as an informal basis of our theory):
1. a precise definition and emphasis on the notion of coupling between subsystems, in particular allowing to qualify or quantify
8 That we deliberately call that way although there is a running debate on wether it
can be seen as a science in itself or more as a different way to do science.
9 geographical systems in the sense of [Dollfus and Dastès, 1975] are the archetype
of such systems, but that definition may cover other type of systems such as an
extended transportation system, social systems taken with an environmental context,
complicated industrial systems taken with users, etc.
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a certain degree of coupling: dependence, interdependence, etc.
between components.
2. a precise definition of scale, including timescale and scales for
other dimensions.
3. as a consequence of the previous points, a precise definition of
what is a system.
4. the inclusion of the notion of emergence in order to capture
multi-scale aspects of systems.
5. a central place of ontology in the definition of systems, i.e. of
the sense in the real world given to its objects10 .
6. taking into account heterogeneous aspects of the same system,
that could be heterogeneous components but also complementary intersecting views.
The rest of this section is organized as follows: we construct the
theory in the following subsection, staying at an abstract level, and
propose a first application to the question of co-evolving subsystems.
We then discuss positioning regarding existing theories, and possible
developments and concrete applications.
b.5.2

Construction of the theory

Perspectives and ontologies
The starting point of the theory construction is a perspectivist epistemological approach on systems introduced by Giere [Giere, 2010c].
To summarize, it interprets any scientific approach as a perspective,
in which someone pursues some objective and uses what is called a
model to reach it. The model is nothing more than a scientific medium.
Varenne developed [Varenne, 2010a] a functional model typology
that can be interpreted as a refinement of this theory. Let for now
relax this possible precision and use perspectives as proxies of the
undefined objects and concepts. Indeed, different views on the same
object (being complementary or diverging) have the property to share
at least the object in itself, thus the proposition to define objects (and
more generally systems) from a set of perspectives on them, that verify some properties that we formalize in the following.
A perspective is defined in our case as a dataflow machine M (that
corresponds to the model as medium) in the sense of [Golden, Aiguier, and Krob, 2012] that gives a convenient way to represent it and
to introduce timescales and data, to which is associated an ontology
10 as already explained before, this positioning along with the importance of structure
may be related to Ontic Structural Realism [Frigg and Votsis, 2011] in further developments.
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O in the sense of [Livet et al., 2010], i.e. a set of elements each corresponds to an entity (which can be an object, an agent, a process,
etc.) of the real world. We include only two aspect (the model and the
objects represented) of Giere’s theory, making the assumption that
purpose and producer of the perspective are indeed contained in the
ontology if they make sense for studying the system.
Définition 2 A perspective on a system is given by a dataflow machine
M = (i, o, T) and an associated ontology O. We assume that the ontology
can be decomposed into atomic elements O = (Oj )j .
The atomic elements of the ontology can be particular elements
such as agents or components of the system, but also processes, interactions, states, or concepts for example. The ontology can be seen
as the exhaustive and rigorous description of the content of the perspective. The assumption of a dataflow machine implies that possible
inputs and outputs can be quantified, what is not necessarily restrictive to quantitative perspectives, as most of qualitative approaches
can be translated into discrete variables as soon as the set of possibles is known or assumed.
The system is then defined “reversely”, i.e. from a set of perspectives on what would constitute then the system:
Définition 3 A system is a set of perspectives on a system: S = (Mi , Oi )I∈I ,
where I may be finite or not.
We denote by O = (Oj,i )j,i∈I the set of all elements within ontologies.
Note that at this level of construction, there is not necessarily any
structural consistence in what we call a system, as given our broad
definition could allow for example to consider as a system a perspective on a car together with a perspective on a system of cities what
makes reasonably no sense at all. Further definitions and developments will allow to be closer from classical definition of a system
(interacting entities, designed artifacts, etc.). The same way, the definition of a subsystem will be given further. The introduced elements
of our approach help to tackle so far points three, five and six of the
requirements.
precision on the recursive aspect of the theory One
direct consequence of these definitions must be detailed: the fact that
they can be applied recursively. Indeed, one could imagine taking as
perspective a system in our sense, therefore a set of perspectives on a
system, and do that at any order. If ones takes a system in any classical sense, then the first order can be understood as an epistemology
of the system, i.e. the study of diverse perspectives on a system. A set
of perspectives on related systems may in some conditions be a domain or a field, thus a set of perspectives on various related systems
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the epistemology of a field. These are more analogies to give the idea
behind the recursive character of the theory. It is indeed crucial for
the meaning and consistence of the theory because of the following
arguments:
• The choice of perspectives in which a system consists is necessarily subjective and therefore understood as a perspective, and
a perspective on a system if we are able to build a general ontology.
• We will use relations between ontologies in the following, which
construction based on emergence is also subjective and seen as
perspectives.
Ontological Graph
We propose then to capture the structure of the system by linking
ontologies. This approach could eventually be linked to structural realism epistemological positioning [Frigg and Votsis, 2011] as knowledge of the world is partly contained here in structure of models.
Therefore, we choose to emphasize the role of emergence as we believe that it may be one practical minimalist way to capture quite
well complex systems structure11 . We follow on that point the approach of Bedau on different type of emergences, in particular his
definition of weak emergence given in [Bedau, 2002]. Let recall briefly
definitions we will use in the following. Bedau starts from defining
emerging properties and then extends it to phenomena, entities, etc.
The same way, our framework is not restricted to objects or properties
and wraps thus the generalized definitions into emergence between
ontologies. We will apply the notion of emergence under the two following forms12 :
• Nominal emergence: one ontology O 0 is included in an other O
but the aspect of O that is said to be nominally emergent regarding O 0 does not depend on O 0 .
• Weak emergence: one part of an ontology O can be computationnaly derived by aggregation of elements and interactions between elements of an ontology O 0 .
As developed before, the presence of emergence, and especially
weak emergence, will consist in itself in a perspective. It can be conceptual and postulated as an axiom within a thematic theory, but also
11 what of course can not been presented as a provable claim as it depends on system
definition, etc.
12 the third form Bedau recalls, Strong emergence will not be used, as we need only to
capture dependance and autonomy, and weak emergence is more satisfying in terms
of complex systems, as it does not assume “irreducible causal powers” to objects
of upper scales at a given level. Nominal emergence is used to capture inclusion
between ontologies.
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experimental if clues of weak emergence are effectively measured between objects. In any case, the relation between ontologies must be
encoded within an ontology, which was not necessarily introduced in
the initial definition of the system.
We make therefore the following assumption for next developments:
Hypothèse 5 A system can be partially structured by extending it with
an ontology that contains (not necessarily only) relations between elements
of ontologies of its perspectives. We name it the coupling ontology and
assume its existence in the following. We assume furthermore its atomicity,
i.e. if O is in relation with O 0 , then any subsets of O, O 0 can not be in
relation, what is not restrictive as a decomposition into several independent
subsets ensures it if it is not the case.
It allows to exhibit emergence relations not only within a perspective itself but also between elements of different perspectives. We define then pre-order relations between subsets of ontologies:
Proposition 1 The following binary relationships are pre-orders on P(O):
• Emergence (based on Weak Emergence): O 0 4 O if and only if O
weakly emerges from O 0 .
• Inclusion (based on Nominal Emergence): O 0 b O if and only if O
nominally emerges from O 0 .
Preuve With the convention that it can be said that an object emerges
from itself, we have reflexivity (if such a convention seems absurd,
we can define the relationships as O emerges from O 0 or O = O 0 ).
Transitivity is clearly contained in definitions of emergence.
Note that the inclusion relation is more general than an inclusion
between sets, as it translates an inclusion “inside” the elements of the
ontology.
These relations are the basis for the construction of a graph called
the ontological graph :
Définition 4 The ontological graph is constructed by induction the following way:
1. A graph is constricted, with vertices elements of P(O) and edges of
two types: EW = {(O, O 0 )|O 0 4 O} and EN = {(O, O 0 )|O 0 b O}
2. Nodes are reduced13 by: if o ∈ O, O 0 and (O 0 4 O or O 0 b O) but
not (O 4 O 0 or O b O 0 ), then O 0 ← O 0 \ o
3. Nodes with intersecting sets are merged, keeping edges linking merged
nodes. This step ensures non-overlapping nodes.
13 the reduction procedure aims to delete redundancy, keeping an entity at the higher
level at which it exists.
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Minimal Ontological Tree
The topological structure of the graph, that contains in a way the
structure of the system, can be reduced into a minimal tree that captures
hierarchical structure essential to the theory.
We need first to give consistence to the system:
Définition 5 A consistent part of the ontological graph is a weakly connected component of the graph. We assume for now to work on a consistent
part.
The notion of consistent system, together with subsystem or nodes
timescales that will be defined later, requires to reconstruct perspectives from ontological elements, i.e. the inverse operation of what was
done in our deconstruction procedure.
Hypothèse 6 There exists O 0 ⊂ P(O) such that for any O ⊂ O 0 , there
exists a corresponding dataflow machine M such that the corresponding
perspective is consistent with initial elements of the system (i.e. machines
are equivalent on ontology overlaps). If Φ : M 7→ O is the initial mapping,
we denote this extended reciprocal construction by M 0 = Φ<−1> (O).
remark This assumption could eventually be changed into a provable proposition, assuming that the coupling ontology indeed corresponds to a coupling perspective, which dataflow machine part is
consistent with coupled entities. Therein, the decomposition postulate of [Golden, Aiguier, and Krob, 2012] should allow to identify basic components corresponding to each element of the ontology, and
then construct the new perspective by induction. We find however
these assumptions too restrictive, as for example various ontological
elements may be modeled by an irreducible machine, as a differential equations with aggregated variables. We prefer to be less restrictive and postulate the existence of the reverse mapping on some subontologies, that should be in practice the ones where couplings can
be effectively modeled.
Given this assumption, we can define the consistent system as the
reciprocal image of the consistent part of the ontological graph. It
ensures system connectivity what is a requirement for tree construction.
Proposition 2 The tree decomposition of the ontological graph in which
nodes contains strongly connected components is unique. The reduced tree,
that corresponds to the ontological graph in which strongly connected components have been merged with edges kept, is called the Minimal Ontological
Tree.
Preuve (sketch of) The unicity is obtained as nodes are fixed as strongly
connected components. It is trivially a tree decomposition as in a directed graph, strongly connected components do not intersect, thus
the consistence of the decomposition.
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Any loop O → O 0 → . . . → O in the ontological graph assumes
that all its elements are equivalent in the sense of 4. This equivalence loops should help to define the notion of strong coupling as an
application of the theory (see applications).
The Minimal Ontological Tree (MOT) is a tree in the undirected
sense but a forest in the directed sense. Its topology contains a sort
of system hierarchy. Consistent subsystems are defined from the set
B of branches of the forest, as (Φ<−1> (B), B). The timescale of a
node, and by extension of a subsystem, is the union of timescales
of corresponding machines. Levels of the tree are defined from root
nodes, and the emergence relations between nodes implies a vertical
inclusion between timescales.
Action on Data
De la même manière que les actions de groupes permettent de donner
structure à l’utilisation d’un groupe sur un ensemble (généralement
de données), une piste de développement puissante serait l’ajout à la
théorie de l’aspect essentiel de relation à la réalité par une action des
noeuds de l’arbre ontologique sur des ensembles de données. Cette
opération est hors de propos pour l’instant car nous n’avons pas encore exploité la structure interne des dataflow machines. Une piste, que
nous confirmons comme ouverture dans la section suivante 8.3, impliquerait le couplage de ce cadre avec le cadre de connaissances qui
y est introduit.
Scales
Finally, we propose to define scales associated to a system. Following [Manson, 2008], an epistemological continuum of visions on scale
is a consequence of differences between disciplines in the way we
developed in the introduction. This proposition is indeed compatible
with our framework, as the construction of scales for each level of the
ontological tree results in a broad variety of scales.
Let (M, O) a subsystem and T the corresponding timescale. We
propose to define the “thematic scale” (for example spatial scale)
assuming a representation theorem, i.e. that an aspect (thematic aspect) of the machine can be represented as a dynamic state variable
~
X(t).
Assuming a scale operator14 k · kS and that the state variable
has a certain level of differentiability, the thematic scale if defined as
~
k(dk X(t))
k kS .

14 that can be of various nature: extent, probabilistic extent, spectral scales, stationarity
scales, etc.
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b.5.3

Application and discussion

The particular case of geographical systems
In [Dollfus and Dastès, 1975] Durand-Dastès proposes a definition
of geographical structure and system, structure would be the spatial container for systems viewed as complex open interacting systems (elements with attributes, relations between elements and inputs/outputs with external world). For a given system, its definition is
a perspective, completed by structure to have a system in our sense.
Depending on the way to define relations, it may be more or less easy
to extract ontological structure.
Modularity and co-evolving subsystems
For the example of Urban Systems, urban evolutionary theory enters
this framework using our previous thematic theory. The decomposition into uncorrelated subsystems yields precisely strongly coupled
components as co-evolving components. The correlation between subsystems should be in a certain way positively correlated with topological distance in the tree. If we define elements of a node before merging as strongly coupled elements, in the case of dynamic ontologies,
it provides a definition of co-evolution and co-evolving subsystems
equivalent to the thematic definition.
Discussion
link with existing frameworks A link with the CottineauChapron framework for multi-modeling [Chérel, Cottineau, and Reuillon, 2015] may be done in the case they add the bibliographical layer,
which would correspond to the reconstruction of perspectives. [Reymond and Cauvin, 2013] proposes the notion of “interdisciplinary
coupling” what is close to our notion of coupling perspectives. A correspondance with System of Systems approaches (see e.g. [Luzeaux,
2015] for a recent general framework englobing system modeling and
system description) may be also possible as our perspectives are constructed as dataflow machines, but with the significant difference that
the notion of emergence is central.
contributions to the study of complex systems We do
not claim to provide a theory of systems (beware of cybernetics, systemics etc. that could not model everything), but more a framework
to guide research questions (e.g. in our case the direct outcomes will
be quantitative epistemology that comes from system construction
as perspectives ; empirical to construct robust ontologies for perspectives ; targeted thematic to unveil causal relationship/emergence
for construction of ontological network ; study of coupling as possible processes containing co-evolution ; study of scales ; etc.). It may
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be understood as meta-theory which application gives a theory, the
thematic theory developed before being a specific implementation
to territorial networked systems. We emphasize the notion of sociotechnical system, crossing a social complex system approach (ontologies) with a description of technical artifacts (dataflow machines), taking the “best of both worlds”.
Reflexivity
We can learn from the application of this framework to our work, i.e.
from some reflexivity, a clarification of research directions followed
until here, and thus of the co-construction of answers to these questions with the different theoretical frameworks.
1. The perspectivist approach implies a broad undertsanding of
existing perspectives on a system, and of coupling possibilities
between these; thus an emphasis on quantitative epistemology
including algorithmic systematic review (exploration of knowledge space), knowledge mapping (description of its structure)
and datamining bibliographic content (refinment at the micro
level of scientific knowledge) which are included in 2.2.
2. At a more refined level, the knowledge of perspectives corresponds to some knowledge of empirical stylised facts, as for
example the ones found in 3.1 for trafic flows, on gas price in
C.1, on urban form and road networks 4.1.

?

?
?
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b.6

exploration of an interdisciplinary scientific landscape

The methodological and technical constructions enabling the epistemological analysis of 2.2 have been done within a broader context, in
particular starting with the analysis of corpuses linked to the Cybergeo
journal. We detail here the methodological aspect of these analyses.

?

?
?

The content of this appendix has been elaborated in the context of a common project to quantitatively analyse publications in Cybergeo (see C.4 for
the common production), initiated for the 20th anniversary of the journal in
May 2016. Preliminary results have been presented as [Raimbault, 2016c]
at the anniversary conference, and the text of this appendix is extracted
from [Raimbault, 2017].

?

?
?

Patterns of interdisciplinarity in science can be quantified through
diverse complementary dimensions. This paper studies as a case study
the scientific environment of a generalist journal in Geography, Cybergeo, in order to introduce a novel methodology combining citation
network analysis and semantic analysis. We collect a large corpus of
around 200,000 articles with their abstracts and the corresponding
citation network that provides a first citation classification. Relevant
keywords are extracted for each article through text-mining, allowing
us to construct a semantic classification. We study the qualitative patterns of relations between endogenous disciplines within each classification, and finally show the complementarity of classifications and
of their associated interdisciplinarity measures. The tools we develop
accordingly are open and reusable for similar large scale studies of
scientific environments.
b.6.1

Introduction

We develop in this paper a case study coupling citation network exploration and analysis with text-mining, aiming at mapping the scien-
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tific landscape in the neighborhood of a particular journal. We choose
to study an electronic journal in Geography, named Cybergeo15 , that
publishes articles within all subfields of Geography and is in that way
multidisciplinary. The choice is initially due to data availability, but
ensures several constraints making it highly relevant to the context
given above. First of all, the “discipline” of Geography is very broad
and by essence interdisciplinary [Bracken, 2016] : the spectrum ranges
from Human and Critical geography to physical geography and geomorphology, and interactions between these subfields are numerous.
Secondly, bibliographical data is difficult to obtain, raising the concern of how the perception of a scientific landscape may be shaped
by actors of the dissemination and thus far from objective, and making technical solutions as the ones we will consequently develop here
crucial tools for an open and neutral science. Finally it makes a particularly interesting case study as the editorial policy is generalist and
concerned with open science issues such as peer-review ethics transparency (Wicherts, 2016), open data and model practices, as recalled
by [Pumain, 2015], and this work contributes to these by fostering the
opening of reflexivity.
Our contribution is original and significant on at least two aspects
:
1. we combine endogenous classifications in a network multilayer
fashion, using semantic information ;
2. a large dataset is constructed from scratch to study a journal not
referenced in main databases, tackling both data retrieval and
large scale data processing issues.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows : we describe in the
next section the dataset used and the data collection procedure. We
then study properties of the citation network and describe the procedure to construct the semantic classification through text-mining. We
finally study complementary measures of interdisciplinarity obtained
with the different classifications.
b.6.2

Database Construction

Our approach imposes some requirements on the dataset used, namely:
(i) cover a certain neighborhood of the studied journal in the citation
network in order to have a consistent view on the scientific landscape;
(ii) have at least a textual description for each node. For these to be
met, we need to gather and compile data from heterogeneous sources.
We use therefore an application specifically designed, which general
architecture is given in Fig. 110. Source code of the application and
all scripts used in this paper are available on the open git repository
15 http://cybergeo.revues.org/
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figure 110: Heterogeneous Bibliographical Data Collection and processing. Architecture of the
application for content (semantic data), metadata and citation data collection. The heterogeneity of tasks
requires the use of multiple languages : data collection and management is done in Java, and data stored
in databases (Mysql and MongoDB) ; data processing is done in python for Natural Language Processing
and in R for statistical and network analyses; graph visualizations are done with Gephi software.
of the project16 . Raw and processed data are also openly available
on Dataverse17 . We recall that an important contribution of this paper is the construction of such an hybrid dataset from heterogeneous
sources, and the development of associated tools that can be reused
and further developed for similar purposes.
Initial Corpus
The production database of Cybergeo (snapshot taken in February
2016, provided by the editorial board), provides after pre-processing
the initial database of articles, with basic information (title, abstract,
publication year, authors). The processed version used is available together with the full database constructed, as a mysql dump, at the
address given above. This base provide also bibliographical records
of articles that give all references cited by the initial base (forward
citations for the initial corpus).
16 at https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/HyperNetwork
17 at http://dx.doi.org/10.7910/DVN/VU2XKT
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Citation Data
Citation data is collected from Google Scholar, that is the only source
for incoming citations (Noruzi, 2005) in our case as the journal is
poorly referenced in other databases18 . We are aware of the possible
biaises using this single source (see e.g. [Bohannon, 2014])19 , but these
critics are more directed towards search results or possible targeted
manipulations than the global structure of the citation network. The
automatic collection requires the use of a crawling software to pipe
requests, namely TorPool (Raimbault, 2016e) that provides a Java API
allowing an easy integration into our application of data collection.
A crawler can therethrough retrieve html pages and get backward
citation data, i.e. all citing articles for a given initial article. We retrieve
that way two sub-corpuses: references citing papers in Cybergeo and
references citing the ones cited by Cybergeo. At this stage, the full corpus
contains around 4 · 105 references.
For the sake of simplicity, we will denote by reference any standard
scientific production that can be cited by another (journal paper, book,
book chapter, conference paper, communication, etc.) and contains
basic records (title, abstract, authors, publication year). We work in
the following on networks of references, linked by citations.
Text Data
A textual description for all references is necessary for a complete
semantic analysis. We use for this an other source of data, that is
the online catalog of Mendeley reference manager software [Mendeley,
2015]. It provides a free API allowing to get various records under a
structured format. Although not complete, the catalog provides a reasonable coverage in our case, around 55% of the full citation network.
This yields a final corpus with full abstracts of size 2.1 · 105 . The structure and descriptive statistics of the corresponding citation network
is recalled in Fig. 111.
b.6.3

Methods and Results

Citation Network Properties
properties As detailed above, we are able by the reconstruction
of the citation network at depth ±1 from the original 927 references
of the journal to retrieve around 4 · 105 references, on which 2.1 · 105
have an abstract text allowing semantic analysis. A first glance on
citation network properties provides useful insights. Mean in-degree
(that can be interpreted as a stationary integrated impact factor) on
18 or was just added as in the case of Web of Science, indexing Cybergeo since May 2016
only
19 or http://iscpif.fr/blog/2016/02/the-strange-arithmetic-of-google-scholars
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Citing
n = 3218

Citation link

Citing Cited

Cybergeo

n = 201843

n = 927

Cited
n = 6627
figure 111: Structure and content of the citation network. The original corpus of Cybergeo is composed by 927 articles, themselves cited by a slightly larger corpus (yielding a stationary impact factor of
around 3.18), cite ' 6600 references, themselves co-cited by more than 2 · 105 works for which we have a
textual description.
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figure 112: Rank-size plot of citations received. The plot unveils three superposed citations regimes,
corresponding to power laws with different levels of hierarchy. The references in Cybergeo (inset plot) are
themselves in the tail and less hierarchical.
references for which it can be defined has a value of d̄ = 121.6,
whereas for articles in Cybergeo we have d̄ = 3.18. This difference
suggests a variety for status of references, from old classical works
(the most cited has 1051 incoming citations) to recent less influential
works.
This diversity is confirmed by the hierarchical organisation examined in Fig. 112 that unveils three superposed regimes. More precisely,
we look at the rank-size plot, given by the logarithm of the number
of citations received as a function of the rank of the paper. We find,
as expected (Redner, 1998), localized power-law behaviors. A first set
of around 150 references shows a very low hierarchy (rank-size exponent α = 0.01) and corresponds to classical references in different
disciplines. A second regime (α = 1.56) is much more hierarchized,
followed by a last regime less hierarchical (α = 0.75) containing more
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figure 113: Example of a maximal clique in the citation network, paper of Cybergeo being in blue.
Such topological structure reveal citation practices such as here a systematic citation of previous works
in the research niche.
recent papers (average publication year mid-2005, against mid-1998
for the second and 1983 for the first).
Other topological properties reveal typical patterns of citation practices: for example, the existence of high-order cliques (complete subnetworks) implies citation practices which compatibility with the cumulative nature of knowledge may be questionable [Pumain, 2005],
since these need always to source back the production of knowledge
in the most recent works. An exemple of such a clique in shown in
Fig. 113.
citation communities The citation network is a first opportunity to construct endogenous disciplines, by extracting citation communities. More precisely, this step aims at finding recurrent patterns
in citations that would define a field by its citation practices. In order to be consistent with the particular data structure we have (missing incoming citations for sub-corpuses at maximal depth), we filter
the network by removing all nodes with degree smaller than one.
This ensures that kept nodes are either at least cited by an other
node (and thus there are no missing edges for these nodes) or cite
at least two other nodes, what can make “bridges” between subcommunities. The resulting network has a size of |V| = 107164 nodes
and |E| = 309778 edges. It is visualized in Fig. 114.
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figure 114: Citation Network. We show only the “core” of the citation network, composed by references with a degree larger than one (|V| = 107164 and |E| = 309778). The community detection algorithm
provides 29 communities with a modularity of 0.71. Nodes and edges color gives the main communities
(for example ecology in magenta, GIS in orange, Socio-ecology in turquoise, Social geography in green,
Spatial analysis in blue). Node labels give shortened titles of most cited papers, size is scaled according
to their in-degree. The graph is spatialized using a Force-Atlas algorithm.
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We use a standard modularity optimization algorithm to identify
communities (Blondel et al., 2008a) in this citation network. It provides 29 communities with a modularity of 0.71. In comparison, a
bootstrap of 100 randomisations of links in the network gives an average modularity of −1.0 · 10−4 ± 4.4 · 10−4 which means that communities are highly significant.
We name the communities by inspection of the titles of most cited
references in each. The 14 communities that have a size larger than
2.5% of the network are : Complex Networks, Ecology, Social Geography, Sociology, GIS, Spatial Analysis, Agent-based Modeling and
Simulation (ABMS), Socio-ecology, Urban Networks, Urban Simulation, Urban Studies, Economic Geography, Accessibility/Land-use,
Time Geography. These categories do not directly correspond to welldefined disciplines, as some correspond more to methods (ABMS),
objects of study (Urban Studies), or paradigms (Complex Networks).
Some are “specializations” of others : most papers in Urban Studies can also be classified as Critical and Social geography. This way,
we construct endogenous disciplines that correspond to scientific practices (what is cited) more than their representation (the “official” disciplines). The relative positioning of communities in Fig. 114, obtained
with a Force-Atlas algorithm, tells a lot about their respective relations : for example, social geography makes a bridge between Urban
Studies and Economic Geography, whereas the connection between
Socio-ecology and Urban simulations is done by GIS (what can be
expected as geomatics is an interdisciplinary field). GIS also separates and connects two subfield of Ecology, on one side more thematic studies on ecological habitats, and on the other sides statistical
methods. These relations already inform qualitatively patterns of interdisciplinarity, in the sense of integration measures. We will also in
the following use these communities to situate the semantic classification.
Semantic Communities Construction
We now turn to the methodological details for the construction of the
semantic classification. This step adapts the methodology described
by [Bergeaud, Potiron, and Raimbault, 2017a], who construct a semantic classification on patent data.
relevant keywords extraction We recall that our corpus
with available text consists of around 2 · 105 abstracts of publications at a topological distance shorter than 2 from the journal Cybergeo in the citation network. The first important step is to extract
relevant keywords from abstracts. Text processing is done with the
python library nltk (Bird, 2006). We add a particular treatment to
the method of [Bergeaud, Potiron, and Raimbault, 2017a], as our corpus is multilingual: language detection is done with the technique of
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stop-words (Baldwin and Lui, 2010). We also use a specific tagger (the
function allowing the attribution of grammatical function to words),
TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994), for languages other than English.
To summarize, the keyword extraction workflow goes through the
following steps :
1. Language detection is done using stop-words
2. Pos-tagging (detection of word functions) and stemming (extraction of the stem) are done differently depending on language
:
• English : nltk built-in pos-tagger, combined to a PorterStemmer
• French or other : use of TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994)
3. Selection of potential n-grams (keywords of length n with 1 6
T
n 6 4) following the given grammatical rules: for English {NN ∪
T
VBG ∪ JJ}, and for French {NOM ∪ ADJ}. Other languages are
a negligible proportion of the corpus and are discarded.
4. Estimation of the relevance n-grams, by attributing a score following the deviation of the statistical distribution of co-occurrences
to a random distribution.
semantic network We keep at this stage a fixed number KW of
n-grams, based on their relevance score, that will be designated as the
relevant keywords. We find that for large values of KW , results are not
sensitive to the total number of keywords, and take a reasonably large
value for computational performance, KW = 50, 000. We construct the
co-occurrence matrix of the relevant keywords. This co-occurrence
matrix provides the semantic network as its adjacency matrix : nodes
are keywords, and they are linked according to their co-occurrences.
sensitivity analysis We observe the same phenomenon than
in [Bergeaud, Potiron, and Raimbault, 2017a], that is the existence of
nodes with large degree and not specific to a particular field : for
example model and space are used in most of subfields of Geography. We also adapt the original filtering procedure, as we do not have
here an exogenous information to calibrate parameters. We assume
the highest degree terms do not carry specific information on particular classes and can be thus filtered given a maximal degree threshold
kmax . We keep the second filter on a minimal edge weight threshold θw . We add the supplementary constraint that keywords are also
filtered on a document frequency window [fmin , fmax ] (number of
references in which they appear), what is slightly different from network filtering.
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A sensitivity analysis of resulting network topology to these four
parameters is presented in Fig. 115. Given a filtered network, we detect communities using modularity optimization as before for the citation network. Various properties of the network can be optimized,
and we look in particular at its size (number of keywords after filtering), the optimal modularity, the number of communities, and
the balance between their sizes (defined as a concentration index
P 2 P
2
k sk /( k sk ) ). This multi-objective optimization problem does not
have a unique solution as objectives are contradictory in a complex
way, and a compromise point must be chosen. We take a compromise
point between modularity and network size, with a high balance and
a reasonable number of communities, given by kmax = 1200, θw =
100, fmin = 50, fmax = 10000. These values give a network of size
2868, with 18 communities and a modularity of 0.57.
Note that the small proportion of keywords in French is always
separated from the rest of the network as they cannot co-occur with
English keywords, and that with these parameter settings no French
keywords are kept. All communities described in the following therefore contain only keywords in English.
semantic communities We obtain therein communities in the
semantic network with the optimized filtering parameters. At the exception of a small proportion apparently resulting from noise (representing less than 10 keywords in 3 communities that we remove, i.e.
0.33% of keywords), communities correspond to well-defined scientific fields, domains, or approaches. Naming is also done by inspection of the most relevant keywords in each community, in order to
stick here to a certain level of supervision.
Table 116 summarizes the communities, giving their names, sizes,
and corresponding keywords. The most important community is related to issues in political science and critical geography, what could
have been expected as several previously obtained citations communities (Social geography, Urban studies) deal with these issues. We
then obtain a large cluster of terms related to biogeography, that must
correspond to publications in Ecology and Socio-ecology identified
before, together with a community in Environment and Climate.
In a way similar to the citation communities, but more pronounced
here, we obtain endogenous “disciplines” that can correspond to real
disciplines, to methodologies, to object of studies. This classification
thus also unveil effective scientific practices, here in terms of semantic
content. A class here related to complex systems can be associated
to a paradigm and various approaches that were separated in the
citation communities : agent-based models and complex networks
for example. On the contrary, some studies that were gathered in a
large domain before can be precisely differentiated in the semantic
network, such as microbiology and health here that are used by stud-
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figure 115: Sensitivity analysis of network indicators to filtering parameters. We show here 4
indicators (balance between community sizes, modularity of the decomposition, number of communities,
number of vertices), as a function of parameters kmax and θw , at fixed fmin = 50, fmax = 10000. Close
values for these two last parameters (in a reasonable range) give similar behavior.
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figure 117: Visualization of the semantic network. Network is constructed by co-occurrences of
most relevant keywords. Filtering parameters are here taken according to the multi-objective optimization done in Fig. 115, i.e. (kmax = 1200, θw = 100, fmin = 50, fmax = 10000). The graph spatialization
algorithm (Fruchterman-Reingold), despite its stochastic and path-dependent character, unveils information on the relative positioning of communities.
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figure 118: Synthesis of semantic communities and their links. Weights of links are computed as
probabilities of co-occurrences of corresponding keywords within references.
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figure 116:
work.

Semantic communities reconstructed from community detection in the semantic net-

Name

Size

Keywords

Political sciences/critical geography

535

decision-mak, polit ideolog, democraci, stakehold

Biogeography

394

plant densiti, wood, wetland, riparian veget

Economic geography

343

popul growth, transact cost, socio-econom, household

Environnment/climate

309

ice sheet, stratospher, air pollut, climat model

Complex systems

283

scale-fre, multifract, agent-bas model, self-organ

Physical geography

203

sedimentari, digit elev model, geolog, river delta

Spatial analysis

175

spatial analysi, princip compon analysi, heteroscedast

Microbiology

118

chromosom, phylogenet, borrelia

Statistical methods

88

logist regress, classifi, kalman filter, sampl size

Cognitive sciences

81

semant memori, retrospect, neuroimag

GIS

75

geograph inform scienc, softwar design, volunt gi

Traffic modeling

63

simul model, lane chang, traffic flow, crowd behavior

Health

52

epidem, vaccin strategi, acut respiratori syndrom

Remote sensing

48

land-cov, landsat imag, lulc

Crime

17

crimin justic system, social disorgan, crime

ies related to socio-ecology or ecology in the citation network. Some
very specific domains appear here as they have very few connections
in their actual semantic content : for example, Geography of crime is
very precise and disconnected from other communities.
We show in Fig. 117 a visualisation of the semantic network, in
which the positioning of communities, induced by a FruchtermanReingold algorithm (that we use here to have a more precise layout
in the relative positioning compared to Force Atlas (Jacomy et al.,
2014)). The bridging between distant disciplines is done quite differently compared to the citation network, and reveals thus qualitatively
an other dimension of interdisciplinarity, i.e. the semantics shared by
disciplines. Here, the communities corresponding to Economic Geography (blue) and to Critical Geography (red) are close as in the citation network, but are linked to ecology and geomorphology (green
and brown) by Complex Systems (magenta), although these were not
present as a community in the citation network. Complexity methodologies such as Fractals, Scaling (West, 2017) or Networks (Newman,
2003) are indeed widely used both in social sciences and in physics
or biology. The semantic analysis reveals thus that very distant disciplines, that are distant in their citation patterns, are finally close in
terms of actual content.
In terms of overlaps between communities, in the sense of co-occurrences
of corresponding keywords within texts of references, we show a
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figure 119: Composition of citation communities in terms of semantic content. For each citation
class (horizontally), the bar is decomposed as the proportions of each semantic class (given by color).
synthesis of links between semantic communities in Fig. 118. We
see that communities such as Critical Geography and Biogeography
are not totally disconnected and share still a certain number of cooccurrences. More isolated communities can be spotted such as Health
and Crime Geographies. Surprisingly, Statistical Methods does not
share strong links with other communities, what could mean that
articles dealing with methodological issues in this field are rather disconnected from the field of application, or at least do not describe it
extensively. On the contrary, methods in Complex Systems are organically integrated with the thematic issues they tackle.
Semantic composition of citation communities
We can now turn to the study of the relation between classifications.
First, a simple way to link them is to look at the semantic content
of citation communities. Each reference has a given proportion of
keywords within each semantic class, and an average composition in
terms of semantic classes for each citation class can thus be computed.
We show these composition in Fig. 119. Some expected results are
obtained, such as Complex Networks (citation) having the largest part
in Complex Systems (semantic), or GIS (citation) the largest in GIS
(semantic), and similarly for Economic Geography.
But the study of patterns that could have not been expected is very
informative, and unveils practices of interdisciplinarity. For example,
Time Geography (citation) uses as much GIS (semantic) as GIS (citation), what means that they should be using the corresponding
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methods and tools to study the thematic question of spatio-temporal
trajectories of geographical agents. The most important in terms of
political science (semantic) are Urban Studies, what suggest a convergence of the City as an object of study and of the disciplines of Political Science and Critical Geography. Also interestingly, the citation
communities using most biogeography are Ecology (what could have
been expected) and ABMS, confirming again the role of the thematic
application in complex systems methodologies.
Measuring interdisciplinarity
We had up to now a qualitative view on interdisciplinarity patterns, by looking at the relative localisation of communities within
the citation and semantic classifications, and the relation between the
classifications. We propose now to look at quantitative measures of
interdisciplinarity, for each classification.
More precisely, for a given classification C ∈ {Citation, Semantic}
(C)
a reference i can be viewed as a probability vector (pij )j on classes
j that give for each class the probability to belong to it. Given this setting, we measure interdisciplinarity of one reference using Herfindhal
concentration index (Porter and Rafols, 2009), that can also be called
an originality index. We define originality as
X (C) 2
(C)
pij
oi = 1 −
j

For the semantic classification, probabilities are defined as the proportion of keywords of the abstract within each semantic class. With
the deterministic citation classification, each reference has only one
class and the originality index is always 0. Therefore in order to be
able to compare the two classification, we associate a probability to
each citation class for each article as the proportion of citations received from this class. The induced index is original, and measures
interdisciplinarity as how a reference is used by different disciplines in
its lifetime.
We show in Fig. 120 the statistical distribution for both indexes
o(Semantic) and o(Citation) , stratified by citation class. This allow a
direct comparison between the two and also an indirect comparison
by the variation of semantic distribution between citation classes. For
the distribution of semantic originalities, all citation classes exhibit a
similar pattern, that is a peak around large values and a smaller peak
at zero. It means that either references are highly specialized and
have keywords in one class only, or they use keywords from different
classes in a quite even manner (for comparison, an abstract with half
keywords in a class and half in an other gives an originality of 0.5).
The most original, i.e. the most mixed, citation class, is Complex Networks, with a distribution clearly detached from others, what would
confirm their use as a method with a lot of different problems. Social
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figure 120: Statistical distribution of originalities. We show the smoothed probability densities
of originality indexes, by citation class (given by color), for the Semantic originality o(Semantic) (top
plot) and for the Citation originality o(Citation) (bottom plot). Dashed lines give the mean for each
distribution, with the corresponding color.
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Geography is from far the less original, with a large number of single
class references, and an average far lower than other classes, what
would mean an increased presence of compartmentalization within
the associated disciplines.
In terms of citation originality index, the global picture is fundamentally different, as average originality indexes are all lower than 0.4
and most of distributions show their mode in 0, meaning that most
references are only cited by their own citation class. Again, Social Geography is the less original, confirming a similar behavior in terms of
citation practice than in terms of research content. The most original
classes in average, with a peak in large values, are Spatial Analysis
and Urban Simulation: this corresponds to the fact that these class feature quite generic methods that can be applied in several fields and
are cited accordingly. Complex Networks do not reach the same level,
but however exhibit a peak around 0.2 and no peak in 0, together
with Ecology, suggesting disciplines having still significant impact in
other disciplines.
To summarize, we show (i) different patterns of interdisciplinarity, depending on disciplines, in terms of scientific content (semantic)
and of scientific impact (citation); and (ii) a strong qualitative difference in behavior of originalities between the two classifications, what
suggests their complementarity.
Correlation between classifications
In order to strengthen the idea of a complementarity of classifications,
that would each capture different dimensions of processes of knowledge production, we finally look at the correlation matrix between
classifications. We use this time effective class probabilities for the
citation classification, i.e. a vector of zeros except with a one at the
index of the class of the reference. We compute a Pearson correlation
coefficient between classes k (in semantic) and k 0 (in citation) as
i
h
(Cit)
(Sem)
Cov (pik
)i , (pik 0 )i
ρk,k 0 = r
i
h
i
h
(Sem)
(Sem)
)i
)i Var (pik
Var (pik
where the covariance is estimated with the unbiased estimator.
The structure of the correlation matrix recalls the conclusions obtained when studying the semantic composition of citation communities, such as GIS being strongly correlated with GIS (ρ = 0.26), or
Sociology with Political Science (ρ = 0.16). More importantly for our
question are summary statistics of the overall matrix. It has a minimum of −0.16 (Ecology (citation) against Political Sciences (semantic)), an average of −0.002 and a maximum of 0.33 (Social geography (citation) and Spatial Analysis (semantic)). The “high” values are
highly skewed, as the first decile is at −0.06 and the last at 0.09, what
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means that 80% of coefficient lie within that interval, corresponding
to low correlations. In a nutshell, classifications are consistent as highest correlations are observed where one can expect them, but most of
classes are uncorrelated, meaning that the classifications are quite orthogonal and therefore complementary.
b.6.4

Discussion

We have this way shown the complementarity of classifications in the
qualitative patterns they unveil, but also quantitatively in terms of interdisciplinarity measures and quantitatively in terms of correlations.
Our work can be extended regarding several aspects, of which we
give some suggestions below.
Further Developments
A first development consists in the comparison of journals. The starting point for construction of the scientific environment, the journal
Cybergeo, was the entry point but not the subject of our study. A development more focused on journals, trying for example to answer
comparative issues, or to classify journals according to their effective
level of interdisciplinarity regarding different dimensions, would be
potentially interesting. The collection of precise data on the origin of
references is however a first step that need to be solved first.
The performance of the semantic classification was also not quantified here. A further validation of the relevance of using complementary information contained in both classifications could be done
by the analysis of modularities within the citation network, as done
in [Bergeaud, Potiron, and Raimbault, 2017a]. This would however require a baseline classification to compare with, which is not available
in the type of data we use. Open repository such as arXiv (for physics
mainly) or Repec (for Economics) provide API to access metadata including abstracts, and could be starting points for such targeted case
studies.
Applications
A first potential application of our methodology relies on the facts
that both classifications unveils thematic domains (objects of study),
classical disciplines, methodological communities. These different types
of communities can indeed be understood as different Knowledge Domains. [Raimbault, 2017c] postulates co-evolving Knowledge Domains
in every process of scientific knowledge production, that are Theoretical, Empirical, Modeling, Methodology, Tools and Data domains.
Most of them are necessary for any process, and investigations within
one conditions the advances in others. A refinement of classifications, associated with supervised classification to associate knowl-
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edge domains to some communities (potentially using full texts to
have more precise information on the proportion of each knowledge
domains involved in each), would allow to quantify relations between
domains. Furthermore, using temporal data with the date of publications, would yield an effective quantification of the co-evolution of domains in the sense of patterns of temporal correlations (e.g. Granger
causality).
An other interesting direction is the application of our classifications to the quantification of spatial diffusion of knowledge, as [Maisonobe,
2013] does for the diffusion of a specific question in genetics. It is not
clear if different dimensions of knowledge diffuse the same way: for
example citation practices can be correlated to social networks and
thus exhibit different patterns than effective research contents. Therefore, our work would allow to study such questions from complementary point of views.
Finally, we believe the tool we developed can contribute to an increased empowerment of authors and to the development of open
science practices. Among the various visions of Open Science (Fecher
and Friesike, 2014), the opening of data is always an important aspect,
together with a development of reflexivity in all disciplines, beyond
the sole Social Sciences to which it is classically associated. The first
point is dealt with by our open tools for dataset construction, whereas
the second is implied by the new knowledge of the different dimensions of the scientific environment we studied.
b.6.5

Conclusion

We have introduced a multi-dimensional approach to the understanding of interdisciplinarity, based on citation network and semantic network analysis. Starting from a generalist journal in Geography, we
construct a large corpus of the citation neighborhood, from which we
extract relevant keywords to elaborate a semantic classification. We
then show qualitatively and quantitatively the complementarity of
classifications. The methodology and associated tools are open and
can be reused in similar studies for which data is difficult to access
or poorly referenced in classical databases.
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T H E M AT I C D E V E L O P M E N T S

This appendix includes thematic developments, i.e. corresponding to
the empirical, conceptual and modeling domains. They can seem relatively far from our main preoccupations, but are necessary for the
demonstration of precise points.
The first three developments are important regarding empirical,
modelling and methodlogical questions, approached from a particular thematic viewpoint.
1. An empirical study of the geography of fuel prices in the United
States which provides, under the assumption that it captures
processes at the interface of road networks and territories, to
highlight two typical scales for these processes and also the
superposition of governance processes with neighbourhood effects.
2. A multi-scale model for migration dynamics at the metropolitan
scale is presented with the first results from its exploration.
3. Methods for correlated synthetic data, in link with 3.1 and 5.3,
and presented as an abstract methodological perspective in B.3,
is here applied to a quantitative finance question.
The following developments correspond to epistemological questions, mostly in link with interdisciplinarity.
4. The concept of applied perspectivism is introduced in the presentation of the CybergeoNetworks application, which allows analysing
scientific corpuses through the combination of diverse approaches.
It also also crucial regarding Open Science questions.
5. The semantic analysis method used in 2.2 and already described
in B.6 is applied to a patent corpus, what allows us to deploy it
on massive data, and also to develop the question of innovation,
which is a crucial thematic aspect for the evolutionary theory.
6. A report of the special session Economy and Geography at ECTQG 2017 allows on the one hand exploring the role of models
in interdisciplinary approaches, and on the other hand illustrating the applied perspectivism approach.
7. The question of tools for scientific mediation is directly studied
by presenting a project aimed at exploring tools based on these
games, in the case of environmental research questions linked
to freshwater ecology.
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Publications or communications corresponding to the content of these appendices are detailed for each, with the explicit contribution of each collaborator.
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c.1

road network and price drivers

Interactions between networks and territories can indirectly manifest
themselves within local economic properties of territories: therefore,
the price of energy strongly conditions the impedance of a road network, and thus its impact on territories, and reciprocally this price
is locally produced by sub-markets with are fully part of territories.
The geography of gaz prices is thus an indirect signal of interactions.
For example, [Orfeuil and Wiel, 2012] (p. 307) suggests a link between
fuel price and real estate crisis in the Parisian region.

?

?
?

This appendix has been realized in collaboration with the economist Dr. A.
Bergeaud (Banque de France), in the context of a convergence of problematics between energy markets and indirect observation of interactions between
networks and territories. It has been presented at the EWGT 2017 conference
as [Raimbault and Bergeaud, 2017].

?

?
?

The geography of fuel prices has many various implications, from
its significant impact on accessibility to being an indicator of territorial equity and transportation policy. In this section, we study the
spatio-temporal patterns of fuel price in the US at a very high resolution using a newly constructed dataset collecting daily oil prices for
two months, on a significant proportion of US gas facilities (around
70% of existing stations). These data have been collected using a
specifically-designed large scale data crawling technology that we describe.
We study the influence of socio-economic variables, by using complementary methods: Geographically Weighted Regression to take
into account spatial non-stationarity, and linear econometric modeling to condition at the state and test county level characteristics.
The former yields an optimal spatial range roughly corresponding to
stationarity scale, and significant influence of variables such as median income or wage per job, with a non-simple spatial behavior that
confirms the importance of geographical particularities. On the other
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hand, multi-level modeling reveals a strong state fixed effect, while
county specific characteristics still have significant impact. Through
the combination of such methods, we unveil the superposition of a
governance process with a local socio-economical spatial process. We
discuss one important application that is the elaboration of locally
parametrized car-regulation policies.
c.1.1

Context

What drives the price of fuel? Using a new database on oil price at a
gas station level collected during two months, we explore its variability across time and space. Variation in the cost of fuel can have many
causes, from the crude oil price to local tax policy and geographical
features, all having heterogeneous effect in space and time. If the evolution of the average fuel price in time is an indicator that is carefully
followed and analyzed by many financial institution, its variability
across space remain a rather unexplored topic in the literature. Yet,
such differences can reflect variation in more indirect socio-economic
indicators such as territorial inequalities and geographical singularities or consumer preferences.
There exists to our knowledge no systematic mapping in space and
time of retail fuel prices for a country with a high resolution1 . The
main reason is probably that the availability of data have been a significant obstacle. It is also likely that the nature of the problem may
also have influence, as it lies at the crossroad of several disciplines.
While economists study price elasticity and measurement in different
markets, transportation geography with method such as transportation prices in spatial models, puts more emphasis on spatial distribution than on precise market mechanisms.
Nevertheless, examples of somehow related works can be found.
For example, [Rietveld, Bruinsma, and Van Vuuren, 2001] studies the
impact of cross-border differences in fuel price and the implications
for gradual spatial taxation in Netherlands. At the country-level, [Rietveld and Woudenberg, 2005] provides statistical models to explain
fuel price variability across European countries. [Macharis et al., 2010]
models the impact of spatial fuel price variation on patterns of intermodality, implying that the spatial heterogeneity of fuel prices has a
strong impact on user behavior. With a similar view on the geography of transportation, [Gregg et al., 2009] studies spatial distribution
of gas emission at the US-state level.
The geography of fuel prices also have important implications on
effective costs, as shows [Combes and Lafourcade, 2005] by determining accurate transportation costs across urban areas for France. More
1 In France, data at the station level are available as open data at https://www.
prix-carburants.gouv.fr. The website however does not allow interactive mapping
in time and space.
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closely related to our work, and using very similar daily open data
for France, [Gautier and Saout, 2015] investigate dynamics of transmission from crude oil prices to fuel retail prices. However, they do
not introduce an explicit spatial model of prices diffusion and do not
study spatio-temporal dynamics.
In this section we adopt a different approach by proceeding to exploratory spatial analysis on US fuel prices. We show that most of
the variation occurs between counties and not across time, although
crude oil price was not constant during the period considered. We
therefore turn to a spatial analysis of the distribution of fuel prices.
Our main findings are twofold: first we show that there are significant
spatial pattern in some large US regions, second we show that even if
most of the observed variation can be explained by state level policies,
and especially the level of tax, some county level characteristics are
still significant.
Dataset
Our dataset contain daily information on fuel price at the gas station
level for the whole US mainland territory. These information have
been constructed from self-reported fuel price and span around 70%
of gas station in the US. We start by describing data collection and
then give some statistics about this new dataset.
Collecting large scale heterogeneous data
The availability of new type of data has induced consequent changes
in various disciplines from social science (e.g. online social network
analysis ([Tan et al., 2013])) to geography (e.g. new insights into urban
mobility or perspectives on “smarter” cities ([Batty, 2013a])) including economics where the availability of exhaustive individual or firm
level data is seen as a revolution of the field. Most studies involving these new data are at the interface of implied disciplines, what
is both an advantage but also a source of difficulties. For example
misunderstandings between physics and urban sciences described in
[Dupuy and Benguigui, 2015] are in particular caused by different attitudes towards unconventional data or divergent interpretations and
ontologies of it. Collection and use of new data has therefore become
a crucial stack in social-science.
The construction of such datasets is however far from straightforward because of the incomplete and noisy nature of data. Specific
technical tools have to be implemented but have often been designed
to overcome one specific problem and are difficult to generalize. We
develop such a tool that fills the following constraints that are typical
of large scale data collection: (i) reasonable level of flexibility and generality; (ii) optimized performance through parallel collection jobs;
(iii) anonymity of collection jobs to avoid any possible bias in the be-
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havior of the data source2 . The architecture, at a high level, has the
following structure:
• An independent pool of tasks runs continuously socket proxies
to pipe requests through tor.
• A manager monitors current collection tasks, split collection between subtasks and launches new ones when necessary.
• Subtasks can be any callable application taken as argument destination urls, they proceed to the crawling, parsing and storage
of collected data.
The application is open and its modules are reusable: source code is
available on the repository of the project.3 We constructed our dataset
by using the tool continuously in time during two months to collect
crowdsourced data available from various online sources.
Dataset
Our dataset comprises around 41 · 106 unique observations of retail
fuel prices at the station level, spanning the period starting the 10th
of January 2017 and ending the 19th of March 2017 and corresponds
to 118,573 unique retail stations. For each of these stations, we associate a precise geographical location (city resolution). On average we
have 377 price information by station. Prices correspond to a unique
purchase mode (credit card, other modes such as cash being less than
10% in test datasets, they were discarded in the final dataset) and
four possible fuel types: Diesel (18% of observations), Regular (34%),
Midgrade (24%) and Premium (24%). The best coverage of stations
is for Regular fuel type with on average 4,629 price information by
county. We therefore choose to focus the study to this type of fuel,
keeping in mind that further developments with the dataset may include comparative analysis on fuel types.
Our final dataset thus contains 14,192,352 observations from 117,155
gas station, followed during 68 days. We further aggregate these data
by day, taking the average of the observed price per gallon, to obtain
a panel of 5,204,398 gas station - day observations.4 Table 121 gives
some basic descriptive statistics of on price data showing that the distribution of oil price is highly concentrated with a small skewness
(the ratio of the 99th to the 1st percentile is 1.6). Finally, in the spatial analysis, we will also use socio-economic data at the county level,
available from the US Census Bureau. We shall use the latest available,
which most of the time implies relying to the 2010 Census.
2 Since multiple requests from the same address may induce blocking for example.
3 at https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/EnergyPrice
4 The panel is not balanced as prices are not reported every day in every station. The
average gas station has information on price for 44 days (over 68).
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figure 121:
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Descriptive statistics on Fuel Price. The price is given in $ per gallon (1gallon =
Average

Std. Dev.

p10

p25

p50

p75

p90

2.28

0.27

2.02

2.09

2.21

2.39

2.65

Results

Spatio-temporal Patterns of Prices
Before moving to a more systematic study of the variation of fuel
price, we propose a first exploratory introduction to give insight about
its spatio-temporal structure. This exercise is a crucial stage to guide
further analyses, but also to understand their implications in a geographical context. To explore the data, we built a simple web application which allow to map the data in space and time. This application
is available at http://shiny.parisgeo.cnrs.fr/fuelprice/.
We also show one example of mapping the data at the county level
in Figure 122 where we used average price over the whole period. We
clearly see regional patterns with the Southcentral and Southeast regions having the lowest prices and the Pacific cost and Northeast the
highest prices. Of course, plotting aggregated data over the whole period does not bring much information about the time variation of the
data. As we will show more in detail below most of the variation of
fuel price occurs across space. A variance decomposition of fuel price
yields only 11% of the total variance is explained by within gas station variations. Similarly, the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
between the gas station price of regular fuel in the first day of dataset
and in the last day is 0.867, and the null hypothesis that these two
information are independent is strongly rejected.
Since most of the variation in oil price is between gas station, we
now focus mainly on spatial correlations. We will conduct the analysis at the county level for various reasons. First it appears that a variance decomposition of fuel price between and within county shows
that more than 85% of the variance is between-county, second because
the localization of gas station is not reliable enough to allow for a
smaller granularity and third because we have many socio-economic
information at this level. We therefore study the spatial autocorrelation of prices at the county level, as already specified several times
with a decay parameter d0 . We show in Fig. 123 its variations for
each day and also as a function of the decay parameter.
The fluctuations in time of the daily Moran index for low and
medium spatial range, confirms geographical specificities in the sense
of locally changing correlation regimes. These are logically smoothed
for long ranges, as price correlations drop down with distance. The
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figure 122:
whole period.
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Map of mean price for counties. The price is given for regular fuel, averaged over the
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behavior of spatial autocorrelation with decay distance is particularly
interesting: we observe a first regime change around 10km (from constant to piecewise linear regime), and a second important one around
1000km, both consistent across weekly time windows. We postulate
that these correspond to typical spatial scales of the involved processes: the low regime would be local specificities and the middle
one the state level processes.
This behavior confirms that prices are non-stationary in space, and
that therefore appropriate statistical techniques must be used to study
potential drivers at different level. The two next subsections follow
this idea and investigate potential explicative variables of local fuel
prices, using two different techniques corresponding to two complementary paradigms: geographically weighted regression that puts the
emphasis on neighborhood effects, and multi-level regression taking
into account administrative boundaries.
Geographically Weighted Regression
The issue of spatial non-stationarity of geographical processes has
always been a source of biased aggregated analyses or misinterpretations when applying general conclusions to local cases. To take it into
account into statistical models, numerous techniques have been developed, among which the simple but very elegant Geographically
Weighted Regression (GWR), that estimates non-stationary regressions by weighting observations in space similarly to kernel estimation methods. This was introduced in a seminal paper by [Brunsdon,
Fotheringham, and Charlton, 1996] and has been subsequently used
and matured since then. The significant advantage of this technique is
that an optimal spatial range in the sense of model performance can
be inferred to derive a model that yields the effect of variables varying in space, thus revealing local effects that can occur at different
spatial scales or across boundaries.
We proceed to multi-modeling to find the best model and associated kernel and spatial range. More specifically, we do the following:
(i) we generate all possible linear models from the five potential variables (income inci , population popi , wage per job wagei , jobs per
capita jci , jobs jobi ); (ii) for each model and each candidate kernel
shape (exponential, gaussian, bisquare, step), we determine the optimal bandwidth in the sense of both cross-validation and corrected
Akaike Information Criterion (AICc) which quantifies information included in the model; (iii) we fit the models with this bandwidth. We
choose the model with the best overall AICc, namely
pricei = β · (inci , wagei , jci )

(27)
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figure 123: Behavior of Moran spatial-autocorrelation index. (Left) Evolution in time of Moran
index computed on daily time windows, for different decay parameter values. (Right) Moran index as a
function of decay parameter, computed on weekly time windows.
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for a bandwidth of 22 neighbors and a gaussian kernel,5 with an
AICc of 2, 900. The median AICc difference with all other models
tested is 122. The global R-squared is 0.27, what is relatively good also
compared to the best R-squared of 0.29 (obtained for the model with
all variables, which clearly overfits with an AICc of 3010; furthermore,
effective dimension is less than 5 as 90% of variance is explained by
the three first principal components for the normalized variables).
The coefficients and local R-squared for the best model are shown
in Fig. ??. The spatial distribution of residuals (not shown here) seems
globally randomly distributed, which confirms in a way the consistency of the approach. Indeed, if a distinguishable geographical structure had been found in the residuals, it would have meant that the
geographical model or the variable considered had failed to translate
spatial structure.
Let now turn to an interpretation of the spatial structures we obtain.
First of all, the spatial distribution of the model performance reveals
that regions where these simple socio-economic factors explain do a
good job in explaining prices are mostly located on the west coast, the
south border, the north-east region from lakes to the east coast, and a
stripe from Chicago to the south of Texas. The corresponding coefficients have different behaviors across the areas, suggesting different
regimes.6 .
For example, the influence of income in each region seems to be
inverted when the distance to the coast increases (from north to southeast in the west, south to north in Texas, east to west in the east), what
may be a fingerprint of different economic specializations. On the
contrary, the regime shifts for wage show a clear cut between west
(except around Seattle) and middle/east, that does not correspond
to state-policies only as Texas splits in two. The same way, jobs per
capita show an opposition between east and west, what could be due
for example to cultural differences.
These results are difficult to interpret directly, and must be understood as a confirmation that geographical particularities matters, as
regions differ in regimes of role for each of the simple socio-economicvariables. Further precise knowledge could be obtained through targeted geographical studies including qualitative field studies and
quantitative analyses, that are beyond the scope of this exploratory
study and left for potential further research.
Finally, we extract the spatial scale of the studied processes, that is,
by computing the distribution of distance to nearest neighbors with
the optimal bandwidth. It yields roughly a log-normal distribution, of
median 77km and interquartile 30km. We interpret this scale as the
spatial stationarity scale of price processes in relation with economic
5 note that the kernel shape does not have much influence as soon as gradually decaying functions are used
6 We comment their behavior in areas where the model has a minimal performance,
that we fix arbitrarily as a local R-squared of 0.5.
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figure 124: Results of GWR analyses. For the best model in the sense of AICc, we map the spatial
distribution of fitted coefficient, in order from left to right and top to bottom, βincome , βpercapjobs ,
βwage , and finally the local R-squared values.
agents, which can also be understood as a range of coherent market
competition between gas stations.
Multi-level Regression
Since our initial database enables to look at the level of variable xi,s,c,t ,
the fuel price in day t, in gas station i, in state s and in county c, we
start by running high dimensional fixed effect regressions following
the model:

xi,s,c,t = βs + εi,s,c,t

(28)

xi,s,c,t = βc + εi,s,c,t

(29)

xi,s,c,t = βi + εi,s,c,t

(30)

Where εi,s,c,t contains an idiosyncratic error7 and a day fixed effect. This first analysis confirm that most of the variance can be explained by a state fixed effect and that integrating more accurate levels has only small effect on the fit of our model as measured by the
R-squared.
7 i.e. which is proper to each individual.
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We now turn to a different analysis, aiming at capturing the explanatory variables that account for spatial price variation of fuel. We
consider the following linear model:

log(xi ) = β0 + Xi β1 + βs(i) + εi ,

(31)

where xi denotes average measured fuel price in county i aggregated across all days, Xi is a set of county specific variables and s(i)
is the state to which the county belongs so that βs(i) capture all state
specific variation. Finally εi is an error term satisfying Cov(εi , εj ) = 0
if s(i) 6= s(j). This clustering of standard error at the state level
is motivated by finding of the previous section, showing that spatial autocorrelation of fuel price at the state level is still potentially
strong. This specification aims at capturing the effect of various socioeconomic variable at the county level after a state fixed effect has been
removed.
We present our results in Table 28. The first column shows that
regressing the log of price on a state fixed-effect is already enough to
explain 74% of the variance. This is mostly due to tax on fuel which
are set at the state level in the US. In fact, when we regress the log
of oil price on the level of state tax, we find a R-squared of 0.33%.
The remaining explanatory variables show that dense urban counties
have higher fuel price, but this price decreases with population. This
result seems sensible, desert areas have on average higher oil price.
Fuel price increases with total income, decreases with poverty and
decrease with the extent to which a county has voted for a Republican
candidate. This last finding suggests a circular link: counties that use
car the most tend to vote to politician that promote pro car policies.
Adding these explanatory variables slightly increase the R-squared,
suggesting that even after having removed a state fixed-effect, the
price of fuel can be explained by local socio-economic features.
c.1.3 Discussion
On the complementarity of Econometric and Spatial Analysis methods
One important aspect of our contribution is methodological. We show
that to explore a new panel dataset, geographers and economists have
different approach, leading to similar generic conclusion but with different path. Some studies have already combined GWR and multilevel regressions ([Chen and Truong, 2012]), or compared them in
terms of model fit or robustness ([Lee, Kang, and Kim, 2009]). We
take here a multi-disciplinary point of view and combines approaches
answering to different questions, GWR aiming at finding precise explicative variables and to measure the extent of spatial correlation,
whereas econometric models explain with more accuracy the effect
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Regressions at the county level

(1)
Density

Population (log)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

0.016***

0.016***

0.016***

0.015***

(0.002)

(0.001)

(0.001)

(0.001)

-0.007***

-0.040***

-0.041***

-0.039***

(0.001)

(0.011)

(0.011)

(0.010)

0.031***

0.031***

0.027***

(0.010)

(0.010)

(0.009)

0.001

0.000

0.000

(0.001)

(0.001)

(0.001)

-0.028**

-0.030***

-0.029**

(0.011)

(0.011)

(0.011)

0.000***

-0.000

(0.000)

(0.000)

Total Income (log)

Unemployment

Poverty

Percentage Black

Vote GOP

-0.072***
(0.015)

R-squared

0.743

0.767

0.774

0.776

0.781

N

3,066

3,011

3,011

3,011

3,011

Notes: This table plots results from an Ordinary Least Square regression of model presented in
equation (31). Density is measured as the number of inhabitant by square miles and total income
is given in dollars. Poverty is measured as the number of people below the poverty threshold per
inhabitant. Percentage black is the percentage of black people living in the county and vote GOP
is the share of people having voted for Donald Trump in the 2016 elections. Regression includes a
state fixed effect. Robust standard errors clustered at the state level are reported in parenthesis. ***,
** and * respectively indicate 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1 levels of significance.
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of factors at different levels (state, county) but take these geographical characteristics as exogenous. We claim that both are necessary to
understand all dimensions of the studied phenomenon.
Designing localized car-regulation policies
Another application of such analysis is to help better designing carregulation policies. Environmental and health issues nowadays require a reasoned use of cars, in cities with the problem air pollution but also overall to reduce carbon emissions. [Fullerton and West,
2002] showed that a taxation of fuel and cars can be equivalent to a
taxation on emissions. [Brand, Anable, and Tran, 2013] highlight the
role of incentives for the transition towards a low carbon transportation. However, such measures can’t be uniform across states or even
counties for obvious reasons of territorial equity: areas with different
socio-economic characteristics or with different amenities shall contribute regarding their capabilities and preferences. Knowing local
prices dynamics and their drivers, in which our study is a preliminary step, may be a path to localized policies taking into account the
socio-economic configuration and include an equity criterion.
Conclusion
We have described a first exploratory study of US fuel prices in space
and time, using a new database at the gas station level spanning two
months. We our first result is to show the high spatial heterogeneity of price processes, using interactive data exploration and autocorrelation analyses. We proceed with two complementary studies of
potential drivers: GWR unveils spatial structures and geographical
particularities, and yields a characteristic scale of processes around
75km; multi-level regressions show that even though most of the variation can be explained by state level characteristics, and mostly by
the level of the tax on fuel that is set by the state, there are still socioeconomic specificities at the county level that can explain spatial variation of fuel price.
Perspective
In the perspective of our global problematic, this second empirical
opening is thus relevant for several reasons: (i) the spatial distribution of prices is an object of study at the intersection of territories and
networks, since local markets are closely linked to territorial properties, but are also determined by the properties of the road network
(for example accessibility) and by its use patterns; (ii) the two endogenous scales identified correspond to our mesoscopic and macroscopic
scales, confirming through an other approach the necessity to indeed
take the two into account; (iii) the unveiling of the superposition of
a governance process to local geographical processes rejoins our last
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development on taking into account governance in models, since this
complexity is effectively observed in the empirical analysis here.

?

?
?
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c.2

multi-scalar modeling of residential dynamics

We have evoked in the introducing chapter issues on mobility (daily
and residential) as similar processes to the ones that we studied all
along this work, at an other scale and with other ontologies. We have
furthermore suggested the opening towards multi-scale models as a
privileged development and a relatively immediate application of the
preliminary bricks we forged here. This appendix briefly describes a
work precisely developing these two points, in the case of residential
dynamics of rural migrants in Pearl River Delta in China.

?

?
?

This work is the product of an interdisciplinary collaboration with the
sociologist and sinologist Cinzia Losavio (UMR CNRS 8504 Géographiecités), in the context of the MEDIUM project. The text written in collaboration is here adapted. These results have been presented at the Urban China
2017 international conference as [Losavio and Raimbault, 2017].

?

?
?

This section introduces an agent-based model of regional migration dynamics, applied to the Mega-city Region of Pearl River Delta.
It focuses on residential dynamics of migrants workers and aims at
taking into account the variety of migrant’s profiles, based on qualitative fieldwork observations. The extensive exploration of the model,
both on synthetic and real-world configurations, yield several stylized facts of migration processes and specific effects of the regional
geography, which can be used to inform migration policies. We postulate that such integrated modeling approaches will be more and
more appropriate to study cities in China.
c.2.1

Introduction

context Over the last three decades, rural-to-urban migrant-workers
have been a driving force for China’s economy, raising attention on
associated socio-economical issues. However, the importance of their
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economic diversity and social mobility has been poorly considered in
the analysis of urban development strategy.
We use an agent-based model to simulate residential dynamics of
migrants in Pearl River Delta (PRD) mega city region, taking into account the full range of migrants’ socio-economical status and their
evolution. Mega-city regions have become a new scale of Chinese
State regulation, and PRD represent the most prosperous and dynamic one in term of migration waves, standing as an ideal unit of
analysis.
mega-city regions Mega-city regions (MCRs) as defined by [Florida,
Gulden, and Mellander, 2008] are “integrated sets of cities and their
surrounding suburban hinterlands across which labour and capital
can be reallocated at very low cost”. This urban configuration recalls
what [Gottmann, 1961] defined as megalopolis in reference to the northeast coast of the United States. Despite this affinity in their spatial
and functional configuration, MCRs perform on a different scale than
megalopolis: they operate at a regional as well as at a global scale.
Indeed, one of the main characteristics of MCRs is their “connectivity”: spatially, they branch out into nearby rural and metropolitan
areas, and economically they grow beyond their physical border, becoming international. These densely populated regions do not have a
single barycenter but merging into one another they turn into highly
networked spaces connected through multiple nodes. The high density of connections and the polycentrism characterizing these new
economic units facilitate migrations flows and encourage regional integration.
In China, the development of mega-city regions has started right
after the implementation of the Open Door Policy in 1978. But it is
the gradual decentralization of the State power - which occurred in
the beginning of 1990 – that promote cities and more recently megacity regions as a new scale of Chinese State regulation [Wu, 2016].
The process of rapid economic growth and urban development molds
new densely populated and industrially dynamic mega-city regions,
of which the Pearl River Delta (PRD)8 is the most obvious example.
The area was designed in 1988 as a “comprehensive economic reform
area”, and was granted many “one step ahead” policies to attract foreign capital. Evolving into the most important exporter center since
the economic reform, the Pearl River Delta represents the most dynamic MCR in terms of migration waves [Xu and Li, 1990].
migrant workers Taking the PRD as the spatial unit of the
model, we aim to reproduce migrant workers’ residential patterns
8 The PRD Mega City Region consists of nine cities: the core cities are Guangzhou
and Shenzhen, surrounded by Dongguan, Foshan, Zhongshan, Zhuhai, Huizhou,
Jiangmen, and Zhaoqing. The model does not include Hong Kong and Macau, which
are part of the PRD Mega Urban Region but are not in mainland China.
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taking into account the full range of their socio-economical status. Migration patterns and key related issues have extensively been studied
from very diverse perspectives, ranging for example from racialization issues [Han, 2010] to big data analysis of their spatio-temporal
behavior [Yang et al., 2017]. However, migrant workers are generally
considered and treated as a uniform category, which stand at the
bottom of the urban society, carrying the stigma of the rural household registration system. The rural-urban dual structure has been for
years the only approach to define and understand migrant-workers,
but the process of rapid economic growth China have been experiencing accelerated social transformation. We postulate that studying
migrant workers, by merely considering their hukou status and place
of registration is not sufficient anymore to apprehend such a complex and diversified social category. Others aspects such as migrant
workers economical, cultural and human capital should be taken into
account.
Especially three dimensions can help differentiate number of migrantworkers sub-categories: (i) the professional dimension, which not only
determines migrants’ economical situation but also influences their
trajectory and the duration of their staying in the city as well as their
residential choice; (ii) the residential dimension which impacts all aspects of migrants’ urban lives – patterns of urban settlement, housing
choices, residential conditions, relation with the city, neighborhood
activities etc; (iii) the generational dimension.9
All these sub-categories have different mobility patterns, that we
simulate in the model. Considering this diversity and translating it
in qualitative stylized facts that correspond to precise patterns of synthetic data, this model aims at establishing a new perspective for understanding China’s urban and regional mobility employing a more
qualitative approach, specifying the mechanisms through which PartyState shape the parameters of migrants’ choices.
c.2.2 Model
modeling rural-urban migrations in china Existing works
in rural-urban migration modeling in China are mainly econometric
studies, relying on census or on survey data. [Zhang and Zhao, 2013]
estimate discrete choice models to study the trade-off between migration distance and earning difference. [Fan, 2005] shows that gravitybased models can explain well inter-provincial migratory patterns,
implying an underlying strong dominant aggregation processes. The
positive association between wage gap and migration rates was obtained from time-series analysis in [Zhang and Shunfeng, 2003]. An
empirical study of intra-urban migrants residential dynamics is done
9 The generational dimension is not taken into account in the model, as simulated
dynamics correspond to rather short time scales, between 10 and 20 years.
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by [Wu, 2006]. [Xie, Batty, and Zhao, 2007] uses an agent-based model
to simulate the emergence of Urban Villages. To the best of our knowledge, there was no previous attempt in the literature to model regional migrations in China from an agent-based perspective.
model The model is designed to include targeted stylized facts
and experiments, in particular the role of the socio-economic structure of migrant population. More precisely, a recent shift in socioeconomic structure of migrating population was observed, including
a rise of middle-income migrants and a relativisation of the role of
Hukou in migration dynamics. The core of the model is thus centered
on the exploration of the impact of a varying population economic
structure for migrants on system dynamics, and the influence of government migration policies.
The region is represented in the model by N patches, characterized
(c)
by their population Pi (t) and an economic structure Ei (t) giving a
potential number of jobs for socio-economic classes c. The associated
(c)
effective number of workers is denoted by Wi (t). For the sake of
simplicity, we assume a discrete number of classes. At initial time, the
variables are initialized either following a synthetic data generation
process (see below), or from real geographical data (abstracted and
simplified to fit our context).
Urban Centers are characterized by aggregated population P̃k (t)
and corresponding economic variables Ẽck (t). An agent is a household of migrants, with location for residence and job. Socio-economic
structure of the population is captured by the distribution of wealth
g(w), which are then stratified into categories. At a given time, the
utility difference between not moving and moving to cell j from cell
i, for a category c is given by
(c)

(c)
∆Ui,j (t)
(c)

where Zi
(c)
Zi

=

Zj

(c)

− Zi
Z0

(c)

+γ·

Ci

(c)

− Cj
C0

(c)

− ui

(c)

− hj

is a measure of generalized accessibility given by



i
X h (c)
−dij
(c)
= Pi ·
Ek − Wk · exp
d0
k

with dij effective travel distance10 and d0 commuting characteristic
distance ; the parameter γ is the ratio giving the relative importance
(c)
of life cost compared to accessibility in the migration decisions ; Ci
is the cost of life which is a function of cell and city variables, that
10 As the model does not focus on the role of transportation, we take euclidian distance,
and d0 captures typical commuting distance in both public transportation or car.
A more complicated model could include an explicit transportation network and
modal choice depending on socio-economic category.
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(c)

will be taken as Ci ∝ Piα0 · P̃iα1 ; ui a baseline aversion to move
(c)
and hj an exogenous variable corresponding to regulation policies;
Z0 and C0 dimensioning parameters.
At each time step, the system evolves sequentially according to the
following rules:
1. cities-level variables are updated and distributed across patches
variables (in our first experiments, we will assume short time
scale and skip this step)
2. new migrants enter the region and lean on social network to
settle
3. migration occur within the region, randomly drawn from discrete choice probabilities obtained with the above utility difference between two patches
4. Migrants update their wealth and eventually economic category,
according to an abstract “quality of place” that we associate to
per-capita GDP which follows a scaling law of population.
c.2.3

Results

The model is implemented in NetLogo, the open source implementation being available with results at https://www.github.com/JusteRaimbault/
MigrationDynamics. We explore the model on synthetic city systems
first, to isolate results due to processes from results due to geographical configuration. With such a random model where many parameters cannot be given directly a real-world value, it is necessary to
explore intensively the parameter space to obtain robust conclusions.
Using the software OpenMole [Reuillon, Leclaire, and Rey-Coyrehourcq,
2013], we proceed to 1,599,495 simulations of the model on computation grid, achieving 15 years of equivalent CPU in around 2 days. We
validate the model internally by checking the statistical convergence
of indicators.
From the baseline experiments (reference parameter values) we
learn the following stylized facts on intrinsic dynamics at the core
of the model:
1. When migrants have a high propensity to move, the spatial
repartition of jobs becomes suboptimal in intermediate regimes
of stochasticity, corresponding to a regime where congestion
dominates.
2. This congestion regime corresponds to a linear decrease of job
distance with randomness, meaning that social determinism creates spatial inequalities.
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3. Changing the relative importance of accessibility does not affect
much the aggregated dynamics: an increased gain in mobility
produced by policies such as individual transportation subsidies will have no effect on migrations patterns.
4. Configurations with an intermediate value of move aversion (in
which real configurations fall) yield a negative feedback effect of
time, witnessing a progressive saturation. In a “U-shape” manner, very mobile or very fixed configurations yield positive feedback of time (increase in the number of migrations).
We then turn to targeted experiments.
Adding categorization does not change the qualitative behavior of
the model. The lower category appears more vulnerable to spatial inequalities created by social determinism. Concerning the influence of
economic parameters, namely income inequality and income growth,
we find that : (i) larger income inequalities yield stronger spatial inequities in job accessibility; (ii) larger enrichments when migrating
induces a suboptimal regime for the upper category.
The application of the model on the real population and economic
configuration of Pearl River Delta slightly changes conclusions: we
witness for example the emergence of optimal behavior ranges for
the commuting distance indicators. It means that incentives for migrations have to be specifically tuned depending on the region configuration. Other conclusions mainly hold and are therefore processspecific.
discussion A last application we are currently developing is testing the impact of localized regulation policies, i.e. having the term
(c)
hj varying across cities and across categories, what corresponds to
policies effectively observed in practice. This various stylized facts
listed above may furthermore inform more general policies, such as
the impact of mobility or the existence of optimal regimes for intermediate values of randomness. Further work may consist in a calibration of the model on migration trajectories with appropriate datasets,
but also in a feedback of simulation results on qualitative fieldwork,
trying to compare to concrete real situations.
This modeling entreprise is aimed at being integrated, as the model
is initially built with taking in consideration qualitative observations
from fieldwork11 , and as its outputs shall in return inform qualitative
research. We believe that such integrated modeling approaches will
be important tools in the future of Urban China research, in particular
because of the emergence of new urban regimes in Chinese cities that
were never observed somewhere else before, making difficult the use
of some of previous empirical knowledge on cities.
11 To recall the context in the more general frame of the thesis, this is not our fieldwork
described in 1.3, but the one by Cinzia Losavio realized in the context of her current
thesis (see contributions above).
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figure 125: Structure of the intra-regional migration model.(Left) Multi-scale schema of processes
included in the model. (Right) Examples of regional population configuration, for a synthetic city system
(top) and Pearl River Delta (bottom).
?

?
?
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figure 126: Example of stylized facts obtained with the model. Comparison of average distance to
jobs for the lowest economic category, as a function of the randomness parameter β, between synthetic
city systems (two left plots) and real configuration (two right plots). The color gives the constant move
(c)
aversion ui and plots are given for two values of cost-accessibility ratio γ. We witness the apparition
of optimal values of β in the real situation, probably caused by the geography.

c.3

correlated synthetic data: financial time series

Context
A field of application for the synthetic data method presented in B.3
is that of financial complex systems, of which captured signals, financial time-series, are heterogeneous, multi-scalar and highly nonstationary [Mantegna and Stanley, 1999]. Correlations have already
been the object of a broad bunch of related literature. For example,
Random Matrix Theory allows to undress signal of noise, or at least to
estimate the proportion of information undistinguishable from noise,
for a correlation matrix computed for a large number of asset with
low-frequency signals (daily returns mostly) [Bouchaud and Potters,
2009]. Similarly, Complex Network Analysis on networks constructed
from correlations, by methods such as Minimal Spanning Tree [Bonanno, Lillo, and Mantegna, 2001] or more refined extensions developed for this purpose [Tumminello et al., 2005], yielded promising
results such as the reconstruction of economic sectors structure. At
high frequency, the precise estimation of of interdependence parameters in the framed of fixed assumptions on asset dynamics, has been
extensively studied from a theoretical point of view aimed at refinement of models and estimators [Barndorff-Nielsen et al., 2011]. The-
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oretical results must be tested on synthetic datasets as they ensure a
control of most parameters in order to check that a predicted effect is
indeed observable all things equal otherwise. For example, [Potiron and
Mykland, 2015] obtains a bias correction for the Hayashi-Yoshida estimator (used to estimate integrated covariation between two brownian
at high frequency in the case of asynchronous observation times) by
deriving a central limit theorem for a general model that endogeneize
observation times. Empirical confirmation of estimator improvement
is obtained on a synthetic dataset at a fixed correlation level.
Formalization
Framework
We consider a network of assets (Xi (t))16i6N sampled at high-frequency
(typically 1s). We use a multi-scalar framework (used e.g. in wavelet
analysis approaches [Ramsey, 2002] or in multi-fractal signal processing [Bouchaud, Potters, and Meyer, 2000]) to interpret observed signals as the superposition of components at different time scales :
P
P
ω
ω
ω
Xi =
ω Xi . We denote by Ti =
ω 0 6ω Xi the filtered signal
at a given frequency ω. A recurrent problem in the study of complex
systems is the prediction of a trend at a given scale. It can be viewed
as the identification of regularities and their distinction from components considered as random12 . For the sake of simplicity, we represent
such a process as a trend prediction model at a given temporal scale
ω1
ω1 , formally an estimator Mω1 : (Tiω1 (t 0 ))t 0 <t 7→ Tˆi (t) which aims
to minimize error on the real trend kTiω1 − T̂iω1 k. In the case of autoregressive multivariate estimators, the performance will depend among
other parameters on respective correlations between assets. It is thus
interesting to apply the method to the evaluation of performance as a
function of correlation at different scales. We assume a Black-Scholes
dynamic for assets [Jarrow, 1999], i.e. dX = σ · dW, with W Wiener
process. Such a dynamic model allows an easy modulation of correlation levels.
Data generation

correlation. Indeed, if dW1

|=

 1
We can straightforward generate X̃i such that Var X̃ω
= ΣRΣ (with
i
Σ estimated standard deviations and R fixed correlation matrix) and
0
0
verifying Xω6ω
= X̃ω6ω
(data proximity indicator : components at
i
i
a lower frequency than a fundamental frequency ω0 < ω1 are identical). We use therefore the simulation of Wiener processes with fixed
|=

|=

dW1 (and σ1 < r
σ2 indicatively, assets
σ2
being interchangeable), then W2 = ρ12 W1 + 1 − σ12 · ρ212 · W1 is
2

12 see [Gell-Mann, 1995] for an extended discussion on the construction of schema to
study complex adaptive systems (by complex adaptive systems).
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such that ρ(dW1 , dW2 ) = ρ12 . Next signals are constructed the same
way by Gram orthonormalization. We isolate the component at the
1
desired frequency ω1 by filtering the signal, i.e. X̃ω
= Wi − Fω0 [Wi ]
i
(with Fω0 low-pass filter with cut-off frequency ω0 ). We reconstruct
1
then the hybrid synthetic signals by X̃i = Tiω0 + X̃ω
i .
Results
Methodology
The method is tested on an example with two assets from foreign
exchange market (EUR/USD and EUR/GBP), in a six month period
from June 2015 to November 2015. Data13 cleaning, starting from original series sampled at a frequency around 1s, consists in a first step to
the determination of the minimal common temporal range (missing
sequences being ignored, by vertical translation of series, i.e. S(t) :=
S(tn )
S(t) · S(t
when tn−1 , tn are extremities of the “hole” and S(t)
n−1 )
value of the asset, what is equivalent to keep the constraint to have
returns at similar temporal steps between assets). We study then logprices and log-returns, defined by X(t) := log S(t)
S0 and ∆X(t) = X(t) −
X(t − 1). Raw data are filtered at a maximal frequency ωm = 10min
(which will be the maximal frequency for following treatments) for
concerns of computational efficiency. We use a non-causal gaussian
filter of total width ω. We fix the fundamental frequency ω0 = 24h
and we propose to construct synthetic data at frequencies ω1 =
30min, 1h, 2h. See Fig. 127 for an example of signal structure at these
different scales.
It is crucial to consider the interference between ω0 and ω1 frequencies in the reconstructed signal : correlation indeed estimated
is




ω0
ω
ρe = ρ ∆X̃1 , ∆X̃2 = ρ ∆T1ω0 + ∆X̃ω
1 , ∆T2 + ∆X̃2
what yields in the reasonable
h limit σ1 
i σ0 (fundamental frequency
ω1
ω
small enough), when Cov ∆X̃i , ∆Xj = 0 for all i, j, ω1 > ω and


returns centered at any scale, by writing ρ0 = ρ ∆T1ω0 , ∆T2ω0 , ρ =
ω

σ(∆Ti 0 )
ω1 
1
ρ ∆X̃ω
, the correction on effective corre,
∆
X̃
,
et
ε
=
ω
i
1
2
σ(∆X̃i 1 )
lation due to interferences: we have at first order the expression of
effective correlation




1 2
2
ρe = [ε1 ε2 ρ0 + ρ] · 1 −
ε + ε2
2 1

(32)

what gives the correlation that we can effectively simulate in synthetic
data.
13 Obtained from http://www.histdata.com/, without specified licence. For the respect
of copyright, only cleaned and filtered at ωm data are made openly available.
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figure 127: Example of the multi-scalar structure of the signal. It is the basis of the construction of
synthetic signals. Log-prices are represented on a time window of around 3h for November 1st 2015 for
asset EUR/USD, with 10min (purple) and 30min trends.
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Correlation is estimated by Pearson method, with estimator for covariance corrected for bias, i.e.
Ĉ[X1, X2]
ρ̂[X1, X2] = q
ˆ [X1]Var
ˆ [X2]
Var
P
P
P
1
1
, where Ĉ[X1, X2] = (T −1)
t X1 (t)X2 (t) − T ·(T −1)
t X1 (t)
t X2 (t)
2
P 2
P
1
1
ˆ [X] =
and Var
t X (t) − T
t X(t) .
T
The tested predictive model Mω1 is a simple ARMA for which parameters p = 2, q = 0 are fixed (as we do not create lagged correlation,
we do not expect large orders of auto-regression as these kind of processes have short memory for real data; furthermore smoothing is
not necessary as data are already filtered). It is however applied in
an adaptive way14 . More precisely, given a time window TW , we estimate for any t the model on [t − TW + 1, t] in order to predict signals
at t + 1.
implementation Experiments are implemented in R language,
using in particular the MTS [Tsay, 2015] library for time-series models. Cleaned data and source code are openly available on the git
repository of the project15 .
results Figure 128 gives effective correlations computed on synthetic data. For standard parameter values (for example ω0 = 24h,
ω1 = 2h and ρ = −0.5), we find ρ0 ' 0.71 et εi ' 0.3 what yields
|ρe − ρ| ' 0.05. We observe a good agreement between observed ρe
and values predicted by 32 in the interval ρ ∈ [−0.5, 0.5]. On the
contrary, for larger absolute values, a deviation increasing with |ρ|
and as ω1 decreases : it confirms the intuition that when frequency
decreases and becomes closer to ω0 , interferences between the two
components are not negligible anymore and invalidate independence
assumptions for example.
We apply then the predictive model described above to synthetic
data, in order to study its mean performance as a function of correlation between signals. Results for ω1 = 1h, 1h30, 2h are shown in
Fig. 129. The a priori counter-intuitive result of a maximal performance at vanishing correlation for one of the assets confirms the role
of synthetic data to better understand system mechanisms : the study
of lagged correlations shows an asymmetry in the real data that we
can understand at a daily scale as an increased influence of EUR/GBP
14 adaptation level staying low, as parameters TW , p, q and model type do not vary.
We are positioned within the framework of [Potiron, 2016] which assumes a locally
parametric dynamic but for which meta-parameters are fixed. We could imagine a
variable TW which would adapt for the best local fit, the same way parameters are
estimated in bayesian signal processing by augmentation of the state with parameters.
15 at https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/SynthAsset
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on EUR/USD with a rough two hours lag. The existence of this lag
allows a “good” prediction of EUR/USD thanks to fundamental component. This predictive power is perturbed by added noises in a way
that increases with their correlation. The more noises correlated are,
the more he model will take them into account and will make false
predictions because of the markovian character of simulated brownian16 .
This case study stays a toy-model and has no direct practical application, but demonstrates however the relevance of using simulated
synthetic data. Further developments can be directed towards the simulation of more realistic data (presence of consistent lagged correlation
patterns, more realistic models than Black-Scholes) and apply it on
more operational models.

?

?
?

16 the model used has theoretically no predictive power at all on pure brownian
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figure 128: Effective correlations obtained on synthetic data. Dots represent estimated correlations
on a synthetic dataset corresponding to 6 months between June and November 2015 (error-bars give
95% confidence intervals obtained with standard Fisher method); scale color gives filtering frequency
ω1 = 10min, 30min, 1h, 2h, 4h ; solid lines give theoretical values for ρe obtained by ?? with estimated
volatilities (dotted-line diagonal for reference); vertical red line position is the theoretical value such
that ρ = ρe with mean values for εi on all points. We observe for high absolute correlations values
a deviation from corrected values, what should be caused by non-verified independence and centered
returns assumptions. Asymmetry is caused by the high value of ρ0 ' 0.71.
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figure 129: Performance of a predictive model as a function of simulated correlations. From left
to right and top to bottom, three first graphsshow for each asset the normalized
performance of an
  2   2
1 P
ARMA model (p = 2, q = 0), defined as π = T t X̃i (t) − Mω1 X̃i (t)
/σ X̃i (95% confidence
√
intervals computed by π = π̄ ± (1.96 · σ[π])/ T , local polynomial smoothing to ease reading). It is interesting to note the U-shape for EUR/USD, due to interference between components at different scales.
Correlation between simulated noises deteriorates predictive power. The study of lagged correlations (here
ρ[∆XEURUSD (t), ∆XEURGBP (t − τ)]) on real data clarifies this phenomenon: the fourth graph show an asymmetry in curves at any scale compared to zero lag (τ = 0) what leads fundamental components to increase predictive power for the dollar, amelioration then perturbed by correlations between simulated
components. Dashed lines show time steps (in equivalent τ units) used by the ARMA at each scale, what
allows to read the corresponding lagged correlation on fundamental components.
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c.4

cybergeonetworks: a multi-dimensional and spatialized bibliometric analysis

The analysis of the Cybergeo corpus has also been an opportunity
for reflexivity and to test more thoroughly the idea of applied perspectivism through the combination of methodological approaches.
This appendix shows their complementarity and the new knowledge
which can be produced by their coupling, in particular here through
their spatialisation.

?

?
?

This appendix is the result of a collaboration in the context of the 20
years anniversary of the Cybergeo journal: initiated by D. Pumain (Université Paris 1) and A. Banos (Université Paris 1), an interdisciplinary team
composed by C. Cottineau (University College London), P.-O. Chasset
(LISER), H. Commenges (Université Paris 1), has lead an analysis by multiple and complementary methods of the Cybergeo journal corpus. The corresponding paper (submitted to Journal of Informetrics) is here adapted.

?

?
?

Bibliometrics have become commonplace and widely used by authors and journal to monitor, evaluate and identify their readership
in an ever-increasing publishing scientific world. With this contribution, we aim to move from the near-real time counts to investigate
the semantic proximities and evolution of the papers published in
the online journal Cybergeo since its creation in 1996. We compare
three strategies for building semantic networks, using keywords (selfdeclared themes), citations (areas of research using the papers published in Cybergeo) and full-texts (themes derived from the words
used in writing). We interpret these networks and semantic proximities with respect to their temporal evolution as well as spatial expressions, by considering the countries studied in the papers under
inquiry. Finally, we compare the three methods and conclude that
their complementarity can help go beyond simple statistics to better
understand the epistemological evolution of a scientific community
and the readership target of the journal.
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c.4.1

Introduction

Since the seminal work of Kuhn in the early 1960s the development of
science studies has been based on three disciplinary pillars: history of
science, philosophy of science, sociology of science. In the 1980s political science grew in importance studying the links between knowledge
production and knowledge utilisation. This “political turn” began
with the creation of the journal Knowledge in 1979. Since late 1990s,
science studies has been affected by a “spatial turn” and eventually
emerged a geography of science (Livingstone, 1995; Livingstone, 2003;
Livingstone and Withers, 2005; Withers, 2009). Our work follows this
trend: we propose in this paper a spatialised bibliometrics approach.
Faced with the increasing number of articles, journals and channels of publication used by researchers in an open access and digital
world, journals need tools to identify their readership and authors
need this information to better reach their target audience, using the
right keywords, vocabulary and citations. This paper provides a set of
complementary digital tools which meet three requirements: 1) to go
beyond the usual citation metrics and give semantic and network analytics directly from the scientific contents of the papers; 2) to situate
the position of sets of papers according to the semantic fields of their
topics; 3) to identify the significant variations in research topics that
may be linked with the geographical origin of authors or to the country they choose to analyse. This last point is especially interesting for
our first case of study which is a journal of geography.
The 20-year anniversary of the first journal exclusively digital in social science – Cybergeo –, was the occasion to analyse a consistent corpus of over 700 articles published in 7 languages, with respect to the
geography of its authorship and readership. We performed a quantitative epistemology analysis of the scientific papers published since
1996 to measure their similarities according three types of textual indicators: their keywords (the way authors advertise their research),
their citation network (the way the paper is used by other fields and
disciplines), or their full-text (the vocabulary used to write the paper
and present the research).
These analyses are complementary and show the evolution of a
journal towards emergent themes of research. It also highlights the
need for Cybergeo to keep extending its authorship base beyond the
French-speaking community, in order to match its ambition of a European Journal of Geography. Our contribution consists in these specific epistemological conclusions, but also in a broader methodological and technical input on handling interactively large-scale heterogeneous scientific corpus. We show how the coupling of complementary
views can create a second order knowledge: the spatial embedding of
the three classification methods unveils unexpected patterns. Furthermore, the dedicated tool that we designed is available as an open
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source software, that can be used by journals for a collective scientific reflexivity, but also by institutions and individual scientists for a
bottom-up empowerment of Open Science.
The rest of this section is organized as follows: we first review similar initiatives tackling heterogeneous or multidimensional approaches
to bibliometrics, and describe the case study we work on. We then
develop technical details of the different methods used, and how
these are coupled through interactive spatial data exploration ; describe results at the first order (each method) and at the second order
(achieved through coupling) ; and finally discuss broader implication
for quantitative epistemology and reflexivity for Open Science.
Bibliographic context
Studies in bibliometrics having as a main focus the complementarity of different approaches are rather sparse. [Omodei, De Domenico,
and Arenas, 2017] shows that taking into account citation and discipline data into a multilayer network is useful to understand patterns
of interdisciplinarity. [Cronin and Sugimoto, 2014] is an attempt of
an overview of the complex nature of measuring scientific publications and the intrinsic multidimensional nature of knowledge production. It provides both recent technical contributions with critical
approaches. It insists on the “Janus-faced nature of metrics”, confirming that reducing knowledge production to a few dimensions is not
only wrong but also dangerous for science. The geographical dimension of science has been studied by numerous targeted studies, such
as [Maisonobe, 2013] that investigates the diffusion of specific questions and practices in molecular biology across the world.
Cybergeo as a case study
Cybergeo was founded in 1996 as a digital-only European journal of
geography. Since then, 737 scientific articles have been published (until May 2016) by 1351 authors from 51 countries. These articles have
generated 2710 citations altogether over the last twenty years, which
corresponds to half the number of other articles cited in Cybergeo
(5545).
Most contributions come from a French institution (561), although
French-speaking countries (35 papers from an author affiliated in
Canada, 21 in Switzerland) and neighbouring countries (UK: 23 contributions, Italy: 18) are well represented too (Fig. 130). The geographical subjects of the articles themselves show a larger diversity, as the
world is almost fully covered (Fig. 130). However, France and neighbouring countries such as Spain and Germany are the main focus of
the majority of articles, although the United States are the 5th most
studied single country. By linking authors to their geographical subject (Fig. 131), we find different patterns:
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figure 130: Countries with at least one author, 1996-2015 (Left), Countries studied at least once,
1996-2015 (Right)
• European and North American countries studying each other
through Cybergeo articles;
• American countries being studied by authors affiliated in Europe and North-America;
• African and Asian countries being studied mainly by Europeans
and marginally by Americans and themselves;
• Russia and Australia being studied by Western authors and
studying their own hinterland.
Finally, the temporal evolution shows an accelerated growth of the
number of authors – although the number of articles by 5-year period remains stable –, a spread of geographical coverage – with more
articles published about emerging countries and extra-European territories –, along with a growing connexion in citation networks. There
is a reinforcing bias towards a French-speaking authorship, revealed
by the origin of authors as well as by the share of papers published
in French.
c.4.2

Methods

One main aspect of our contribution is the complementary combination of different methodologies, each having its potentialities and
pitfalls, but also specific questions and objects of study. We detail in
this section the different methods and how they are coupled to produce new knowledge.
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figure 131:
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Geographical origins and destinations of papers, 1996-2015
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Internal semantic network
The first exploration method is based on the set of keywords declared by the articles’ authors in the Cybergeo journal. We consider
articles and keywords as a bipartite network. This network can be
decomposed in two simple networks: a network of articles (vertices)
linked by common keywords (edges); a network of keywords (vertices) linked by common articles (edges) (Roth and Cointet, 2010). We
consider the second one as a semantic network.
The vertices have a frequency variable corresponding to the number of articles in which they appear, and also their degree defined
by their number of links. Starting from degrees, one can compute
the probability of two nodes to be connected, what gives an expected
weight to the corresponding link. The observed weight being the number of articles citing the two keywords, we define the modal weight as
a ratio between the observed weight and the squared-root expected
weight of the edge. This modal weight can be used as a preferential
attachment measure.
Based on this preferential attachment measure two kinds of visualisations are proposed: semantic fields and communities. The semantic
field shows a any given keyword at the centre of the plot and all its
neighbours at a distance inversely proportional to the modal weight.
The communities are computed with the Louvain algorithm (Blondel
et al., 2008b). This community detection method is chosen among others because it is based on the modularity such as the modal weight
above defined.
External semantic network
The second methodological development focuses on the combination
of citation network exploration with network semantic analysis. The
method applied for this development is described in details by [Raimbault, 2017]. Citation Networks have been widely used in studies
of science, for example as a predictive tool for the success of a paper (Newman, 2014), or to unveil emerging research fronts (Shibata
et al., 2008). Indeed, the bibliography of a paper contains a sort of
scientific positioning, as a heritage to which it aims to contribute and
which fields it is based on. The other way, reverse citations, i.e. contributions citing a given paper, up to a given level, shows how the
knowledge produced was understood, interpreted and used, and in
particular by which field (on this point the interesting example of [Jacobs, 2016], heavily cited today by most of quantitative studies of the
city by physicists, shows how unexpected the type of the audience
can be).
We define the citation neighborhood of our corpus as all the articles
citing articles published in Cybergeo, all the articles citing the ones
cited by Cybergeo, and all the articles citing these ones. (having thus
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a network at depth 2). The citation data is collected using automatic
data collection similarly to [Raimbault, 2017].
Having constructed this citation neighborhood, we introduce a method
to analyze its content through text mining. More precisely, we focus on the relevant keywords of abstracts, in a precise sense, which
was introduced by [Chavalarias and Cointet, 2013] to study the evolution of scientific fields, and later refined and scaled to big data on a
Patent database by [Bergeaud, Potiron, and Raimbault, 2017a]. Using
co-occurrences of n-grams (keywords with multiple components, obtained after a first text cleaning and filtering), the deviation from an
uniform distribution across texts using a chi-squared test gives a measure of keyword relevance, on which a fixed number Nk = 50, 000 is
filtered. The weighted co-occurrence network between relevant keywords captures their second order relationship and we assume that
its topology contains information on the structure of disciplines that
are present in the citation network. A sensitivity analysis of community structure to network filtering parameters (minimal edge weight,
minimal and maximal document occurrence for nodes) yield a robust
network with optimal community structure, what allows to associate
to each paper a list of keywords and corresponding disciplines. These
are complementary to the declared keywords and the full text themes
presented in the next subsection, as they reveal how authors position
in the semantic landscape associated to the citation neighborhood, or
what are their “cultural backgrounds”.
Topics allocation using full text documents
The third and last exploration method details the allocation of topics
in full text documents, and is thus complementary to the previous
ones that used declared keywords and relevant keywords within abstracts of the citation neighborhood. Topic classification of texts documents is an intense field of research, that have developed several
algorithms. In this field, a topic is considered as a set of words frequently used together in the same document, and a text document as
a mixture of topics. Following a long standing development in natural
language processing from the weighting scheme of words called Term
frequency-inverse document frequency (tfidf) introduced by [Salton
and McGill, 1986] to first generative probabilistic model of [Hofmann,
1999], [Blei, Ng, and Jordan, 2003] have lastly proposed an evolution
with the Latent Dirichlet Allocation model (LDA).
The LDA method ignores the structure of texts and considers articles as bags of words. In order to keep a certain level of structure,
we use here the part-of-speech tagging developed by [Schmid, 1994]
which provides the function of words in sentences and extracts their
stem. Nouns, pronouns and verbs are filtered and weighted by their
tf-idf statistic. We then use the LDA method to produce the composition of documents in terms of themes and the composition of themes
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in terms of keywords. Given the a-priori matrix β of composition of
themes in terms of keywords, documents are generated following different probability laws. In an iterative way, distribution parameters,
including β are estimated, through the use of a Gibbs sampling algorithm [Geman and Geman, 1984]. We can then analyze β to explain
the themes contained in the corpus. The number of themes is a fixed
parameter. An optimal number can be obtained by minimizing perplexity and maximizing entropy of themes in the corpus, as proposed
by [Blei, Ng, and Jordan, 2003].
Geographical aggregation of semantic profiles
In order to produce the maps in Fig. 130 and Fig. 131 and analyses at
the country level, articles have been geo-tagged in two ways. Firstly,
the country of affiliation of the author(s) has been coded following
the 2-letter identifiers of the International Organization for Standardization. Secondly, the articles were read one by one to extract the major geographical subjects. Articles were tagged with a country if this
country or a sub-region of it constituted the focus of the study. In the
case of European countries, different sets of countries were associated
with the publication, depending on the perimeter of the subject (for
instance: EU15, EU25, Schengen area, EuroMed, etc.). Given a semantic characterisation of articles (using keywords, citations or full-texts),
it is then possible to determine two semantic profiles of countries: one
using countries as authoring origins and one using countries as subject ’destination’. This semantic profile of a given country is made of
the mean share of themes present in articles authoring from or studying this country. All in all, given the three semantic characterisations
of articles (using keywords, citations and full-texts) and the two geographical allocation of articles (authoring or studied), each country
has a maximum of six distinct semantic profiles. We use these semantic profiles to cluster countries. The clustering method applied is an
ascending hierarchical clustering algorithm using the Ward criterion
of distance maximisation. When analysing authoring clusters, we consider groups of countries from which a certain geography is made
and written. This option is interesting in a reflexive aspect but practically more hazardous because of the high concentration of emission
and the consequently low number of emitting countries. Therefore,
in the results section, we base our clustering on studied countries.
When analysing clusters of studied countries, we consider how certain groups of territories are studied, what words authors use to talk
about them and in which research areas the papers about them are
used.
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Open data + interactivity = reproducibility & transparency
Last but not least, our methodological contribution is also closely
linked to issues of reflexivity, transparency and reproducibility in
the process of knowledge production. It is now a well sustained
idea that all these aspects are closely linked and that their strong
coupling participates to a virtuous circle enhancing and accelerating
knowledge production, as seen in the various approaches of Open
Science (Fecher and Friesike, 2014). For example, open peer review is
progressively emerging as an alternative way to the rigid and slow
classical canons of scientific communication: [Ross-Hellauer, 2017]
proceeds to a systematic review on the notion to give an unified
definition and understand its potential benefits and pitfalls. In the
domain of computational science, tools are numerous to ensure reproducibility and transparency but require a strict discipline of use
and are not easily accessible (Wilson et al., 2017). Open Science suggest transparency of the knowledge production process itself, but also
of the knowledge communication patterns: on this point we claim
that interactive exploration of quantitative epistemological patterns
are necessary. We build therefore an interactive application to allow
the exploration of heterogeneous scientific corpuses.
The web application is available online at http://shiny.parisgeo.
cnrs.fr/CybergeoNetworks/. Source code and data, both for analyses
and the web application, are available on the open git repository of
the project at https://github.com/AnonymousAuthor3/cybergeo20.
c.4.3

Results

Internal semantic network
communities and semantic fields The community detection algorithm finds a modularity optimum with 10 clusters: mobility
and transportation; imagery and GIS; climate and environment; history and epistemology; sustainability, risk, planning; Economic geography; Territory and population; urban dynamics; statistics and
modelling; emotional geography. Some clusters concentrate a large
number of keywords and articles, such as “imagery and GIS” or
“statistics and modelling”. This result was expected because of the
original aim and scope of the journal. Beside the main clusters and a
set of medium-sized clusters, two small and totally unexpected clusters emerged: "emotional geography" and "climate and environment".
The CybergeoNetworks application proposes a set of visualisation parameters to draw the communities, as presented in Fig. 132, such as
setting the size of vertices and edges according to different variables
(degree, number of articles, modal weight).
The above explained modal weight metrics can be used to draw
semantic fields. The CybergeoNetworks application proposes the full
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list of keywords. The user chooses one keyword from that list, the
word is placed is the centre of the plot and all its neighbours are
arranged at a distance inversely proportional to the preferential attachment (modal weight). The application proposes visualisation parameters such as setting the character size according to the weight of
the keywords (number of articles or degree in the network), as shown
in Fig. 132). Some proximities are expected (“urban” is closely linked
to “city”), some are expected knowing the original scope of the journal in the field of theoretical and quantitative geography (“model” or
“spatial statistics” are linked to “city”). Some proximities are totally
unexpected: for “city” the preferential attachment of keywords like
“movie”, “web”, “virtual”.
spatialised communities Using the keywords distributions to
draw the semantic profile of the 128 countries studied in a Cybergeo
article, we obtain a clustering in 4 groups representing 16.5% of the
initial inertia. Its geographical distribution is shown in Fig. 133 with
the average profile of each group.
Countries are differentiated firstly by whether or not the articles
studying them also declare keywords related to transport and mobility, history and epistemology, urban systems and/or emotional geography. Indeed, the first group of 83 countries (in blue, Fig. 133) is
defined by these themes. The corresponding countries are the most
developed and rich territories of the world, including emergent countries such as the BRICS. The keywords used to advertise the articles
about them follow the fashions of geography, with mentions of emotions and mobility for instance.
The countries of the other groups over-represent the keywords related to:
• methods (in orange) such as statistics and modelling. The countries associated with these keywords are all located in central
and southern Africa, with the exception of Lao. These countries are studied by a small number of articles which focus on
methodological approaches. For example, the only article studying Rwanda (Querriau et al., 2004) relates to an optimal location
problem whereas Vallée (2009) uses ’multilevel modelling’ as a
keyword for the only article about Lao.
• sustainability and risks (in yellow). This is the case of articles
about Indonesia for example, which all relate to aleas and vulnerability: to tsunamis (Ozer and De Longueville, 2005), to volcanoes (Bélizal, Lavigne, and Grancher, 2011) and to water scarcity
(Putra and Baier, 2009).
• Finally, 19 countries are associated with keywords related to
imagery and GIS (teal colour). They are located primarily in
Saharan Africa. In many cases, this happens because the articles
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figure 132: Community structure of the internal semantic network : A-Territory; B-Imagery & GIS
(Left); Semantic fields : A-City; B-Network (Right).
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figure 133: Geographical communities of declared interest (Left) ; Corresponding semantic profile
of groups (Right)
present a methodology which uses aerial and satellite images
to substitute missing socioeconomic data (Ackermann, Mering,
and Quensiere, 2003; Devaux, Fotsing, and Chéry, 2007).
Thus, drawing communities of declared interest, we find an interesting dichotomy between rich countries on the one hand, which are
studied extensively in the literature and for which authors use trendy
keywords to singularise themselves from past and concurrent work;
and developing countries on the other hand, which are associated
with more technical keywords reflecting a narrower spectrum of domains and specific data challenges.
External semantic network
The application allows to explore the citation neighborhood of chosen
articles, in terms of semantic contents (the visualisation of full networks are technically not feasible as the full corpus contains around
200,000 articles). Wordclouds give the content of the article and the
content of the articles in the neighborhood, with each word being associated to the semantic communities. The user can therefore situate
a work within a semantic context, and we expect that unanticipated
connexions can be made with this tools, as authors may not be aware
of similar works in alien disciplines.
communities structures As explained before, the raw semantic network is optimized for modularity and size, taking a compromise between these two opposite objectives, when edge and node fil-
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tering parameter vary. This provides 12 communities, that can correspond to existing disciplines, to methodological issues, or to very precise thematic subjects. The communities are, in order of importance in
terms of proportion of total keywords : Political Science/Communication; Biogeography; Social and Economic Geography; Climate; Physical Geography; Commerce; Spatial Analysis; Microbiology; Neuroscience; GIS; Agriculture; Health. This method has the characteristic
of grouping keywords by co-occurrences, revealing thus the actual
structure of abstracts contents: it is both an advantage when revealing links as for the large field of Social and Economic Geography, but
can also blur information by grouping more detailed communities.
Very precise small communities such as Health Geography appear
as they are strongly isolated from the rest of the communities. This
structure is particular, and shows a dimension of knowledge that for
example classical citation analysis do not reveal.
spatialised communities Using the previous networks to draw
the semantic profile of the 128 countries studied in a Cybergeo article, we obtain a clustering in 5 groups representing 19.3% of the initial inertia. Its geographical distribution is shown in Fig. 134 with the
average profile of each group.
The largest group of countries largely overlaps with the largest
cluster of keywords communities presented in the previous section.
Indeed, rich and emergent countries are studied in articles used in
similar ways in citation networks. There are further divides among
this group. A first subgroup (in blue) of countries is studied by Cybergeo articles cited preferentially in the fields of commerce, socioeconomic and politics analysis. These correspond to articles mostly
in Economics and Social Sciences.
The nearest subgroup of countries (in orange) comprises Australia,
Azerbaijan, Iran, Lao, the Philippines and Iceland. It corresponds to
countries treated by articles cited preferentially in methodological
fields (spatial analysis and GIS). Indeed, the only article about Iran
presents a collaborative decision support system (Jelokhani-Niaraki
and Malczewski, 2012) while the only article about Australia reviews
online cartographic products (Escobar, Polley, and Williamson, 2000).
This kind of articles then tends to stay in the citation clique of geomatics.
The third subgroup refers to countries of South-East Asia, Western
Africa, Yemen and Chile. The articles studying them are cited preferentially in the fields of biogeography and socioeconomic studies,
although they match the average profile.
In the second group of countries, we find a first subgroup of subSaharan countries (in teal) associated with papers cited in the climatology citation community. The second subgroup is composed of East
African, North African and South-East Asian countries (in green) as-
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figure 134: Geographical communities of bibliographical use (Left); Corresponding semantic profile of groups (Right).
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figure 135:
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Perplexity and Entropy of the LDA model as a function of number of topics.
sociated with papers cited in the fields of physical geography and
health.
Thus, drawing communities of bibliographical use, we find an interesting dichotomy between rich countries on the one hand, which are
associated with papers cited in broad communities, including topical
and methodological fields; and poor and developing countries on the
other hand, which are associated with papers cited mainly in relation
to natural hazards, health and risks in the literature.
Themes with full texts
evolution of topics in the corpus The destructuration of
documents and filtering yield a dictionary with around 1.4 · 105 words.
The LDA parameters are estimated for a number of themes varying
between 2 and 200, with different resolutions in particular between 20
and 40. Stochasticity is taken into account by repeating 10 times each
estimation for a given number of themes. As shown in Fig. 135, the
number of 20 themes is optimal regarding the perplexity and entropy
indicators.
The 20 themes obtained, classified by importance order (in terms
of frequency of occurence in all documents) can be synthesized as
corresponding to: housing and neighborhoods; mobility and accessibility; remote sensing; planning and governance; risks and vulnerability; health; garbage words; complex systems modeling; cities; water resources; cartography; history of geography; education; urban
agglomerations; geopolitics; electoral geography; administration; geomorphology; landscape; maritime geography. We can observe the
evolution of themes by year, as shown in Fig. 136. Different evolution
profiles can be distinguished: decreasing, localized, constant and increasing. The article on cartography (11) are decreasing in number.
Articles on remote sensing (3) have mostly been produced in 2000,
the same way as articles on water resources (10) in 2004 and 2011. Articles on urban agglomerations are produced regularly. Themes such
as neighborhood (1) and mobility (2) have a tendency to increase.
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figure 136:
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Number of documents addressing a topic per year, between 1996 and 2015.
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figure 137: Geographical communities of writing practice (Left); Corresponding semantic profile
of groups (Right)
spatialised full-text communities Using the full texts to
draw the semantic profile of the 128 countries studied in a Cybergeo
article, we obtain a clustering in 4 groups representing 13.4% of the
initial inertia. Its geographical distribution is shown in figure 137 with
the average profile of each group.
In this clustering analysis, we do not find the dichotomy of countries based on their wealth and economic development levels. The
link between semantic and geographical proximity is also less obvious at the world level, although one region is strikingly revealed:
the institutional boundaries of Europe. The group of countries included in the EU27 plus the USA, Brazil and Chile (in yellow) appear strongly similar in terms of vocabulary used to talk about them.
In particular, themes related to issues of administrative boundaries
(“communes”) and regional planning (“amenagement”) describe these
countries well (for example: (Le Néchet, 2011a; Lusso, 2009; Santamaria, 2009)). Two subgroups neighbour this cluster in the clustering
tree. The first one includes countries studied by papers written in
English. The second subgroup includes countries from all continents
and corresponds to papers written preferentially with words such as
“eau” (water) and “entreprise” (enterprise). Finally, 59 countries are distant from these groups in that words used to write about them refer
to villages and borders (“frontiere”), in contexts as diverse as Canada,
Ecuador, Malaysia or Zimbabwe. The communities of vocabulary and
writing practice thus appear less straightforward and less linked to
geographical proximity. The main result lays in the fact that there is
a specific set of words used to write about the European Union, a
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sort of EU27 Novlang made of words like “Eurovision”, “subsidiarity” and “Spatial Development Perspectives”.
c.4.4

Discussion

Evaluating the complementarity of approaches
This section backs up the previous qualitative comparison of approaches
through their spatialization by quantitative measures of their complementarity. Although we have seen that the communities obtained
from the three different methods are semantically and geographically distinct, we do not know precisely how they complement each
other. The overlapping analysis is complicated by the fact that articles belong simultaneously to several clusters for each classification.
Therefore, we compare the methods 2 by 2 by computing the share
of articles classified simultaneously in each possible pair of clusters
from the two methods. In other words, if a method M1 (for ex. based
on citation communities) is composed of n categories and a method
M2 (for ex. based on keywords communities) is composed of m categories, we compute for each article n · m products of co-occurrences
and then sum these products into flows for the whole Cybergeo corpus. If the methods were equivalent ways of describing and clustering articles, we would expect all the flows between communities to
be 1 : 1, n : 1 or 1 : n, given that the methods do not give the same
number of clusters. If the methods were completely orthogonal, we
should find that each flow is proportional to the size of the origin cluster and of the size of the destination clusters. The fact that we find
n : n flows and that they are not determined entirely by the size of
the clusters at origin and destination means that our three methods
of semantic clustering are not equivalent nor orthogonal (Fig. 138).
On the contrary, they shed different lights on the journal corpus.
For instance, there are clear preferential positive and negative relations between some citations communities and keywords communities (Fig. 138). On the one hand, 35% of the Cybergeo articles cited
by papers in the GIS cluster are characterized by keywords identified
as “Imagery and GIS”. On the other hand, there is no article cited by
papers in the “crime” cluster which have keywords of the “Climate
and environment” community. These relationships make sense, because the way a paper is advertised by its keywords is one of the first
elements indicating the potential reader that the paper is relevant or
not. Interestingly, the “complex systems” citation community is characterized by a variety of keywords communities (27% of the articles
cited by this community are tagged in the “statistics and modelling”
cluster, 17% in “Imagery and GIS” cluster, 13% in “history and epistemology”, 11% in “urban dynamics”). This suggests that the field
of complex systems, being unified by methods rather than objects of
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figure 138:
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Overlap between semantic communities.
inquiry, are more open to diverse topics than other citation communities. It could also mean that within Cybergeo, authors of articles relevant to the complex systems community advertise their paper with
keywords from the discipline of geography rather than methods only
in order to attract topical reader as well.
Looking at the relations between keywords communities and themes
communities, we find that some topics require specific words to write
about them. For example, “Imagery and GIS”-tagged articles use
more words from the “EN” theme category, which corresponds to
English words (rather than French). Urban studies are distinguished
between its quantitative side (advertised by keywords around “urban
dynamics” and using words such as “agglomeration”) and its qualitative side (advertised by keywords around “sustainability, risk and
planning” and using words such as “femme”: woman). Interestingly,
the words like “risk” (risque) are used themselves more in articles
tagged around “Climate and environment” than around “sustainability, risk and planning”. Finally, the flows between themes communities and citations communities appear roughly proportional to the
size of clusters at origin and destination, suggesting that citations are
rather independent of the vocabulary used in the articles. This is reflected in the quantitative analysis below (Fig. 140), this pair having
the smallest mean absolute correlation. In short, the words that count
in a citation strategy are much more the keywords than the actual
content of the paper.
We synthesize the flow relations between classifications by looking
at their covariance structure in an aggregated way. More precisely,
given the probability matrices (pki ) = (Pi ) and (pkj ) = (Pj ) summarizing two classifications, where articles are indexed by rows,
 we
estimate the correlation matrix between their columns ρij = ρ̂ Pi , Pj
using a standard Pearson correlation estimator. We look then at ag-
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Correlations between classifications.
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Notes: For each pair of classification and measure, we also give average and standard deviation for lower (ρ0 ) and upper (ρ+ ) null models, obtained
by bootstrapping b = 10000 random corpuses.

gregated measures, namely minimal correlation, maximal correlation
and mean absolute correlation. In order to have a reference to interpret the values of these correlations, we compare them to two null
models obtained by bootstrapping random corpuses. The estimate
for the lower null model (ρ0 ) is expected to minimize correlation and
is obtained by shuffling all rows of one of the two matrices, which is
done successively on both to ensure symmetry. The upper null model
(ρ+ ) is constructed by computing correlations between one matrix
and the same where a fixed proportion of rows have been shuffled.
We set this proportion to 50%, which is a rather high level of similarity, and compute the model for both matrices each time. Average
and standard deviations are computed for null models on b = 10000
bootstrap repetitions. Table 139 summarizes the results. We find that
the maximal correlation for the Cybergeo corpus, which can be interpreted as a maximum overlap between approaches of semantic clustering, is always significantly smaller (around 5 · σ) than for the upper
null model. This confirms that our three classifications are highly independent of one another in their main components. It is interesting
to note that for Keywords/Themes, the mean absolute correlation is
within the standard error range of the mean absolute correlation of
the upper null model, suggesting that these two must be rather close
on small overlaps. They are actually closer than with Citations for
all indicators. We also confirm that Themes/Citations has the lowest
mean absolute overlap.
To make these conclusions more robust, we complement the analysis with a network modularity analysis, which is a widely applied
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figure 140: Evaluating the complementarity of classification through network modularities. The
plot gives the relative modularity of the first classification in the network induced by the second with
the threshold θ (see text), for each couple of classifications (color).
method to evaluate the relevance of a classification within a network.
To be able to compare two classifications, since the citation network is
too sparse for any analysis as mentioned, we evaluate the modularity
of a classification within the network induced by the other. More precisely, given a distance threshold θ and two documents given by their
(c) (c)
probabilities within a classification ~pi , ~pj , we consider the network
(c)

(c)

with documents as nodes linked if and only if d(~pi , ~pj ) < θ with
d euclidian distance. We can then compute the multi-class modularity of the other classification in the sense of [Nicosia et al., 2009]. We
show in Fig. 140, for different thresholds, the modularities normalized by the modularity of the network classification within its own
network. The closest the measure is to 1, the closer are the classifications. Most of couple have low values for large ranges of θ, confirming
the previous conclusions of orthogonality. Furthermore, the different
behavior as a function of θ (increasing or decreasing) suggests different internal structures of classification, what is consistent with the fact
that they rely on different processes to classify data.
Together with the visual diagrams, these analyses show the complementarity of classifications in the exploration of semantic diversity of
publication in a 20 year old journal.
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Applied perspectivism
Our approach can be understood as an “applied perspectivism”, which
we believe is a way to enhance second order knowledge creation and
to ensure reflexivity. Perspectivism is an epistemological position defended by [Giere, 2010c], that aims at going beyond the constructivismreductivism debates. Focusing on scientific agents as carriers of knowledge creation, any scientific entreprise is a certain perspective on the
world, taken by the agent for a given purpose and through a given
medium that is considered as the model. Perspectives are necessary
complementary as they result from different approaches to the same
objects, even if the definition of objects and research questions will
not necessarily be the same. Coupling perspectives should thus be a
typical feature of interdisciplinarity. We position our work as a deliberate attempt to couple complementary perspectives on the same corpus. [Varenne, 2017] recalls that one of the various function of models is to foster coupling between theories through coupling of models themselves, allowing the creation of novel knowledge within the
virtuous spiral between disciplinarity and interdisciplinarity coined
by [Banos, 2013]. Our work aims precisely at accelerating and improving such processes.
Fostering Open Science and Reflexivity
The open tools and software we provide participate to a larger effort of reflexivity tools in the context of Open Science. It is aimed
at being complementary to existing platforms, like the Community
Explorer for the community of Complex Systems developed by ISCPIF17 that provides an interactive visualisation of social research
networks combined to semantic networks based on self-declared keywords provided by researchers. An other example closer to what we
developed is Gargantext18 that provides corpus exploration functionalities. Linkage19 is a similar tool with different methods, using latent
topic allocation for networks with textual annotations (Bouveyron,
Latouche, and Zreik, 2016). We differentiate from these by exploring
simultaneously multiple dimensions of semantic classification and
more importantly by adding the geographical aspect. Furthermore,
in comparison to various tools that private publishers are beginning
to introduce, the open and collaborative nature of our work is crucial.
For example, [Bohannon, 2014] suggests that one must stay careful
when using search results from a popular academic search engine,
as the mechanisms of the ranking algorithm and thus the multiple biases are unknown. The comparison is similar with text-mining paying
services provided by private companies, as we suggest that a subtle
17 available at https://communityexplorer.org
18 https://gargantext.org/
19 https://linkage.fr/
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synergy between knowledge content and knowledge production processes (that is allowed by open tools only) can be more beneficial to
both.
We have studied a scientific corpus of a journal in Geography, combining multiple points of view through their embedding in the geographical space. This work is therefore in itself reflexive, illustrating
the kind of new approach to science it aims at promoting. We believe
that the open tools we develop in this context will contribute to the
empowerment of authors within Open Science.

?

?
?
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c.5

semantic classification of patents

The classifications through hyper-network obtained in Chapter 2 have
been made possible thanks to different complementary technical contributions. The construction of the semantic network, including the
extraction of keywords and the quantification of their relevance, and
then its analysis, have initially been launched in the context of the
analysis of the Cybergeo journal (see B.6). The application to massive
corpuses and the method to extract optimal sub-networks through
Pareto optimization have been developed in the context of the application which is presented here, to the corpus of patents filled in the
United States between 1976 and 2013.
This appendix has thus a crucial role regarding methods and tools
(even if we classify it into technical developments due to its autonomous
thematic nature), but also for its proper content regarding the possible future developments, as we suggested for a quantitative characterization of the diffusion of innovation in the framework of an empirical
investigation of hypothesis of the evolutive urban theory.

?

?
?

This appendix is the result of a collaboration with Dr A. Bergeaud
(Paris School of Economics) and Dr Y. Potiron (Keyo University), in the
context of a convergence of respective research questions of semantic analysis
of massive corpuses and of an endogenous characterization of innovation. It
has been published as [Bergeaud, Potiron, and Raimbault, 2017b]. It is here
adapted.

?

?
?

Therefore, we extend some usual techniques of classification resulting from a large-scale data-mining and network approach. This new
technology, which in particular is designed to be suitable to big data,
is used to construct an open consolidated database from raw data on
4 million patents taken from the US patent office from 1976 onward.
To build the pattern network, not only do we look at each patent title,
but we also examine their full abstract and extract the relevant keywords accordingly. We refer to this classification as semantic approach
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in contrast with the more common technological approach which consists in taking the topology when considering US Patent office technological classes. Moreover, we document that both approaches have
highly different topological measures and strong statistical evidence
that they feature a different model. This suggests that our method is
a useful tool to extract endogenous information.
Introduction
Innovation and technological change have been described by many
scholars as the main drivers of economic growth as in [Aghion and
Howitt, 1992] and [Romer, 1990]. [Griliches, 1990] advertised the use
of patents as an economic indicator and as a good proxy for innovation. Subsequently, the easier availability of comprehensive databases
on patent details and the increasing number of studies allowing a
more efficient use of these data (e.g. [Hall, Jaffe, and Trajtenberg,
2001]) have opened the way to a very wide range of analysis. Most
of the statistics derived from the patent databases relied on a few
key features: the identity of the inventor, the type and identity of
the rights owner, the citations made by the patent to prior art and
the technological classes assigned by the patent office post patent’s
content review. Combining this information is particularly relevant
when trying to capture the diffusion of knowledge and the interaction
between technological fields as studied in [Youn et al., 2015]. With
methods such as citation dynamics modeling discussed in [Newman,
2014] or co-authorship networks analysis in [Sarigöl et al., 2014], a
large body of the literature such as [Sorenson, Rivkin, and Fleming,
2006] or [Kay et al., 2014] has studied patents citation network to understand processes driving technological innovation, diffusion and
the birth of technological clusters. Finally, [Bruck et al., 2016] look
at the dynamics of citations from different classes to show that the
laser/ink-jet printer technology resulted from the recombination of
two different existing technologies.
Consequently, technological classification combined with other features of patents can be a valuable tool for researchers interested in
studying technologies throughout history and to predict future innovations by looking at past knowledge and interaction across sectors
and technologies. But it is also crucial for firms that face an ever
changing demand structure and need to anticipate future technological trends and convergence (see, e.g., [Curran and Leker, 2011]) to
adapt to the resulting increase in competition discussed in [Katz,
1996] and to maintain market share. Curiously, and in spite of the
large number of studies that analyze interactions across technologies [Furman and Stern, 2011], little is known about the underlying
“innovation network” (e.g. [Acemoglu, Akcigit, and Kerr, 2016]).
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We propose here an alternative classification based on semantic
network analysis from patent abstracts and explore the new information emerging from it. In contrast with the regular technological
classification which results from the choice of the patent reviewer,
semantic classification is carried automatically based on the content
of the patent abstract. Although patent officers are experts in their
fields, the relevance of the existing classification is limited by the fact
that it is based on the state of technology at the time the patent was
granted and cannot anticipate the birth of new fields. To correct for
this, the USPTO regularly make changes in its classification in order
to adapt to technological change (for example, the “nanotechnology”
class (977) was established in 2004 and retroactively to all relevant
previously granted patents). In contrast we don’t face this issue with
the semantic approach. The semantic links can be clues of one technology taking inspiration from another and good predictors of future
technology convergence (e.g. [Preschitschek et al., 2013] study semantic similarities from the whole text of 326 US-patents on phytosterols
and show that semantic analysis have a good predicting power of future technology convergence). One can for instance consider the case
of the word optic. Until more recently, this word was often associated with technologies such as photography or eye surgery, while it
is now almost exclusively used in a context of semi-transistor design
and electro-optic. This semantic shift did not happen by chance but
contains information on the fact that modern electronic extensively
uses technologies that were initially developed in optic.
Previous research has already proposed to use semantic networks
to study technological domains and detect novelty. [Yoon and Park,
2004] was one of the first to enhance this approach with the idea of
visualizing keywords network illustrated on a small technological domain. The same approach can be used to help companies identifying
the state of the art in their field and avoid patent infringement as in
[Park and Yoon, 2014] and [Yoon and Kim, 2011]. More closely related
to our methodology, [Gerken and Moehrle, 2012] develop a method
based on patent semantic analysis of patent to vindicate the view
that this approach outperform others in the monitoring of technology and in the identification of novelty innovation. Semantic analysis
has already proven its efficiency in various fields, such as in technology studies (e.g. [Choi and Hwang, 2014] and [Fattori, Pedrazzi, and
Turra, 2003]) and in political science (e.g. [Gurciullo et al., 2015]).
Building on such previous research, we make several contributions
by fulfilling some shortcomings of existing studies, such as for example the use of frequency-selected single keywords. First of all, we
develop and implement a novel fully-automatized methodology to
classify patents according to their semantic abstract content, which
is to the best of our knowledge the first of its type. This includes the
following refinements for which details can be found in the following
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section: (i) use of multi-stems as potential keywords; (ii) filtering of
keywords based on a second-order (co-occurrences) relevance measure and on an external independent measure (technological dispersion); (iii) multi-objective optimization of semantic network modularity and size. The use of all this techniques in the context of semantic
classification is new and essential from a practical perspective.
Furthermore, most of the existing studies rely on a subsample of
patent data, whereas we implement it on the full US Patent database
from 1976 to 2013. This way, a general structure of technological innovation can be studied. We draw from this application promising qualitative stylized facts, such as a qualitative regime shift around the end
of the 1990s, and a significant improvement of citation modularity for
the semantic classification when comparing to the technological classification. These thematic conclusions validate our method as a useful
tool to extract endogenous information, in a complementary way to
the technological classification.
Thanks to this complementarity, we believe that patent officers could
benefit very much from looking at the semantic network when considering potential citation candidates of a patent in review.
The work is organized as follows. We first describe the patent data,
the existing classification and provide details about the data collection process. We then explain the construction of the semantic classes.
Their relevance is then tested by providing exploratory results. Finally, we discuss potential further developments in conclusion.
Background
In our analysis, we will consider all utility patents granted in the
United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) from 1976 to
2013. A clearer definition of utility patent is given in Appendix of
[Bergeaud, Potiron, and Raimbault, 2017b]. Also, additional information on how to correctly exploit patent data can be found in [Hall,
Jaffe, and Trajtenberg, 2001] and [Lerner and Seru, 2015].
An existing classification: the USPC system
Each USPTO patent is associated with a non-empty set of technological classes and subclasses. There are currently around 440 classes and
over 150,000 subclasses constituting the United State Patent Classification (USPC) system. While a technological class corresponds to the
technological field covered by the patent, a subclass stands for a specific technology or method used in this invention. A patent can have
multiple technological classes, on average in our data a patent has 1.8
different classes and 3.9 pairs of class/subclass. At this stage, two features of this system are worth mentioning: (i) classes and subclasses
are not chosen by the inventors of the patent but by the examiner during the granting process based on the content of the patent; (ii) the
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classification has evolved in time and continues to change in order
to adapt to new technologies by creating or editing classes. When a
change occurs, the USPTO reviews all the previous patents so as to
create a consistent classification.
A bibliographical network between patents: citations
As with scientific publications, patents must give reference to all the
previous patents which correspond to related prior art. They therefore indicate the past knowledge which relates to the patented invention. Yet, contrary to scientific citations, they also have an important
legal role as they are used to delimit the scope of the property rights
awarded by the patent. One can consult [OECD, 2009] for more details about this. Failing to refer to prior art can lead to the invalidation of the patent (e.g. [Dechezlepratre, Martin, and Mohnen, 2014]).
Another crucial difference is that the majority of the citations are actually chosen by the examiners and not by the inventors themselves.
From the USPTO, we gather information of all citations made by each
patent (backward citations) and all citations received by each patent
as of the end of 2013 (forward citations). We can thus build a complete
network of citations that we will use later on in the analysis.
Turning to the structure of the lag between the citing and the cited
patent in terms of application date, we see that the mean of this lag is
8.5 years and the median is 7 years. This distribution is highly skewed,
the 95th percentile is 21 years. We also report 164,000 citations with
a negative time lag. This is due to the fact that some citations can
be added during the examination process and some patents require
more time to be granted than others.
In what follows, we choose to restrict attention to pairs of citations
with a lag no larger than 5 years. We impose this restriction for two
reasons. First, the number of citations received peaks 4-5 years after
application. Second, the structure of the citation lag is necessarily biased by the truncation of our sample: the more recent patents mechanically receive less citations than the older ones. As we are restricting to
citations received no later than 5 years after the application date, this
effect will only affect patents with an application date after 2007.
Data collection and basic description
Each patent contains an abstract and a core text which describe the
invention. To see what a patent looks like in practice, one can refer to the USPTO patent full-text database http://patft.uspto.gov/
netahtml/PTO/index.html or to Google patent which publishes USPTO
patents in pdf format at https://patents.google.com. Although including the full core texts would be natural and probably very useful
in a systematic text-mining approach as done in [Tseng, Lin, and Lin,
2007], they are too long to be included and thus we consider only the
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abstracts for the analysis. Indeed, the semantic analysis counts more
than 4 million patents, with corresponding abstracts with an average
length of 120.8 words (and a standard deviation of 62.4), a size that
is already challenging in terms of computational burden and data
size. In addition, abstracts are aimed at synthesizing purpose and
content of patents and must therefore be a relevant object of study
(see [Adams, 2010]). The USPTO defines a guidance stating that an
abstract should be “a summary of the disclosure as contained in the
description, the claims, and any drawings; the summary shall indicate the technical field to which the invention pertains and shall be
drafted in a way which allows the clear understanding of the technical problem, the gist of the solution of that problem through the
invention, and the principal use or uses of the invention” (PCT Rule
8).
We construct from raw data a unified database. Data is collected
from USPTO patent redbook bulk downloads, that provides as raw
data (specific dat or xml formats) full patent information, starting
from 1976. Detailed procedure of data collection, parsing and consolidation are available as supplementary material of [Bergeaud, Potiron,
and Raimbault, 2017b]. The latest dump of the database in Mongodb
format is available at http://dx.doi.org/10.7910/DVN/BW3ACK. Collection and homogenization of the database into a directly usable
database with basic information and abstracts was an important task
as USPTO raw data formats are involved and change frequently.
We count 4,666,365 utility patents with an abstract granted from
1976 to 2013. A very small number of patents have a missing abstract,
these are patents that have been withdrawn and we do not consider
them in the analysis. The number of patents granted each year increases from around 70,000 in 1976 to about 278,000 in 2013. When
distributed by the year of application, the picture is slightly different. The number of patents steadily increase from 1976 to 2000 and
remains constant around 200,000 per year from 2000 to 2007. Restricting our sample to patent with application date ranging from 1976 to
2007, we are left with 3,949,615 patents. These patents cite 38,756,292
other patents with the empirical lag distribution that has been extensively analyzed in [Hall, Jaffe, and Trajtenberg, 2001]. Conditioned on
being cited at least once, a patent receives on average 13.5 citations
within a five-year window. 270,877 patents receive no citation during the next five years following application, 10% of patents receive
only one citation and 1% of them receive more than 100 citations. A
within class citation is defined as a citation between two patents sharing at least one common technological class. Following this definition,
84% of the citations are within class citations. 14% of the citations are
between two patents that share the exact same set of technological
classes.
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Towards a complementary classification
Potentialities of text-mining techniques as an alternative way to analyze and classify patents are documented in [Tseng, Lin, and Lin,
2007]. The author’s main argument, in support of an automatic classification tool for patent, is to reduce the considerable amount of human effort needed to classify all the applications. The work conducted
in the field of natural language processing and/or text analysis has
been developed in order to improve search performance in patent
databases, build technology map or investigate the potential infringement risks prior to developing a new technology (see [Abbas, Zhang,
and Khan, 2014] for a review). Text-mining of patent documents is
also widely used as a tool to build networks which carry additional
information to the simplistic bibliographic connections model as argued in [Yoon and Park, 2004]. As far as the authors know, the use of
text-mining as a way to build a global classification of patents remains however largely unexplored. One notable exception can be
found in [Preschitschek et al., 2013] where semantic-based classification is shown to outperform the standard classification in predicting the convergence of technologies even in small samples. Semantic
analysis reveals itself to be more flexible and more quickly adaptable
to the apparition of new clusters of technologies. Indeed, as argued
in [Preschitschek et al., 2013], before two distinct technologies start
to clearly converge, one should expect similar words to be used in
patents from both technologies.
Finally, a semantic classification where patents are gathered based
on the fact that they share similar significant keywords has the advantage of including a network feature that cannot be found in the
USPC case, namely that each patent is associated with a vector of
probability to belong to each of the semantic classes (more details on
this feature can be found below). Using co-occurrence of keywords,
it is then possible to construct a network of patents and to study the
influence of some key topological features. As reviewed previously,
the use of co-occurrences is the usual way to construct a semantic
network. Other hybrid technique such as bipartite semantic/authors
networks, do not have the nice feature of relying solely on endogenous semantic information contained in data.
Semantic classification construction
In this section, we describe methods and empirical analysis leading
to the construction of semantic network and the corresponding classification.
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Keywords extraction
Let P be the set of patents, we first assign to a patent p ∈ P a set of
potentially significant keywords K(p) from its text A(p) (that corresponds to the concatenation of its own title and abstract). K(p) are extracted through a similar procedure as the one detailed in [Chavalarias and Cointet, 2013]:
1. Text parsing and Tokenization: we transform raw texts into a
set of words and sentences, reading it (parsing) and splitting it
into elementary entities (words organized in sentences).
2. Part-of-speech tagging: attribution of a grammatical function to
each of the tokens defined previously.
3. Stem extraction: families of words are generally derived from a
unique root called stem (for example compute, computer, computation
all yield the same stem comput) that we extract from tokens. At
this point the abstract text is reduced to a set of stems and their
grammatical functions.
4. Multi-stems construction: these are the basic semantic units used
in further analysis. They are constructed as groups of successive
stems in a sentence which satisfies a simple grammatical function rule. The length of the group is between 1 and 3 and its
elements are either nouns, attributive verbs or adjectives. We
choose to extract the semantics from such nominal groups in
view of the technical nature of texts, which is not likely to
contain subtle nuances in combinations of verbs and nominal
groups.
Text processing operations are implemented in python in order to
use built-in functions nltk library [NLTK, 2015] for most of above
operations. This library supports most of state-of-the-art natural language processing operations. Source code is openly available on the
repository of the project at https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/PatentsMining.

Keywords relevance estimation
relevance definition Following the heuristic in [Chavalarias
and Cointet, 2013], we estimate relevance score in order to filter multistem. The choice of the total number of keywords to be extracted,
which we shall denote Kw , is important, too small a value would yield
similar network structures but including less information whereas
very large values tend to include too many irrelevant keywords. We
choose to set this parameter to Kw = 100, 000. We first consider the filtration of k · Kw (with k = 4) to keep a large set of potential keywords
but still have a reasonable number of co-occurrences to be computed.
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This step has only very marginal effects on the nature of the final keywords but is necessary for computational purposes. The filtration is
done on the unithood ui , defined for keyword i as ui = fi · log (1 + li )
where fi is the multi-stem’s number of apparitions over the whole corpus and li its length in words. A second filtration of Kw keywords is
done on the termhood ti , where the formal definition can be found in
Eq. 33. It is computed as a chi-squared score on the distribution of the
stem’s co-occurrences and then compared to a uniform distribution
within the whole corpus. Intuitively, uniformly distributed terms will
be identified as plain language and they are thus not relevant for the
classification. More precisely, we compute the co-occurrence matrix
(Mij ), where Mij is defined as the number of patents where stems i
and j appear together. The termhood score ti is defined as
X Mij −
P
ti =
j6=i

P

k Mik

k Mik

P

P

k Mjk

k Mjk

2
.

(33)

moving window estimation The previous scores are estimated
on a moving window with fixed time length following the idea that
the present relevance is given by the most recent context and thus
that the influence vanishes when going further into the past. Consequently, the co-occurrence matrix is chosen to be constructed at year t
restricting to patent which applied during the time window t − T0 ; t .
Note that the causal property of the window is crucial as the future
cannot play any role in the current state of keywords and patents.
This way, we will obtain semantic classes which are exploitable on a
T0 time span. For example, this enables us to compute the modularity of classes in the citation network as below. In the following, we
take T0 = 4 (which corresponds to a five year window) consistently
with the choice of maximum time lag for citations made in Section
??. Accordingly, the sensitivity analysis for T0 = 2 can be found in
Appendix of [Bergeaud, Potiron, and Raimbault, 2017b].
Construction of the semantic network
We keep the set of most relevant keywords KW and obtain their cooccurrence matrix as defined previously. This matrix can be directly
interpreted as the weighted adjacency matrix of the semantic network.
At this stage, the topology of raw networks does not allow the extraction of clear communities. This is partly due to the presence of
hubs that correspond to frequent terms common to many fields (e.g.
method, apparat) which are wrongly filtered as relevant. We therefore
introduce an additional measure to correct the network topology: the
concentration of keywords across technological classes, defined as:
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ctech (s) =

(tec)
NX

j=1

kj (s)2
,
P
( i ki (s))2

where kj (s) is the number of occurrences of the sth keyword in
each of the jth technological class taken from one of the N(tec) USPC
classes. The higher ctech , the more specific to a technological class
the node is. For example, the terms semiconductor is widely used in
electronics and does not contain any significant information in this
field. We use a threshold parameter, defined as θc , and keep nodes
with ctech (s) > θc . Likewise, edges with low weights correspond to
rare co-occurrences and are considered to be noise. To account for this
we define the threshold parameter for edges θw , and we filter edges
with a weight below θw , following the rationale that two keywords
are not linked “by chance” if they appear simultaneously a minimal
number of time. To control for size effect, we normalize by taking
(0)
θw = θw · NP where NP is the number of patents in the corpus
(0)
(NP = |P|). θw is thus a varying parameter interpreted as a noise
threshold per patent. Communities are then extracted using a standard modularity maximization procedure as described in [Clauset,
Newman, and Moore, 2004] to which we add the two constraints captured by θw and θc , namely that edges must have a weight greater
than θw and nodes a concentration greater than θc . At this stage,
(0)
both parameters θc and θw are unconstrained and their choice is
not straightforward. Indeed, many optimization objectives are possible, such as the modularity, network size or number of communities.
We find that modularity is maximized at a roughly stable value of
(0)
θw across different θc for each year, corresponding to a stable θw
(0)
across years, which leads us to choose θw = 4.1 · 10−5 . Then for the
choice of θc , different candidates points lie on a Pareto front for the biobjective optimization on number of communities and network size.
There is a priori no reason to choose any specific point among the
different optimums. Consequently, we have tried the analysis with all
the candidate values for θc and found that the results are the most
reasonable when taking θc = 0.06 (see Fig. 141). We show in Fig. 142
an example of semantic network visualization.
Characteristics of semantic classes
(sem)

For each year t, we define as Nt
the number of semantic classes
which have been computed by clustering
keywords from patents ap
peared during the period t − T0 , t (we recall that we have chosen
(sem)

T0 = 4). Each semantic class k = 1, · · · , Nt
is characterized by a
set of keywords K(k, t) which is a subset of KW selected as described
in previous sections. The cardinal of K(k, t) distribution across each
semantic class k is highly skewed with a few semantic classes contain-
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figure 141: Sensitivity analysis of network community structure to filtering parameters. We consider a specific window 2000-2004 and the obtained plots are typical. (Left panel) We plot the number of
communities as a function of the edge threshold parameter θw for different values of the node threshold
parameter θc . The maximum is roughly stable across θc (dashed red line). (Right panel) To choose θc ,
we do a Pareto optimization on communities and network size: the compromise point (red overline) on
(0)
the Pareto front (purple overline: possible choices after having fixed θw ; blue level gives modularity)
corresponds to θc = 0.06.
ing over 1, 000 keywords, most of them with roughly the same number of keywords. In contrast, there are also many semantic classes
with only two keywords. There are around 30 keywords by semantic
class on average and the median is 2 for any t. Fig. 143 shows that
the average number of keywords is relatively stable from 1976 to 1992
and then picks around 1996 prior to going down.
title of semantic classes USPC technological classes are defined by a title and a highly accurate definition which help retrieve
patents easily. The title can be a single word (e.g.: class 101: “Printing”) or more complex (e.g.: class 218: “High-voltage switches with
arc preventing or extinguishing devices”). As our goal is to release
a comprehensive database in which each patent is associated with
a set of semantic classes, it is necessary to give an insight on what
these classes represent by associating a short description or a title as
in [Tseng, Lin, and Lin, 2007]. In our case, such description is taken
as a subset of keywords taken from K(k, t). For the vast majority of
semantic classes that have less than 5 keywords, we decide to keep all
of theses keywords as a description. For the remaining classes which
feature around 50 keywords on average, we rely on the topological
properties of the semantic network. [Yang et al., 2000] suggest to retain only the most frequently used terms in K(k, t). Another possibility is to select 5 keywords based on their network centrality with the
idea that very central keywords are the best candidates to describe
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figure 142: An example of semantic network visualization. We show the network obtained for the
(0)
window 2000-2004, with parameters θc = 0.06 and θw = θw · NP = 4.5e−5 · 9.1e5 . The corresponding
file in a vector format (.svg), that can be zoomed and explored, is available as supplementary material
of [Bergeaud, Potiron, and Raimbault, 2017b].
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figure 143: This figure plots the average number of keywords by semantic class for each time
window [t − 4; t] from t = 1980 to t = 2007.
the overall idea captured by a community. For example, the largest
semantic class in 2003-2007 is characterized by the keywords: Support
Packet; Tree Network; Network Wide; Voic Stream; Code Symbol
Reader.

size of technological and semantic classes We consider
a specific window of observations (for example 2000-2004), and we
define Z the number of patents which appeared during that time
window. For each patent i = 1, · · · , Z we associate a vector of proba 
(sem)
∈ 0, 1 , with j = 1, · · · , N(sem)
bility where each component pij
and where
(sem)
NX
(sem)
=1
pij
j=1

(when there is no room for confusion, we drop the subscript t in
(sem)
Nt
). On average across all time windows, a patent is associated
to 1.8 semantic classes with a positive probability. Next we define the
size of a semantic class as
(sem)
Sj

=

Z
X

(sem)

pij

.

i=1

Correspondingly, we aim to provide a consistent definition for technological classes. For that purpose, we follow the so-called “fractional
count” method, which was introduced by the USPTO and consists
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figure 144: Sizes of classes. Yearly from t = 1980 to t = 2007, we plot the size of semantic classes
(left-side) and technological classes (right-side) for the corresponding time window [t − 4, t], from the
biggest to the smallest. The formal definition of size can be found in section C.5. Each color corresponds
to one specific year. Yearly semantic classes and technological classes present a similar hierarchical structure which confirms the comparability of the two classifications. Over time, curves are translated and
levels of hierarchy stays roughly constant.
in dividing equally the patents between all the classes they belong
to. Formally, we define the number of technological classes as N(tec)
(which is not time dependent contrary to the semantic case) and for
j = 1, · · · , N(tec) the corresponding matrix of probability is defined
as
(tec)

pij

=

Bij
(tec)
NX

,

Bik

k=1

where Bij equals 1 if the ith patent belongs to the jth technological
class and 0 if not. When there is no room for confusion, we will drop
the exponent part and write only pij when referring to either the technological or semantic matrix. Empirically, we find that both classes
exhibit a similar hierarchical structure in the sense of a power-law
type of distribution of class sizes as shown in Fig. 144. This feature is
important, it suggests that a classification based on the text content
of patents has some separating power in the sense that it does not
divide up all the patents in one or two communities.
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Potential refinements of the method
Our semantic classification method could be refined by combining
it with other techniques such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation which
is a widely used topic detection method (e.g. [Blei, Ng, and Jordan,
2003]), already used on patent data as in [Kaplan and Vakili, 2015]
where it provides a measure of idea novelty and the counter-intuitive
stylized facts that breakthrough invention are likely to come out of
local search in a field rather than distant technological recombination.
Using this approach should first help further evaluate the robustness
of our qualitative conclusions (external validation). Also, depending
on the level of orthogonality with our classification, it can potentially
bring an additional feature to characterize patents, in the spirit of
multi-modeling techniques where neighbor models are combined to
take advantage of each point of view on a system.
Our use of network analysis can also be extended using newly developed techniques of hyper-network analysis. Indeed, patents and
keywords can for example be nodes of a bipartite network, or patents
be links of an hyper-network, in the sense of multiple layers with
different classification links and citation links. The combination of
citation network modeling by Stochastic Block Modeling with topic
modeling was studied for scientific papers by [Zhu et al., 2013b], outperforming previous link prediction algorithms. [Iacovacci, Wu, and
Bianconi, 2015] provide a method to compare macroscopic structures
of the different layers in a multilayer network that could be applied as
a refinement of the overlap, modularity and statistical modeling studied in this paper. Furthermore, is has recently been shown that measures of multilayer network projections induce a significant loss of information compared to the generalized corresponding measure [De
Domenico et al., 2015], which confirms the relevance of such development that we left for further research.
An other potential research development would be to further exploit the temporal structure of our dataset. Indeed, large progress
have recently been made in complex network analysis of time-series
data (see [Gao, Small, and Kurths, 2017] for a review). For example,
[Gao et al., 2015] develops a method to construct multiscale network
from time series, which could in our case be a solution to identify
structures in patents trajectories at different levels, and be an alternative to the single scale modularity analysis we use.
Results
In this section, we present some key features of our resulting semantic
classification showing both complementary and differences with the
technological classification. We first present several measures derived
from this semantic classification at the patent level: diversity, original-
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ity, generality and overlapping for the classes. We then show that the
two classifications show highly different topological measures.
Patent level measures
Given a classification system (technological or semantic classes), and
the associated probabilities pij for each patent i to belong to class j
(that were defined previously), one can define a patent-level diversity
measure as one minus the Herfindhal concentration index on pij by

(z)
Di

= 1−

(z)
N
X

j=1

p2ij , with z ∈ {tec, sem}.

We show in Fig. 145 the distribution over time of semantic and technological diversity with the corresponding mean time-series. This is
carried with two different settings, namely including/not including
patents with zero diversity (i.e. single class patents). We call other
patents “complicated patents” in the following. First of all, the presence of mass in small probabilities for semantic but not technological diversity confirms that the semantic classification contains patent
spread over a larger number of classes. More interestingly, a general
decrease of diversity for complicated patents, both for semantic and
technological classification systems, can be interpreted as an increase
in invention specialization. This is a well-known stylized fact as documented in [Archibugi and Pianta, 1992]. Furthermore, a qualitative
regime shift on semantic classification occurs around 1996. This can
be seen whether or not we include patents with zero diversity. The
diversity of complicated patents stabilizes after a constant decrease,
and the overall diversity begins to strongly decrease. This means that
on the one hand the number of single class patents begins to increase
and on the other hand complicated patents do not change in diversity.
It can be interpreted as a change in the regime of specialization, the
new regime being caused by more single-class patents.
More commonly used in the literature are the measures of originality and generality. These measures follow the same idea than
the above-defined diversity in quantifying the diversity of classes
(whether technological or semantic) associated with a patent. But instead of looking at the patent’s classes, they consider the classes of
the patents that are cited or citing. Formally, the originality Oi and
the generality Gi of a patent i are defined as
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figure 145: Patent level diversities. Distributions of diversities (Left column) and corresponding
mean time-series (Right column) for t = 1980 to t = 2007 (with the corresponding time window [t − 4, t]).
The first row includes all classified patents, whereas the second row includes only patents with more
than one class (i.e. patents with diversity greater than 0).
where z ∈ {tec, sem}, Ii denotes the set of patents that are cited by
the ith patent within a five year window (i.e. if the ith patent appears
at year t, then we consider patents on [t − T0 , t]) when considering
the originality and Ĩi the set of patents that cite patent i after less
than five years (i.e. we consider patents on [t, t + T0 ]) in the case of
generality. Note that the measure of generality is forward looking
(z)
in the sense that Gi used information that will only be available 5
years after patent applications. Both measures are lower on average
based on semantic classification than on technological classification.
(tec)
(sem)
(tec)
(sem)
, Gi
and Gi
.
, Oi
Fig. 146 plots the mean value of Oi
Classes overlaps
A proximity measure between two classes can be defined by their
overlap in terms of patents. Such measures could for example be used
to construct a metrics between semantic classes. Intuitively, highly
overlapping classes are very close in terms of technological content
and one can use them to measure distance between two firms in terms
of technology as done in [Bloom, Schankerman,
and Reenen, 2013].

Formally, recalling the definition of pij as the probability for the
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figure 146: Patent level originality (left hand side) and generality (right hand side) for t = 1980 to
t = 2007 (with the corresponding time window [t − 4, t]) as defined in subsection ??.
ith patent to belong to the jth class and NP as the number of patents
it writes

Overlapjk =

NP
1 X
·
pij pik .
NP

(34)

i=1

The overlap is normalized by patent count to account for the effect of corpus size: by convention, we assume the overlap to be maximal when there is only one class in the corpus. A corresponding
relative overlap is computed as a set similarity measure in the number of patents common to two classes A and B, given by o(A, B) =
|A∩B|
2 · |A|+|B|
.
intra-classification overlaps The study of distributions of
overlaps inside each classification, i.e. between technological classes
and between semantic classes separately, reveals the structural difference between the two classification methods, suggesting their complementary nature. Their evolution in time can furthermore give insights into trends of specialization. We show in Fig. 147 distributions and mean time-series of overlaps for the two classifications. The
technological classification globally always follow a decreasing trend,
corresponding to more and more isolated classes, i.e. specialized inventions, confirming the stylized fact obtained in previous subsection. For semantic classes, the dynamic is somehow more intriguing
and supports the story of a qualitative regime shift suggested before.
Although globally decreasing as technological overlap, normalized
(resp. relative) mean overlap exhibits a peak (clearer for normalized
overlap) culminating in 1996 (resp. 1999). Looking at normalized overlaps, classification structure was somewhat stable until 1990, then
strongly increased to peak in 1996 and then decrease at a similar
pace up to now. Technologies began to share more and more until
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a breakpoint when increasing isolation became the rule again. An
evolutionary perspective on technological innovation [Ziman, 2003]
could shed light on possible interpretations of this regime shift: as
species evolve, the fitness landscape first would have been locally
favorable to cross-insemination, until each fitness reaches a threshold above which auto-specialization becomes the optimal path. It is
very comparable to the establishment of an ecological niche [Holland,
2012], the strong interdependency originating here during the mutual
insemination resulting in a highly path-dependent final situation.

figure 147: Intra-Classification overlaps. (Left column) Distribution of overlaps Oij for all i 6= j (zero
values are removed because of the log-scale). (Right column) Corresponding mean time-series. (First row)
Normalized overlaps. (Second row) Relative overlaps.

inter-classification overlaps Overlaps between classifications
are defined as previsouly, but with j standing for the jth technological
class and k for the kth semantic class: pij are technological probabilities and pik semantic probabilities. They describe the relative correspondence between the two classifications and are a good indicator to
spot relative changes, as shown in Fig. 148. Mean inter-classification
overlap clearly exhibits two linear trends, the first one being constant
from 1980 to 1996, followed by a constant decrease. Although difficult to interpret directly, this stylized fact clearly unveils a change in
the nature of inventions, or at least in the relation between content
of inventions and technological classification. As the tipping point is
at the same time as the ones observed in the previous section and
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since the two statistics are different, it is unlikely that this is a mere
coincidence. Thus, these observations could be markers of a hidden
underlying structural changes in processes.

figure 148: Distribution of relative overlaps between classifications. (Left) Distribution of overlaps
at all time steps; (Right) Corresponding mean time-series. The decreasing trend starting around 1996
confirms a qualitative regime shift in that period.

Citation modularity
An exogenous source of information on relevance of classifications
is the citation network described previously. The correspondence between citation links and classes should provide a measure of accuracy of classifications, in the sense of an external validation since it
is well-known that citation homophily is expected to be quite high
(see, e.g. [Acemoglu, Akcigit, and Kerr, 2016]). This section studies
empirically modularities of the citation network regarding the different classifications. Modularity is a simple measure of how communities in a network are well clustered (see [Clauset, Newman, and
Moore, 2004] for the accurate definition). Although initially designed
for single-class classifications, this measure can be extended to the
case where nodes can belong to several classes at the same time, in
our case with different probabilities as introduced in [Nicosia et al.,
2009]. The simple directed modularity is given in our case by
"
#
out
X
kin
1
i kj
(z)
Qd =
Aij −
δ(ci , cj ),
NP
NP
16i,j6NP

with Aij the citation adjacency matrix (i.e. Aij = 1 if there is a citation
from the ith patent to the jth patent, and Aij = 0 if not), kin
i = |Ii |
=
Ĩ
)
in-degree
(resp.
out-degree)
of
patents
(i.e. the
(resp. kout
i
i
number of citations made by the ith patent to others and the number
of citations received by the ith patent). Qd can be defined for each of
the two classification systems: z ∈ {tec, sem}. If z = tec, ci is defined
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as the main patent class, which is taken as the first class whereas if
z = sem, ci is the class with the largest probability.
Multi-class modularity in turns is given by
N
1 X
=
NP

(z)

(z)
Qov

X

"
F(pic , pjc )Aij −

out βin kin
βout
j,c j
i,c ki

NP

c=1 16i,j6NP

#
,

where
βout
i,c =

1 X
1 X
F(pic , pjc ) and βin
=
F(pic , pjc ).
j,c
NP
NP
j

i

We take F(pic , pjc ) = pic · pjc as suggested in [Nicosia et al., 2009].
Modularity is an aggregated measure of how the network deviates
from a null model where links would be randomly made according
to node degree. In other words it captures the propensity for links to
be inside the classes. Overlapping modularity naturally extends simple modularity by taking into account the fact that nodes can belong
simultaneously to many classes.
We document in Fig. 149 both simple and multi-class modularities
(tec)
is low and stable across the
over time. For simple modularity, Qd
(sem)
is slightly greater and increasing. These valyears whereas Qd
ues are however low and suggest that single classes are not sufficient
to capture citation homophily. Multi-class modularities tell a different story. First of all, both classification modularities have a clear increasing trend, meaning that they become more and more adequate
with citation network. The specializations revealed by both patent
level diversities and classes overlap is a candidate explanation for
this growing modularities. Secondly, semantic modularity dominates
technological modularity by an order of magnitude (e.g. 0.0094 for
technological against 0.0853 for semantic in 2007) at each time. This
discrepancy has a strong qualitative significance. Our semantic classification fits better the citation network when using multiple classes.
As technologies can be seen as a combination of different components as shown by [Youn et al., 2015], this heterogeneous nature is
most likely better taken into account by our multi-class semantic classification.
Perspectives
The main contribution of this study was twofold. First we have defined how we built a network of patents based on a classification that
uses semantic information from abstracts. We have shown that this
classification share some similarities with the traditional technological classification, but also have distinct features. Second, we provide
researchers with materials resulting from our analysis, which include:
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figure 149: Temporal evolution of semantic and technological modularities of the citation network. (Left) Simple directed modularity, computed with patent main classes (main technological class
and semantic class with larger probability). (Right) Multi-class modularity, computed following [Nicosia
et al., 2009].
(i) a database linking each patent with its set of semantic classes and
the associated probabilities; (ii) a list of these semantic classes with a
description based on the most relevant keywords; (iii) a list of patent
with their topological properties in the semantic network (centrality,
frequency, degree, etc.). The availability of this data suggests new avenues for further research. Linking our dataset with existing open
ones can lead to various powerful developments. For example, using
it together with the disambiguated inventor database provided by [Li
et al., 2014] could be a way to study semantic profiles of inventors, or
of cities as inventor addresses are provided. The investigation of spatial diffusion of innovation between cities, which is a key component
of Pumain’s Evolutive Urban Theory [Pumain, 2010], would be made
possible.
A first potential application is to use the patents’ topological measures inherited from their relevant keywords. The fact that these measures are backward-looking and immediately available after the publication of the patent information is an important asset. It would for
example be very interesting to test their predicting power to assess
the quality of an innovation, using the number of forward citations
received by a patent, and subsequently the future effect on the firm’s
market value.
Regarding firm innovative strategy, a second extension could be
to study trajectories of firms in the two networks: technological and
semantic. Merging these information with data on the market value
of firms can give a lot of insight about the more efficient innovative
strategies, about the importance of technology convergence or about
acquisition of small innovative firms. It will also allow to observe
innovation pattern over a firm life cycle and how this differ across
technology field.
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A third extension would be to use dig further into the history of innovation. USPTO patent data have been digitized from the first patent
in July 1790. However, not all of them contain a text that is directly
exploitable. We consider that the quality of patent’s images is good
enough to rely on Optical Character Recognition techniques to retrieve plain text from at least 1920. With such data, we would be able
to extend our analysis further back in time and to study how technological progress occurs and combines in time. [Akcigit, Kerr, and
Nicholas, 2013] conduct a similar work by looking at recombination
and apparition of technological subclasses. Using the fact that communities are constructed yearly, one can construct a measure of proximity between two successive classes. This could give clear view on
how technologies converged over the year and when others became
obsolete and replaced by new methods.

?
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?
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c.6

bridges between economics and geography

This section accounts of a first experiment in “applied perspectivism”,
i.e. the attempt to couple perspectives on common objects to create
bridges between disciplines. In that spirit, a special session has been
organized, together with B. Carantino (Paris School of Economics)
at the European Colloquium in Theoretical and Quantitative Geography
(York, September 2017) to question the links between Geography and
Economy. The question of bridges within models, i.e. the way that
models allow using concepts from economics in geography or reciprocally, has been particularly studied. The frame 15 below gives the
call for papers. The session gathered 11 contributions20 , one of which
the initiative was by economists and two others in collaboration with
economists: the effort to interest economists in a geography congress
has difficultly been fruitful.
As Krugman points out, space is for Economic Geography the final frontier, whereas Geographical analyses are somehow far from an advanced integration of economical concepts. What are the
existing and potential links? Is there unsurmountable epistemic divergences making bridging approaches irrelevant? For example, the assumptions regarding equilibrium, but also the concepts of
equilibrium itself in each discipline may be irreconciliable. This session aims at giving element of
answers from a modeling perspective. It is open to case studies of models at the interface and from
both disciplines, integrating both elements of spatial analysis and geosimulation together with concepts and methods from economics. It is also open to theoretical or conceptual contributions, in
order to bring a broader point of view. An alternative way to study the question is through quantitative epistemology studies, in order to extract empirical endogenous information on the modeling
practices themselves. The diversity of views will shed light on potential enrichments on both sides,
but also on recurrent difficulties and epistemological divergences, as should illustrate the study of
the same objects from totally different perspectives.
frame 15: ECTQG 2017 Special Session : bridges between economics and geography. Abstract
of the call for papers for the special session.

Synthesis of contributions
The contributions to the session allowed shedding lights on the question at different levels and within different domains of knowledge.
Modeling studies allowed showing the compromise that has always
to be done between spatialization of the model and relevance of economic mechanisms, let it be in the case of a stylized model (contribution by M. Bida et al.) or in the case of operational models of
land-use evolution (contribution by E. Koomen and D. Vasco). This
compromise can be found again at the theoretical level, but is also
20 The program is available at http://www.geog.leeds.ac.uk/ectqg17/programme.
html.
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complicated by epistemological divergences, for example on the role
to give to evolutionary dynamics (contribution by D. Pumain) or to
desequilibrium (contribution by R. White et al.), which can be found
in the effective relations between the disciplines, as observed by a
bibliometric analysis (contribution by J. Raimbault).
A concrete example of object studied according to diverse viewpoints illustrates these considerations: the trajectories of firms. From
a purely economic viewpoint, internal factors and the characteristics
of real estate induce the location changes of firms (contribution by
A. Bergeaud and S. Ray), whereas the spatial dynamics of these can
be understood through their spatial relationships and aggregation effects (contribution by C. Cottineau et al.). At a smaller scale, the
spatialization of the economic activity of transnational firms allows
drawing conclusions of the structure of the geographical system (contribution by O. Finance).
Finally, the empirical studies presented show how combining economic data, such as land-use (contribution by J. Delloye et al.), online transactions (contribution by J. Beckers et al.) or housing locations (contribution by Z. Shabrina et al.), and spatialized models
such as an accessibility model or a density distribution model.
The final discussions highlighted the following points: (i) epistemological divergences are not necessarily fundamental if they are contextualized; (ii) differences in behavior regarding the models of different
disciplines are also linked to the demand formulated to these disciplines, such as public policy recommendations for economics, and
relax the disciplinary standards could help to communicate; (iii) the
bibliographic isolation, combined to difficulties to be intelligible, is a
crucial point on which considerable progresses are possible, in particular by using new data and methods in textual analysis and datamining.
Therefore, potential bridges are indeed present, and tools and methods that allow facilitating their realization are only waiting to be developed. An example of application fostering reflexivity and thus the
interdisciplinary dialogue is given in C.4.

?

?
?
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c.7

scientific communication through gamification

The issue of scientific communication, in particular between agents
producing knowledge, has been a recurrent theme in our work. It
also plays a role in the interface with the public for scientific mediation, and the development of a mediation can in return inform
interdisciplinary enterprises. We develop here two models as games,
with a similar objective to transmit freshwater ecology concepts. This
reinforces the idea of the model as a crucial instrument of scientific
mediation.

?

?
?

This section is the output of an interdisciplinary collaboration with the
ecotoxicologist Dr. Hélène Serra (Université de Bordeaux and Ineris)
and was presented at the SETAC 2016 conference as [Serra and Raimbault,
2016].

?

?
?

c.7.1

Introduction

There is an increasing expectation on people to be aware and to get
involved in the environmental issues that our world is facing. However, expert knowledge is often required to understand most of these
issues. One of the challenges in science today lies in explaining complex issues in a simple and understandable way to an unspecialized
audience. Games can turn out to be a good medium for scientific
vulgarization. Indeed, the first form of learning we all experienced
was by playing. Games are very popular, and from an educational
point of view, they present many advantages. They are dynamic and
interactive. Therefore, the player engagement increases, as well as its
knowledge retention. In addition, the player is immerged into a new
world and discovers a virtual environment where he needs to develop
strategies and to identify crucial processes. Those characteristics can
be wisely used to spread scientific topics, and gamification has already been proposed as a tool for an easier propagation of scientific
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thinking [Morris et al., 2013] such as in pharmacology [Cain and Piascik, 2015] or geosciences [Reynard et al., 2015]. In this context, our
project aims at developing game-based tools to transmit the basic concepts of freshwater ecology. We choose to focus on a classical board
game and on a computer based game because they are complementary in the targeted audience (groups versus online gamers) and the
possibilities offered, in particular regarding the interactions between
players and the system dynamics.
c.7.2

Methods

The general methodology is divided in five steps: (1) selection of
species; (2) definition of the instructions (object, game board, rules);
(3) incorporation of environmental stressors (biotic and abiotic), (4)
design and construction of interfaces (board and computer model);
(5) test with players. All steps are necessarily interdependent and are
tackled in parallel during the development of the games.
While the board game is inspired by past experiences of players,
the computer game is based on a model of simulation of the ecosystem. In order to introduce notions of equilibrium and its perturbations that occur at a larger time scale than on the board game, we
propose to implement an agent-based model (ABM) and to couple
its dynamics with gaming actions. ABM have already been widely
used in ecology [Grimm et al., 2005]. Therefore, we selected a trophic
chain dynamic model (extended prey-predator model) that can capture fish behavioral rules and spatially heterogeneous environment.
It is particularly suitable for the game implementation: fish behaviors are influenced by players whereas the ecosystem is disturbed by
external events.
c.7.3 Results
Both games are based on the same general rules, even if slight modifications have to be expected according to the type of game. The
objective of the game is to ensure the stability of an ecological community in the lake. Therefore, each player must adapt the behavior of
its fish population accordingly. External perturbations are illustrated
by “events” that are supposed to reflect abiotic (e.g. water temperature, light, water scarcity) and biotic (e.g. chemicals, parasites, fisherman) stressors. The rationale behind lies in maximizing interactions
between players (predation and competition, see Fig. 150) and to illustrate feeding and reproduction strategies from different perspectives (from a big solitary fish to a shoal fish, including a invasive fish
species).
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The board game
To maintain the populations in the board game, each player has to
find resources accordingly to his fish species. The resources are converted into “units” that can be used thereafter by the player for different purposes, such as reproduction, juvenile growth, to escape a
predator or to attack a pray.
The conceptual version of the game includes four players, each of
them being a different species, namely the roach (Rutilus rutilus),
the pumpkinseed (Lepomis gibbosus), the zander (Sander lucioperca),
and the bleak (Alburnus alburnus). The current implementation of the
game has been reduced to two species for simplicity reasons, as described in Fig. 150.
The board is basically composed of boxes. Each of them represents
a type of resource (e.g. crustacean, plants, insects), and some boxes
are combined with an “event” to include the external perturbations
in the game. The player has 2 token on the board (one male and one
female) and is moving them by throwing dice. The ecological characteristics of each species are kept on a record paper by each player.
It describes the species-specific rules (feeding preferences, time and
resources needed to reproduce, how to escape/attack etc). The board
represents to shore of a lake. A first prototype is currently being
tested to determine and adjust the board game design, the ecological characteristics of each species and the characterization of events,
in particular their impacts on players.
Computer-based game
In the case of the computer game, the players21 control an ecosytem
with preys (the roach) and predators (the pumpkinseed). The objective of the game is to maintain the stability of the ecosystem and
the concepts illustrated are population dynamic and ecosystem resilience.
An agent-based model for a simple prey-predator system is proposed as a basis for the computer game. The ABM simulates the behavior and interactions between agents (fish) to reconstruct the population dynamic (bottom-up approach). Stochasticity is included with
spatialized interactions (random encounters between smoothed brownian motions), illustrating the randomisation of prey-predator interactions. Discrete dynamics consist in the following steps: (a) wandering of species; (b) trophic interactions; (c) renewing of population
(reproduction). The model parameters include reproduction rate and
predation rate, and survival rate for the predator, and also movement
parameters.
21 The number of player is not specified, since the aim is to maintain the stability of the
total ecosystem. Two players can then distribute the roles of prey and predator, each
playing on the parameters controlled to stabilize the ecosystem.
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figure 150: Principles of the board game. Species illustrated here are two common European fishes
of small size, the roach (Rutilus rutilus) as prey and the pumpkinseed (Lepomis gibbosus) as predator. We
also give examples of external perturbations (“chance” cards).
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figure 151: Examples of phase diagrams of the predator-prey model. The systematic exploration
allows verifying the theoretical expression of average trajectories in the phase space. The plots give the
phase portraits of the two populations (x/y), for two points of the parameter space.
The model is implemented in NetLogo, which allows its online
use by integrating it into NetLogoweb22 . The model is explore by
using OpenMole [Reuillon, Leclaire, and Rey-Coyrehourcq, 2013], in
order to verify the theoretical position of attractors and the average
trajectories in the phase space. We obtain on a grid of the parameter
space (prey reproduction rate, predation rate, predator survival rate)
a good correspondance between the theoretical attractors and the simulated attractors. The Fig. 151 illustrates the phase diagrams obtained
through simulation. The knowledge of attractors allows utilizing the
model for the game.
Indeed, the game starts with an ecosystem at the equilibrium, i.e.
that population values are fixed at the non-zero attractor. A button to
play a turn makes the ecosystem evolve for 50 time steps. The player
then observes the trajectory of populations. The trajectory can then
be corrected by the player by acting on model parameters (predator survival, prey reproduction, predation) and thus the position of
the attractor. External random events perturbate the populations, and
jointly with the noise contribute to destabilize the ecosystem, which
can switch to orbits closer to collapse (disparition of one species). The
game includes 5 levels of difficulty, based on the strength of perturbations.
22 The open implementation is available on the repository of the project at https://
github.com/JusteRaimbault/MediationEcotox.
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figure 152: Screenshot of the web application implementing the computer game. The context, the
documentation and links to resources are briefly recalled, and NetLogoweb is included in the page for
the interface of the game.
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The NetLogoweb version of the game (which contains only minimal plots dur to restrictions in comparison to the native version of
NetLogo) is available online at http://aquaecogames.org/. A screenshot of the web application is shown in Fig. 152.
c.7.4

Discussion

A prototype of each game is currently available for testing and refinements are expected while experiencing the games. In a short term,
next versions of the games will be developed after player feedback
and will include the aesthetic design of the games and refined processes parameters. Mid-term and long-term objectives are oriented
towards a native version of the web application and the use of crowdfunding platforms to diffuse the board game.
One must keep in mind that the ludic rather than pedagogical aspects are central in the success of such game-based media. If players
forget that the game is about ecology, our precise objective is reached,
since it would mean that the underlying scientific concepts are clearly
understood.

?

?
?
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D ATA S E T S

This appendix lists and describes the different open datasets that we
were brought to create and use in the thesis. Data are indeed a proper
knowledge domain, and collection and consolidation operations are
a scientific stage in itself.
d.1
d.1.1

grand paris traffic data
Description

This dataset, used on two months for the analysis of 3.2, finally extends on two years from February 2016 to February 2018. It is constituted by travel times on main freeway segments of the Parisian
metropolitan area, at a time granularity of 2 minutes.
d.1.2

Specification

citation Raimbault J., 2018, Replication Data for: Investigating
the empirical existence of static user equilibrium, doi:10.7910/DVN/X22ODA,
Harvard Dataverse, V1
type and format List of road links, with effective time and theoretical travel time, and the time of observation (timestamps); as a
sqlite3 format.
license

Public domain CC0.

availability The database is available on the Harvard Dataverse
at http://dx.doi.org/10.7910/DVN/X22ODA.
d.2
d.2.1

topological graphs of road networks
Description

The simplification of road networks, achieved at a large scale for Europe and China on OpenStreetMao data, yields the corresponding
topological graphs as described in 4.1 and in A.4.
The relevance of this dataset is the possibility to directly use it to
study graph measures of road networks, on any spatial extent. Indeed, the creation of the topological network at the scale considered
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required a considerable computational effort, which is not necessarily
accessible to anyone.
d.2.2

Specification

citation Raimbault, Juste, 2018, "Simplified road networks, Europe and China", doi:10.7910/DVN/RKDZMV, Harvard Dataverse,
V1
type and format Data are as a list of links, as an compressed
extraction from postgresql (dump).
license

Public domain CC0.

availability The database is available on the Harvard Dataverse
at http://dx.doi.org/10.7910/DVN/RKDZMV.
d.3

interviews

A research material which would be more “qualitative” in the classical sense, has no reason to be less open than “quantitative” databases.
In the case of interviews, the opening of transcripts is essential for
reproducibility since it is the last (and the first) stage before the nonreproductible translation into interpretations. We also think that it
is crucial to exploit their full potential, the opening allowing their
reuse and thus possibly reactions or debates. Initiatives in this direction begin to emerge, such as the Qualitative Data Repository1 which
allows archiving and presenting in a consistent way a qualitative corpus, often described only partly and jointly to the analyses in the
papers [Elman and Kapiszewski, 2018].
d.3.1

Description

Interview with Denise Pumain, 2017/03/31
This interview was conducted in the context of collecting empirical materials for the redaction of [Raimbault, 2017c], which furthermore allowed the construction of the knowledge framework developed in 8.3. The interview is mostly centered on the genesis of the
evolutive urban theory.

1 https://qdr.syr.edu/
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Interview with Romain Reuillon, 2017/04/11
This interview was conducted in the same context than the previous
one, aiming at bringing a new vision from the viewpoint of methods
and tools. In particular, it describes the genesis of OpenMole.
Interview with Clémentine Cottineau, 2017/05/05
This interview aims at understanding the viewpoint of a geographer
at the interdisciplinary interface (participation of the Geodivercity
ERC project) on the evolutive urban theory and its elaboration in
terms of knowledge domains.
Interview with Denise Pumain, 2017/12/15
This second interview with D. Pumain concentrates more particularly on the structuring effects of transportation infrastructures and
co-evolution, from the viewpoint of geography.
Interview with Alain Bonnafous, 2018/01/09
This interview focuses on the structuring effects of transportation infrastructures, from the viewpoint of transportation economics, and
also to the interdisciplinary positioning of transportation economics.

d.3.2

Specification

citation Raimbault J., 2017. JusteRaimbault/Entretiens v0.2 (Version v0.2). Zenodo. http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.556331
type and format
license

Transcripts of interviews in text format.

Creative commons CC-BY-NC.

availability Interviews are available on the dedicated git repository at https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/Entretiens, and the
successive versions are accessible at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.
596954.
d.4

synthetic data and simulation results

Computation results or simulation results used for all the results presented are available in an open way, either on the git repository or
on a dedicated dataverse repository in the case of autonomous papers or massive files. The links are the following for the dedicated
repositories:
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• Results of the exploration of the Cybergeo corpus http://dx.
doi.org/10.7910/DVN/VU2XKT; quantitative epistemology and modelography https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/CityNetwork/
tree/master/Models/QuantEpistemo/HyperNetwork/data

• Morphological and topological indicators for Europe and China
http://dx.doi.org/10.7910/DVN/RHLM5Q

• Simulation of synthetic data with the RBD model to identify
spatio-temporal causality regimes http://dx.doi.org/10.7910/
DVN/KGHZZB

• Calibration of the macroscopic interaction model https://github.
com/JusteRaimbault/CityNetwork/tree/master/Results/NetworkNecessity/
InteractionGibrat/calibration

• Simulation and calibration of the morphogenesis model for density http://dx.doi.org/10.7910/DVN/WSUSBA
• Simulation of the weak coupling of density and network growth
models http://dx.doi.org/10.7910/DVN/UIHBC7
• Simulation of the SimpopNet model http://dx.doi.org/10.7910/
DVN/RW8S36

• Simulations of the macroscopic co-evolution model http://dx.
doi.org/10.7910/DVN/TYBNFQ and https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/
CityNetwork/tree/master/Models/MacroCoevol/MacroCoevol/calibres

for the calibration
• Simulations of the mesoscopic co-evolution model http://dx.
doi.org/10.7910/DVN/OBQ4CS

• Simulations of the Lutecia model http://dx.doi.org/10.7910/
DVN/V3KI2N

?

?
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TOOLS

This appendix accounts for the tools developed and used for all the
analyses. As we described in section 8.3, tools generally correspond
to the implementation of methods (being then some proto-methods,
at least in our case where we do not use any physical measuring
apparatus), but indeed correspond to a knowledge domain in itself
and with a certain independence.
We distinguish and describe here:
• the packages or softwares developed in the context of this work,
but which can fulfil much larger functions and can be distributed
in an autonomous way;
• the implementation of simulation models and of data mining
algorithms;
• tools or practices which particularly facilitate a fluid and open
science.

?

?
?

e.1

softwares and packages

This section describes the significant software contributions, which
were the object of a packaging in the spirit of an open science. It is
difficult to decide at which time an implementation and possibly a
library developed in a particular context can be made generic and
distributed in an autonomous way. We made the choice (i) of relatively general functions; (ii) of a strong potential impact; and (iii) of a
certain level of maturity in the packaging.
e.1.1

largeNetwoRk: network import and simplification for R

description The largeNetwoRk package for the R language is
aimed at the import and the simplification of massive transportation networks. It is constructed in particular for the import of OpenStreetMap data, but can tackle other formats such as shp. The objec-
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tive is to allow analyses of networks on large surfaces while having
access to modest computational capabilities, and to make transparent
the import of spatial data into a topological graph.
characteristics The package is fully written in R, and requires
a connection with a PostgreSQL database (the the PostGis extension
installed). Source code is available at https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/
CityNetwork/tree/master/Models/TransportationNetwork/NetworkSimplification

with the documentation.
functions

The main functions implemented are the following:

• constructLocalGraph: construct a topological graph from spatial lines queried from the postgis database (in a given spatial
extent)
• graphFromSpdf: constructs a topological graph from a spatial
data structure (allows for example to import from a shp file)
• mergeGraphs: merge two graphs neighbors in space
• simplifyGraph: simplification of a graph (see algorithm in A.4)
• connexify: gives a connected graph from an arbitrary graph,
through the addition of connectors
• exportGraph: exports a topological graph in the database
A complete script allows moreover to execute the split and merge
algorithm described in A.4 for the simplification of large spatial extents.
particularities The use on massive data requires a parallel processing. Furthermore, the external program osmosis is used for the
initial conversion of OpenStreetMap data (osm pbf for example) and
their import into the postgis database.
e.1.2

Transportation networks and accessibility in R

description The package tRansport for the R language provides
transparent primitives for computing indicators for public transportation networks and the associated accessibility computations. Starting
from datasets including lines and stations for different transportation
modes, it allows constructing a multimodal topological network and
to compute different measures given geographical variables.
characteristics The package is written in language R and produces graphs following the igraph package structure. Source code
and documentation are available at https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/
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CityNetwork/tree/master/Models/TransportationNetwork/NetworkAnalysis.

functions

The main following functions are available:

• addTransportationLayer: constructs a graph from a layer of the
network, or adds a layer to an existing network, from a shapefile
description of links and nodes (stations) of the network.
• addPointsLayer: adds a layer of points, which can then be origin or destination of itineraries. They are linked to the closest
station by connector links which speed is specified.
• addAdministrativeLayer: similar function, which connects the
centroids of a polygon layer typically representing administrative areas, keeping their attributes as node attributes.
• computeAccess: computes the accessibility between points of the
transportation network, following different specifications: travel
time, weighting at the origin and/or destination by specified
data.
e.1.3

morphology: a NetLogo extension to measure urban form

description The morphology extension for NetLogo5 allows computing in an efficient and transprent way the morphological indicators introduced in 4.1 (Moran index, entropy, average distance, hierarchy), for the spatial distribution of an arbitrary patch variable.
characteristics The extension is written in scala and is compatible the version 5 of NetLogo. It is available at https://github.
com/JusteRaimbault/nl-spatialmorphology.
particularities The indicators implying a convolution (Moran
index, average distance) are implemented with a fast Fourier transform, allowing decreasing the complexity from a O(N4 ) to a O(N2 ·
log2 N) if N is the width of the grid.
e.1.4

TorPool

description TorPool is a java wrapper for the tor software, which
allows maintaining a pool of instance in parallel, and to renew these
instances on demand. An interface with TorPool is available with java
with a dedicated library. This tool allows in particular facilitating the
automatic collection of data. It is available as source and executable
at https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/TorPool.
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functions The software is launched as a jar executable, and
opens a specified range of ports as local socks5 proxies to the Tor
network.
The associated java library allows to (i) establish a connexion with
the proxies, (ii) to ask for a renewal of instances, allowing a change
of circuit in the network.
e.1.5

Scientific corpus mining

description The tools developed in the context of Chapter 2, and
of Appendices B.6 and C.5 allow in a general way the mining of scientific corpuses, from the viewpoint of the citation network and the
semantic network.
characteristics As recalled in B.6, the tasks required are relatively heterogenous, and different languages are therefore used: Java
for data collection, python for textual analysis, R for network analysis. The version of the different scripts used for Chapter 2 is available
at https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/CityNetwork/tree/master/
Models/QuantEpistemo/HyperNetwork.
functions The following functions are ensured: (i) collection of
the citation network from an initial corpus, collection of abstracts for
a corpus; (ii) extraction of keywords as n-grams, estimation of the
relevance of keywords; (iii) construction of semantic and citation networks.
e.2

description of algorithms and simulation models
implementations

It is in our sense not particularly relevant to make the main text less
readable with code listing as soon as there are no algorithmic details
requiring a particular focus. As soon as the implementation biases are
avoided, the architecture and the source code of the implementation
of a simulation model should be independent of its formal description (but naturally provided with it, as we developed in 3.2).
We give thus in this section the list and a minimal description of
simulation models and algorithms implementations we used. The language and the size (in terms of lines of code) are given, and also particular details when they are worth noticing. All models and analyses
are gathered at https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/CityNetwork/
tree/master/Models.
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e.2.1

Algorithmic systematic review
Implementation of the systematic literature review al-

objectives
gorithm.
location

https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/CityNetwork/tree/

master/Models/QuantEpistemo/AlgoSR/AlgoSRJavaApp

characteristics
• Language: Java
• Size: 7116
particularities The HashConsing technique is used to keep
unique bibliographic objects.
architecture

See the diagram in 7.

additional scripts
e.2.2

Exploration of results (R).

Indirect bibliometrics

objectives Analysis through citation network and semantic network of scientific corpuses: corpus of 2.2, Cybergeo journal (B.6);
modelography (section 2.3).
location

https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/CityNetwork/tree/

master/Models/QuantEpistemo/HyperNetwork

characteristics
• Language: Python, R and Java.
• Size: 2210
particularities Uses different databases, sqlite, sql or Mongodb
depending on operations.
architecture
e.2.3

See Fig. 110 in Appendix B.6.

Static correlations

objective Computation of morphological indicators, of network
indicators, and of their correlations.
location

https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/CityNetwork/tree/

master/Models/StaticCorrelations
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characteristics
• Language: R
• Size: 1862
e.2.4

Spatio-temporal causalities

objective Causality regimes, synthetic data (arma and rbd model)
and empirical analyses (Grand Paris, South Africa, France).
location

https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/CityNetwork/tree/

master/Models/SpatioTempCausalities

characteristics
• Language: R
• Size: 8627
e.2.5

Macroscopic interaction model

objective

Macroscopic interaction model, section 4.3

location

https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/CityNetwork/tree/

master/Models/InteractionGibrat

characteristics
• Language: NetLogo, scala, R
• Size: 5918
particularities The model is implemented in different languages
for reasons of complementarity: NetLogo for the interactive exploration, R for the integration with statistical tests, scala for the calibration with OpenMole.
e.2.6

Density morphogenesis

objective

Morphogenesis model for density (section 5.2).

location

https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/CityNetwork/tree/

master/Models/Synthetic/Density

characteristics
• Language: NetLogo, scala, R
• Size: 5065
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e.2.7

Correlated synthetic data generation
Weak coupling of density generation and network gen-

objectives
eration.
location

https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/CityNetwork/tree/

master/Models/Synthetic/Network

characteristics
• Language: NetLogo (network) and scala (density)
• Size: 3188
particularities Network heuristic are more naturally implemented
and explored in NetLogo.
architecture The weak coupling between modules is realized
through the intermediate of an OpenMole script.
e.2.8

Co-evolution at the macroscopic scale

objective Implementation of the co-evolution model at the macroscopic scale (section 6.2).
location

https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/CityNetwork/tree/

master/Models/MacroCoevol

characteristics
• Language: NetLogo
• Size: 4950
particularities Dual representation of the network with links
and distance matrix.
data used

Population of French urban areas 1830-1999

additional scripts
ration of results (R)
e.2.9

Exploration and calibration (oms), explo-

Co-evolution by morphogenesis

objective Implementation of the co-evolution model at the mesoscopic scale (sections 7.1 and 7.2).
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location

https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/CityNetwork/tree/

master/Models/MesoCoevol

characteristics
• Language: NetLogo
• Size: 5386
additional scripts
ration of results (R)

Exploration and calibration (oms), explo-

e.2.10 Lutecia model
objective

Implementation of the Lutecia model, (section 7.3).

location

https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/CityNetwork/tree/

master/Models/Governance/Lutecia/Lutecia

characteristics
• Language: NetLogo
• Size: 8866
particularities The matrix of effective distances is updated through
dynamical programming.
additional scripts Exploration/calibration of the model (oms),
exploration of results (R).
e.2.11 Static User Equilibrium
objective Collection and analysis of traffic data for the greater
Paris metropolitan area (section 3.2).
location

https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/TransportationEquilibrium/

tree/master/Models

characteristics
• Language: python, R
• Size: ' 300
e.2.12 Geography of fuel prices
objective Collection and analysis of fuel price data in the United
States (section C.1).

E Tools

location

https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/EnergyPrice/tree/

master/Models

characteristics
• Language: python, R
• Size: 1469
particularities
collection.

Use of the TorPool software (see E.1) for data

?

?
?

e.3

tools and workflow for an open reproducible research

We briefly evoke here tools, practices, and development directions for
a more transparent, free, open and fluid research.
e.3.1

NetLogo documentation generator

Documentation generation is central for reproducibility, as it can automatize the description of a model implementation. NetLogo does
not provide a documentation generator. We implemented a Doxygen
software (generation of documentation for different languages including Java) for its application to the NetLogo language. It basically consists in generating intermediate Java code, mirror of the NetLogo code
in its object structures and containing the comment blocks of the NetLogo code. An experimental version is available at https://github.
com/JusteRaimbault/CityNetwork/tree/master/Models/Doc.
e.3.2

git as a reproducibility tool

The use if git as a reproducibility and transparency tool has been
emphasized by [Ram, 2013], which list numerous advantages such as
the exact tracking of the history of the knowledge production process,
an immediate cloning (in combination with public repositories, for
which collaborative sites exist such as github or gitlab), a possibility
to branch from past commits.
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This tool furthermore allows facilitating the individual workflow,
providing for example an automatic backup, an organisational support, the following of experiments.
e.3.3

Open review

The review process of this manuscript has experimentally tested an
open review, through the use of the git repository and specific LATEXcommands.
The basic \comment command allows the reviewers to insert their comments in the appropriate place (and is then placed as a margin annotation of the manuscript) and allows a discussion up to 5 consecutive
answers through optional arguments. A pull request from the reviewer
branch allows integrating the feedbacks. Other commands for example allow marking changes or inserting lists of tasks.
One of the advantages of this approach is that it is a posteriori
possible to reconstruct the review process, and that it is totally open
(for a potential review of the review). The automation by traversing
the network of the git repository history is even easily considerable.
e.3.4

Towards a git-compatible metadata handler

The issue of conserving metadata for figures is crucial for reproducibility, since it is often difficult to keep trace of the full configuration having generated a figure, and also of the corresponding code,
since it can be modified by older versions. The use of script environments such as R or python can also build some traps since variables
can be modified without modifying the code, and the full history of
executed commands must then be kept.
The exhaustive storage of data, the environment, code and the history which led to the generation of a precise figure are a necessary
condition for an exact reproducibility. A direction to answer this issue
is the construction of a tool compatible with git which would automatically generate these metadata, for example by creating a proper
branch and conserving the commit hash associated to the figure. The
final idea would be to have for each figure a unique identifier linking it to the exact environment having produced it, also implying an
automation of the index system within the documents using them.

?

?
?

F

R E F L E X I V E A N A LY S I S

We have throughout all this work highlighted the crucial role of a
reflexivity in the research process. It has played a role for the definition of objects or questions asked, in a concrete way in works directly
based on fieldwork, or in the elaboration of theories with a recursive
aspect. Without pretending having exhaustively constructed a “metaviewpoint” as recommended by [Morin, 1991] for the construction of
a complex thinking, we suggest to have brought preliminary elements
of answer.
We propose here, as a “meta-conclusion”, to proceed to a quantitative analysis for reflexivity, by applying the methods we developed
to our work itself. We do in a first part the analysis of the scientific
landscape from the corpus of our bibliography, and then analyze in
a second part the evolution of the knowledge produced in terms of
projects and of knowledge domains.
This approach is particularly original since to the best of our knowledge there exist no monograph explicitly including its own analysis
using quantitative tools. We defend a more systematic use of such
approaches, to foster the development of a knowledge at the second
order.
f.1

hypernetwork analysis

We apply here the methodology using citation and semantic networks
developed in Chapter 2. The initial corpus is constituted by all our
bibliography1 which includes 834 references.
f.1.1

Citation Network

We reconstruct the citation network at depth two from this initial corpus, and obtain a consequent network (|V| = 177428, |E| = 203317), of
average degree 2.29 (average in-degree 1.15). The core of the network,
constituted by vertices with a degree larger than or equal to 2 for the
largest connected component (which covers 98% of the network), has
a size of |V| = 19714 and |E| = 47348.
A detection of communities using the Louvain algorithm gives a
directed modularity of 0.74 for 19 communities with a size larger
than 10. We interpret the communities by the tags given in Table 29.
We recover domains that are directly covered and used in our work
1 Fixed at the 27/11/2017, and available at https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/
CityNetwork/raw/master/Models/Reflexivity/data/CityNetwork_20171127.bib.
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table 29: Citation communities. The size of communities is given as a proportion of the size of the
core of the network.
Community
Size
Economic Geography

12.4 %

Power Laws

9.1 %

Networks

7.92 %

Spatial Urban Growth Models

7.67 %

Physics of Cities

7.43 %

ABM

7.37 %

Complexity

7.19 %

LUTI

7.16 %

Urban Systems

5.15 %

Spatial Statistics

5.13 %

Evolutionary Economic Geography

5.03 %

Spatio-temporal data

3.18 %

Datamining

2.81 %

Quantitative Epistemology

2.43 %

Space Syntax/Procedural modeling

2.43 %

Fractals

2.02 %

VGI

1.8 %

Biological Networks

1.33 %

Chaos

0.624 %

(Urban Systems, Spatial Models of Urban Growth), and other neighbors mentioned but not directly used (Fractals, Economic Geography,
Space Syntax).
The citation network is visualized in Fig. 153. The position of communities is very instructive to situate our work, which forms bridges
between different domains depending on the viewpoint chosen. If we
take the point of view of urban systems, the corresponding community (in red) makes a bridge between LUTI models (turquoise) and urban growth models (black) on one side, and economic geography on
the other side (in green). If we take the viewpoint of simulation models (ABM community, purple), the link is established between Power
Laws (light blue) and networks and spatial networks (magenta and
orange). Auxiliary communities are attached at the periphery: Quantitative Epistemology (yellow) is close to network analysis, whereas
the analysis of spatio-temporal processes (dark green) is relatively
independent. Communities within which our models can be thematically classified (growth models and urban systems) are located at
the core of the compact part of the network: this confirms that the
direction explored are not auxiliary, and that all principal auxiliary
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figure 153: Citation network. We visualize only the core of the network, constituted here by nodes
with a degree larger than or equal to 2. The network is spatialized with the algorithm Force Atlas 2. The
size of labels is proportional to the degree of nodes, and the color gives the community.
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domains evoked where “necessary” in the sense of a strong connection between communities here.
f.1.2

Semantic network

After collecting the abstracts, we obtain 91412 references on which it
is possible to proceed to the semantic analysis. The construction of the
raw co-occurrences network, after filtering links with a weight smaller
than 5, and for a number of keywords KW = 50000, yields a semantic
network with |E| ' 16 · 106 . The sensitivity analysis to filtering parameters suggests to choose kmin = 0, kmax = 500, fmax = 10000,
θw = 5, what produces a semantic network of size |V| = 37482
and |E| = 218926, with 26 communities and a modularity of 0.78.
Main communities can be labeled as: toxicology, chemistry, political
sciences, theoretical ecology, urban systems, sustainability, innovation economics, spatial analysis, physiology, physics, networks, bioanthropology, health, statistics, microbiology, transportation, biological networks, health geography, botany, evolution, ecology, genetics.
It is less evident to use this typology to understand our work, in
comparison with the citation network, since remote domains (toxicology, chemistry, physiology, botany) can be found in relatively small
amount in our citation corpus (coming from common citations on
morphogenesis or ecology for example) but form then communities
that are particularly isolated in the semantic network. We give in
Fig. 154 the distribution of semantic interdisciplinarities for each citation community. At the exception of evolutionary economic geography which is relatively flat (and thus rather closed) and voluntary
geographical information (VGI) which exhibits a peak at 0 (which
is expected for such a specific domain), citation communities have
fundamentally the same interdisciplinarity profile.
f.2

interaction between projects

We propose here to quantify the evolution of the different projects
and of their interactions, and also of associated knowledge domains.
A table of the time spent on each project, with a precision of half an
hour, has been held between the 16/02/2015 and the 16/02/20182 .
A project is defined as a minimal consistent entity, either by its thematic (for example: morphogenesis model of 5.2) either by its content
(case studies, geographical theory). These have been defined progressively in time, and some overlap or are the precursors of others: we
have thus built a classification a posteriori under the form of “macroprojects” which globally correspond to the final articulation. We also
2 It is available at https://github.com/JusteRaimbault/CityNetwork/raw/master/
Docs/Organisation/Projects.ods. For the analyses here, we use the version frozen
at the 02/12/2017.
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figure 154:

Distribution of interdisciplinarities for each citation community.

associate to them a main knowledge domain3 and the main section
of this memoir to which they are attached.
The list of projects is given in Table 30, with the macro-project, the
knowledge domain and the cumulated time. The Fig. 155 gives the
temporal distribution according to these different modalities, in time.
We confirm a non-linear organization, most of projects and chapters
being treated in parallel. For example, the chapter 7 has been the
object of a first preliminary exploration in the first months, and a
resurgence when converging as the intellectual maturity had been
acquired. Methods regularly punctuate the distribution, but culminate just before the first half. Modeling projects, similarly to empirical
studies, are also regularly distributed, whereas the conceptual takes
more time in the end, what confirms that it necessitates the other
domains and a thorough reflection.
It is then possible to construct interaction graphs between macroprojects or knowledge domains, assuming simplifying hypotheses.
A first index of simultaneous interaction is based on an apparition
at the same time. We denote Ti,t the time for the entity i (macroproject or knowledge domain) on the temporal unit t (that we take
as the week). The probability of simultaneous occurrence between i

3 Knowing that there is a non-negligible bias in the fact of attributing a unique domain
to a project, since domains are generally intimately linked at the core of knowledge
production itself. The constraint of data collection however leads to this segmentation which is relatively reductionist.
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table 30: Description of projects. The section links to the part of the memoir where the project is
mainly used. Global generic tasks are not taken into account in the chapter cumulated count (Memoire:
writing of this memoir; Academic: academic life; Bibliography: general readings).
Project

Macro-project

Section

Domain

Time (h)

CaseStudies

Thematic

1.2

Empirical

5.5

Modelography

QuantEpistemo

2.2

Empirical

20

QuantEpistemology

QuantEpistemo

2.2

Empirical

32

MacroCoEvol

MacroCoEvol

6.2

Modeling

72

SpatioTempCausality

CausalityRegimes

4.2

Methods

37.5

Entretiens

Thematic

D.3

Data

13

MesoCoEvol

MesoCoEvol

7.2

Modeling

60.5

Fieldwork

Thematic

1.3

Empirical

27.5

EnergyPrice

Empirical

C.1

Empirical

72.5

Morphogenesis

Morphogenesis

5.1

Conceptual

24.5

NetworkNecessity

InteractionGibrat

4.3

Modeling

158

Memoire

Memoire

-

Conceptual

489.5

SpatialStatistics

CausalityRegimes

4.2

Methods

44

BPCaseStudy

CausalityRegimes

1.2

Empirical

12

Perspectivism

Epistemology

8.3

Conceptual

8.5

RealEstate

CausalityRegimes

1.2

Empirical

18

Theory

Thematic

1.1, 8.2

Conceptual

136

CorrelatedSyntheticData

Methods

5.3

Methods

128

MediationEcotox

Methods

C.7

Methods

59

DensityGeneration

DensityGeneration

5.2

Modeling

84.5

PatentsMining

Methods

C.5

Methods

349.5

CyberGeo

Methods

B.6, C.4

Methods

332

SpaceMatters

Methods

3.1

Methods

100.5

NetworkDensityStatistics

Empirical

4.1

Empirical

176.5

NetLogoUtils

Tools

-

Tools

10

StochasticUrbanGrowth

Methods

B.1

Methods

13

TransportationEquilibrium

Empirical

3.1

Empirical

56.5

BiologicalNetwork

MesoCoEvol

7.1

Modeling

5

Discrepancy

Methods

B.4

Methods

54

Governance

Governance

7.3

Modeling

228

SyntheticData

Methods

5.2

Methods

99

Reproduction

MacroCoEvol

6.1

Modeling

46

AlgorithmicReview

QuantEpistemo

2.2

Empirical

75.5

Tools

Tools

-

Tools

137

Academic

Acad

-

NA

1388

Bibliography

Biblio

-

Conceptual

312
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figure 155: Temporal distribution. Times are aggregated at the level of the week and areas in color
give the temporal distribution for macro-projects (first row), chapters (second row) and knowledge domains (third row).
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and j is at time t given by

(

Ti,t Tj,t
P
2,
i Ti,t )

and we can sum them in time to

obtain an index of interaction between entities:
X Ti,t Tj,t
Ii,j =
P
2
t ( i Ti,t )
The matrix (Ii,j ) allows then to construct a network. A similar index
based uniquely on co-occurrence is given by

Ci,j =

X

1Ti,t >0 1Tj,t >0

t

We also look at lagged interactions, under the assumption that an
entity at time t can trigger the one at time t + 1, the non-symmetrical
index being then
Ĩi→j =

X

P

t

Ti,t Tj,t+1
P
T
i i,t
j Tj,t+1

and the same index of lagged co-occurrence

C̃i→j =

X

1Ti,t >0 1Tj,t+1 >0

t

We show the corresponding graphs for the macro-projects in Fig. 156.
Regarding macro-projects, it appears that the core of the simultaneous co-occurence network is constituted by bibliography, academic
life, and methods: these elements are present at closely to any moment and structure the rest of research. Then, the different thematic
projects can be led relatively independently, and gravitate at the periphery of the network. With the directed graph of lagged interactions, it is difficult to extract supplementary information, the flows being close to symmetric: either the weekly aggregation is not relevant,
either the lag may be different, either there is indeed reciprocity, the
latest hypothesis being reasonable given the intrication of projects.
The graphs for knowledge domains is given in Fig. 157. Beside the
fact that data are relatively on the periphery, what was expected given
their low importance and their integration within other projects, we
do not observe any particular pattern in these graphs: all domains
are used at most times. These is also all the reciprocal relations in
the directed graph, what suggests possibly a co-evolution between
knowledge domains, what we will verify in the following.
We estimated for each couple of knowledge domains i, j (excluding
the data domain which only cumulates in total 13h and thus too few
variations toestimate a correlation)
the lagged correlations between

differences ρ ∆Ti,t−τ , Tj,t for −4 6 τ 6 4 (maximal lag of one month).
We keep the correlations if p < 0.05 and select the maximal absolute
correlation for each couple of variables if it exists.
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figure 156: Interaction graphs between macro-projects. (Left) Graph of simultaneous interaction by
co-occurence, given by the adjacency matrix Ci,j ; (Right) Graph of lagged interaction, given here by flows
Ĩi→j .

figure 157: Interaction graphs between knowledge domains. (Left) Graph of simultaneous interaction by co-occurence; (Right) Lagged interaction graph.
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figure 158: Graph of lagged correlations between knowledge domains. The color gives the sign
of the correlation (green: positive, red: negative) and the link width its value. Links exist if and only if
p < 0.05 for a Fisher test.
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The graph of lagged correlations is given in Fig. 158. There exists
a certain number of significant links, and even a circular relation
between empirical and conceptual, i.e. a co-evolution in the proper
sense between these domains. Modeling and empirical induce works
in the conceptual domain, which can be interpreted as an induction
of theories. However, the conceptual has a negative influence on the
empirical, which could be symptomatic of a too large lack of connection with concrete issues sometimes.
Therefore, even if these results are naturally to be taken with caution given the intrinsic biases in the data (difficulty to give a label,
reduction within projects, etc.), we suggest an intrication of knowledge domains and a co-evolution for some. This can be put in correspondance with the fundamental hypothesis of the knowledge framework developed in 8.3, which implies that a complex knowledge
necessitates a co-evolution of domains. Finally, the application of
the own tools of our work to itself suggests an hologramatic dimension [Morin, 1986], recalling the link between complexity and knowledge production suggested in 3.3.

?

?
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Characterizing and modeling the co-evolution of transportation networks and territories
Keywords: Territories; Transportation Networks; Co-evolution; Morphogenesis; Evolutive Urban Theory; Quantitative Epistemology; Systems of Cities; Urban Morphology; Greater Paris; Pearl River Delta
The identification of structuring effects of transportation infrastructure on territorial dynamics remains an open
research problem. This issue is one of the aspects of approaches on complexity of territorial dynamics, within
which territories and networks would be co-evolving. The aim of this thesis is to challenge this view on interactions between networks and territories, both at the conceptual and empirical level, by integrating them in
simulation models of territorial systems. The intrinsically multidisciplinary nature of the question requires first
to proceed to a quantitative epistemology analysis, that allow us to draw a map of the scientific landscape and
to give a description of common features and specificities of models studying the co-evolution between network
and territories within each discipline. We propose consequently a definition of co-evolution and an empirical
method for its characterization, based on spatio-temporal correlation analysis. Two complementary modeling
approaches, that correspond to different scales and ontologies, are then explored. At the macroscopic scale, we
build a family of models inheriting from interaction models within system of cities, developed by the Evolutive
Urban Theory (Pumain, 1997). Their exploration shows that they effectively capture co-evolutionary dynamics,
and their calibration on demographic data for the French system of cities (1830-1999) quantifies the evolution of
interaction processes such as the tunnel effect or the role of centrality. At the mesoscopic scale, a morphogenesis
model captures the co-evolution of the urban form and of network topology. It is calibrated on corresponding indicators for local form and topology, computed for all Europe. Multiple network evolution processes are
shown complementary to reproduce the large variety of observed configurations, at the level of indicators but
also interactions between indicators. These results suggest new research directions for urban models integrating
co-evolutive dynamics in a multi-scale perspective.

Caractérisation et modélisation de la co-évolution des réseaux de transport et des territoires
Mots-clés : Territoires ; Réseaux de Transport ; Co-évolution ; Morphogenèse ; Théorie Évolutive des Villes ;
Épistémologie Quantitative ; Systèmes de Villes ; Morphologie Urbaine ; Grand Paris ; Delta de la Rivière des
Perles
L’identification d’effets structurants des infrastructures de transports sur la dynamique des territoires reste un
défi scientifique ouvert. Cette question est une des facettes de recherches sur la complexité des dynamiques territoriales, au sein desquelles territoires et réseaux de transport seraient en co-évolution. L’objectif de cette thèse est
de mettre à l’épreuve cette vision des interactions entre réseaux et territoires, autant sur le plan conceptuel que
sur le plan empirique, en les intégrant au sein de modèles de simulation des systèmes territoriaux. La nature intrinsèquement pluri-disciplinaire de la question nous conduit à mener un travail d’épistémologie quantitative, qui
permet de dresser une carte du paysage scientifique et une description des éléments communs et des spécificités
des modèles traitant la co-évolution entre réseaux et territoires dans chaque discipline. Nous proposons ensuite
une définition de la co-évolution, ainsi qu’une méthode de caractérisation empirique, basée sur une analyse de
corrélations spatio-temporelles. Deux pistes complémentaires de modélisation, correspondant à des ontologies et
des échelles différentes sont alors explorées. A l’échelle macroscopique, nous construisons une famille de modèles
dans la lignée des modèles d’interaction au sein des systèmes de villes développés par la Théorie Evolutive des
Villes (Pumain, 1997). Leur exploration montre qu’ils capturent effectivement des dynamiques de co-évolution,
et leur calibration sur des données démographiques pour le système de villes français (1830-1999) quantifie
l’évolution des processus d’interaction comme l’effet tunnel ou le rôle de la centralité. A l’échelle mésoscopique,
un modèle de morphogenèse capture la co-évolution de la forme urbaine et de la topologie du réseau. Il est calibré sur les indicateurs correspondants pour la forme et la topologie locales calculés pour l’ensemble de l’Europe.
De multiples processus d’évolution du réseau s’avèrent être complémentaires pour reproduire la grande variété
des configurations observées, au niveau des indicateurs ainsi que des interactions entre indicateurs. Ces résultats
suggèrent de nouvelles pistes d’exploration des modèles urbains intégrant les dynamiques co-évolutives dans
une perspective multi-échelles.

